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FTC STUDY OF LIFE INSURANCE COST 
DISCLOSURE 

TUESDAY, JULY 10, 1979 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, 

AND TRANSPORTATION, 
Washington, D.C. 

The committee met at 10:25 a.m., in room 235, Russell Senate 
Office Building, Hon. Howard W. Cannon (chairman of the commit
tee) presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. 
Good morning. Today the committee meets to hear the testimony 

of the Federal Trade Commission on a major staff report to the 
Commission concerning life insurance cost disclosure. This report is 
important not only because it represents 2½ years of staff effort on 
the part of the FTC, but because the life insurance industry is such 
an important part of the American economy. 

The life insurance industry directly affects most of the families 
in this country. Seventy-two percent of the adult population of the 
United States and over 90 percent of all husband-and-wife families 
own some form of life insurance. 

Insured families paid an average of over $500 a year in premi
ums and had approximately $37,000 insurance in force. In 1977, 
Americans paid $24.2 billion in life insurance premiums represent
ing 1.9 percent of all personal income. 

The Federal Trade Commission has examined the currently ex
isting practices and regulations concerning the type of cost disclo
sure information that is given in connection with the sale of life 
insurance. They have concluded, as their testimony and final 
report will indicate, that several improvements and alternatives 
should be considered regarding the kind of information presented 
to a consumer. 

However, I want to emphasize that this FTC study is only a 
study. It is not an act of Congress. It is not a trade regulation rule. 

The FTC has studied the life insurance cost disclosure issue, and 
they have come up with recommendations for the States to consid
er, but the States are not compelled to act. 

Hopefully, to the extent that the FTC has been persuasive and 
offered helpful suggestions on improving cost disclosure, the States 
will act. But in my view, the McCarran-Ferguson Act would prohib
it the Federal Trade Commission from regulating life insurance 
cost disclosure in any State which adopts some system of regulat-

(1) 
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ing this activity. The fact that the FTC has issued this study as 
only a recommendation for consideration by the States, indicates 
that the FTC was aware of and gave consideration to the limita
tions on their authority. 

On the other hand, I hope that the FTC's recommendations will 
be met on the merits. I hope that the industry will not simply 
attack the messenger, the FTC, but will really give thoughtful 
consideration to those aspects of the FTC's recommendations that 
may merit adoption. 

Finally, I want to say a word about the Federal interest in the 
insurance industry, both in Congress and in various agencies. 
Given the size of the industry and the way in which it impacts on 
almost every citizen as a consumer, this interest is legitimate. But 
whether it results in Federal action is a different question. 

If the industry moves forward and adopts, on its own, or under 
State regulation, necessary and justified safeguards, then Federal 
action is unlikely. But, if problems are identified and no action is 
taken, then pressure for Federal regulation will build. 

Today's hearing is the first opportunity of the Commerce Com
mittee to receive a report from the FTC on the numerous insur
ance studies they have undertaken in the past 2 years. The com
mittee is very interested in these projects and will be monitoring 
them closely. 

The committee is also interested in the FTC's plans for future 
utilization of these various studies and will want to explore with 
the Commission what the outer limits of the FTC's authority are 
under the McCarran-Ferguson Act with respect to the business of 
insurance. 

For all of these reasons, we are very pleased to have as our 
witness this morning, the former chief counsel and staff director of 
this committee, and now the Chairman of the Federal Trade Com
mission, Michael Pertschuk. 

Welcome to the committee. Would you please identify for the 
record those who are accompanying you at the witness table. 

STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL PERTSCHUK, CHAIRMAN, FED
ERAL TRADE COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY ALBERT H. 
KRAMER, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF CONSUMER PROTECTION; 
AND MICHAEL LYNCH, BUREAU OF ECONOMICS 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman. Also, let 
me share the sentiments which you addressed in your opening 
statement. 

With me is Al Kramer, to my direct right, the Director of the 
Bureau of Consumer Protection; and Michael Lynch from the 
Bureau of Economics, the economist who contributed a great deal 
to this report. 

I thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today. Our 
topic-life insurance-is a deadly serious one for millions of Ameri
can consumers. Each year they spend over $30 million on life 
insurance premium payments. And yet, despite the importance and 
expense of this purchase, the average consumer buys a life insur
ance policy without ever being given the information that is abso
lutely essential for him or her to be able to understand what that 
policy really costs. 
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Indeed, I think it fair to say that no other product in our econo
my that is purchased by so many people for so much money is 
bought with so little understanding of its actual or comparative 
value. 

A person who buys an ordinary whole life insurance policy, the 
most popular type of insurance now sold, is in reality buying both 
protection against dying soon, and protection against not dying 
soon. 

This latter protection takes the form of cash values, which the 
insured may obtain at will, merely by surrendering his or her 
policy. 

Building up cash values in a life insurance policy is a little 
different from saving money in any other medium, and one would 
imagine that one of the first things that many consumers would 
want to know about their life insurance, like any other savings 
medium, is "what interest rate will I be getting." 

In fact, however, such information is simply not now available 
either to consumers or to life insurance agents, except perhaps for 
those few fortunate enough to have mastered courses in both actu
arial science and computer programing. 

I will elaborate on these observations in a moment, but I would 
first like to point out that very little of what I have just said or 
have yet to say is at all original. This committee has had a long
term concern about the fate of the insurance consumer, as its 
arduous work on no-fault auto insurance attests, which the Com
mission has undertaken. 

The inability of consumers to make knowledgeable decisions 
when purchasing life insurance has long been a topic of serious, if 
not sufficiently widespread, concern among insurance industry ex
ecutives, State regulators and, not least of all, here on Capitol Hill. 

In February 1973, the late Senator Philip Hart held extensive 
hearings on the life insurance industry, with emphasis on the need 
for life insurance cost disclosure. In Senator Hart's words, the 
thrust of those hearings was that: 

• • • Consumers couldn't make rational buying decisions at the time of purchase 
of life insurance because detailed information on costs and benefits wasn't available. 

In June 1973, the National Association of Insurance Commission
ers adopted an interim model cost disclosure regulation, and a final 
NAIC model was adopted in May 1976. 

The NAIC model law was an important first step in the direction 
of promoting consumer awareness of insurance costs. However, it 
contained several major flaws that have since been recognized by 
other congressional committees, including the Senate Committee 
on Veterans' Affairs, which in June 1977, postponed action on S. 
718, a bill to require adherence to the NAIC model regulation in 
connection with the sale of life insurance to veterans. 

On the House side, counterpart to this committee, the Subcom
mittee on Oversight and Investigation of the House Committee on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, chaired by Congressman Moss, 
held hearings on life insurance cost disclosure last August, focusing 
on the inadequacy of the NAIC model regulation. 
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It was in the context of this interest among congressional, State, 
and industry authorities that the Commission began its own in
quiry into the problem of life insurance cost disclosure. 

In December 1976, the Commission announced that it had au
thorized its staff to investigate four questions: 

One, whether adequate cost information is being provided to 
prospective life insurance purchasers; 

Two, what types of information would be most accurate and most 
likely to be useful to consumers; 

Three, the impact such disclosures would be likely to have upon 
the industry and upon consumers; and 

Four, what would be the most appropriate and feasible course of 
action for the Commission to take in this area to alleviate any 
problems found to exist. 

The Commission has been, of course, mindful that our ultimate 
authority to take regulatory action with respect to life insurance 
may be significantly circumscribed by the McCarran-Ferguson Act. 

On the other hand, the Commission's authority to investigate the 
existence of potential consumer problems, and to report the results 
of its investigations where they reveal substantial consumer prob
lems, is unimpaired by this act. With this in mind, our staff began 
their inquiry in late 1976. 

They have now produced a report which is being released today. 
Based on their findings and recommendations, the Commission has 
proposed a model State regulation on life insurance cost disclosure. 
The staff report is perhaps the best and most comprehensive explo
ration of the problems of life insurance cost disclosure undertaken 
to date. 

We thus believe that the report will serve an important educa
tional purpose. By releasing it we hope to prompt careful scrutiny 
and evaluation of its findings by the expert community. 

With that introduction, then let me summarize the findings of 
the staff report and the Commission's own recommendations. 

1. SAVING THROUGH LIFE INSURANCE 

The first major conclusion of the report, as I noted, is that 
ordinary life insurance isn't just insurance. For most consumers, a 
life insurance policy is also a type of savings account. Only part of 
the premiums pay for death protection. Another large portion of 
the premiums consumers pay each year goes toward the policy's 
cash value, which grows over time and may be obtained simply by 
surrending the policy. 

Industrywide, this savings component of cash value life insur
ance is extremely significant. Based on industry estimates, our 
staff puts the total consumer savings held by life insurance compa
nies in 1977 at $140 billion. In other words, consumers save about 
the same amount through life insurance as through savings and 
loan passbook accounts. 

Let me illustrate the relative· importance of the savings compo
nent of cash value insurance in two ways. 

The first is to examine the cash flow of the life insurance indus
try in gross dollar terms. Our staff analysis shows that almost $34 
billion flowed into life insurance companies in 1977 from premiums 
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and investment investment earnings. On the other side of this 
rough balance sheet, only $5 billion were paid out in death bene
fits. The rest of the revenue went toward savings-related benefits 
such as dividends, surrender values, and increased holdings, as well 
as to the cost of doing business. 

The other way to look at the savings element of life insurance is 
to break down each premium dollar into its end uses. How much is 
used to pay death benefits? About 15 cents. What portion is 
charged to overhead? Just over 30 cents. And the remaining 55 
cents-over half of every dollar paid in premiums? It goes into the 
savings component, to be used to fund withdrawals and to increase 
the consumer savings held by the companies. 

2. INDUSTRYWIDE RATE OF RETURN 

Once we recognize that cash value, life insurance is both death 
protection plus savings, the logical next question is: What interest 
rate are consumers receiving on their money? The answer is that, 
in almost all cases, the average annual rate of return on the 
savings component of life insurance policies is far below the 
market value of money. 

As one measure of the interest rates paid by life insurance 
companies, our staff computed the average industrywide rate of 
return paid on all cash value policies in 1977. After conservatively 
estimating the portion of the premiums needed to provide death 
protection, they found that the insurance industry paid consumers 
an average of between 1 and 2 percent on savings, with the best 
estimate being 1.3 percent. 

This industrywide return rate is a summation of all the rates of 
return on individual policies. Thus it reflects the fact that the rates 
vary widely depending on the policy type, and more importantly, 
on the age of the policy. Because of the uneven way in which cash 
values grow over the life of a policy, the return rate realized by a 
consumer is largely dependent on how long the policy is held. 

3. PENALTIES FOR EARLY TERMINATION 

In the early years, there is actually a negative rate of return
the cash value is less than that part of the premium attributable to 
the savings element. Most policies have no cash value for the first 
year, so if the policy is allowed to lapse after only one annual 
payment, the entire savings is lost, and the rate of return is minus 
100 percent. And the fact is that about one in every five new 
policyholders drops his or her policy in the first 13 months. Using 
the data gathered in 1973 by the Hart committee, we have estimat
ed total consumer loss from first year lapses to be in excess of $200 
million annually. 

Due to the slow cash value buildup, whole life policies are rarely 
a desirable purchase unless held for more than 10 years. When our 
staff analyzed policies issued in 1973 and 1977, they found that 
policies terminated in the 5th year had an average return rate of 
minus 10 percent. At the end of 10 years, those policies would pay 
approximately 1 percent. 
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4. INSURANCE VERSUS OTHER INVESTMENTS 

From these findings, it is clear that many cash value insurance 
policies offer rates of return several percentage points below alter
natives readily available in the marketplace, even taking into ac
count the fact that interest earnings from insurance are essentially 
tax free. For example, passbook savings accounts pay 5 percent or 
more. Time deposit rates for small savers are between 6 and 8 
percent. And there have recently been complaints that these rates 
are artificially low, that they prevent small savers from keeping 
pace with inflation. 

The potential consumer loss makes these rate of return differen
tials extremely significant. A person who invests $1,000 each year 
at 3 percent-a rate of return yielded by many whole life policies if 
they are held for 20 years-will have roughly $47,000 at the end of 
30 years. The same amount invested for the same period at 6 
percent will yield almost twice as much, about $84,000. 

To give us an idea of the aggregate impact, the staff estimated 
that if the industrywide average return rate in 1977 had been 4 
percent rather than 1.3, policyholders would have received an addi
tional $3.7 billion in that year alone. 

I should emphasize here that neither the Commission nor our 
staff is opposed to saving through life insurance. Neither do we 
favor the purchase of one form of insurance over another. Some 
available whole life policies offer return rates which are competi
tive with other savings media. And there are reasons for saving 
through insurance: it is convenient, some people prefer the forced 
savings aspect, and tax advantages may exist. In addition, whole 
life policies have certain attractive features which may not be 
available through term insurance. 

5. THE NEED FOR RATE OF RETURN DISCLOSURE 

But we are convinced that consumers cannot make an intelligent 
judgment about the merits of different insurance and investment 
packages without rate of return information, because the true cost 
of a life insurance policy can only be evaluated if one considers the 
interest rate paid on the savings component. A sizable portion of 
the premium goes toward savings. If consumers are receiving a 
lower interest rate on those savings than they could get from other 
investments, then, in effect, they are paying more for the insur
ance, something any informed buyer should certainly know. 

But of course most consumers are not aware of this, so we come 
to the pervasive problem with the way ordinary life insurance is 
marketed today: inadequate cost information. No life insurance 
company in this country currently discloses a standardized rate of 
return to its customers. Yet, without such cost information, con
sumers cannot shop comparatively for the most suitable insurance 
product at the lowest price. Comparisons between insurance and 
other types of savings are also impossible. 

And, where buyers have no way to distinguish competing prod
ucts on the basis of their true cost, the forces of competition
which we rely on to eliminate inefficiencies and reward low cost 
products with larger market shares-cannot operate effectively. 
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One indication that competition is not working in the life insur
ance industry is the wide variation in the cost of similar policies. 
As an example, the 20-year rate of return in 1977 for $25,000 
dividend-paying whole life policies, issued to males aged 35, ranged 
from a high of 7.6 percent to a low of 1.5 percent. For similar non
dividend-paying policies, the scale went from 3.9 to 0.66 percent. 

Our staffs analysis of the Hart committee data reveals virtually 
no correlation between the true costliness of an insurance policy 
and its market share. They suspect that this variation means that 
many consumers are paying far more for life insurance than they 
would choose to pay if they had some way to compare costs. 

Without the meaningful disclosure of accurate cost information, 
we submit, price competition in the life insurance is impossible, 
and the economic injury to consumers is extraordinarily high. 

6. THE COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS 

Mr. Chairman, my testimony so far has been about consumer 
problems in the life insurance industry and their causes. Now let 
me turn to the Commission's suggestions as to how those problems 
can be solved. 

The Commission agrees with the Hart and Moss committee re
ports that an essential first step is to provide insurance consumers 
with information that will enable them to compare the costs of 
different policies and to compare saving through life insurance 
with saving through other means. 

As I mentioned, the NAIC adopted model cost disclosure regula
tions in 1976. The Federal Trade Commission commends the NAIC 
for its sensitivity to the fundamental need for cost disclosure. How
ever, based on the findings of our staffs investigation, the Commis
sion believes that the NAIC model regulation could be improved. 
Therefore, we are proposing certain amendments to the NAIC reg
ulation, the major features of which I shall describe. As amended, 
the NAIC regulation can, we feel, accomplish the goals that were 
originally set for it. 

A. Rate of return information 

First, and of greatest importance, prospective purchasers of cash 
value insurance and annuities should be provided with average 
annual rate of return information for any cash value insurance or 
annuity product they are considering purchasing. 

Under the NAIC model, the only information consumers receive 
concerning cash values is a schedule showing what the value will 
be at the end of selected years. In other words, they are told that 
after 5 years, the cash value of the policy is, say, $1,000; after 10 
years, it is $8,500; and so on. But they are not told whether this 
sum represents a 1 percent, a 5 percent, or some other rate of 
return on their investment. 

Let me reiterate the serious consequences of this informational 
void. Without rate of return information, consumers cannot com
pare the relative merits of saving through the whole life policy 
with other alternatives such as buying a term policy and investing 
the difference in another savings medium. Nor are they able to 
compare the whole life policy's rate of return with anticipated 
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rates of inflation to judge whether their investment is likely to stay 
ahead or fall behind inflation rates. 

We know that many industry spokespersons object to rate of 
return disclosures because it requires what to them is an improper 
separation of whole life insurance into two elements: savings and 
protection. They assert that life insurance is a unitary contract 
that, like the law, must be viewed as a seamless web. Cash values 
are said to be only an incidental byproduct of the level premium 
nature of whole life policies. 

Whether the whole life insurance contract should be character
ized as an indivisible whole, insurance purchased on the install
ment plan or combination of death protection and savings is large
ly a matter of semantics. The indisputable fact of the matter is 
that, regardless of how the savings element is described, it is 
hardly incidental. The savings element accounts for three or four 
times as much of the premium dollar as does the insurance protec
tion, and this has made the life insurance industry a major reposi
tory of consumer savings. 

The argument is simply not a persuasive response to the call for 
rate of return disclosure. The Moss committee considered this same 
issue and concluded as follows: 

We regard the "inseparable" whole life policy argument as a diversionary ploy. In 
our view, reliance on it in the future as a defense to rate of return disclosure will 
cross the line into irresponsibility. 

The Commission recognizes that there is more than one disclo
sure method which can be used to compare different type insur
ance policies. Based on the available evidence, we selected the rate 
of return as the one most likely to aid consumers in making 
informed purchases. The staff report contains a detailed description 
of the advantages and disadvantages of this and other systems. 

B. An appropriate index number 

As I have just described, rate of return information is necessary 
for comparing dissimilar policies and alternate savings mecha
nisms. Another important part of any cost disclosure system is an 
index that will enable prospective purchasers to identify and select 
low cost policies from among an array of similar policies. This need 
is particularly acute in the case of cash value insurance. For these 
policies, it is often impossible to ascertain their true cost simply by 
looking at premiums because in addition to providing death bene
fits, whole life policies accumulate cash values and, in many cases, 
pay dividends. 

The NAIC model regulation recognizes this problem and requires 
the provision of three different indices-the surrender index, the 
payment index, and the equivalent level annual dividend. It also 
requires that each of these indices be given for the 10th and 20th 
years. 

Providirig three different indices, each for 2 different years, for a 
total of six numbers, has the potential, we believe, to confuse 
consumers and to defeat the purpose of cost disclosure. The life 
insurance industry's own Joint Special Committee on Life Insur
ance Cost recognized this fact in recommending the use of only the 
the surrender index. The committee warned in its 1970 report, that 
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to do otherwise would inevitably complicate a subject that greatly 
needs to be kept straightforward. 

Based on the staff's study, we have concluded that the industry 
Joint Special Committee's early judgment that only the surrender 
index should be used, was right on target. 

We believe that the other two NAIC indices provide little, if any, 
useful information to consumers. And because the assumptions on 
which these other indices are based are extremely unlikely to 
occur, these two indices are potentially misleading. 

In addition, to further streamline the disclosure statement, the 
Commission recommends omitting the 10th year surrender index. 
Whole life policies are rarely a desirable purchase unless they are 
held for substantially longer than 10 years. As a consequence, the 
10th year indices are of little use to the prospective purchaser. 

The focus of the industry joint committee and our own recom
mendations are consistent with the various studies that have been 
conducted since 1970. These studies, some of which were done by 
the industry and some at the FTC staffs request, indicate that 
consumers have difficulty using and understanding the NAIC six 
number system. 

For this reason, the Commission's suggested regulation would 
require that consumers be provided with but one index number: 
the surrender index computed for the 20th year. 

C. Timing of disclosure 
Finally, the Commission was concerned about the timing of the 

disclosure. Under the NAIC model regulation, consumers generally 
received the buyer's guide and policy summary only when the 
policy is actually delivered, often a week to 10 days after purchase. 
Our experience indicates that if cost disclosure is to be effective, it 
must take place before the purchase decision. Consumers are very 
unlikely to read and use a disclosure package provided after the 
transaction has been completed. 

For this reason, we recommend that a buyer's guide be given at 
the beginnng of the sales presentation and that a preliminary 
policy summary be given prior to the time prospective purchasers 
are provided an application for a policy. The preliminary policy 
summary would contain the basic information concerning the 
policy, such as the policy type, premium, surrender index and the 
rate of return. The proposed preliminary policy summary contains 
only those limited items of information essential to an informed 
purchase decision. It would not be impractical for agents to have 
all of the information needed to fill out the preliminary policy 
summary with them during the sales presentation. 

However, we concur in the NAIC's recommendation that a full 
policy summary be delivered with the policy. That summary con
tains more detailed information concerning the cash flow elements 
of the policy. The Commission believes that this information is 
important and useful to the consumer. Because the information is 
more detailed it may not be readily available to the agent during 
the sales presentation, but it can easily be provided with the policy, 
as is currently the practice of companies which comply with the 
NAIC model. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

Mr. Chairman, submitted with this statement are the staff 
report, the Commission's suggested regulation, and a model buyer's 
guide and disclosure statement recommended by our staff. While 
the Commission firmly believes that disclosures of this type are 
necessary, these latter two documents are not meant to be the 
definitive solution. Rather, they are provided to illustrate how the 
necessary elements of a disclosure system can be incorporated into 
an effective cost disclosure regulation. 

We recognize that there are no easy answers when it comes to 
the question of life insurance cost disclosure; there is room for 
discussion and disagreement. Undoubtedly, State regulators and 
others interested in cost disclosure will be able to suggest improve
ments on these materials. The Commission staff will be available, 
where called upon, Commission staff will be available, where called 
upon, to assist the States in what we hope will be serious efforts to 
consider life insurance cost disclosure regulations. 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks. We would be delight
ed to respond to whatever questions the committee may have. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I want to commend the 
FTC for presenting a very clear and forceful argument in support 
of their recommendations. 

Of course, we are not going to reach any conclusions today 
regarding the merits of your recommendations, but it is important 
that they be presented and that we understand them. 

I hope everyone who responds to your report will be as clear and 
forceful. We will leave the hearing record open for 15 days to 
receive comments on the report that any interested parties may 
desire to submit. 

Mr. Pertschuk, I would like to ask you a few questions. 
In 1968, then Chairman Paul Rand Dixon indicated, and I quote: 
The jurisdiction of the Commission over the business of insurance is limited to the 

sales of insurance by mail, where such sales are not regulated by state law. 

Now, I'd like to ask you this: If a State adopted a disclosure rule 
along the lines that you proposed, or NAIC has proposed, or some 
combination of those disclosure rules, would that preclude the FTC 
from exercising any jurisdiction within that state with respect to 
policies sold by resident agents? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. I believe so, Mr. Chairman, yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now one of the things that I think is of great 

interest to the insurance industry, and to the State insurance 
commissioners, is whether the cost disclosure regulation that you 
propose today is just a first step that will lead to a trade regulation 
rule, or whether the FTC intends to leave the implementation and 
the determination of what is an appropriate disclosure scheme up 
to the States and the State regulators. 

Could you give us some indications of what your views and the 
Commission's views are on that issue? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Yes, Mr. Chairman. As a matter of fact, when I 
came to the Commission, a trade regulation rule move was one of 
the potential courses of action to be recommended by the staff and 
undertaken by the Commission. 
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But we chose deliberately with a view to the McCarran-Ferguson 
Act, and even more importantly, to the appropriate separation of 
activities between the Federal Government and the State to take 
the course of recommending this model State disclosure recommen
dation. 

That is our entire plan with respect to life insurance cost disclo
sure. We have no intention of pursuing a trade regulation rule. 

The CHAIRMAN. Have you considered the added cost to the insur
ance industry of these new disclosure requirements? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we have. There will be some 
cost-we believe they are modest-and we believe that they are 
appropriate. We can either supply some analysis of that in writing, 
or Mr. Lynch is prepared to describe what they may be. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I'm thinking in terms of the burden that 
might be imposed on an agent to provide the policyholder prospec
tive policyholder, the rate of return index prior to the actual sale 
of the policy. 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Without the computer, this would obviously be a 
fairly expensive proposition. But with computer programs, some of 
which we have already begun to develop and will make available, 
the process of providing this information, which can be done by the 
companies to the agents, is really not a very terribly complicated 
or extensive thing. 

The CHAIRMAN. It would have to be on a company-wide basis. It 
couldn't be a burden requiring the agent to carry a little pocket 
calculator along to make his own computation as he went along in 
his process of selling a policy. 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. No. Just as the surrender indexes are now pro
duced by the companies and carried in the agent's rate book, so too 
could the rate of return tables be inserted in the rate book. The 
chief actuary of the Massachusetts Insurance Department, Mr. 
Hunt, has developed a simple method whereby the agent could 
interpolate from a table to get the rate of return for specific issue 
ages and face amounts that would not be in the table, such as 
male, age 33, $18,700. We believe that rate of return disclosure 
before sale, can be done about as easily and inexpensively as the 
currently used surrender index disclosure. 

The CHAIRMAN. In your rate of return index calculations, the 
FTC assumes the standard low cost term policy price. Does that 
result in unfair cost comparisons? 

In other words, are these standard low term policies used to 
determine the death protection cost for every company, even those 
companies which insure primarily blue collar workers with higher 
mortality rates? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. I think they are appropriate. They are appropri
ate measures, Mr. Chairman. The differences are much more likely 
to occur between competing policies and competing risks, especially 
for low cost policies. 

Mike, why don't you comment? 
Mr. LYNCH. It's a matter of great importance to use a standard 

set of term rates to make valid comparison between companies. 
You do need to use the same set of term rates. It's in the nature of 
a standard that it will not apply to everybody. 

Not everybody is a standard risk. 
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So we have instruction, in our buyer's guide to compare the term 
rates you are offered with the term rates that are used in comput
ing the rate of return. 

For example, those who are in hazardous occupations will not be 
able to buy term insurance at standard rates. On the other hand, 
those eligible to buy group term insurance will be able to buy at 
substantially less than standard rates. 

So the benchmark term rates will not be accurate for these 
individuals. 

The main difference in the cost of providing insurance to blue 
collar workers rather than professionals, is not the difference in 
mortality rates. Rather the higher expense for blue collar workers 
is due to the fact that people with lower incomes buy smaller 
amounts of insurance. Because many of the expenses are independ
ent of the size of the policy, the cost per thousand dollars of 
coverage is higher for the smaller policies. 

This is captured in the term insurance rates that are used in the 
calculation. Term insurance rates are much higher for smaller 
amounts of insurance. So the most important reason for the higher 
costs of insuring blue collar workers is captured in our standard 
term rates. 

The CHAIRMAN. In light of the fact that, on average, the price of 
life insurance has been decreasing, doesn't this indicate there is 
adequate competition in the existing market place? Because, based 
on your statement, as you analyze the study, it seemed to me that 
the conclusion that I would come to is that there is inadequate 
competition because of a lack of information. 

But, if that is the case, how do you account for the fact that the 
price of life insurance has been decreasing? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. It should be decreasing greatly because of infla
tion. The question is whether it is decreasing enough to reflect both 
the impact of inflation and competition. 

In our opinion, the decrease has begun to reflect the high infla
tionary rate, but by no means reflects a competitive structure in 
the industry. 

Life insurance premiums have been declining and policy divi
dends rising, but this has much more to do with inflation than with 
increasing price competition. There is an analogy here with the 
bond market. When inflation and interest rates rise, bond prices 
fall. This has nothing to do with increased competition in the bond 
market. Bond prices fall because a bond is a promise to pay the 
bondholder a fixed sum of money each year and those fixed dollars 
are worth less and less as inflation continues. Similarly, as the 
future dollar benefits promised in a life insurance policy become 
worth less and less in terms of today's dollars, the premium should 
fall to reflect this fact. Dividends should increase to reflect the 
higher interest rates the company is earning on the assets provided 
by the policyholders' past premium payments. In fact, higher divi
dends are almost the only way that policyholders can protect the 
real value of their life insurance protection and savings from infla
tion. 

The real question is not whether premiums have been falling, 
but whether they have fallen fast enough and far enough to offset 
the high rates of inflation we have been experiencing in recent 
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years. Our staff report shows that the answer to this question is 
"no." An average industrywide rate of return between 1 and 2 
percent is hardly sufficient to offset rates of inflation of 10 percent 
or more. 

The CHAIRMAN. The FTC rate of return index takes into account 
cash values. Now, some analysts say that while you should illus
trate this benefit to a consumer or a customer, you should not 
include it in a cost index because it assumes the policyholders will 
surrender his policy. 

Isn't it more realistic to assume a customer wants to know what 
the cost will be if he carries that policy out to maturity? 

Mr. PERTCHUK. Actually, the vast majority of policyholders do 
surrender those policies. I think the staff report does expose the 
figures. But I think that at one point, after 15 years, as I recall, 32 
times as many policyholders will have surrendered as terminated 
through death. 

So it is a fair measure. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is there a median point that the staff has found? 

Let's say an average point at which the policies are surrendered? 
Mr. PERTSCHUK. Twenty years-Mike, why don't you answer. 
Mr. LYNCH. It's return rates that stabilize after about 20 years. 

As for lapse rates, they peak in the very first year. The very 
highest lapse rate is in the first 13 months. The next year typically 
has a higher lapse rate as well. Thereafter, they continually de
cline. 

The CHAIRMAN. So that the first 13 months is the highest? 
Mr. LYNCH. The 13-months-lapse rate is typically the highest, 

and it's about 20 percent or so. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you indicated, as I understood it, that the 

disclosure system should not necessarily require both 10-year in
dexes and 20-year indexes, so as not to confuse the consumer. 

Mr. LYNCH. That's right. 
The CHAIRMAN. Since the FTC rate of return does not include a 

correction for taxes, which would vary depending upon the person's 
income, how does your disclosure plan assist a consumer in evalu
ating that issue? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Well, the disclosure, of course, notes that there 
may be tax advantages to life insurance, as opposed to other invest
ments, and that rates of return should be compared on an after-tax 
basis. 

For many, these life insurance tax benefits are going to be of 
relatively insignificant value to the low-income consumer, the pur
chaser of modest amounts of insurance. 

The wealthier person with a sizable estate will not only be put 
on notice by the information and the cost disclosure statement 
itself, but will also have access generally to financial counseling, 
and will be able to take into account the consequences and the 
advantages of the tax benefits. 

There are-of course-other investments which have tax bene
fits. 

And finally, even with tax benefits, the differential is between 
the life insurance rates of the return and alternative investments 
is often so large that a person would have to be in a very high 
marginal tax bracket to make the life insurance product attractive 
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solely on tax grounds. For example, in 1975, 83 percent of all tax 
returns were in a marginal tax bracket of 25 percent or less. 
Therefore, a 3-percent tax-free rate would have been equivalent of, 
at the most, 4 percent taxable. 

Mr. KRAMER. Mr. Chairman, one further point on that. 
In addition to the information we will be providing to the con

sumer to look for the other possible benefits of life insurance, there 
is nothing in our regulation that precludes the insurance company · 
from providing additional information about benefits that are 
available by purchasing whole life policy. 

And, indeed, we would anticipate that companies would begin to 
sell on the basis of the other benefits available, including tax 
benefits. 

The CHAIRMAN. This might be a competitive tool. 
Mr. KRAMER. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Are there certain advantages unique to whole 

life insurance that would support a decision to purchase a whole 
life policy even if I have found that more accumulation could be 
achieved by purchasing term insurance? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Yes, there are some. We note that in our state
ment. You can borrow against a whole life policy and up until 
recently, at a 5-percent interest rate, although now it has jumped 
to 8. 

There are certain guaranteed annuity purchase rights and the 
extended term provision in most such policies. 

The CHAIRMAN. You say that, until now, it has jumped to 8. That 
is not necessarily true across the board. 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. No, no, it's not. Mike can report on that. But the 
standard rate of return had been 5 percent. I understand now the 
standard on new policies is 8. Is that right? 

Mr. LYNCH. Yes. But the Senator is correct, that the 8-percent 
rate is certainly not across the board. Many of the new policies 
being issued do have policy loan interest rates of about 8 percent. 
But some States do not permit that. 

Also, some companies have been offering their existing policy 
holders higher dividends, if they will accept a higher policy loan 
interest rate in their existing policy. 

The CHAIRMAN. You stated in your testimony that the commis
sion has no bias against whole life policies. Are there good whole 
life policies available in the market today? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Policies that are a good buy for consumers that 

want that kind of protection? 
Mr. PERTSCHUK. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't we see more price competition now, 

under existing conditions, from both within the insurance industry 
and the other competing forms of assets? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Well, I think that there are a couple of reasons. 
One is that there is no existing standard of measurement so that 
any representations as to the low cost of particular policy is appro
priately taken with skepticism. 

We have seen claims made by companies which were simply not 
credible. Perhaps more important, the whole system of life insur
ance sales discourages cost as a method of selling. 
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The experience in selling has been, given the present syst_em and 
the present quality of information available, that cost is considered 
a negative factor by agents, even for policies with a 4- or 5-percent 
rate of return, which would be a substantially lower cost policy, the 
cost is not considered by most life insurance salesmen to be a 
substantial selling factor. 

The CHAIRMAN. How do you account for the fact that, according 
to your testimony on the study, the amount paid out as a result of 
death is less than the administrative cost for administering the 
policy? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Actually, we did not study the nature of the 
administrative costs. 

The CHAIRMAN. You gave the percentage factor indicating they 
were higher. 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Well, they were. The figures which I cite do 
indicate they are substantially higher. 

Mr. LYNCH. Yes. These figures come from the annual statements 
the companies file with the State insurance commission. 

And the figures, when aggregated, do show that home office 
expenses plus general expenses, plus Federal and State taxes are 
approximately twice the death benefits paid out. 

That is the way the business looks. 
If you look for a reason, it is the nature of ordinary life insur

ance that many of them are cash value policies. 
And so the premium is high. During the early years of the policy 

you are paying far more than what it would cost you just to buy 
death protection alone. That is because, in one sense, you are 
prepaying for benefits that you would receive in the future. 

That's the point of our diagrams, that even though people typi
cally buy life insurance to protect their dependents against loss of 
their income, the savings features are extremely important. 

And this is reflected in the fact that the death benefits paid out 
in 1977 were substantially less than just the administrative and 
selling costs of providing insurance. 

The CHAIRMAN. You have answered this, I guess, in part but let 
me ask you anyway: Do individuals who have purchased life insur
ance accept a lower rate of return on policies rather than investing 
in other higher return assets because of the lack of market infor
mation to make the choice, or are there circumstances peculiar to 
life insurance so that the rate of return is not of major importance 
in their decision? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Mr. Chairman, I think it's the former. Now it's 
quite possible that many consumers would choose to make the 
same decisions which they now make. But it is also clear that 
today those decisions are made without the benefit of essential 
information. If better information were available, many might 
make different decisions. 

The CHAIRMAN. Can the rate of return and surrender cost index
es be used to compare participating and nonparticipating policies? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Yes; with the caution that with participating 
policies, it is technically possible that the dividends will not be 
paid. 

But the actual experience has been, as I understand it, failure to 
pay those dividends is extremely rare. 
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I'm sorry. Mr. Kramer indicates that the actual dividends paid 
have been higher than the illustrated dividends. So that certainly 
represents a fair comparison. 

The CHAIRMAN. The rate of return index differs for the size of 
the policy, and is higher for lower amount policies. In light of the 
fact that it's generally understood that buying one policy for 
$50,000 is better than buying two $25,000 policies, does this indi
cate any technical weakness in the rate of return method? 

Mr. PERTSHUK. It is almost always in the best interest of the 
policyholder to buy his or her coverage through one large policy 
rather than a series of smaller ones. The reason is that there are 
volume discounts on almost all types of insurance policies; that is, 
the premium per $1,000 is lower, the more you buy. Both the FTC 
and the Society of Actuaries' calculations show that the rates of 
return on larger whole life policies are slightly lower than those on 
smaller policies. The reason is not hard to find. Though there are 
volume discounts on both whole life and term policies, the dis
counts are steeper on the term policies. Rather than indicating a 
technical defect in the rate of return measure, the lower rate of 
return on the higher face amount policies is correctly alterting the 
buyer to the fact that the term insurance policy is a relatively 
better buy at the larger face amounts. Like virtually all other cost 
indexes, the rate of return should be used to compare policies of 
the same face amount, after you have decideod on the amount of 
coverage you want. 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Warner? 
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR WARNER 

Mr. CHAIRMAN. These hearings on the proposed FTC model State 
regulations are very timely. During the past few years the Con
gress has been made aware of the growing concern on the part of 
consumers, industry and professional groups with insurance. 

This concern is not isolated to a particular line of insurance. We 
have all received complaints about auto insurance, malpractice 
insurance and product liability insurance. In many instances the 
complaints are the same: the cost and availability of insurance and 
the general lack of understanding on the part of the insurance 
purchaser on how policies are priced and how to compare policies 
offered by different companies. 

It is interesting to note that businessman who purchase insur
ance are often as confused as the individual consumer. We all need 
to have the basic facts upon which we can base intelligent deci
sions. The purchase of insurance, for whatever purpose, is one of 
the most important decisions any of us makes in our lifetime. 
Insurance is not a luxury. For example, most of us consider life 
and health insurance economic necessities. 

The insurance industry is important and yet very unique. It is 
one of the only major industries to operate without extensive Feder
al control and is generally exempt from the antitrust laws. This 
special position is not to be taken lightly. Whenever the Congress 
reviews the insurance industry, it does so with the highest regard 
for its historical exemption from Federal regulation. 
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However, from time to time, issues arise which must be reviewed 
and policy direction given by the Congress. It has been the respon
sibility of the Commerce Committee to undertake these reviews. 
This jurisdiction has covered the breadth of insurance issues: from 
liability insurance coverage required for motor, water and freight 
forwarding common carriers to no-fault automobile insurance; from 
insurance guaranty fund protection to product liability insurance. 

It seems to me that there can be no better forum for the discus
sion of insurance related issues than this committee. Both the 
Members and the staff are well versed in the subject and are 
sensitive to the industry and consumer points of view. 

It has been reported that life insurance in force in the United 
States reached a new high of $2,583 billion at the end of 1977, an 
increase of over $240 million or 10.2 percent over year-end 1976. 
More than 390 million life insurance policies are in force today. 
There is no doubt in my mind that this is a significant part of the 
individual citizens life and we should be very interested in some
thing that attracts so many people. 

The Federal Trade Commission has undertaken an important, 
and maybe, in some quarters, an unpopular study, but, none the 
less, it is a subject that should see the light of day, should be 
discussed fully and fairly, and which this committee has an histori
cal obligation to review. 

I look forward to the Commission's statement and may have 
several questions to ask later. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
Coming from the free enterprise system, I am puzzled as to 

why-and you touched around the fringes, but I will go directly to 
my question, as to why one or more companies simply haven't 
broken away from the industry practice and gone out and made 
such disclosures as you recited in your testimony; namely, that the 
average rate of return is 1.3 percent, and say that's the average, 
here is ours, 5.6, discounting a point or two for our accepting the 
liability or risk of death before anticipated mortality rate tables. 

We've seen examples of the air bus before gaslines came along. 
People broke away. Self-service stations. This is the dynamics of 
our free enterprise system. Why is it lacking in this industry? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. That's a fair question. 
I think the real answer is the currency of the competition is 

debased. 
By that I mean there is no standard of comparison. There is no 

standard by which-today-by which that company, that enterpris
ing company can say, here is our rate or return and here is the 
rate of return of the rest of the industry, or these competing 
policies. 

You know there is an analog, and an interesting one. In the late 
1950's, after the cigarette scare, there was a rash of competing 
claims for filters. Remember that? That was known as the tar 
repeal. All kinds of wild claims about tar and nicotine. And nobody 
could make heads nor tails out of them, and the reason nobody 
could make heads or tails out of them is there was no standard of 
comparison. 

And ultimately-the Federal Trade Commission had to step m 
and with the industry, develop a standard measure. 
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Today you get vigorous competition in cigarettes for low tar and 
nicotine, but they're all measured by the same standard. 

I think that's the basic problem, that a company which today 
says, "we will return a 5-percent rate of return" is competing with 
other companies who may claim under a different form of measure
ment, a 7-percent rate of return or claim a mix of services, a mix of 
aspects of the insurance policy which make that policy non
comparable. 

The selling strategies in this industry are designed to say, you 
can't compare this policy. This policy that I am trying to sell you is 
unique. It can't be compared with any other policy. 

I guess the thrust of our recommendation is that for the essential 
elements of those policies, they can be compared, but only if you 
adopt a uniform system. 

Senator WARNER. The National Association of Insurance Com
missioners undertook their own extensive study of cost disclosure 
before agreeing on their particular model. Many issues were dis
cussed and either accepted, rejected, or modified. 

Now does the FTC study and/ or the model rule provide any new 
information or proposals? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Certainly new proposals. The NAIC study and 
proposed rule was, as might be expected, a compromise between 
competing and conflicting interest and representing on many of 
these issues a serious compromise, we felt, of the consumer's 
interest. 

Now there are some additional pieces of information in our 
study. The overall rate of return that we presented to the commit
tee this morning is, I believe, a new piece of information. 

But much of what we are recommending is based upon studies of 
the ineffectiveness of NAIC rules in practice, and much of it is 
simply building upon information and judgments which have been 
part of the literature for some time. 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Exon? 
Senator ExoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I want to ask a question and start out with a brief statement. I 

guess of all of the things that come to the attention in my office, I 
guess we have had more complaints about your Commission-and I 
assume that's not new. I'm new here. 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. I'm not sure that's a bad thing. 
Senator EXON. I'm not either, except the fact that I think it is 

generally understood by those of us not in your agency that you 
have a high record of complaints, and I suppose maybe that's the 
nature of the regulating commission. I will try to put that aside. 

We keep hearing, though-let's talk about credit life insurance 
with banks, which is something I think you are into quite heavily 
at the present time all over the Nation. I don't know if you are 
familiar with it or not, but I think that you have been having some 
great difficulties with Nebraska at the present time. 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. That, I'm not familiar with, Senator. 
Senator ExoN. I'm advising you then that you have had. 
I guess the problem that comes up here, Mr. Chairman, is that I 

suspect that the average banker, like the average businessman out 
there that is regulated by rules, regulations, and redtape that is 
brought about by the Federal Trade Commission because of laws 
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passed by the Congress of the United States, are well intended. I 
think the average banker out there is a man who leans over 
backwards in an attempt to do what is right and proper. 

And I'm not saying that they do not need some rules and regula
tion. As a former Governor, I know we have a State banking 
director who looks after the State banks and we have our Federal 
system over Federal banks and so forth and so on. 

The main complaint I get, and I think it's somewhat justified, is 
that there is too much after the fact regulation. I have had a case 
brought to my attention where credit life insurance has been sold 
on balloon type payments on a farm on a contract. The procedures 
were all approved by your agency, and then 6 or 8 months after 
that, they come in and say, "Well, regardless of what we said 
before, this is a fine point of the law." And you attempt to assess 
all kinds of damages and triple damages and so forth in place, so 
that it makes it almost impossible for that bank to operate. In fact, 
some are almost throwing up their hands and are thinking that 
while credit life insurance is something that can be abused, they 
are saying, "We just won't handle it," even though I think in many 
instances it's something that is good for the borrower. 

Isn't there some way that we cannot always look to making a 
penalty retroactive? It seems to me if you go in and someone in 
good faith has been doing something that they and people from the 
Federal Trade Commission have said, "This is the way to do it," 
then you go in retroactively and say, "Oh, yes, but this, and you 
are therefore penalized for that," rather than giving them the 
option of saying, "OK, this is the way it has to be from this day 
forward" -what do you have to say about that? I have received a 
great number of complaints on that, and I'm not-some of them 
may not be justified. 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Senator, the situation you have described is one 
I would be concerned about, too. I'm not really familiar-the Feder
al Reserve Board actually enforces credit regulations with respect 
to the banks under the truth in lending law and other credit 
statutes. We have responsibility over other lenders, and our pri
mary responsibility, our primary role in credit insurance has been 
to study, investigate, and to make recommendations rather than 
regulate. 

Now perhaps the best way for us to deal with that is to really get 
in and deal with some of those complaints directly. I would be 
happy to review those myself and to report back to you exactly 
what happened and why. 

Senator ExoN. You work with the Federal Reserve on these 
things, do you not? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. We do work with the Federal Reserve, and we 
have a fairly active process of commenting on their rules and 
regulation and of coordinating with them. Yes, sir. 

Senator ExoN. How about the investigations that go on back and 
forth? Do the people with the Federal Trade Commission work with 
the Federal Reserve people, or are they not included as far as 
investigations are concerned? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Collusion? 
The responsibility rests with Mr. Kramer. 
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Mr. KRAMER. In the actual conduct of the investigation, we 
would not normally work with the Federal Reserve Board and do 
not do so. They have jurisdiction over banks; we do not. We regu
late nonbank creditors. We do not have jurisdiction over, say, for 
example, savings and loan associations in some areas, but they 
have their own regulatory body. 

In the normal course of events, we would not be conducting joint 
investigations. As Chairman Pertschuk indicated, there is a good 
deal of coordination with regard to policies, defaults, to insure all 
creditors are being subjected to the same sets of rules and regula
tions so no one is put at a disadvantage. 

The Banking Committee is at the present time-in fact, just 
recently concluded a set of hearings on credit insurance, and a 
Federal Reserve Board study of the credit insurance was a major 
topic of those hearings. 

And the Federal Reserve Board staff did find that there were 
indications that about 40 percent of the people who had purchased 
credit insurance in bank situations h'ld, in essence, purchased it 
under situations that were regarded as some form of coercion or 
some indication of coercion. 

Senator ExoN. Forty percent-in other words, to the extent they 
couldn't get the loan, let's say, without the insurance? 

Mr. KRAMER. The reports-the results reported that of the actual 
purchasers, about 40 percent felt pressured to purchase the loan
to purchase the credit insurance relating to the loan. 

Senator ExoN. A followup question to one that I think was 
brought up earlier. How closely does your agency work, for exam
ple, on credit life insurance programs with either the banking 
commissioners of the States or the insurance commissioners of the 
individual States? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Well, on the insurance commissioners, we have 
tried to work very, very closely on this project. I, myself, met with 
the committee from NAIC, and I went to a regional conference 
with the NAIC last year. More important, our staff met directly 
with more than 20 of the individual State insurance commission
ers. 

Obviously, this is a matter of sensitivity. I think their primary 
concern was that we were going to attempt to issue a trade regula
tion rule and preempt their authority. As early as a year ago-a 
year and some months ago-I assured them that was not our 
intention. Our intention is to work with them. 

Several members of the NAIC have expressed strong interest in 
getting the fruits of our study and our recommendation of recom
mended regulations. And although I have to confess that communi
cations with the NAIC have fallen down from time to time, I think 
we are committed to doing the best that we can. 

Senator ExoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you intend to circulate this study? 
Mr. PERTSCHUK. Absolutely. 
The CHAIRMAN. I'm sure all of us have had a lot of correspond

ence with respect to the credit insurance and banks getting into 
that end of the business. You haven't gotten involved in that? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Not with the banks. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Warner? 
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Senator WARNER. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, before we depart today, for those who ae follow

ing these hearings, particularly the general public are going to be 
startled with this revelation of 1.3 percent, and it raises the specter 
that somebody is pulling a ripoff and getting rich, massive profits
they might begin to take this distinguished industry and begin to 
parallel it with the oil industry. 

Do you find any basis, here, for massive profits being made by 
anybody? Where is the money going? 

In other words, 1.3 percent as compared with savings and loans 
today-5¼-Government bonds, perhaps as high as 9-that range 
of percent return on dollars? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. The selling expenses of this industry are ex
tremely high. That certainly is one of the directions in which the 
money is going. I would not characterize what we found in a way 
in which you have indicated it might be characterized. 

Senator WARNER. I didn't declare it. I said I want to make it 
clear in this hearing that there's no indication that there's any 
ripoff or massive profits being made by the industry. 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. That's correct. 
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LYNCH. Let me add, if I may, one further point. We were not 

able, and we did not conduct any detailed study of profitability in 
the industry. We were able to look at one year-namely, 1975. 

The conclusion that is in this study and the discussion as con
tained in appendix 1 of our report-the conclusion that we reached 
is that there is no evidence of massive profits being earned by the 
industry. We were unable to reach a conclusion one way or the 
other as to whether profits were greater than normal or less than 
normal. 

But most of the discrepancy between, for example, the earning 
rate of about 7 percent and the rate that we estimate of 1.3 that 
was paid out-most of that discrepancy is accounted for by high 
home office expenses, high selling expenses, and rather high taxes. 

The CHAIRMAN. Are you through? 
Senator WARNER. I am through, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Your chart over here (printed below) which is 

part of the study, indicates certainly that the interest rate on the 
cash value life insurance held for 20 years is the lowest of any 
comparable investment type or recognized investment type today. 
Isn't that correct? 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. Yes, that is correct. 
[The chart follows:] 
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RA TES OF RETURN ON VARIOUS INVESTMENTS -- 1977 

PERCENT RETURN -5 -4 -2 -3 -1 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

< MINUS 9% TO MINUS 19% CASH VALUE LIFE INSURANCE HELD FOR 5 YEARS 

MINUS 4 % TO PLUS 2 '1/. :CASH VALUE LIFE INSURANCE HELD FOR 10 YEARS 

CASH VALUE LIFE INSURANCE HELD FOR 20 YEARS 

STATE AND i.Oet\l GOVERNMENT BONDS (Aaa) 

PI\SS 8001( SAVINGS DEPOSITS 

2% T04.5% 

5.2% 

S.25% 

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT BONDS (Baa) I ' I 
U.S. TREASURY BONDS c= 6.99% TO 7.67% 7 

6.12~~ 

SAVINGS CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSITS 11 5.75% iO 7.7So/. I 
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CORPO~AH ElONDS (Boa) 

CAVEAT: PURCHASERS SHOULD CONSIDER TAX ADV ANT AGES AND 
DISADVANTAGES OF A.LTERNA TiVE INVESTMENTS. 
RETURNS ON CASH VALUE INSURANG POUCES ARE GENERALl Y 
1 AX FREE: SOME BONDS ARE TAX-EXEMPT. 

8.97% 

SOURCE: FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
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The CHAIRMAN. That is, it is lower-you show that at the bottom 
of less than 2 to 4½ percent and State and local government bonds, 
at 5.2 percent, passbook savings deposits at 5.25 which, incidental
ly, is up a little bit now, State and local government bonds at 6.12, 
U.S. Treasury bonds at 6.99 to 7.67-those I think are up a little
savings certificates of deposit, 5.75 to 7.75- those are up a little 
now-corporate bonds, 8.02; and Baa bonds, 8.97. 

So "whole life" insurance policies are at the bottom of the list 
insofar as rate of return on money from a savings standpoint-

Mr. PERTSCHUK. That's correct, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LYNCH. If I may add one more point, the rates that are 

shown on our chart are average rates, and1it should be clear that 
some life insurance companies and policies are providing very good 
rates of return-up to 9 percent for example. 

The CHAIRMAN. Up to 9 percent? 
Mr. LYNCH. Yes. Some products--. 
The CHAIRMAN. Furnish me a list of some of those, will you? 
I'd be very much interested in knowing who they are. 
Mr. PERTSCHUK. Mr. Chairman, that does raise a question which 

I am sure that others will have, and that is the names of the 
companies who are identified in our study. 

And I want to make it clear for the record that we received the 
information from these companies with the understanding that 
they would have an opportunity to refute our calculations for 
accuracy, but that the information and the identity of the compa
nies will be released to the public, once our data has been verified 
by the companies. 

And, of course, we will supply it to this committee as soon as 
that has happened. 

The CHAIRMAN. That was one of the reasons that I said we would 
leave the record open for 15 days for any industry or interested 
parties to comment. And I assume that in that period we might 
even hear from some of these insurance companies. 

Mr. PERTSCHUK. It may take us longer, though, to get the formal 
evaluation of those figures. 

The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad to receive the information. 
Mr. PERTSCHUK. Thank you very much. 
The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions, we want to 

thank you very much again. I think this has been very, very 
interesting and certainly very helpful to us. 

Thank you. 
[Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
[The following information was subsequently received for the 

record:] 

QUESTIONS OF SENATOR WARNER AND THE FTC ANSWERS THERETO 

Question 1. The rate of return on a life insurance policy would seem to be an 
important factor to consider when buying insurance. I understand that the rate of 
return at 20 years varies from policy to policy. Why don't companies with the better 
rates of return advertise this fact? Does the FTC report supply information to which 
a company could compare its rate of return? Would the FTC encourage such 
communication to consumers from these companies? 

Answer 1. (i) We believe the main reasons for the lack of rate of return advertis
ing by the lower cost companies are the lack of a recognized standard method for 
computing these rates; traditions of the industry which militate against the use of 
rate of return for the following reasons: (1) cost is a negative element in the sales 
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presentation and should not be brought up by the company, (2) company advertising 
tends to be institutional rather than price competitive, (3) once in the home of the 
customer it would raise an additional variable for the customer to check out, thus 
delaying the closing of the sale; and finally, even the better companies, offering 4 to 
6 percent tax free rates of return do not believe these rates to be sufficiently 
attractive (relative to alternative investments) to make them effective selling points 
for their products. With respect to the first reason, a study of so-called deposit term 
products revealed that although all the companies marketing these products 
claimed to be providing rates of return between 7 and 10 percent, the actual rates of 
return varied from minus 9 percent to over plus 9 percent. Potential policyholders 
should be skeptical, and many apparently are, of claims to high rates of return in 
the absence of a standardized and objective method for computing them. 

(ii) The FTC report contains average rates of return, ranges and standard devi
ations in rates of return for the two years 1973 and 1977. Companies could therefore 
compare their rates of return for these years with those in the report. 

(iii) The FTC would encourage such comparisons provided that the rates of return 
were computed using the same method as the staff used and if all comparisons were 
made using the same set of term insurance rates. Unfortunately even the 1977 data 
are now somewhat dated, since a number of companies have changed their rates in 
the last year and a half. 

Question 2. The purpose of the FTC study and model rule is to increase consumer 
awareness through better disclosure of life insurance information so that more 
intelligent purchasing decisions can be made. Have you evaluated the consumers 
ability to understand the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) 
model rule and the FTC model rule? 

How many consumers do you estimate actually read the material provided? 
Do you believe that such a small percent will have an effect on the marketing of 

life insurance? 
Answer 2. (i) Consumers ability to understand the NAIC disclosure has been 

evaluated in studies sponsored by the FTC, the NAIC and the Prudential Life 
Insurance Co. of America. These are summarized in our staff report on pages 161-
165 and in Appendix IX. We believe all of these studies raise fundamental questions 
concerning the capacity of the NAIC disclosure system to convey even the most 
basic information about life insurance to most purchasers. 

Earlier versions of the FTC system were directly tested against the NAIC system 
in an experimental setting, in a study run at Purdue University. The FTC groups 
performed at a statistically significant higher level than the NAIC group in a 
simulated purchase experiment. Details can be found in Appendix IX. The current 
FTC system has not been field tested. 

(ii) The two field tests for the NAIC system suggest that only 15 to 25 percent of 
the people receiving the material read all or most of it. The Purdue studies indicat
ed, however, that a "trigger" statement such as the one we recommend that tells 
people that not all policies cost the same and that they can save hundreds or even 
thousands of dollars by shopping is effective in getting people to seek and absorb 
more information. 

(iii) Certainly not every buyer needs to be well-informed to keep a market work
ing efficiently. A minority of well-informed buyers is usually enough to keep the 
whole market relatively honest. How big a fraction the well-informed buyers would 
need to be unknown. Even if 20 percent were able effectively and easily to compare 
costs of different types of life insurance policies, we think this would be a substan
tial improvement over the present situation. 

Question 3. On May 31, 1979 a representative of the Commission made the 
following remarks during a meeting of the Interagency Council on Accident Com
pensation and Insurance: It would be appropriate for the Commission to: (1) study 
methods of stimulating cost control efforts by insurers, (2) develop a pilot program 
to test the effectiveness of information disclosure in helping consumers select appro
priate insurance policies, and (3) encourage insurers to provide policies that are 
responsive to consumers needs. 

In view of the above statements by Commission staff and your efforts in this 
report, what course of action does the Commission plan to take in the insurance 
area? What has the Commission done to evaluate its authority to promulgate trade 
regulation rules for life insurance cost information and disclosure? 

What plans does the Commission have to increase public awareness of the rate of 
return or lack of information regarding rate of return? 

Answer 3. By way of clarification, while the minutes of the May 31, 1979 meeting 
of the Interagency Council on Accident Compensation and Insurance reported FTC 
recommendations for 3 areas of study, the minutes were actually reporting an 
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earlier written statement regarding areas the FTC staff recommended for study by 
the Interagency Council. In a letter to Victor Schwartz of January 26, 1979, an FTC 
staff member had suggested that the Interagency Council might want to study these 
(and other) issues. The FTC has no immediate plans to pursue these projects. The 
FTC does have underway (at the request of Senator Kennedy) a study of whether a 
special antitrust exemption is needed to encourage cost control efforts by health 
insurers. There are other insurance initiatives underway, for example, in connection 
with the enforcement of the Fair Credit Reporting Act and the Truth in Lending 
Act. We would be happy to describe these in more detail. 

With respect to your specific questions (1) the Commission has plans only to work 
with the respective states to put in place our cost disclosure system. Our assistance 
will be available on request to the states at the convenience of the various insur
ance departments. (2) We have reviewed the implications of the McCarran-Ferguson 
Act and are aware of the limitations it places on our jurisdiction. However, the cost 
disclosure model regulation announced today does not raise those issues, since it 
involves cooperation with the states. (3) The Commission is quite concerned that the 
public become aware of rate of return information, but most of our activities will be 
through and in cooperation with the state insurance departments. As in the past we 
will speak to consumer and trade groups on request and as our budget allows. We 
already have a number of requests for speakers on the subject of life insurance cost 
disclosure and through such groups we hope to increase understanding of the 
program. We have no consumer education program at this time. 

Question 4. The following comments have been made regarding the FTC rate of 
return proposal: 

The net surrender cost is the mirror image of the rate of return. 
The rate of return calculation is based on shaky assumptions and cannot be 

accurate, therein such a disclosure to a consumer would misrepresent the value of a 
life insurance policy. 

The rate of return calculations are difficult to compute and cannot be calculated 
by the agent at a consumer's home. This compares to the cost indexes which can be 
calculated by the agency in the consumer's home. 

Could you comment on these concerns and explain the reasons the rate of return 
would provide better information to consumers? 

Answer 4. (i) If you compare similar policies (e.g. two whole life policies) of the 
same face amount, the net surrender cost and the rate of return will almost always 
rank these policies in the same way. Thus one is the mirror image of the other for 
similar policy comparisons. The main use of the rate of return measure, however, is 
to compare dissimilar policies (e.g. term and whole life). The net surrender cost 
cannot be used for this purpose. 

(ii) All cost measures are based on assumptions. The assumptions made for the 
rate of return calculation are identical to those made for the net surrender index, 
except the latter assumes that a 5 percent interest rate is appropriate, while the 
former assumes a certain set of term insurance rates. Since term insurance rates 
have changed far less rapidly than interest rates, there seems to be less of a 
problem in deciding on an appropriate set of term rates than an interest rate. 

(iii) In practical terms, all of the index numbers are too complicated for the agent 
to compute from scratch in the consumer's home. However, individual rate of return 
information can be determined from a rate book or other method provided to the 
agent by the company. 

Question 5. One major FTC concern is the lack of information to consumers on the 
rate of return on a whole life policy. There are of course other considerations a 
consumer makes when buying a life insurance policy such as the proper amount of 
coverage. Have you studied choices a consumer is presently making and made any 
determination as to whether the policies the consumer selects are providing the 
appropriate type of coverage? 

Answer 5. Aside from how much people pay for a given amount of coverage, the 
staff also examined the question of how much coverage people buy and how much, 
on the average, the beneficiary receives when the policyholder dies. While consum
ers must decide for themselves what is the "right" amount of coverage, our staff 
estimates that average death benefit received from private life insurance would 
have amounted to only 10 months of the average personal disposable income per 
family. Part of the reason why people have such relatively small amounts of death 
protection may be the consumers lack of understanding of the differences between 
term and whole life insurance and the bias in the agent commission structure that 
gives the agent a strong financial incentives to sell policies that provide relatively 
small initial amounts of protection for the premium dollar. 
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Question 6. If a State chose to adopt the FTC model rule after having had the 
NAIC rule in place for a year or two, I would expect there to be some costs to life 
insurance companies operating in the State. Have you undertaken a cost/benefit 
analysis of such a change? Do you plan such an analysis? 

Answer 6. As indicated previously, there would be some minor additional costs 
associated with implementing the FTC suggested changes in the NAIC model. One 
of these will be for computer programming to determine rate of return information. 
However, to minimize the burden on insurance companies, we have offered to 
supply our software to any company. We have also made available to the states 
printed copies of the policy summary and buyer's guide. Some training costs to 
teach agents the meaning of the rate of return calculation may also be incurred. We 
believe, though, that the enormous benefits which should accrue to consumers far 
outweigh the costs of implementing our effective disclosure program. 

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS, 
Washington, D.C., July 16, 1979. 

Hon. How ARD W. CANNON, 
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR SENATOR CANNON: This relates to your announcement that the July 10 
record would remain open for fifteen days to receive the comments of interested 
parties on the Federal Trade Commission's Staff Report on Life Insurance Cost 
Disclosure. 

The major burden of the FTC Staff report, as vocalized by Chairman Pertschuk at 
the hearing and then reported widely, is that "No other product in our economy 
that is purchased by so many people for so much money is bought with so little 
understanding of its actual or comparative value." 

In light of this generalization, the enclosed press release from the Office of Public 
Information at Purdue University is relevant, because it reflects the results of a 
study conducted for the FTC at a cost of at least $155,000 to the taxpayers, on the 
precise subject under consideration. The release goes to the heart of the FTC Staffs 
primary contentions, and rebuts them. 

The press release concerns studies done for the FTC by Professor Jacob Jacoby of 
Purdue; it is headlined "Consumers Do Good Job In Selecting Life Insurance." It 
reports these studies as concluding that, when it comes to buying life insurance, 
"consumers may be smarter shoppers than the government thinks." 

Commenting on the studies, Professor Jacoby said that ''by and large, consumers 
seem to make decent purchase decisions even without a buyer's guide or cost index. 
The key question is whether the benefits to be gained from requiring that buyer's 
guides and cost indexes be made available to the public are worth the ultimate cost 
to the consumer." 

Much time and money was spent by the FTC Staff on these studies, and great 
emphasis was placed on them, in advance of their completion, as a source of 
information vital to the Staffs ultimate conclusions. Now that results unfavorable 
to the FTC Staffs position have been produced, the studies are relegated from a 
position of earlier prime importance to footnote #116 and Appendix IX of the Staff 
study, where the FTC Staff attempts unconvincingly to explain the adverse results 
away. 

Also enclosed is essentially the same story, as reported by Clark Bell for the April 
3 issue of the Chicago Sun-Times, where the point is noted that the FTC's activity in 
this area can only result in increasing the cost of insurance. 

We find reference to neither the Purdue press release nor to the Chicago Sun
Times story in the 434 pages of material submitted to you on July 10 by the FTC 
Staff. We would therefore appreciate having them, and this letter, included in the 
record. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure. 

H. JAMES DouDs, 
Vice President and General Counsel. 
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PURDUE UNIVERSITY, 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION, 

West Lafayette, Ind. 

Subject: Consumers do good job in selecting life insurance. 
West Lafayette, lnd.-When it comes to buying life insurance, consumers may be 

smarter shoppers than the government thinks, according to the results of studies by 
a Purdue University consumer psychologist. 

Jacob Jacoby, professor of psychological sciences, completed two life-insurance 
studies which were funded by the Federal Trade Commission. The findings will be 
use by the FTC to form the basis for regulations about consumer-information 
requirements in life insurance. 

The first study was concerned with how much and what kinds of information 
consumers use when buying life insurance. The second study was concerned with 
improving the actual purchase behavior of consumers. 

Subjects in the first study were asked to "purchase" one of three life-insurance 
policies. Some of them had access to buyer's guides, which are pamphlets or bro
chures given to prospective life-insurance buyers to help them make better choices. 

Jacoby found that consumers are selective in the information they use. Of 37 
types of information made available, company name and premium were looked at 
the most frequently. 

Other information used frequently by the consumers was cash values, guaranteed 
insurability, financial rating and waiver of premium. The buyer's guides did in
crease the extent to which consumers looked at actual cost information, said Jacoby. 

Subjects in the second experiment played a series of "shopping games" in which 
they looked at life-insurance policies that were low, medium and high in cost. The 
objective was for the consumers, through the use of buyer's guides and cost indexes, 
to pick the low- and medium-cost policies. 

Cost indexes compare relative costs of similar policies. 
Six different groups were studied: those with no buyer's guide or cost index 

(paralleling the situation that now exists for most consumers); those with FTC 
buyer's guide only; FTC buyer's guide and cost index; FTC cost index only; the 
National Association of Insurance Commissioners' buyer's guide only; and the Beith 
buyer's guide only. The Beith guide was developed by Indiana University Prof. 
Joseph Beith, a nationally prominent insurance expert. 

Compared to the other five groups, the consumers who had access to the FTC's 
cost index and buyer's guide made the "better" purchase decisions, said Jacoby, 
although the differences were not statistically significant. 

The psychologist said that "by and large, consumers seem to make decent pur
chase decisions even without a buyer's guide or cost index. The key question is 
whether the benefits to be gained from requiring that buyer's guides and cost 
indexes be made available to the public are worth the ultimate cost to the consum
er." 

Jacoby said that although the studies did not examine the life-insurance agent's 
part in the decision process, the salesperson is nonetheless important. 

"You buy a good agent," he remarked. "Perhaps the real key to providing the 
consumer with good service is upgrading the education of the agent" about other 
companies and policies, he added. 

The life-insurance studies represent one of the first areas in which the FTC has 
funded consumer research to serve as a basis for drafting regulations, said Jacoby. 
Normally, the commission has only hearings before drafting consumer regulations. 

[From the Chicago Sun-Times, Apr. 3, 1979] 

INSURANCE BUYERS NOT HELPLESS 

(By Clark W. Bell) 

Consumers may not be as helpless as the government believes when it comes to 
buying life insurance, according to a study commissioned by the Federal Trade 
Commission. 

The FTC is considering the formulation of disclosure requirements for the insur
ance industry, a development that would have a profound impact on the marketing 
practices of salesmen. Most insurance companies vehemently oppose such regulation 
because it will increase paperwork and thus raise the price of coverage. But consum-
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er advocates say insurance marketers confuse customers with technical language 
and a pricing structure that makes it difficult to compare various policies. 

The government last year paid Purdue University consumer psychologist Jacob 
Jacoby $155,000 to study buying habits and make recommendations on how the 
public can be better informed. 

The experiment marks one of the few times the FTC has funded outside consumer 
research to serve as a base for drafting regulations. Normally, the commission does 
its own investigations and holds hearings before promulgating rules. 

Jacoby asked a sample of 238 Indianans to pinpoint the types of information they 
would use in selecting an Insurer. Of the 37 types of information surveyed, company 
name and premium were looked at most frequently. Other statistics eyeballed 
closely were cash values, guaranteed insurability, financial rating and waiver of 
premium. Jacoby said consumers provided with buyer's guides did more research on 
actual cost information. 

"By and large, consumers seem to make decent purchase decisions even without a 
buyer's guide or cost index," he said. "The key question is whether the benefits to 
be gained from requiring that buyer's guides and cost indexes be made available to 
the public are worth the ultimate cost to the consumer." · 

Jacoby said the sales agent may be the most integral part of the transaction. 
"You buy a good agent. Perhaps the real key to providing the consumer with good 
service is upgrading the education of the agent about other companies and policies," 
he said. 
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FTC STUDY OF LIFE INSURANCE COST 
DISCLOSURE 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1979 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, 

AND TRANSPORTATION, 
Washington, D.C. 

The committee met at 10:10 a.m. in room 235, Russell Senate 
Office Building, Hon. Howard W. Cannon (chairman of the commit
tee) presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order. I must apologize 
for the delay, but one of our colleagues was testifying before our 
Armed Services Committee on the SALT agreement this morning 
and I was very much interested in what he had to say. 

Today the committee continues its oversight hearings on the 
Federal Trade Commission's life insurance cost disclosure study. 
On July 10, the Federal Trade Commission presented to this com
mittee a staff report, a provocative and controversial critique of the 
current system of life insurance cost disclosure. 

This morning we will hear from a broad cross section of industry 
witnesses who will give us the benefit of their views based on their 
wide experience. 

I want to make clear that the committee has not endorsed the 
FTC staff study. It is only one analysis of the way in which cost 
disclosure should be treated. The FTC study must be considered 
along with the NAIC model cost disclosure regulations and other 
recommendations for cost disclosure. 

The decision as to which method of cost disclosure is most appro
priate in terms of consumer understanding and simplicity in ad
ministration is a decision for each State to make. Given the contro
versy over the appropriate method of cost disclosure, it would be 
foolhardy for Congress to consider legislating in this area and, as 
far as I am personally concerned, the regulations of the business of 
insurance should remain with the States. 

As the witnesses this morning will make unmistakably clear, the 
FTC cost disclosure proposal is highly controversial and in the view 
of a large segment of the insurance industry, seriously flawed. 

The purpose of the hearing today is to give those in the insur
ance industry an opportunity to outline their problems with the 
FTC report and give the committee and public an opportunity to 
evaluate these criticisms. 

(29) 

54-102 0 - 80 - 3 
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I just want to say that I think the FTC report was wrong in 
stressing the comparison of life insurance with a savings account. 
The consumer's goal in buying life insurance is not just the maxi
mum rate of return, but the protection provided by the insurance 
policy. 

This oversight hearing is one of a number of hearings on insur
ance that this committee has conducted and will continue to con
duct in the future. The Commerce Committee has a long history of 
legislative activity and oversight over the insurance industry, in
cluding legislation to establish Federal standards for no-fault auto 
insurance, legislation to establish insurance guarantee funds, and 
legislation dealing with product liability insurance. 

We are very pleased to have a distinguished panel of witnesses 
this morning and after I call on my colleagues, we will call first on 
Mr. John Filer, chairman of the Aetna Life & Casualty Co., who 
will introduce the other members of the panel. 

Senator Warner. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR WARNER 
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I join with you in 

calling for these hearings and in the observations that you have 
made this morning. 

I participated in the hearing on July 10 and was deeply con
cerned that the public perception of this industry would likely be 
distorted as a consequence of the FTC report. 

Now, we know that to be a fact. It appears that the Commission 
was heavyhanded. 

I think there is no higher fiduciary responsibility owned by the 
FTC to the American public than that with reference to this indus
try. This industry goes deep into the roots of our Republic and I 
think in the minds of many American citizens. Even if this country 
were to suffer the misfortune of an impeachment of a President or 
the Russians came over the ramparts, the insurance policy would 
still be there as promised. 

I am thankful that we have this opportunity now to set the 
record straight, Mr. Chairman. 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kassebaum. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR KASSEBAUM 

Senator KASSEBAUM. I think this is a very worthwhile hearing 
and I am here to welcome Rice Brown, a fellow Kansan, as one of 
those testifying today. I think he is exemplary of the entire panel's 
qualifications to speak on this issue which is of importance to us 
throughout the country. And he is representing the grassroots 
perspective of one who has worked in every facet of the industry. 

He has also served and held offices in the State and National 
Committees of the National Association of Life Underwriters. In 
such capacity, he became familiar with the problems raised by 
consumers and insurance agents, insurance commissioners, and 
others with regard to the industry and has actively worked to find 
sensible solutions to the problems. 

He has been actively involved in both formulating the National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners model regulations and 
worked towards its adoption at the State level. He understands the 
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problems of this industry and I know the testimony he will offer 
will be enormously helpful to us all. 

It is with pleasure that I welcome Rice Brown as one of the 
panelists. 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Schmitt. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR SCHMITT 
Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Chairman, I have no formal remarks. I 

would just say, in addition to the questions you and others have 
raised I am concerned with the reasons the FTC got involved in the 
first place? Was there congressional direction of some kind? I be
lieve there was not. 

Again, it relates to the broad issue we discussed in other hear
ings in the last few weeks of what should be-what should the FTC 
do to initiate activities. In this case, it is not rulemaking activity, 
but it obviously has had an impact on the industry, on the part of 
commerce that was, in fact, investigated. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I want to thank Senator Schmitt and say, 
as you know, we have been holding oversight hearings on FTC and 
we have already heard of abuses by FTC committee staff. I am not 
suggesting there is abuse here, but we were told in our last meet
ing with the FTC that some of those staff people were no longer 
there. I don't know whether that applies in this particular in
stance. 

Mr. Filer, we are delighted to welcome you here. 
Would you introduce the members of your panel? 

STATEMENTS OF JOHN H. FILER, CHAIRMAN, AETNA LIFE & 
CASUALTY; JOHN R. TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, 
BANKERS LIFE CO.; RICE BROWN, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL AS
SOCIATION OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS FEDERAL LAWS AND 
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE; ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS J. 
WOLFF, NATIONAL PRESIDENT; IAN M. ROLLAND, PRESI
DENT, LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.; AND JAMES 
R. MARTIN, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD AND CHIEF EXECU
TIVE OFFICER, MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE 
co. 
Mr. FILER. I am John Filer, chairman of the Aetna Life & Casu

alty Co. I appear here today as spokesman for the life insurance 
industry and its major trade association, the American Council of 
Life Insurance, whose members write about 94 percent of the life 
insurance business in this country. 

I am accompanied by James Martin, chairman of the Massachu
setts Mutual Life Insurance Co.; Ian Rolland, president of the 
Lincoln National Life Insurance Co.; John Taylor, executive vice 
president of Bankers Life Co. Also with us is Thomas J. Wolff on 
my right, president of the National Association of Life Underwrit
ers, and Rice E. Brown, chairman of that association's Federal 
Laws and Legislative Committee. 

Let me begin by expressing our appreciation for this opportunity 
to be heard. I will comment very briefly on our business, our 
support of cost disclosure in the sale of life insurance, and our 
position on the recently released Federal Trade Commission staff 
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report on such cost disclosure. Messrs. Martin, Taylor, Rolland, 
Brown and Wolff will develop these in detail. 

The business of life insurance has played an important role in 
the social and economic growth of this country for well over 100 
years. We have served countless millions of American families in 
helping to provide an important means of family financial security. 
We are also a major source of long-term financing to American 
business and industry. The life insurance business has earned a 
reputation for integrity, reliability, and service for the good of 
society. 

It, therefore, comes as a shock indeed to find it necessary to have 
to defend this industry's record and refute the charges recently 
made to this committee that in effect we have been employing 
deceptive practices to sell shoddy merchandise. We feel it is impor
tant to set the record straight. 

We have a concern in all of this which is far broader and deeper 
than the interest of our own companies and their agents. Our 
concern is for our many millions of present policyholders who rr.ay 
be misled into lapsing or relacing present policies to their own 
financial detriment because of the irresponsible allegations of the 
FTC staff. We are concerned, too, for the many millions of Ameri
cans who will be considering the purchase of life insurance and 
who may be misled in that important decision by those same 
allegations. This is, in short, an important and serious matter, and 
our appearance today is an indication that we so regard it. 

It is simple to summarize our industry's position on cost disclo
sure. We are in favor of it. We have supported it for more than 10 
years. We have worked diligently to support State regulation to 
help bring it about on a uniform basis throughout the country. 

We specifically support the model cost disclosure regulation of 
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. It was pro
duced 4 years ago and has now been adopted by 28 of the States. It 
is being used voluntarily in all States by companies that account 
for at least 75 percent of the sales being made today. That figure of 
75 percent is an update and correction from the figure that is in 
our written statement of 60 percent. The system of disclosure and 
cost comparison required by that regulation is carefully designed to 
help consumers make good purchase decisions. 

The FTC staff report on cost disclosure is another matter entire
ly. That report, delivered to this committee on July 10, adopts the 
flawed theory that whole life insurance is a hybrid combination of 
term insurance and a savings account. 

Beginning with this theory and using calculations that are as 
erroneous as the basic theory, it argues that the "savings account" 
yielded a rate of return of only 1.3 percent in 1977. That report 
alleges further that consumers are losing billions of dollars annual
ly because they don't know this. It recommends that the present 
system of cost disclosure now being adopted by the States be radi
cally changed and that the FTC staff version of the cost disclosure 
be substituted. 

The FTC staff report can be characterized as a reckless misrepre
sentation of our business. The staff began its investigation with 
fixed opinions about the nature and value of whole life insurance 
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and determined to show that term life insurance was the better 
buy for most people. 

The FTC staff report was a result of that hidden agenda to 
portray whole life insurance as a consumer fraud, to show the 
States weren't properly regulating the important matter of cost 
disclosure, and thus to demonstrate the need for Federal interven
tion. 

To put our case directly, the FTC staff set out to make it appear 
that this industry was hiding its costs and misleading its customers 
into making poor purchase decisions. To prove this, the FTC staff 
strained to develop a calculation of interest rates that our business 
is crediting to its customers' policies so sensationally low that it 
would shock the public. It rejected analyses by actuaries within our 
business that would show otherwise, including analyses of how 
costs are developed. In brief, it rejected facts and pursued its fore
gone conclusion. 

Even before the investigation was well under way, the FTC staff 
wrote th~ State insurance regulators, urging them not to adopt the 
NAIC model regulation, as the FTC was going to find it deficient. 
At the same time, it was also advising a Member of this Congress 
that the States were dragging their feet in adopting the NAIC 
model. Thus, on the one hand, the staff was trying to stop State 
regulation, and on the other hand it was using the result of its 
hindrance of State regulation to bolster a case for Federal interven
tion. 

One reason cited by the FTC staff for the States not to act was a 
study commissioned by the FTC to determine what information 
would be useful to buyers of life insurance and to test various 
systems of presenting information to buyers. That study was con
ducted by Professor Jacob Jacoby of Purdue University. The final 
results did not support the claims of the FTC staff that the NAIC 
model regulation was seriously deficient. 

If you search the FTC staff report carefully, you will find a 
lonely footnote reference on page 161 to the Jacoby findings. And if 
you look still further, you will find a brief description of the results 
in appendix 9. It survives in the report as an isolated whisper of 
fact, declaring to the FTC staff, "You were wrong." 

The FTC staff report would have our customers believe several 
things: 

First, that our business has misled them and generations before 
them. 

Second, that our business has somehow hoodwinked the State 
regulators for more than 100 years. 

Third, that the rigorous sciences of statistics and probability 
mathematics which form the base of whole life insurance and 
dictate its costs were twisted into an enduring deception. 

And finally that the respected profession of actuaries for all 
those years never detected it. 

These are the premises which animate this report. Beyond that, 
it is necessary to accept an offense to reason in order to believe the 
mathematical findings of the report. 

The description of whole life insurance promoted by the FTC 
staff was publicized so widely and has generated so much confusion 
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that we find ourselves urgently required to define once again what 
it is we sell. 

Whole life insurance is not partially insurance and partially 
savings. It is wholly insurance. It is not designed to provide for the 
possibility of economic gain in return for a risked sum of money. 
That's an investment. Nor is it designed to accumulate deposits of 
money building toward an individual or family goal so long as the 
depositor remains alive to make the deposits. That's a savings 
account. 

Whole life insurance is designed to provide a guaranteed benefit 
at death, whenever death occurs, in return for a price which is 
expressed as a fixed periodic premium. That is what it is, and that 
is what it does. Nothing else in the financial marketplace does this. 
No combination of financial products does this with an uncondi
tional guarantee. 

Our business, of course, also provides life insurance for shorter 
periods of time. Term insurance is a very useful product, and 
people buy billions of dollars worth of it every year. At young ages, 
it requires considerably less outlay than a comparable amount of 
whole life insurance because relatively few people die at young 
ages. Because its premium rises with age and eventually reaches a 
point where most people can't afford it, term insurance does not 
meet the need for coverage which people can afford throughout 
life. 

The yearly cost of term insurance is not cheap over the length of 
time most people will live. One can assert that term insurance is 
cheap-as the FTC staff does-only if one ignores the calendar. Its 
yearly cost is low when young, higher when middle-aged, and pro
hibitive when old. 

There is an important probability in all this that I would empha
size. Most life insurance is bought by people between ages 25 and 
50. About in the middle of that group stands an individual aged 35, 
examining the prospects and wondering what to do about his life 
insurance. 

The chances are about 8 out of 10 that the "buy term" advice of 
the FTC staff will leave that person unable to afford to continue 
life insurance after age 65. If that person needs life insurance after 
age 65, as many people do, the FTC advice will have been disas
trous. This is because for people aged 35, the mathematical pros
pects of survival beyond retirement age are about 8 out of 10. 

It's pertinent to ask the FTC staff a few questions. Who appoint
ed you to advise a nation full of life insurance buyers to take such 
risks against such well-known odds? What facts support the asser
tion that the need for insurance vanishes at age 65? How does that 
advice compare with that of the Veterans' Administration, which 
has experienced the problems of renewable term insurance for an 
aging group of World War II veterans? 

The most widely publicized charge by the FTC staff was that the 
industry-wide rate of return on whole life policyholder savings was 
1.3 percent. John Taylor will explain how this figure is the figment 
of the staffs distorted calculations. Let me just say that if you were 
to apply real-world factors to the formula developed by the FTC 
staff, the result would be on the order of 5.9 percent instead of 1.3 
percent. 
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Of course. 5.9 percent would not have rated headlines. By releas
ing its report to the press, but not to the industry, prior to its 
presentation to this committee, the FTC was successful in orches
trating the news. Its side of the story was the only story the press 
had to work with. Couple this manipulation with the fact that as a 
Government agency charged with protecting consumers, the Com
mission's pronouncements are generally taken at face value, it is 
little wonder that the initial press accounts were so overwhelming
ly one-sided. 

This handling of the news release to the media is bad enough. 
What is worse is that the message communicated violates the 
standards of truthful advertising that the Commission finds objec
tionable in others. 

If the FTC's Cost Disclosure Report and the press release accom
panying it were subjected to the same tests which the FTC general
ly applies to commercial advertising under section 5 of the FTC 
Act, they would be properly characterized as "omitting material 
facts," "unsubstantiated," "false and deceptive," and "having a 
tendency and capacity to mislead consumers," to borrow just a few 
phrases from past FTC advertising complaints. 

This matter of effective cost disclosure, the ostensible objective of 
the FTC investigation, is, of course, a valid and important issue. 
The NAIC model regulation is the best solution yet found and it is 
working in the interests of consumers. The proposals of the FTC 
staff to change the model regulation are based on their faulty 
analysis of what the product is and therefore can only serve a few 
prospective purchasers. This will be discussed in detail in subse
quent testimony. The gentlemen who accompany me will fill in 
more details of this outline. 

[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. FILER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, AETNA LIFE & 
CASUALTY, HARTFORD, CONN. 

THE LIFE INSURANCE INDUSTRY'S POSITION ON COST DISCLOSURE THE RECENT FTC 
STAFF REPORT 

My name is John H. Filer. I am the chairman of the Aetna Life & Casualty 
Company of Hartford, Connecticut, and I appear here today as a spokesman for the 
life insurance industry and its major trade association, the American Council of Life 
Insurance, whose members write about 94 percent of the life insurance business in 
this country. 

I am accompanied by James R. Martin, chairman of Massachusetts Mutual Life 
Insurance Company, Ian M. Rolland, president of Lincoln National Life Insurance 
Company, and John R. Taylor, Executive Vice President of Bankers Life Company. 
Also accompanying me is Thomas J. Wolff, president of the national Association of 
Life Underwriters and Rice E. Brown, chairman of that Association's Federal Law 
and Legislation Committee. 

Let me begin by thanking the Committee for providing this opportunity to estab
lish the position of the life insurance business on the public record. I will briefly 
summarize the history of our business, our position in favor of cost disclosure, and 
our position on the recently released Federal Trade Commission staff report on life 
insurance cost disclosure. Our other witnesses will develop these positions in greater 
detail. 

The business of life insurance has played an important role in the social and 
economic growth of this country for well over 100 years. During that long period of 
time, we have served countless millions of American families in helping to provide 
an important means of family financial security. We have also become a major 
source of long-term financing to American business and industry. 

Americans are rightfully proud of the kind of society our country has developed 
over its history, and the life insurance business has played an important role in that 
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development. We believe it is more than coincidence that the ownership of life 
insurance is greater in the United States than it is in any other country in the 
world. And over this long span of years, the life insurance business has earned a 
reputation for integrity, reliability, and service for the good of society. 

It, therefore, comes as somewhat of a shock to find it necessary to have to appear 
here today to defend this industry's record and to refute the charges recently made 
to this Committee that we are employing deceptive practices to sell shoddy mer
chandise. But, because of the wide attention which has been given to those charges, 
we feel that it is important to set the record straight. We have a concern in all of 
this which is far broader and deeper than the interest of our companies and their 
agents. Our concern is also for our many millions of present policyholders who may 
be misled into lapsing or replacing present policies to their own financial detriment 
because of the allegations of the FTC staff. We are concerned, too, for the many 
millions of Americans who will be considering the purchase of life insurance and 
who may be misled in that important decision by those· same allegations. This is, in 
short, an important and serious matter, and our appearance today is an indication 
of our concern. 

It is simple to summarize our industry's position on cost disclosure. We are in 
favor of it. We have supported it for more than 10 years. We have worked diligently 
to support state regulation to help bring it about on a uniform basis throughout the 
country. We specifically support the model cost disclosure regulation of the National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners. It was produced four years ago and has 
already been adopted by 28 of the states. It is being used voluntarily in all states by 
companies that account for at least 60 percent of the sales being made today. The 
system of disclosure and cost comparison required by that regulation is carefully 
designed to help consumers make good purchase decisions. 

The FTC staff report on cost disclosure is another matter entirely. That report, 
which was delivered to this Committee on July 10, adopts the flawed theory that 
whole life insurance is a hybrid combination of term insurance and a savings 
account. Beginning with this theory and using calculations that are as erroneous as 
the basic theory, it argues that the "savings account" yielded a "rate of return" of 
only 1.3 percent in 1977. It argues further that consumers are losing billions of 
dollars annually because they do not "know" this. And it recommends that the 
present system of cost disclosure now being adopted by the states be radically 
changed and the FTC staffs version of cost disclosure be substituted. 

The FTC staff report is reckless misrepresentation of our business. The FTC staff 
began its investigations with fixed opinions about the nature and value of whole life 
insurance and determined to show that term life insurance was a better buy for 
most people. The FTC staff report was the result of a hidden agenda to portray 
whole life insurance as a consumer fraud, to show that the states were not properly 
regulating the important matter of cost disclosure and, thus, to demonstrate the 
need for Federal intervention. 

To put our case directly, the FTC staff, in order to justify the intervention of the 
Federal Government, set out to make it appear that this industry was hiding its 
costs and misleading its customers into making poor purchase decisions. To "prove" 
this, the FTC staff adopted an analysis of whole life insurance to support its claims. 
It developed a distorted calculation of interest rates that our business is crediting to 
its customers' policies which was so sensationally low that it would shock the public. 
It rejected analyses by actuaries within our business that would show otherwise, 
including analyses of how costs are developed and allocated for whole life insurance. 
In brief, it rejected facts and pursued its foregone conclusion. 

Even before its investigation had gotten off the ground, the FTC staff wrote to 
state insurance regulators, urging them not to adopt the NAIC model regulation, 
because the FTC was going to find it deficient. At the same time, it was also 
advising a member of this Congress that the states were dragging their feet in 
adopting the NAIC model. Thus, on the one hand, the staff was trying to stop state 
regulation, and on the other hand, to use the result of its hindrance to state 
regulation to bolster a case for Federal intervention. 

One reason cited by the FTC staff for the states not to act was a study commis
sioned by the FTC to determine what information would be useful to buyers of life 
insurance and to test various systems of presenting information to buyers. That 
study was conducted by Professor Jacob Jacoby of Purdue University. The results 
did not support the claims of the FTC staff that the NAIC model regulation was 
seriously deficient. If you search the FTC staff report carefully, you will find a 
lonely footnote reference on page 161 to the Jacoby findings. And if you look still 
further, you will find a brief description of the results in Appendix Nine. It survives 
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in the report as an isolated whisper of fact, declaring to the FTC staff; "You are 
wrong." 

The FTC staff report would have our customers believe: 
-That our business has misled them and generations before them; 
-that our business has somehow hoodwinked its state regulators for more than 

100 years; 
-that the mathematics of statistics and probability which form the base of whole 

life insurance and dictate its pricing were twisted into an enduring deception; and 
-that the actuaries for all those years never detected it. 
These are the premises· which animate this report. Beyond that, it is necessary to 

accept an offense to reason in order to believe the findings of this report. 
The description of whole life insurance promoted by the FTC staff was publicized 

so widely, and has generated so much confusion, we find ourselves urgently required 
to define once again what we sell. 

Whole life insurance is not partially insurance and partially savings. It is wholly 
insurance. It is not designed to provide for the possibility of economic gain in return 
for a risked sum of money. That's an investment. Nor is it designed to accumulate 
deposits of money building toward an individual or family goal as the depositor 
remains alive to make the deposits. That's a savings account. It is designed to 
provide a guaranteed benefit at death, whenever death ocours, in return for a price 
which is expressed as a fixed periodic premium. That is what it is, that is what it 
does. Nothing else in the financial marketplace does this; and no combination of 
financial products does this with an unconditional guarantee. A combination of 
term life insurance plus an investment program might produce such a result-if. A 
combination of term life insurance plus a savings account might produce such a 
result-if. But a whole life insurance policy will produce that result with a guaran
tee as strong as the mind of man and the force of law can devise. That is why people 
buy it. 

Our business also provides life insurance for shorter periods of time. Term insur
ance is a very useful product and people buy billions of dollars worth of it each 
year. At young ages, it requires considerably less outlay than a comparable amount 
of whole life insurance because relatively few people die at young ages. But because 
its premium must rise with age and eventually reach the point where people cannot 
afford it, term insurance does not meet the need for coverage which people can 
afford throughout life. 

On the charts here, graphically displayed, is the predicament which the rising 
prospects of death present to the average individual, the term insurance solution to 
that predicament at various ages and the whole life insurance solution. 
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Chart I is a simple line graph, displaying the probabilities of death for males at 
any adult age. The cost of insuring lives on a year by year basis is rigidly tied to 
these probabilities. As the probabilities go up each year, so does the cost until that 
cost exhausts the means of most people and they are required to drop the insurance. 
In the interest of brevity, the chart shows only male mortality. We acknowledge the 
need for insurance for women. And while the mortality rates differ, the principle 
displayed by the chart is the same. 

The yearly cost of term insurance is not cheap over the length of time most 
people will live. One can assert that term insurance is cheap-as the FTC staff 
does-only if one ignores the calendar. Its yearly cost is low when young, higher 
when middle aged and prohibitive when old. 

Before the late eighteenth century only term life insurance was available and 
that not beyond age 40. This was the problem that whole life insurance was 
developed to solve. Conceptually the solution was simple: average out the premium 
over the expected life of the buyer, accumulate assets in the early years from 
premiums not needed to pay death claims, and use both the assets and investment 
earnings to help pay death claims when they exceeded the premiums still coming in 
from the survivors. (The precises mathematics to achieve that conceptual r~sult are 
a lot more complex than this and they probably explain why it takes about 8 years 
of post-graduate schooling to produce an actuary, and another 8 to persuade one to 
communicate in English.) 

Chart I 

Deaths Per 1,000, by Age 
U.S. Males, 1976 
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Chart II displays in a rising curve what happens to term insurance premiums as 
people age. The level cost of whole life insurance is also displayed for various issue 
ages. The intersections between the level lines and the rising curve are at those 
ages where the yearly cost of term insurance begins to exceed the cost of level 
premium whole life insurance at the issue ages we have selected. It is clear from 
this chart that whole life insurance can be afforded to ages where term insurance 
cannot. 

Chart II 

Annual Premiums for 1-year Term Insurance and 
Whole Life Insurance, At Various Ages 
(Net Premiums Assuming 1958 C.S.O. Mortality and 4% Interest) 
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There is an important probability in all this that I want to emphasize. Most life 
insurance is bought by people between ages 20 and 50. Right in the middle of that 
group stands an individual, age 35, examining the prospects and wondering what to 
do about his life insurance needs. 

Even before he gets to the issue of comparing costs, if the FTC staff has its way, 
he will be advised by its proposed buyer's guide to avoid whole life insurance. 

The chances are 8 out of 10 that the buy term advice of the FTC staff will leave a 
person unable to afford to continue life insurance after age 65. And if a person 
needs life insurance after age 65-as most people do-the FTC advice will have been 
disastrous. This is because for p_eople age 35 the mathematical prospects of survival 
beyond retirement age are 8 out of 10. I think it is pertinent to ask the FTC staff: 
who appointed you to advise a nation full of life insurance buyers to take such risks 
against such well-known odds? What facts support your assertion that the need for 
insurance vanishes at age 65? How does your advice compare with that of the 
Veteran's Administration-which has experienced the problems of renewable term 
insurance for an aging group of World War II veterans? 

The most widely publicized charge by the FTC staff was that the industrywide 
rate of return on whole life policyholder "savings" was 1.3 percent. John Taylor will 
explain how this figure is the figment of the FTC staffs distorted calculations. Let 
me just say that if you were to apply real-world factors to the formula developed by 
the FTC staff, the result will be 5.9 percent instead of 1.3 percent. 

Of course, 5.9 percent would not have rated headlines. In that vein, by releasing 
its report to the press-but not to the industry-prior to its presentation to this 
Committee, the FTC was successful in orchestrating the news. Its side of the story 
was the only story the press had to work with. Couple this manipulation with the 
fact that as a government agency charged with protecting consumers, the Commis
sion's pronouncements are generally taken at face value, it is little wonder that the 
initial press accounts were so overwhelmingly one sided. 

This manipulation of the media is bad enough. What's even worse is that the 
message communicated violates the standards of truthful advertising that the Com
mission finds objectionable and, indeed, actionable in others. 
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If the FTC's Cost Disclosure Report and the press release accompanying it were 
subjected to the same tests which the FTC generally applies to commercial advertis
ing under Section 5 of the FTC Act, they would be properly characterized as 
"omitting material facts," "unsubstantiated," "false and deceptive," and "having a 
tendency and capacity to mislead consumers," to borrow just a few phrases from 
past FTC advertising complaints. 

If a private corporation had disseminated such an array of misrepresentations, it 
would very rapidly find itself looking down the business end of an FTC cease and 
desist order. In fact, for making less serious misrepresentations than are contained 
in this cost disclosure report, the FTC has ordered some private companies to 
engage in corrective advertising "to overcome the public misimpressions created by 
the earlier advertising." It is indeed a shame that in issuing reports such as this, 
which may have a tremendous impact on consumers, the Commission is unable to 
live up to its own standards. 

The matter of effective cost disclosure, the ostensible objective of the FTC investi
gation, is of course a valid and important issue. We are convinced that the NAIC 
Model Regulation is a sound solution which is working in the interest of consumers. 
The proposals of the FTC staff to change the model regulation are based on their 
faulty analysis of what the product is and therefore can only serve to confuse 
prospective purchasers. 

To conclude: the life insurance industry favors cost disclosure and believes the 
NAIC model serves consumers well in this regard. We reject the contention of the 
FTC staff that the whole life policy is a form of investment and a poor investment 
at that. We accordingly also reject the cost disclosure proposals of the FTC staff 
which are based on that faulty premise. 

And finally, we must record our objections to the manner in which the FTC staff 
has conducted this investigation. The FTC staff undertook this investigation with a 
bias, a hidden agenda, and a method. The bias was that whole life insurance was a 
shell game. The hidden agenda was to demonstrate the need for Federal interven
tion by discrediting state regulation of cost disclosure. The method was distortion of 
the facts and manipulation of the media. And all of this done in the name of the 
Federal government. The American people have a right to expect better. 

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Taylor, are you next? 
Mr. TAYLOR. I am. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I 

am John Taylor. I am executive vice president of the Bankers Life 
Co., of Des Moines, Iowa, and by profession I am an actuary. 

I wish to thank you for the opportunity to appear before this 
committee. I would like to comment on the so-called rate-of-return 
concept upon which the Federal Trade Commission staff entirely 
built its report, "Life Insurance Cost Disclosure." 

I will be using a number of charts which are in the full state
ment. 

In releasing this report to this committee, the Chairman of the 
Federal Trade Commission gave principal emphasis to what he said 
was the low average industrywide rate of return that consumers 
received on their life insurance in 1977. He gave this figure as 1.3 
percent. 

The figure made headlines and it was quoted in several leading 
newspaper editorials. But it is absolutely wrong. It is absurd to 
claim that the interest being credited to policyholders is a mere 1.3 
percent. 

The rate-of-return calculation made by the FTC staff begins with 
the erroneous notion that pervades the entire report-namely, that 
part of the premiums for whole life insurance policies go to buy 
pure insurance and the rest are put into a savings account, which 
yields a rate of return that is both very low and undisclosed. In its 
own support, the FTC staff developed a special calculation that 
served no other purpose. 

The extent of the error can be easily seen by comparing the 1.3 
percent rate of return with several obvious benchmarks. The FTC 
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staff view of the use of premiums is not commonly held by the 
public. People consistently say they buy whole life insurance poli
cies for protection, not as savings accounts. 

Although these policies are valuable assets, they are not per
ceived by their owners as investments. It is true that investment 
income is earned by life insurance companies. This permits them to 
charge lower premiums for life insurance than would otherwise be 
needed. 

Interest rates of 5 or 6 percent-not 1.3 percent-are currently 
used by life insurance companies in determining premium rates or 
dividends. 

My own company uses a rate in excess of 7½ percent, for exam
ple. 

Life insurance companies are required by law to maintain re
serves that are adequate to meet their obligations to policyholders. 
It is astonishing to me as an actuary to find that the FTC staffs 
measure of the rate of return on savings is appreciably lower than 
the interest actually required for the growth of policy reserves 
during the year, or the interest actually paid on policy dividends 
left with companies, which is currently 5 and 6 percent. 

Having decided that life insurance policies include savings ac
counts, the FTC staff then used assumptions of their own selection 
to prove that the rate of return credited to such accounts was very 
low. 

Here it is possible to choose from a wide range of assumptions. 
At one extreme the rate-of-return could be minus one-tenth of 1 
percent. At the other extreme it could be as high as 9.1 percent. 
Anyone who is motivated to deprecate whole life insurance would 
choose assumptions that produce a rate of return close to the 
bottom of the possible range, say 1.3 percent. 

To put this into proper perspective, we need to look at the 
sources and uses of ordinary life insurance income. This chart, 
which is designated chart III, shows that life insurance companies 
received $24.4 billion in 1977 in premiums and $12.4 billion in 
investment income attributable to ordinary life insurance. Of the 
$36.6 billion of income, $19.3 billion was either paid in benefits to 
policyholders or used to support increases in policy reserves; $4.8 
billion was used for dividends to policyholders; $10.4 billion was 
paid in taxes and other insurance expenses; and $2.1 billion was 
the net gain from operations. 

The FTC staff used questionable assumptions to support their 
contention that the life insurance business credited only 1.3 per
cent to ordinary policyholders in 1977. One of these was to allocate 
part of the income of life insurance companies in its calculation in 
a manner that fits no logical actuarial pattern. 

Chart IV shows how the FTC staff arbitrarily allocated premi
ums and investment income for ordinary life insurance to support 
their claims. Initially the FTC split premiums and investment 
income into two parts represented by the two bars on the chart. 
The first bar on the chart shows that dividends to policyholders of 
$4.7 billion and benefits other than death benefits of $6.1 billion
which totals $10.8 billion-were matched against premiums. 

Of the remaining $13.4 billion in premiums, a figure of $7.4 
billion was developed as the cost of pure insurance consisting of 
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$4.9 billion for death benefits and $2.5 billion for expenses, et 
cetera. The method of allocation left $6 billion of premiums as a 
net deposit of savings. 

The second bar on the chart shows that the FTC staff matched 
$10 billion or 80 percent of the total expenses, taxes, and profits 
against investment income, leaving only $1.8 billion of investment 
income which they attributed to interest on savings. Since invest
ment income is only one-third of total income, there is obviously no 
good reason to match it with 80 percent of expenses, taxes, and 
profits. 

A similar distortion took place in the FTC staff's assumption 
that an appropriate level of ordinary life insurance expenses can 
be established by simply using an arbitrary percentage of death 
claims paid during a calendar year. In fact, their assumptions do 
not reflect the way life insurance is sold, the nature of the product, 
or the way in which level premiums are determined. 

For a block of policies, expenses will usually be much more than 
claim payments during the first few policy years and will grade 
down to a small percentage of claims during later policy years. For 
this reason, the ratio of expenses to claims in a given calendar year 
will depend on how the amount of business that is still in the first 
few policy years compares to the amount of business that has been 
in force for longer periods. 

The result of these calculations enables the FTC staff to casually 
attribute a low rate of return to high expenses and taxes. In a 
predictable next step, the FTC staff suggests that a reduction of 
$3.7 billion in expenses would bring the rate of return up to a 
reasonable 4 percent, and that home office and field expenses 
should be reduced by nearly half. 

As chart V shows, the actual expenses and taxes incurred in 
1977 on individual life insurance amounted to $10.4 billion and the 
insurance companies showed a net gain from operations of $2.1 
billion for the year on that line of insurance for a total of $12.5 
billion. Thus the amount allocated by the FTC staff to cover ex
penses, taxes, and profits in calculating the cost of pure insurance 
amounted to only 20 percent of the amounts actually needed for 
these purposes. 

The notion that current expenses of life insurance companies can 
be halved is absurd. Life insurance companies have made extensive 
use of computer technologies to hold home office expenses in check. 
Commission scales for agents have been stable for more than a 
quarter of a century. Moreover, State laws regulate the expenses of 
companies that sell about half the business sold in the United 
States. 

The practical effect is to keep down pricing and expenses of life 
insurance nationally. An analysis of life insurance company ex
penses in the decade between 1965 and 1975 shows that the only 
expense that seems to have grown disproportionately is Federal 
income taxes. 

By any definition, the purpose of cost disclosure in life insurance 
is to give consumers the tools for comparing the costs of similar life 
insurance policies. The calculation by the FTC staff of its 1.3 per
cent rate of return has nothing to do with disclosure or cost com
parison. Its sole purpose was propaganda intended to persuade 
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people that life insurance policies with cash values should be avoid
ed. There is, therefore, no legitimate reason for such a calculation. 
If nevertheless the FTC staff insists on deriving a rate of return in 
1977 on life insurance policies from the annual financial state
ments of life insurance companies, they could in the consumer's 
interest obtain a far more accurate depiction than 1.3 percent. 

Investment income received by insurance companies is allocated 
to elements included by the FTC staff in savings. The most impor
tant of these are dividends to policyholders and interest needed to 
maintain policy reserves. 

Chart VI compares investment incomes allocated by the FTC 
staff to savings with investment income actually used for some of 
the purposes the FTC staff classifies as savings. Just one of these 
items-the $4.2 billion of investment income required to maintain 
policyholder reserves-is about 2% times the total amount that the 
FTC staff claims to be the interest on savings. 

All funds received by insurance companies, whether premiums or 
investment income, are used to pay benefits and expenses. If the 
FTC staff had allocated premiums and investment income propor
tionately among the various uses of funds by life insurance compa
nies, as illustrated in chart VII, their allocation would have 
matched $8.2 billion of investment income with benefits, dividends 
to policyholders or increases in reserves. If this $8.2 billion had 
been divided by the FTC estimate of the average savings for the 
year, $139 billion, their answer would have been 5.9 percent, not 
1.3 percent. 

However, there is no reason to attempt to develop a rate of 
return for the business from composite financial statements. Such 
a rate has nothing to do with disclosure of the price of life insur
ance policies to individual buyers. 

By using unreasonable assumptions, the FTC staff has produced 
a sensational answer that did great disservice to everyone in
volved-the public, the press, other members of the Government, 
and the life insurance business. 

Thank you. 
[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, BANKERS LIFE Co., 
DES MOINES, low A 

RATE OF RETURN PAID BY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES TO ORDINARY POLICYHOLDERS 
IN 1977 

My name is John R. Taylor. I am Executive Vice President of the Bankers Life 
Company of Des Moines, Iowa, and by profession I am an actuary. 

The high point-or rather the low point-of the Report on Life Insurance Cost 
Disclosure by the staff of the Federal Trade Commission is the calculation of a so
called "Rate of Return Paid by Life Insurance Companies to Ordinary Policyholders 
in 1977." The answer developed by the FTC staff was 1.3 percent. This figure was 
highlighted in their release and in the presentation of the report to the Senate 
Commerce Committee by FTC Chairman Michael Pertschuk. 

The calculation made headlines all over the country. It was quoted in editorials in 
several leading newspapers. But the calculation produces an answer that is abso
lutely wrong. The FTC staff had created a situation in which the public had to 
believe either an agency of the Federal government or the life insurance business
which unhesitatingly called it "absurd" to claim that the interest being credited to 
policyholders is a mere 1.3 percent. 

The claim by the FTC staff that whole life insurance-one of the principal 
products sold by life insurance companies-was a combination of term life insurance 
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plus a savings account earning 1.3 percent was endorsed by people with a commer
cial interest in having such a claim accepted by the public. Building on the mislead
ing report, people have cited the 1.3 percent "rate of return" in newspaper adver
tisements, in television interviews and in promotional pieces. The people involved 
have products for sale, including combinations of term life insurance and some type 
of investment which are being promoted as an alternate to or as a replacement for 
whole life insurance policies. 

The calculation made by the FTC staff begins with the erroneous notion that 
pervades the entire report-namely, that part of each premium for a whole life 
insurance policy goes to by "pure insurance" and the rest of the premium is put 
into a savings account, which yields a "rate of return" that is both very low and 
undisclosed. In order to demonstrate just how low this "rate of return" actually is, 
the FTC staff developed a special calculation that served no other purpose. In this 
calculation, the FTC staff used some arbitrary assumptions which were completely 
different from-but which should have been identical to-assumptions used else
where in the report. 

The results of the calculation are clearly wrong, and the FTC staff should have 
known they were wrong. The extent of the error can be easily seen by comparing 
the 1.3 percent "rate of return" with several obvious benchmarks. The failure of the 
FTC staff to make such comparisons is an indication of the extent to which they had 
approached their investigation of life insurance disclosure and cost comparison with 
fixed opinions that whole life insurance is a bad buy. 

Their view of the use of premiums for whole life insurance policies is not com
monly held by the public. People consistently say they buy whole life insurance 
policies for protection. Although these policies are certainly valuable assets, they 
are not perceived by their owners as being investments. It is true that investment 
income is earned by life insurance companies, and this permits them to charge 
lower premiums for life insurance then would otherwise be needed. Interest rates of 
5 or 6 percent are currently used by life insurance companies in determining 
premium rates or dividends. However, this is a long way from crediting interest on 
a savings account being sold in conjunction with "pure" insurance. 

A. Policyholder savings according to FTC staff 
For this calculation, the FTC staff measures the change in "policyholder savings" 

which they define as being 90 percent of policy reserves for individual life insurance 
policies plus 78.6 percent of all policy dividends left by policyholders with insurance 
companies. 

Life insurance policy reserves are one measure of the liabilities of companies to 
their policyholders. They also are a measure of the value of these contracts to 
policyholders. Policy reserves held by companies must at least equal the minimum 
amounts required by state law. 

Policy dividends are often left with life insurance companies by policyholders who 
prefer to receive the interest credited on these funds (currently 5 or 6 percent or 
more) rather than take these funds in cash. 

It is astonishing to find that the FTC staff's measure of the "rate of return" on 
"savings" is appreciably lower than the interest actually required for the growth of 
policy reserves during the year or the interest actually paid on policy dividends left 
with companies. The reasons for this surprising result become clear upon examining 
the assumptions made by the FTC staff. 

B. Rate of return on policyholder savings 
Having decided that life insurance policies include savings accounts, the FTC staff 

then proceeded to select assumptions designed to prove that the "rate of return" 
credited to such accounts was very low. 

The results of their calculation depended on the assumptions chosen by the FTC 
staff from a range available to them. The results of their calculation could have 
purported to show that life insurance is a poor investment-or a great one. At one 
extreme, the FTC staff could have taken the $12.4 billion of investment income 
credited in 1977 by insurance companies to the individual life insurance line and 
allocated it entirely to the increase in "savings" for that year, or to benefits to 
policyholders or to dividends. The resulting "rate of return" to policyholders would 
have been more than 9 percent. 

At the other extreme, the FTC staff might have allocated the entire $12.4 billion 
of investment income to taxes, expenses and gains from operations-with none of it 
allocated to benefits, dividends or increases in reserves. Under this assumption, the 
"rate of return" would be slightly less than -0.1 percent. 

Thus, the possible "rates of return" open to the FTC staff-depending on the 
assumptions they used-range from a low of -0.1 percent to a high of 9.1 percent. 
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Consistent with an effort to deprecate whole life insurance, the FTC staff chose 
assumptions that produce a "rate of return" of 1.3 percent that is much closer to 
the bottom of the possible range than to the middle. A more reasonable set of 
assumptions that reflect the nature of the products being sold, and the operations of 
life insurance companies, would result in a figure somewhere above the middle of 
the range of possible answers. 

C. Arbitrary allocations by FTC staff 
Life insurance companies received $36.6 billion in 1977 from income due to 

ordinary life insurance. This consisted of $24.2 billion in premiums and $12.4 billion 
in investment income. Of the $36.6 billion of income, $19.3 billion was either paid in 
benefits to policyholders or used to support increases in policy reserves; $4.8 billion 
was used for dividends to policyholders; $10.4 billion was paid in taxes and other 
insurance expenses; and $2.1 billion was the net gain from operations. (See Chart 
III.) 

Chart Ill 

Ordinary Life Insurance lncome*-1977 
Sources of lncome
$36.6 Billion 

Uses of Income -$36.6 Billion 

/ 

Premiums 
$24.2 
Billion / 

Investment 
Income 
$12.4 
Billion 

/ 

Benefits and 
Increases in 
Reserves 
S19.3Billion 

Death 
Benefits 
$4.9 
Billion 

Other 
Benefits 
SG.4 
Billion 

Increases 
in 
Reserves 
$8.0 
Billion 

/ 

Taxes and 
Other 
Expenses 
$10.4 Billion 

Taxes 
$2.5 Billion 

Home 
Office 
Expenses 
S4.6Billion 

Agency 
Expenses 
S3.3Billion -

Net Gain 
S2.1Billion 

•Taken from reports made to State Insurance Departments, the same information reviewed by the FTC staff for its report. 

Chart IV shows how the FTC staff arbitrarily allocated premiums and investment 
income for ordinary life insurance to support their claim that the life insurance 
business credited only 1.3 percent to ordinary policyholders in 1977. 

Dividends to policyholders of $4.7 billion and benefits other than death benefits of 
$6.1 billion were matched against premiums. Of the remaining $13.4 billion in 
premiums, a figure of $7.4 billion was developed as the cost of pure insurance 
representing $4.9 billion for death benefits and $2.5 billion for expenses, etc. This 
estimate of the "cost of pure insurance" left $6.0 billion of premiums as a "net 
deposit to savings." 

The second bar on Chart IV shows the allocation of investment income that 
resulted from this allocation of premiums. Since the total increase in "savings" for 
the year 1977 calculated by the FTC staff amounted to $7.8 billion, their calculation 
of a $6.0 billion "net deposit to savings" meant that only $1.8 billion of the annual 
increase in "savings" was attributable to "interest on savings." Nearly all the rest 
of the $12.4 billion of investment income credited to ordinary life insurance oper
ations was allocated to expenses, taxes and profits-a result that is clearly unrea
sonable. Since investment income is only one-third of total income, there is obvious
ly no good reason to match it with 80 percent of expenses, taxes and profits. 

54-102 0 - 80 - 4 
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CnartlV 

How FTC Staff Allocated 1977 Income 
From Ordinary Life Insurance 
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/ 
Investment 

Income 
$12.4 Billion 

Expenses, Taxes 
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$10.0 Billion 

S1.8 Billion 

•Slight differences between these figures and corresponding figures in Chart 111 result from the use of 
different data sources by the FTC Staff and the ACLI. 

C. Errors in the FTC staff approach to expense allocation 
The FTC staff allocation of $24.2 billion in premiums into $7.4 billion for "pure 

insurance" and $16.8 billion as "deposits" has no factual support. Their allocation 
reflects neither the way life insurance is sold, nor the nature of the product, nor the 
way in which level premiums are determined. 

A major error of the FTC staff results from their assumption that an appropriate 
level for expenses can be established by simply using an arbitrary percentage of 
claims paid during a calendar year. This overlooks the facts that (1) the incidence of 
expenses for a group of policies is quite different from the incidence of claims; (2) 
level premiums are being charged to cover both benefits and expenses; and (3) sales 
of life insurance have grown dramatically over the last 30 years. 

First-year expenses are generally higher than expenses in renewal years. This is 
because of (1) acquisition and underwriting costs, including compensation to agents, 
fees to doctors for medical examination and other underwriting expenses; (2) the 
cost of issuing and delivering a contract; and (3) the costs of establishing the 
necessary records to provide future services to the policyholder. 

For life insurance policies with level premiums, companies must establish premi
um rates to cover both this pattern of decreasing expenses and a different pattern of 
claim costs, which begin at a very low level and increase as policyholders age. 
Premiums are set high enough so that, together with an assumed investment 
return, there will be sufficient funds to pay benefits and expenses, including taxes, 
as they emerge. 

For a block of policies, expenses will usually be much more than claim payments 
during the first few policy years and will grade down to a small percentage of 
claims during later policy years. For this reason, the ratio of expenses to claims in a 
given calendar year will depend on how the amount of business that is still in the 
first few policy years compares to the amount of business that has been in force for 
longer periods. 

The individual life insurance in force during 1977 was heavily concentrated in 
policies issued during the 1970's. This follows the pattern of sales; nearly three 
times as much individual life insurance was sold in 1977 as in 1965, eight times as 
much as in 1955 and 25 times as much as in 1945.1 

'To test the impact of the average period for which policies have been in force on the FTC 
staff "rate of return" calculation, we applied it to one of our member companies, Metropolitan 
Life, for (1) industrial insurance, which since it has not sold since 1964, contains only policies 
that have been in force 15 years or more; and (2) ordinary life insurance, whose sales have been 

Footnotes continued on next page 
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To allocate life insurance premiums in 1977 between the costs of "pure insurance" 
and "deposits in savings account," the FTC staff assumed an allowance for expenses, 
taxes, and profits equal to 50 percent of death claims. This resulted in an arbitrary 
provision for expenses and profits of $2.5 billion. 

The actual expenses for expenses and taxes incurred in 1977 on individual life 
insurance amounted to $10.4 billion and the insurance companies showed a net gain 
from operations of $2.1 billion for the year on that line of insurance. Thus, the 
amount allocated by the FTC staff to cover expenses, taxes, and profits in calculat
ing the cost of "pure insurance" amounted to only 20 percent of the amounts 
actually needed for these purposes. (See Chart V.) 

Chart V 

Taxes, Expenses and Profits, 1977 

FTC 
FICTION 

$2.5 Billion 

FTC Staff's 
Allowance For 
Expenses, Taxes 
& Profits 

/ 

E. The FTC staff view of life insurance company expenses 

FACT 
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$12.5 Billion 
Net Gain 
$2.1 Billion 

Home Office 
Expenses 
$4.6 Billion 

Agency Expenses 
S3.3 Billion 

Taxes 
$2.5 Billion 

Actual 1977 
Taxes, Expenses 
& Net Gain 

The FTC staff casually attributes a low "rate of return" to high expenses and 
taxes rather than to "massive profits." As has been demonstrated above, the low 
"rate of return" comes purely from the arbitrary assumptions made by the FTC 
staff for the "cost of pure insurance." The FTC staff suggests that a reduction of 
$3.7 billion in expenses would bring the "rate of return" up to a reasonable 4 
percent, and that home office and field expenses should be reduced by nearly half. 

The notion that current expenses of life insurance companies can be halved is 
absurd. Life insurance companies have made extensive use of computer technologies 
to hold home office expenses in check. Commission scales for agents have been 
stable for more than a quarter of a century. Moreover, state laws regulate the 
expenses of companies that sell about half the business sold in the United States. 
The practical effect is to keep down pricing and expenses of life insurance 
nationally. 

The following table shows how companies have held expenses in line over the 
decade 1965 through 1975; it shows, in terms of dollars of constant purchasing 
power, the increases in (1) individual life insurance in force, (2) individual life 
insurance premiums, (3) investment income allocated to individual life insurance, (4) 

Footnotes continued from last page 
steadily increasing. The rates of return, using the FTC staff formula, were 7.2 percent for 
industrial insurance and 2.5 percent for ordinary. This lopsided and unbelievable result is 
produced even though both types of insurance are actually being credited by Metropolitan Life 
with the same after-tax interest earnings. 

Why does the FTC staff formula produce dramatically different answers for these two lines of 
business? Solely because it fails to account for the impact of policy duration. 
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benefits to policyholders, (5) operating expenses and taxes (other than Federal 
income taxes), and (6) Federal income taxes. 

Increase over the pe,iod 1965-75 measured in dollars of constant purchasing 
power 

Individual life insurance: Percent 

In force ........................................................................................................... . 
Premiums ...................................................................................................... . 
Investment income ...................................................................................... . 
Total income ................................................................................................. . 
Benefits to policyholders ............................................................................ . 
Operating expenses and taxes (other than Federal income taxes) .... .. 
Federal income taxes ................................................................................. .. 

27 
2 

28 
9 

24 
21 
62 

Expenses and taxes (other than Federal income taxes) increased slightly less than 
business in force but premiums increased by a significantly lower percentage, large
ly due to (1) reductions in premium rates, and (2) changes in the mixture of sales. 
The only expense that seems to have grown disproportionately is Federal income 
taxes. 

In short, neither the supposed low "rate of return" calculated by the FTC staff 
nor the explanation given for that result is supported by fact. 

F. Benchmarks the FTC staff calculation fails to meet 
The results of the calculation performed by the FTC staff can be tested by 

comparing the resulting allocations of expenses or of investment income to known 
quantities. 

In the sections of the report dealing with "rates of return" by the Linton Yield 
method, the FTC staff made provision for profits and expenses using a formula 
developed by a committee of the Society of Actuaries to be representative of the 
premiums charged for very low cost term insurance. Applying this formula to the 
insurance in force in 1977 would have produced an amount equal to $4.9 billion. 
Thus, the calculation performed by the FTC staff resulted in a 50 percent under
statement of the necessary provision for expenses and profits when compared to a 
standard embraced by the FTC staff elsewhere in its report. 

It would have made some sense for the FTC staff to separate dividends left on 
deposit with life insurance companies from life insurance reserves. Superficially at 
least, these dividends on deposit can be compared to savings accounts, since specific 
interest is credited to them, currently 5 percent or higher. This interest is currently 
taxable. Thus, the 1.3 percent produced by the FTC staff calculation is far below the 
interest actually being paid on the only element included in "savings" by the FTC 
staff on which interest is directly credited by companies. 

Investment returns are applied by insurance companies to other elements includ
ed by the FTC staff in savings. The most important of these items are dividends to 
policyholders and interest needed to maintain policy reserves. Of the $4.8 billion 
actually paid as dividends to policyholders in 1977, about two-thirds ($3.2 billion) 
was due to investment earnings. The policy reserves amounted to something more 
than $140 billion in 1977. These reserves were calculated with an average interest 
rate of about 3 percent. This means that about $4.2 billion of their increase during 
the year had to be met by investment income. 

Chart VI compares investment income allocated by the FTC staff to "savings" 
with investment income actually used for some of the purposes the FTC staff 
classifies as "savings." Just one of these items-the $4.2 billion of investment 
income required to maintain policyholder reserves-is about two and one-third 
times the total amount that the FTC staff claims to be the "interest on savings." 
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Chart VI 

Allocation of Investment Income to "Savings," 1977 
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G. A reasonable estimate of the rate of return on life insurance 
The calculation by the FTC staff of the "Rate of Return Paid by Life Insurance 

Companies to Ordinary Policyholders in 1977" had nothing to do with disclosure or 
cost comparison, both of which deal with individual policies sold by individual 
companies. Its sole purpose was propaganda intended to persuade people that life 
insurance policies with cash values should be avoided. There is, therefore, no legiti
mate reason for such a calculation to be made. If, nevertheless, the FTC staff 
insisted on deriving a "rate of return" in 1977 on life insurance policies from the 
annual financial statements of life insurance companies, they could have obtained a 
far more reasonable answer than 1.3 percent. 

All funds received by insurance companies, whether premiums or investment 
income, are used to pay benefits and expenses. If the FTC staff had allocated 
;:>remiums and investment income proportionately among the various uses of funds 
by life insurance companies, their calculation would have matched $3.5 billion of 
investment income with taxes and expenses and $0.7 billion of investment income 
with net gain from operations. Proportional allocation would match $8.2 billion of 
investment income with benefits, dividends to policyholders or increases in reserves. 

If this $8.2 billion matched with items which the FTC staff classifies as additions 
to or withdrawals from savings had been divided by their estimate of the average 
"savings" for the year ($139 billion),2 the "rate of return" shown for the year would 
have been 5.9 percent, not 1.3 percent. (See Chart VII.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

The basic idea permeating the FTC staff report that the premiums paid for life 
insurance constitute a combination of premiums for "pure" insurance and "depos
its" in a savings account is wrong and has led to a "rate of return" that has nothing 
to do with reality. 

The only interest rates that have an impact on the price of life insurance are 
those used by the companies in setting premiums and in determining dividends to 
policyholders. Those rates are currently in the area of 5 or 6 percent, and, of course, 
vary from company to company. 

'P. 17 FTC staff report. 
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Chart VII 

Allocation of Investment Income to 
"Savings" and Resulting Yield, 1977 

FTC 
FICTION 

D 
1.3% 

"Rate of Return" 

$1.8 Billion 

Investment Income 
Allocated to Policyholders 
by FTC Staff 

/ 

FACT 
• 

5.9% Yield 

$8.2 Billion 

Investment Income 
Allocated to Total of $24.1 
Billion of Policyholder 
Benefits, Dividends and 
Increases in Reserve 

There is no reason to attempt to develop a "rate of return" for the industry from 
composite financial statements. Such a rate has nothing to do with disclosure of the 
price of life insurance policies to individual buyers. However, if the FTC staff had 
made their calculation with reasonable assumptions, they would have produced a 
reasonable "rate of return." By instead using unreasonable assumptions, they pro
duced a sensational answer that did great disservice to everyone involved-the 
public, the press, other members of the government and the life insurance business. 

The CHAIRMAN. Who is next? 
Mr. MARTIN. I am. I am Jim Martin, chairman of the Massachu

setts Mutual Life Insurance Co. My professional background is in 
marketing and I, too, represent the American Council of Life Insur
ance here today. 

First, let me say that the Federal Trade Commission challenge to 
the whole life product-and the advocacy of "buy term and invest 
the rest"-is not a new one. These views have been expressed 
before-as early as 1875-have been given careful consideration by 
experts-and have been rejected. Yet today the "buy term and 
invest the rest" bunch are at it once again. 

What is different now, and why we are here today, is that the 
group leading the attack on our industry this time is a Federal 
regulatory agency using taxpayers' dollars, attempting, without the 
authority to do so, to usurp the powers of the insurance commis
sioners of our 50 States, and to extend its authority into areas of 
regulation where it currently has little or no legal jurisdiction. 

According to the FTC staff report, their sole interest is to make 
the American consumer better informed. They would have you 
believe that all consumers-if they were better informed or as well 
informed as the more sophisiticated insurance buyer-would pur
chase only term insurance. That is pure rubbish, but if the average 
consumer were to accept this contention without first learning the 
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real facts-he or she could well be doing themselves and their 
families grievous disservice. 

Let's look at our company, Massachusetts Mutual. We sell a 
market that consists primarily of the most sophisticated insurance 
buyers in America. During the last 12 months, we received 520 
applications to purchase life insurance policies, each of $1 million 
or more. It is both interesting and relevant to note that over 60 
percent of these were for some form of whole life insurance. These 
520 customers were ones who, before making their decision, were 
able to afford expert advice from independent legal, accounting, 
and financial advisers, and 63 percent concluded that whole life 
best filled their insurance needs. Incidentally, this ratio of approxi
mately 60-percent whole life to 40-percent term is presently the 
same for all of our life business. 

I believe that a whole life contract must be viewed as a unique 
bundle of indivisible rights. I think back to my high school biology 
teacher explaining-that while a human being is of inestimable 
value and utility-the human body itself is a combination of over 
50 percent water plus various chemicals. 

In other words, considered separately-our parts represent a pail 
of water and a bucket of bones with little value and little use. 
Much in the same way that human beings represent a unique 
combination of water and chemicals-the whole life product is a 
combination of rights whose value and utility are significant-only 
when they are properly combined together. 

In attempting to make its case, the FTC report focuses for the 
most part on what it would have you believe is the life insurance 
industry's reluctance to provide meaningful cost disclosure infor
mation to the public. This was true a decade ago-but is patently 
untrue today. 

We as an industry strongly support meaningful cost disclosure. 
Where we disagree with the FTC-is that we support a different 
method of cost disclosure-one that we believe best serves the 
consumer in its clarity and its objectivity. 

We support the cost disclosure system of the National Associ
ation of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) one already in place in 
more than half the States. 

Life insurance companies want their customers to receive the 
buying information they need-and to the maximum extent possi
ble, to get reliable cost indexes to compare prices. Toward this end, 
the companies which sell most of the life insurance in America
have spent considerable time, effort, and money to put into effect 
the cost disclosure system prescribed by the NAIC model regulation 
of life insurance solicitation. 

The NAIC system was developed by experienced insurance regu
lators who held extensive hearings to consider various means of 
disclosure and cost indexes-drawing on the experience and judg
ment of many expert witnesses. 

The NAIC committee on cost comparison considered and rejected 
Linton Yield-the method now proposed by the FTC-primarily 
because the committee believed that any system that attempted to 
separate the insurance and savings elements of a life insurance 
contract would create more misunderstanding than enlightenment 
for consumers. 
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The current NAIC model regulation, or a comparable earlier 
version, has already been adopted in 28 States. Our company and 
many others now make this information available to consumers in 
virtually every State-including those which do not yet require it. 

The NAIC model regulation has two main requirements. First, 
prospective purchasers must receive a specified "Buyer's Guide" 
and a "Policy Summary" as basic disclosure tools. Our staff people 
have these documents available here today. Second, consumers 
must receive two cost indexes. 

The policy summary gives the salient financial facts about a 
policy. The Buyer's Guide is a plain-language booklet to help 
people shop for life insurance. It explains the two cost indexes
one showing what the relative cost of a policy might be if it is kept 
until the policyholder dies-the other showing the relative cost if 
the policyholder turns in the policy for its cash value. The NAIC 
cost indexes show how prices of similar policies of competing com
panies can be related to one another. 

So where does the American life insurance consumer stand 
today? Thanks to the NAIC and the cooperation of many life 
companies-most consumers, at time of purchase, receive a plain
language booklet on the various types of policies and a means of 
comparing them with one another-and with similar policies of 
other companies. Further-the cost indexes we now give to the 
consumer can be computed in our field offices or the consumer's 
home-and do not require an actuary and a computer for prepara
tion. 

Twenty-eight States require this system-with others considering 
it. Now enters the FTC-like an accident in frantic search for a 
place to happen. The FTC has vigorously sought to persuade other 
States to delay adoption of the NAIC regulation-through personal 
visits and a full-blown publicity barrage-all financed with our 
taxpayer dollars. 

The FTC staff report wants-"disclosure of the average annual 
rate of return of cash value insurance and annuity products." Rate 
of return has nothing to do with disclosure-which means telling 
consumers about premiums, illustrated dividends and benefits. The 
FTC staffs rate of return or Linton Yield method-relies on the 
flawed concept that whole life insurance is a combination of pure 
insurance and "a savings account." 

The FTC staff report claims its rate of return cost index will help 
buyers "to evaluate cash value insurance as a savings vehicle" -
meaning that the Linton Yield Index numbers for whole life insur
ance should be compared with interest currently being paid on 
savings accounts, or on a variety of investments. This is an econom
ic nonsense and using a rate of return index to depict cash values 
as savings accounts is utterly misleading since the term policy plus 
a savings account is not the same as a whole life policy. 

The FTC staff report conveniently fails to mention that Linton 
Yield Indexes produce price rankings that are remarkably similar 
to the NAIC indexes. Since this is so, and since 28 States have 
already adopted the NAIC method- it seems to me that using the 
Linton Yield Index would add nothing of significance but confusion 
and a waste of time and money. 
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Lest my comments sound like sour grapes-let me say that, 
under any measurement or form of cost disclosure, our Massachu
setts Mutual whole life product has proven to be an excellent low
cost purchase for the consumer, one of the most competitive in the 
market. You would think, therefore, that my company would will
ingly embrace the FTC's Linton Yield Index, especially when, using 
average term rates and surrender after 20 years, a Massachusetts 
Mutual whole life policy purchased by a 35-year-old man produces, 
even under that FTC Linton Yield system, a so-called rate of 
return in excess of 6.5 percent. This is more than five times greater 
than the 1.3 percent illustrated by the FTC staff. But we do not 
embrace it, because, as already stated, it is misleading and it is 
wrong to use it. 

The FTC staff Buyer's Guide also belittles the services . of life 
insurance agents. I am offended by the FTC's unwarranted criti
cism of the people who sell life insurance. This brings to mind a 
weakness which exists under any form of cost disclosure which 
requires the use of an index-including the NAIC model. The 
disclosure process implies that the index is in itself a complete 
measure of the work of the product. It is not, because the index 
necessarily ignores the reputation and performance of the life in
surance company and the essential service provided to the consum
er by the life insurance agent. 

In concluding, I would like to add that I recently read that the 
Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission-in an appearance 
before a subcommittee of this committee- complained that many 
industries were spreading what he labeled "myths and half truths" 
about his agency. 

Though our industry was not among those singled out in the 
story-I would suggest that he review the FTC's own irresponsible 
handling of its life insurance study-and its own use of myths and 
half truths. 

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to discuss our 
commitment to a sound system of cost disclosure and consumer 
information-both of which can be of great benefit to the American 
consumer, Massachusetts Mutual and to the life insurance indus
try. 

[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF JAMES R. MARTIN, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, MASSACHUSETTS 
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE Co., SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

LIFE INSURANCE DISCLOSURE AND COST COMPARISON 

My name is James R. Martin. I am chairman and chief executive officer of 
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company of Springfield, Massachusetts. Mass. 
Mutual, which is nearly 130 years old, is the tenth largest among the 1800 life 
insurance companies in the United States. I have been chief executive officer of my 
Company for eleven years and my professional background is in marketing. I, too, 
represent the American Council of Life Insurance here today. 

First, let me say that the Federal Trade Commission challenge to the whole life 
product-and the advocacy of "Buy Term and Invest the Rest"-is not a new one. 
These views have been expressed before-as early as 1875-have been given careful 
consideration by experts and have been rejected. A classic refutation of this argu
ment appears in a book called "The Tired Tirade," written a dozen years ago by 
Halsey Josephson, a man with 40 ;rears of experience in life insurance. Yet today 
the "Buy Term and Invest the Rest ' bunch are at it once again. 

What is different now, and why we are here today, is that the group leading the 
attack on our industry this time is a Federal regulatory agency attempting, without 
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the authority to do so, to usurp the powers of the insurance commissioners of our 
fifty states, and to extend its authority into areas of regulation where it currently 
has little or no legal jurisdiction. 

According to the FTC staff report, their sole interest is to make the American 
consumer better informed. They would have you believe that all consumers-if they 
were better informed or as well informed as the more sophisticated insurance 
buyer-would purchase only term insurance. Not only is that pure rubbish, but if 
the average consumer were to accept this contention without first learning the real 
facts, he or she could well be doing themselves and their families grievous disserv
ice. 

Let's look at our Company-Mass Mutual. We sell a market that consists primar
ily of the most sophisticated insurance buyers in America. During the last twelve 
months we received 520 applications to purchase life insurance policies of one 
million dollars or more. It is both interesting and relevant to note that over 60 
percent of these were for some form of whole life insurance. These 520 consumers 
were ones who, before making their decision, could certainly afford expert advice 
from independent legal, accounting and financial advisers-and over 60 percent, 63 
percent to be precise, concluded that whole life best filled their insurance needs. 
Incidentally, this ratio of approximately 60 percent whole life to 40 percent term is 
presently the same for all of our ordinary life business. 

Reading the FTC report and its conclusions, one has to wonder how much of the 
report's distortions and inaccuracies stem from lack of even basic understanding of 
the life insurance product or from a preconceived attempt to extend the agency's 
authority. 

The fact is that the argument against the whole life product is based on two 
assumptions-that (1) whole life insurance is simply term insurance plus a separate 
savings plan and (2) since we wouldn't think of attaching a savings plan to our fire 
insurance, therefore, we shouldn't do it with life insurance. Both assumptions sound 
logical-but only to someone who knows nothing about life insurance. 

In the first place, life and fire insurance are totally different products-based on 
fundamentally different concepts. Fire insurance covers the possibility of a specific 
event-one that may or may not even occur. Life insurance deals with the certainty 
of the insured's death-the only question is when. 

Fire insurance is a static, constant risk. It remains the same whether you have a 
fire or not. Life insurance, on the other hand, has to deal with an ever-increasing 
risk. Term insurance, where there is no cash value, copes with this definite risk by 
increasing the premium in stages as the insured ages. For older people, the cost of 
such coverage becomes prohibitive. That's probably why at the Mass. Mutual only 6 
percent of all death benefits are paid by term insurance. A lot of people buy it in 
early years for temporary maximum protection, but relatively few die with it. 

Term insurance can be just right for people whose needs require maximum 
coverage for a limited period of time-for a termporary risk-but it is not-and 
never should be sold as a low-cost substitute for whole life-or permanent-insur
ance. 

That is because whole life insurance, unlike term, has a device for keeping the 
premium level-despite the ever-increasing risk-for the whole of life. That device 
is the reserve. 

Historical fact, actuarial teaching and practice, court decisions and consumers 
themselves amply verify that whole life insurance is a contract to provide life-time 
protection for the same annual premium, or a level premium. It is not a combina
tion of decreasing insurance and an increasing savings account as the FTC staff 
would have you believe. Cash values are a by-product of the level premium feature; 
they are not savings accounts separate from the insurance. 

For that reason, it is totally meaningless to compare the "return" on the whole 
life contract with investment vehicles, such as savings accounts and securities which 
do not have insurance protection, availability of paid-up and extended insurance, 
settlement options, a right to borrow at fixed rates-all features that are part of the 
whole life contract. 

I believe that a whole life contract must be viewed as a unique bundle of 
indivisible rights. I think back to my high school biology teacher explaining that 
while a human being is of inestimable value and utility, the human body itself is a 
combinatin of 57 percent water plus various chemicals. In other words, considered 
separately, our parts represent a pail of water and a bucket of bones with little 
value and little use. Much in the same way that a human being represents a unique 
combination of water and chemicals, the whole life product is a combination of 
rights, whose value and utility are significant only when they are properly com
bined together. 
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In attempting to make its case, the FTC report focuses for the most part on what 
it would have you believe is the life insurance industry's reluctance to provide 
meaningful cost disclosure information to the public. This is patently untrue. We as 
a company and we as an industry strongly support the provision of meaningful cost 
disclosure. Where we disagree with the FTC is that we support a different method 
of cost disclosure-one that we believe best serves the consumer in its clarity and its 
objectivity. 

We support the cost disclosure system of the NAIC, the National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners, one already in place in more than half the states. 

Life insurance companies have a self-evident interest in seeing that their custom
ers receive the buying information they need, including the features of policies they 
will want to consider. The companies also want to make sure that buyers are 
furnished with reliable cost indexes to measure the prices of policies they may wish 
to compare. For these reasons, companies have spent a great deal of time, effort and 
money to put into effect a system of disclosure and cost comparison developed by 
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. This is the NAIC Model Life 
Insurance Solicitation Regulation. 

We have carefully reviewed what the Federal Trade Commission staff in its 
report on life insurance cost disclosure describes as "deficiencies" in the NAIC 
model regulation. We have also reviewed the FTC staffs suggestions for changes in 
the model regulation. Their criticism is largely without merit. Their suggestions, if 
adopted, would make it difficult for consumers to arrive at sound decisions about 
life insurance. 

BACKGROUND 

Over the last dozen years, people inside and outside the life insurance business 
have debated the merits of different disclosure systems and different cost indexes 
for comparing the prices of life insurance policies. The National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners Model Life Insurance Solicitation Regulation, adopted in 
1976, requires information to be furnished to "improve the buyer's ability to select 
the most appropriate plan of insurance for his needs, improve the buyer's under
standing of the basic features of the policy which has been purchased or which is 
under consideration and improve the ability of the buyer to evaluate the relative 
costs of similar plans of life insurance." 

The NAIC model regulation was developed by a task force of experienced insur
ance regulators. The task force first held extensive hearings to consider various 
means of disclosure and cost indexes. There were several public hearings. The task 
force thus drew on the experience and judgment of its members, the testimony .of 
many expert witnesses, experience in states that had adopted an interim version of 
a model solicitation regulation, and information provided by a dozen related re
search projects that the NAIC had set in motion. 

The current NAIC model regulation or a comparable earlier version has been 
adopted in 28 states. Beyond that, life insurance companies have developed proce
dures for producing and delivering to policyholders the information required by the 
model regulation. A recent survey showed that companies writing the majority of 
life insurance sold in the United States are giving this information to all their new 
policyholders-not merely to those in the states that have adopted the NAIC model 
regulation. We are rapidly approaching the time when everyone buying a life 
insurance policy in the United States will receive the information required by the 
NAIC model regulation. 

Today an NAIC task force is studying the effectiveness of the model regulation 
with an eye to whether it needs improvement. While this has been taking place, the 
FTC staff has vigorously sought to persuade other states to delay adoption of the 
NAIC model regulation. Their objections were delivered in person by FTC staff 
members or sent to insurance departments in many states and more recently were 
made public by means of the staff report released to the Senate Commerce Commit
tee on July 10, 1979. 

THE NAIC MODEL REGULATION AND DISCLOSURE 

The NAIC model regulation re9-uires life insurance companies to pve all prospec
tive purchasers a specific "Buyer s Guide" and a "Policy Summary' as basic disclo
sure tools. Cost comparison is covered separately by the NAIC model regulation and 
will be discussed in the pages that follow. 

The Policy Summary must show separately for the basic policy and each rider for 
each of the first five policy years and representative years thereafter: (1) premiums, 
(2) death benefits, (3) cash surrender values, (4) illustrated dividends and (5) endow-
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ment amounts. These must be given for a sufficient number of years to illustrate 
clearly the patterns of premiums and benefits. 

This is a good selection from all the financial facts that might be reported about a 
policy. For example, if figures for each possible policy duration were required, the 
display would become impossibly large and only confuse the prospective buyer. The 
Policy Summary requires the same information that many companies have long 
supplied to policyholders in the form of year-by-year "ledger statements." It is a 
useful and tested method of informing prospective buyers about the cash flows of a 
policy, its benefits and options. 

The NAIC Buyer's Guide is a booklet to help people shop for life insurance. It 
discusses how much life insurance to buy, what kind to buy and how to compare the 
prices of similar policies. There are brief, straightforward descriptions of term 
insurance, whole life insurance and the endowments-the three basic types of 
policies. It explains the NAIC cost indexes and concludes with this advice: 

"The first decision you must make when buying a life insurance policy is choosing 
a policy whose benefits and premiums most closely meet your needs and ability to 
pay. Next, find a policy which is also a relatively good buy. If you compare Surren
der Cost Indexes and Net Payment Cost Indexes of similar competing policies, your 
chances of finding a relatively good buy will be better than if you do not shop. 
Remember, look for policies with lower cost index numbers. A good life insurance 
agent can help you to choose the amount of life insurance and kind of policy you 
want and will give you cost indexes so that you can make cost comparisons of 
similar policies. 

"Don't buy life insurance unless you intend to stick with it. A policy which is a 
good buy when held for 20 years can be very costly if you quit during the early 
years of the policy. If you surrender such a policy during the first few years, you 
may get little or nothing back and much of your premium may have been used for 
company expenses. 

"Read your new policy carefully, and ask the agent or company for an explana
tion of anything you do not understand. Whatever you decide now, it is important to 
review your life insurance program every few years to keep up with changes in your 
income and responsibilities." 

THE NAIC MODEL REGULATION AND COST COMPARISON 

The NAIC model regulation requires the use of two cost indexes-the "surrender 
cost index" and the "net payment cost index." They are the means by the means by 
which consumers can compare the prices of life insurance policies. 

No cost index measures the "true cost" of a life insurance policy to an individual. 
The "true cost" to a buyer cannot be determined when a policy is bought-only 
after it has terminated because of death, surrender or maturity (of an endowment). 
Only then can one compare out-of-pocket costs-premiums minus any dividends
with the benefits actually received. 

While the "true cost" of a policy to an individual cannot be measured at time of 
purchase, the cost indexes in the NAIC Buyer's Guide do show how the prices of 
policies relate to one another. Even so, these measures are not absolute. This is 
because certain assumptions are made in calculating these indexes, and relative 
rankings of policies change if a different set of assumptions is used. 

In spite of the appearance of complexity, the cost indexes in the NAIC model 
regulation do answer two simple and key questions. First: "If a policy is kept in 
force for a given number of years, how much will a buyer have paid for it?" Second: 
"How does the amount the buyer will have paid compare with the cash surrender 
value of the policy?" 

The first question is answered by the NAIC's net payment cost index and the 
second by the surrender cost index. In each case an interest rate has to be assumed 
to complete the calculation. The NAIC model regulation specifies 5 percent for this 
purpose. 

There is good reason for incorporating an interest factor. Even though two poli
cies may be closely comparable, they are not likely to have the same cash values 
and dividends from year to year. The differences in cash values and dividends are 
smoothed out through a formula that includes the interest rate mentioned, and the 
result is the index figures which the NAIC regulation advises consumers to use in 
shopping for life insurance. 

The net payment cost index is a measure of the price the company has put on the 
policy. The net payment index is meant to indicate the level of cost in the event 
that a policy ends due to the death of the policyholder and the payment of the 
proceeds to a beneficiary. It is not an attempt to predict the actual cost of a policy 
to a particular buyer. 
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The surrender cost index is a second measure of the price a company has put on a 
policy. It differs from the net payment cost index in that it reflects the fact that a 
policyholder will not only receive protection for a future period but will also own a 
valuable asset at the end of that period. The surrender cost index is meant to 
indicate the level of cost in the event that a policy is cashed in. It is not an attempt 
to predict the actual cost of a policy to a particular buyer. 

To summarize, the NAIC model regulation requires the use of two cost indexes to 
give the prospective buyer information about relative prices of policies if they are 
(a) kept until death or (b) surrendered for their cash values. Both indexes are 
needed to give an adequate basis to compare the prices of policies. 

FTC STAFF CRITICISMS OF NAIC MODEL REGULATION AND THEIR PROPOSED CHANGES 

The FTC staff report criticizes some of the disclosure requirements of the NAIC 
model regulation and some of the cost indexes it requires for price comparison. The 
FTC staff recommends deleting one cost index and replacing it with another of its 
own selection. They would also add a minor item to the policy summary and revise 
the NAIC Buyer's Guide considerably. Most of these suggestions in the Council's 
view are without merit and would make the consumer's selection of a policy more 
difficult-not easier. 

A. Cost comparison-A rate of return cost index 
The FTC staff report says: "* • • the most important improvement that can be 

made in the NAIC model regulation is to require disclosure of the average annual 
rate of return on cash value insurance and annuity products." The "rate of return" 
proposed by the FTC staff has nothing to do with disclosure, which really deals with 
items such as premiums, illustrated dividends and benefits. The "rate of return" 
proposed by the FTC staff is simply another cost comparison index calculated by 
what is called the Linton Yield method. 

The Linton Yield calculation relies on a flawed concept of the nature of the whole 
life contract, which assumes that it is a combination of "pure insurance" and a 
"savings account." The calculation produces an index that purports to be an interest 
rate that insurance companies are presumed to credit to the "savings account." 

The American Council of Life Insurance takes the position-which is amply 
validated by historical fact, actuarial teaching and practice, and by court decisions
that the whole life policy is a contract providing lifetime protection for a level 
premium and not a combination of decreasing insurance and an increasing savings 
account. Cash values are alternative benefits available, at the policyholder's option, 
in lieu of performance of the original contract rather than being savings accounts 
separate from the insurance provided. 

The FTC staff report ignores the origin of the whole life contract, numerous legal 
interpretations, and the reason that consumers theselves typically give for buying 
whole life insurance, which is for protection. 

The FTC staff report suggests that their wrong idea should be accepted because: 
"Debate should not focus on whether a particular definition is correct, but rather on 
whether the definitions are useful in helping to understand different aspects of the 
whole life contract." This is remarkable reasoning. It says that accuracy is beside 
the point and that an inaccurate definition is acceptable as long as it supports the 
argument to which it is applied. Incorrect definitions can, and in this case do, lead 
to misunderstandings. 

Although the FTC staff report suggests that the Linton Yield calculation meas
ures an interest rate earned on life insurance policy "savings," it does no such 
thing. Rather it addresses the purely hypothetical question: "What interest rate, 
after taxes, would I have to earn over time for the difference between the premiums 
for a given policy and the premiums for an imaginary term insurance policy to 
accumulate a mythical savings account equal to the cash value of the policy at the 
end of the period?" 

If a policyholder were able to follow this reasoning-after all, the buyer's main 
goal is to protect his family, not to engage in economic theorizing-he should be 
warned that the calculation involved is based on assumptions that could either be 
right or wrong. For example, the FTC staff report includes Linton Yields that use 
different hypothetical premiums for term insurance from those in their accompany
ing proposed model regulation. 

l. Advantages claimed for rate of return cost index by FTC staff-The FTC staff 
report claims several advantages for the Linton Yield cost index as a basis for price 
comparison. None stand up to examination. The FTC staff report says the Linton 
Yield method is useful for comparing dissimilar policies. But it does not produce 
cost indexes for term insurance, which currently constitutes over 50 percent of 
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individual life insurance purchases. A system that applies to whole life insurance 
but does not apply to term insurance is of no help when comparing the prices of 
these two dissimilar policies. 

The FTC staff report suggests at one point that the prices of actual term insur
ance policies be compared with the hypothetical rates used in the Linton Yield 
calculations. It is impossible with the information given in the FTC staff report for 
a consumer to tell if the premiums actually charged for a real term insurance policy 
are higher or lower than the few premium rates shown in the buyer's guide 
developed by the FTC staff. 

The FTC staff report claims its "rate of return" cost index will help buyers "to 
evaluate cash value insurance as a savings vehicle," meaning that the Linton Yield 
index numbers for life insurance should be compared with interest currently being 
paid on savings accounts or on a variety of investments. This is economic nonsense. 
It suggests that the interest rate produced by the calculation will be credited by the 
company for a period of, say, 20 years. Or that interest currently paid on savings or 
investments will continue unchanged over the next 20 years. Or that after-tax 
interest rates will be available over the next 20 years on investments with a very 
high degree of safety and liquidity. Or that a particular individual will remain in 
the same tax bracket all during that period. Or that term insurance coverage at 
rates used is deriving the interest rate will be available over the next 20 years. 

Using a "rate of return" index to depict cash values as savings accounts is utterly 
misleading. A term policy and a savings account are not the same as a whole life 
policy, even if the savings account after 20 years happens to equal the 20th-year 
cash value. A whole life policy has far greater utility than any term insurance-bank 
account combination. 

To illustrate, if a policyholder's health deteriorates, a whole life policy offers the 
option of paying no more premiums and taking fully paid-up insurance.' Even for 
someone in good health, the right to continue the insurance in force for an indefi
nite period at a level premium is extremely valuable. In short, Linton Yield rates 
cannot help a buyer to decide between buying a whole life insurance policy or 
opening a savings account. 

2. Objections to rate of return cost indexes.-There are serious objections to the use 
of Linton Yield cost indexes. 

First, Linton Yield indexes produce price rankings that are remarkably similar to 
the NAIC surrender cost indexes. Both indexes are calculated from the same premi
ums, illustrated dividends and cash values. Both reflect the importance of when 
money is paid by the policyholder or by the company. Thereofre, using Linton Yield 
indexes in addition to surrender cost indexes would waste time and moey. In the 
few cases where the "rate of return" index differs from the NAIC surrender index, 
confusion would arise in the consumer's mind as to which policy is the better buy. 

Second, where the NAIC surrender cost index relies on fairly simple and straight
forward arithmetic, "rate of return" indexes are based on the roots of 5th and 10th 
degree polynomial equations, using a repetitive trial and error process which re
quires a high speed computer. Since life insurance premiums vary with policy size, 
all cost indexes differ depending on the amount of insurance being purchased. Any 
variations in the NAIC surrender and net payment indexes needed to reflect 
changes in premiums according to policy size are simple to calculate, and agents can 
make them in the client's home or office. With Linton Yield indexes, separate and 
lengthy calculations are required for accurate results for each size policy. Calcula
tions of this complexity would have to be done in the offices of a company rather 
than by an agent in the client's home, and would delay the issue of life insurance 
coverage. There are documented cases of deaths that have occurred in circum
stances like this, with consequent loss to survivors. 

Third, Linton Yield calculations as proposed by the FTC staff result in lower 
"rates of return" (and apparently higher prices) for larger policies than smaller 
ones. This is obvious nonsense, since the price per thousand dollars of life insurance 
drops as policy size increases. Taking the hypothetical term insurance rates given 
by the FTC staff, we have found that the so-called "rates of return" for a $1,000 
whole life insurance policy issued at age 25 ranged from somewhat more than 8 
r,ercent to over 12 percent, depending on when the policy was surrendered. These 
'rates of return" turn out to be higher than for any $25,000 whole life insurance 

policy issued by any company surveyed by the staff of the FTC in 1978. 
This preposterous result makes it clear that Linton Yield calculations, like all 

other cost indexes, must be carefully interpreted when comparing the prices of 
unlike policies. In addition, it shows that Linton Yield indexes, unlike the NAIC 
cost indexes, give wrong answers when policies of different size are compared. 

1 If the individual is disabled, premiums may be waived under the terms of the policy. 
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Fourth, "rate of return" indexes are based on conditions that simply do not exist 
in the real world-namely, that one can make an immediate and timely investment 
of each small additional increment of funds into the indefinite future at an assumed 
after-tax rate of return, and that reducing amounts of term insurance will be 
continually available at the prices that are assumed by the FTC staff. 

To spell this out, a buyer might be shown a Linton Yield of 5 percent for a $20,000 
whole life policy for 20 years. To produce a savings account equal to the 20th-year 
cash value, the buyer would have to find a savings institution paying more than 5 
percent interest plus an amount to cover income taxes over the next 20 years on 
deposits of fractions of the annual premiums (of, say, $300 a year) for the whole life 
insurance policy. 

The buyer would have to find a life insurance company willing to sell renewable 
term insurance starting at $20,000 and decreasing to $10,000 or $12,000 at the 
premiums shown in the FTC staff report. These premium rates supposedly represent 
low rates that companies currently charge for renewable term insurance. Actually, 
such policies are sold in minimums of $25,000, $50,000 and higher. Using a Linton 
Yield calculation to decide whether to buy a life insurance policy or to open a 
savings account is not likely to help the buyer to the right decision. 

Even if all the problems associated with Linton Yield could be solved, the result
ing cost indexes would give no different information to the consumer about relative 
prices of policies than does the NAIC surrender cost index-which is already well 
established. Since the FTC staff report recommends continued use of the NAIC 
surrender cost index, it is fair to ask why anyone would want to add another cost 
index to give the same information. 

Lest my comments sound like sour grapes-let me say that, under any measure
ment or form of cost disclosure, our Mass. Mutual whole life product has proven to 
be an excellent low-cost purchase for the consumer, one of the most competitive in 
the market. You would think therefore that my company would willingly embrace 
the FTC's Linton Yield Index, especially when (using average term rates and sur
render after twenty years) a Mass. Mutual whole life policy purchased by a 35-year
old man produces, under that system, a so-called "rate of return" in excess of 6.5 
percent. This is more than 5 times greater than the 1.3 percent illustrated by the 
FTC staff. But we do not embrace it, because, as already stated, it is misleading and 
it is wrong to use it. 

B. Cost comparison-Other changes proposed by FTC staff 
(1) The FTC staff report recommends deletion of the net payment cost index from 

the NAIC model regulation. This would be a serious mistake. It would deprive the 
buyer of a means of evaluating the relative prices of life insurance policies which 
reflect the premiums for all benefits provided by the policies-adjusted for illustrat
ed dividends. The NAIC net payment index gives buyers an indication of the 
relative costs of different policies if kept until the death of the policyholder results 
in a claim-which is, after all, the purpose for life insurance. 

The use of both cost indexes required by the NAIC model regulation to compare 
prices of two policies can result in the surrender cost index indicating one policy to 
be cheaper and the net payment index indicating the other policy to be cheaper. 
Such an outcome accurately reflects a real problem in comparing the prices of two 
or more life insurance policies. 

Take the prospective buyer who is considering two non-participating whole life 
insurance policies, the first with lower premiums and the second with much higher 
cash values. His decision must be based on whether he regards higher cash values 
as more important than lower premiums. Under the FTC staff approach, which 
would furnish a surrender cost index and a Linton Yield cost index, the policy with 
high cash values may appear to be cheaper according to both indexes. In fact, the 
net payment index (eliminated by the FTC stafO may give a better indication of 
relative prices of the two policies, and it certainly will if the policies are kept until 
death. 

(2) The FTC staff recommends deleting from policy summaries the "equivalent 
level annual dividends" used to calculate the NAIC net payment and surrender cost 
indexes. This would be a mistake. Dividends cannot be calculated until a company 
has determined its annual expenses-death claims, operating costs and investment 
income. Consequently, dividends can only be illustrated, or based on the amounts 
payable under the current scale, and future dividends can neither be guaranteed 
nor estimated. The equivalent level annual dividend is a measurement of the effect 
of illustrated dividends on a cost index. By comparing it to the net payment and 
surrender cost indexes, the buyer can determine which part of each cost index is 
attributable to guaranteed values, and how the illustrated dividends influence the 
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index. It can be used to distinguish the prices of participating policies with different 
levels of guarantees. 

The FTC staff says that the equivalent level annual dividend is "potentially 
deceptive" because it suggests that no dividends may be payable. We disagree with 
this argument. In any case, it fails to recognize that the equivalent level annual 
dividend can be used to explain a significant element of both the net payment and 
surrender cost indexes and to give buyers a useful measure of the extent to which 
prices are guaranteed. 

(3) The FTC staff wants to prohibit the NAIC net payment and surrender cost 
indexes (currently shown at both 10 and 20 years) except for the 20th year. But they 
recommend that their "rate of return" cost indexes be shown for 5, 10, 20 and 30 
years, on the basis that there are different rates of return depending on when a 
policy is surrendered for cash. 

The same reasoning, of course, applies to the NAIC net payment and surrender 
cost indexes. The annual cost per thousand dollars of life insurance changes sub
stantially, depending on when a policyholder dies or surrenders a policy. The NAIC 
model regulation balances the desire to illustrate these differences and the desire to 
use as few figures as possible for cost comparison purposes, with the use of two 
indexes for 10 and 20 years as the best available compromise in the consumer's 
interest. 

C. Disclosure-Buyer's guide 
The FTC staff report proposes to change substantially the tone and purpose of the 

NAIC Buyer's Guide. The report states: "One of the most important decisions 
consumers have to make is whether to base their insurance program on primarily 
term or whole life insurance. Other than providing a brief narrative description of 
the difference between term and whole life insurance, the NAIC Buyer's Guide 
contains little to help the consumer make this decision." However, the changes 
proposed by the FTC staff are clearly intended to guide the consumer into choosing 
between term insurance and whole life insurance, regardless of actual family protec
tion requirements and goals. 

In contrast, the NAIC Buyer's Guide giver well-balanced consumer buying infor
mation. It alerts the buyer to differences in prices among policies and explains how 
prices can be compared. There is information on choosing the amount and kind of 
insurance, the importance of selecting a financially sound company and on the kind 
of assistance a good life insurance agent can give. 

The changes proposed by the FTC staff would destroy this balanced consumer 
guidance. Significant cost comparison data would be eliminated. The importance of 
selecting a good company and a good agent is played down. Simple statements of 
fact in the NAIC Buyer's Guide would be replaced by the opinions of individuals on 
the FTC staff. The changes they recommend would, for the most part, replace a 
useful Buyer's Guide with one that is both confusing and misleading. 

1. Bias shown in FTC staff's buyer's guide.-The FTC staff argues that the most 
important decision in buying life insurance is to choose between term or whole life 
insurance. Term insurance is portrayed as being a better buy than whole life 
insurance in most instances by statements such as: "* • • term insurance gives you 
three to five times more protection for your premium dollar than whole life. For 
example, a 25 year old person who can afford to spend $300 a year on life insurance 
could buy either $20,000 worth of whole life or $100,000 worth of term insurance." 
This statement fails to warn the consumer that term insurance for a level $300 a 
year will diminish as the buyer grows older, and will eventually disappear. It 
disregards long-term needs and speaks of current coverage as if it were the only 
consideration. 

The bias in favor of term insurance crops up in the proposed changes where whole 
life insurance is discussed. The FTC staff says: "During the early years of a whole 
life policy, the premiums are much more than the amount needed to buy term 
insurance for a person of the same age" (emphasis added). Contrast this with the 
NAIC Buyer's Guide, which accurately states that whole life insurance premiums 
"* * • can be several times higher than you would pay initially for the same 
amount of term insurance. But they are smaller than the premiums you would 
eventually pay if you were to keep renewing a term insurance policy until your later 
years. "(emphasis added) 

The message intended by the FTC staff comes through in the following quotations: 
"At the time of purchase, term insurance generally provides the largest death 

protection for rour premium dollar." 
"When you re young and your insurance needs are generally greatest, term 

insurance gives you three to five times more protection for your premium dollar 
than whole life." 
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"Many people, especially those with young children-can get the amount of 
insurance they need only by buying a term policy." 

"* • • when a person approaches retirement, the need for life insurance may 
diminish." 

"If you think you'll want some insurance after age 65 • • * there are serveral 
things you can do. One is to buy a· renewable term policy that is also 'convertible' 
• • • you can also buy a combination of term and whole life insurance. • * •" 

"If you want protection for your family while you're young and a source of money 
as you grow older, * • • you can buy a whole life policy • • • or you can buy a 
term policy and each year invest the difference. • • • If you buy a term policy, 
• • * you'll build up a sizeable sum of money by the time you're 65." 

"Try not to leave yourself underinsured." 
"Remember • • • term insurance will provide you with several times more insur

ance protection than whole life for the same premium dollar." 
Actually, people buy large amounts of both term insurance and whole life insur

ance each year. Companies price both products on a fair basis. Both products are 
designed to meet specific family and business needs. To conclude that everyone 
needs only term insurance or for that matter, only whole life insurance, is prepos
terous. For the FTC staff to propose a buyer's guide strongly endorsing only one 
type of policy is misuse of regulatory resources. 

2. The FTC staff view of the life insurance agent.-The FTC staff buyer's guide 
almost totally ignores the role of life insurance agents in (1) helping buyers to 
determine suitable types of policies; (2) explaining the special features or benefits of 
particular policies; (3) comparing prices; and (4) informing consumers about matters 
that cost indexes do not measure, including the nature of the agent's service and the 
reputation of the company represented. 

In fact, the FTC staff buyer's guide belittles the services and reputation of life 
insurance agents through sweeping generalizations about their lack of detailed 
knowledge about their companies policies and cost comparison, and the influence of 
the commission structure on insurance pruchase recommendations. 

The FTC staff report would stuff the NAIC Buyer's Guide with information about 
group term insurance; charts showing yearly renewable term insurance rates at 
four ages; accumulations of $500 per year for 30 years at five different interest 
rates; surrender cost indexes for two plans of insurance at three ages and two 
amounts of insurance. Some of this information might be useful to some buyers in 
some circumstances, but there is a serious question as to whether making the NAIC 
Buyer's Guide longer and more complex will serve consumers better-or will make 
it less useful to the average buyer. 

D. Disclosure-Preliminary policy summaries 
The FTC staff recommends a preliminary policy summary in addition to the 

summary required by the NAIC model regulation. As proposed, a preliminary policy 
summary would include Linton Yield indexes for 5, 10, 20 and 30 years. Since these 
indexes vary by policy size and require extensive calculations on high speed comput
ers, a preliminary policy summary would unnecessarily complicate the purchase of 
whole life and endowment contracts. No such indexes would be required by the FTC 
staff in the preliminary policy summary for term insurance policies. 

The preliminary policy summary proposed by the FTC staff for term insurance 
policies would include only a surrender cost index. As previously stated, this would 
provide an incomplete basis for price comparison. 

CONCLUSION 

The NAIC model regulation requires (1) disclosure to improve people's under
standing of life insurance policies and (2) cost indexes for evaluating the relative 
prices of life insurance policies. There are two disclosure documents: a policy sum
mary, showing premiums, dividends and benefits for a sufficient period to illustrate 
premium and benefit patterns, and a buyer's guide. The buyer's guide has factual 
descriptions of different kinds of policies and basic advice about shopping for life 
insurance. 

Two cost indexes are used to evaluate prices: a net payment cost index (which 
reflects out-of-pocket costs in the form of premiums less illustrated dividends for a 
specific period such as 10 or 20 years), and a surrender cost index, adjusted to reflect 
the value of a policy given up at the end of the period shown. 

The FTC staff report suggests replacing the net payment cost index by a "rate of 
return" cost index. It also would make many changes in the NAIC Buyer's Guide. 
Their suggestions are based on the flawed assumption that whole life insurance is a 
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combination of low cost "pure insurance" and a savings account that yields a low 
"rate of return." 

The FTC staff proposals would change the NAIC Buyer's Guide from a well
balanced consumer aid to a tract that praises term insurance and advises that the 
difference in premiums (between term and whole life insurance) should be invested 
in some financial vehicle. 

The Linton Yield cost indexes proposed by the FTC staff give substantially the 
same rankings to policies as the NAIC surrender cost index. However, the Linton 
Yield index is expressed in terms of an interest rate, and the FTC staff erroneously 
claims that it can be used to compare dissimilar policies and to help the consumer 
to decide between buying whole life insurance and term insurance. 

Any contention that term insurance is better than whole life insurance, or vice 
versa, is erroneous. Both contracts serve useful purposes, and the public buys both 
in approximately equal amounts each year. The proposals by the FTC staff
overemphasizing cost indexes and endorsing term insurance-would, if adopted, 
reduce the value to the consumer of the NAIC model regulation that is now firmly 
in place. The FTC staff began with an inaccurate premise about the nature of life 
insurance policies and ended with a set of misleading recommendations. The con
sumer would be hurt rather than helped if their recommendations were to be 
followed. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Martin. 
Next? Mr. Rolland. 
Mr. ROLLAND. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my 

name is Ian M. Rolland. I am president and CEO of the Lincoln 
National Life Insurance Co. of Fort Wayne, Ind., and I am an 
actuary by background, and I am here today representing the 
American Council of Life Insurance. 

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and will ad
dress my remarks to the conduct of the FTC staff in its study of life 
insurance cost disclosure and cost comparison. 

The results of the FTC staff study were made public exactly 3 
months ago but its conclusions apparently were reached nearly 3 
years ago, even before the December 1976 announcement that an 
investigation would be held. 

If one were to carefully orchestrate a program designed to dis
credit the life insurance business and State regulation, and to point 
out the need for Federal intervention, it would closely resemble 
what the FTC staff has done prior to and coincident with the 
release of its life insurance report. 

The report was drafted and issued in a way to suggest that it is 
the product of an objective staff whose goal is to benefit consumers. 
However, the evidence is clear that issues have been prejudged; life 
insurance experts ignored; data buried when it is unfavorable to 
the FTC staffs assumptions; statistics manipulated and distorted so 
as to seriously mislead consumers; and extensive attempts made on 
a national scale to interfere with adoption of the National Associ
ation of Insurance Commissioner's own model regulation on life 
insurance disclosure and cost comparison. 

I. FTC STAFF ACTIONS 

In May 1976, after 6 years of study and 3 years of experience 
with an interim regulation, the NAIC adopted a model life insur
ance solicitation regulation. 

Without waiting to see how effective the NAIC model might 
prove to be, the Federal Trade Commission in December 1976 an
nounced an investigation of cost disclosure. After only the most 
preliminary of inquiries, it was announced that the FTC staff had 
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concluded that one of the best ways to compare policy costs was to 
calculate a rate of return on the savings portion of whole life 
policies. 

Despite this obvious prejudgment, data and expertise of the coun
cil and many of its member companies were made available to the 
FTC staff. Life insurance representatives repeatedly explained the 
problems inherent in a rate-of-return index. Concern was expressed 
that the investigation was losing objectivity because of FTC staff 
views favoring routine use of term insurance plus some sort of 
investment rather than whole life insurance. However, the FTC 
staff stood fast behind the conclusions it had drawn before the 
investigation even began. 

The strategy of the FTC staff then emerged: to push for Federal 
regulation of life insurance, using the issue of cost disclosure as the 
initial tactic. State insurance departments were asked by the FTC 
staff to suspend consideration of the NAIC model until investiga
tion was completed. In correspondence with Representative Robin 
Beard of Tennessee, the goal of the FTC staff was more clearly 
revealed: to seek to influence a majority of the States to reject the 
NAIC model. If this goal were attained, the FTC could argue that, 
since cost disclosure was not being regulated by the States, the 
McCarran Act would be no bar to the issuance of an FTC trade 
regulation rule occupying this field. 

This view appeared again in a draft of a letter from FTC Chair
man Pertschuk to Senator Alan Cranston regarding S. 718, which 
would have mandated the use of the NAIC model for veterans' 
insurance programs, but was defeated by FTC pressure. 

In April 1978, Michael Lynch, a staff economist with the FTC, in 
an interview in the Newark Star-Ledger was quoted as saying that 
the result of the cost disclosure study might ultimately be "to 
recommend to the Congress Federal regulation over life insur
ance." No other options were mentioned. Mr. Lynch was further 
quoted as expressing fears that State regulation in life insurance is 
so weak it "could be resulting in widespread deceptions by certain 
companies." 

II. ABSENCE OF POLICYHOLDER COMPLAINTS 

The Council was concerned about whether FTC scrutiny of the 
life insurance field was justified by a convincing number of con
sumer complaints. In January 1979 the council filed several Free
dom of Information Act requests with the FTC about the nature 
and quantity of consumer complaints on insurance, but was obliged 
eventually to use the Freedom of Information appeals process to 
compel the FTC to release much of the information. 

Out of some 3,700 documents received from the FTC, more than 
half were merely FTC routine acknowledgements and transmittal 
slips. Consumer complaints had been received in only 11 of the 29 
areas in which the FTC staff had begun inquiries, the majority 
concerned with health insurance and automobile insurance. The 
largest number of complaints against an individual life insurance 
company was only four. 

There is, in short, no evidence that the FTC is responding to 
substantial consumer complaints about life insurance, and there is 
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minimal evidence of public satisfaction with the cost disclosure 
practices of the life insurance business. The FTC staff dismisses 
this with the offhand comment that "consumers don't know enough 
to complain." 

III. STUDIES FUNDED BY FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

The FTC staffs patronizing attitude about the intelligence of life 
insurance policyholders is not justified by the FTC's own studies. 

In early 1977, with much fanfare, the FTC staff announced that 
it had contracted at a cost of $155,000 with Prof. Jacob Jacoby of 
Purdue University to determine what kind of information consum
ers use to make life insurance purchase decisions, and how various 
cost disclosure materials can help them. 

After studying disclosure systems, including some developed by 
the FTC staff, Professor Jacoby concluded that "consumers exposed 
to any one of the six different disclosure systems used in this 
investigation were, by and large, able to make good purchase 
decisions." 

He also stated that: 
Our subjects reported that the various disclosure systems, especially buyer's 

guides, used in this study were, in general, helpful and easy to understand, and tests 
of knowledge seem to confirm these reports. 

Concerning the NAIC Buyer's Guide, the research showed, "The 
NAIC Buyer's Guide alone was sufficient to generate a substantial 
increase in the attention paid to these cost indices." 

Reference to the Jacoby research was limited by the FTC staff to 
a footnote in its lengthy report, and to a small summary in an 
appendix. 

The FTC also retained Prof. Roger Formisano of the University 
of Wisconsin to survey recent life insurance purchasers in New 
Jersey. Of the 194 people interviewed in the Formisano study, only 
3.1 percent had any dissatisfaction with the life insurance policy 
purchased. Also, 80.8 percent said the agent's presentation did not 
confuse them; 84.5 percent said the agent was not aggressive; 78.9 
percent said the agent did not urge them to make a decision in a 
short period of time; and 84.5 percent said they would call the 
same agent if they needed more life insurance. 

Desite the results of the research, the staff of the FTC strongly 
recommends several changes to the NAIC model regulation cover
ing disclosure and cost comparison. 

IV. THE FTC STAFF AND THE NEWS MEDIA 

As a Federal agency, the FTC never has had difficulty in obtain
ing media coverage, all the more so when it tops its statements 
with such false and inflammatory headlines as, "Life Insurance 
Consumers Losing Billions Yearly." 

The manner in which the FTC engages in trial by media is worth 
reviewing. Despite efforts by the council and its member companies 
to cooperate with the FTC staff, when we sought an advance copy 
of the final report we were told: "No copies will be released until 
the day the report is presented to the Commerce Committee." 
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The press, however, received its copies in advance, and reporters 
immediately began writing their stories. Several called the council 
for its reaction. 

We then asked to see the report in order to respond to specific 
charges. News people told us flatly that they had been told by the 
FTC staff not to share the report with anyone at the risk of being 
denied advance copies in the future. Consequently, we were forced 
to respond to attacks made in a report we had never seen. 

This is extremely unfair, but it is not unusual for the FTC staff. 
They followed an identical procedure in releasing their study of 
debit insurance in January 1979. 

V. THE FTC STAFF AND TERM INSURANCE VERSUS WHOLE LIFE 

INSURANCE 

The FTC staff advocates extensive revision of the NAIC Buyer's 
Guide so that consumers will be led to purchase term insurance 
and virtually ignore whole life insurance. 

Unlike the FTC staff, the life insurance business believes both 
whole life and term are valuable products. They serve different 
needs of people at different times in their lives. People buy the two 
in almost equal amounts: 

Although term insurance is extremely useful, it has its shortcom
ings, the major being that it cannot effectively protect a policy
holder for the whole of life. This has been proven time and again. 

One recent example is the term insurance coverage provided by 
the Government to men and women in uniform in World War II. 
Veterans had the option of keeping their term insurance after 
being discharged and renewing it at higher rates at 5-year inter
vals, or converting it to a whole life or endowment policy at a level 
annual premium. Many veterans who selected term because the 
initial premium rates were quite low have reached an age today 
where the premiums have increased to the point that it is difficult 
for them to afford coverage. The Veterans' Administration from 
the first has campaigned to persuade these policyholders to convert 
their term insurance to whole life insurance with its level premi
ums. Now veterans groups are asking Congress for help for veter
ans who need life insurance and can no longer afford the rising 
premiums for their term insurance. 

The "buy term and invest the difference" philosophy inherent in 
the FTC staff report is not new. It has been advocated for decades, 
usually by salesmen with investments to offer, who seek to have 
people use cash values on existing policies to buy these invest
ments. It is wrong for an agency of the Federal Government to 
lend support to what, in many cases, is a consumer ripoff. 

The publicity so vigorously generated by the FTC staff in an
nouncing its report will only confuse some buyers of life insurance, 
leading them to purchase new policies that do not serve their long
term financial needs. Some policyholders may be encouraged to 
drop their insurance, to the detriment of their long-run interests. 
The FTC staff report on life insurance cost disclosure is so mislead
ing and tainted that it should be filed and forgotten. 

[The statement follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF IAN M. ROLLAND, PRESIDENT, LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE 
Co., FoRT WAYNE, IND. 

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION STAFF STUDY OF LIFE INSURANCE DISCLOSURE AND 
COST COMPARISON 

My name is Ian M. Rolland. I am president of Lincoln National Life Insurance 
Company of Fort Wayne, Indiana, and I am here today representing the American 
Council of Life Insurance. 

The FTC staff report on Life Insurance Cost Disclosure was presented July 10, 
1979, but its conclusions were apparently reached even before December 1976, when 
the first announcement was made of a life insurance cost comparison investigation. 

If one were to carefully orchestrate a program designed to discredit the life 
insurance business and state regulation, and to point out the need for Federal 
intervention, it would closely resemble what the FTC staff has done prior to and 
coincident with the release of its life insurance report. The climax of this Washing
ton drama was the release of the FTC staff report, which is filled with inaccuracies, 
distortions, and misleading and biased statements. 

The report was drafted and issued in a way to suggest that it is the product of an 
objective staff whose goal is to benefit consumers. However, the evidence is clear 
that issues have been prejudged; life insurance experts ignored; data buried when it 
is unfavorable to the FTC staffs assumptions; statistics manipulated and distorted 
so as to seriously mislead consumers; and extensive attempts made on a national 
scale to interfere with adoption of the NAIC's own model regulation on life insur
ance disclosure and cost comparison. 

I. FTC STAFF ACTIONS 

In May 1976, after six years of study and three years of experience with an 
interim regulation, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, represent
ing the insurance commissioners in all 50 states and the District of Columbia, 
adopted a Model Life Insurance Solicitation Regulation. It embodied the best think
ing and experience on disclosure and cost comparison of state insurance regulators 
and of authorities in the life insurance business who were asked to serve in an 
advisory capacity. 

Without waiting to see how effective the NAIC model might prove to be, the 
Federal Trade Commission in December 1976 announced an investigation of cost 
disclosure through a press release that indicated in advance its likely conclusions. 
The nature of the investigation was scarcely revealed when after only the most 
preliminary of inquiries, it was announced that the FTC staff had concluded that to 
calculate a "rate of return" on the "savings" portion of a whole life policy was one 
of the best ways to compare policy costs. 

Despite this obvious prejudgment, data and expertise of the Council and many of 
its member companies were made available to the FTC staff over the next few 
months. In discussions with the FTC staff, life insurance representatives repeatedly 
explained the problems inherent in a "rate of return" index. Concern was expressed 
that the investigation was losing objectivity because of staff views favoring routine 
use of term insurance plus some sort of investment rather than whole life insur
ance.' However, the FTC staff stood fast behind the conclusions it had drawn before 
the investigation even began. 

The strategy of the FTC staff then emerged to push to for Federal regulation of 
life insurance, using the issue of cost disclosure as the initial tactic. State insurance 
departments were asked by the FTC staff to suspend consideration of the NAIC 
model until the investigation was completed (Attachment A). The tone of these 
communications was one of cooperation, as if to say "we are developing a better cost 
disclosure package which you may want to consider adopting." The goal of the FTC 
staff was more clearly revealed in correspondence with Rep. Robin Beard of Tennes-

1 In a 6/23/77 letter from FI'C Chairman Pertschuk to Senator Alan Cranston, Mr. Pertschuk 
wrote: "* * • At age 25, the annual premium on a whole life policy is often 3 to 4 times higher 
than the annual premium on an individual term policy. For many, if not most young veterans 
* * * an individual term policy rather than a whole life policy represents the best insurance 
buy * * *. For most young veterans, the only way to purchase the needed amount of insurance 
at an affordable price is to purchase term insurance * * *. Since group term insurance * • • is 
an even better buy than individual term insurance, the Veterans' Administration should en
courage the purchase of group term insurance by those veterans eligible to do so • * * the 
consumer has to know at what rate of interest his savings will increase if invested in a whole 
life policy. If the rate of return is extremely low, as is often the case with whole life policies, the 
consumer may safely conclude that he would be better off buying term insurance and investing 
the money he saves in some other savings medium." 
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see (Attachment B); it was to seek to influence a majority of the states to reject the 
NAIC model. If this goal were attained, the FTC could argue that, since cost 
disclosure was not being "regulated by the states," the McCarran Act 2 would be no 
bar to the issuance of an FTC Trade Regulation Rule occupying this field. 

This view appeared again in a draft of a letter from FTC Chairman Pertschuk to 
Sen. Alan Cranston regarding S.718, which would have mandated the use of the 
NAIC model for veterans' insurance programs, but was defeated by FTC pressure. 
The next-to-last paragraph in the draft letter (although it does not appear in the 
version that was sent) reads: 

"Finally, passage of S.718 now, in its present form, may seriously prejudice the 
results of the Commission's newly-launched life insurance investigation. Passage of 
S. 718 would constitute the first federal endorsement of both the interest-adjusted 
method in general and the NAIC disclosure package in particular. Such an endorse
ment would come just as the Federal Trade Commission has begun to design and 
test various alternative disclosure packages which consumers may well find far 
more understandable than the NAIC package. If S. 718 is enacted, it is reasonable to 
assume that many of the forty-four states currently without cost disclosure regula
tions may soon follow suit and promulgate the NAIC model. Such a move would, 
under the McCarran-Ferguson Act, deprive the Commission of jurisdiction to enact 
a meaningful cost disclosure regulation that works." 

In April 1978, Michael Lynch, a staff economist with the FTC in an interview in 
the Newark Star-Ledger was quoted as saying that the result of the cost disclosure 
study might ultimately be "to recommend (to the Congress) Federal regulation over 
life insurance." No other options were mentioned. Mr. Lynch was further quoted as 
expressing fears that state regulation in life insurance is so weak it "could be 
resulting in widespread deceptions by certain companies." 

In its fiscal year 1979 budget request, the FTC asked for $252,000 for life insur
ance cost disclosure, a portion of which was to be used to begin Trade Regulation 
Rule proceedings. Both the House and Senate Appropriations Committees quickly 
registered disapproval of this course of action, cautioning the FTC not to undermine 
state efforts to adopt the NAIC Model Life Insurance Solicitation Regulation. 

The House Committee said: "It is the understanding of the Committee that the 
Federal Trade Commission may consider some action to regulate the solicitation of 
life insurance even though the subject matter of insurance regulation has been 
traditionally left to the states. It has come to the Committee's attention that several 
of the states have adopted the model life insurance solicitation regulation of the 
National Association of Insurance Commissioners, and the additional states may 
adopt the regulation in the near future. Because of this action on the part of the 
NAIC and the states to regulate the industry, the Committee strongly recommends 
that the Commission not take any final action during fiscal year 1979 which might 
be inconsistent with the model regulation of the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners. Such a course will provide time for appropriate committees of 
Congress to consider the matter." 

The Senate Committee said: "Being aware that the McCarran-Ferguson Act, 15 
U.S.C 1011-1015, declares the continued regulation by the states of the business of 
insurance to be in the public interest, the Committee is concerned about the recent 
activities of the FTC relating to the possible Federal regulation of the life insurance 
business with respect to cost disclosure. By letter of July 13, 1978, the Chairman of 
the FTC advised the Chairman of this Committee that contrary to its earlier plans 
the FTC no longer contemplated initiation of Trade Regulation Rule proceedings on 
the subject of life insurance cost disclosure in fiscal year 1979, but rather would 
seek to encourage meaningful regulation of this area at the state level. The Commit
tee does not disagree with the efforts of the Commission to work with the states, but 
directs that in no event should the Commission nor its staff attempt to impede or 
thwart the adoption by the states of the Model Life Insurance Cost Solicitation 
Regulation supported by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners." 

The life insurance cost disclosure investigation is not the only insurance matter 
being investigated by the FTC. So extensive is its insurance inquiry that a special 
Project Unit on Insurance was created within the agency and 32 professional 
members assigned to oversee 29 separate investigations and studies of the insurance 
business that were either begun or contemplated. This has since been reduced to 19 
ongoing investigations. 

2 The McCarran-Ferguson Act, 15 U.S.C. 1011-1015 was enacted in 1945 for the purpose of 
leaving the regulation and taxation of the business of insurance with the states rather than the 
Federal government. Except for cases involving boycott, coercion or intimidation, Federal laws 
apply to the business of insurance only in instances in which the states have failed to regulate 
or where the laws are specifically applicable to insurance. 
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II. ABSENCE OF POLICYHOLDER COMPLAINTS 

The Council was concerned about whether the accelerating FTC scrutiny of the 
life insurance field was justified by a convincing number of consumer complaints. In 
January 1979 the Council filed several Freedom of Information Act requests with 
the FTC about the nature and quantity of consumer complaints on insurance. 
Responses were delayed. Only after we had been obliged to use the Freedom of 
Information appeals process did the FTC release a fraction of the information 
requested. 

The Council received a large carton from the FTC and a bill for $1,300. Out of 
some 3,700 documents, more than half were merely FTC routine acknowledgements 
and transmittal slips. Consumer complaints had been received in only 11 of the 29 
areas in which the FTC staff had begun inquiries, the majority were concerned with 
health insurance and automobile insurance. 

A number of our member companies also sought information from the FTC about 
consumer complaints filed against them but these requests were withdrawn or 
substantially amended when the agency estimated search costs would be $500 per 
company. Notwithstanding these estimates, several companies went ahead and were 
charged no more than $25. The largest number of life insurance complaints against 
an individual company was four. 

There is, in short, no evidence that the FTC is responding to a substantial number 
of consumer complaints about life insurance, and there is minimal evidence of 
public dissatisfaction with the cost disclosure practices of the life insurance busi
ness. The FTC staff dismisses this with the offhand comment that "consumers don't 
know enough to complain." 

Such arrogance about the intelligence of the American citizens who own life 
insurance is chilling in its implications. This attitude is all the more distressing 
because the FTC staff appears to have concluded that they know enough about life 
insurance, and what is best for the life insurance buyer, to ignore the views of those 
who have either operated or regulated a business that has successfully served the 
public interest for well over a century. 

III. STUDIES FUNDED BY FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

The FTC staffs patronizing attitude about the intelligence of life insurance policy
holders is not justified by the FTC's own studies. 

In early 1977, with much fanfare, the FTC staff announced that it had contracted 
with Professor Jacob Jacoby of Purdue University to determine what kind of infor
mation consumers use to make life insurance purchase decisions, and how various 
cost disclosure materials can help them. 

We cautioned the Commission that we did not believe that the format of the 
Jacoby studies would give an accurate representation of consumer behavior in the 
real world due to the fact that agents would not be involved, the experimental 
nature of the research, sampling problems and other difficulties. 

The FTC staff, however, must have had great confidence that this research would 
provide data to support their point of view, for they were willing to spend $155,000 
on it. It is curious, therefore, that the results of Professor Jacoby's studies were 
relegated to a single footnote in their lengthy staff report and a small summary in 
the appendix. The reason: the results of the study did not support the preconceived 
notions of the FTC staff about cost disclosure. 

From studies intended to measure the usefulness of various disclosure systems, 
including some developed by the FTC staff, Professor Jacoby concluded that "con
sumers exposed to any one of the six different disclosure systems used in this 
investigation were, by and large, able to make good purchase decisions." 

He also stated that "Our subjects reported that the various disclosure systems 
(specifically, buyer's guides) used in this study were, in general, helpful and easy to 
understand, and tests of knowledge seem to confirm these reports." 

Concerning the NAIC Buyer's Guide, the research showed "The NAIC Buyer's 
Guide alone was sufficient to generate a substantial increase in the attention paid 
to these cost indices." Professor Jacoby concluded that differences in knowledge 
among those exposed to the various buyer's guides was negligible. . 

What this FTC-sponsored research shows is that consumers can make good pur
chase decisions and are reasonably knowledgeable about life insurance. It does not 
show any need to replace the NAIC form of disclosure in current use throughout the 
country. 

The FTC also retained Professor Roger Formisano of the University of Wisconsin 
to survey recent life insurance purchasers in New Jersey. 
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Professor Formisano did not question many of the consumers in his survey until 
up to six months after their purchase, so their recollection about the specific events 
of the day of purchase is understandably hazy. Nevertheless, the life insurance 
buyers expressed overall satisfaction with their policies and the agent they dealt 
with. Of the 194 people interviewed in the study, only 3.1 percent had any dissatis
faction with the life insurance policy purchased. Not one was extremely dissatisfied. 
An overwhelming 83.3 percent expressed satisfaction, including 41.7 percent who 
said they were "very satisfied" and 15.6 percent who said they were "extremely 
satisfied." 

Also, 80.8 percent said the agent's presentation did not confuse them; 84.5 percent 
said the agent was not aggressive; 78.9 percent said the agent did not urge them to 
make a decision in a short period of time; and 84.5 percent said they would call the 
same agent if they needed more life insurance. · 

The Formisano report did not state the proportion of respondents with whom 
agents thoroughly discussed both term and whole life insurance. But the responses 
indicate that a large majority of agents did speak about the relath'.e advantages of 
both products. 

The message of the consumer research sponsored by the FTC is clear: 
(1) Consumers can make good purchase decisions and they are satisfied with their 

own purchases and with the agents they deal with. 
(2) The NAIC Buyer's Guide was successful in generating interest in cost criteria. 

Participants in the research were positive in their response to the NAIC Buyer's 
Guide. 

(3) There were only small differences in performance of participants using the 
various disclosure packages; these might be attributed largely to the way the mate
rial was presented, not to the material itself. 

Despite the results of the research, the FTC staff report strongly recommends 
several changes to the NAIC model regulation covering disclosure and cost compari
son. 

IV. THE Fl'C STAFF AND THE NEWS MEDIA 

As a Federal agency the FTC never has had difficulty in obtaining media cover
age, all the more so when its statements generate misleading and inflammatory 
headlines such as "Life Insurance Consumers Losing Billions Yearly." 

The manner in which the FTC engages in trial by media is worth reviewing. As 
noted earlier, the Council and its member companies made every reasonable effort 
to cooperate with the FTC staff starting at the outset of their cost disclosure 
investigation. There were many joint meetings. Countless documents were provided 
to the FTC staff. We stood ready at all times to answer questions. However, when 
we quite reasonably sought an advance copy of the final report we were told "No 
copies will be released until the day the report is presented to the Commerce 
Committee." The press received its copies early, and as is customary, reporters 
immediately began writing their stories to dispatch to client newspapers in advance 
of the Commerce Committee hearing. Several called the Council for its reaction. We 
then asked to see the report in order to respond to specific charges. News people 
told us flatly that they had been told again by the FTC staff not to share the report 
with anyone. Again, efforts to get the report from the FTC failed, and we were 
forced to respond to attacks made in a report we had never seen. 

This is extremely unfair but, unfortunately, it is not unusual for the FTC staff. 
They followed an identical procedure in releasing their study of debit insurance in 
January 1979. 

The FTC staff has been going to some lengths to depict its recommendations 
merely as suggestions for the states to consider. The fact is, the FTC staff has been 
trying to promote its particular form of cost disclosure to state insurance depart
ments for more than a year. It has almost uniformly been rejected. 

We believe that the FTC staff now hopes that media reactions to its strawman of 
1.3 percent interest may help to create pressures leading to legislation mandating 
the use of its cost disclosure system, thus accomplishing indirectly what it has been 
unable to achieve directly-regulation of the life insurance business from Washing
ton. This is the message between the lines of the Federal Trade Commission staff 
report "Life Insurance Cost Disclosure." 

V. THE Fl'C STAFF AND TERM INSURANCE VERSUS WHOLE LIFE INSURANCE 

Having evidently concluded that most people would be better off with term 
insurance than whole life insurance, the FTC staff advocates extensive revision of 
the NAIC Buyer's Guide in favor of this point of view. This would be supported by 
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adoption of the Linton Yield cost indices measuring the so-called "rate of return" on 
whole life insurance policies and on endowments. According to the FTC staff, Linton 
Yield indices enable a comparison between whole life insurance policies and term 
insurance policies, even though these indices are not calculated for term insurance. 

Criticism of whole life insurance does not end there. Both the FTC staff report 
and the press release that announced it refer at length to the low "rate of return" 
on whole life insurance policies. Solely to achieve headlines-a strategy that proved 
to be quite successful-the FTC staff devised a meaningless calculation purporting 
to show that life insurance companies, in the aggregate, credited only 1.3 percent 
ihterest on the "savings element" of individual life insurance policies during 1977. 

This was represented by the FTC staff as a form of consumer fraud foisted on 
unsuspecting and trusting policyholders through inadequate disclosure and buyer 
confusion. 

The simple fact is that a whole life insurance policy is a promise by a life 
insurance company to pay a specified benefit upon the death of the policyholder and 
to make other benefits available in other circumstances. For this, the policyholder 
agrees to pay an annual premium that remains the same each year for as long as he 
chooses to keep the policy in force. This "level" premium solves the problem that 
had forced generations of earlier consumers to drop their life insurance because 
they had reached an age at which life insurance was no longer available. Whole life 
insurance guarantees that a benefit will be paid no matter at what age the policy
holder dies. 

Term insurance is an extremely useful type of life insurance, but it cannot 
effectively protect a policyholder for the whole of life. This has been proven time 
and again. One recent example is the term insurance coverage provided by the 
government to men and women in uniform in World War II. Veterans had the 
option of keeping their term insurance after being discharged and renewing it at 
higher rates at five-year intervals. They also had the option of converting their term 
insurance to a whole life or endowment policy at a level annual premium. Many 
veterans selected renewable term insurance because the premium rates were quite 
low. Today these veterans have reached an age where the premiums are increasing 
to the point that it is difficult for many of them to afford coverage, and they are 
faced with even higher future increases. The Veterans Administration from the first 
has vigorously campaigned to persuade these policyholders to convert their term 
insurance to whole life insurance with its level premiums. Now Veterans' groups 
are asking Congress for help for veterans who need life insurance and can no longer 
afford the rising premiums for their term insurance. 

Years ago, similar problems for citizens buying individual term insurance policies 
led the insurance department in one of the most heavily populated states to refuse 
to permit term life insurance policies to be sold beyond age 70. The advice of the 
FTC staff about reliance on term insurance will, if followed, lead to the same 
problems for today's consumers. 

Advice from any source to "buy-term-and-invest-the-difference" must be consid
ered with the greatest of caution, even if such advice has the stamp of approval of 
an official agency of the United States government. 

Neither the Linton Yield indices nor the spurious "average industrywide rate of 
return" in the FTC staff report have any relationship with the investment income 
actually earned by life insurance companies or the cost of insurance to policy
holders. These costs are affected only by the interest rates used by the companies to 
establish premiums actually being charged and policy dividends actually being paid. 
These interest rates are typically at levels of 5 and 6 percent, or higher. 

The Linton Yield cost indices cited by the FTC staff show averages of from 4 to 5 
percent for participating policies sold in 1977. Using the same calculation, however, 
some policies sold that year had actual Linton Yield indices of between 8 and 9 
percent. Even if a consumer were able to find term insurance both at the very low, 
unrealistic premium rates and in the reducing amounts assumed by the FTC staff, 
he would have to earn 8 or 9 percent after taxes on an investment over the next 20 
years to accumulate a fund equal to the cash value of a whole life insurance policy 
at the end of that period. Thus, their own cost indices argue against the FTC staff 
conclusion that whole life insurance policies have very low "rates of return." 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The investigation by the FTC staff of life insurance disclosure duplicated matters 
that had already been carefully studies by the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners. The two academic projects sponsored at taxpayer expense by the 
FTC did not produce results to justify drastic changes sought in the disclosure and 
cost comparison system of the NAIC model regulation. 
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The FTC staff report recommends the adoption of a new cost index to be shown at 
durations of 5, 10, 20 and 30 years, and substantial revision of the NAIC Buyer's 
Guide-changes that are clearly meant to direct consumers into choosing term 
insurance over whole life insurance. 

Whether term insurance is better than whole life insurance is up to the buyer to 
decide, not government agencies. Both products are useful, as experience has shown, 
with most people requiring term insurance for current protection and whole life 
insurance for protection into the indefinite future. 

"Buy term and invest the difference" is not new. It has been advocated for 
decades, usually by salesmen with investments to offer, who seek to have people use 
cash values on existing policies to buy these investments. It is wrong for an agency 
of the Federal Government to lend support to what, in many cases, is a consumer 
ripoff. 

The publicity deliberately concocted by the FTC chairman in announcing the FTC 
staff report will only confuse some buyers of life insurance, leading them to pur
chase new policies that do not serve their long-term financial needs. Some policy
holders may be encouraged to drop their insurance, to the detriment of their long
run interests. The FTC staff report on life insurance cost disclosure is so misleading 
and tainted that it should be filed and forgotten. 

ATTACHMENT A-BUREAU OF CONSUMER PROTECTION 

Mr. ROBERT C. WARREN, Jr., 
FLMI, New Hampshire Insurance Department, 
Concord, N.H. 

DEAR MR. WARREN: Thank you for your letter of June 16, 1977, informing me of 
the hearing to be held on New Hampshire's proposed Life Insurance Solicitation 
Regulation. As you are aware, the staff of the Federal Trade Commission is current
ly studying the problem of life insurance cost disclosure. Although the investigation 
is not finished, the staff conducting the investigation has developed very serious 
reservations concerning the usefulness to life insurance purchasers of the Model 
NAIC Life Insurance Solicitation Regulation. A description of some of the inadequa
cies which we see in the NAIC model regulation is contained in a letter dated June 
24, 1977 from the Commission to Senator Alan Cranston, Chairman of the Senate 
Committee on Veterans' Affairs. This letter was sent in response to Senator Cran
ston's request that the Commission comment on S. 718, a bill introduced to provide 
veterans with certain cost information relating to the conversion of government 
supervised insurance to individual life insurance policies. Although some of the 
issues raised by S. 718 are unique to the veteran's insurance program, the cost 
disclosure system proposed, like the proposed New Hampshire system, very closely 
follows the NAIC model regulation. Thus, we think that many of the comments 
contained in the Commission's letter to Senator Cranston are directly relevant to 
your proposed regulation. I have enclosed for your information a copy of S. 718 and 
the Commission's letter to Senator Cranston. 

During the hearings which were held on S. 718 on June 28 and June 30, 1977, 
both the Veterans Administration and the Veterans of Foreign Wars testified in 
opposition to S. 718. In many respects their opposition was similar to the Commis
sion's position set forth in its letter to Senator Cranston. I have also enclosed a copy 
of the written comments on S. 718 submitted by the Veterans Administration. 

I hope that the enclosed material will be of use to you in considering New 
Hampshire's proposed Life Insurance Cost Disclosure Regulation. If you have any 
questions concerning the enclosed material, or if we can be of any further assistance 
to you, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures. 

DAVID C. Frx, 
Attorney, Division of Marketing Practices. 

ATTACHMENT B 

Hon. ROBIN BEARD, 
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN BEARD: This is in response to a letter from one of your 
constituents, dated February 9, 1977. 

is mistaken as to the focus of the FTC's current life insur
ance investigation. The FTC is not principally concerned with the language of life 
insurance policies; as correctly notes, in most states the state 
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insurance commissioner must approve the exact language used in all policies before 
those policies can be marketed. What the FTC is concerned about is the fact that 
identical policies differ in cost by substantial amounts and that consumers are not 
currently able to comparison shop effectively for a low-cost policy. The FTC investi
gation will attempt to determine why costs of similar policies differ so substantially; 
why consumers don't shop around more for low-cost policies; and what measures the 
FTC can take to remedy these problems. 

Assuming the Commission's staff can document the problems mentioned above, it 
may propose several different remedies, one of which might be a trade regulation 
rule requiring life insurance agents to disclose the costs of their policies to consum
ers in some sort of standardized form. This is only one of many possible remedies, 
however. The Commission's investigation is in its preliminary fact-finding stage and 
the choice of the proper remedy will remain an open one for quite some time. 

If the Commission's staff does, in fact, recommend a trade regulation rule, hear
ings will be held across the country and individuals such as will be given ample 
opportunity to comment on any proposed rules. In addition, as the Commission's 
investigation progresses, the Commission's staff will be in touch with such trade 
organizations as the American Council for Life Insurance and the National Associ
ation of Life Underwriters and will actively solicit their comments. 

The staff of the Commission respectfully disagrees with comments regarding the 
unconstitutionality of the FTC's actions in the life insurance field. Article I of the 
federal constitution grants Congress the authority to regulate interstate commerce 
and Congress, in turn, has delegated part of that authority to the Federal Trade 
Commission. company probably does busi
ness in all fifty states. Certainly, he is in constant touch with his company's home 
office regarding business matters involving his company's policyholders. There is, 
therefore, no doubt whatsoever that as a m atter of constitutional law the 
Commission has the authority to regulate the matter of life insurance cost disclo
sure. 

Finally, the staff disagrees with as to the current perform-
ance of most state insurance commissioners. State, insurance commission offices are 
grossly understaffed; many do not even have an actuary on the staff. Only six states 
currently have any form of life insurance cost disclosure regulation to benefit 
consumers. And this is in spite of the fact that the National Association of State 
Insurance Commissioners recommended nearly two years ago that each commission
er promulgate such a cost disclosure regulation for his state as soon as possible. 

If you have further questions with regard to this matter, please do not hesitate to 
contact the undersigned. 

Sincerely, 
MICHAEL C. MCCAREY, 

Deputy Assistant Director for Marketing Practices. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Who is next? 
Mr. BROWN. I'm next. 
Chairman Cannon and Senators, I first want to thank you, Sena

tor Kassebaum, for your nice introduction and tell you that Kansas 
is awfully proud you are representing us. 

I want to let you know I am the chairman of the Federal Law 
and Legislation Committee of the National Association of Life Un
derwriters. I am also the trustee of that same organization. As an 
organization we represent 140,000 life insurance salesmen through
out the United States. As an individual, I am an agent in the city 
of Topeka, Kans., and I serve two Kansas companies in the sale of 
life insurance. The members of our organization sell virtually all 
the life insurance sold in the country. We have to meet the client 
and discuss with him the FTC report. At a time when mistrust of 
all government is rampant, this report only adds to that. 

The FTC says if you want protection for your family while young 
and a source of money as you grow older, there are two things you 
can do: Buy a whole life policy with a built-in savings program, or 
a term policy, and each year invest the difference between the 
whole life and term premium. If you buy a term policy and you are 
the kind of person who can save regularly-and they say many 
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people are-you will build up a sizable sum of money by the time 
you're 65. You can use this for the same purpose as the cash value 
of a whole life policy. If you are considering whole life as a way of 
saving, you should compare its features with other types of savings 
programs, especially savings accounts. 

On the other hand, another strong institution, known as the VA, 
with over 30 years in the insurance business, says term insurance 
is not designed for lifetime protection. Premiums increase every 5 
years and can become burdensome if not prohibitive in later stages 
of life. You should seriously consider converting the term policy to 
whole life. 

I am a life insurance agent representing the largest agents' 
organization in the world. I am especially disturbed FTC implies I 
don't know what I'm doing when in its own report, which Ian 
Rolland just quoted, they have pointed out after people purchased 
and held a policy for over a year and had that interview fresh in 
their minds, that only 3.1 percent were dissatisfied with what they 
bought-83.3 percent were satisfied. Included in those figures, 84.5 
percent would buy from the same person they bought it from 
before because they were satisfied with what he said, satisfied with 
what he did, satisfied with how he presented it, and happy to have 
him or her as their agent. 

I think a point that is important for me to state to all of you is 
that my business is the development of a clientele, not the sale of 
the policy. When I go out and hang my shingle up in a town, it's 
there to stay. When I develop a clientele, they are people I hope to 
serve and work with for all of my life. I am not a fly-by-night 
operator. I am an individual who wants to develop a clientele like 
any other professional so I can work with that clientele for the 
whole of my life. 

Thousands of my agent colleagues hand out prior to even meet
ing their client or prospective client in person the NAIC Buyer's 
Guide. As a matter of fact, thousands of my colleagues send out the 
NAIC Buyer's Guide to their already existing policyholders so they 
can read and review it. Thousands of my colleagues are insuring 
that before they see the client he understands and is knowledge
able about what it is we will discuss. Because we are in the busi
ness of building clients, as much as in the business of selling 
policies. We know that our clients will probably purchase from us 
seven or eight times. To build a clientele and serve them well
that's the business we try to be in. 

The NAIC Buyer's Guide, we have discovered, is one of the finest 
third-party influences on what we do. We want our clients to know 
and in general they do know. When we meet with a client we are 
stressing life insurance purchasing for a period of time, based on 
the knowledge and depth and concerns of that client. To say that 
we put our emphasis on the largest commission product is a slan
der on the education and the time we have spent trying to be 
professionals in this business. 

When it comes to the FTC staff report, now heralded as fact in 
many cases, I think you should know the kind of thing we are 
faced with. From the Washington Post, Wednesday, July 11, 1979, 
headline: "Whole Life Policy Faulted for Low Interest Yields." 
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And from the Chicago Sun Times on August 21, "The family 
lawyer says it's sickening that savings are so low in life insurance 
policies." 

From the Dayton Daily News, it says, "Nonparticipating Insur
ance Bad Deal for Most, the Study Says." 

From the New York Times, a report on whole life insurance says, 
"Buyers Lose Billions Yearly." 

From the Maine Sunday Telegram, an article says, "Is Your 
Insurance Agent Trustworthy Anymore?" 

Then also a huge, gigantic ad suggesting that you should cash in 
your life insurance policies and replace them because consumers 
are losing billions yearly, according to the latest FTC report. 

From the Minneapolis Tribune on Wednesday, July 11, an article 
stating that the FTC finds whole life policy a bad buy. 

Senator WARNER. Who put the full-page ad in? 
Mr. BROWN. An organization called Bates and Doyle, an agency 

in Maine. 
Senator WARNER. They suggest term life? 
Mr. BROWN. Yes, buy term life and cash in your whole life, is 

what they suggest. 
In Shawnee Mission, Kans., in the windshield wipers of auto

mobiles is a picture of a dollar bill that says, "The U.S.A. will 
provide you with a booklet telling you about the $2.5 million con
sumer ripoff." 

From the Phoenix Gazette, "A federal survey blasts life insur
ance returns." 

From the Arizona Republic, "Insurance plans yield low returns, 
a U.S. study states." 

A quote from a newspaper stating that the Federal Trade Com
mission wants life insurance companies to tell you what you pay 
for and what you get, enclosing a brochure that says that the U.S. 
Congress says that most life insurance sold in America is deceptive, 
consumer fraud, misrepresentation, gross overcharges, planned con
fusion, and a national scandal. Dr. Mike Lynch, a Ph. D. with the 
Federal Trade Commission, is traveling throughout the country 
giving seminars on what you should know about your life insur
ance, according to an ad placed in the Oregon Sunday Times. 

To put all these things together, one stock brokerage firm pre
pared an entire brochure where they list all the various headlines 
that have been shown throughout the United States, and on the 
inside suggests you should come to them to replace your life insur
ance and cash it in and invest with them. 

The Business and Farm says that whole life insurance is a bad 
buy and has a further quote here by several Senators on the 
committee. 

In the Engineering Quarterly they say, "Buying life insurance 
cheaper can be a bad buy." 

My point is that thousands of insurance agents, after the FTC 
report came out, lost insurance policies. One was mine. I had a 
friend I grew up with; we lived together side by side in McPherson, 
Kans., for years. He is a banker in a small community. He called 
me up the day after the FTC report and said, "Rice, I don't want to 
discuss it with you, but the point is I think what you sold me was 
wrong." 
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I said, "Don't you remember why you bought it?" 
He said, "That's not the point now. I think what you did is 

wrong. I want to cash my policy in." 
He did cash his policy in. Senators, the policy that he owned was 

being paid for almost entirely by the dividends that it was produc
ing. What he did hurt him much more than I could ever have hurt 
him in my life. . 

There is an organization in my town that has been in the busi
ness of replacing life insurance for years. When the FTC report 
came out, they gathered up all the headlines and prepared them in 
a brochure and gave it to their sales agents and told them, "If you 
will use this particular brochure, one out of every two families will 
give you their life insurance policies for you to review; and if you 
give those policies to us, we will prepare an in-depth brochure as to 
why they should cash their life insurance policies in. To help this 
along a bit, if you get five families to give you their policies, we 
will give you a free weekend at the Crown Center in Kansas City 
as a prize." 

Maybe the most touching of all was a man in Colorado who 
approached me at a meeting of the Colorado Association of Life 
Underwriters and said, "I don't understand it. After spending 25 
years in the insurance business trying to be a good agent and 
trying to be a man who did the right kind of job, my daughter 
came home from college and quoted the FTC report and said she 
was shocked to find out that I had spent my life ripping off her 
friends' parents." 

Senators, we believe as it now stands this FTC staff report, 
especially the more scandalous statements contained in it or fairly 
to be derived from it, will be misused for years to come to cause 
dissatisfaction with existing life insurance, to cause its ill-advised 
replacement, and to prevent the sale of much of the kind of life 
insurance that has represented a high-quality purchase for millions 
of consumers for so long a time. 

Thank you very much. 
[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF RICE E. BROWN, CLU, OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE 
UNDERWRITERS 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my name is Rice E. Brown. I am in 
the business of life insurance sales in Topeka, Kansas, and I appear here today as 
Chairman of the Committee on Federal Law and Legislation of The National Associ
ation of Life Underwriters, an organization representing the interests of 140,000 life 
insurance field sales people who do business in virtually every community in the 
United States. 

First of all, let me say that we subscribe to the testimony of the witnesses for the 
American Council of Life Insurance and endorse their characterization of much of 
the FTC Staff Report and its coincident press release as misleading and erroneous. 
We would add that the issuance of this FTC Staff Report, especially with that 
sensational press release, has clearly resulted in misunderstanding and even misuse, 
as illustrated later in this statement. 

When the FTC Staff Report to the Federal Trade Commission on Life Insurance 
Cost Disclosure was made public, we said that one of the major problems with it is 
that the FTC persists in making comparisons between whole life and other thrift 
media that are invalid. Because of the additional contractual rights in a whole life 
policy, which are not present in these other media, direct comparisons are inappro
priate and invidious, if not misleading. 

Moreover, we were-and are-particularly concerned with the seeming preoccupa
tion of the FTC Staff with the concept that term insurance is superior and more 
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suitable for most people than whole life insurance, and the contention that consum
ers are generally uninformed about life insurance and unable to evaluate its cost. 

The FTC Staffs preference for term insurance, as well as their insistence that 
whole life can reasonably be compared to savings accounts, both seem illustrated by 
"saving through life insurance," on page 9 of the suggested FTC Buyer's Guide, 
contained as Appendix X of the Staff Report, where consumers are advised that: "If 
you want protection for your family while you're young and a source of money as 
you grow older, there are two things you can do. You can buy a whole life policy 
with its built-in savings program. Or you can buy a term policy and each year 
invest the difference between the whole life premium and the term premium • * •. 
If you buy a term policy and you're the kind of person who can save regularly, and 
many people are, you'll build up a sizeable sum of money by the time you're 65. You 
can use this for the same purposes as the cash value of a whole life policy • • •. If 
you are considering whole life as a way of saving, you should compare its features 
with other types of savings programs, especially savings accounts. " (ital. added). 

We question whether it is the legitimate or justifiable role of a government 
agency to appear to "take sides" as between two legitimate and worthwhile prod
ucts, and undertake to lead the consumer to a preference for one of them over the 
other. One problem is that, to the extent that FTC, as one government entity, may 
succeed in doing this, this will work at cross-purposes with the efforts of at least one 
other government agency-the Veterans Administration-which has consistently 
advised VA policyholders that: " • • • term insurance is not designed for lifetime 
protection • • •. The premiums increase every five years and premiums can become 
burdensome, if not prohibitive, in the later ages of life. You should seriously 
consider converting your term policy to a permanent plan." 

We also take issue with the FTC Staff conclusion that consumers are uninformed 
and unable to evaluate cost. This conclusion is simply unfounded. We would refer to 
the FTC's own studies in this regard. In preparation of the Staff Report now under 
criticism, the FTC commissioned two separate surveys of its own, with much fanfare 
and at great expense to the taxpayers. One of these was conducted at Purdue 
University, to determine what information consumers use in making life insurance 
purchase decisions and how various cost disclosure materials help them. The FTC 
also retained a professor at the University of Wisconsin to survey life insurance 
buyers in New Jersey regarding their recent purchases of life insurance. 

The first study, which cost the taxpayer at least $155,000, concluded that: " • • • 
consumers exposed to any one of the six different disclosure systems used in this 
investigation were by and large able to make good purchase decisions." Reference to 
the results of this research was confined to a footnote in the FTC Staff Report and a 
small summary buried in Appendix IX. 

The other survey concerned 194 life insurance buyers in New Jersey. Only 3.1 
percent expressed dissatisfaction with the life insurance policies they had pur
chased. On the other hand, 83.3 percent were satisfied with their purchases. 

Furthermore, 80.8 percent maintained that the sales presentation made by the 
agent was not confusing; 84.5 percent said the sales person was not unduly aggres
sive; 78.9 percent claimed that the sales person did not urge them to make a 
decision too quickly; 84.5 percent said they would contact the same agent for more 
life insurance. 

On the whole, therefore, the FTC's own research indicates quite clearly that 
people make good purchase decisions and are satisfied with their purchases and the 
agents with whom they deal. 

In the face of these contradictions by their own studies, one might wonder why 
the FTC Staff has insisted on assuming a Big Brother role for the consumer, 
especially in an area traditionally regulated by the states and not by the federal 
government. We also wonder why the FTC seems to be working a cross-purposes 
with highly respected government agencies such as the Veterans Administration. 

Another of our chief concerns with the FTC Staff study, Mr. Chairman, is for the 
confusion and misinterpretation this report will surely cause-has already caused
in the life insurance marketplace. The release of a quasi-governmental report to the 
accompaniment of a flaming FTC-authored headline: "Consumers Losing Billions 
Yearly By 'Ill-Informed and Inappropriate' Life Insurance Choices," is not calculat
ed to inspire public confidence in the life insurance business or its products. On the 
contrary, government-generated declamation such as was contained in the FTC 
release provides the very fodder on which market unrest can feed. 

I would like to cite some examples, Mr. Chairman, of the market confusion and 
misuse that the FTC Staff Report has caused. These examples were sent to me from 
representatives of our associations around the country: 
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In Springfield, Illinois, an October 11 newspaper advertisement contains a "Notice 
to the public," which asks, "Did You read the 2½ year result of the investigation of 
Whole Life Insurance by the F.T.C. in the July 11, 1979 State Journal-Register? 
Conclusion-American Consumers are losing billions of dollars annually by owning 
whole life cash value life insurance that pays an average 1.3 percent per year." The 
ad solicited business for a "Consumer Advisory Service" whose market specialty is 
stocks, bonds and mutual funds, in addition to insurance and seems clearly designed 
to use the FTC's unfortunate pronouncements as a vehicle for the replacement of 
existing life insurance. 

In Wausau, Wisconsin, on October 1st an ad appeared in the Daily Herald, stating 
"According to a recent Federal Trade Commission Report on Life Insurance, the 
consensus is that Term Life Insurance Is a Good Buy!" The individual who sent this 
to me said that the he was doing so because the ad seemed contrary to a statement 
by an FTC spokesman at our annual convention in September that the FTC did not 
endorse any particular kind of insurance. 

On September 30 even the New York Times seems to have been misled by the 
phrasing and presentation of the FTC report, stating that "the FTC charged," and 
"according to the FTC," rather than correctly attributing the so-called charges to 
the FTC Staff. 

In Houston, Texas, a member of the life underwriters association received a letter 
from an investment builder saying that since he believed in the accuracy of the 
reports of the Federal Government, he would hardly be interested in converting 
term life insurance to ordinary life insurance until it was absolutely necessary to do 
so. 

In Appleton, Wisconsin, an ad in the August 26 Post Crescent, placed by an 
organization that "redirects" people's insurance programs, says that the "FTC finds 
'whole life' policy bad buy," and "FTC says whole-life insurance bad as investment 
at 1.3 percent." This ad in turn cited similar headlines in The Wall Street Journal, 
the Wisconsin State Journal and the Chicago Tribune. 

One of the most glaring examples of the way the FTC report lends itself to misuse 
in the marketplace appeared in the August 5 Maine Sunday Telegram, in Portland. 
There, the full-page ad, virtually urges replacement of life insurance and proclaims 
the FTC report as saying "Whole life is a bad buy," based on the 1.3 percent figure 
the FTC Staff had used. This ad proceeds to urge that readers "Buy term and invest 
the difference," advice that we believe has been spawned by the FTC Report. 

From Lancaster, Ohio, an agent wrote that the FTC Report and its publicity have 
caused an average of one termination by his policyholders every two weeks since 
then. 

A similar story is told by an agent in Logan, Utah, who says that since the FTC 
Report was issued, many of his clients have approached him with the idea of 
changing their whole life insurance to term insurance because of the 1.3 percent 
figure used by the FTC. 

An agent in Amherst, Ohio write to me to the effect that, solely because of the 
FTC Report, a client of his concluded that it would be to his advantage to surrender 
four whole life policies and replace them, with annual renewable term insurance. 

An agent in Cherry Hill, New Jersey wrote to me to the effect that, based on the 
FTC Report, several of his clients who had purchased whole life insurance advised 
him that they were going to replace it with term insurance. 

In my personal experience with the FTC Report in Kansas, a life-long friend of 
mine who is an officer in a bank in Meriden, Kansas, called me the day after the 
FTC Report to cancel his two permanent life insurance policies. The major thrust 
was that he felt he had been deceived and that I as his agent had deceived him. 
Even though we were close friends I was not able to convince him to retain these 
policies, in the face of what appeared to be government criticism of them. 

And, while I was attending a recent insurance meeting in Colorado as a repre
sentative of our national association, a life insurance agent from a small community 
in Colorado made an emotional appeal that something be done regarding the FTC 
Report. He had served as a life insurance agent for a leading life insurance compa
ny for years in his community and had suffered the embarrassment of the FTC 
Report classifying him as one who took advantage of the ill-informed. His own 
daughter, a college student, came home and accused her father of cheating her 
friends for his own gain. He wanted to know "What right does the FTC have to 
cause me that kind of embarrassment?" 

In Topeka, Kansas, a firm which has specialized in the field of replacement of life 
insurance for years began, the day after the FTC Report was released, to develop 
large ads and brochures emphasizing the 1.3 percent rate of return statement made 
by the FTC Staff. They informed their sales people that by using this brochure they 
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should be able to convince 5 out of every 10 people they talked to to let the agent 
have their insurance policies "to review them" so that they could be cashed in and 
new term insurance purchased. To further make this attractive they offered a free 
week-end in Kansas City at the Crown Center to anyone who would, in fact, make 
these sales calls and turn in insurance policies for what they called a "replacement 
review." 

We believe these things illustrate that the FTC Staff Report is being interpreted 
and misused in such a way as to cause members of the public to question the life 
insurance purchases they have made, and in many cases to terminate protection 
that they need. 

We believe that, as it now stands, this FTC Staff Report, and especially the more 
scandalous statements contained in or fairly to be derived from it, will be misused 
for years to come to cause dissatisfaction with existing life insurance, to cause its ill
advised replacement, and to prevent the sale of much of the kind of life insurance 
that has represented a high-quality purchase for millions of consumers for so long a 
time. 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your Committee on 
this important matter. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brown, let me say as a member of Congress 
I can say, "Welcome to the club." 

Simply by reason of some of the things you mentioned there 
attributed to Congress-Congress never did have any part in that 
kind of a finding. But because of the attribution to us as Members 
of Congress, I saw a recent survey that said we are held in lower 
esteem by the American public than used car dealers. 

So I would say you can join us in that group. 
Senator SCHMITT. If the Chairman would yield on that point, it's 

just another example, as I indicated earlier, of how indirect and 
tenuous is the FTC justification for many of the things they have 
undertaken, such as the issuance of this report, such as several of 
the rulemaking activities that they have undertaken. I hope that 
as a result of this fall's activity by this committee, for which you 
and Senator Ford and others are to be commended, that the FTC 
will realize they have to clean up their act. They just can't go out 
indiscriminately, in contrast to their own mandate, and tag on a 
particular segment of commerce without a clearer mandate from 
Congress than they had in almost every one of the cases dealt with. 

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Wolff. 
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, I am Thomas J. Wolff of Vernon, 

Conn. I am here representing our 140,000 members of the National 
Association of Life Underwriters. I would like to augment Mr. 
Brown's testimony by citing how the FTC staff report has already 
been used on national television in such a way as to cause the very 
confusion and misunderstanding that we were afraid would in fact 
occur. 

On August 18, on WGN-TV in Chicago, and subsequently on 
approximately 150 other television stations throughout the United 
States, the Phil Donahue Show devoted its entire hour of television 
time to life insurance, with particular reference to the FTC staff 
report and its allegation that life insurance companies pay 1.3 
percent on life insurance "savings." 

Numerous statements were made on this telecast to encourage 
and advise viewers to buy term insurance and invest the difference. 
Further, there were disparaging comments on the show with re
spect to traditional life insurance, as well as those who sell it. 

Newspaper clippings displayed on the television screen during 
the show proclaimed that the FTC says life insurance is a poor 
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investment, and that the FTC says policyowners are losing money 
by purchasing whole life insurance. 

How many of the 8 million Americans watching that show will 
not buy whole life which may be in their best interests and may 
cash in insurance they have because of the headlines attributed to 
the FTC. 

Understandably this nationwide telecast generated a storm of 
protest. Mr. Donahue said he never saw such a response. He gra
ciously agreed to do a second show. This was taped on September 
28. It has been and will subsequently be shown on approximately 
150 outlets. 

It was my privilege on behalf of The National Association of Life 
Underwriters as president to appear on this program along with 
Robert Beck, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of 
the Prudential Insurance Co. of America. Phil Donahue gave us the 
opportunity to respond to some of the unfortunate points. We will 
submit a transcript of both of these programs, because I believe 
they forcefully illustrate the confusion and doubt that has been 
caused. 

More particularly, they clearly demonstrate a need for clarifica
tion of the FTC report and perhaps even the press releases that 
went with it. On that show it was pointed out that at our annuual 
convention in September, a representative of the FTC who was on 
our program had indicated that the problem and uproar was not 
really due to the FTC report but rather by the interpretation that 
the press had given to this particular report. 

A member of the audience stood up and said Mr. Wolff, if that is 
correct, why does the FTC not simply issue a clarifying statement 
to their press release to clear up the confusion?" You would think 
that would be a simple enough request. 

The FTC says the problem was misconstruction and confusion 
about their release. They should clarify it. We asked the FTC 
representative at our convention about issuing such a clarification 
and he indicated the FTC would not do that. 

Just last week the FTC told the general oversight committee of 
the House Committee on Small Business that the rate of return on 
whole life policies is more like 4 or 5 percent. I believe, Senator, 
you referred to that earlier. FTC witnesses admitted under ques
tioning by your committee in July, Mr. Chairman, that the rate 
could be as high as 8 or 9 percent. 

In view of the foregoing, we believe that the erroneous 1.3 per
cent figure should be and must be retracted by the FTC. Great 
damage has been done by the FTC press release but there is a 
potentially more invidious and harmful effect. Because of how the 
FTC material is being used in the marketplace, to either improper
ly replace existing life insurance or thwart the purchase of new 
whole life policies, this could and will in my view seriously inter
fere not only with the orderly marketing of a valuable and neces
sary product, but could also result in severe adverse ramifications 
for our country. 

I would like to illustrate this point just a little bit further. The 
life insurance industry has historically been known as one of the 
cornerstones of the free enterprise system. There are many reasons 
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for this. I won't take the committee's time to elaborate them all, 
but I would like to touch on just two. 

First, one of the basic tenets of a free society is that the citizens 
of that society should do whatever they possibly can for themselves 
under their own initiative without help from the Government. 
Whole life insurance is a unique product designed to help people do 
just that, to provide for their families future security in the event 
of death, disability, old age, or future emergencies. 

No other product in the marketplace offers that type of combina
tion for people to take care of themselves without the help of the 
Government. 

Second, an adequate flow of long-term capital is a critical need of 
a free society. Indeed, many of the problems this country is experi
encing at the present time are reportedly due to the fact that we 
don't have an adequate flow of long-term capital. 

Whole life for over 100 years has been a major factor making it 
possible for the insurance industry to provide that long-term capi
tal to this country. That a Government agency at this critical point 
in time should espouse and recommend to the American people 
that this time-proven vehicle for the creation of long-term capital 
which served those same people so well should be abandoned in 
favor of term insurance is hard to believe. 

If you and the members of this committee agree that whole life 
is valuable property and that the 1.3 figure was an affront to the 
life insurance industry, please help us to set the record straight by 
asking the FTC to retract or clarify those statements. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. 
Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Filer, if you or your counsels have made 

any study of the FTC authority under current law to investigate 
life insurance in the manner that they have and to issue regula
tions with respect to life insurance-I realize they have not done 
that, but there does seem to be in the comments of the Chairman 
and other members of the Commission and its staff an inclination 
to try to create a situation where they could step in with FTC 
regulations. Have your counsels in any way examined this issue in 
a systematic, legal way? 

Mr. FILER. Yes, we have. I am reluctant to summarize legal 
opinions. 

Senator SCHMITT. Would you provide us with a statement as you 
see the legal situation? 

Mr. FILER. Yes. I understand reasonable legal minds differ but 
we will address that in writing for you. It is a significant issue. 

[The following information was subsequently received for the 
record:] 

MEMORANDUM 

REMOVAL OF THE FTC'S FACT-FINDING AND REPORTING POWERS BY THE McCARRAN
FERGUSON ACT 

In unambiguous terms, the McCarran-Ferguson Act states that the Federal Trade 
Commission Act is not applicable to the "business of insurance" to the extent that 
such business is "regulated by State law." Nevertheless, in recent years the FTC has 
argued that the McCarran Act prohibits the Commission only from taking enforce
ment action under §§ 5 and 18 of the FTC Act (through such means as administra
tive adjudication or issuance of trade regulation rules). In the FTC's view, McCarran 
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does not prevent the Commission from "investigating the insurance industry, pre
paring consumer education materials, intervening in other agency proceedings, or 
publishing reports" under the investigatory authority contained in § 6 of the FTC 
Act.' 

Simply put, this interpretation of McCarran-Ferguson is directly contrary to the 
plain language of the Act and to its legislative history. 

I. THE LANGUAGE OF THE ACT 

As the Supreme Court has noted in a recent decision construing the McCarran
Ferguson Act, the "starting point in any case involving construction of a statute is 
the language itself." St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. Barry, 438 U.S. 531, 541 
(1978). The wording of the McCarran Act can leave no doubt as to the intent of 
Congress. The entire FTC Act-including the provisions in § 6 for investigating and 
issuing reports-was made inapplicable to activities comprising the "business of 
insurance" where the states were engaged in regulation. No distinction was made in 
McCarran between § 5 and § 6 of the FTC Act. In the words of Senator Ferguson, 
where a state "has specifically legislated on the subject, the three acts [Sherman, 
Clayton, and FTC] shall not apply." 91 Cong. Rec. 1443 (1945). 

Congress' choice of wording must also be read in the context the Congress' 
understanding of the dual functions of the Federal Trade Commission. The Federal 
Trade Commission Act, passed in 1914, vested the FTC with powers in two general 
areas. With regard to the FTC's fact-finding and reporting power, the FTC is the 
direct successor to the Bureau of Corporations, formed in 1903. The Bureau had no 
law enforcement function, but instead was intended as a research or investigating 
agency with authority to gather information and to publish such information as the 
President directed. One purpose of the FTC Act was to enlarge these fact-finding 
powers of the Bureau and to vest them in an independent agency. This investigative 
authority was incorporated in § 6. Second, the FTC Act conferred on the Commis
sion a quasi-judicial function to prosecute and try, before an administrative tribu
nal, cases involving anticompetitive, unfair or deceptive conduct. This adjudicative 
authority was incorporated in § 5. 

After having given the FTC these different functions, Congress could have chosen, 
in the McCarran-Ferguson Act, to exempt the insurance industry only from the 
FTC's enforcement function but not from the fact-finding function. Congress has, in 
fact, made precisely this choice in the case of other industries. In the past, Congress 
has amended § 5 of the FTC Act to preclude FTC enforcement jurisdiction over air 
carriers and persons subject to the Packers and Stockyards Act but did not touch 
§ 6, thereby leaving the FTC free to conduct investigations for fact-finding purposes. 

With regard to the insurance industry, however, it is notable that Congress chose 
neither to limit the exemption to § 5 of the FTC Act nor to work within the four 
corners of the FTC Act at all. Instead, Congress selected language in the McCarran 
Act which, in blanket terms, removed all FTC jurisdiction where the subject matter 
standards of the Act (i.e., the "business of insurance" and "state regulation" crite
ria) were met. Phrased differently, Congress adopted a "reverse preemption" stand
ard under which the FTC lacks jurisdiction when the states have enacted regulatory 
legislation. Where they have, it is the states-and the states alone-which are 
responsible for regulating, issuing reports and determining policy. Indeed, both 
individual states and the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) 
have, over the years, issued numerous studies on competition and consumer prob
lems in the insurance industry. 

II. THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 

Because Congress chose to use unambiguous language in the McCarran Act, 
resort to the McCarran Act's legislative history is unnecessary in order to ascertain 
the extent of the FTC's jurisdiction. Nevertheless, that history and Congress' basic 
purpose behind the McCarran Act unequivocally demonstrate that Congress did not 
intend for the FTC to have investigational jurisdiction where it did not have 
enforcement jurisdiction. 

Analysis of the legislative history must begin with the historical reasons for 
passage of the McCarran Act. In Paul v. Virginia, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 168 (1869), the 

' "Staff Briefing Book For Commission Insurance Policy Session" (June 1978) at 4. The 
Commission has adopted the staff view. Chairman Pertschuk has stated that "McCarran-Fergu
son does not limit the Commission's authority under § 6 of its Act to investigate the business of 
insurance and make its findings public." Written answer to question propounded by the House 
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Finance of the House Committee on Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce. 
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Supreme Court held that insurance transactions were not in interstate commerce 
within the meaning of the Constitution's commerce clause and, therefore, were not 
subject to regulation by Congress. Seventy-five years later, however, in United 
States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Association, 322 U.S. 533 (1944), the Court 
overruled the Paul line of decisions and determined that the insurance business was 
part of interstate commerce. As such, it was fully subject to the federal antitrust 
laws, including the Sherman Act criminal prosecution which the Justice Depart
ment had brought in South-Eastern Underwriters. The Supreme Court's decision 
created widespread concern in Congress and among the states that application of 
the federal antitrust laws, and other existing or future federal statutes, would 
preempt or impair the extensive system of state regulation and taxation of insur
ance. 

Consequently, Congress began considering means of preserving state regulation 
and taxation. The course of the debates and the contents of the bills demonstrate 
that Congress selected explicit, precise language where it intended to permit limited 
Federal jurisdiction as an exception to the general rule of deference to the states. In 
contrast, at no point during the debates is there any discussion, or implicit indica
tion, that Congress intended to permit the FTC to perform its reporting function 
even though it was prohibited from enforcement. 

The initial bills, introduced in 1943, would have totally exempted the "business of 
insurance" from the Sherman and Clayton Acts despite the absence of state regula
tion. The FTC Act was not mentioned. S. 1362, H.R. 3269 and H.R. 3270, 78th Cong., 
1st Sess. (1943). These bills did not become law for two principal reasons. First, they 
were not supported by the NAIC, which instead favored an exemption only to the 
extent necessary to permit continued regulation and taxation. The NAIC, then in 
the process of drafting a bill, requested that the Congress postpone action until the 
state proposal could be offered. Second, many, including the President and the 
Department of Justice, opposed an unconditional exemption. 

On August 29, 1944, the NAIC issued a report containing four specific legislative 
recommendations. One of these was that the FTC Act be amended to eliminate any 
jurisdiction over the business of insurance.2 On November 16, 1944, the NAIC 
released its proposed bill, which, in § 3, stated that "[ n ]othing contained in the 
Federal Trade Commission Act . . . shall apply to the business of insurance or to 
acts in the conduct of that business." 3 

Senators McCarran and Ferguson modified the NAIC bill to substitute the general 
phrase "business of insurance" for specific enumeration of exempt practices and 
introduced the bill as S. 340 on January 18, 1945.• The McCarran-Ferguson bill 
incorporated, in § 3, the NAIC proposal that "[n]othing contained" in the FTC Act 
"shall apply to the business of insurance or to acts in the conduct of that business." 
It was S. 340, as subsequently amended, that President Roosevelt signed into law on 
March 9, 1945. Thus, it is clear, at the outset of the Congressional debates, that the 
authors of the McCarran Act intended for "[n]othing" in the FTC Act to apply to 
the insurance business. While S. 340 underwent important changes, to confine 
antitrust immunity further, this significant delimitation of the FTC's powers was 
never lessened or modified. 

During the House debates, several members expressed their concern over exempt
ing the business of insurance from the FTC Act where the states did not regulate. 
91 Cong. Rec. 1027-28, 1086, 1089, 1092-93 (1945). At the urging of his colleagues, 
Representative Sumners, one of the three members representing the House in 
Conference, agreed to support "an amendment which would make the Federal 
Trade Commission Act applicable to the same extent as the Sherman and Clayton 
Acts." FTC v. Travelers Health Association, 362 U.S. 293, 300 (1960) (citing 91 Cong. 
Rec. 1093 (1945)). As a result, the present § 2(b) of the McCarran Act was adopted as 
a recommendation of the House-Senate conference.• In short, the jurisdiction of the 
FTC was placed on a par with that of the Justice Department-it could act only 
where an activity was not the "business of insurance" or was not regulated by the 
states.• 

What these debates reveal is that Congress used explicit and precise language 
where it intended to confer limited jurisdiction on the federal antitrust agencies. 

• The NAIC Report is reprinted at 90 Cong. Rec. A4403-06 (1944). 
' Emphasis added. The NAIC bill is reprinted at 90 Cong. Rec. A4406 (1944). The NAIC bill 

also contained the first proposal that the Sherman Act remain applicable "to any act of boycott, 
coercion, or intimidation." 

' The bill had been introduced the previous December near the end of the 78th Congress but 
no action was taken. 

• H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 213, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1945). 
• Additionally, the three-year moratorium on application of the antitrust laws, in order to 

permit the states time to enact regulatory legislation, was expanded to include the FTC Act. 
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While at first Congress considered an absolute exemption from the FTC Act, it later 
specifically permitted FTC jurisdiction where a state had not passed regulatory 
legislation. Congress took special care to use exact wording when it intended to 
make an exception to the "pre-emptive role of state regulation." St. Paul Fire & 
Marine Ins. Co. v. Barry, 438 U.S. 531, 546 (1978). The "boycott, coercion, or intimi
dation" proviso in § 3(b) is the prime example. It is inconceivable that Congress 
would not have been similarly explicit had it intended to distinguish between § 5 
and § 6 of the FTC Act and to allow the FTC to wield its fact-finding powers despite 
state regulation. 

Viewed more broadly, the idea that the FTC has jurisdiction under § 6 notwith
standing state regulation is inconsistent with the basic Congressional intent behind 
the McCarran Act: "Congress' purpose was broadly to give support to existing and 
future state systems for regulating and taxing the business of insurance" and "to 
throw the whole weight of [the Congress'] power behind the state systems," notwith
standing the fact that "they differ greatly in [their] scope and character." Pruden
tial Ins. Co. v. Benjamin, 328 U.S. 408, 429-30 (1946). In short, Congress acted to 
prevent impairment of state regulation. As recent events have demonstrated, 
highly-publicized FTC investigations and reports can thwart the states in exercising 
their regulatory function. Indeed, when in 1914 it vested the FTC with power to 
publicize facts, it was Congress' purpose that publicity serve a quasi-enforcement or 
deterrent function. Congress' specific refusal, in the McCarran Act, to permit exer
cise of this power in regard to the insurance industry reflects its awareness of the 
potential for federal-state conflict which it was the purpose of the McCarran Act to 
prevent. 

In sum, the McCarren Act precludes FTC jurisdiction, under any provision of the 
FTC Act, where an activity is part of the "business of insurance" and is "regulated 
by State law." 7 Where both of these criteria are met, the FTC lacks jurisdiction 
either to issue reports under § 6 or take enforcement action under § 5. Indeed, it 
borders on the absured to argue that the FTC has some sort of "inherent" power to 
investigate subjects over which it lacks general regulatory jurisdiction. This remark
able assertion of agency power violates the most fundamental precept of administra
tive law, that agency jurisdiction is limited to those powers specifically delegated by 
Congress. 

III. THE M'CARRAN ACT PRECLUDES THE FI'C'S ONGOING INSURANCE INVESTIGATIONS 

Because the McCarran Act does not impose an absolute ban on FTC )urisdiction, 
the Commission does have "jurisdiction to determine its jurisdiction,' that is, to 
determine whether an activity is within the "business of insurance" and whether it 
is regulated by the States. Only upon a negative finding in either case may the FTC 
then engage in its enforcement or reporting role. 

In conducting its recent investigations, however, the FTC has bootstrapped this 
right of preliminary inquiry into a far broader, self-asserted right to investigate and 
issue reports even though the facts demonstrate a total absence of jurisdiction. The 
FTC has: (1) claimed jurisdiction where it is quite apparent, under established 
judicial precedent, that the matter under investigation is the business of insurance 
and is regulated by the states; (2) has continued investigations even though it has 
uncovered evidence proving a lack of jurisdiction; and (3) has prepared and issued 
public reports even though it never had, or even determined that it had, jurisdic
tion. Several recent proceedings serve to illustrate this jurisdictional overreaching. 

7 With regard to the Sherman Act, the Justice Department retains jurisdiction to bring 
actions against conduct involving "boycott, coercion or intimidation" even though such conduct 
is the "business of insurance" and is regulated by the states. But the "boycott" exception makes 
absolutely no reference to the Federal Trade Commission Act. The legislative history indicates 
that this omission was intentional. It was the Justice Department which had moved against the 
exclusionary practices which were the subject of the South-Eastern Underwriters case, and it is 
reasonable to infer that Congress intended for it alone to retain jurisdiction in this area. 
Congress was also specific where it intended to permit FTC jurisdiction. As a result, the 
legislature's failure to use similarly express language in the boycott proviso of the l\ cCarran 
Act strongly indicates that only the Justice Department was intended to have jurisdiction in 
that limited area. The Department has, indeed, been active in this field after passage of 
McCarran. See, e.g., United States v. New Orleans Ins. Exchange, 148 F. Supp. 915 (E.D. La.), 
affd per curiam, 355 U.S. 22 (1957); United States v. Ins. Board of Cleveland, 144 F. Supp. 684 
(N.D. Ohio 1956), 188 F. Supp. 949 (N.D. Ohio 1960); United States v. Cincinnati Ins. Board, 1963 
Trade Cas. (CCH) TI 70,945 (S.D. Ohio 1963); United States v. Baton Rouge Ins. Exchange, 1958 
Trade Cas. (CCH) TI 69.068 (E.D. La. 1958); United States v. Associated Aviation Underwriters, 
1967 Trade Cas. (CCH) TI 72,260 (S.D.N.Y. 1967); United States v. United States Aviation Under
writers, Inc., 1968 Trade Cas. (CCH) TI 75,571 (S.D.N.Y. 1968). In contrast, the FTC has never 
litigated in court a case relying upon the boycott provision, let alone won one. 
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Early in 1979, the Commission contracted with a group of MIT consultants to 
study insurance discrimination in risk classification and ratemaking for private 
passenger automobile policies. This project is intended to develop the analytical 
basis for yet further FTC investigations in the ratemaking field. But as the Supreme 
Court's decisions made clear, ratemaking, and such underlying activities as analysis 
of loss experience and risk classification, are at the core of the "business of insur
ance" that Congress intended to be regulated solely by the states. The Court's words 
in SEC v. National Securities, Inc., 393 U.S. 453, 460 (1969), are emphatic: "Certainly 
the fixing of rates is part of this business; that is what South-Eastern Underwriters 
was all about." Just months ago, the Supreme Court reaffirmed that the McCarran 
Act covers ratemaking and reiterated its definition of insurance as the spreading 
and underwriting of risk, a process that necessarily entails classification of those 
risks. Group Life & Health Ins. Co. v. Royal Drug Co., 99 S. Ct. 1067 (1979). 

There is equally little doubt about the existence of state regulation. Indeed, 
private passenger automobile insurance is the most heavily regulated line of insur
ance. Every state prohibits unfairly discriminatory rates, and requires that risks be 
classified on the basis of objective, actuarially-sound data. And, over the past few 
years, the states have been active in holding hearings on rating classifications. The 
NAIC presently is conducting a thorough study of the same questions which the 
FTC is considering. 

Revealingly, the FTC did not even attempt to a.;sert a basis for jurisdiction prior 
to undertaking the MIT study. What is most troubling about the MIT study, 
however, is that it is designed to develop a ratemaking model which could be used 
"to achieve specific policy objectives," including "the objective of subsidizing specific 
subgroups of individuals in the provision of insurance.' In short, with no expertise 
let alone jurisdiction, the FTC is seeking to supplant the social and economic 
policymaking role of the states-exactly the result which it was the purpose of the 
McCarran Act to prevent. 

Also in 1979, the FTC commenced an investigation of rating territories in Los 
Angeles and requested documents from insurers doing business there. As with the 
MIT study, the use of territorial classifications for ratemaking purposes is without 
doubt the "business of insurance." Moreover, the California Insurance Department 
has specific authority, under statutes prohibiting unreasonable geographic discrimi
nation or discrimination on the basis of race or national origin, to prohibit any 
violations which may exist. Cal. Ins. Code§ 11628. Not only has the Rate Regulation 
Division of the California Department considered the same issues being investigated 
by the FTC but it has concluded that, with minor adjustments, existing rating 
territories are fully justified by significant geographical differences in motorists' 
driving and accident records. Even assuming that the FTC might have had jurisdic
tion despite state regulation because of a "boycott," the staff attorney in charge of 
the investigation has stated that the Commission has unearthed no evidence of 
exclusionary conduct. Evidently, the Commission hopes to publish a report on its 
investigation even though there is no colorable basis for the Commission's jurisdic
tion. 

To justify jurisdiction over these and other insurance investigations, the FTC 
relies upon a line of judicial decisions enforcing administrative subpoenas as against 
claims that the issuing agency was without jurisdiction. Chief among these cases is 
FTC v. Crafts, 355, U.S. 9 (1957). These decisions, however, definitely do not stand 
for the proposition that the FTC can issue reports on subjects over which it has no 
jurisdiction. 

Crafts involved FTC enforcement action, not the FTC's reporting and fact-finding 
function. The Commission sued to obtain judicial enforcement of subpoenas issued to 
a California-based company allegedly engaged in deceptive interstate mail advertis
ing of its policies. The question before the Court, then, was whether the FTC had a 
right initially to determine its jurisdiction by subpoenaing and examing relevant 
documents. An arguable basis for such jurisdiction existed, since it was unclear 
whether the states to which circulars had been mailed regulated deceptive insur
ance advertising. The fact that the Commission had a reasonable basis upon which 
to assert jurisdiction is demonstrated by the subsequent Supreme Court decision in 
FTC v. Travelers Health Association, 362 U.S. 293 (1960), where the FTC was found 
to have power to prohibit deceptive advertising directed at states which did not 
regulate. 

In Crafts, the Supreme Court enforced the FTC's subpoena on the basis of earlier 
cases upholding enforcement subpoenas where the investigation was for a lawfully 
authorized purpose and the documents sought were relevant to the inquiry.• Subject 

• Endicott Johnson Corp. v. Perkins, 317 U.S. 501 (1943); Oklahoma Press Publishing Co. v. 
Walling, 327 U.S. 186 (1946). 
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to those requisites, the courts permit an agency to determine initially whether 
particular conduct is within their jursidiction. But under no stretch of the imagina
tion can Crafts be read as permitting the FTC to gather information for reporting 
purposes and issue reports where it has no jurisdiction or before it has determined 
whether it has jurisdiction. 

There is another important distinction between Crafts and instances where the 
FTC is gathering information for preparation of a public report. In the context of an 
enforcement proceeding, the courts have created a presumption against interlocu
tory judicial review because the subpoenaed party can challenge the agency's au
thority at a latter date when it issues a final cease and desist order or trade 
regulation rule. The remedy will then be effective since, absent jurisdiction, the 
agency can impose no sanctions. 

This same opportunity is not present where the FTC never intends to issue a 
complaint or rule. Then, insurance companies affected by a report are caught in a 
"Catch-22" situation. They cannot obtain judicial review until the FTC issues a 
complaint or regulation, but the Commission cannot issue a complaint or regulation 
because of the McCarran Act. Appeal to the Commission is a futile course, since it is 
the same Commissioners who authorized the investigation who must pass judgement 
on their own actions. Further, in the unlikely event of judicial review after a report 
has issued, there is no effective remedy since the damage has already been done and 
the controversy is moot. Because court review thus is unavailable or cannot be 
obtained in timely fashion, insurers are left with no remedy and must shoulder the 
heavy burden of attempting to rebut misleading and widely-disseminated FTC infor
mation. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The futility of recourse to the courts points to the need for Congressional action. 
In the final analysis, it is only through reiteration of Congress' long-established 
policy of deference to the states and through legislative clarification of the FTC's 
jurisdiction that the states and the insurance industry can obtain a remedy to 
effectuate their rights under the McCarran-Ferguson Act. 

Senator SCHMITT. I asked that because in the committee we have 
been struggling with how does FTC determine that there is a 
mandate for them to investigate a particular area. Obviously, they 
should consider themselves an arm of the Congress. There is some 
indication they may rather think of themselves as a Congress. 

It is this Senator's opinion, at any rate, that we must deal with 
that, either in the change of their basic authorization or in the 
establishment of a concept commonly referred to as a legislative 
veto, where, at least at the end of the pipeline on regulations, we 
have some control. But that would not solve this problem. 

I am not sure we could advocate a legislative veto over the 
issuance of the FTC reports, though the idea does have some at
traction. 

Mr. FILER. If I might respond briefly, I think you are absolutely 
right. The damage from this report would not be cured by anything 
like a legislative veto. The damage is in the doing, and I think the 
significant part is that it was perfectly apparent that the FTC staff 
was in fact hindering the spread of State regulation-and you 
raised the legal question-so that they could assert jurisdiction by 
claiming the States weren't properly regulating the area. It is a 
very significant question. 

Senator SCHMITT. I was being a bit facetious about legislative 
veto on the issuance of a report. Obviously that wouldn't have too 
much meaning. 

But I do think that your information about your view of the legal 
ramifications and the legal justification or nonjustification for 
what they have done in the report area is important. 

Our previous hearings, we had 6 days of them, focused much 
more, almost entirely, on the question of rulemaking procedings. 
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Here we have another aspect of FTC activity where they can have 
as much impact economically on the consumer and on commerce in 
general as if they had promulgated a rule. 

So it may be in our consideration of changes to the basic organic 
laws that govern, to some degree, the FTC activities, that we must 
not only look at how do they initiate a rulemaking process and 
what justification must they have for doing that, but how do they 
initiate an investigafrve process and what justification must they 
have before they do that. 

If nothing else, I think your appearance here today has brought 
to my attention and to the attention of the committee that the 
issue is somewhat broader even than the question of rulemaking 
procedings. 

I thank you for that and I would appreciate those answers for 
the record. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Warner? 
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to make it 

clear whom I represent in this hearing. That is, what I categorize 
as the innocent people. 

We have, on the one hand, the FTC firing a volley across the 
bow. You are back today, and I think very effectively, firing an
other volley across the bow. The American public is sitting there 
somewhat bewildered as to who is right and who is wrong. 

Mr. Wolff has asked if we, the· Congress, would compel the FTC 
to retract their report, so then there would be a third story that 
the Congress fired back. 

I am wondering if we can, as responsible individuals, govern
ment, and free enterprise, and to the extent Congress is required, 
see if we can't arbitrate this dispute in some manner that we 
arrive at a body of fact that is a basis of mutual agreement. 

Now, what I as an individual can do is, tomorrow, I will have the 
Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission in my office and I will 
ask him the same question I pose to you right now: What is it that 
the Government and the industry can do to resolve the dispute of 
fact and publish a statement that has the consensus of both parties 
rather than involving the Congress? 

So, my first question is: What can we do collectively to represent 
the innocent American? 

Mr. FILER. I would be hopeful that we could arrive at some way 
to do that. I must confess that looking at what we have seen and 
looking at the motivations of the FTC staff as we tried to display 
them, I would not be hopeful that could be done. 

It would seem to me, however, that we could come to some joint 
issuance of a statement that would acknowledge, for example, that 
the regulation of the insurance business is vested by the mandate 
of this Congress with the States, and not in the Federal Trade 
Commission. That, in fact, here are the disclosure procedures and 
so forth and some indication of some support of the extension of 
that process, which is critical in the aid of the consumer, and some 
understanding and recognition that we are not portraying a whole 
life policy as part term and part savings account. 

It seems to me this does involve a change of position by the staff 
of the Federal Trade Commission. It would involve a recognition of 
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the inaccuracies of their calculations. And, I believe, it would also 
involve the recognition not yet asserted that this business is regu
lated by the States, by the mandate of this Congress, and that that 
should be encouraged and not discouraged. 

But I would be perfectly willing to commit the American Council 
of Life Insurance and other associations to work toward such an 
accommodation if it could be done. 

Senator WARNER. And work with designated persons in the Com
mission. 

Mr. FILER. Indeed. I should hasten to add, we cooperated very 
extensively with the Federal Trade Commission. I, myself, came 
down and discussed the issues with the Chairman and some of the 
staff. 

I know our people in our company and a number of other compa
nies and the council have really worked extensively with the FTC 
staff in their inquiry over this 3-year period. It seemed not to have 
had an impact. But we do stand ready. 

Senator WARNER. That is a subsidiary question. I think this is in 
the main of Congress; namely, the procedures followed here. There 
is an unusual element of drama. 

I am informed by the staff that we didn't receive the FTC press 
report until after the press received it. I will check into that fact. 

I am sure there are FTC people right here. Please advise your 
Chairman that is question No. 2. 

We can come back again to the innocent person, the public, and I 
would hope either there is a procedure on the books to follow, FTC 
and yourselves resolving it, or they create a procedure, but we 
should move expeditiously. 

The advertisements referred to by your senior agent are just 
appalling. I have the headlines in my local newspapers which I 
looked at. It is disruptive to the whole industry. 

Mr. WOLFF. I do think-I want to compliment you on the meth
odology you are following. The urgency is critical. There are prob
ably deeper issues that will have to be resolved over a period of 
time with the FTC or with this committee. 

But we as agents, as Mr. Brown so eloquently stated, have a real 
problem today out there in the field. We really only need clarifica
tion on two points, on both of which the FTC really has already 
issued clarifying statements, but never efficiently in any way. They 
are these--

Senator WARNER. I understand one of them went before the 
House subcommittee and acknowledged the 4 to 5 percent rate. 

Mr. WOLFF. That is correct. We would like them to correct the 
1.3 forthwith. 

Two, in their own report, they say whole life insurance is a 
valuable product. It should be purchased by people. It can be an 
excellent investment. They say that in their own staff report. But 
their press release caused all of these headlines you have seen. 

We need to have them say that the press release was erroneous 
or caused confusion and that this should be straightened out imme
diately. That they never intended to say that. 

Their staff people have said this off the record, but we need to 
have the staff report and the press release clarified on those two 
points. 
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Senator, we would welcome the opportunity to cooperate in any 
way to help bring this about as quickly as possible. 

Senator WARNER. Does any other member of the panel wish to 
reply to a general question of what can be done? 

Mr. Chairman, why don't I acknowledge you for a few minutes 
and then come back. 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I just want to say this has been a very 
revealing hearing. If the analysis of the FTC report that you have 
presented here today is true, is correct, then the conclusion of the 
FTC staff report certainly can't stand. 

More disturbing to me is the way in which the FTC has attempt
ed to sell its report to the press without first giving the industry 
the opportunity to review and comment on the report. I am parti
culary disturbed by the way the FTC report has been used out of 
context in the ads mentioned today. If the FTC is concerned about 
deceptive advertising, they certainly ought to look at those ads that 
you have given us here. 

I particularly would like to have you give us the one with refer
ence to the Congress attributing to the Congress the actions that 
the Congress had no part of. 

And I personally will send it to the Chairman of the FTC and 
tell him that he ought to take a look at it from the standpoint of 
deceptive advertising. That, it seems to me, is the proper role that 
FTC ought to be engaged in. 

Now I am impressed by the fact that NAIC has taken a stand on 
a uniform disclosure regulation and that 28 of the States adopted 
it. I was very pleased to hear you gentlemen say that you support 
that, that you think it ought to be adopted and approved by all the 
States. 

Of course, we all know that the McCarran-Ferguson Act-inci
dentally, McCarran happened to be a Senator from Nevada-re
stricts the jurisdiction in this area to the States, and I, for one, 
have no intention to change that unless some clear abuses can be 
shown that would justify the Federal Government stepping into 
this area. I don't think that that has been demonstrated at the 
present time. 

Now, when we had the Commission before us not long ago in an 
oversight action, I made a statement, if I can find it here now, that 
I would like to quote from because I think it would be of interest to 
you and I think it is appropriate. 

This is my statement to Mr. Pertschuk when he appeared before 
us. 

Let me say in closing that I happen to be one who strongly believes that the 
American business community is responsible in large part for the high standard of 
living that most Americans enjoy today. American business enterprise and technol
ogy are unsurpassed. 

To some degree, overregulation by the Federal Government may be a contributing 
factor in the current decline. While I have not backed away from the FTC mission 
of protecting the American public from unfair trade practices, I do want to go on 
the record today as advising the members of the FTC, as well as other regulatory 
agencies which this Commerce Committee has oversight jurisdiction on, that we will 
be conducting the most vigorous type of oversight activity that your agency has ever 
experienced. 

We, the Congress, have designated regulatory agencies such as the FTC to act as 
arms of Congress in our behalf and we expect you to act within the framework and 
intent articulated by us. We don't expect you in novel ways to achieve your own 
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special goals or any particular visions you may have as to how the American 
economy should operate on a day-to-day basis. 

The partnership that we have with you was created by the Congress and it can be 
amended or terminated as the Congress sees fit. If some of you felt as though this 
Congress was and is a silent partner, let me put you on notice now that such will 
not be the case as long as I am chairman of this authorizing committee. 

I am perfectly willing to believe that some people in business are capable of 
unfair trade practices, and I am also convinced that the FTC and its staff have the 
capacity to push your legal statutory authority to the brink and beyond. 

Now this committee and I believe the Congress will put in place a mechanism to 
restore that proper balance if we have to do it. 

And I just wanted to restate my believe in what I said there. The 
FTC performs a very useful purpose. 

Mr. Pertschuk in some of our oversight hearings admitted that 
some of the FTC staff had overextended themselves in other areas. 
He stated that those staff members were no longer with the FTC. 

I hope that he will take a real close look at this and see if 
someone has had some sort of vendetta, which he admitted had 
occurred in some other instances. Someone on the staff may have 
had a vendetta in order to try and punish this particular segment 
of our industry. 

I certainly hope that is not so but I am going to write Chairman 
Pertschuk and ask him to respond to the committee after he had a 
chance to review your testimony here today. I think in all fairness 
that should be done. 

I certainly applaud Senator Warner's suggestion that perhaps 
the industry and the FTC can get together on this issue and clear 
the air so to speak and lay out a position on which the American 
public can depend. They certainly deserve no less. 

I have no further questions at this moment to any of you. 
Senator Warner, do you have some further questions? 
Senator WARNER. Mr. Chairman, I wish to put in a brief state

ment, a question submitted by my colleague, Senator Kassebaum. 
She very carefully instructed me to read the preamble to the 

question. I quote: 
This reminds me of a scene in Alice in Wonderland in which Alice wondered if 

the verdict was made before or after the trial. Most unfortunately that allegations 
are made which cast dispersion without the benefit of testimony by all parties 
concerned. 

Then she asks the question: You expressed fear, Mr. Brown, that 
the FTC staff study and attendant press coverage will live on in 
the marketplace. Has that happened in the past? 

Mr. BROWN. Because of FTC reports in the past? Things that 
occurred in the past? 

Senator WARNER. Yes. 
Mr. BROWN. We have found this to be the case of prior congres

sional hearings. For example, although there was no bill or no 
other action before the Senate Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommit
tee in 1973 and 197 4, statements made at hearings were excerpted 
and reprinted and are still being used in a disparaging way in the 
marketplace. 

Mr. WOLFF. I think this: The companies and agents who are out 
replacing whole life policies have so-called kits that they use. In 
these kits they pick up the kind of material that you were demon
strating, Mr. Brown. These kits, once put together will remain in 
these people's hands for years and years to come. 
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To answer the specific question, it would be my view that we will 
be living with this problem, unless it is corrected, so we can have 
the correction by the FTC, for a decade at a minimum. 

Senator WARNER. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, would 
you comment on our conversation about the GAO? 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Senator Warner asked whether or not this 
would be an appropriate area to ask the GAO to look at, as an arm 
of the Congress. I would simply say that GAO has already taken a 
look and just recently came out with a report on the issue of state 
regulation of insurance, and they concluded-at least they didn't 
recommend that the Congress should step into the area and at
tempt to regulate the insurance industry nationally. 

Of course, as I said earlier, under the McCarran-Ferguson Act 
that is specifically left to the States. Absent any sort of recommen
dation certainly from GAO or many others, I for one would not be 
inclined to consider the Federal Government getting into that regu
latory area at this time. 

Senator WARNER. I share that. I was specifically wondering 
about this key point. That is, the rate of return. If they are unable 
to receive common consensus on it, I think we have a fiduciary 
responsibility to try and have some totally impartial analysis. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do any of you gentlemen have anything further 
to offer? 

[The following information was subsequently received for the 
record:] 

QUESTIONS OF THE CoMMI'ITEE AND THE ANSWERS OF MR. FILER 

Question 1. Let me ask you a question about the NAIC cost disclosure regulation. 
I am told that some insurance buyers are given a computer printout with columns 
of figures and unexplained capital letters like "ELAD." These figures are followed 
by a note, that the buyer can ask his agent for a copy of the buyer's guide 
explaining these figures. Don't you think it would be a good idea to include a brief 
explanation of these terms on this same page in addition to explaining them in the 
buyer's guide? 

Answer. I think that it would be a good idea to include explanations of many 
terms included in policy summaries on the sheet containing the summary informa
tion, and we would be happy to do so. However, in developing a form of presentation 
that will be helpful to the buyer, companies must weigh on the one hand the 
desirability of providing complete and accurate information and explanations and 
on the other hand the risk of putting so much information on a single page that no 
one would read it. 

Filling page after page with print, including a series of footnotes, produces a 
negative reaction from many people, who will simply put the material aside unread, 
or discard it. 

Both the buyer's guide and the policy summary will be delivered by the agent. 
The explanations offered by the competent and experienced agent will supplement 
the printed material; our agents are educated for this purpose. We also encourage 
consumers to ask questions, and the explanation given by agents are far more likely 
to be understood than a sheaf of printed material. 

To summarize my response, I agree that including brief explanations of terms 
used in the policy summary on the same page that they are used (in addition to 
explaining them in the buyer's guide) might be helpful. However, I think that is 
important that the design of the policy summaries be carefully reviewed for clarity, 
appearance and relevance before making such a change. 

Question 2. I understand that a member of the FTC staff was recently quoted as 
saying that both the FTC staff report and the accompanying press release were 
objective, but that the press created the impression that the FTC is biased in favor 
of term insurance. The FTC staff member was further quoted as saying the FTC 
apparently has no intention of correcting this misimpression, to set the record 
straight. Do you think this indicates the bias of the FTC in favor of term insurance? 
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Answer. I think that the report prepared by the staff of the Federal Trade 
Commission indicates a strong feeling on their part that most people would be 
better off buying term insurance rather than permanent insurance. It is ridiculous 
to say that the press created the impression that the FTC is biased in favor of term 
insurance. The press had only the FTC staff report and the accompanying press 
release to work from, and reported what was in them quite accurately. I think it is 
quite significant that even when apprised of the "error" the press had made, "the 
FTC apparently has no intention of correcting this misimpression" -reinforcing the 
conclusion that the FTC staff report is biased in favor of term insurance. In other 
words, they got what they wanted, and are not in the least inclined to change 
anything. 

Question 3. Would you comment on the impression created by the FTC staff 
report that the life insurance business is geared to sell whole life insurance over 
term insurance. 

Answer. In 1978, 52 percent of the ordinary life insurance purchase by individuals 
in the United States was term insurance. This is exclusive of group insurance 
(which is almost entirely term insurance). The life insurance business is committed 
to sell protection to meet the needs of its customers, most of whom need both 
immediate protection and long-term protection. For that reason, we sell very large 
amounts of both term insurance and whole life insurance. The long-run best inter
ests of the companies and the agents lie in fitting policyholders with insurance 
policies that meet their needs. There is no valid reason for the business to favor one 
type of insurance over another. The impression given by the FTC staff report that 
the life insurance business favors whole life insurance over term insurance only 
reflects the fact that the life insurance business does not favor term insurance over 
whole life to the extent that the FTC staff does. 

Question 4. One of the headlines that came out of the release of the staff report 
was, "FTC study indicated consumers losing money on life insurance." Another is 
"report on whole life insurance says buyers lose billions yearly." Is it true that 
people are losing all this money, and if so, who is getting it? 

Answer. The FTC staff and accompanying press release produced the impression 
that people buying whole life insurance contracts were losing billions of dollars 
annually. No one has lost a cent. The loss cited in the press release and in the FTC 
staff report exists entirely in the erroneous calculation which developed a "rate of 
return" of 1.3 percent being credited by life insurance companies in 1977. 

The "loss" calculated by the FTC staff was based on the idea that a reasonable 
tax-free rate of return in 1977 would have been 4 percent. The difference between 4 
percent and the 1.3 percent invented by the FTC staff when applied to a base of 
$139.1 billion produced the imaginary loss of $3.7 billion reported in headlines. 

As indicated in Mr. Taylor's testimony, a more correct calculation by the FTC 
staff would have resulted in a rate of return of between 5 and 6 percent. Using the 
test developed by the FTC staff that 4 percent would have been a reasonable tax
free rate of return, the conclusion would appear to be that the ordinary policy
holders had substantial gains in 1977. 

The whole discussion created by the FTC staff of "losses" (or gains) is irrelevant 
to disclosure or to cost comparison. This analysis of life insurance as an investment 
diverts people's attention from the reasons for which life insurance is bought and 
from the actual pricing practices of companies. 

People who buy life insurance are paying for protection. Their cost will depend on 
the policy they choose, the company they buy it from and how long they keep the 
policy before dying or surrendering the contract. Any attempt to equate differences 
between the prices charged by different companies for various policies with invest
ment gains or losses can only be confusing. 

In short, the losses incorrectly cited by the FTC staff exist only in their analysis. 
No one is receiving this "lost money." The confusion of the FTC staff flows from 
their insistence on analyzing some life insurance policies as investment together 
with some incorrect assumptions made by the staff. 

Question 5. Has the FTC report had any effect on the insurance-buying public? On 
sellers of other related products? 

Answer. Because of the large number of companies and larger number of agents 
involved in the sale of life insurance products, it will be some time before we know 
how extensive the effect of the FTC report on the insurance buying public will be. 
We expect, however, judging from initial reports that many would-be purchasers of 
whole life insurance will instead purchase term insurance or pursue some other 
means of providing financial protection for their families. Moreover, as has already 
been mentioned, it is likely that a large number of policyholders will cash in their 
whole life policies to obtain the accrued cash values in an effort to achieve, in the 
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words of the FTC, "a better return on their investment." This may be disastrous for 
the families of those who die before obtaining term protection or who then find 
themselves unable to qualify for any other form of life insurance except at a very 
high price. 

It is also clear that the FTC report, far from encouraging the purchase of term 
insurance alone, is being used by certain investment firms and individuals as an 
endorsement for the sale of a number of speculative products, many offering the 
possibility of high "returns" but lacking the guarantees associated with the life 
insurance product. The potential for abuse and irreparable financial harm is, there
fore, very great. Unfortunately, the ill-effects of the FTC's misleading report will be 
felt long after the report itself is discredited and forgotten. 

Question 6. What was your reaction to the recent GAO report on State regulation 
of insurance? 

Answer. The GAO report was certainly not a ringing endorsement of state insur
ance regulation, nor was it an indictment. It goes without saying that any system of 
regulation can be improved, and state insurance regulation is no exception. 

The overall tone of the report seemed to be that the critics of state regulation 
have overstated their case and that the mechanism for effective state regulation 
exists, although it needs work in some areas. It is also significant that the GAO did 
not call for federal involvement in insurance regulation. 

The life insurance business favors continued state regulation of insurance, and we 
realize that if it is to be continued, it must be strong and effective. We are in 
agreement with a number of the GAO's suggestions for improving the state regula
tory system, and we will do our utmost to work with the states and our member 
companies to achieve these improvements. 

QUESTION OF THE COMMITTEE AND THE ANSWERS OF MR. TAYLOR 

Question. Mr. Taylor, you stated that the overall rate of return is not a meaning
ful figure; that if "rate-of-return" is used you need to look at each policy not just an 
average rate. Could you comment on the importance of this distinction? 

Answer. The phrase "rate-of-return" is used to mean different things in different 
parts of the FTC staff report. In one place the authors use the phrase to refer to the 
cost index for an individual life insurance policy produced by the Linton Yield 
calculations. This cost index provides an answer to the question, "How much would 
I have to earn on an investment over the next twenty years to do as well if, instead 
of buying this policy, I were to buy term insurance and invest the difference in 
premiums?" 

The question is hypothetical in nature. The interest rate produced as an answer 
depends on the premium rates assumed for the imaginary term insurance consid
ered to be purchased as an alternative. The imaginary investment will not be equal 
to the cash surrender values of the actual policy at any point except the ends of the 
period for which the index is being computed. Finally, the index is in the form of an 
interest rate, but it will not be the interest rate used by the company to calculate 
premiums nor that used in a dividend formula nor that credited by the company to 
its individual life insurance line of business. 

The "rate-of-return" cost index developed by the Linton Yield calculation can be 
used to compare the prices of similar contracts for similar amounts of coverage. It 
will, except in the case of term insurance, produce very similar rankings of the 
prices of a group of policies to those produced by the interest-adjusted surrender 
cost index. The Linton Yield calculation is not recommended for term insurance 
since it produces very erratic results for policies without a cash value at the end of 
a period. Thus, for some policies, the "rate-of-return" that is a cost index produced 
by the Linton Yield calculation may be used to compare the prices of similar 
policies. 

In contrast, the FTC staff report elsewhere used the phrase "rate-of-return" to 
describe an interest rate produced by the FTC staff from the annual financial 
reports of life insurance companies. This "rate-of-return" is produced by treating 90 
percent of reserves plus 76 percent of dividends on deposit as a savings account. The 
increase in this "savings account" during 1977 was compared with the part of 
premiums collected during the year that exceeded dividends and benefits paid to 
policyholders during the year. From this amount, the FTC staff subtracted 150 
percent of death claims, which they described as the cost of "pure insurance." 

In my statement, I developed a number of reasons why their calculation produced 
an incorrect answer. But, whether the calculation produces a rate of 1.3 percent, 4 
percent, 6 percent or more, it will not help an individual buyer select a policy or a 
company to buy the policy from. It does not give him any information about the 
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relative prices of two or more policies. It does not give a benchmark to compare the 
Linton Yield cost index of a particular policy with. It is not a measure of the 
interest rate any company used to set premiums or to determine dividends. Finally, 
it gives no measure of the investment returns actually credited by all companies to 
their individual life insurance line of business, let alone what may be credited in 
future years. 

In summary, the only purpose we can see to the calculation that produced an 
"average rate-of-return" of 1.3 percent was to induce newspapers to print headlines 
that individual life insurance policyholders are losing billions of dollars each year. 
It certainly has nothing to do with disclosure or cost comparison. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. That concludes the hear
ings for today. 

[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 

54-102 0 - 80 - 7 
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ADDITIONAL ARTICLES, LETTERS, AND STATEMENTS 

ARTHUR A. Woon, C.L.U., 
Rochester, N. Y. 

THE INSURANCE FORUM, 
Ellettsville, Ind., September 28, 1979. 

DEAR MR. Woon: I have read with considerable interest your letter to Senator 
Proxmire published in the September 1979 issue of Life Association News, and your 
articles in the July 19 and September 6 issues of the The Daily Record. I have a few 
questions. 

First, have you read the FTC staff report itself? If so, did you read it before or 
after writing your July 19 article? 

Yes-as contained in the House Commerce Committee's Report of Dec. 1978. 
Second, in your July 19 article, you showed some figures comparing a $100,000 

term policy with a $100,000 straight life policy. Would you please send me the full 
data from which your figures were developed, and also indicate the name of the 
"large mutual company." 

See attached graph developed by Dilworth Brinton. 
Third, in your July 19 article, you stated that only 1 percent of term insurance 

contracts result in death claims, and that less than 1 percent of all term insurance 
is still in force 15 years after the date of issue. Would you please indicate the source 
of these data. 

From one of your fellow academicians-Prof. Art Williams of Penn State, writing 
in the "Journal of Risk and Insurance." 

Fourth, in your July 19 article, you stated that permanent life insurance came 
into being in response to consumer demand for something better than term insur
ance. Would you please indicate the source of this statement. 

From reading various histories of life insurance a good many years ago. I have 
neither the time nor the energy to track this down for you. 

Fifth, in your July 19 article, you stated that full disclosure of all life insurance 
cost information already is mandated by the New York Insurance Department. 
Would you please send me a copy of the New York requirements. 

You can get this as easily as I, Joe. Enclosed are a couple of "Statement of Policy 
Cost and Benefit Information" printouts we are required to deliver to all clients. 
Note the I/ A Payment and I/ A Surrender Cost Indices. 

Sixth, in your September 6 article, you referred to a critical response by a local 
life underwriter defending the FTC report. Would you please send me a copy of this 
response, including any attachments that were included. 

Enclosed. 
Seventh, in your September 6 article, you referred to two comparisons made by an 

independent computer service-a minimum deposit comparison and a regular com
parison. Would you please send me the full data from which your figures were 
developed, and also indicate the name of the company whose contracts were used in 
the comparisons. 

Enclosed. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. For your general information, I am 

enclosing the September 1979 issue of the The Insurance Forum, which contains an 
article about the FTC staff report. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH M. BELTH, Editor. 

ARTHUR A. Woon AND ASSOCIATES, 

Mr. JOSEPH M. BELTH, 
Editor, The Insurance Forum, Ellettsville, Ind. 

TOTAL FINANCIAL PLANNING, 
Rochester, N. Y., October 9, 1979. 

DEAR JoE: Enclosed is your letter of September 28, 1979, along with my response 
to each of the questions you have raised. 

(95) 
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Turnabout being fair play, may I ask you some questions? To begin with, do you, 
yourself, accept the premise that there is such a thing as a "savings element" in a 
permanent life insurance contract? If so, would you share with us your source 
authority-such as a single life insurance contract which so much as alludes to a 
"savings element?" 

In your article, "FTC Drops an Atomic Bomb," it is not clear whether you are 
attacking permanent life insurance per se as a savings vehicle-or attacking mar
keting practices within the life insurance industry which promote life insurance as 
a savings vehicle. You quote a work done in 1972, based on an ACLI publication 
dated 1962, which advocated the marketing of insurance in this manner. Question: 
does this establish the existence of a savings elements? Or does it simply establish a 
1962 marketing strategy? 

If it is your contention that marketing permanent life insurance as a savings 
vehicle is improper, you will get no argument, from this quarter. You may be 
flogging a dead horse, however, because in today's fast changing marketplace there 
is a clearly discernible movement away from the old "savings plan" approach, 
toward total needs planning and the "ultimate death claim" concept. You're really 
digging into the past if you have to dredge up the ghosts of S. S. Heubner and 
Albert Linton. In an imperfect industry, in an imperfect world, progress is being 
made. 

Marketing life insurance as a savings vehicle, however, is a completely separate 
issue, and should be addressed separately. The fact remains that there is no savings 
element in a permanent contract, and life insurance is not a savings medium. This 
holds true in spite of what defenders and critics alike may allege. Nothing can 
change this unalterable fact. Calling the sky green or the grass blue doen't ,nake it 
so-no matter who says it, or how often it is said. An increasing cash reserve for the 
purpose of maintaining a level premium does not a savings element make. 

Any way you slice it, the underlying premise of the FTC Staff Report is invalid
axiomatically rendering the entire study invalid. This is why Michael Pertschuk 
and Albert Kramer are so richly deserving of the Golden Fleece Award. 

It is disturbing, to say the least, to have anyone in a position of influence and 
authority (particularly those who speak in the name of the United States Govern
ment) perpetuating a fundamental misconception of what permanent life insurance 
is. 

What about the effects of the FTC Report-the shock waves created by this 
"Atomic Bomb," as you characterize it? Many local underwriters report that they 
have had clients surrender policies as a direct result of the FTC Report. The usual 
accompaning explanation: "The Government says the insurance company is ripping 
me off." Although this hardly represents a scientific sampling, may it not be 
assumed that this sort of thing is going on throughout the land? · 

As you indicate in your article, the authors of the FTC Report were careful to 
point out that they "* • • are not recommending the wholesale replacement of 
cash-value insurance policies." Yet, how else could it be interpreted from the sensa
tional headlines and newspaper accounts-which contained no such caveat? The 
unthinking consumer can glean but one thing from the media treatment: "My 
Government says permanent life insurance is a bad deal." 

Question: why do so may people of obvious means and financial acumen (not to 
mention the finest counsel) buy million and multimillion dollar permanent life 
insurance policies, if it is such an unintelligent thing to do? Is it the purpose of the 
FTC to make permanent life insurance the exclusive preserve of the rich and 
financially sophisticated-but suppress its use by the unsophisticated masses, when 
their need is just as great if not greater? 

All this is not to impugn the integrity of Messrs. Pertschuk and Kramer. Misguid
ed though they may be, they are in all probability well intentioned. It is their 
judgment that is subject to question. Perhaps they were swayed by an overzealous 
staff so eager to prove a preconceived notion, that no one ever thought to first verify 
the existence of a "savings element" in a permanent life insurance contract. What 
is inexcusable, however, is that Pertschuk and Kramer failed to ask their staff the 
right questions-or to bring someone in who could ask the right questions. Instead, 
Don Quixote-like, they charged off on a Holy Quest, only to end up tilting at 
windmills. 

There is some indication that the FTC rebuffed and/or ignored attempts at input 
by the "expert community" (so-called by Pertschuk)-including its own $155,000 
commissioned study by Prof. Jacob Jacoby of Purdue (see "Life Association News," 
September 1979). Enlisting the aid of such expert counsel beforehand (and heeding 
it), might well have spared them the acute embarassment of being caught with a 
flawed premise, and, as a consequence, a completely meaningless report. 
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You have castigated the insurance industry for its feeble response on July 11th to 
the "Atomic Bomb" of July 10th. The day after Pearl Harbor, the United States did 
not have much of a response, either, other than to acknowledge that war had been 
declared on it. The industry's response since then, however, has been for the most 
part extremely effective-in spite of some segments which blindly swallowed the 
FTC bait on the "savings element" fallacy. 

You're aware, of course, of Congressman James Collins vigorous dissent in the 
House Subcommittee Report of December 1978, which he termed, " ... the height of 
arrogance." He, as so many others have been was dismayed by, " ... the bias which 
runs through the whole report." 

Let's see if we can't agree on something, Joe. Do you have any quarrel with the 
assessment that permanent life insurance is neither a good investment nor a poor 
investment, but rather a financial tool-a tool designed to accomplish certain finan
cial objectives more economically than any other financial tool? And that it is 
nothing more, nothing less? And the same with term? 

Neither term nor permanent needs its apologists. Each has its own clearly defined 
function. Neither is better than the other for the purpose for which each was 
designed. Why not, then, let them stand on their own merit-without introducing 
the phony "invest the difference" issue? It only serves to further confuse an already 
confused public. 

Congressman Collins' prediction that, "The FTC meddling will not solve problems; 
it will only compound them," has already come to pass. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. MIKE MULLEN, 

ARTHUR A. WOOD. 

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS, 
LAW AND GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT, 

Washington, D.C., October 23, 1979. 

Committee on Commerce, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR MIKE: Enclosed are three sets of copies of the advertisements 1 and newspa

per accounts illustrating the point that our witness, Rice Brown, was making before 
the Commerce Committee last week. The point is that the FTC staff report and 
press releases are unfactual and distorted and these distortions have been backed 
up by the press and others for the purpose of unfairly characterizing the majority of 
the insurance industry. 

If I can be of assistance to you in the future, don't hesitate to call. 
Sincerely, 

Enclosures. 

MICHAEL L. KERLEY, 
Counsel, Government Affairs. 

REPORT ON WHOLE-LIFE INSURANCE SAYS BUYERS LOSE BILLIONS YEARLY 

(By A. 0. Sulzberger, Jr.) 

WASHINGTON, July 10-Buyers of whole-life insurance, the most popular form of 
insurance sold in this country, are losing "billions of dollars a year" because 
insurance companies are not providing the kind of information needed for consum
ers to make intelligent decisions, a report released today by the Federal Trade 
Commission concludes. 

This kind of insurance, which offers holders both a death benefit and a savings 
element, provided an average return of just 1.3 percent in 1977, the report said. This 
is well below what consumers could have enjoyed had they invested their money in 
other areas,' such as savings accounts or Government bonds. 

"I think it fair to say that no other product in our economy that is purchased by 
so many people for so much money is bought with so little understanding of its 
actual or comparative value," Michael Pertschuk, chairman of the commission, told 
the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation in testimony 
today. 

The staff report, a result of a two-and-a-half year investigation, made only recom
mendations and is not binding on any authority. It was approved by Mr. Pertschuk. 
It came under immediate attack from the industry, which is in the main regulated 
by the states, not the Federal Government. 

'Only a sample was printed and the others are in the Committee files. 
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ANALYSIS CALLED INACCURATE 

"The F.T.C. claims are based on inaccurate analysis," a spokesman for the Ameri
can Council of Life Insurance said. He challenged a number of the report's findings, 
including the rate of return, which he said was currently from 5 to 6 percent. 

Whole-life insurance policies, held by seven out of every eight United States 
families, provide a distinctive American form of savings. The commission estimates 
that at the end of 1977 consumer savings through the holding of ordinary life 
insurance policies totaled $140 billion, roughly equal to that held in passbook 
savings accounts. · 

In fact, the commission report said, while almost $34 billion flowed into life 
insurance companies last year, only $5 billion was paid out in death benefits. 

Industry spokesmen said that because of the nature of their business it could not 
be directly compared with other measures of savings. 

The staff report, which disagrees with this argument, went on to break down each 
premium dollar into its end uses. The report found that 15 cents of each dollar went 
to death benefits, 30 cents went to overhead costs such as expenses and profits, and 
the remaining 55 cents was used both to finance savings withdrawals and increase 
savings buildings. 

These figures are also disputed by the industry, which says that only 21 cents, not 
30 cents, is used for expenses. 

Mr. Pertschuk told the Senate committee that there was no indication that the 
insurance companies were making excess profits from these insurance policies. 

The report also made clear that the 1.3 percent figure was an average and that 
some insurance companies paid as high as 9 percent, depending on the type of policy 
and its age. Many policies sold in the 1950's and 1960's earn an "extraordinarily low 
rate of return," which brings down the industrywide average. The report does not 
make public actual company names or their rates of return. 

Among the recommendations in the report are the following: 
Cost information should be disclosed before purchase. 
The average annual rate of return should be disclosed for such insurance. 
A single index should be used to compare similar policies, rather than the six 

indexes now called for by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. 
Price competition in the industry was so ineffective, the report said, that compa

nies paying 20-year rates of return of two percent or less competed successfully 
against companies offering 4 to 6 percent rates of return. 

[From the Operating Engineer, September 1979] 

BUYING LIFE INSURANCE? CHEAPER MAY BE BETIER 

Over the years there have been a number of consumer guides for buying life 
insurance but still, today, comparatively few Americans have a clear understanding 
of the economics of the venture they are entering. 

Recently, two reports have been issued which should be labeled "must reading" 
for every life insurance consumer. These reports are significant because they repre
sent the consumer and not the industry. 

One is a 185-page report by the staff of the Federal Trade Commission entitled 
"Life Insurance Cost Disclosure." The second is a 171-page book, "The Life Insur
ance Conspiracy." Its three authors are Peter Spielman, a free-lance writer, Aaron 
Zelman, an independent insurance agent in Milwaukee who is active in consumer
ism, and Dean Sharp, an attorney and economist who worked with the late Senator 
Philip Hart CD-Mich.) as assistant counsel of the Senate Anti-Trust and Monopoly 
Subcommittee. 

LOSING BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

Both studies reach the same basic conclusion: Americans are losing billions of 
dollars each year by purchasing "whole life" or "cash-value insurance policies. 

The FTC study stresses that as a result of rates of return on these policies 
averaging between 1 percent and 2 percent insurance buyers would do much better 
by purchasing far less expensive term insurance and putting the additional money 
into other investments. 

The FTC report, which took two-and-a-half years to prepare, states that "price 
competition is so ineffective in the life insurance industry that companies paying 20-
year rates of return of 2 percent or less compete successfully against companies that 
pay 4 percent or 6 percent. This disparity should be contrasted with the banking 
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industry, where differences of a quarter of a percent are considered to be competi
tively crucial." 

The FTC analysis said that if the insurance industry paid a mere 4 percent 
interest on policyholders savings, "an additional $3.7 billion would have accrued to 
consumers" holding whole life policies in 1977 alone. 

We are not talking about small sums of money. Life insurance firms held $140 
billion in consumer savings at the end of 1977, about the same amount held in all 
passbook savings accounts. The report said that at the close of 1977, the industry 
had total assets of $350 billion. 

JUST 15 PERCENT FOR BENEFITS 

The FTC study said that while almost $34 billion flowed into life insurance 
companies last year, only $5 billion was paid out in death benefits. Out of each 
premium dollar, it found that 15 cents went to death benefits, 30 cents went to 
overhead costs such as expenses and profits and the remaining 55 cents was used to 
finance savings and withdrawals and increase savings buildups. 

"The Life Insurance Conspiracy" is unique in that it depicits that great detective, 
Sherlock Holmes, and his companion Watson, uncovering the "conspiracy" in the 
Holmesian technique. 

They offer a number of suggestions to life insurance buyers, including: 
The whole point of buying life insurance is to provide financial security in case of 

unexpected death; yet the typical insurance agent usually persuades his client to 
buy a cash-value type of life policy which pay much, much smaller death benefits 
than term insurance costing the same amount. 

The cash-value policy doesn't pay a large enough death benefit to be worthwhile. 
It may pay the cost of burial, but what will the family live on after that? 

"Cash-surrender" life policies don't earn enough even to overcome inflation. 
If you examine the fine print in your whole-life insurance policy, you may find a 

clause informing you that the company can make you wait up to six months before 
you receive your cash values. 

If you die while insured by a whole-life policy, those cash values disappear. The 
company will pay your beneficary only the face amount of the policy; no extra cash 
values will be awarded. 

The authors suggest that you examine your own insurance policy, if you have one, 
and see whether you've been sold a cash-value policy. The chances are that you 
have since 75 percent of life insurance written in America is cash value. The 
policies can be cancelled and new ones written. 

There are various term policies from which you can select. The authors recom
mend annual renewable level term for most consumers, for many reasons, including 
the fact that it can keep you current with inflation. 

The Spielman-Zelman-Sharp book is published by Simon & Schuster, Simon & 
Schuster Building, Rockeller Center, 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 
10020. The FTC report will be available through the Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C., this month. The price has not yet been set. 

[From the Washington Post, July 12, 1979] 

INSURANCE HIT-WHOLE-LIFE POLICIES CRITICIZED FOR Low INTEREST ON SAVINGS 

(By Larry Kramer) 

Consumers who purchase and hold whole-life insurance policies are losing billions 
of dollars each year because the average interest rate paid on savings associated 
with those policies is about 1.3 percent, according to a Federal Trade Commission 
study released yesterday. 

The 185-page report criticizes the insurance industry for what the FTC says is a 
failure to inform customers about what they are buying when they purchase life 
insurance, a situation the agency claims has led to a complete lack of competition. 

Whole life, also known as ordinary life or straight life, is the most commonly held 
policy. It remains in force as long as premiums are paid and offers full benefits 
upon the policyholder's death. In addition, savings accrued can be collected by the 
customer by surrendering the policy before death. 

FTC Chairman Michael Pertschuk made the study public yesterday at a Senate 
Commerce Committee hearing. He testified that "it is fair to say that no other 
product in our economy that is purchased by so many people for so much money is 
bought with so little understanding of its actual or comparative value." 
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The FTC report, which took 2½ years to prepare, stated that "price competition is 
so ineffective in the life insurance industry that companies paying 20-year rates of 
return of 2 percent or less compete successfully against companies that pay 4 
percent or 6 percent. This disparity should be contrasted with the banking industry, 
where differences of a quarter of a percent are considered to be competitively 
crucial." 

Pertschuk said the amount of interest earned on consumer savings held by 
insurance companies is extremely important, since consumers are saving about as 
much through life insurance policies as through savings and loan passbook ac
counts. In 1977, the FTC staff found, consumer savings held by insurance companies 
totaled more than $140 billion. 

Responding, the American Council of Life Insurance attacked the FTC study as 
"simplistic," and said the 1.3 percent figure "is not a measure of what is currently 
being credited to policy holders. Typically, companies today are basing their divi
dends and premium rates on interest rates of 5 to 6 percent." 

The life insurance industry has long argued that it is unfair to separate the 
savings portion of a life insurance policy from the protection aspect, because the two 
are intertwined as a unitary contract, and cash benefits are only an incidental 
byproduct of having a policy. 

Pertshuck disagreed, saying, the indisputable fact of the matter is that regardless 
of how the savings element is described, it is hardly incidental. The savings element 
accounts for three or four times as much of the premium dollar as does the 
insurance protection, and this has made the life insurance industry a major reposi
tory of consumer savings." 

The FTC analysis says that if the insurance industry paid a mere 4 percent 
interest on policyholders' savings-which the staff said would be "competitive" for 
the tax-free income-"an additional $3.7 billion would have accrued to consumers" 
holding whole-life policies in 1977 alone. 

In 1977 alone, the report noted, Americans paid $24.2 million in premiums on 140 
million whole-life insurance policies. The outlay represented about 1.9 percent of all 
personal income. 

In return, those policy holders received two benefits: death protection and a form 
of savings. 

The FTC report states, for the first time, that 55 cents out of every whole-life 
premium dollar goes into "what are essentially savings accounts" for the policy 
holders, while only 15 cents goes to paying claims and 30 cents goes to industry 
overhead costs and profits. 

But ACLI, the industry trade group, has a different breakdown. It says 79 cents of 
every premium dollar taken in by life insurance companies is paid out in benefits 
and additions to funds for policy holders and beneficiaries, while only 16 cents goes 
to operating expenses, 4 cents is paid in taxes and only 1 cent is left for profits. 

The FTC staff said its information was based on the annual statements that more 
than 1,700 life insurance companies filed with various state commissions as well as 
on data supplied by the ACLI trade group itself. 

There are also "severe but unannounced penalties for early withdrawal of the 
savings elements of life insurance policies," the FTC says. These penalties "do not 
merely reduce the return earned on the principal, but often reduce and sometimes 
even eliminate the principal itself," the report states. 

The FTC staff expressed particular concern about policies sold in the 1960s and 
earlier. Return on those policies is so low, the staff said, that "a great many policy 
holders ... would be well-advised to surrender their whole-life policies and purchase 
new ones." 

The states have primary responsibility for regulating the life insurance industry. 
The FTC urges, among other changes: 

Disclosure of cost information before a prospective purchaser signs an application 
for a policy, rather than with the policy delivery as proposed earlier by the National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners. 

Disclosure of the average annual rate of return for all cash value insurance and 
annuity policies so that different types of policies can be compared. 

WHY Is DREYFUS Now OFFERING INSURANCE? 

Inflation is forcing all of us to use every dollar wisely. It is important to buy 
carefully and selectively, especially financial services. That is why Dreyfus has 
arranged with Beneficial National Life Insurance Company to offer term life insur
ance to its shareholders at surprisingly low rates. With the much smaller premi-
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urns, the money you save can be invested in income-producing investments, or as 
you see fit. 

Life insurance policies have lost half their face value in purchasing power in the 
last 10 years, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. As a result, even the most 
coverage-conscious people are finding themselves under-insured. Term life is "pure" 
protection, designed to provide maximum coverage at minimal cost. It makes the 
most sense and costs the least. Enclosed is an article reprinted from The New York 
Times on July 11, 1979 indicating the importance of term life insurance. The 
Dreyfus Group Life Plan offers premium rates that are unusually low: 

SCHEDULE OF GROUP PREMIUM RATES-CHOOSE THE PLAN THAT BEST MEETS YOUR NEEDS 

Under 20 .... 
20-24 ... 
25-29 
30-34. 
35-39 
40-44 .... 
45-49 .. 
50-54. 
55-59 

Age last birthday 

60-64 .......................................................... . 
65-69• .. 

[All premiums are semi-annual] 

life insurance only 

Plan I $25,000 Plan 2 $50,000 

$21.79 $43.58 
24.82 49.63 
26.20 52.40 
28.72 57.44 
36.78 73.56 
54.29 108.57 
84.01 168.02 

130.74 261.48 
203.54 407.08 
306.06 612.12 
463.50 927.00 

' Renewal only. Sixty.four is maximum age to begin coverage. 

life insurance with equal amounts of 
accidental death and dismemberment insurance 

Plan 3 $25,000 life Plan 4 $50,000 life, 
and $15,000 AD&D $50,000 AD&D 

$50,000 in total $100,000 in total 

$30.74 $61.47 
33.76 67.51 
35.15 70.29 
37.66 75.32 
45.72 91.44 
63.23 126.46 
92.96 185.91 

139.68 279.36 
212.48 424.96 
315.01 630.01 
472.44 944.88 

Note. -Rates will increase as you enter each age category. The rates are subject to adjustment. upward or downward, depending upon overall 
claims experience for the group. 

If you would like to learn more about The Dreyfus Group Life Plan, simply return 
this form in the enclosed envelope. No one will call you. 

COSMOPOLITAN MARKETING & Co., INc.-TAX EXEMPT INVESTMENTS AND LIFE 
INSURANCE 

ARIZONA LIFE AGENTS 

Are you fighting to make a living with a Life Company? At 55 or even 85 percent 
it is tough! On the average, we pay 116 percent First Year. 

WANTED-LIFE INSURANCE AGENTS-REWARDS 

171 percent first year graded life commission schedule; daily advances; annualized 
commission financing-SO percent; all commissions vested; no charge backs for 
lapses; cash contests; stock bonus plan; appointments set for you; all a.m. best rated 
companies; the most competitive life products; term or ordinary; commissionable tax 
exempt annuities at 9 percent interest; complete product and sales training; presti
gious office space; secretarial services; one meeting weekly; complimentary lunch on 
meeting day; convention trips; call for confidential interview or just stop by and 
visit. 

Ruben Villegas Loera, Vice President • • • prospective brokers also welcome. 
RUBEN VILLEGAS LOERA. 

Has your present life insurance company or agent, in their pretense to "Serve 
your interests" in such a "Benevolent and Ethical" manner ever told you in plain 
English-Free from Insurance Jargon-the following facts? 

(1 l When the insurance company pays your beneficiary the life insurance face 
amount, it pockets your cash value savings! 

(2) That the total annual cost of your life insurance is the premiums you pay plus 
the interest you have lost on the cash value savings! 
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(3) That the actual amount of insurance is not the face amount of the policy, but 
the face of the policy less the cash value savings, which the company keeps at your 
death! 

(4) That some of the more progressive companies are now offering pure protection 
policies-wherein the insurance and the savings are kept separate; when you die, 
your beneficiary will get the insurance plus the savings account with interest! 

(5) That the pure protection plan would pay your agent only about one-tenth as 
much commission as the old plan, which your agent urges you to swallow-hook, 
line and sinker! 

(6) Did he tell you that it was perfectly "ethical" for him to change any pure 
protection policy you might have to a much higher cost cash value policy, and that 
they would pay him full commission on the new policy! 

(7) Did your agent tell you that some of the old school companies-whom the 
Hughes and Amrstrong investigation proved to be guilty of the rankest graft and 
robbery ever imposed on the public are now spending millions of the policy-holders' 
funds each year for every conceivable propaganda, including ex-presidents of insur
ance companies as radio speakers, for one purpose only-to keep a firm hold on 
your cash value savings, because it definitely becomes theirs at your death! 

QUOTES FROM THOSE IN THE KNOW ABOUT THE PRICE OF LIFE INSURANCE 

The United States Congress-"Most life insurance sold in America is deception, 
consumer fraud, misrepresentation, gross overcharges, planned confusion, and a 
national scandal." 

Senator Phillip A. Hart (Democrat-Michigan)-"Policyholders are wasting mil
lions upon millions -of dollars each year." 

Dr. J. E. Pawlick, Insurance Professor at Pennsylvaina State University-"97 
percent of Americans are being greatly overcharged because companies and sales
men keep from the public the truth about life insurance prices." 

Cosmopolitan Marketing-"Don't throw good money after bad! Regardless of how 
long you have your policy you are still being overcharged." 

Wall Street Journal by Stanford N. Sesser-"Millions of Americans are unwit
tingly paying more than necessary for life insurance. 

"If people knew how to compare prices, they could buy the same insurance 
protection they now have for less money-perhaps half. 

"Insurance rates are complicated because pure life insurance is only a part of 
what's offered by most policies. Besides insurance protection, most policies have 
savings and so-called dividend provisions. 

"Free" protection? 
"In their sales pitches, insurance agents promote such policies as instruments for 

both protection and savings. They compute the cost by what's known as the 'tradi
tional method,' they subtract the sum of the policy's 20-year cash value plus all 
anticipated dividends from the total 20-year premiums. Often the cash value plus 
dividends equal total premiums, prompting agents to claim that the insurance 
protection is 'free.' 

"But these calculations omit a number of factors, most importantly the interest 
that the policyholder forgoes by giving the company the use of his money. 

"Only one type of life insurance costs exactly what it appears to cost, this is term 
insurance, often known as 'pure protection.' The policy buyers almost never hear 
about term coverage from their insurance agents. Insurance men prefer to promote 
'whole life' or 'straight life' coverage, which builds up an increasing cash value as 
premiums are paid. 

"Insurance men say that policyholders like the 'forced savings' feature of whole 
life insurance; buyers of whole life insurance fear that if they bought low cost term 
insurance they would spend the difference rather than save or invest it. 

"In a three-part series advising consumers on insurance, the magazine 'Consumer 
Reports' stunned members of the industry by flatly recommending the purchase of 
low cost term life insurance. 

"The 'Consumer Reports' magazine charges that most families are under insured 
because they're persuaded by agents to buy expensive whole life insurance • • • 
'The agent sells a confusing array of wares,' says Consumer Reports, 'and he seems 
to have a habit of keeping his pure protection (term) policies out of sight. A reason: 
Commissions on whole life policies average 55 percent of the first-year premium and 
5 percent for the next nine years. But on term insurance, which is much less 
expensive to begin with, they're only 35 percent the first year and 5 percent the 
next four years.' 
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" 'The agent is likely to believe that the only form of insurance is straight life,' 
says the president of a large Midwest insurance company. 'That's something he's 
been indoctrinated with.' " 

F.T.C.-"The Federal Trade Commission wants life insurance companies to tell 
you what you pay and what you get. 

"Whole life insurance is often sold as a form of forced savings, but it shouldn't be, 
Federal Trade Commission official Albert H. Kramer told a House panel last month. 
'Virtually all whole life policies have negative rates of return, because administra
tive and selling expenses are loaded into the early years.' Kramer also told the 
panel that the cost of essentially the same coverage can vary by more than 200 
percent from company to company. The FTC wants insurance companies to supply 
customers with information that would allow them to compare the true costs of 
different policies." 

Congressional Hearings-"The subject was covered in congressional hearings, held 
in 1973-74 by the late Senator Phillip Hart, Democrat-Michigan. Hart's hearings 
brought out testimony that costs for similar policies vary by up to 300 percent. 

"Such disparities would mean that a bad life insurance buy will cost the purchas
er hundreds or even thousands of dollars extra over the life of the policy. 

"Among the remedies proposed at the hearings was one advanced by Pennsylva
nia's insurance commissioner Herbert S. Denenberg, who flashed a sign bearing the 
Latin slogan (translated as) 'The consumer has been screwed long enough'. Denen
berg proposed an outright ban on the selling of cash-value whole life insurance." 

Herbert S. Denenberg, Commissioner of Insurance, State of Pennsylvania-"The 
verdict of consumerism is likely to make cash value whole life insurance illegal." At 
a U.S. government hearing he urged congress to ban cash value whole life insur
ance. 

Ralph Nader-Leading Consumer Advocate-"For almost 170 years, the life insur
ance industry has been a smug sacred cow feeding the public a steady line of bull.'' 

Washington (AP)-"A yet-to-be released federal buyers' guide warns against sign
ing up for the most common type of life insurance-death benefits plus a savings 
plan called whole life or straight life." 

[From the Arizona Republic, July 11, 1979] 

INSURANCE PLANS YIELD Low RETURN, STUDY FINDS 

WASHINGTON-The most commonly held life insurance policy is a bad buy from an 
investment standpoint, but most Americans don't know it, the Federal Trade Com
mission asserted Tuesday. 

In a report culminating 2½ years of study, the commission said "whole-life" 
policies, the type most commonly held, yield an average return of only 1.3 percent. 

That compares to bank accounts that usually pay at least 5 percent interest and 
bonds that often yield 9 percent. 

The FTC focused on the whole-life policy which combines payments on death with 
savings the consumer can claim by surrendering the policy. 

In revealing the findings to the Senate Commerce Committee, Michael Pertschuk, 
FTC chairman, said few consumers know the rate of return on their whole-life 
policies. 

"No other product in our economy that is purchased by so many people for so 
much money is bought with so little understanding of its actual or comparative 
value,'' he testified. 

The American Council of Life Insurance issued a statement after the hearing, 
saying, "We simply do not understand how the FTC arrived at an average rate of 
return of 1.3 percent for all whole-life policies. Their calculation is not a measure of 
what is currently being credited to policy holders. Typically, companies today are 
basing their dividends and premium rates on interest rates of 5 to 6 percent." 

The industry group also disputed the government's assertion that consumers lack 
important information about policies. "We do not believe life insurance buyers are 
either as confused or as ill-informed as the FTC claims," the group said. 

It said life insurance prices have been decreasing steadily, something Pertschuk 
attributed to higher interest rates on investments by the companies. The industrr, 
group, however, said the price reductions "prove that competition is at work. ' 

Whole-life contrasts with term policies, which provide death benefits at far lower 
premium rates but generally have no savings feature. 

The FTC staff said its calculation of an industry-wide average return of 1.3 
percent is the first such statistic. It is likely to fuel more criticism of whole-life 
policies. 
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The report said consumers annually spend more than $30 billion on whole-life 
premiums, with much of that going into the savings feature. 

"One would imagine that one of the first things that many consumers would want 
to know about their life insurance, like any other savings medium, is "what interest 
rate will I be getting,"' Pertschuk said. 

"In fact, however, such information is simply not now available either to consum
ers or to life insurance agents, except perhaps for those few fortunate enough to 
have mastered courses in both actuarial science and computer programming," he 
said. 

[From the Phoenix Gazette, July 10, 1979] 

POOR INVESTMENT-FEDERAL SURVEY BLASTS LIFE INSURANCE RETURNS 

WASHINGTON (UPIJ-Americans have put $141 billion of their savings into a form 
of life insurance which may earn only 1 to 2 percent and cost billions of dollars in 
lost earnings, the Federal Trade Commission said today. 

"I think it fair to say that no other product in our economy that is purchased by 
so many people for so much money is bought with so little understanding of its 
actual or comparative value," said FTC Chairman Michael Perstschuk. 

FTC officials said the 1-2 percent earnings estimate for whole life or cash value 
policies-well below the inflation rate-is the first ever calculated for the industry. 

By contrast, money put in savings and loan passbooks earns from 5 to 5.25 
percent, Treasury bonds up to 7.6 percent and some corporate bonds in excess of 8 
percent. 

The figures are for those individually purchased policies, often touted as retire
ment investments, which the owner may cash in to receive the value of his savings. 

They account for the vast majority of non-group policies sold. Americans paid 
$24.2 billion in premiums in 1977 for 140 million individual policies. 

Term insurance, the type which strictly covers death benefit protection and 
contains no savings, accounts for only about 16 percent of all policies written and is 
not involved in the earnings dispute. 

"The potential for consumer loss can be staggering," the report said, even taking 
into account that the earnings are generally tax free and there are other benefits
such as low interest loans-connected with insurance. 

The report, along with Pertschuk's testimony, was prepared for a Senate Com
merce Committee hearing. It called the rate of return on savings in life insurance 
"extraordinarily low." 

The staff report recommended the states, which have the prime responsibility for 
policing the insurance industry, require agents to disclose cost information and the 
annual rate of return on the policy before the consumer signs it. 

Mr. RICE E. BROWN, 

STATE FARM INSURANCE Co., 
Logan, Utah, Sevtember 25, 1979. 

Chairman, Federal Law and Legislation Committee, clo NALU, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR RICE: You recently asked for an example or two of how the FTC report has 

affected life insurance in our area. Since I am the local president it has been a real 
detriment to our situation since I spend probably an hour a day talking to other 
agents in addition to an hour or two a day trying to let people know that whole life 
is not a rip off as FTC had indicated. The most recent case is a person by the name 
of Gary Fawcett had taken a $40,000 whole life policy and added a rider on his wife 
and children and a week after I had written it he came in saying that he had read 
this report and wanted to change that to term insurance. I had him read some 
literature, but the information the government had given out in the FTC report so 
poisoned his mind that even after studying our brochures, etc., he still wanted to 
change to term insurance which was certainly a detriment to his future. He's only 
22 years of age and could have had a very sound program for the rest of his life for 
$30.00 a month and instead he changed to term insurance is paying $20.00 with the 
idea that when he is 50 or 60 years old he'll hardly be able to afford it and certainly 
after age 65 will not have coverage which is a real detriment to his future and the 
future of his family. 

This is only one example but I've had eight or ten of my policyholders who have 
been with the whole life program and are getting more back than they are putting 
in and yet wonder if they should change to term insurance five and ten years after, 
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so it's a very far reaching situation and I have almost a daily request of different 
people for changing whole life to term policies. I have fifteen to twenty million of 
life insurance on the books and therefore this is getting to be a real time consuming 
source of irritation having to resell these policies when I could be out promoting the 
industry and helping other people. I think that's one of the saddest parts-the extra 
time it taks to resell people, particularly on a whim of the Federal Trade Commis
sion's report. Thanks for your interest. I hope you can help us on this. 

Yours very truly, 
WILLIAM L. RICH. 

P.S.-It also occurred to me of a case on a DeVerle Hoth who, for five years, has 
been paying about $1,900 into a $100,000 whole life policy and this fifth year got 
more back by $80 than he put into it and yet people quoting the FTC report and 
showing the value of term insurance had nearly gotten him to give up all he had 
and in fact the agent of another company called our company and got a cash value 
return to buy term insurance and invest in another situation even as great a return 
as we had given. It took about three hours with that customer to make him realize 
that this was a serious mistake. But, all of this was triggered by the FTC report and 
the actual return on his money was more like 20 percent instead of a 1.3 percent as 
discussed in their report. So, it would have been a real injustice to have a customer 
like that go around thinking that term insurance was a better way to go as the FTC 
had indicated. 

Mr. RICE E. BROWN, 

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE Co., 
Cleveland, Ohio, October 2, 1979. 

Chairman, Federal Law and Legislation Committee, National Association of Life 
Underwriters, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. BROWN: In your letter of September 20, 1979 to Presidents of Local 
Associations, you asked for information relative to adverse effects that the FTC 
report may have had on an individual basis. 

I have a client in Cleveland, a corporation to be specific, where we have $1,000,000 
of insurance on two people. We also have about $780,000 of life insurance in a 
defined contribution pension plan. The million dollars of insurance that they have 
that is owned by the corporation is $500,000 on each, made up of $150,000 of OL and 
$350,000 of term to age 70. 

Sometime early in August I received a call from one of the principals of this 
company asking many questions and stating at the bottom line that they were 
thinking about cancelling this insurance because it didn't appear to be the right 
thing for them to have. I asked on the basis of what information they had decided 
this, and the FTC report was being used by another agent from ITT Life, trying to 
replace the insurance that we had, not only corporately, but also with the pension 
plan. 

Then comes along the Phil Donahue Show which one of the partners' wives 
happened to see, and while discussing it with him, brought up the fact that the FTC 
report was leaned on very heavily, on that show, and this only reinforced their 
position. I happened to see that show myself, and made an audio recording of it. 
Subsequent conversations with my client included my invitation to have the other 
agent, together with their attorney and accountant, meet with me, and we would 
have it out relative to what they should do with the pension permanent life 
insurance, as well as the permanent portion of the existing corporate insurance. 

The other agent refused to show up, but in the conversation with my clients, the 
FTC report came up again, on what a rip off whole life insurance was, and that they 
wanted to do something about it. As a matter of fact, one of them said he had 
written for a transcript of the Phil Donahue Show. I said to him that I had taped 
the show and would come over and take as much time as necessary to go through 
the tape and answer whatever questions they had. I did so; took about 2½ hours 
with them, and answered their questions. They understand now and are back in the 
camp relative to keeping their existing permanent life insurance corporately, as 
well as the pension life insurance. 

I have spent approximately 12-15 hours on this matter with them, both in 
research time and in front of the clients, and discussing the matter with their 
accountant and attorney. Had the FTC report not come out, or come out in such a 
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biased way, I'm sure that I would have spent very little time on the subject. I trust 
this information will be useful. 

Sincerely yours, 

LAWRENCE G. KATZ, 
Houston, Tex. 

DAVID w. SMITH, 
General Agent. 

HOUSTON, TEX., August 29, 1979. 

DEAR LAWRENCE: Thank you so much for the insurance companies position re
garding term versus ordinary insurance. 

Since I have such a firm belief and confidence in the accuracy of my Federal 
Government's published reports, I can hardly be interested in converting any of my 
term to life until I absolutely have to. 

However, I have read your viewpoint as well as the enclosed article with interest, 
but I am unimpressed. 

Cordially yours, 
JACK J. TURK. 

STATE FARM INSURANCE Co.,· 
Washington, D.C., September 25, 1979. 

DEAR MR. BROWN: A client of 20 years, with policies as old as 23 years, came into 
my office to cancel four Whole Life policies with a combined death benefit of 
$35,000. He also stated that he was not going to renew the $50,000 Whole Life policy 
that I had written for him four months previous. He wanted me to replace the 
policies with a $100,000 Annual Renewable Term policy because of the FTC report. 

His exact words were, "I'm sure you're familiar with the FTC report." He was 
adamant and stated that if I didn't sell him the $100,000 Annual Renewable Term 
policy he would buy it elsewhere. The newer of the four policies was four years and 
the oldest 23 years. The net cost of protection the previous year of the $35,000 
protection was $4.00. I arrived at this figure by subtracting from his annual premi
um the annual cash values and the current annual dividends. I did not include the 
interest on the accumulated dividends. 

When the man realized that he would have to pay less than $4.00 annually for 
$35,000 term to replace the whole life policies that he wanted to cash in, in order for 
it to be a better buy, he changed his mind. 

I emphasize that this is a client of long standing, a neighbor and an occasional 
golf partner. I was amazed that the FTC report had such an impact on him. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. JACK BOBO, 

FRANK B. BONNER, 
Lorain County NALU President. 

FRATERNALIFE INSURANCE, 
Am AssOCIATION FOR LUTHERANS, 

Wausau, Wis., October 2, 1979. 

Executive Secretary, National Association of Life Underwriters, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR JACK: Enclosed is an advertisement which appeared in the Wausau Daily 

Herald. It was my opinion, after attending the Detroit Convention, that the FTC 
Report does not endorse any particular kind of insurance. If I am correct, I would 
appreciate having you send me specific material with which we could rebut this Ad, 
and I also would appreciate a suggestion as to an advertisement that our local 
association could run. 

Thanks much for your help. 
Personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 
ERNST A. HEINECKE, 

National Committeeman WVALU. 

According to a recent Federal Trade Commission report on Life Insurance, the 
consensus is that-Term Life Insurance Is A Good Buy!-As an Independent Insur-
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ance Agency we will shop your Term Life Insurance needs with over 20 Life 
Insurance Companies to obtain this coverage at low, low rates.-Call One of Our 
Agents for a Quote • • • 

Mr. RrcE E. BROWN, 

HARAWAY, HIBBARD & ASSOCIATES, 
Bethesda, Md., October 11, 1979. 

Chairman Federal Law and Legislation Committee, National Association of Life 
Underwriters, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. BROWN: Thank you for your inquiry as to the impact of the publicity 
surrounding the FTC report on life insurance cost disclosure and related matters. 

I can cite two examples from personal experience where the publicity contributed 
to significant insurance decisions. In both cases the result was disadvantageous to 
the client. 

In the first case a policy had been proposed to accomplish two objectives, first to 
provide additional needed life insurance currently, and second to make unnecessary 
the election of a reduced pension at the mans retirement that his wife would receive 
a portion of his pension in the event of his death. The policy at the time of 
retirement would have been fully paid for and would have provided the needed 
additional financial security and the man would have been able to take the full 
pension. However, because of the adverse publicity surrounding the FTC report he 
decided to take no action at this time. 

The second case was even more damaging. A $50,000 Whole Life policy which had 
been issued approximately 9 months previously was canceled because the client was 
shown by another insurance agent that "Whole Life is a 1.3 percent investment." 
This unethical and unscrupulous agent proceeded to replace the existing Whole Life 
policy with a new policy with term insurance. I pointed out the fact that the 
interest adjusted cost index of the proposed term policy was higher than the interest 
adjusted cost index of the replaced Whole Life policy, but it did not seem to matter. 
The client did not understand interest adjusted cost index and felt sure that if an 
agency as prestigious as the FTC thought of whole life as a poor investment it must 
really be so. 

I hope my relaying these two cases will help you and your committee. If there is 
any other way I can help please contact me immediately. 

Sincerely, 
JOHN M. ANDREW. 

Hon. How ARD W. CANNON, 
Chairman, Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, Russell 

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In your letter of October 18, 1979, you requested a response 

to criticisms of the Federal Trade Commission's staff report on Life Insurance cost 
disclosure made by the industry representatives at a hearing before the Senate 
Commerce Committee on October 17, 1979. The FTC staffs responses are set forth 
in Attachments 1 and 2. 

Also enclosed for the hearing record is a memorandum discussing the basis for 
the Bureau of Consumer Protection staffs belief that Section 6 of the FTC Act 
authorized the Commission to investigate and report on insurance issues in areas 
where it may not be able to regulate (Attachment 3). 

In additition, we are submitting data on the individual policy rates of return on 
whole life ·policies issued in 1977 which was requested at the July 12, 1979 hearings 
(Attachment 4). 1 These are representative of the rates of return which would have 
to be disclosed if the draft regulation recommended by the Commission to the states 
was adopted. 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide further information to the Committee. 
Sincerely, 

MICHAEL PERTSCHUK, Chairman. 
Enclosures. 

1 This data is on file with the committee. It indicates that, with only a few exceptions, 20-year 
rates of return on individual policies range from 1.5 to 7 percent; a large number of policies fall 
in the 3.0 to 5 percent range. · 
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[ATTACHMENT I] 

RESPONSE TO INDUSTRY CRITICISMS BY STAFF OF THE BUREAUS OF ECONOMICS AND 
CONSUMER PROTECTION 

Set forth below is each of the principal industry criticisms of the Federal Trade 
Commission Staffs report on Life Insurance Cost Disclosure 1 and the staffs re
sponses. 

l. The FTC staff report "adopts the flawed theory that whole life insurance is a 
hybrid combination of term insurance and a savings account." Instead, "whole life is 
not partially insurance and partially savings. It is wholly insurance. " 2 

In Section I of the report, the staff explored why whole life insurance can 
appropriately be viewed as a combination of protection and savings. This in not a 
revolutionary concept. For decades, the insurance industry itself, and virtually all 
scholarly treaties have explained whole life insurance this way. On the question, 
Spencer Kimball, professor of law at the University of Chicago and one of the 
nation's foremost authorities on insurance, stated: 

" ... the technically tenable actuarial point of view is, for disclosure purposes, 
irrelevant. The inseparable contract can be separated conceptually as easily as one 
can separate into two parts the purchase of a car with extra equipment for a single 
price. That the conceptual separation is not only possible, but an appropriate way to 
look at cash value life insurance, is shown not only by the fact that it is found in 
standard textbooks including those of the insurance saint, S. S. Huebner, but even 
more persuasively by the industry's own readiness to be recognized as a major 
savings institution when questions other than price disclosure are under discussion. 
Thus, the Life Insurance Association of America, in a scholarly monograph for the 
Commission on Money and Credit, published in 1962, had no qualms about a 
chapter entitled "Policyholders' Saving Through Life Insurance." The study talks of 
industry efforts to push whole-life and endowment as opposed to term, in the hope 
of "an augmented flow of savings into life insurance." .... 

"The readiness of the industry to make the conceptual separation whenever it 
suits industry purposes makes it impossible for us to take the actuaries' objections 
to the savings notion seriously enough to argue about it further." 3 

Further, the accumulation of assets in cash value policies meets all ordinary 
definitions of "savings." it is considered personal savings by the Federal Reserve 
System's Flow of Funds Accounts,• the Department of Commerce's National Income 
Accounts, 5 and the American Council of Life Insurance's own statistical series.• In 
fact, virtually every academic reseach study 7 and textbook on insurance " regards 
cash values as savings. The insurance industry's economists and executives have 
repeatedly taken the same position.• 

1 Appearing on behalf of the industry at the Senate Commerce Committee hearing on October 
17, 1979 were Thomas Wolff, President, and Rice E. Brown, Chairman of the Federal Law 
Legislation Committee, of the National Association of Life Underwriters and four executives of 
insurance companies speaking on behalf of the American Council of Life Insurance-James R. 
Martin, Chairman, Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company; John Filer, Chairman, 
Aetna Life and Casualty; Ian M. Rolland, President, Lincoln National Life Insurance Company; 
and John R. Taylor, Executive Vice President, Banker Life Company. 

'Statement of John Filer at 6; see also, Statement of James Martin at 12. 
'Kimball and Rapaport, "What Price Disclosure? The Trend to consumer Protection in Life 

Insurance," 1972 Wis. L. Rev. at 1028-1029. 
'See any issue of the "Federal Reserve Bulletin," Table A-29, "Savings Institutions." 
'See, e.g., 1977 "Business Statistics," U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Eco

nomics. 
'For a description of the industry's statistical series on "saving through life insurance" see 

George Bishop, "Capital Formation Through Life Insurance," (Irwin, 1976). I\ r. Bishop was 
director of economic research, American Life Insurance Association at the time the book was 
published. 

'The following all refer to or analyze saving through life insurance companies: Goldsmith, 
Raymond, "A Study of Saving in the United States," Vols. I-III (1955-56); Golds~ith, Raymond, 
"Financial Intermediaries in the American Economy Since 1900" (1958); Cummins, J. David, 
"An Econometric Model of the Life Insurance Companies," 41-43 (1975); Jones, Lawrence, 
"Investment Policies of Life Insurance Companies" (1968); Neumann, Seev, "Inflation and Sav
ings Through Life Insurance," 36 "Journal of Risk and Insurance," 567-82, (December, 1969). 

'E.g., S. S. Heubner, "Life Insurance" 26-27, 106 (4th ed. 1950); R. Mehr, "Life Insurance" 5 
(1977); Vane Lucas; "Savings Through Life Insurance," in "Life and Health Insurance Hand
book" 39 (3d ed.); Dan McGill, "Life Insurance" 70 (1969). 

' "Life Insurance Companies as Financial Institutions," 16-19 Life Insurance Association of 
America (1962); George Bishop, (Director of Economic Research, American Life Insurance Asso
ciation) "Capital Formation through Life Insurance" 18-19 (1976); Robert Rennie (Senior Vice 
President for Investments of Nationwide Insurance) "Investment Strategy for the Life Insurance 
Company" and Robert J. Ferrari (Vice President and Chief Economist of the Prudential Life 

Footnotes continued on next page 
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The view that whole life is a combination of savings and protection is much more 
than just an academic point: it is the way life insurance has traditionally been sold. 
A recent letter to the editor of the National Underwriter from Mr. Charles Read, a 
Chartered Life Underwriter, illustrates this point. After explaining how he had 
been trained to sell life insurance as a combination of savings and protection, he 
commented on the industry's current posture: 

"The point is that for SO+ years the life insurance industry has been drilling into 
everyone's heads a two-part concept. Now, when the Federal Trade Commission and 
certain elements of the life insurance industry press the point with reference to 
inflation, our industry does a turn-about. Leaders of our industry are suddenly 
disgusted with the very idea that life insurance is a savings plan, and that it can 
even be equated to such an idea." 10 

After conducting extensive hearings on this subject, the Subcommittee on Over
sight and Investigations of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com
merce made this point emphatically: "We regard the 'inseparable whole life policy' 
argument as a diversionary ploy. In our view, reliance on it in the future as a 
defense to rate of return disclosure will cross the line into irresponsibility." "Report 
on Life Insurance Marketing and Cost Disclosure," 23 n. 55, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 
(1978). 

2. The FTC staff's 1.3 percent average industrywide rate of return calculation is 
meaningless and its dissemination irresponsible." 

It is important to understand exactly what this calculation represents and why it 
is useful. The calculation represents an estimate of the average rate of return on 
savings for all policyholders who owned ordinary life insurance policies in 1977; it is 
not a measure of what one policyholder would receive by holding a policy for any 
particular period of time. 

The calculation was made first, to determine the life insurance industry's impor
tance as a savings institution, and second, to compare the competitive performance 
of this industry with that of other savings industries on the basis of yields paid for 
the use of savings. This calculation provides a basis for estimating the economic loss 
consumers suffer from a lack of competition. The staff also performed other (though 
less widely reported) economic tests to measure the competitiveness and efficiency 
of this industry. The staff measured the price dispersion which exists among poli
cies, and it calculated the correlation between market share and price for policies. 
All of the economic tests performed show a lack of price competition within the 
insurance industry. 

The staff believes that these measures of industry performance are vitally impor
tant to insurance regulators and policymakers trying to evaluate the need for 
greater price disclosure. While the 1977 industrywide rate of return is not of direct 
help to an individual consumer wondering about the economic consequences of 
buying a particular policy, it demonstrates in our view the need for effective cost 
disclosure. 

3. The one year industrywide rate of return paid to ordinary policyholders in 1977 
by the life insurance industry was 5.9 percent, not the 1 to 2 percent estimate 
contained in the FTC staff report. 12 

Mr. Taylor's statement, on behalf of the American Council of Life Insurance, is 
the most comprehensive industry critique of the FTC estimate available, and for the 
first time provides an industry estimate of the disputed rate of return. For this 
reason, it is important to respond in detail to Mr. Taylor's statement. Because the 
response is long and sometimes technical, it is simply summarized here. The com
plete response is contained in Attachment II. 

The 5.9 percent rate of return figured by Mr. Taylor and the 1.3 percent estimat
ed by the FTC staff differ basically for one reason: Mr. Taylor allocates far more 
money (82 percent more) to the cost of providing pure insurance protection than did 
the staff. Briefly, any calculation of the rate of return must begin by allocating 
premium payments to the categories-to the cost ·of providing insurance protection 
and the amount credited to savings. The higher assumed cost for insurance protec
tion means that the amount "deposited" as savings is less. Because the savings 
benefits (increases in cash values, dividends, etc.) remain the same, the rate of 
return will increase as the estimated cost of protection grows. In Attachment II, the 

Footnotes continued from last page 
Insurance Company of America) "Impact of Inflation on the Life Insurance Industry and Its 
Investment Policies," reprinted in "Investment Activities of Life Insurance Companies" (Cum
mins ed.); Francis H. Schott (Vice President and Chief Economist of Equitable Life of New 
York), "Inflation and Life Insurance." "Vest's Review," Sept. 1979 at 2. 

10 National Underwriter, Dec. 8, 1979, at 12. 
n Statement of John Taylor at 18-21. 
12 Id. at 1-21. 
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formula for calculating the industrywide rate of return is fully explained, but 
suffice it to say the estimate of the cost of pure insurance protection is the key 
assumption affecting the rate of return calculation. 

The FTC staff estimated the cost of protection by assuming that low cost term 
insurance would cost about $1 for every 67 cents in benefits (a loss ratio of 67 
percent). Mr. Taylor's expense allocation implies a loss ratio of 37 percent, which 
means that the average policyholder would have to pay $1 to get back just 37 cents 
in benefits. In Attachment II, we perform several tests which show why our esti
mate is much more plausible and reasonable than Mr. Taylor's. Significantly, our 
estimate is consistent with the term insurance formula used by the Society of 
Actuaries, the industry's association of actuarial professionals, in calculating indi
vidual policy rates of return. Mr. Taylor's method produces term rates that are 
much higher than the Society of Actuaries found in the marketplace. Moreover, 
minimum loss ratios which are mandated on some types of health coverage and 
credit life insurance generally are about 50 to 60 percent, while the loss ratio on 
group life insurance is about 80 percent. Mr. Taylors 37 percent is far below any of 
these loss ratios. Thus, Mr. Taylor's calculation results in a much higher estimate of 
the cost of one year term insurance than appears justified. 

The 5.9 percent figure is also inconsistent with the individual policy rates of 
return calculated by the FTC staff and earlier by the Society of Actuaries. Both 
showed that rates of return on policies issued in 1973 and 1977 average about 4 
percent if (and only if) held for twenty years. The actual industry average must be 
far lower than the 20 year average rate, though, because most of the policies in 
force in 1977 had been held for far less than 20 years (and many of the ones that 
were issued more than 20 years ago have lower rates because of the more conserva
tive interest and mortality assumptions used then). Most whole life policies have 
little or no cash values and small dividends for the first two or three years and 
hence have highly negative rates of return during these early periods. The one year 
rate on an individual policy, for example, is usually minus 100 percent. Even after 5 
years, the average rate is less than minus 10 percent. After 10 years, policyholders 
do little better than break even. In 1977, 54 percent of the policies, accounting for 86 
percent of the face amount of coverage, had been in force for 10 years or less. 
Therefore, the overall rate must be substantially below 4 percent and could not 
possibly be as high as 5.9 percentY 

On the basis of not only its own calculations and assumptions but those of 
industry itself, the staff stands by the original estimates of the industrywide rate of 
return of between 1 and 2 percent, with a best estimate of 1.3 percent. 

4. The FTC cost disclosure report was unfairly biased in favor of term insurance.•• 
The staff report does not advocate one form of insurance over the other. As stated 

on pages 102-103 of the report: 
"At this time there is a continuing, often emotional, debate within the life 

insurance industry concerning whether term or whole life is the superior product. 
We adopt a position of strict neutrality on this issue. Whole life insurance and term 
insurance plus a side fund are equally legitimate ways to protect against premature 
death while accumulating funds for retirement or other purposes. Either product 
can be a desirable purchase, depending upon an individual's circumstances." 

Similarly, the FTC's draft regulation makes a concerted effort to avoid any bias in 
favor of term insurance. For example, the Preliminary Policy Summary explains: 

"The rate of return is one factor you should consider in deciding whether to buy 
term or whole life insurance. There are other benefits in a whole life contract that 
are not generaJ.ly available in term insurance contracts. Therefore a whole life 
policy may be a desirable purchase even if its rate of return is lower than you could 
receive elsewhere." 

5. Many consumers would be ill-advised to buy only term insurance because term 
insurance becomes prohibitively expensive at older ages. 15 

The simple answer to this point is that all forms of insurance are expensive when 
a person reaches an advanced age. Although the premium for a whole life policy 
remains the same as long as the policy is in force, the actual amount of death 
protection bought by the level premium of whole life insurance declines each year 
as the cash value increases. For example, a 35 year old man will pay approximately 
$200 a year for a $10,000 whole life policy. At age 70 this policy will have a cash 
value of approximately $6,500. Thus, the person is actually only buying $3,500 of 
insurance while paying a $200 premium. 

"Attachment II demonstrates that the "obvious benchmarks" which Mr. Taylor cites as 
support for his 5.9 percent calculation are inappropriate tests to use for determining the 
industry-wide rate of return. 

"Statements of Rice Brown at 2-3, and James Martin at 1. 
15 Statement of John Filer at 7-11, Ian Rolland at 13-14 and James Martin at 3. 
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Moreover, many elderly people may decide that they do not need to have life 
insurance in force. As we noted above, at advanced ages most whole life policies 
provide comparatively little death protection, but hold a great deal of savings. The 
cash value can be used to meet expenses or the policy can be kept in force to create 
an estate, much of which has already been saved through higher premium pay
ments in earlier years. But an equally valid way to save for retirement or to create 
an estate is to buy term insurance and invest the difference in premiums. The staff 
analyzed 306 different $25,000 whole life policies issued in 1973 to males aged 35. 
These policies were compared to an alternative program of term insurance plus a 
side fund accumulating at 5 percent after taxes. The mean age at which the side 
fund would equal the whole life face amount was 67. Even these whole life purchas
ers who intended to keep their policies until death could have bought term insur
ance instead, invested the difference in premiums, and have the face amount of the 
whole life policy saved by age 67. Moreover, by then, the side fund would exceed the 
whole life surrender value (cash value) by an average of $11,088. Thus, while an 
older person might not have an insurance policy in force, he would have as much or 
more money saved (for use during retirement or to be passed on to survivors) than if 
he had bought a whole life policy and kept it in force. 

We agree with the Report of the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of 
the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee which emphasized that 
both term and whole life insurance "are legitimately alternative ways of protecting 
against premature death." 16 The Subcommittee also points out that while term 
insurance premiums rise at later ages, whole life premiums are level because the 
insured pays more for protection in the early years on his policy. 17 As the report 
notes, however, the important consideration remains which form of coverage best 
meets the consumer's needs: 

" ... if the difference between term rates and whole life premiums is large 
enough, and that difference can be invested at an attractive interest rate, the side 
fund investment may eventually accumulate to cover all of the policyholder's insur
ance needs. The term plus side fund alternative might then be a wiser choice than 
continuing to l'ay whole life premiums forever." 1

• 

6. The FTC s cost disclosure report was unnecessary because the NAIC has issued a 
model cost disclosure regulation.'• 

The FTC has recognized the efforts of the NAIC to require cost disclosure. Howev
er, the Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee of the House Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce Committee concluded, and as we explored at length in the staff 
report, the system adopted by the NAIC has serious shortcomings. For one, the 
system only permits consumers to compare the costs of similar life insurance plans 
consumers cannot coinpare one type of policy with another. Rate of return disclo
sure would permit that. Also, the NAIC system confuses the issue by including two 
indices-the net payment index and the equivalent level annual dividend-which its 
own advisory committee found objectionable. Finally, the NAIC disclosure package 
is generally delivered with the policy, long after the sale has taken place, thus 
further reducing its effectiveness. 

The NAIC's Life Insurance Cost Disclosure Task Force is reviewing its cost 
disclosure regulation, especially in light of the FTC's findings. The NAIC Task Force 
requested that the FTC staff testify at their hearings on this subject in November 
and we did so. We hope that the NAIC's continuing evaluation of its cost disclosure 
regulation will result in improvements that will benefit consumers. 

7. The FTC staff disregarded or suppressed the results of consumer research which 
the FTC commissioned because the results of that research contradicted the staff's 
conclusions about the need for cost disclosure. 20 

The FTC commissioned three studies, two by Professor Jacoby of Purdue Universi
ty and one by Professor Formisano of the University of Wisconsin. The results of 
these studies helped improve the FTC's recommended disclosure system. They were 
by no means suppressed, but rather were publicly released at the earliest possible 
date and have been disseminated widely. All the studies are, in fact, summarized in 
the cost-disclosure report-the Formisano study on pages 150-163 of the text and 
the much more technical Jacoby studies in a 27 page appendix. 

The findings of these studies support the staffs conclusions that the NAIC disclo
sure system is ineffective in imparting meaningful cost comparison information to 

16 Subcommitte on Oversight and Investigations of the House Committee on Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce, "Report on Life Insurance Marketing and Cost Disclosure," 95th Cong., 2d 
Sess., 12 (1978). 

"Id., at 9. 
"Id. at 11. 
"Statements of John Filer at 13, and James Martin at 7-27. 
20 Statements of Rice Brown at 3-4, and Ian Rolland at 8-10. 
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consumers and that the changes the FTC recommends in this system can signifi
cantly improve consumers' motivation and ability to comparison shop for the lowest 
cost insurance. 

For example, the second jacoby study showed that the persons tested who received 
the experimental FTC disclosure packages outperformed other groups-particularly 
the NAIC group-in selecting the most economical insurance policy. In fact, as our 
report indicates in Appendix IX, i:age 19, 26 percent of the subjects using the NAIC 
model failed to choose the lowest cost policy, while only 5 percent of the subjects 
using the FTC models failed to choose the lowest cost policy. 

The Formisano study, which was conducted with the cooperation of the New 
Jersey Department of Insurance, consisted of personal interviews with 194 persons 
who had recently purchased insurance in New Jersey, a state which has adopted the 
NAIC model cost disclosure regulation. As a part of this study, the subjects were 
asked a series of 15 questions relating to basic knowledge about life insurance and 
how to use the index numbers provided on the policy summary The Formisano 
study showed that the test subjects who received the NAIC disclosure materials did 
not have the information essential for rational decision-making. For example, many 
subjects who received the NAIC materials did not understand a basic distinction 
between a whole life and a renewable term policy. Even more significantly, the 
overwhelming majority of these subjects had fundamental misconceptions about the 
meaning of the cost indices that are the heart of the NAIC cost disclosure system. 
The results of the Formisano study are consistent with earlier studies by Prudential 
Insurance Co. and research the NAIC has conducted concerning the comprehensibil
ity of the NAIC buyer's guide. 

In sum, the tests conducted by the FTC support the conclusion that the cost 
disclosure system recommended to the states by the Commission is a more effective 
method for permitting consumers to comparison shop for the most economical 
insurance policy that the NAIC model. 

8. The Federal Trade Commission should not be involved in the life insurance area 
because it has not received a sufficient number of consumer complaints. 21 

Since the primary responsibility for regulating the business of insurance belongs 
to the states, consumer complaints about life insurance are generally addressed to 
them. Therefore, the volume of consumer complaints the FTC receives about life 
insurance may not accurately reflect consumer dissatisfaction. In any event, con
sumer complaints do not always provide an accurate gauge of consumer problems. 
The failure to disclose product information normally generates very few consumer 
complaints because the lack of consumer information is the essence of the problem. 
Because of the unavailability of meaningful comparative cost information, many 
consumers never know that they may pay far more than they need to for the life 
insurance coverage they buy. 

It is important to remember that the FTC's work in this area was not undertaken 
in a vacuum. Public scrutiny of the cost of life insurance has been increasing 
throughout this decade. The hearings in 1973 and 1974 before Senator Hart's Sub
committee on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Senate Judiciary Committee indicated 
that the life insurance industry simply did not compete on the basis of price. Our 
study was undertaken largely in response to the Hart Subcommittee's pathbreaking 
work. 

Recently, the FTC's interest in life insurance was found "wholly lawful, proper, 
and appropriate" by the Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee of the House 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee. The Subcommittee went on to ob
serve, 

" ... the infusion of fresh views by an agency experienced in consumer protection 
is highly desirable ... [t]he size of the life insurance industry, its importance to 
consumers, and its methods of doing business clearly justify the expenditure of some 
FTC resources to maintain at least an advisory federal presence." 22 

Review of Press Reports and Advertising J,faterials 
In addition to responding to criticism of the staff report, the Chairman of the 

Commerce Committee requested that we review the press reports, advertising mate
rials, and statements from agents which were forwarded to us concerning the Life 
Insurance Cost Disclosure Staff Report. Chairman Pertschuk recently met with 
representatiYes of the National Association of Life Underwriters to discuss their 
concerns &bout how the report has been presented to the public. As a result, we are 
preparing a proposed pubiic statement to clear up some of the misconceptions about 
the report which have surfaced. 

"Statement of Ian Rolland at 6-7. 
" "Report on Life Insurance Marketing and Cost Disclosure, supra," at 62. 
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We found that many newspaper stories were often too short to present a complete 
view of the FTC staffs findings. For example, in some a reader could easily reach 
the mistaken conclusion that the FTC staff affirmatively asserted that all whole life 
policies are bad guys. The FTC press release makes clear that that is not the case, 
and that some policies have 20 year yields of 4-6 percent. As has been previously 
explained in this letter, the staff report explicitly states that the staff adopts a 
position of strict neutrality concerning whether term or whole life insurance is the 
most desirable purchase. Moreover, in Chairman Pertschuk's testimony before your 
Committee on July 10, 1979, he emphasized that "some available whole life policies 
offer return rates which are competitive with other savings media. 

Another area where some of the newsstories fell short was in discussing the 1.3 
percent average industrywide rate of return. As explained earlier, this figure repre
sents an estimate of the average rate of return the industry paid on all ordinary 
cash value policies for 1977. As such, it presents a useful measure of the industry's 
overall performance; it does not reflect the particular rates of return on individual 
policies, which vary greatly.23 Many news stories did not explain the meaning of the 
industrywide rate of return calculation although it was adequately explained in the 
FTC press release and fully explored in the Chairman's testimony. 

Some of the advertisements and sales materials forwarded to the Commission 
attempted to use the FTC report to promote the sale of term insurance, often to 
replace existing whole life policies. As we explained earlier, however, the FTC staff 
has not condemned whole life insurance nor advocated purchase of term insurance. 

The FTC does not condone the use of its reports as a sales tool, especially when 
conclusions are taken out of context. In fact, the Commission once accepted a 
consent order prohibiting an insurance comppany subject to the Commission's juris
diction from representing that its policies are endorsed or recommended by the Air 
Force or any other government agency. In re United National Life Insurance Co., 75 
CFT 200 (1969). 

The staff was also asked to review statements from agents submitted to the 
Committee by the National Association of Life Underwriters on the reaction to the 
report in the marketplace. Many prospects and existing policyholders have undoubt
edly become more questioning about life insurance as a result of the FTC staff 
report. We are concerned, though, that agents have not been given adequate tools to 
inform consumers accurately about the costs of new and existing policies.24 A 
uniform system of disclosing the rate of return would enable consumers and agents 
to compare the true costs of different policies and would go far toward eliminating 
the confusion which now exists. 

[ATTACHMENT II] 

FTC STAFF KESPONSE TO THE STATEMENT OF JOHN TAYLOR, BANKER'S LIFE OF 
loWA BEFORE THE SENATE COMMERCE COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 17, 1979 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mr. Taylor's statement focuses on the FTC staffs estimate of the one year 
industrywide rate of return paid to ordinary policyholders in 1977 by the life 
insurance industry. The FTC staff report gives three different estimates of this rate 
of return, all between 1 and 2 percent with a best estimate of 1.3 percent. Mr. 
Taylor argues that our 1.3 percent estimate is "clearly wrong" and that "a far more 
reasonable" estimate is 5.9 percent. This statement, made on behalf of the ACLI, is 
the most comprehensive industry critique of the FTC estimate available and for the 
first time provides an alternative industry estimate of the disputed rate of return. 

The FTC estimate is wrong, according to Mr. Taylor, because: 
(1) 1.3 percent is much lower than several "obvious benchmarks." 
(2) The FTC staff used "arbitrary" assumptions, which were "completely different 

from but should have been identical to" those used elsewhere in the reoort in 
calculating rates of return on individual policies. The use of these arbitrary assump-

23 As Chairman Pertschuk testified before the Senate Commerce Committee, rates of return on 
individual policies vary greatly because the average consumer cannot now distinguish between 
competing products on the basis of their true cost. As he noted, the 20-year rate of return in 
1977 for $25,000 dividend-paying whole life policies issued to males age 35, ranged from a high of 
7.6 percent to a low of 1.5 percent and for similar nondividend-paying policies the scale went 
from 3.9 percent to 0.66 percent, indicating that the present time competition is not working in 
the insurance industry. 

"Indeed, the anecdotes show that at least some agents do quote rates of return on the policies 
which they sell a:id do try to use the NAIC indices to compare the costs for whole life and term 
policies. As explained above, though, the NAIC system cannot be used in this way and attempts 
to impart such information lead to confusion. 
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tions resulted in far too little money being allocated to the expense of the insurance 
protection, producing an artificially low rate of return. 

Mr. Taylor then performs his own calculation and arrives at a figure of 5.9 
percent. This attachment examines Mr. Taylor's calculation to see where his as
sumptions differed from the FTC staff's and assesses the reasonableness of both his 
and the FTC staff's assumptions. It also tests the relevance of the "obvious bench
marks" proposed by Mr. Taylor and considers some alternative benchmarks. 

II. WHY THE FTC STAFF'S METHOD AND MR. TAYLOR'S DIFFER IN RESULT 

A question which naturally arises is how can the FTC staff and Mr. Taylor reach 
such contradictory conclusions given essentially the same data to work with. 
A. How the industrywide rate of return was calculated by the FTC staff 

In order to estimate the average rate of return on the savings element of cash 
value insurance policies held in 1977, the FTC used the following methodology.' 
First, the total premiums for ordinary life policies in 1977 was determined. The 
value of the insurance protection component was then calculated as the premium 
dollars all ordinary life insurance policyholders would have had to pay in 1977 for 
that year's coverage alone if they had purchased relatively low cost term insurance 
policies. That figure was subtracted from total premiums and the remainder was 
treated as the savings "deposit." Cash withdrawals (cash surrender values, divi
dends, etc.) were then subtracted to arrive at a net deposit. The rate of return for 
1977 was calculated on the basis of the ratio of total savings at the end of the year 
to the beginning year account plus the net deposits. 
B. An analogy 

The key to understanding why Mr. Taylor and the FTC staff reach such different 
conclusions lies in the way each separates the two components of the life insurance 
policy-i.e., the savings and insurance elements. An analogy may be helfful. Com
pare the prices of the cars of two auto manufacturers. Manufacturer A s cars all 
come with air conditioners (not optional), whereas Manufacturer B does not provide 
air conditioners with its cars, even as an option. A natural way to compare the 
average prices charged by these two manufacturers for the basic car (without air 
conditioning) would be to subtract an estimated cost of an installed car air condi
tioner from A's prices to make them more comparable to B's. There are two ways to 
estimate the cost of the air conditioners. One way, similar to the FTC staff approach 
in computing the industrywide rate of return, is to price out on the market how 
much an installed air conditioner would cost. Another way, which is basically Mr. 
Taylor's approach, would be to do an accounting of A's expenses in manufacturing 
air conditioners, including the air conditioning division's "fair" contribution to 
company overhead and profit. These different philosophies of estimation will, of 
course, give differing estimates of the net price of A's cars.2 

By allocating more expense to the air conditioner division, A can make the net 
price of the basic car look more attractive, but only at the expense of making its air 
conditioner division look less efficient. Similarly, allocating more expense to the cost 
of the insurance protection element of a whole life policy will make cash value life 
insurance appear more attractive as a savings medium, but only at the expense of 
being a less efficient supplier of insurance protection. 
C. Mr. Taylor's method 

The analogy in the previous section illustrates the two ways which separate prices 
for goods sold in combination can be determined. Mr. Taylor has used the second. 
approach described in the analogy-that of allocating expenses-as compared to the 
market price approach used the FTC. Because both methods use the same amounts 
for benefits to policyholders (dividends, cash surrender, increases in cash values, 
etc.), and the same amounts for premiums from policyholders, the higher rate of 
return can be achieved only through a lower savings deposit. The lower deposit can 
be arrived at only by assuming a higher cost for insurance protection than the FTC 
staff estimated. 

Mr. Taylor nowhere explicitly states his estimate of the cost of death protection. 
This cost can, however, be derived from the calculation which Mr. Taylor did make. 

' The full details of this calculation are set forth on pp. 15-20 and in Appendix II of the staff 
report of Life Insurance Cost Disclosure. 

2 Continuing the analogy, Mr. Taylor's "obvious benchmarks," which look at only part of the 
life insurance contract, seem to be similar to arguing that the net prices of A's and B's cars 
must be the same because the prices they charge for replacement of fenders and headlights are 
the same. However, just because A and B charge about the same price for fenders and head
lights in no way implies that they charge the same prices for their cars. 
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His calculation was as follows. He started from the premise that policyholders' 
return on savings was some proportion of the $12.4 billion of investment income for 
ordinary insurance in 1977. The return to policyholders would be less than the $12.4 
billion because some expenses, taxes and profits have to be attributed to investment 
earnings. The fraction of the 12.4 billion credited to policyholders was assumed to be 
the proportion that benefits (including dividends) bore to all the end uses of policy
holders' funds (i.e., benefits plus expenses (including taxes) and profits). This meant 
that $8.2 billion was "credited" to policyholders according to Mr. Taylor's estimate. 3 

Working backwards, using the formula for calculating the industrywide rate of 
return in the staff report, this gives a term insurance cost of $13.38 billion, more 
than $6 billion higher than the FTC staff estimated. 4 

No explanation was given as to why this "proportional allocation" represented a 
realistic basis on which to allocate expenses, taxes and profits, nor why such a 
method of determining the cost of insurance protection should be preferred over 
relying on the marketplace cost of term insurance. This section (when read together 
with the succeeding section) shows that it is Mr. Taylor who is making the arbitrary 
assumption about the cost of term insurance (the key estimate in the formula), not 
the FTC staff. 

D. The cost of term insurance 
The FTC staff estimated the cost of the protection element of ordinary life 

insurance on the basis of the cost of term insurance available in the market. The 
staff found that to purchase low cost term insurance the average policyholder would 
have to pay about $1 to get back 67 cents in benefits, a loss ratio of 67 percent. 
Although not mentioned explicitly in Mr. Taylor's testimony, Mr. Taylor's "propor
tional allocation" produces a loss ratio of 37 percent, which means the average 
policyholder would have to pay $1 to get back 37 cents in benefits. This section 
explores why the FTC's staff estimated loss ratio of 67 percent (and alternatives of 
60 and 79 percent) are far more plausible than Mr. Taylor's 37 percent. 

First, and most important, the FTC estimate (but not Mr. Taylor's) is consistent 
with the formula which the Society of Actuaries used to calculate term insurance 
premiums on individual policy rates of return. Indeed, the Society's formula pro
duces a total term insurance cost that is somewhat lower than the amount used in 
the Report. This is illustrated below. 

The Society's formula for computing low cost term insurance premiums for indi
vidual policies can be used to estimate what the total term insurance premiums 
would have been in 1977 if all ordinary policyholders had bought term insurance. 
This is accomplished by multiplying the Society's formula by the face amount of 
each policy and then summing across all issue ages and face amounts, this deniva
tion produces the following equation: ' 

Total term insurance premiums = .95 X (total death claims) + .90 X (total face 
amount in thousands) + $25 X (total number of policies) 

By applying this formula, the total term insurance premiums can be determined. 
In 1977, the total death claims were $4.908 billion and the total face amount of 
coverage in thousands was $1.2893 billion. The only estimate needed to complete the 
formula is to calculate the total number of policies that would have been purchased 
if all ordinary policyholders in 1977 had bought term insurance. 

The total number of policies can be estimated by dividing the average policy size 
into the total amount of coverage. The average policy size is a very important 
determinant of the cost per thousand of insurance protection because many ex
penses are independent of the size of the policy. The importance is reflected in the 
$25 policy fee contained in the Society's formula. While the average policy size in 
1977 was a little over $9,000, the average term insurance policy in force was over 
$26,000, compared to less than $7,000 for the average cash value policy. More 
important, many, if not most, insureds own several policies purchased at different 
times in their lives. The FTC staff report analysis indicates that about 46 million 
households owned $1.289 trillion in ordinary coverage, an average of over $28,000 

'Statement of John Taylor, at 18. 
'Using the equation from the FTC Staff Report, page 17, and letting "k" stand for the term 

multiplier, 
l.059=140.910 divided by 146.422-k(4.908) 

Thus, k equals 2.726 and 1/k (the loss ratio) is about .37. Because death benefits equalled $4.9 
billion, total term insurance premiums would be $13.38 billion. 
'See Exhibit I for the full equation. 
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per household distributed over about 3 policies. If all ordinary policyholders were to 
buy term insurance coverage (which is what the industrywide rate of return calcula
tion is predicated upon), it is reasonable to assume that the average policyholder 
would buy only one policy, not the three the average policyholder now holds, 
because volume discounts are highly significant. Thus, the total number of policies 
for the purposes of the calculation equals 46 million. Inserting these values into the 
equation: 

Total term insurance costs = (.95) ($4.908 billion) + (.90) ($1.2893 billion) + 
($25) (46 million) = $6.97 billion 

This figure is actually less than the $7.362 billion cost of protection used in calculat
ing the 1.3 percent rate of return. If term premiums (the cost of protection) were 
$6.97 billion, the loss ratio would be 70.4 percent and the industrywide rate of 
return would be 1.1 percent rather than the 67 percent and the 1.3 percent in the 
staff report.• 

on· the other hand, Mr. Taylor's expense figure is consistent with the Society's 
formula only if it is assumed that ordinary policyholders would choose to buy over 
300 million policies averaging $4,200 each. One can hardly imagine a less rational 
act than to buy 6 or 7 policies of $4,000 each, rather than one for $28,000 when 
there are large volume discounts. Mr. Taylor's figure not only does not permit 
policy consolidation, but actually requires that policyholders further fragment their 
coverage into smaller policies. 

One phenomenon might make a 37 percent loss ratio appear reasonable: the fact 
that term insurance policies have very low loss ratios in the early years after 
purchase. The low initial loss ratio is reflected, however, in the term rates proposed 
by the Society of Actuaries and used in the FTC staff report to calculate individual 
policy rates of return. For example, the first year loss ratio in a $25,000 policy 
issued to a man 35 years old is about 27 percent. A heavy predominance of new 
policies would then produce an aggregate loss ratio that appeared to be very low. 
But, as shown above, applying the Society's term formula to all of the ordinary 
policyholders in 1977 indicates that this is not the case. Indeed, the distribution of 
policyholders and claims in 1977 was such that the Society's formula produces a 
total term insurance cost that is somewhat lower than the one used in the staff 
report. 

Other evidence demonstrates that the loss ratios estimated by the FTC staff (60 to 
79 percent) are reasonable while Mr. Taylor's is not. Minimum loss ratios that are 
mandated by state law on some types of health coverage and credit life insurance 
are generally about 50 to 60 percent. The loss ratio on group life insurance is about 
80 percent. In addition, the ACLI claims that the industry-on average-returns 79 
percent in benefits for every dollar paid in premiums and investment income.7 Thus, 
Mr. Taylor's 37 percent loss ratio assumption is extraordinarily low, resulting in an 
extraordinarily high estimate of the one year cost of term insurance coverage in 
1977, and a correspondingly high rate of return. 

E. Why the "benchmarks" cited by Mr. Taylor to justify a 5.9 percent rate of return 
are not persuasive 

Mr. Taylor writes that "the extent of the [FTC staff] error can be easily seen by 
comparing the 1.3 percent rate of return with several obvious benchmarks." The 
benchmarks explicitly mentioned are, 

(1) Interest rates of 5 or 6 percent are currently used by life insurance companies 
in determining premiums or dividends. 

(2) The interest rates life insurance companies assume in making their reserve 
calculations average about 3 percent. 

(3) Companies are currently paying 5 percent or more on dividends left with the 
company to accumulate at interest. Mr. Taylor presumes that the average one year 
rate of return should be about the same as these various benchmark rates. For the 
following reasons there is no basis for making such a presumption: 

(1) The interest rates insurance companies use to determine premiums tells noth
ing about the actual rate of return a policyholder can expect to receive. An assumed 
interest rate (or rates) is only one of many elements that go into a gross premium 

'The term cost of $7.362 billion as used in the Report implies an average policy size of about 
$21,000 and 62 million policies in force. Even if one assumes that policyholders will pay more by 
buying multiple new policies in exactly the same amount as they are currently owned, the 139 
million policies would imply a loss ratio of about 50 percent and an industrywide rate of return 
of 3.1 percent. 

' Statement of the American Council of Life Insurance in Response to the FTC Staff Report on 
Life Insurance Cost Disclosure (July 11, 1979). 
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calculation. An attractive interest rate assumption can be fully offset, for example, 
by assuming very high acquisition, agent compensation, maintenance and termina
tion expenses. Because the interest rate is not net of expenses, it alone tells little or 
nothing about the actual rate of return the policyholder can expect to receive.• In 
addition, the assumed rate in calculating premiums does not take dividends into 
account and these are often very important determinants of the actual rate of 
return to the policyholder. 

Similarly, although dividends can be very important, the interest rate assumed in 
the dividend formula is only one of three to eight or nine different factors which 
determine dividend size. At a minimum, the formula will depend on an expense 
factor and a mortality factor, in addition to an interest factor. Hence, by itself, the 
rate assumed in the dividend formula tells little or nothing about the returns being 
credited to policyholders on policy reserves in the form of dividends. 

(2) Mr. Taylor's second "benchmark" is the rates used in making reserve calcula
tions. The interest rate used in calculating reserve requirements is again only one of 
the many elements that go into determining the actual rate of return on a particu
lar policy. For a variety of reasons, this rate is not equal to the overall rates. First, 
reserves and cash values are not identical and are in fact very different in the early 
policy years. This is an j.mportant point when looking at one year rates. Second, 
reserves are almost always calculated on a net level premium basis which excludes 
all non-claim expenses, thereby greatly underestimating each "deposit" made by the 
policyholder. Third, the rate used in calculating reserves contains no allowance for 
dividends. 

(3) Mr. Taylor's third "benchmark" is the actual rate paid on dividends left on 
deposit with the company. The interest paid on dividends left with the company is a 
part of the total return paid to policyholders and was included in the staff's 
calculation. Since they represent a relatively small part of the total savings balance, 
it is not surprising that the overall rate of return is not dominated by the rate paid 
on dividends left with the company. It is worth noting, however, that on the one 
portion of the return that is clearly visible to policyholders the companies are 
paying rates comparable to what savings and loan associations pay. 

In summary, the different "benchmarks" for interest rates cited by Mr. Taylor 
are all at best fartial measures of the actual rate of return on life insurance 
savings. None o them, or even all of them together, are sufficient to derive the 
overall rate. 

Because of the deficiencies noted above, it it the FTC staff's opinion that citing 
these particular interest rates without disclosing the true rate of return on policies 
will likely mislead consumers. Yet, in responding to the FTC report, insurance 
industry representatives have used this "apple and oranges" comparison, For exam
ple, the American Council of Life Insurance in a press release issued on July 11, 
1979 stated: 

"We simply do not understand how the FTC arrived at an average rate of return 
of 1.3 percent for all whole life policies. Their calculation is not a measure of what 
is currently being credited to policyholders. Typically companies today are basing 
their dividends and premium rates on interest rates of 5 to 6 percent." (emphasis 
added) 

A similar statement was made by Mr. Robert Beck, Chairman of Prudential 
Insurance Co., appearing on the Phil Donahue show in September 1979: 

"Mr. BECK. Well, Phil, the point we're trying to make as strongly as we possibly 
can, and I'd love to take more questions on this point with the audience, but the fact 
is, we don't claim that we're an investment. We claim we're dominantly selling 
insurance protection, that this cash value builds up in order to keep the premium 
level, but as a side benefit, the fact of the matter is the rate of return is a good rate 
of return. The rate of return that was publicized in the press at that one point--

"Mr. DONAHUE [continuing]. By the FTC--
"Mr. BECK [continuing]. Is absolutely false. We credit, right now, and we're not 

alone. I'm saying most of the people in the insurance industry credit to policyholders 
today, 5½ to 6 percent on their funds each year. And you're not going to do better than 
that with some other investment." 
F An alternative benchmark 

The reasonableness of the industrywide average can be roughly tested by compar
ing it to individual policy rates. It is impossible to make a precise calculation on this 
basis because available information is not sufficient to estimate exactly the key 
factors of how long the policy has been held, policy size, age at issue, sex of the 

' Moreover, while it may be true that rates of 5 or 6 percent are being used on new policies, 
the rates were far lower on the many policies issued 10 or 20 years ago that were still in force in 
1977. 
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insured, and type of policy. The policy rates, though, can be used to set the upper 
limit on the industry rate of return. The 20 year rates of return on whole life 
policies issued in 1977 averaged about 4.5 percent for dividend paying policies and 
about 2.5 percent for nondividend paying. Rates at shorter durations, policies issued 
in earlier years, and other types of cash value policies were lower, while rates at 
longer durations were only slightly higher. Therefore, the 20 year whole life rates 
appear to set a reasonable upper limit to the industrywide rate. Assuming that 
dividend-paying policies account for two-thirds of the total, this gives an upper limit 
of about 3.8 percent. This alone is enough to establish that a 5.9 percent in
dustrywide average is too high and is not consistent with the individual policy rates. 

The actual industry average, though, must be lower than the 20 year average 
policy rate because most of the policies in force in 1977 had been held far less than 
20 years. Most whole life policies have little or no cash values and small dividends 
for the first two or three years and hence have highly negative rates of return. The 
one year rate on an individual policy, for example, is usually minus 100 percent. 
Even after 5 years, the average rate is less than minus 10 percent. After 10 years, 
policyholders do little better than break even, with average rates of less than 1 
percent. While there are no exact figures on the distribution of policies by duration, 
a great many of the policies in force in 1977 must have been in force for less than 10 
years. Between 1968 and 1977, more than 119 million policies were sold, but 86 
million were lapsed and another 10 million were terminated through death. Using 
standard industry lapse and mortality tables, about 54 percent of the policies, 
accounting for 86 percent of the face amount, had been in force for 10 years or less. 
Other things being equal, however, newer policies will have smaller accumulated 
savings balances than older policies and so their effect on the overall average rate 
will be less than proportional to their number. On the other hand, new policies are, 
on the average, twice as large in face amount as the older ones and for this reason 
will have greater weight than their numbers alone suggest. 

While it is not possible to calculate precisely the impact of the negative rates on 
policies less than 10 years old, we agree with Mr. Taylor that they will significantly 
reduce the industrywide rate. To get a rough answer to this question we performed 
a "model" calculation based on one of the best selling policies sold by the Prudential 
Life Insurance Company. (See Table I for the calculation and Table II for the 
policy's chief characteristics). The model calculation measured the industrywide 
return in 1977 assuming that all ordinary life insurance purchasers bought only this 
one average cost policy from 1958 to 1977. 

This Prudential policy has a 20 year rate of return of 3.88 percent which is close 
to the industry average. As is typical, however, the early rates of return are 
strongly negative (see column 7, Table I). If it were known what was the amont of 
coverage held in 1977 of the policies purchased in each year from 1958 to 1977 and 
the amount of the premiums paid in 1977 on policies issued in each year, then it 
would be possible to compute deposits, withdrawals and cash value accumulations 
for each issue year group and thereby isolate the effect of the early negative rates of 
return on the industrywide one year rate of return. This has been done in Table I 
by assuming (1) all policies were purchased by men, aged 35 at time of purchase, (2) 
the face amount of each policy is $25,000, (3) policies were lapsed or terminated 
through death at exactly the rates given in the standard industry lapse and mortal
ity tables and (4) the total amount purchased in each year is equal to the actual 
amount of ordinary insurance purchased in each year from 1958 through 1978. 
Using these assumptions, the deposits, withdrawals and cash value accumulations 
for each issue year group can be calculated separately. As shown in the table, 
although the people who purchased their policies in 1958 have realized a 3.88 
percent average rate of return (and a rate of 5.89 percent from the 19th to the 20th 
year), the overall one year rate of return is only .19 percent. Thus, the early 
negative rates of return have virtually wiped out the later positive rates of return. 
Note that in estimating the industrywide rate of return this way deposits have been 
calculated by using the term insurance rates used in the draft regulation for 
calculating individual policy rates of return. This calculation provides further evi
dence that our estimate of 1.3 percent is broadly consistent with the policy rates of 
return derived by the FTC and others, while Mr. Taylor's 5.9 percent is not. 

III. THE FTC STAFF CALCULATED THE INDUSTRYWIDE RATE OF RETURN AND THE 
INDIVIDUAL POLICY RATES IN A CONSISTENT WAY 

Mr. Taylor also criticizes the FTC staff for using different methods to calculate 
the one year industrywide rate of return and the individual policy rates of return at 
various durations. The industrywide and individual policy calculations are, in fact, 
consistent in principle, although there are necessarily differences in intent and 
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method between the two calculations because of the nature of what is being meas
ured. In each, though, the package of insurance protection and savings was unbun
dled and a cost assigned to the protection element with the remainder of the 
premiums treated as a deposit to savings. Moreover, the cost of insurance protection 
for both calculations was derived consistently based on an estimate of what consum
ers have to pay for low cost term insurance in the marketplace. The tests performed 
in this attachment using the Society of Actuaries' formula and other benchmarks 
confirm that the industrywide and individual policy methods are consistent and 
that the results can be easily reconciled. Thus, Mr. Taylor's criticism is without 
foundation. 

Exhibit I 

The formula was derived as fellows: 

i'IR'rx • .95(l000qx) + $0,90 + $25/Si 
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x • issue age 

N • Number cf Policyholders 

S • Policy size in th0u111and11 

i • Individual policyholder 

q,c• mortality rate 
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TABLE 1.-ALTERNATIVE CALCULATION OF THE INDUSTRY-WIDE RATE OF RETURN IN 1977, USING A 
POLICY WITH A 20 YEAR RATE OF RETURN OF 3.88 PERCENT AS A "MODEL" 

[Dollars in billions] 

Year policies issued 
Face amount Cash value Withdraw- Cash value One year rate Average rate remaining end befinning Deposit 

of year o year als end of year of return of return 

1977 ............................................... . $203.04 .................... $4.15 ........................................ -100.00 -100.00 
1976 ............................................... . 162.53 .................... 3.00 $0.01 $0.01 -98.00 -98.54 
1975 .............................................. .. 134.97 $0.05 2.40 0.55 2.28 +20.00 -42.20 
1974 .............................................. .. 123.85 2.08 2.52 0.67 4.28 +8.91 -22.00 
1973 ............................................... . 104.58 3.78 2.10 0.69 5.57 +7.32 -12.44 
1972 ............................................... . 89.68 4.99 1.77 0.66 6.52 +6.89 -7.17 
1971 ............................................... . 78.25 5.92 1.51 0.65 7.24 +6.78 -3.96 
1970 .............................................. .. 70.09 6.73 1.33 0.64 7.91 +6.60 -1.51 
1969 .............................................. .. 62.56 7.31 1.18 0.61 8.35 +5.96 +0.09 
1968 .............................................. .. 55.44 7.65 1.01 0.61 8.58 +6.58 +1.21 
1967 .............................................. .. 48.97 7.82 0.87 0.59 8.47 +4.57 +1.74 
1966 ............................................... . 44.45 7.92 0.77 0.58 8.50 +4.81 +2.17 
1965 ............................................. . 4.058 8.00 0.68 0.58 8.52 +5.19 +2.54 
1964 .............................................. .. 34.92 7.55 0.56 0.53 8.00 +5.54 +2.80 
1963 ............................................... . 29.46 6.94 0.46 0.47 7.31 +5.48 +3.07 
1962 ............................................... . 25.43 6.49 0.38 0.42 6.81 +5.58 +3.29 
1961 .............................................. .. 23.89 6.57 0.34 0.42 6.87 +5.86 +3.47 
1960 ............................ . 22.35 6.60 0.31 0.41 6.87 +5.69 +3.62 
1959 ............................................... . 21.27 6.72 0.28 0.41 6.97 +5.77 +3.76 
1958 .............................................. .. 19.10 6.43 0.23 0.38 6.65 +5.89 +3.88 

Total ....................................... . 1,395.40 109.55 25.85 9.88 125.76 +0.19 ····················" 

Sources: Col. (1) the initial face amounts purchased were taken from appropriate issues of the life Insurance Fact Book, 1958-78. These were 
reduced using the lapse figures for the first 15 years from Brzeninski, "Transactions of the Society of Actuaries," Vol. XXVII, 1975, p. 307 and the 
Moorhead table S rates for the last five years, FTC Report, p. Vl-15. The mortality rates used are based on the 1957-60 ultimate Basic Table with 
selection factors. See FTC Report, p. Vl-14. 

Col. (1) Total cash values at the beginning of the year are calculated by multiplying the total face amount at the beginning of the year (in 
thousands of dollars) by the cash value per thousand on the model policy. 

Col. (3) Deposits are calculated by multiplying the difference between the model policy premium and the term insurance premium by the total 
face amount remaining at the beginning of the year. Term rates use the Society's formula and mortality with selection. See FTC Report, p. Vl-5 and 
references therein. 

Col. (4) Withdrawals are defined to be the sum of cash surrender values (including terminal dividend) and dividends. lapse is assumed to occur 
at the end of the year and the normal dividend is assumed paid even on policies that lapse at the end of the year. 

Col. (5) Total cash values at the end of the year are calculated as ,n Col. 2, except that the total face amount at the end, rather than the 
beginning. of the year is used. 

Col. (6) The one year rate of return, for each issue year and overall, is simply the end year cash value dividend by the beginning year cash 
value plus deposits minus withdrawals, all minus one. See FTC Report, pp. 15-17, for a detailed explanation. 

Col. (7) The average rate of return on the model policy, for holding periods of 1 year, 2 years etc. computed by FTC staff using the same term 
rates as referenced in col. 3. 
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TABLE· II ''MlllEL'' PCLICX' 

CGH~ANY: THE PRUOE~TIAL l~SURANCE to. Of A,ERICA "ALE AGE 35 LAST 
POLICY l oocs· . FARllCJPATlltG BIRTHOAV 

.1.Yf.I __ Lll..91H.fJIJLf.8t;Hl.!!IL"-"..,_ __________ .:._ ________ _ 
SHALLESI FACE AHOUNT ISSUEO 2ro•~ ,oLJCY LOAN INTEREST RATE: 6X 

GUAnANTEEO ILLUSTRAtlD •~•••••••••ANNUAL PREHIUN•••••••••••• 
fQ\,IH .. -!.Hi,1. __ ·_alllil!H __ lil\t!IIIAL ··------- .. DP,Ttt.... 

VEAR VALUE OJVIDEND DJVIQEND G 2N $ 5N g l~N S 25H GlOG" BENEFIT 
1 o.o~ e~tl f.e~ o.oo e.eo o.,o t9.66 19.30 100, 

___ 2 ___ Q,J5 ___ f1iul--t ... U ___ ft..tlL_..hLil--9.atL-lh66-.!2aJll___COJL.... 
s t5.e5 2.e2 &.,o o.,o a •• , o.~o 19.66 1,.30 1000 
• s,.s, s.1~ c.~o ,.ao ~.oe o.c~ 22.,a 22.02 t~jO 

_..J __ fl.~,u--~•U----'•-•H' c,c,_o. .. u__1u.0L22.:a-1.2..02_uoo_ 
6 l2o66 ,.1, OouO CoGO ft,tl u.~6 12.38 22,02 JOOO 
l ,2 •• , ,.5$ ,.uo o.o~ a.oo .O•J~ 22.se 22.02 1006 

.........Jl-112 •77 4 •7fl-Z•~-~---G a.1o.L..Ja.D'---.&Ll<G-U .. l8_J2.a.OL-1t~JL.... 
t l33.b5 5.3a A.oo o.oa o.~o o.vu 22.se 22.02 1noo 

tu 15,.10 5.e, ,.oo o.oo n.~a o.o~ 2i.3e 22.n2 1co~ 
__ ll--172..tJ ___ 6a6L_ll.uli. A eQO --9.alllL-.Au!.il-22,U .... ..22.•02-....lnU __ 

12 191.21 loll llou, o.t~ n.01 ,.~o 22038 22.02 1,~~ 
. 13 209098 e.n 12.oc 0.0:1 o.oo o.oo 22.,e 22.02 1~03 

_U_·_22ftaU __ .LJl.1-1:auO D•OQ Po(L........9oll.D_2W£_22.,.02-....lll00_ 
15 2,e.2• ,.63 1s.~o e.eo o.oo o.oo 22.,& 22.02 10~~ 
1, 2~lol6 l~o35 ll•vO OoDO OoOC OoDG 22038 ,2.02 1000 

,_.Jl._.i8laU. __ _llaD2--1JeU ___ iolii.-L,D_Qo~ll-22a,6_U,G2.._lllOO_ 
1e 367.55 11,6& 21.~o ~.~o ~.co u.oo 22.30 22.02 1~00 
n 321.eo 12.45 23.Ge . a.oo o.oe o.oo 22.3e 22.02 1009 

- ... u-~,11 .• z1 __ u..i1__z~.o!l __ ..J1a»-...J1.a.U__L.tL..2z .. ;:i1-22 .. 02--1no't-
a1 s,1.2- 14.33 2,.00 ,.ol o.~o o.ou 22.3e 22.02 1r.oo 
22 3ti6ol• 15021 26•t• t.co fto~O G.CO 22.!8 22.02 IOCO 

_n_,~D,.il..L.._....l6a2)--t6ailf___O.aPL-JIJQ_l,.J11L..22.e1LJ2 .. 02.._11!.0.0_ 
24 •2J.95 11.1, 2,.00 a.,a n.,, o.ou 22.36 22.02 ICOO 
25 ,,2.16 1e.11 21.00 G• OG o.co ~.u, 22.38 t2.02 1000 

_26 __4fildlt-1'l tl l __ 27 ...00. ___ ll•IIA---l!.e ta_.11.ellll_2la~ll-22o GLJQOQ_ 
21 ,so.be 2~.29 21.co o.e~ o.oo o.o~ 22.se 22.02. trdo 
2e ,9e.0, 21.,s 21.01 o.oo o.&o ~.cij 2~.3e 22.02 1000 

__ a,_ __§llf.11L-U.tU .. --20aGD .. __ ....l,l)Q O,U---'.a.~L...221.U-12,02-....l!!.OD.._ 
lo 534oijl 21.,~ 2Pot4 0•00 • • OO 0.06 22.se 22•02 1~00 
11 5s2.i1 21.,s 2~.00 ,.o, a.co o.u~ 21.95 21.51 inc~ 

._J;i ___ ~n.u __ ih'l~._:__n.~o ___ , .• ~~.u._,uLn,n_u.~1 _ __1ocQ_ 
33 581.29 21.,s 29000 8.(0 O.tO OoOO 21o9! 21o5l l~Od 
3• £U\o02 21.,, 29.0~ o.c~ •.oe ~.~o 2lo93 21,51 1~00 

_:~io..~2--21..t.!fl ___ __a,,,. ___ . _,,.,.11.-edl.L ....... 11.1ni1_U.1.'l}_ilaOJ---1l!.llO_ 
36 636.22 21.,s 3(.0J o.oo -.oo o-~~ 21.93 21.6l l~OQ 
~l 651.16 21.,s 3t.~o o.,, o.,o o.ov 21.,3 21.51 100n 

.... ~0.-'Ci hOO .. ___ .;11_,~ ij ·-·- U ,,L __ , .. 0 tH-9.el ~ __ fi.1'0_.21 a ,~..Jl,~l......J~J)Q_ 
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[Attachment III] 

ANALYSIS OF THE FTC's AUTHORITY UNDER SECTION SIX OF THE FTC ACT TO 
COLLECT AND REPORT INFORMATION ON THE "BUSINESS OF INSURANCE" 

Since 1976, the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC" or "Commission") has had an 
active program ' to provide state insurance commissions and the Congress with 
information they can use to increase price competition among industry members or 
otherwise benefit consumers by improving the quality of insurance regulation. The 
goals of this program do not go beyond providing information. More specifically, in 
full recognition of the McCarran-Ferguson Act, it is not intended that the Commis
sion will exert any regulatory authority over the business of insurance to the extent 
that it is regulated by State law. 

In a memorandum submitted for the October 17, 1979 hearings before the Senate 
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, Aetna Life and Casualty 
Company ("Aetna") argues that the McCarran-Ferguson Act denies the Commission 
authority to investigate and report on the "business of insurance" in situations 
where the states are regulating. Aetna argues that the Commission's insurance 
investigations violate this principle, and that Congress should "clarify" the FTC's 
authority by amending Section 6 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTCA) to 
explicitly prohibit the Commission from investigating and reporting on the "busi
ness of insurance."• If this recommendation is adopted, the Commission's insurance 
program will be terminated. 

The first section of this memorandum demonstrates that Aetna's legal analysis is 
incorrect. In adopting the McCarran Act, Congress limited goal was to recognize and 
preserve the authority of the states to tax and regulate insurance. The statute was 
narrowly crafted to do nothing more than to make inapplicable to the business of 
insurance, federal legislation 3 that would, or could be used to, preempt under the 
Supremacy Clause of the Constitution inconsistent state insurance regulation. The 
McCarran Act was never intended to, and does not, withdraw federal authority to 
engage in activity, such as providing information, that does not conflict with the 
states' right to regulate and tax. In stating the opposite conclusion, Aetna's analysis 
contradicts the legislative history of the McCarran Act, the language of the statute 
and the findings of a subcommittee of the House of Representatives. 

It must be recognized, however, that the issue at this point goes beyond the 
Commission's legal authority under existing statutes. The larger question raised by 
Aetna is whether the Commission should continue to study and report on important 
issues facing insurance regulators. The second section of this memorandum sets 
forth the important public policy considerations indicating the value of continuing 
the FTC's insurance program. 

I. THE FTC HAS LEGAL AUTHORITY TO INVESTIGATE THE "BUSINESS OF INSURANCE." 

A. Investigating and reporting authority under section 6, FTCA 
Before addressing the merits of Aetna's argument, it may be helpful to review the 

Commission's authority under Section 6 of the FTCA. Under that section the FTC 
possesses authority, quite apart from its regulating functions, to gather and report 
information of value to Congress, the states and the public. Indeed, the legislative 
history of the FTCA indicates that Congress intended the FTC to be, in the words of 
the Senate Report, "an indispensible instrument of information and publicity." 4 

Section 6(a) authorizes the Commission" ... to gather and compile information 
concerning the organization, business, conduct, practices, and management of unex-

' The insurance program is made up of five investigations, each of which is designed to collect 
and report information about insurance problems. The specific investigations within this pro
gram deal with: 

(1) sales abuses and other problems in the sale of "medi-gap" insurance to the elderly. 
(2) sales abuses and other problems in the sale of extremely expensive "debit" insurance 

principally to low income, inner city and rural consumer. 
(3) the lack of adequate price competition among sellers of whole life insurance (this project is in 

its final stage) answering requests for information and assistance following release this past 
summer of the Life Insurance Cost Disclosure Report). 

(4) the availability of adequate cost information to small businessmen who purchase insurance 
to fund pension plans for their businesses, and 

(5) the fairness of high auto insurance rates paid by some consumers solely because of their age, 
sex, marital status or geographical location. 

•Aetna Life and Casualty Company, "removal of FTC's Fact-Finding and Reporting Powers by 
the McCarran-Ferguson Act," at 10 [hereinafter cited as the Aetna memo]. 

•This refers, of course, to federal statutes of general applicability. 
• S. Rept. No. 597, 63d Cong. 2d Sess. pp. 6-7 (1914). 
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cepted corporations engaged in commerce. . .. " Section 6(f) authorizes the Commis
sion "[t]o make public ... information obtained by it. . . and [report] to the Con
gress and to submit. . . recommendations for additional legislation; and to provide 
for the publication of its reports for public information or use." The Commission's 
investigatory powers under Section 6 have been consistently construed to be a 
broader and entirely different from its regulatory power under Section 5 of the 
FTCA.• 
B. McCarran 's legislative history 

The legislative history of the McCarran Act indicates that Congress never consid
ered the Act's potential impact on the Commission's information reporting responsi
bility under Section 6 of the FTCA. It also established that the McCarran Act was 
adopted for a limited purpose-to preserve the states' authority (1) to tax and (2) 
regulate in ways that would violate the federal antitrust laws if they applied. A 
statute intended only to preserve the states' legal authority to tax and regulate 
sh_ould not be construed to preclude the FTC from providing advice to the states on 
how they might regulate more effectively (action which recognizes the primacy of 
state authority). Moreover, the framers of the McCarran Act repeatly assured other 
members of Congress that they recognized Congress' responsibility to ensure that 
state regulation served the public interest and to step in if it did not. It would be 
inconsistent with those assurances to construe the McCarran Act as denying to 
Congress and its various committees the benefit of information on the effectiveness 
of state regulation. 

The McCarran Act was a direct response to the Supreme Court's decision in 
United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Association, 322 U.S. 533 (1944) (herein
after cited as South-Eastern).• The Court held that the business of insurance con
ducted across state lines was interstate commerce and therefore subject to the 
prohibitions of the Sherman Act. 7 For more than 75 years prior to the decision the 
Supreme Court had maintained that the business of insurance was not commerce, 
either intrastate or interstate.• It therefore followed that the business of insurance 
was not subject to the federal antitrust laws, since these laws are founded on the 
federal commerce power. 

South-Eastern raised two fundamental questions about state authority. The first 
concerned the States' taxing power's. During the year prior to the decisions the 
states had raised $126 million • in revenues by taxing insurance. Once the Supreme 
Court decided that insurance was interstate commerce, some argued that taxes 
levied on companies which wrote policies in more than one state might be regarded 
as unlawful burdens on interstate commerce. 10 Within one year of the decision, 
court actions were filed challenging tax laws in eleven states and taxes were paid 
under protest in thirty-one states. 11 

The second question raised by South-Eastern went to the very legality of the state 
regulatory systems that had evolved over the seventy-five years prior to 1922.12 

Many states permitted (indeed encouraged) industry members to use rating bureaus 
to set insurance rates collectively (in order words, to fix prices). The legality of this 
form of price fixing, given the applicability of the Sherman Act, was problematical 
after the South-Eastern decision. Moreover, the seriousness and urgency of these 
questions was underscored by the fact that South-Eastern was a criminal matter, 
initiated by an indictment against South-Eastern Underwriters Association, twenty
seven of its officers and its 198 members. 13 

The Congressional debate over insurance regulation began in earnest after the 
Supreme Court's decision in South-Eastern was handed down. Initially, the two 
Houses of Congress were unable to agree on the appropriate interplay between state 
regulation and the antitrust laws. The Senate wanted the states to adopt regulatory 
systems that conformed to the Sherman Act. In the words of Senator Taft, "[ w ]e 
wish [the states] to put their houses in order by adopting laws which do not conflict 

Ns Appeal of FTC Line of Business Report Litigation, 595 F.2d 685, 702 (D.C. Cir. 1978) cert. 
denied, 99 S. Ct. 362 (1978); Ash Grove Cement Co. v. FTC, 577 F. 2d 1368, 1875 (9th Cir. 1976). 

'FTC v. Travelers Health Ass'n., 362 U.S. 293, 299 (1960). 
'322 U.S. 533, 539, 560 (1944). 
'Paul v. Virginia, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 168, 183 (1868). 
• W. Freedman, Richards on the Law of Insurance 178 n.9 (5th ed. 1952). 
10 In his dissenting opinion, Justice Jackson stated: 
"The Court's decision at very least will require an extensive overhauling of state legislation 

relating to taxation and supervision. The whole legal basis will have to be reconsidered. What 
will be irretrievably lost and what may be salvaged no one can say, and it will take a generation 
of litigation to determine. Certainly the states lose very important controls and very consider
able revenues." 322 U.S. 590 (Jackson, J. dissenting in part). 

11 Insurance Field (Life ed.), May 25, 1944, at 17-20. See also the editions for March 16, 1945, 
at 3 and March 23, 1945, at 3. · 

12 Dissent by J. Jackson, supra note 10. 
13 322 U.S. at 534. 
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with the Sherman Act." 14 The House, on the other hand, believed that state 
insurance regulation should not be controlled by the federal antitrust laws.15 An
other difference concerned the FTCA. Both the House and Senate had passed bills 
which provided that "nothing" in the FTCA "shall apply to the business of insur
ance, although both bills also provided that the Sherman Act and the Clayton Act 
would become applicable to insurance after a moratorium period. 1

• But during the 
House debate, several members objected to the provision exempting insurance from 
FTCA coverageY To overcome these objections, Representative Sumners, Chairman 
of the House Judiciary Committee, assured his colleagues that in Conference he 
would make the FTCA applicable to the business of insurance following the morato
rium period. 1• 

The McCarran Act represents the compromise worked out on these issues in the 
Conference Committee. It passed the House without debate. 19 The Conference 
Report contains little more than the draft bill. 20 Therefore, the only legislative 
history directly pertaining to the bill that was finally adopted is the floor debate 
which took place when the Senate took up the Conference report. 

The Senate debate centered on the principal issue which had earlier separated the 
House and Senate-when state insurance regulation authorized activity proscribed 
by the antitrust acts, which regulatory system would prevail? The debate makes 
clear that the purpose of the compromise bill was to preserve the states' authority 
to tax and, with certain exceptions, to regulate in ways that would violate the 
antitrust laws if they applied. The debate also makes clear how the statute was 
intended to accomplish that goal: where state law and the antitrust laws conflicted, 
the statute was to resolve that conflict 21 in favor of state regulation, with certain 
prescribed exceptions; and where there was no conflict because the states were not 
regulating and thus state authority was not threatened, the antitrust laws were to 
apply with their full force and effect. 

During an exchange with Senator Pepper, Senator Ferguson, one of the conferees, 
summarized the bill's conflict-resolving purpose as follows: 

"Mr. FERGUSON. Under the language which is now in the bill as it appears in the 
conference report, if a state passes an act regulating insurance or taxing insurance, 
and that regulation is contrary to the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act, with three 
exceptions, then the State law would be the law. Here are the exceptions: 

"Nothing contained in this act shall render the said Sherman Act inapplicable to 
any agreement to boycott, coerce or intimate, or act of boycott, coercion, or intimi
dation. 

"But with respect to anything else, if the States were specifically to legislate upon 
a particular point, and that legislation were contrary to the Sherman Act, the 
Clayton Act, or the Federal Trade Commission Act, then the State law would be 
binding. That is exactly what we attempted to do in this bill. It is clear what we 
attempted to do." 22 

Soon after this comment, the following colloquy appears. 
"Mr. FERGUSON. This bill would permit-and I think it is fair to say that it is 

intended to permit-rating bureaus . . . [W]e believe that State rights should 
permit a State to say that it believes in a rating bureau. 

"Mr. PEPPER. In other words, the Senator believes in a form of rate fixing? 
"Mr. FERGUSON. Yes. There is no doubt the bill allows it; but we believe that all 

the wisdon is not here in Congress. We believe that there is some wisdom left in the 
legislatures that they should exercise their Judgment and regulate insurance, except 
in the respects which we have enumerated.' 23 

Senator O'Mahoney, another of the conferees, summarized the purpose of the bill 
as follows: 

14 91 Cong. Rec. 484 (1945). 
"Id. at 1084-85, 1208. 
1• Id. at 1005, 1027. 
17 Id. at 1027-28, 1086, 1089-94. 
18 Id. at 1093. 
1• Id. at 1396. 
20 H.R. Rep. No. 213, 79th Cong. 1st Sess. (1945). 
21 This is not intended to suggest that our position is that the federal government may 

regulate concurrently with the states. If the states are regulating, those regulations occupy the 
regulatory field, and the federal government is without authority to regulate, either consistently 
with or inconsistently with the state regulation. But in occupying the field for purposes of 
regulation, the states do not preempt federal authority to engage in nonregulatory activities. 

22 91 Cong. Rec. 1481 (1945) (emphasis added). 
23 Id. (emphasis added). 
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"So now we endeavor to convey that power of regulation to the States-to recog
nize it, I should say, rather than convey it-to recognize as desirable [state] regula
tion." 2• 

Senator Murdock repeated the thought: 
"As the Senator from Wyoming has said, we convey no authority, we simply 

recognize [the State's] right to regulate.•• 
That the compromise bill, and especially the "proviso" to Section 2(b),2• was 

simply intended to apply the full force of the antitrust laws to insurance where the 
states were not regulating (in other words, to preserve the residual federal authority 
to regulate) can be seen from the following: 

"Mr. PEPPER. Will the Senator read the proviso? 
"Mr. O'MAHONEY. It provides that after January l, 1948, these several acts ... 
"Mr. PEPPER. That is, the Sherman Act and the Clayton Act ... 
"Mr. O'MAHONEY. Yes; they "shall be applicable"-there is a positive declara

tion-"to the business of insurance to the extent that such business is no regulated 
by State law," .... I interpreted that to be a clear statement that if the States do not 
regulate, the power of Congress to regulate is clearly enunciated." 27 

Later in the debate, Senator O'Mahoney reinforced the point. 
". . . one of the House conferees, in the course of the conference, used this 

sentence, which I thought was extremely apt: 'This is a bill to authorize the States 
to regulate the insurance business; and if the States do not regulate it, the Federal 
Government can."' 2• 

While the legislative history is filled with indications that the purpose of the bill 
was to preserve states' authority to tax and to regulate in ways that would other
wise be proscribed by the antitrust laws, there is no evidence indicating that 
Congress intended for the bill to go beyond that purpose. Indeed, nowhere in 
McCarran's legislative history is there any mention of the FTC's authority under 
Section 6, or its investigating and reporting functions, or that in providing for these, 
the FTCA was different from the Sherman and Clayton Acts. Thus, there is no 
evidence in the legislative history that Congress intended that the McCarran Act go 
beyond preserving states' legal authority, to withdrawing from the FTC authoriy to 
collect and report to the states and Congress information on how that authority 
might be used more effectively. 

After acknowledging the absence of such evidence,29 Aetna proceeds to argue that 
Congress could not have overlooked the Commission's important information gather
ing and reporting function and, therefore, that it must have intended to preclude 
the Commission's Section 6 authority as well.30 However, if Congress had considered 
this issue, it is very unlikely that some indication of that consideration would not 
appear somewhere in the legislative history. At a minimum, the absence of any 
direct Congressional expressions on this issue leaves the issue an open one-and in 
no event is it dispositive of the question as Aetna would suggest. 

The conclusion that McCarran was enacted to achieve a limited goal is by no 
means novel. Since 1945, the courts have on several occasions examined McCarran's 
legislative history and commented on its limited purposes. In Maryland Cas. Co. v. 
Cushing, 31 Mr. Justice Frankfurter observed: 

"Suffice it to say that even the most cursory reading of the legislative history of 
this enactment makes it clear that its exclusive purpose was to counteract any 
adverse effect that this Court's decision in United States v. South-Eastern Under
writers Association . . . might be found to have on state regulation of insurance."32 

Similar language appears in Wilburn Boat Co. v. Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. 33 

"The measure Congress passed shortly thereafter, known as the McCarran Act, 
was designed to assure that existing state power to regulate insurance would contin
ue."a4 

Finally, Aetna argues that Congress intended to protect the states from FTC 
reports which might point out inadequacies in state regulation.35 Nothing in the 
legislative history even suggests that Congress intended to shield the states from 

2
• Id. at 1444 (emphasis added). 

2• Id. (emphasis added). 
"See text accompanying notes 39-43 infra. 
"91 Cong. Rec. 1444 (1945) (emphasis aclded). 
28 Id. at 1486-87. 
29 Aetna memo, supra note 2, at 5. 
••Id. 
31 347 U.S. 409 (1954). 
02 Id. at 413 (emphasis added) (citation omitted). 
03 348 U.S. 310 (1955). 
02 Id. at 319 (emphasis added) (citation omitted). 
" Aetna memo, supra note 2, at 5-6. 
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such information. Indeed, the opposite is true. During the debates which immediate
ly preceded passage of the Act, several senators inquired as to what steps would be 
taken to assure that state regulation served the "'public interest" and what would 
be done if it did not.36 Assurances were given by the framers of the Act that 
Congress reserved the right to overturn the regulatory system permitted by the 
McCarran-Ferguson Act if states did not act in the best interests of their citizens.37 

It is inconsistent with the spirit of those assurances to interpret McCarran as 
denying the Commission's authority to report information that would permit the 
Congress to judge the adequacy of state regulation. 

Congress' limited purpose in adopting the McCarran Act is clear from the above.38 

That purpose now defines the scope of this statute. 
-C. The language of the statute 

The limited scope of the McCarran Act-preserving the states' authority to regu
late and tax-is not only demonstrated by the legislative history; it is made clear by 
the language of the statute itself. 

The Act states that its purpose is to "express the intent of the Congress with 
reference to the regulation of ... insurance." 39 The first section of the Act provides: 

"Be it enacted ... , that the Congress hereby declares that the continued regula
tion and taxation by the several States of ... insurance is in the public interest, and 
that silence on the part of the Congress shall not be construed to impose any barrier 
to the regulation or taxation of such business by the several States." •0 

Section 2(a) states that "the business of insurance ... shall be subject to the laws 
of the several States which relate to the regulation or taxation of such business." 41 

Aetna relies heavily for its argument on Section 2(b), which provides as follows: 
"(b) No Act of Congress shall be construed to invalidate, impair, or supersede any 

law enacted by· any State for the purpose of regulating the business of insurance, or 
which imposes a fee or tax upon such business, unless such Act specifically relates 
to the business of insurance: Provided, That after June 30, 1948, the Act of July 2, 
1890, as amended, known as the Sherman Act, and the Act of October 15, 1914, as 
amended, known as the Clayton Act, and the Act of September 26, 1914, known as 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, shall be applicable to the business 
of insurance to the extent that such business is not regulated by state law." 42 

Aetna argues that the proviso, which states that the FTCA "shall be applicable to 
the business of insurance to the extent that ... [it] ... is not regulated by state 
law," 43 (and which thus preserves residual regulatory authority in the federal 
government), forces the conclusion that where the states are regulating, the FTC 
lacks both regulatory and non-regulatory authority.•• 

The principal and controlling clause of Section 2(b) is narrowly focused on the 
possibility of federal law "invalidat[ing], impair[ing], or supersed[ing]" (in other 
words, preempting in whole or part) state insurance laws. By addressing itself to 
laws which might threaten states' authority to regulate, this clause brings Section 
2(b), including the proviso, into conformity with the rest of the statute. 

In concluding that the proviso has sweeping effect, Aetna apparently reads the 
proviso without reference to the principal clause of Section 2(b).45 The restrictive 

•• 91 Cong. Rec. 1447, 1481-84, 1487-88 (1945). 
31 Id. 
38 For a more complete review of the legislative history, see Weller, The McCarran-Ferguson 

Acts Antitrust Exemption For Insurance, History and Policy, 1978 Duke L.J. 587 (1978). 
39 Preamble to McCarran-Ferguson Act, c. 20, 59 Stat. 33 (emphasis added). 
•• Id. § 1 (emphasis added). 
"Id, § 2(a) (emphasis added). 
" Id. § 2(b). 
"Id. (emphasis added). 
"Aetna memo, supra note 2, at 1-2. 
"It is possible that Aetna believes that the second clause is, in reality, an "exceptions clause," 

or, in other words, that it exempts the three antitrust statutes from the principal clause, (and 
its restrictive standard) and subjects those Acts only to the standards of the proviso. (For an 
explanation of "exceptions" clauses, see lA. C. Sands, Statutes and Statutory Constructions 
§ 21.11 (4th ed. 1972)). But such a reading would also be incorrect. 

The legislative history indicates that both clauses were intended to refer to the antitrust 
statutes and thus, by implication, that the proviso should not be read as an exceptions clause 
but in a customary way. 

First, Senator O'Mahoney, one of the Senate conferees, stated during the Senate debate 
immediately preceding Senate adoption of McCarran that both clauses of section 2(b) would 
apply to the antitrust acts. 91 Cong. Rec. 1444. Second, Congress had abandoned the Ferguson 
amendment which, as adopted by the Senate, provided "no act of Congress, except . . . the 
Sherman Act, and/ or ... the Clayton Act, shall be construed to invalidate, impair or supersede 
any law enacted by any State for the purpose of regulating the business of insurance .... " Id. 

Footnotes continued on next page 
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"invalidate, impair, or supersede" standard set forth in the principal clause estab
lishes the context for the proviso and limits its meaning.•• Aetna's construction is 
therefore at odds with the well-established principle of statutory construction that 
the main or dominant body of an enactment is assumed to express the legislative 
purpose and to be controlling.•' Moreover, when there is doubt as to their scope, 
provisos are strictly construed. 48 

In summary, the statute as a whole, and even the very section which Aetna relies 
on, demonstrates McCarran's limited purpose and scope: to perserve the states' 
regulatory and taxing authority. These may not be expanded, through an inappro
priate reading of a proviso clause, into a broad prohibition against the FTC provid
ing information and analysis that does not threaten the states' legal authority, and 
in fact should help the states exercise it more effectively. 

D. Findings of a House subcommittee 
During 1978, the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee 

on Interstate and Foreign Commerce held hearings on life insurance marketing and 
cost disclosure. As part of those hearings, the Oversight Subcommittee considered 
specifically the Commission's legal authority to investigate and report on the busi
ness of insurance. The Subcommittee concluded that 

" ... besides its direct regulatory authority under the FTC Act, the Commission is 
empowered to investigate the conduct of any corporation excepting banks and 
common carriers," 15 U.S.C. § 46(a), and to make reports to Congress recommending 
legislation, 15 U.S.C. § 46(£). We do not think that such non-regulatory activities are 
affected by the McCarran Act. Cf. H. App. 30B." 49 

E. A lack of case law 
While the FTC's authority to investigate the business of insurance has been 

upheld on several occasions, 50 there are no cases which specifically address the 
interplay between Section 6 of the FTCA and the McCarran Act.51 

F. Conclusions 
The McCarran Act on its face, its legislative history, and findings by the Houuse 

Oversight Subcommittee all support the view that the Commission has authority 
under Section 6 of the FTCA to investigate and report on the business of insurance 
whether or not states are regulating in the specific area of Commission inquiry. 

II. PUBLIC POLICY REASONS WHY AETNA'S PROPOSED AMENDMENT SHOULD BE 
REJECTED 

The first section of this memorandum explains why Aetna's legal analysis of the 
Commission's Section 6 authority to investigate the "business of insurance" is 
incorrect. But whether or not Section 6 should be amended is not as much a 
question of law as it is one of public policy: what should be the Commission's future 
authority to investigate and report on the "business of insurance?" This section sets 
forth the strong public policy reasons why Congress should allow the Commission to 
retain such authority. 

Footnotes continued from last page 
at 487. If Congress had intended to exclude the three antitrust acts from the first clause, it could 
have simply retained the Ferguson amendment and added the FTC Act. 

Moreover, as one commentator argues persuasively: 
"Even if the proviso were treated as an exception clause, the "invalidate, impair, or super

sede" standard of the first clause should still be applied as a minimum test for federal antitrust 
immunity. Since the House had adopted that standard and the Senate demanded a stricter 
standard, the proviso com,vromise could not have been anything less than that to which the 
House had already agreed. Weller, supra note 38 at 605 n. 91. 

" Id; but for an important qualification, see supra note 21. 
"Id; 2A C. Sands, Statutes and Statutory Construction §§ 47.08, 47.09 (4th ed. 1972). 
"Id. 
"House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Comm. on Interstate and 

Foreign Commerce, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., Report on Life Insurance Marketing and Cost Disclo
sure 63 n.275 (Comm. Print 1978) [hereinafter cited as Moss Comm. Rep.]. 

00 See, e.g., FTC. v. Crafts, 355 U.S. 9 (1957). 
" One commentator, after analyzing the Supreme Court's decisions concerning the McCarran 

Act, reached the following conclusion: 
"It may be argued that the McCarran Act was designed only to restrict the FTC's power to 

regulate, not to investigate. This interpretation is easily justified since it would leave the FTC 
free to gather facts for later presentation to Congress should it appear that the public interest 
no longer is compatible with giving the states primary authority to regulate the insurance 
business." Comment, Per Curiam Decisions of the Supreme Court: 1957 Term, 26 U. Chi. L. Rev. 
297, 305 (1959). 
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State officials attempting to regulate in the "public interest" need information 
about industry performance. So does the Congress if it is to know whether the 
continued delegation of its reponsibilities to regulate interstate commerce in the 
area of insurance is in the public interest.52 To meet their respective responsibilities 
each must know, for example, if the industry is competing on the basis of price; if it 
is operating efficiently from the consumer's perspective (if it pays out in benefits a 
high percentage of what it collects in premiums); if consumers have the information 
they need to distinguish low-cost sellers from high-cost sellers (for comparable 
products); if attempted regulatory solutions to known problems are effective; and so 
on. Without information of this type, insurance regulation is a guessing game 
played with trillions of dollars in consumer resources. Moreover, it is appropriate 
for the public to have information that will alert it to, and help it avoid, existing 
consumer problems. It is also appropriate that the public be advised of the effective
ness of regulatory systems adopted in its name. 

The FTC is in a unique position to provide some of this information. As indicated 
by the National Commission for the Review of the Antitrust Laws and Procedures,•• 
and demonstrated empirically in the FTC's staff report on Life Insurance Cost 
Disclosure,•• certain major sections of the insurance industry do not adequately 
compete on the basis of price. It appears that the most effective remedy to address 
these problems may be to provide consumers with information that will increase 
their ability to price shop and thereby induce sellers to compete on the basis of 
price. The Commission has been working with competition problems and informa
tional remedies for over 50 years. As a result, it has developed a great deal of 
experience and expertise on these issues, as well as the technical skills (in econom
ics, data processing, statistics, and others) their analysis requires. The Commission's 
role in the insurance area is to make its experience, expertise, and technical 
capabilities available to insurance policymakers to use or disregard as they see fit. 

Perhaps the value of FTC analyses on insurance issues is best indicated by the 
demand for it. During the last two years, FTC representatives have been invited to 
testify before Congress on insurance issues on ten different occasions. These invita
tions came from committees and subcommittees of both Houses. 55 In addition, over 
the last two years Commission representatives have been asked to testify before five 
states on insurance issues.•• Moreover, during the same period of time, representa
tives from more than twenty state insurance commissions have, at their initiation, 

52 U.S. Const. art. 1 § 8. 
•• In its recommendations to the President and the Attorney General, the National Commis

sion for the Review of Antitrust Laws and Procedures concludes: 
"Although there is general consensus that most segments of the industry are competitively 

structured, and that enhanced competition is an appropriate goal of state regulatory policy, 
many states adhere to regulatory scheme requiring prior approval of insurance rates, thereby 
discouraging independent pricing behavior. The costs of continuing the present system are not 
insignificant: where members of a competitively structured industry are allowed collectively 
published industrywide rates-often without effective state supervision-in a regulatory envi
ronment that encourages uniform pricing, insurance premiums are likely to be higher than 
under a system that relies more heavily on independent pricing decisions. In some prior 
approval states, regulation may in fact keep rates below levels that would be produced by 
competition. Unduly low rates, however, may exacerbate availability problems." National Com
mission for the Review of Antitrust Laws and Procedures, Report to the President and the 
Attorney General 226-27 (1979). 

5' Federal Trade Commission, Staff Report on Life Insurance Cost Disclosure 50-62 (1979). 
55 During the years 1978 and 1979, Commission representatives testified before the following 

Congressional Committees and Subcommittees: 

96th Congress 
October 11, 1979-House Committee on Small Business; Subcommittee on General Oversight 

and Minority Enterprise. 
October 16, 1979-House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce: Subcommittee on 

Health and the Environment. 
July 10, 1979-Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation. 
March 12, 1979-Senate Committee on the Judiciary. 
June 14, 1979-Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. 

95th Congress 
February 24, 1978-House Committee on Ways and Means: Oversight Subcommittee. 
April 10, 1978-House Committee on Government Operations: Subcommittee on Commerce, 

Consumer, and Monetary Affairs. 
June 29, 1978-Senate Special Committee on Aging. 
August 7, 1978-House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce: Subcommittee on 

Oversight and Investigations. 
November 28, 1978-House Select Committee on Aging 
"Maine, North Carolina, Texas, Washington and Wisconsin. 
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informally discussed insurance issues with the Commission staff.57 After the release 
of the staff's recent economic analysis documenting the lack of price competition 
among sellers of whole life insurance, the National Association of Insurance Com
missioners (N.A.I.C.) invited FTC representatives to appear and testify before its 
task force to evaluate the N.A.I.C.'s model cost disclosure regulation. In addition, 
because of her extensive analysis of medicare supplement insurance problems, an 
FTC staff member was asked to serve on an advisory committee to the NAIC Task 
Force on Medicare Supplement Insurance. 

The evidence of the value of Commission analysis on insurance issues is not .all 
circumstantial. Before the life insurance cost disclosure investigation was complet
ed, but after staff had released preliminary findings, the Commission received a 
letter from the State Insurance Commissioners of Massachusetts, Minnesota, New 
Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota and Wisconsin advising that: 

"We have followed with interest the work of the Federal Trade Commission on 
life insurance cost disclosure .... We find the FTC staff comments constructive and 
worthy of consideration. . . . The FTC would be doing us a service by continuing 
with its study and by providing assistance in this field to those states which would 
benefit from it."•• 

Members of Congress have encouraged and supported the Commission in its 
insurance investigations. For example, after learning of certain budgetary problems 
the Commission was facing in funding its study of medicare supplement insurance, 
Senators Lawton Chiles, Frank Church and Pete V. Domenici of the Senate Special 
Committee on Aging wrote to the Commission and advised: 

"[W]e hope, however that this . . . will not preclude your intiatives in this area 
and that you will be able to go ahead at the earliest cl.ate possible. 

"We would appreciate being kept informed of Commission decisions and actions 
and once again offer our assistance and support." 59 

Of course, every year since 1977, Congress has been informed of the Commission's 
involvement in the insurance area through the budget process. •0 Moreover, in 
response to FTC budget submissions on insurance, both Houses explicitly approved 
of the Commission working with the states in this area.•• 

In addition, the President recently wrote to the State Governors advising them of 
his view that: 

"The model regulation [developed as part of the life insurance cost disclosure 
project] is designed to provide meaningful disclosure of life insurance costs. Under 
the law, only the states can act to require this kind of disclosure. This is an 
important initiative the states can take to promote price competition and to ensure 
that the life insurance market is responsive to the needs of consumers. I hope that 
the resources invested in this study by the Federal government will yield a dividend 
of increased Federal-State cooperation. I urge you and rour insurance officials to 
give the model regulation the most careful consideration.' 62 

"These include representatives from Alaska, Arkansas, California, District of Columbia, 
Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New 
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. 

58 Letter from the Insurance Commissioners to Michael Pertschuk, Chairman of the Federal 
Trade Commission (Sept. 22, 1979), Moss Comm. Rep., supra note 49 at 815. 

" Letter from Senators Lawton Chiles, Frank Church and Pete Domenici (present Chairman, 
former Chairman and ranking minority member) of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, to 
Michael Pertschuk, Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission (Oct. 6, 1978). 

' 0 See, [1977], Fed. Trade Comm. Prog. Budget Justification to Cong. 142; [1978], Fed. Trade 
Comm. Prag. Budget Justification to Cong. 143; [1979], Fed. Trade Comm. Prag. Budget Justifica
tion to Cong. B-9. 

" In a report to Congress the Senate Committee on Appropriations stated: 
"The Chairman of the FTC advised the Chairman of this Committee that ... theFTC ... on 

the subject of life insurance cost disclosure . . . would seek to encourage meaningful regulation 
of this area at the State level. The Committee does not disagree with the efforts of the 
Commission to work with the states .... " S. Rept. No. 1043, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 74 (1978); 

The House Committee on Appropriations in referring to the FTC's investigation of the life 
insurance industry stated: 

"[T]he Committee strongly recommends that the Commission not take any final action during 
fiscal year 1979 which might be inconsistent with the model regulation of the National Associ
ation of Insurance Commissioners. Such a course will provide time for appropriate committees 
of Congress to consider the matter." H.R. Rep. No. 1243, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 46-47 (1978). 

Later that year the House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce held hearings on life insurance marketing and cost disclosure. 
The subcommittee concluded that the FTC had the authority to investigate the industry and 
that the FTC's role was "wholly lawful, proper, and appropriate." Moss Comm. Rep., supra note 
49 at 63. 

"Letter from President Jimmy Carter to the Governors of the 50 states (Jan. 8, 1980) (copy 
attached). 
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The compelling public policy reasons why the Commission should continue to 
collect and report on insurance issues were, perhaps, best stated by the House 
Oversight Subcommittee after it held extensive hearings on the subject: 

". . . the infusion of fresh views by an agency experienced in consumer protection 
activities is highly desirable . ... [t]he size of the insurance industry, its importance 
to consumers, and its methods of doing business clearly justify the expenditure of 
some FTC resources to maintain at least an advisory federal presence." 63 

To Governor ---: 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
Washington. 

Americans spend over $30 billion a year on life insurance premium payments. Yet 
too often, consumers lack the basic cost information they need to find the best 
policy at the lowest price. The Federal Trade Commission has recently recommend
ed a model state regulation on life insurance cost disclosure to help achieve this 
purpose. 

On the basis of economic study and consumer research, the Commission concluded 
that whole life value insurance policies not held to maturity pay a relatively low 
rate of return on their cash values, and that consumers are not getting the informa
tion they need to understand the true costs of their policies. The result is billions of 
dollars a year in unnecessary costs to consumers. 

I am enclosing a copy of the model state regulation and other material which 
summarizes the key findings and recommendations. The model regulation is de
signed to provide meaningful disclosure of life insurance costs. Under the law, only 
the states can act to require this kind of disclosure. This is an important initiative 
the states can take to promote price competition and to ensure that the life insur
ance market is responsive to the needs of consumers. I hope that the resources 
invested in this study by the Federal government will yield a dividend of increased 
Federal-State cooperation. I urge you and your insurance officials to give the model 
regulation the most careful consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Hon. HOWARD w. CANNON, 

JIMMY CARTER. 

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE, 
Washington, D.C., January 30, 1980. 

Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, U.S. Senate, Rus
sell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR SENATOR CANNON: Enclosed is a copy of the response of the American 
Council of Life Insurance to the comments by the Federal Trade Commission on the 
Council's testimony on the Commission's life insurance cost disclosure report which 
was issued on July 10, 1979. 

Sincerely, 
ROBERT BLAND SMITH, Jr. 

Enclosure. 

COMMENTS BY THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE ON THE FTC STAFF'S 
RESPONSES TO CRITICISMS OF THE REPORT ON LIFE INSURANCE CosT DISCLOSURE 

The staff of the Federal Trade Commission has chosen to respond to eight of the 
criticisms of the staff report made by representatives of the life insurance business 
at the October 17, 1979 hearing of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and 
Transportation. These responses merely repeat the erroneous ideas and conclusions 
that were set out at length in the FTC staff report. 

We should like to offer a few comments pointing out what we see as flaws in the 
responses of the FTC staff in order to clarify some of the matters under dispute. Our 
comments will follow the same sequence used by the FTC staff. 

l. The FTC staff report "adopts the flawed theory that whole life insurance is a 
hybrid combination of term insurance and a savings account." Instead, "whole life is 
not partially insurance and partially savings. It is wholly insurance. " 

In the FTC staffs response to this criticism, it studiously continues to miss the 
point as to what the life insurance business is and persists in the view that our 
industry is selling savings accounts. The primary purpose of the life insurance 

63 Moss Comm. Rep., supra note 49 at 62-63. 
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business is to provide life insurance and annuity benefits through contracts that 
guarantee dollars for future delivery. Appropriate disclosure should tell the pur
chaser what benefits are payable, the conditions under which they will be payable 
and the price that must be paid to purchase a contract that makes such guarantees. 
The National Association of Insurance Commissioner's Model Life Insurance Solici
tation Regulation which has been adopted in thirty states requires insurers to give 
purchasers this kind of information. (In addition, many insurers provide this infor
mation voluntarily so that about 80 percent of all purchasers receive it.) 

Although the life insurance business accumulates capital as a result of insurance 
operations and does in a macroeconomic sense contribute to the nation's supply of 
savings, this does not transform life insurance companies into savings banks nor life 
insurance policies into savings accounts. Many other institutions, both private and 
public, contribute to the nation's supply of savings even though they do not offer 
savings accounts. 

The fact that life insurance policies are assets of their owners leads to "savings" 
in the macroeceonomic sense. It does not result in these policies being equal or 
equivalent to term insurance plus a savings account. The use of the term "savings 
through life insurance" in the economic literature relating to the life insurance 
business is analyzed in Appendix A to this statement. 

In summary, the response of the FTC staff to this criticism has been to repeat 
several quotations from the text of their report and to cite several authorities from 
the life insurance business to prove that life insurance companies are financial 
institutions that accumulate savings. The latter point is clearly correct and has not, 
to our knowledge, ever been questioned. It is, of course, irrelevant to the disagree
ment between the FTC staff and the life insurance business. 

We do not object to anyone claiming that a whole life insurance policy may, for 
some purposes, be thought of as being analogous to a combination of term insurance 
plus a savings account. What we do object to is the FTC staff claiming that such an 
analogy is a fact and that policyholders must be told the "rate of return" earned on 
that savings account. 

For cost comparison purposes, the natural unit price for insurance is dollars of 
premium per thousand dollars of death benefit per year-adjusted as appropriate 
for dividends and cash surrender values. The recommendation of the FTC staff that 
a cost index stated in terms of a rate of return on a hypothetical savings account 
can be justified neither by the utility of such an index nor by an argument that 
treats analogy as fact. 

2. The FTC staff's 1.3 percent average industrywide rate of return calculation is 
meaningless and its dissemination irresponsible. 

The FTC staff, in defending their meaningless average industrywide "rate of 
return," continues to ignore the fact that the life insurance business provides 
guaranteed benefits which involve a definite cost as contrasted to banks or savings 
and loan associations that offer savings accounts and that credit interest to these 
accounts periodically. The 1.3 percent figure is a fiction based upon FTC staff 
hypotheses and does not reflect the actual operation of the life insurance business-. 
Life insurers currently use interest rates of from 5 to 6 percent in determining the 
price of the guaranteed benefits that they provide. 

In commenting on the FTC staff's renewed argument that industrywide "rate of 
return" has some significance, we wish to note again that there is no reason to 
attempt to develop a "rate of return" for the industry from composite financial 
statements since this has nothing to do with disclosing the price of life insurance to 
individual buyers. The FTC staff's response appears to indicate that the in
dustrywide "rate of return" was developed primarily in order to provide a basis for 
sensational claims about lack of competition in the life insurance business and 
resulting losses to policyowners of billions of dollars. 

3. The one year industrywide rate of return paid to ordinary policyholders in 1977 
by the life insurance industry was 5.9 percent, not the 1 to 2 percent estimate 
contained in the FTC staff report. 

As we noted in our testimony on October 17, the calculation of an industrywide 
"rate of return" according to the FTC staff's method could produce a result ranging 
anywhere from -0.1 percent to 9 percent depending upon the assumptions chosen. 
The result would depend on how low a set of premium rates were used to calculate 
the "term insurance costs." The lower the premium rates, the lower the "term 
insurance cost," the larger the "deposit to savings" from the balance of premiums 
and the lower the rate of return produced by the calculation. The term insurance 
premium rates chosen by the FTC staff for the calculation of the "industrywide rate 
of return" were, in fact, very much lower than those used elsewhere in the FTC 
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staff report or those actually charged by life insurance companies. They resulted in 
very low "rates of return." 

This calculation ignores the interest actually credited by companies to their 
individual life insurance line of business and, thus, to the benefit of their poli
cyowners collectively. In contrast, the calculation in Mr. Taylor's statement begins 
with the $12.4 billion actually credited by companies to the individual life insurance 
line. This amount is reduced by a portion that may be allocated to cover a share of 
expenses, taxes and profits. Since a life insurance company operates as a single 
unit, all income received by a company from both premiums and investment income 
is available to pay all benefits and expenses. If an industrywide "rate of return" 
representing investment income used for policyholder benefits is to be computed, it 
cannot be unreasonable to assume that premiums and investment income are allo
cated proportionately to provide for benefits and expenses. 

The FTC staff shrugs off this allocation as "arbitrary" but does not suggest that it 
is unreasonable. In contrast, the alternative allocation implicit in their calcula
tion-namely, that 80 percent of expenses, taxes and profits comes from the $12.4 
billion of investment income credited by companies to their individual policyholders 
in 1977 and that the remaining 20 percent comes from the $24.2 billion of premium 
income received by companies that year is both arbitrary and unreasonable. 

The FTC staff comments emphasize the importance of their estimate of the cost of 
"providing pure insurance protection" to the results of their calculation. To correct 
their calculations, the most important adjustment is to replace their estimate by 
premium rates that are representative of low cost term insurance rates actually 
charged by life insurance companies. A discussion of this point and of other correc
tions that should be made to the calculations of the FTC staff is contained in 
Appendix B. 

4. The FTC cost disclosure report was unfairly biased in favor of term insurance. 
The FTC staff was able to find two quotations from their report which they could 

cite to argue that their report was neutral. A careful reading of the entire report 
leads to quite a different conclusion. In fact, those biases continue to show in their 
letter of January 15. They still take the position that term insurance plus a savings 
fund is the same as permanent insurance which guarantees dollars for future 
delivery whenever an insured may die. Guarantees of insurance benefits cost 
money. For the insured who lives, the purchase of an insurance contract, whether 
term or permanent, may or may not prove to be as financially rewarding as 
substituting an investment for the insurance protection. But, this is not the point. 
The question is whether an individual needs guaranteed dollars to be delivered 
when specified events occur. If this is what is needed, a comparison of a hypotheti
cal "rate of return" on an insurance contract with rates of return on investments is 
irrelevant. What is needed is a means of comparing the costs of insurance contracts 
that guarantee the particular pattern of future dollars to meet insurance needs. 

5. Many consumers would be ill-advised to buy only term insurance because term 
insurance becomes prohibitively expensive at older ages. 

The FTC staff response ignores the experience of insurance companies, regulators 
and the Veteran's Administration with policyholders who were forced to drop term 
insurance policies when premium rates became prohibitive even though they still 
needed life insurance. The blindness of the FTC staff to this problem is symptomatic 
of their view of term insurance and an unspecified investment as an acceptable 
substitute for whole life insurance. 

6. The FTC's cost disclosure report was unnecessary because the NAIC has issued a 
model cost disclosure regulation. 

The FTC staff claims the use of a cost index showing a "rate of return" is a 
needed change to the NAIC model regulation that justifies their activities in this 
field. 

The FTC staffs claim that rate of return disclosure offers a better way to compare 
dissimiliar policies is totally false. The FTC staffs so-called rate of return for a 
particular policy is not a true interest earnings rate at all but merely another cost 
index which reflects the same premiums, dividends and cash values as are reflected 
in the NAIC Surrender Cost Index. In the case of the former, a cost of insurance is 
assumed and the index is expressed in terms of an interest rate; in the case of the 
latter, an interest rate is assumed and the index is expressed in terms of a cost of 
insurance. Comparative rankings of policy costs according to the two indexes show a 
high statistical correlation which means that the NAIC Net Surrender Cost Index is 
at least as ueful a cost comparison index as the FTC staffs rate of return. In fact, it 
is more useful since it can be used to show the relative costs of term policies as well 
as permanent policies which is not possible with the rate of return index. The NAIC 
disclosure package provides sufficient disclosure information to illustrate the pat-
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tern of guaranteed insurance benefits and their costs and cost indexes to summarize 
what are generally the most important of these costs, together with balanced and 
unbiased information to aid in shopping for life insurance. In contrast, the FTC staff 
report contains a proposed disclosure regulation which encourages buyers to provide 
for their insurance needs by shifting from whole life insurance to term insurance 
plus an investment. Advocacy of such an incomplete insurance program may do a 
great disservice to insurance buyers, particularly as they find they have insurance 
needs which do not diminish with advancing age. 

7. The FTC staff disregarded or suppressed the results of consumer research which 
the FTC commissioned because the results of that research contradicted the staff's 
conclusions about the need for cost disclosure. 

The FTC staff misconstrues the results of the studies referred to in their response. 
This question is discussed at more length in Appendix C. 

8. The Federal Trade Commission should not be involved in the life insurance area 
because it has not received a sufficient number of consumer complaints. 

Predictably, the FTC staff responds that "consumer complaints do not always 
provide an accurate gauge of consumer problems." 

The FTC staffs assertion that the life insurance business is not price competitive 
simply does not reflect trends over the last generation which are continuing up to 
today. The price of both permanent and term plans has been steadily decreasing 
reflecting improvements in investment earnings and mortality. New types of prod
ucts have been introduced to meet changing insurance needs and conditions. 

The FTC staff tends to focus on the extremes in insurance pricing to assert their 
claim that there is a lack of competition within the insurance business. Even if they 
could find some few life insurers that are not keeping up with changing trends in 
pricing, most life insurance is sold by companies that actively and aggressively 
compete for new business. A review of recent announcements of rate changes would 
indicate that there is real competition in the life insurance marketplace. 

REVIEW OF PRESS REPORTS AND ADVERTISING MATERIALS 

The FTC staff blames the press for failing to present a complete view of their 
findings. Yet the FTC press release gave greatest prominence to their false assertion 
that the life insurance business allocates a 1.3 percent "rate of return" to policy
holders and that consumers are "losing billions yearly." These reckless and unsub
stantiated assertions which were so much at variance with the facts were bound to 
produce sensational news stories. Now that these assertions bear the imprimatur of 
a federal agency, they will be used for years in the future by those who seek to 
persuade unwary policyholders to exchange good insurance protection for inferior 
alternatives. Unfortunately, the damage has been done. We are disappointed that 
the FTC staff continued to defend such a flagrant falsehood. 

APPENDIX A 

THE USE OF THE TERM "SAVING THROUGH LIFE INSURANCE" 

The FTC memorandum correctly points out the common use of the term "saving 
through life insurance" in the economic literature relating to the life insurance 
business. Thus, for over 25 years, the ACLI and its prececessor organizations have 
provided a statistical series showing saving through life insurance compared with 
saving through other financial institutions. 

The economic use of the term "saving through life insurance" relates to the 
overall picture of the economy provided by the national income accounts and the 
flow-of-funds accounts. It has little to do with the nature of the whole life contract 
and exactly what the policyholder gets in exchange for his premiums. In the 
national income and product accounts, there is by definition a total of saving equal 
to the volume of capital investment that takes place each year. This total of saving 
is made up of saving by individuals or households, business firms, and governments. 
It includes saving through life insurance companies and other financial institutions. 

In the national income accounts, considerable emphasis is placed on the "person
al" component of national saving. However, the distinction between "personal" and 
other saving is not an easy one to make. "Personal saving," as currently defined by 
the U.S. Department of Commerce, includes saving by proprietors, nonprofit institu
tions, and saving done through various financial institutions including life insurers. 
When governments (federal, state or local) run a surplus, they are "saving" accord
ing to the concepts in the national income accounts, although individuals' taxes 
contributed to this saving. When business firms have undistributed corporate prof
its, they are "saving" even though individuals have a claim on these profits. 
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In the case of life insurance companies, the ACLI has defined "saving through life 
insurance" as the increase in total assets of life insurers less valuation changes and 
the increase in policy loans. It represents a total of business and "personal saving" 
and undistributed profits reflected in the operations of life companies. This concept 
follows the definition developed by Dr. Raymond Goldsmith in his monumental 
work, "A Study of Saving in the United States." We have used corresponding 
definitions for saving through other financial institutions. In the ACLI statistical 
series, no attempt is made to break down the increase in assets attributable to 
different kinds of business or policyholders or to estimate shares contributed by 
business and individual customers. 

The flow-of-funds accounts show how total saving derives from changes in tangi
ble and financial assets less changes in liabilities. Saving by individuals is shown as 
a subsector of these accounts with breakdowns by major type of asset including 
those held indirectly through life insurance and pension plans. The individual 
saving series in these accounts is reconciled to "personal saving" as shown in the 
national income accounts primarily by the deduction of increases in consumer 
durables and in government insurance and pension reserves (which are not counted 
as part of personal saving in the national income accounts). 

The flow-of-funds accounts use the increase in life insurance reserves as a meas
ure of household or individual saving. The ACLI has avoided use of this series 
because total reserves represent a somewhat arbitrary measure of liabilities calcu
lated on the basis of selected interest rate and other assumptions. The total of these 
reserves is not the sum of specific amounts owed to individual policyholders but an 
amount calculated by the life insurer to estimate aggregate liabilities to groups of 
policyholders. 

The amounts that policyholders expect to receive are the various benefits enumer
ated in the contract subject to the contigencies also stated there. Some of these 
benefits may be regarded as akin to savings by the policyholder, but they are not 
the reserves set up by life insurers to cover all types of benefit payments expected 
to be made. 

The distinction between policyholders' benefits and reserves, assets, and savings is 
perhaps clearer in the case of property-casualty insurance. The policyholder buys 
protection against fire, theft, etc., and the insurer accumulates reserves and assets 
to meet expected claims. The accumulation of assets by the insurers is a part of 
national saving but it is not an accumulation on which the policyholder expects to 
earn a return similar to interest on a savings account. 

The controversy over the concept of a divided whole life contract, with a savings 
and a protection element, has gone on for years.' It has been exacerbated by the 
attempt to estimate a rate of return on the "savings element." To come closer to the 
realities involved means examining in detail what the policyholder pays in premi
ums and what he or she may legally and in fact expect in terms of benefits. It also 
means recognizing that the accumulated assets held by life companies ("savings" in 
an economic sense) earn the market rates of return typical of these assets no matter 
who holds them or how insurers make use of those returns. 

APPENDIX B 

CORRECTIONS TO THE CALCULATIONS OF THE FTC STAFF OF AN INDUSTRYWIDE RATE 
OF RETURN 

The FTC staff characterizes the cost of insurance protection used in their calcula
tion of an industrywide "rate of return" as being "consistent in principle" with the 
term premium rates used in their text and with the low cost term life insurance 
premium rates developed by a committee of the Society of Actuaries and used by 
the FTC staff in their suggested changes to the NAIC model regulation. The three 
sets of rates may be characterized by the FTC staff as "consistent," but the rates 
are, in fact, quite different. For example, the first year term premium for a $25,000 
policy issued to a male, aged 35, is $80.75 according to the formula of the Society of 
Actuaries committee. The first year term premium for the same policy used by the 
FTC staff in the text of its report was $64.25-a reduction of 20 percent. Term rates 
equal to 150 percent of actual claims in 1977-the rates used by the FTC staff to 
calculate the industrywide rate of return-would be $22.50 for the same policy-a 
reduction of 72 percent from the low cost term rates developed by the Society of 
Actuaries committee. 

The first year premium rates actually charged for such policies in 1979 was shown 
in the February 1980 issue of Consumer Reports. The ten yearly renewable term 

'For example, see Robert I. Mehr, "The Concept of the Level-Premium Whole Life Insurance 
Policy-Reexamined," The Journal of Risk and Insurance, September 1975. 
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insurance policies with the lowest premiums shown in the tables published in that 
issue ranged from $82 to $95, with an average premium of $88. 

Varying differences occur at other issue ages and durations. After making the 
appropriate adjustments to the data reported in the 1977 annual financial state
ments of life insurance companies, we estimate that the "low cost" term insurance 
rates according to the formula developed by the Society of Actuaries committee 
would have produced term premiums in excess of $11 billion for the individual life 
insurance in force in 1977. This is in contrast to the $7.4 billion produced by the 
FTC formula of 150 percent of actual claims. 

The FTC staff had noted several criticisms pointing out that applying the loading 
from the premium formula of the Society of Actuaries committee ($.90 per thousand 
dollars of in force and $25 per policy) to the individual life insurance in force in 
1977 would make provision for expenses and profits of $4.9 billion in contrast to the 
$2.4 billion produced by their formula. Their response reflects the extent to which 
they are committed to their thesis. They demonstrate that if you reduce the number 
of policies in force by two-thirds, you can produce a loading that is similar to that 
produced by multiplying death claims by 150 percent. Their arithmetic is correct 
but their logic is warped. 

There are two further corrections that should be made in the FTC staffs calcula
tions. First, the $24.2 billion of premiums should be reduced by $.9 billion of 
premiums for incidental benefits such as waiver of premiums, accidental death 
benefits, etc. since these benefits do not involve any so-called "savings accounts." 
Second, premiums should be reduced to reflect the fact that term insurance premi
ums actually charged by life insurers exceed those produced by the FTC staffs 
formula by $.9 billion. This would leave premiums of $24.4 billion for those policies 
that involve a "savings" element. 

The net result of these three corrections is to reduce that part of the increase in 
savings in the FTC staff calculations that comes from premium "deposits" by about 
$6 billion and to increase that part that comes from interest credited by the 
companies by a corresponding amount. The net result is to increase the resulting 
"industrywide rate of return" from 1.3 percent to between 5.5 and 6 percent. 

The FTC staff claims that the benchmarks used do not justify a 5.9 percent "rate 
of return." These benchmarks were cited because they are facts which would indi
cate how widely the FTC staffs "rate of return" missed the mark in describing the 
portion of investment income that is used for the benefit of policyholders. It is a fact 
that interest rates of 5 or 6 percent or higher are currently used by life insurers in 
determining premiums policyholders pay and dividends they receive. If statements 
are to be made about the average performance of the industry as a whole in 
allocating investment income for the benefit of policyholders, this must be taken 
into account. It is a fact that the average interest rate required to maintain 
policyholder reserves for their future insurance benefits is about 3 percent. Life 
insurers were required by law to allocate $4.2 billion of investment income to 
policyholders reserves in 1977 which is two-third times the $1.8 billion the FTC staff 
claims was allocated for policyholder benefits. It is a fact that 5 percent interest or 
higher is paid on dividends left on deposit. The fact that this portion of investment 
income used for the benefit of policyholders is clearly visible does not mean that 
lesser amounts are credited to policyholders elsewhere. Equity and competitive 
pressures require that investment income be allocated consistently in determining 
premiums, dividends and interest credited on dividends left on deposit. 

The FTC staff notes in several places that citing overall industrywide interest 
rate benchmarks tells little or nothing to the individual policyholder. We are 
heartened that the staff recognizes this fact and note that it applies with equal force 
to their 1.3 percent industrywide rate of return. The benchmarks were not intended 
to measure "rate-of-return" but are facts presented to show how absurd it is to 
claim that life insurers allocate only 1.3 percent interest for the benefit of policy
holders. 

An even more bizarre approach to calculating an industrywide rate of return is 
presented by the FTC staff in their letter as an alternative benchmark. It is based 
on the assumption that the entire industry has for the past twenty years issued a 
single policy selected by the FTC staff. Assumption is piled upon assumption and 
hypothesis is built upon hypothesis. It is little wonder that the rate of return for 
this model of an imaginary industry is consistent with FTC staffs policy rates of 
return. Both are derived from the same fiction. If the FTC staff wants to attempt to 
separate the various factors that affect the price of life insurance, it should abandon 
its fantasies and arbitrary assumptions and look at how the life insurance business, 
in fact, really works. 
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APPENDIX C 

CONSUMER RESEARCH SPONSORED BY THE FTC 

The FTC makes a series of assertions about the results of the consumer research 
they sponsored. A careful reading of the actual research reports indicates, however, 
that the FTC assertions are contradicted by the real results of their research. 

For example, the FTC states (page 9) that the findings of Professor Jacoby's 
research "support the staffs conclusion that the NAIC disclosure system is ineffec
tive in imparting meaningful cost comparison information to consumers." But Pro
fessor Jacoby himself concluded, in the summary of his second study, that consum
ers exposed to the NAIC materials (and others) were "able to make good purchase 
decisions" and "did very well in the quizzes which tested for basic life insurance 
knowledge." Indeed, on a quiz designed by the FTC, research subjects exposed to the 
NAIC materials got, on average, 18.3 of 21 questions correct. This was achieved 
despite the fact that the questions poised to the NAIC subjects were, overall, more 
difficult than those posed to subjects exposed to the FTC material. 

It also should be noted that 61 percent of the NAIC subjects had a positive 
impression of the NAIC materials, compared to 51 percent of the respondents given 
the FTC materials. 

The FTC asserts that Professor Jacoby's research shows that the FTC materials 
can significantly improve consumer's motivation and ability to comparison shop for 
the lowest cost insurance. But Jacoby's first FTC sponsored study states (page 29) 
that, "The NAIC Buyer's Guide seems to have had a direct and clear-cut effect on 
the two cost indices emphasized there (i.e. Surrender Cost and Net Payment). 
Regardless of whether a trigger was present or not, the NAIC Buyer's Guide alone 
was sufficient to generate a substantial increase in the attention paid to these cost 
indices, as compared to the accessing rates for subjects in the Control condition and 
the three other experimental conditions." Of course, one of the experimental groups 
referred to was the FTC group. 

The FTC asserts that the second Jacoby study showed that people who received 
the FTC materials "outperformed" other groups, particularly the NAIC group. 
However, Professor Jacoby on pages 54 and 55 of this record report clearly indicates 
that the FTC designed the research in such a way to make that comparison 
questionable at best. Professor Jacoby states that the "policies" devised and supplied 
by the FTC gave "considerable assistance" to FTC subjects in choosing low cost 
policies. By contrast, the FTC devised the materials given to the NAIC groups to be 
much more difficult to understand. For example, as Jacoby states (pages 55)," the 
cost indices on both the NAIC and Beith "policies" are not prominently displayed, 
as in the FTC format, but are buried in the tables of the other cost information that 
are given." Therefore, comparisons between the groups, considering the differences 
in the assistance given should be made with extreme caution, if at all. The study 
clearly shows, however, that the NAIC materials lead to good consumer decisions, 
good knowledge of life insurance and that the materials are considered helpful by 
those who read them. 

The FTC asserts that the research conducted on their behalf by Professor Roger 
Formisano shows that test subjects who received the NAIC disclosure materials did 
not have the information essential for rational decision making. Since subjects were 
interviewed up to six months after the purchase, their memory of what occurred 
during their purchase decision was understandably hazy. The Jacoby research indi
cated that the NAIC materials are informative and helpful. Thus, the performance 
of the Formisano respondents on their life insurance quiz must be attributed to 
knowledge diminished with the passage of time. Anyone who has studied for a test 
in school knows that if tested six months later, their performance would be much 
diminished despite their knowledge at the time of the test. 

Although memory of specific events is hazy, impressions about life insurance and 
the performance of life insurance agents are longer lasting. Therefore, we should 
trust the statements of the Formisano subjects that they were very satisfied by their 
purchases and the agents they bought from. 

To summarize, the message of the consumer research sponsored by the FTC is 
quite clear. The NAIC materials are helpful and do lead to good decisions. Buyers in 
a state that adopted the NAIC Model Regulation are well satisfied with their 
purchases. A careful reading of the research results would lead to an encouragment 
of the NAIC Model Regulation now in effect in 30 states. 
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STATEMENT OF SANDRA L. WILLETT, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL 
CONSUMERS LEAGUE 

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and distinguished Senators of this Committee. My 
name is Sandra L. Willett and I am Executive Vice President of the National 
Consumers League. The National Consumers League, the country's oldest consumer 
organization, welcomes this opportunity to report on basic problems consumers have 
with life insurance and to call for federal action to assure effective cost disclosure as 
a "first step" to life insurance reform. Founded in 1899, NCL for the past eight 
decades has fought for the rights, the health, and the safety of American workers 
and consumers. We are a national organization comprised of individual members 
and local affiliates. We have consistently promoted economic justice in the market
place for the individual by supporting various legislative measures and operating 
research and educational programs. 

The National Consumers League became interested several years ago in whether 
life insurance products, prices and marketing practices were meeting consumer 
needs. In 1978 we co-sponsored, with the U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs, a national 
seminar on life insurance in which leaders in the industry and government officials 
also participated. Our concerns about certain aspects of the industry were crystal
lized by the seminar debate and by the research we conducted prior to the seminar 
on what a consumer might experience when trying to buy adequate life coverage at 
reasonable rates. The research, entitled "Buying Life Insurance: One Consumer's 
Experience," was published as the lead article in the industry journal, Best's 
Review, October 1978. Since then, NCL has met with the chief executive officers and 
top management of several leading insurance companies, agents, trade associations, 
federal and state regulators, and other consumer groups in an effort to promote 
meaningful cost disclosure and more efficient and equitable ways to sell consumers 
the coverage they need at reasonable prices. 

We make no claim about being technical life insurance experts; we are not. Our 
business is consumer protection. NCL is a national consumer organization with its 
ear to the ground and 80 years of experience representing consumers, yet our 
research confirms the 1978 Y ankelovich corporate priorities study which identified 
the insurance industry as one of the three industries most vulnerable to public 
criticism in the near future. In fact, our work goes futher. We find that the 2.5 
trillion dollar life insurance industry has not taken adequate steps to disclose costs 
and other vital information, that an impossible burden now rests squarely on the 
inadequately prepared consumer, and that therefore federal action is needed. 

Mr. Chairman, the National Consumer League is very pleased to appear before 
you and this committee, and to see if, by contributing a consumer perspective, we 
can help build the case for reform that will encourage the life insurance industry to 
stand the test of the open marketplace and facilitate proper consumer purchases. 

MAJOR CONSUMER PROBLEMS WITH LIFE INSURANCE 

Life insurance can be complex. People don't like to think about death. A lot of 
money must be set aside now to alleviate possible financial hardships in the future. 
Each consumer, having different income and health characteristics, requires cover
age tailored to those differences. Therefore, selecting the right policy can be difficult 
and involves risk. 

However, current life insurance practices too often prevent consumers from un
derstanding what they need and from choosing the best products to meet those 
needs. Vital information on costs for example, is obscured or unavailable-often a 
case of too little, too late. Marketing practices tend to push consumers toward whole 
life policies and other products made excessively expensive by high premiums and 
increasing inflation rates. Regulation at the state level has stopped, rather than 
encouraged, useful experimentation and reform. 

Mr. Chairman, I understand your interest is in studying the problems of cost 
disclosure, so I will speak to those problems. But I would urge this Committee also 
to look at the industry's marketing practices and the inadequacies of certain state 
regulations, agent training and licensing, privacy protections, and other serious 
issues which cause consumers other serious problems. My written statement cites 
some consumer experience in these areas and I respectfully request that the state
ment be submitted for the record. I appreciate that this Committee cannot act on all 
problems at once, and I agree that the cost disclosure is the most pressing. Perhaps 
answers to the cost disclosure issue will provide solutions to other problems. 
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A. Lack of meaningful cost disclosure 
Price is foremost in most consumers' minds when buying goods and services. 

Regarding life insurance, consumers want to know: "How much do I pay out?" 
"What am I getting in return-how much death protection, savings and dividends?" 
and "What do I get back if I cash in my policy; what does my family receive if I 
die?" Many consumers are now beginning to ask two additional, related questions: 
"How much, if any, savings do I need along with the death protection?" and "What 
are my options for saving at different rates of return?" 

In general, consumers cannot get straight answers to these fundamental ques
tions. Further, the vast majority of consumers does not know enough about the risk 
factors of death protection, about the time value of money, or about comparing 
different products to raise these key questions. Finally, faced with a sensitive 
subject, seemingly complex choices and an aggressive sales force, consumers lack 
the self confidence to challenge what they are told and being sold. 

Our case study underscores these points. The research was conducted between 
January and April 1978 by a 35-year-old, well-educated woman who knew nothing 
about life insurance, but who thought she should have $25,000 worth of coverage to 
pay for college for two daughters if she happened to die within 25 years. The 
researcher used her real name, Ms. Chris Dodge, and certain personal statistics 
(although no information on income which several agents neglected to ask her). 

Our research methodology was simple and straightforward. Ms. Dodge selected 
ten widely-know companies, large and small, which sell insurance in Washington, 
D.C., and asked them the same basic questions about cost and coverage. 

The experience caused frustration, even outrage, for Ms. Dodge who found herself 
overwhelmed, pressured, or thoroughly confused by irrelevant statements, conflict
ing figures, and incomplete tables. She received little price information she could 
use to compare dissimilar policies. She felt overburdened and underserved by the 
companies' sales pitch, instead of aided by meaningful information relevant to her 
needs. 

A copy of NCL's study is attached for the record. I would like to summarize the 
principal findings related to cost disclosure: 

1. A comparison of term insurance premiums, without riders, dividends or options, 
is fairly straightforward. The difference between the highest and lowest premiums 
for basic term policies offered by the ten different companies we contacted was over 
33 percent. 

Cost comparisons therefore are essential, but our consumer was not encour
aged to compare different term policies from different companies. 

Straightforward cost information for renewable term, compared to other 
types of term policies, was frequently not provided. Term was not discussed in 
the context of buying death protection. Rather, if was painted as a waste of 
money if the holder does not die. 

No options were discussed for starting a savings account or buying high 
interest certificates to accompany basic death protection. · 

2. Ms. Dodge's discussions on whole life insurance were infinitely more difficult 
and unsatisfying. Where she could compare costs of similar policies, the differences 
were over 100 percent. Her feelings of frustration mirror those of an increasing 
number of consumers who are demanding straightforward, comprehensive informa
tion to facilitate cost comparisons and better purchases. 

Whole life insurance is frequently sold on the basis that it "forces" the consumer 
to save conveniently. However, the rate of return on the savings portion of a policy 
is not given. How can consumers compare the real return between different cash 
value policies, or with that of a savings account? They can's right now. How can 
consumers get answers to the fundamental questions-"How much do I pay? for 
what? with what return?" without a simple, common sensebased yardstick? We 
can't. 

The National Association of Insurance Commissioners' proposed cost disclo
sure rule will not help the consumer answer these questions. It does not give a 
rate of return on whole life policies. It does not require disclosure on a timely 
and regular basis. It does not discuss options. It complicates comparisons by 
giving six indexes. Indexes are poor measures because people do not know 
whether higher or lower is better, do not understand how they are developed, 
and cannot use them to make cross-product comparisons. The NAIC model has 
other serious drawbacks. Those merit discussion in a moment. The point is that 
consumers must have a simple, consistent way of seeing and comparing what 
their savings are earning. We cannot do this now. 

Washington, D.C. has not enacted the NAIC model law. This city's Insurance 
Department said earlier this week that they opposed the NAIC model law 
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because the cost disclosure provisions are too complicated and too late to help 
consumers. Wisconsin and North Carolina have seen their attempts at meaning
ful disclosure halted by industry opposition. 

Agents Ms. Dodge talked to failed to mention several other aspects of whole life 
insurance costs that are essential to consumers. 

Dividends are not always guaranteed. Consumers cannot count on a certain 
rate year after year. However, experience shows that consumer can almost 
always be guaranteed that the dividends will be lower than many interest rates 
paid on alternative savings plans. 

Ms. Dodge reported that, in fact, alternative savings vehicles were not dis
cussed. What about investing the difference between premiums for an annual 
renewable term policy and those for a whole life or endowment policy? These 
"opportunity" costs may have great significance for life insurance consumers. 
Further, if consumers withdraw savings from a high yield account to pay for a 
low yield policy, they stand to lose twice. These losses are against the consumer 
interest. 

If whole life policies are not held for a minimum of seven to ten years, consumers 
will not get back in cash value what they pay out in premiums. Approximately 50 
percent of consumers allow their policies to lapse in the first year. This costs dearly. 
However, this cost was also not spelled out to Ms. Dodge. 

With double digit inflation and no sign of relief, consumers pay "extra" for whole 
life policies. 

The face value of such policies, held over a long period of time, is seriously 
eroded. 

The savings portion of policies held for several years yields comperatively 
lower and lower rates. 

3. Agent pressure was heavy, at one time so intense that Ms. Dodge threatened to 
call for help. Agents called Ms. Dodge's home although she expressly asked them 
not to. One agent claimed he "spent eight hours at night preparing hand-written 
material just" for Ms. Dodge. Only one agent seemed to consider the consumer's 
needs to be of primary importance. This agent advised Ms. Dodge against whole life 
insurance if she wanted only death protection. This and two other agents advised 
her not to buy their own companies' term policies because she could buy the same 
coverage for less money elsewhere. This may have been the most useful information 
any of the agents provided. 

There is no doubt that people need advice on buying the right life insurance 
policy or policies for their particular needs. However, we have to wonder if a 
commissioned salesman, whose incentives differ from those of the consumer in part 
because he gets a bigger commission with a more expensive policy, can be the most 
objective counselor. 

4. The consumer cannot calculate costs accurately within different, rather than 
traditional, time periods. When Ms. Dodge asked for cost data on a 30-year period, 
two agents responded with data on 18 and 20-year periods, but nothing on 30 years. 
The NAIC model law does not call for information beyond the 20-year period
another one of its serious weaknesses. 

Although extremely frustrating, Ms. Dodge's experience was probably more pleas
ant and productive than the experience most consumers face. The agents knew of 
her NCL association and easily understood her intelligence. However, by any way 
you measure it, her discussions and research exemplify the severity of the problem 
of currently inadequate, incomplete and inconsistent disclosure. 

The consumer is asked to commit savings or scarce earnings to pay for protection 
against loss of income, but the consumer cannot get the necessary information to 
make proper choices, does not know enough to ask the right questions, lacks self
confidence and is asked to trust the sellers of insurance with his money and hopes 
when these very sellers have many different incentives. The current system denies 
the consumer basic rights to information and places on him an unfair, unrealistic 
burden. Such a system, which discourages inquiry and full discussion of the options, 
is a prime target for national reform. 

B. Difficulties buying the "right" coverage 
Insurance companies and agents say that consumers must be "sold" life insur

ance. Since people do not like to think about death, they must be "led" toward 
purchasing coverage. The industry also maintains that life insurance is complicated, 
that many different combinations of riders and options to basic coverage necessitate 
tailoring each policy to each individual. 

These assertions, even if accurate for most consumers, invite a dynamic which can 
be very detrimental. This marketing dynamic asks the consumer to trust the seller 
of insurance, to provide detailed confidential information about income and health, 
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and to accept that the industry has the consumer's "best interests at heart." 
Lacking comprehensive and comparable cost information, and encouraged to abdi
cate their critical decision making powers, consumers are often sold policies which 
fail to meet their needs-policies which may be wrong for them, offering inadequate 
coverage and charging excessive premiums. 

For example, if individuals require only death protection, they must question 
whether or not they need the lower yield savings portion of the more expensive 
whole life policies. I chair a consumer insurance , policy committee comprised of 
grassro.ots consumers, insurance regulators and industry representatives. At our 
February 1979 meeting, not a single person on that committee voted to support 
whole life insurance as the most efficient way to buy death protection, particularly 
in periods of high inflation. 

Women, especially single career women, have been targeted by some companies as 
the "rich new market." The promotions appeal to women to buy life insurance, 
almost as a status symbol, suggesting that if you are a smart sophisticated profes
sional in the "fast track" business world you should have life insurance. What if 
these individuals have no dependents? What if they can protect their mortgages 
with high interest savings accounts? Should they be sold insurance? 

The poor and less well educated consumers have been the principal targets for 
debit insurance. The 1976 Insurance Fact Book states that $30 billion of this type is 
held. The latest FTC figure estimated $40 billion. Debit insurance is, therefore, not 
an historical curiosity. It is a devastating current problem, devastating because of 
the excessive administrative and distribution costs, the system of selling many small 
policies to the same individual, and the lack of adequate information available to 
the most vulnerable consumers. 

Life insurance marketing practices, to the extent they push inappropriate and 
excessively expensive coverage to unprepared consumers, are worthy candidates for 
public scrutiny and reform. 

C. Lack of protection and redress 
What assurances do consumers have that the industry works well in their behalf, 

that their basic rights to information, straightforward marketing practices and 
competitively priced choices are protected? Where can consumers turn for effective 
assistance and redress if they have questions about the adequacy of this protection? 

The National Consumers League believes that regulation should not be necessary 
where the market through its own means can produce competitively priced, safe 
goods and services. However, we do not see the current system of state regulation 
for life insurance as being effective or sufficiently forceful to safeguard the consum
er interest. 

The NAIC model cost disclosure rule, for example is an "arithmetical monstros
ity," as the noted actuary E. J. Morehead testified in 1976. NCL will not, as I 
mentioned earlier, support the NAIC model because it complicates rather than 
clarifies, and because it does not disclose the relevant costs when they are most 
needed by consumers. The NAIC model is a detour, if not a significant barrier, to 
adequate, comparable cost disclosure. In fact, it camouflages exactly what the con
sumer needs to know because it: 

gives no rate of return, 
cannot be used to compare dissimilar policies, 
does not require information disclosure at the point of purchase, 
does not require periodic information disclosure while the policy is in effect, 
offers no guidance in distinguishing between whole life and term insurance, 
does not provide cost beyond the traditional 20-year period, and 
does not separate death protection from the savings portion. 

The NAIC cost disclosure model with industry backing has prevailed even in 
those states where a more useful yardstick was available. In North Carolina, I 
understand, the superior regulations proposed by Insurance Commissioner Ingram 
were undercut by quick passage in the statehouse of an NAIC model. In Wisconsin, 
the industry has taken the insurance department to court to prevent adoption of a 
simple, direct buyers guide and policy summary which would provide consumers 
with much of the information on cost and coverage they need. 

State regulation is weak. Even those states, where fair-minded insurance commis
sioners have stood up for the consumer's need, have not been able to provide 
reform. The industry on the one hand says "leave it to the states," and on the other 
hand actively opposes progressive state experiments. 

The net result is-the consumer gets hurt. The current system is not working. 
After decades of state regulation, we have very few progressive protections and no 
simple common sense cost disclosure. The consumer is being taken advantage of 
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time and time again. We have come to the point where federal intervention is 
needed. 

Recommendations 
The National Consumers League urges this Committee to develop federal stand

ards for a national cost disclosure system. The system, we believe, should be manda
tory. It should require that companies and agents disclose meaningful information 
at or before the point of purchase, and periodically while the policy is in force. 

Rate of Return.-The rate of return provision is the key factor. Such a yardstick 
can enable consumers to compare dissimilar policies and to compare policies with 
non-insurance savings plans. The rate of return would provide a simple, direct, 
accurate measure that most people can understand. 

Comprehensive Buyer's Guide.-The mandatory disclosure system should outline 
the basic choices consumers have between different types of policies, offer guidelines 
for estimating coverage needs, warn consumers against misleading marketing prac
tices, list questions to the agent, and indentify options to whole life policies for 
higher yeild savings plans. 

Time of Disclosure.-The Buyers' Guide should be given to the consumer when 
the consumer is first contacted. 

The rate of return should be presented to the consumer at, or prior to, the point 
of sale. Since the rate of return on policies tailored for individuals will have to be 
calculated separately from the cost of premiums, companies and agents may not be 
able to provide correct calculations the first time they talk with a potential custom
er. However, if a consumer requests the rate of return information, it should be 
provided as soon as as possible and no later than at the point of sale. 

Cooling-off Period.-The mandatory cost disclosure system should allow consum
ers a cooling-off (or "free look") period of at least 20 days during which time the 
consumer can cancel the policy at no charge. 

Periodic Information Disclosure.-It is not enough to disclose the rate on polices 
at the point of sale. A consumer's needs for coverage will change with changing 
income and family situations. Therefore, the rate of return and other relevent 
information should be disclosed on a regular basis, preferably annually. Such disclo
sure should be mandatory and clearly presented so the consumer is told its signifi
cance. 

Disclosure of other Relevant Information.-Although not all potential customers 
or policyholders will note it, other information should be made public. We would be 
very interested in knowing, for example, what percentages of the premiums covers 
death protection and what covers savings, operating expenses and commissions. 

Establishing a toll-free telephone number to an insurance information center, to 
the companies or to state departments of insurance would permit consumers to ask 
questions and register complaints. 

Other Considerations.-Agent training and licensing must be upgraded. Independ
ent agents have told me that the training they received from companies resembles 
more of a pep-talk than a serious review of the technical aspects of life insurance. 
They have also said they often feel pressured by companies to sell, especially to sell 
whole life, even if the consumer's needs are not met by this particular product. 
Agents need at least as much information as consumers do. 

Savings accounts, certificates of deposits, treasury bonds and other vehicles are 
rarely discussed by companies and agents except in their context of "how difficult it 
is to save, and therefore how valuable a force savings plan is." Alternatives should 
be raised with the consumer. A real counselor whose purpose is to provide service, 
as opposed to stimulate sales, could be expected to discuss options. 

The language of policies continually needs to be clarified. Simple, direct policy 
language is important to encourage consumers to read and evaluate their coverage. 

Different ways of selling insurance should also be explored, such as through 
banks, in group plans, and through independent financial counselors who do not sell 
insurance. 

The development of new products to meet changing consumer needs should be 
encouraged. 

Conclusions 
In his 1908 annual report, the Wisconsin Insurance Commissioner described a 

policyholder's right to disclosure, and the industry's opposition to this right. 

"POLICYHOLDERS ENTITLED TO KNOW 

"There is a point where the benefits of insurance are outweighed by the expense. 
Either the policyholder should be enablee intelligently to determine for himself 

54-102 0 - 80 - 10 
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what that point is or the state should at least prescribe a maximum limit. The 
recent investigation committee recommended that every policy issued should state 
in dollars and cents for each year during the possible history of the policy, the 
amount provided for expenses, and amount provided for death claims, and the 
amount held to the credit of the policyholder as a reserve. With these facts before 
him, the proposed policyholder would have something on which to determine wheth
er or not the contract was one he wanted. He would also have something definite by 
which he could judge how the management afterward administered its trust as to 
his money. 

"KNOWLEDGE WOULD INJURE BUSINESS 

"When the recommendation was suggested in the hearings of the committee, it 
met with the answer that the prospective policyholder would not take the insurance 
if he knew what he was paying for expense. Company managements admitted that 
they were writing forms of policies which men ought not to take because the 
expense provisions far outweighed the benefits and which they would not take if 
they knew what the expense provisions really were. It would seem as if there could 
be no question that the present and prospective policyholder is entitled to have all 
the facts with regard to his policy in such form that he can understand them and be 
able to compare the expense and the insurance benefit. Yet so novel was the proposi
tion to give the policyholder a chance to protect himself and so strenuous were the 
objections to the plan on the part of the companies, even during the hearings by the 
investigation committee, that the committee felt that it would be difficult to secure 
its immediate adoption. (Italic added) The opposition of the companies was contin
ued in the hearings before the committees of the legislature at the session of 1907 
and the recommendation was defeated." 

NCL's research, seminar and discussions with consumers and the industy lead us 
to conclude that times are not much different now. Asking for federal intervention 
in 1979 is not a popular move. We sincerely wish it were not necessary. 

However, consumers continued to make improper life insurance purchases be
cause the meaningful, straightforward information at the point of sale and while 
the policy is in force simply is not available. What the NAIC proposes may be worse 
than no change at all because it appears to provide relevent information, but does 
not. What the industry has complained about as being the inefficiences of 50 
different sets of state regulations may in fact be what the industry prefers as a way 
of keeping regulations weak. 

Therefore, federal standards are needed. The consumer should no longer bear the 
burden of inadequate disclosure, misdirected marketing practices, inefficent and 
ineffective state regulations, poorly trained agents, and loose privacy protections. 

It is certainly time for rigorous, relevent cost disclosure. It is time to let the life 
insurance industry stand the test of the open marketplace. It is time to lift the 
burden from the consumer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recently much attention has been focused on the. plight of 

people with relatively small amounts of savings.1 Because of 

Federal regulations on the maximum interest rates that banks and 

savings and loan associations may pay, savers who have less than 

$10,000 to invest have often had to settle for rates of 5 to 

5-1/4 percent on their money, while open market rates are in 

the 9-1/2 to ·10 percent range. Even the latter rates are barely 

sufficient to cover the current rate of inflation. Through 

a variety of exemptions and financial innovations, large savers 

have been able to obtain access to the open market rates from 

which small savers have been excluded by deposit rate ceilings. 

One economist has put the loss in interest earnings at over 

$8 billion on passbook savings accounts at commercial banks, 

savings banks and S&L's in 1978 alone.2 Based on similar findings, 

Mr. Robert Gnaizda, a public interest lawyer, petitioned Congress 

to require a "fair warning on every passbook, in every advertisement, 

and on the doors of every bank ••• • that "Savings may be hazardous 

to your weal·th, • if the government does not end the system of 

deposit rate ceilings.3 

' 1 

2 

3 

fil Hearings 
on Commerce 1 

fil the testimony of Professor Edward Kane, g. 
1979 Hearings, iupra n. 1. Mr. Gnaizda puts the loss 
at over $11 bil 1On. 

1 
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Virtually no attention has been paid, however, to how small 

savers have fared during the current inflation in the one major 

consumer savings medium that is not subject to deposit rate 

ceilings. At the end of 1977, consumer savings held by the 

ordinary life insurance industry amounted to approximately $140 

billion. 4 This amount is roughly equal to the total of all 

passbook savings accounts held by the savings and loan industry. 5 

A major portion of this report will be devoted to an examination 

of consumer savings through life insurance. The life insurance 

industry publishes no figures on the total consumer savings 

which it holds. Nor does the industry publish figures on the 

rate of return it pays on savings, _either for the indus~ry 

as a whole or on individual policies. This report will examine 

the rates of return being paid by the life insurance industry 

to the 45 to 50 million households that save through iife insurance. 

Among the important findings of this report are: 

4 

5 

6 

1. The average rate of return paid by the industry to 

all ordinary life insurance policyholders in 1977 was 

between one and two per~ent: 6 

See pages 11-12, infra. 

Passbook accounts am·oun·ted to almost $144 billion in December, 
1977. 1979 Hearings, sugra n. 1, at 7, Table 3 (statement 
by Kenneth Thygerson. Chief Economist of U.S. League of 
Savings Associations)~ 

This is the average rate paid all ordinary life policy 
holders. Many policies currently on the market, if held 
for 20 years, will yield between 4 and 5 percent. See Tables 
II-7, II-8, infra. --

2 
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2. The rate of return on new policies is, in many instances, 

substantially below alternatives readily available 

in the market place; 

3. A significant number of holders of old policies are 

locked into a low-yield, fixed-dollar investment 

unsuited to cope with current inflation; 

4. There are severe, but unannounced, penalties for early 

withdrawal of savings through life insurance policies. 

Unlike the withdrawal penalties mandated by Federal 

deposit regulations, the penalties imposed by life 

insurance companies do not merely reduce the return 

earned on th~ principal: they often reduce and sometimes 

even eliminate the principal itself. The consumer loss 

resulting from first-year lapse alone exceeds 200 

million dollars a year. Just to break even, many. 

policies bought in 1977 will have to be held 

until 1987. 

5. Price competition is so ineffective in the life insurance 

industry that companies paying 20-year rates of return 

of 2 percent or less compete successfully against com

panies that pay 4 to 6 percent. This disparity should 

be contrasted with the banking industry, where differences 

of a quarter of a perc~nt are considered to be compe

titively crucial. 

There are important differences between saving through 

life insurance and saving through the banking industry. In 

particular, the income generated through a life insurance policy 

3 
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is essentially tax free; therefore, all the rates of return 

mentioned above should be compared to the after-tax return from 

other forms of savings or investments. Nevertheless th_e average 

rate of return on savings through life insurance is extraordinarily 

low even compared to current passbook rates offered by banks and 

S&L's, which are themselves kept artificially low by the deposit 

rate ceilings. We estimate that consumers would have had an 

additional $3.7 billion in 1977 alone if the life insurance 

industry had paid only 4 percent on savinga.7 Thus while deposit 

rate ceilings may hiwe imposed great costs on small savers, 

those consumers who· save through life inourance are in many 

instances far· worse off. Indeed, life insurance savers would 

gain substantially if they were at least put on an equal footing 

with the current low deposit rate ceilings ~f banks and S&L's. 

These problems led to this investigation of the life insurance 

industry. The investigation examined the magnitude of conSUl!ler 

injury and the extent to which life insurance cost disclosure 

can remedy these problems. This report is the end product of 

that investigation. It is divided into four parts: (1) An overview 

of the industry and an analysis of its role as a savings medium; 

(2) An analysis of consumer problems in tho life insurance 

industry; (3) A description of some of the reasons for these 

problems; (4) A recommended system of life insurance cost dis

closure which we believe is a pr~requisite to any meaningful 

7 ~ pages 18-19, infra. 

4 
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price competition in the life insurance industry. 

I. THE LIFE INSURANCE INDUSTRY AND ITS SERVICES 

A. Description of the Industry 

The life insurance industry is a large and important part 

of our economy. The total income of domestic life insurance 

companies in 1977 was $98 billion. 8 While it is difficult to 

comprehend a figure this large, some comparisons may help. 

The $98 billion received by life insurance companies in 1977 

is approximately the same as the federal government spent for 

national defense in that year and more than twice as large as 

the total income of the entire farm population of the United 

States. 9 

The life insurance· industry directly ·affects most families 

in this country. Seventy-two percent of the adult population 

of the United States and over 90 percent of all husband and wife 

families own some form of life insurance. 10 In 1977, Americans 

purchased $367 billion of additional life insurance coverage. 

bringing the total of life insurance coverage to alrrost $2.6 trillion. 11· 

Insured families paid an average of over $500 a year in premiums 

and had approximately $37,000 insurance in force.1 2 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

American Council of Life Insurance, Life Insurance Fact 
~, at 56 (1978) [hereinafter cited as Fact Book). 

Economic Report of the President, 339, 362 (1978). 

Fact Book, supra n. 8, at 35. These figures are for 1976. 

Id. at 7. 

~- at 7 and 56. This figure includes employer contributions 
(Footnote Continued) 

5 
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The primary focus of this report is ordinary life insurance. 

Ordinary life insurance policies are usually sold to individuals 

(as opposed to groups), and are usually sold by agents. Most 

ordinary life premiums are paid by mail rather than collected 

by an agent.1 3 In 1977 Americans paid $24.2 billion in premiums 

for 140 million ordinary life insurance policies. This expenditure 

represented 1.9 percent of all personal income. 14 In return 

for premiums paid, the life insurance industry performs two 

important services: it provides death protection and serves 

as a savings medium. The dual nature of the life insurance industry 

is reflected in the differences between the industry's two basic 

policies: "term" policies (which provide only insurance protection) 

and "cash value" policies (which provide both insurance protection 

and a form of savings). The following section describes these 

two ·basic types of policies .1 5 

12 

13 

14 

15 

(Footnote Continued) 

and is computed by dividing premium income by the number 
of insured families (88 percent of about 70 million families). 

Besides ordinary life insurance, the other major products 
of life insurance companies are health insurance, annuities, 
group life, credit life and industrial life insurance. 
An economic profile·of the whole industry is set forth 
in Appendix I. · 

Fact Book, supra n. 8, at 20, ·5a, 59. 

All life insurance policies are either participating or 
non-participating. Non-participating policies do not pay 
dividends and are sold by stockholder owned insurance companies. 
Participating policies pay dividends and are primarily 
issued by mutual insurance companies but are also issued 
by stock companies. In dividend-paying policies, the premium 
is set at a level greater than the anticipatr•d future cost 

(Footnote Continued) 

6 
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B. Basic Types of Life Insurance Policies 

1. Term Insurance 

Simply stated, term insurance provides solely death protec

tion for a fixed period of time such as 1, 5, or 10 years or 

until the insured reaches a specific age such as 65. The face 

amount of the policy will be paid only if the insured dies within 

the time (or term) stated in the policy. Thus, a one -year $25,000 

term policy, for example, obligates the insurance company to 

pay the beneficiary that amount should the insured die within 

the year. Term insurance policies are often renewable for additional 

terms without the insured' s being required to take .a medical exam

ination. Each time the policy is renewed for another term, 

the premiums increase to reflect the greater likelihood of death 

as a person grows older.16 When the insured is young, term insurance 

is relatively inexpensive and provides the largest immediate· 

death protection for the premium dollar. However, the premiums 

15 

16 

(Footnote Continued) 

of the policy. Dividends paid reflect the company's actual 
costs. See generally J. Belthi "Distribution of Surplus to Individual 
Life Insurance Policyholders," 45 Journal, Of Risk and Insurance 7 
(1978). 

Certain types of term policies provide for level premium 
payments. For example, ~term to 65" has only one "term" 
and thus the premium remains at a constant level until 
the policy expires at the stated age. The early year premiums 
for this form of term insurance are significantly higher 
than traditional renewable term. Another level premium 
variant is "decreasing term", in which the face amount 
of the insurance decreases over time while the premiums 
stay the same. This type of policy is oft.en marketed as 
protection for long-term decreasing debts such as mortgages. 

7 
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steadily increase as the insured ages and become very high 

after age 65. 

2. Cash Value Insurance 

There are several types of cash value insurance. The most 

important type is "whole life" or "permanent life" insurance. 

Whole life insurance policies remain in force as long as the 

premiums are paid. They differ from term policies in three 

important ways. First, the premiums for a whole life policy 

are initially much higher than for term insurance for the same 

amount of insurance protection. Second, unlike the premiums 

for term insurance, whole life premiums do not go up with age 

but remain the same throughout the payment period. Third, whole 

life insurance policies develop cash values which increase each 

year. 17 

A whole life policy can have a premium that does not increase 

because during the early years of the policy the premiums are 

much higher than the amount needed to buy only death protection.1 8 

17 

18 

In addition to whole life insurance, many other policies 
on the market combine savings and protection in various 
degrees. Examples include "life paid up at 65," "20-pay 
life," and "endowment policies." "Life paid up at 65" and 
"20-pay life" are policies in which the premiums are paid 
over a limited period instead of over the entire life of 
the policy, Endowments are policies in which the cash 
value equals the policy's face amount at the end of a 
limited period, usually 20 or 30 years. 

A 35-year old man will typically pay an annual premium 
of $15-20 per $1,000 of coverage for a whole life policy, 
while a comparable size o.ne-year renewable term policy 
would cost $2.00 to $6.00 per $1,000. When the insured 
reaches ages 55-60, term premiums become greater than the 
$15-20 level premiums of the whole life policy. 

8 
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Part of these "overpayments" made ·in the early years of a whole 

life policy are invested by the company and set aside as a reserve 

to be used to pay part of the death benefit should the policyholder 

die. This reserve serves as· the basis for a policy's cash values. 

The cash value of a whole life policy increases each year at 

a rate specified in the contract. 19 While alive, the policyholder 

can either borrow against the cash value or receive it by surrend

ering the policy. If the insured dies, however, the insurance 

company pays only the face amount of the policy, not the face 

amount plus the cash value. 

A whole life policy can be viewed as a combination of an 

increasing savings elem~nt (cash value) and a decreasing amount 

of pure life insurance protection. This is because as the cash 

value of the policy increases the actual amount of death protection 

being purchased decreases correspondingly -- the sum of the 

cash value and the death protection always equals the face amount 

of the policy. The increasing cash value also explains why whole 

life insurance premiums stay the same throughout a person's 

•life. Even though the chances of dying and thus the cost of 

pure death protection increases each year, the cash value reduces 

the amount of death protection that must, in effect, be purchased. 

19 

Although the description of whole life insurance as a 

The increase in cash value in any given year is due to 
two factors--the excess premium payments for that year 
and the interest credited.to the cash value that has been 
previously accumulated. The impact of compound interest 
is substantial. For example, $1.00 invested at 7.2 percent 
will double in ten years. 

9 
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combination of death protection and savings is commonly_ found in 

insurance texts, 20 many people in the insurance industry assert 

that the separation of whole life insurance into savings and 

protection components is improper and that the life insurance 

contract must be viewed as an undifferentiated whole. They 

argue that the purchase of a whole life policy should be viewed as 

simply buying insurance protection on the level-premium "installment" 

plan. According to this view, under the level premium method, 

people "prepay" while they are young for insurance protection 

they will receive only many years later, while the savings element 

(cash value) is described as an "incidental" by-product of the 

level premium method ot paying for insurance. 21 

It is true that the policy's savings element is a by-product 

of the level premium method of paying for insurance However, 

it can hardly be said to be "incidental". During the initial 

years of a typical whole life policy the portion of the premium 

that goes to build up the savings element of the policy will 

often be 70 percent of the total premium. over the first twenty 

years of a typical whole life policy issued to a male aged 25, 

about 40-50 percent of the premium goes into the policy's savings 

element. 22 The fact that a major portion of the premiums for 

20 

21 

22 

fil, -~• S S. Huebner & K. Black, Life Insurance 7 
(1976). -

This argument is discussed in detail at pages 113-120, ~

See J. Belth Life Insurance - A Consumer's Hand Book, 
49-50, ( 1973 l. 

10 
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whole life policies goes toward ·building up cash values makes 

the life insurance industry a major savings institution. 

c. Life·Insurance·As A Savings·Medium 

Sales of cash value insurance policies, in conjunction 

with sales of annuities, make the insurance industry one of 

the country's major savings institutions. 23 Assets of domestic 

life insurance companies totaled more than $350 billion at the 

end of 1977. 24 In recent years, life insurance companies have 

accounted for about 20 percent of the growth.in all personal 

savings. 25 As a repository of personal savings, the life insurance 

industry has ranked second only to savings and loan associations 

among private savings institutions. 26 

Individual savings through ordinary cash value insurance 

represent a significant part of the total consumer savings deposited 

with the life insurance industry. 27 Although the life insurance 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Although term insurance sales have been growing more rapidly 
in recent years than cash value sales, the latter type 
is still the most common form of ordinary insurance purchased 
and owned. Cash value policies ( on adult lives and sold 
by ordinary agents only) accounted for about 58 percent 
of premiums and about 39 percent of the amount of new ordinary 
insurance purchased in 1975. Li£e Insurance Marketing And 
Research Association (LIMRAl, 1·975 Buyers Study at 19, 

Fact·Book, supra n. 8, at 69. 

G. Bishop, Capital Formation Through Life Insurance, 
91 ( 1.976). 

!.£· at 87. 

The remainder consists primarily of annuities and amoun·ts 
held under pension plans, Fact Book, supra n. 8, at 
36-38, 49-54. 

11 
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industry does not publish statistics on the total consumer savings 

through ordinary life insurance, this number can be estimated. 

In 1977, it totaled approximately $141 billion or over $1,000 

for each of the 139 million ordinary life insurance policies 

in force. 28 

An indication of the relative importance of savings versus 

protection in ordinary life insurance can be seen by comparing 

it to group term insurance. In 1977, the two lines provided 

roughly equal amounts of death protection. 29 Death claims 

paid on ordinary life policies amounted to $4.9 billion versus 

$4.8 billion on group contracts. 30 . Yet the public paid over 

$24 billion in premiums for its ordinary life insurance coverage 

compared to less than $7 billion for its group coverage. 31 

There are two major reasons for this immense difference. First. 

the ordinary line is dominated by cash value policies, where· 

the savings benefits are far larger than the death protection 

benefits. Second, selling costs are much higher for ordinary 

than for group policies. 32 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

.Consumer savings consist of ordinary life cash values 
and accumulated dividends left with the companies at interest. 
For details of this calculation see Appendix II. 

Ordinary life insurance in fo.rce amounted to $1,289 billion, 
compared to $1,115 billion for group. Fact Book, supra 
n. a, at 18. 

I£ at 41. 

.!£· at 57. 

For example in 1975, commission costs were about $1.97 per 
thousand of coverage on ordinary policies versus 12 cents 

(Footnote Continued) 
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The following tables show the relative importance of 

ordinary life insurance as a savings institution and as a pro

vider of death protection. Table I-lA is a summary of the total 

cash flows and the increase in consumer savings in the ordinary 

life insurance line in 1977. Table I-1B contains the same infor

mation broken down by insured.househbld, 33 

These tables show how much money flowed from policyholders 

(directly and indirectly) into the industry. The money flowing 

into the industry consists of premiums and the investment earnings 

from consumer savings through ordinary cash value insurance. 34 

The tables also show how much money flowed back from the companies 

to policyholders in the form of benefits. Finally, the tables 

show a breakdown of the money remaining with the companies broken 

out by the amount used to increase policyholders' savings and 

the amount retained for expenses and profits. 

32 

33 

34 

(Footno~e Continued) 

for group. Home office expenses averaged $3.02 per thousand 
on ordinary versus 30 cents for group. These figures were 
derived from Table 2 in Appendix II. 

The numbers in Table I-1B are based on the assumption that 
there are 46 million households with ordinary life insurance. 
The derivation of the number of insured households is set 
forth in Appendix II. 

These reserves are technically not owned by the policy
holders. However, policyholders can surrender their policies 
at any time and receive their accumulated cash values and 
dividends. Thus, we think it is appropriate to view invest
ment income on these reserves as funds indirectly contributed 
by policyholders. 

13 
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The overwhelming importance of the saving element of ordinary 

cash value insurance is shown by the fact that, although approxi

mately $34 billion was contributed by policyholders to the industry, 

only about $5 billion was returned in the form of death benefits. 

The death benefits paid are only slightly larger than the dividends 

paid and ar~ much smaller than either the withdrawals from savings 

or the buildup of savings. From the perspective of the individual 

household, an average of $525 was paid in premiums and only 

$107_was received back in death benefits. This comparison excludes 

an ·additional indirect contribution of $212 per household derived 

from investment income •. 

Table I-2 is a breakdown showing approximately how policyholder

provided income (premiums plus investment income) is used in 

ordinary insurance. Table I-2 shows that death benefits paid in 

1377 represented only 14.5 percent of the cash flow of the industry, 

whereas the savings. element was more than 3-1/2 times as large 

at 54.9 percent. 

Total Savings Elooent 
54.9% 

35 Table I-2 is based upon the data contained in Table I-lA. 
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Amounts Contributed by 
Policyholder 

Premiums $24.161 

TABLE I - lA 

(Amounts in billions of dollars) Y 

Amount Retained by 
Companies 

Increase in 

Amount of Benefits 
Paid 

Death Benefits $4.908 
policyholder 

Investment $33.916 savings $ 7.878 
~ Cash flow from 

$15,659 I Savings Withdrawals 
Cash flow fro Income 

policyholders 
TOTAL $33.916 to companies 

Expenses and 
Profits 

TOTAL 

10,379 

$18,257 

companies to 
policyholders 

Y The source of the information in Table ; - lA is set forth in Appendix II. 

Dividends 
Surrender 
Values 

Supplemental 
Contracts 

Matured 
Endowments 

Other 

Total 

4.671 

3.9.64 

1.059 

.894 
~ 

Withdrawals $10.751 

TOTAL BENEFITS 
PAID $15,659 

..... 
~ 
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Amounts Contributed by 
Policyholder 

Premiums $525 

Investment $737 
Income _.lg Cash flow from 

policyholders 
TOTAL $737 to companies 

TABLE I - lB 

(Amounts in doliarsJV 

Amount Retained by 
Companies 

Increase in 
policyholder 
savings $+171 

r340 Cash f~ow from 
Expenses and companies to 
Profits 226 policyholders 

TOTAL $ 39'1 

Amount of Benefits 
Paid 

Death Benefits $107 

Savings Withdrawals 

Dividends 102 
Surrender Values 84 
Supplemental Con-
tracts 23 

Matured Endow-
ments 19 

Other 4 

Total 
WithdrawaJ.s $233 

TOTAL BENEFITS 
PAID $340 

!:J The source of the information in Table I - lB is set forth in Appendix II. 

I 

..... 
~ 
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These tables demonstrate that the life insurance industry 

is a major savings medium. We now turn to an examination of 

the average rate of return the life insurance industry pays 

ordinary policyholders. The life insurance industry, in return 

for the premiums it receives, both provides insurance protection 

and serves as a savings medium. By subtracting the portion 

of the total premium that goes to provide insurance protection 

it is possible to compute the average rate of return the insurance 

industry is paying on policyholders' savings. This rate is 

calculated in much the same way as the rate of return from any 

other savings medium such as a bank. The general formula for 

calculating rate of return is set forth below: 

r = savings at the end of the year -1 
savings at beginning of the year+ deposits - withdrawals 

Using this formula, the average industrywide rate of return 

paid ordinary policyholders in 1977 can be calculated. Total 

consumer savings in ordinary life insurance were $137.032 billion 

at the beginning of 1977 and $140.910 billion at the end. 36 

The withdrawals from savings were paid as dividends, surrender 

values, supplemental contracts, matured endowments and other 

miscellaneous benefits and totaled $10.7 billion. 37 In 1977, 

$24.161 billion was paid in premiums. Part of the total premiums 

can be allocated to the industry's cost of providing death_protec

tion and .the remainder is the deposit added to existing savings. 

36 

37 

fil Appendix II. 

fil Table I-lA. 
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To determine the size of the deposit it is necess~ry to estimate 

the portion of the premiums needed to provide death protection. 

This can be done simply by taking the cost of providing death 

protection (term insurance) to be some multiple of death benefits 

actually paid. For purposes of this calculation we used a multi

plier of 1.5. That is, people pay $1.50 in premiums to get back 

$1.00 in death benefits.38 Applying this 1.5 multiplier to all 

death benefits paid in 1977, the amount of premium dollars needed 

to provide death protection is $7.364 billion: 

Death benefits paid in 1977 

Premiums needed to provide 
death protection 

$4.909 billion 
....Ll..:.2. 
$7.364 billion 

The deposit to saving~ is the total premiums minus the cosf. 

of providing death protection or $16.8 billion. 

Total Premiums 
Cost of Pure Insurance 

Deposit to Savings 

S24:16l billion 
-2..:.ill billion 

$16.797 billion 

Table I-3 illustrates the rate of return calculation for 1~77 

using the 1.5 ratio to estimate cost of providing death pro~~ction. 

38 A 1. 5 multiplier j_s the same as a 66.,6 percent less. ,t~o. This 
means that for.each $1.00 in pre.rniurns paid the c0lllpan¥ returns 66.1 
cents in benefits. The industrywide ratio of benefitG te premiums 
for all business in 1977 was 79 percent. Fact Eo()k, 
supra, n. 8, at 62. The higher the loss ratio assumed, the 
lower the rate of return. The rate of return assuming 
different loss ratios is set forth in Table I-4, infra. 
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Table I-3 

Rate of Return Paia by Life Insurance Companies to orainary 

Policyholaers · in 197739 

Savings at ena of 1977 $140.910 billion 

Savings at ena of 1976 $133.032 billion 

Deposit: Premiums $ 24.161 billion 
less (1.5) X Death Benefits (4.908) 7.364 billion 

$ 16.797 billion 

Witharawals: Diviaenas $ 4. 671 billion 
Surrenaer Values 3.964 
Supplemental Contracts 1. 059 
Maturea Endowments .894 
Other .163 

$ 10. 751 bill ion 

Deposit less withdrawals $ 6.046 billion 

r = Savings end of 1977 -1 
Savings end of 1976 plus Deposit less Witharawals 

140.910 - 1 = 140.910 - 1 = 1.013 -1 or r 
133.032 + 6.046 139.078 

1.3 percent 

The industrywide rate of return depends upon the amount 

of the total premium dollars that are allocatea to providing 

death protection. The dollars allocated to insurance depend 

upon the loss ratio assumed. Table I-4 shows the rate of return 

using both a 66.6 percent and other loss ratios for the years 

1970, 1_975 and 1977. 

39. For the sources of these figures see Table I-lA, supra and Appendix 
II. 'the rates of return in Tables I-3 and I-4 do not take into account 
one of the important special features of cash value =ntracts, narrely, 
the right to borrow against the cash value at a rate of interest speci
fiea in u'le r:olicy. 'the calculations in the text are =ncerned with 
what the industry pays and treat policy loans as a separate transaction 
for reasons that are discussed in Appendix III. Nevertheless, the policy 
loan provision is of =nsiaerable_value to those policyholders who= 
borrow funds at 5 or 6 percent, when their alternative would be at 10 or 
12 percent. It is difficult to quantify this benefit since we have no 
information on the alternative rates of interest that the borrowers would 
have had to pay and .because we would also have to reflect the value of 
the loss in insurance protection that occurs when a policy loan is made. 

17 
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Table I-4 

Rates of Return to Ordinary Policyholders in 1970, 1975 
and 1977 Using Alternative Loss Ratios 

1970 

1975 

1977 

79% (l.2658) 

-1% 

0.03% 

l. 2% 

Loss Ratios 

66-2/3% (1.5) 

-0.15% 

0.86% 

1.3% 

60% (1.66) 

0.46% 

1. 45% 

1.85% 

Table I-4 shows that, depending upon the loss ratio assumed, 

the average rate of return paid to ordinary policyholders in 

1977 ranged from 1.2 to 1.85 percent. No matter which loss ratio 

is assumed the rate of return is extraordinarily low, even considering 

that it is essentially tax-free. The extremely low industrywide 

rate of return reflects the consumer problems discussed in 

the next part of this report: low average rates of return 

paid on individual policies, great variability in the rates 

of return paid on policies, negative rates of return when early 

lapsation occurs, and extremely low rates of return paid to 

policyholders who purchased their policies many years ago when 

inflation and interest rates were much lower. 

The industrywide rate of return can be used to estimate 

the total loss to consumers in- 1977 from all of these problems. 

This is done by comparing the amount of savings that would have 

been available if the industry had paid a competitive tax-free 

rate of return on policyholder's savings rather than the 

approxmately 1.3 percent it actually paid. A reasonable 

18 
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tax-free rate of return in 1977 would have been at least 4 percent 

(see page 31, infra). If the life insurance industry had 

paid o.rdinary policyholders 4 percent interest, total savings 

would have amounted to (139.081 x 1.04) or $144.644 billion 

instead of $140.910, a difference of over $3.7 billion in 1977 

alone. 40 

It is important to note that the available evidence does 

not indicate that life insurance companies are earning massive 

profits on the difference between their return on investments 

and what they pay policyholde.rs. In 1977, life insurance companies 

earned an average of 6.9 percent on their investments before Federal 

taxes, 41 while they paid approximately 1.- 3 percent to policyholders 

on funds invested with them. The large differential, however, 

does not necessarily result in excessive profits for the companies. 

The available evidence suggests that most of the differential 

is absorbed by high home office expenses, sales commissions 

to agents, and Federal and state taxes. 42 

40 

41 

42 

The difference in 1977 would be substantially greater if 
the industry had been paying 4 percent in earlier years 
as well, since the total savings at the beginning of the 
year would have been larger and the policyholder would 
have earned interest on the earlier paid interest. 

Fact Book, supra, n. 8, at 61. 

A recent study of the profitability of capital stock life 
insurance companies found that their rates of return on 
net worth were higher than that of other service industries, 
such as banking and real estate, but lower tha.1 for manufac
turing and wholesale and retail trade. Since life insurance 
company profits are much more stable than profits in other 
businesses, the authors of the study also estimated rates 
of return adjusted for risk. Their tentative conclusion 

(Footnote Continued) 
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It does not really matter to consumers who purchase cash 

value insurance whether the low average rate of return paid 

ordinary policyholders is due to excess profit of companies, 

high expenses, or the cost of supporting an extensive agency 

system. What is important is that in far too many instances 

consumers who use cash value insurance as a way to save receive 

a rate of return which is substantially below what is readily 

available in the marketplace. The next part of this report 

analyzes the consumer problems in life insurance from the per

spective of the individual policyholder. 

42 (Footnote Continued) 

was that the risk adjusted· rates of return for life insur
ance companies are high relative to other industries but 
not excessively so. See S. T. Pritchett and R. Wilder, "A 
Comparative Study of s'tcick Life insurer Profitability: 
Implications for Workable Competition" (Preliminary Draft), 
prepared for the Huebner. Foundation, Wharton School, Univer
sity of Pennsylvania. A further discussion of the profit
ability of life insurance companies is contained in Appendix 
I. 
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II CONSUMER PROBLEMS IN LIFE INSURANCE 

Our study of this industry discloses that American consumers 

are losing billions of dollars yearly as a result of ill-informed 

and inappropriate life insurance purchase decisions. The basic 

problem is that the life insurance market does not provide adequate 

and meaningful information for purchasers to make intelligent, 

reasoned decisions. In the last few years, significant develop

ments--such as the NAIC model cost disclosure regulation proposal-

have resulted from increased recognition of this problem. However 

despite these initial efforts, the lack of meaningful cost disclo

sure remains an acute problem. 1 As one commentator recently 

observed: 

1 

Inadequate financial disclosure is indeed 
a consumer problem. Americans carry more 
than $2 ·trillion worth of life insurance.· 
However, their ability to act responsibly 
and make informed decisions as purchasers 
is seriously impeded by sales pressure, 
confusing terminology, numerous rows of 
seemingly meaningless figures, and most of 
all, by the lack of solid, comprehensible 

See Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the House 
roiiim. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Report on Life 
Insurance Marketing and Cost Disclosure 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 
3 (1978) [hereinafter cited as Moss Subcommittee Report]. As 
part of its findings and conclusions, the subcommittee 
stated: 

It] he solution proposed by the NAIC, while 
a step in the right direction, is not satis

. factory. It contains a number of provisions 
that unnecessarily blunt its effect and omits 
altogether certain essential remedies. & 

In subsequent sections of this report, we will present 
our analysis of the NAIC model regulation and suggest certain 
modifications to increase its effectiveness. 
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and comparable information. Often consumers 
do not even know which question to ask the 
agent to obtain the correct cost information; 
thus they become doubly frustrated. Simple 
requests for information are often met by 
condescending attitudes or misleading data. 2 

To indicate the magnitude of the problem created by the failure 

of the market to generate meaningful cost information, we reiterate 

that consumers paid $24.2 billion in premiums for ordinary life 

insurance in 1977. A large percentage of these premium dollars 

were spent on whole life or cash value insurance. This type of 

insurance is often sold as a convenient way to combine insurance 

with a plan to save for retirement or other purposes. This dual 

function of the cash value contract is often stressed during 

the sales presentation ~nd in industry adVertisements. 3 Indeed, 

2 

3 

Hearings on Life Insurance Marketina and Cost Disclosure 
Before the Subcomm. on oversight an Investigations of the 
House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 95th Cong., 
2d Sess. 542 (1978) (Statement of National Consumers League) 
[hereinafter cited as Moss Subcommittee Hearing~]. 

A typical example is contained in a brochure prepared by 
Government Employees Life Insurance Company (GEICO), which 
states: 

A whole life or endowment policy will guarantee 
to pay your family a regular monthly income 
or a cash sum, or both, if you die. And 
if you live, the cash values provide a nice 
"nest egg" you can use as a family emergency 
fund for your children's college tuition 
costs or for additional retirement income. 

A similar theme is sounded in a recent brochure put out 
by the National Association of Life Underwriters (NALU): 

Permanent forms of life insurance provide 
guaranteed protection you can't outlive. 
So your policy benefits are there if you 
die or, far more often,. are there to supplement 

(Footnote Continued) 
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it is the savings element of the cash value policy which is often 

extolled as the best way to provide funds for retirement. This 

position is stated with appropriate eloquence in one company's 

agent training manual: 

(L]ife insurance guarantees safe and success
ful investment. The dollars men are saving 
to provide a future income for their families 
and themselves probably will have to go through 
three or four complete swings of the business 
cycle. What type of institution can best be 
trusted to handle those dollars? A study 
of the various fiduciary institutions leads 
to the conclusion that the best of all trustees 
to guard the sacred dollars set aside to 
provide future family and personal income is 
the institution of life insurance. 4 

While cash value insurance is often sold and purchased on the 

basis of its investment utility, the consumer is given virtually 

no meaningful information to compare the true costs-of similar 

policies or compare the benefits of the cash value purchase with 

alternative forms of savings or investment. Due to this alarming 

dearth of information, the life insurance purchaser buys a pro

tection and retirement savings plan on the faith that an agent 

will select an appropriate policy for his or her needs. As 

we demonstrate below this faith is often misplaced. Moreover, 

3 (Footnote Continued) 

4 

other income and resources for your retirement 
years. 

Moss Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. 2, at 766,759, 

Occidental Life Insurance Company of California, An Intro
duction to Life Insurance (agents' training manua~-
(l970). · 
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the consumer is confronted by a market that has an industrywide 

rate of return of between land 2 percent and is subject to 

extreme variations in costs that could result in the individual 

losing thousands of dollars in lost savings and unnecessary 

premium payments. The life insurance industry in its role as 

"the best of all trustees" pays in many instances an individual 

rate of return that is 4 to 5 percent below alternatives readily 

available in the marketplace. Millions of consumers who have 

entrusted their retirement savings to this industry will find that 

the 2 to 4 percent 20-year return on their cash value insurance 

policies will have been almost completely eroded by inflation 

As we noted at the outset, we believe that the central 

problem is a lack of adequate and meaningful information. In 

our view, this problem manifests itself in four significant 

ways: 

A. The rate of return consumers receive on the savings 

component of cash value insurance is often very low. 

B. Consumers lose substantial amounts of money through 

termination of cash value policies within the first few 

years of purchase. 

C The costs of similar life insurance policies vary 

widely. 

D Consumers receive a small amount of protection against 

premature death relative to the premiums they pay for pri

vate life insurance protection. 

In this section we will discuss in detail each of these areas 

and the manner in which they impact on the individual consumer. 
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A. The Rate of Return Consumers Receive on the Savings 
Component of· Cash Value Insurance Policies is Often 
Very Low 

Consumers do not know the rate of return they will earn on 

the saving- element of their whole life policies. This prevents 

comparison shopping with other types of savings or investments; 

the potential for consumer loss can be staggering. For example 

a person who invests $1,000 each year at 3 percent, will have, at 

the end of 30 years, approximately $46 1 000. One who invests the 

same amount at 6 percent will have $80,000 at the end of 30 years. 

In many instances this is precisely the choice unknowingly 

faced by consumers. 

The individual rate of return concept, used in this section, 

is similar to the holding period yield of a bond and provides 

a uniform means to compare alternative forms of savings and 

investments. 5 In essence, it is the average annual rate of 

return on a particular policy if it is held for a given number 

of years. 6 This calculation is based on the assumption that 

a cash value insurance product can be viewed as a combination 

of death protection and savings. To compute the average annual 

5 For a discussion of bond yields, see S. Homer and M. Leibowitz 
Inside the Yield Book (1972) .. A more detailed, but more 
technical discussion can be found in Malkiel, The Term 
Structure of Interest Rates 40-49 (1966). 

The rate of return on individual policies is conceptually 
distinct from the industrywide rate of return discussed 
in Part I. As noted there, the industrywide rates 
show the average rate -0f return in a particular year for 
all savings consumers have in ordinary life insurance, 
assuming a cost for the pure insurance coverage. 
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rate of return for an individual policy, it is necessary to 

determine the portion of the yearly premium that constitutes 

the "deposit" to the savings fund. This is done by subtracting 

the cost of insurance protection for that year from the premium 

(less any dividend); the renainde,, is the savings fund deposit. 7 

The rate of return, then, is the interest rate required to 

make these deposits, accumulated at interest, equal the cash 

value of the policy at the end of the period of years chosen 

for the computation. 8 

1. Many ·New Cash ·Value Policies Earn Relatively ·Low Rates 
of Return ------

Our analysis of individual policy rates of return is divided 

into two parts. The ~irst part discusses the rates of return 

being offered to new policyholders in 1973 and 1977. The second 

part presents some evidence that the rates being offered to exist-

7 The amount of term insurance purchased each year for purposes 
of the rate of return calculation is determined in such 
a way that the sum of the term policy's death benefit and 
the amount accumulated in the savings fund equals the face 
amount of the policy. For example, if the savings fund 
amounted to $10,000 after 10 years, and the face amount 
of the cash value policy was $25,000, the amount of coverage 
which must be purchased is $15,000. The cost of the term 
coverage in any year is the product of the term insurance 
premium rate for that year and the amount of protection 
needed. 

This rate of return calculation is known as the "Linton Yield." 
It was developed by Mr. Albert Linton, a life insurance 
actuary, from 1927 to 1963. Mr. Linton was President of 
the American Academy of Actuaries as well as President of 
Provident Mutual Life of Philadelphia. For a more technical 
description of the Linton Yield and the yearly renewable 
term rates used to calculate the Linton Yield in this report 
see Appendix VI. 
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ing policyholders are substantially lower than those being offered 

to new policy holders. 

This section examines the rates of return on new policies 

issued in 1973 and 1977. 9 It then compares these rates of return 

with the higher rates available in alternative savings media 

and shows the significance of the difference to the individual 

policyholder. 

Table II-1 shows the average rate of return on various new 

policies issued in 1973 and 1977. 10 It shows that the 5-year 

9 

10 

In 1977, new policies accounted for $4.8 billion of the 
$24.2 billion paid in premiums. American Council of Life 
Insurance, Life Insurance Fact Book 59 [19781 [hereinafter 
cited as Fact Boo·k]. 

Data for 1973 comes from information furnished by 197 life 
insurance companies to the Hart Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee 
Each company submitted data on its three best selling policies. . • 
349 of these policies were whole life and are represented 
in Tables II-1, II-7, and II-8. Sample sizes for various 
ages and sizes are as follows: 

Partici12atin9 

$10,000 -$25, 000 $100,000 

25 116 141 138 
35 120 145 142 
45 120 145 142 
55 118 143 140 

25 
Non-Partici2atinS 

138 162 166 
35 136 162 166 
45 135 161 165 
55 135 161 165 

Data for 1977 comes from information furnished by 71 
large life insurance companies to the Federal Trade Com
mission. Each company was asked to submit, among other 
things, data for its three best selling whole life policies. 
Sample sizes for various ages and sizes are as follows: 

(Footnote Continued) 
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rates of return range from minus 9 to minus 19 percent, the 

10-year rates are around l percent, and the 20-year rates 

range from 2 to 4.5 percent. The effects of negative rates in 

early policy years is discussed in Section II(B). 11 No matte, 

what duration is looked at, the average rates of return appear 

low relative to market alternatives. 

To place these 20-year rate of return figures in perspective, 

it is useful to compare these rates to alternative forms of savings 

10 (Footnote Continued) 

Partici12ating 

$10,000 $25,000 $100,000 

25 77 88 95 
35 104 119 128 
45 74 85 92 
55 74 85 91 

Non-Partici12ating 

25 39 50 51 
35 39 51 52 
45 39 50 50 
55 39 50 49 

Some companies issued the same policy with two different 
policy loan interest rates, and dividends adjusted accordingly. 
These companies were asked to submit data for the rate 
under which the policy was most recently issued. In addition, 
they were asked to submit data for the other interest rate 
for issue age 35 only. 

This explains the large sample size for participating 
policies, age 35. The 1977 data is in the· process of 
being verified by the individual companies. 

11 There is a negative rate.of return whenever the principal 
at the end of the period is less than the sum of the 
deposits. 
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and investments. Because the return on cash value insurance 

policies is generally tax free, a distinction is drawn between 

alternatives which are and are not subject to taxes. 12 Table 

II-2 shows the rate of return from both alternatives in 1973 and 

1977. Alternative tax exempt investments range from 1 to 3 

percent higher than the average 20-year rates for divide.nd and 

non-dividend-paying cash value policies. For returns that are 

taxable, the difference is between 4 and 6 percent. 13 

Table II-1 

Average Rates of Return (Tax Free) on Whole Life Insurance POlicies 
1973 and 1977 

Ll.1.. 

at Face Amt of If Policy is Dividend Nondividend Dividend Nondividend 
Issue Policy Held For Paying Paying Paying Paying 

25 

12 

13 

$ 10,000 5 years -12.04 -17.97 -12.28 -19.78 
10 years 0.51 -0.99· 1.93 -1.25 
20 years 3. 71 2.40 4.61 2.34 

The interest buildup in the savings element of cash value 
insurance is not subject to tax as it accrues. If a policy 
is cancelled and the cash value withdrawn, only the amount 
in excess of the total premiums paid is subject to federal 
income tax. 

The tax advantages of savings through life insurance must 
be considered in comparing saving through insurance with 
other forms of savings. For most people, the after-tax 
return from the alternatives in Table II-2,are substantially 
greater than the yield from -insurance policies. This is. 
because very few consumers pay taxes at anything near the 
maximum rate. In 1975, the latest year for which data 
is available, only approximately 1 percent of federal tax 
returns were in a SO percent or greater marginal tax bracket. 
In contrast, approximately_ 47 percent of all returns were in 
a marginal bracket of 19 percent or less and 83 percent were 
in a marginal rate of 25 percent or less. Internal Revenue 
Service, Statistics of Income, Individual Income Tax Returns 
105 (1975 • 
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25,000 5 years -11. 73 -18.29 -11.99 
10 years -0.16 -1.S-4 1.25 
20 years 3.28 2.14 4.21 

100,000 5 yeai::s -12.59 -18.42 -12.25 
10 years -0.67 -1.78 0.96 
20 years 3.04 2.03 4.09 

35 10,000 5 years -9.73 -13 35 -8.43 
10 years 0.33 -1.03 1.74 
20 years 3.33 1. 98 4.32 

25,000 5 years -9.39 -13.22 -8.36 
10 years -0.04 -1.20 1.43 
20 years 3.09 1.91 4.12 

100,000 5 years -9.99 -13.24 -8.53 
10 years -0.38 -1.30 1.28 
20 year,;; 2.93 1. 87 4.06 

45 10,000 5 years -10. 04 -13.28 -9.84 
10 yeai::s -0.66 -2.24 0.63 
20 years 2.58 1.06 3.56 

25,000 5 years -9.48 -12.84 -9.13 
10 years -0. 77 -2.16 0.68 
20 years 2.49 1.12 3.57 

100,000 5 years -9.90 -12.75 -9.08 
10 years -1.00 -2.17 0.62 
20 years 2.40 1.14 3.57 

Table II-2 

Rates Payable on Time and Savings Deposits and Bond Yields 
1973 and 1977 

Tax Exempt Subject to Tax 

30 

-17.51 
-0.61 

2.71 

-16.81 
-0.38 

2.83 

-14.31 
-1.25 
l. 91 

-11.96 
-0.26 

2.47 

-11. 28 
-0.05 

2.64 

-14.11 
-2.48 

0.94 

-11. 65 
-1.34 
l. 60 

-10.88 
-0.96 
1.82 
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High Grade 
Mu~icipals 5.18% 5.56% 

(Standard and 
Poors) 
State and 
Local Govt. 
Bonds (Aaa) 4.99 5.20 

State and 
Local 
Govt. 
Bonds (Baa) 5.47 6.12 

177 

Savings and Loan Associationsl4 
(1973 and 1977) 

Savings deposit 

Time deposits 

1 to 2 years 
2-1/2 to 4 years 
4 to 6 years 
6 to 8 years 

u. s. Treasury Bonds 

lm 
5 year 6.87% 

10 year 6.84 
20 year 7.12 

Corporate Bonds 

Aaa 7.44% 
Baa 8.24 

By Years to Maturity 

5 year 
10 year 
20 year 

6.88% 
7.05 
7.20 

5.25% 

6.50% 
6.75% 
7.50% 
7.75% 

.!ill 
6.99% 
7.42 
7.67 

8.02% 
8.97 

7.25% 
7. 60 
7.75 

Consumers who purchase a low-yield cash value policy stand 

to lose a considerable amount of money over the life of the pol

icy. A difference in a rate of return of even 1 percent when 

compounded over a long period of time is extremely significant. 

Table II-3 shows the before-tax value at the end of 30 years (which 

can be the duration of a whole life policy) of $1,000 deposited 

each year in a bank account at various interest rates. 

14 These are technically the maximum interest rates payable, 
but almost all S&L's were ',paying the maximum rates in both 
1973 and 1977. Thes,e rates went into effect in July 1973, 
so they only appliec to a portion of that year. 
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Rate of Interest 

2% 
3% 
4% 
5% 
6% 
7% 

178 

Table II-3 

Value After 30 Years 

41,379 
49,003 
58,328 
69,761 
83,802 

101,073 

This table demonstrates that the rate of return is critical 

whenever a person is contemplating saving over a long period 

of time such as for retirement. 

The importance of rate of return for a person buying a 

$25,000 whole life policy can be illustrated by comparing the. 

purchase of a whole life policy with a 20-year yield of 2 percent 

to buying term insurance and investing the difference between 

the term and whole life premium at 5 percent. The amount expended 

for each plan is the annual premium for the whole life policy 

($545) less the illustrated dividends for that year. Both plans 

require the same expenditure each year and will provide the 

insured's beneficiaries $25,000 if death occurs before the 20th 

policy year. 15 The difference between the two plans is between 

the amount in the side or savings fund and the cash value of 

15 Under the term and invest the difference plan, the amount 
that is deposited in the side fund each year is the net 
premium payment less the amount of money needed to purchase 
term insurance. The amount of money needed to buy term 
insurance (term expenditure) is determined by multiplying 
the cost of term insurance per $1,000 for the given year 
by the number of thousands ne_eded. 
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the whole life policy. 

Table II-4 compares these two plans. After 5 years the differ

ence between the savings fund and the cash value is more than $1,350. 

The difference increases every year and at the end of 20 years 

is more than $4,000. 

Net 

Table II-4 

"Buying Term and Investing the Difference• at 5 Percent, 
Compared With a $25,000 Whole Life Policy--1973 

Policy Size (face amount): $25,000 

Premium Rate Per $1,000 of Face Amount: - $21.82 
Total Premium: $545.50 
Annual Rates of Return: 5 Years - 17.9 Percent 

10 Years - 3.4 Percent 
20 Years+ 2.16 Percent 

Issue Age 35 

Interest Rate on Savings: 5.00 Percent 

Term Side 
Premium Insurance Term Rate Term Savings Savings· 

Whole 
Life 
Cash 

~ Payment Protection Per $1,000 Expenditure Deposit ~ ~ 

1 545.50 24,517.62 2.57 63.12 482.38 506.50 0.0 
2 545.50 24,013.93 2.75 65.93 479.57 1,035.37 35.25 
3 510.25 23,525.00 3.00 70.62 439.63 1,548.75 440.50 
4 505.00 23,018.85 3.15 72.60 432.40 2,080.21 845. 75 
5 499.75 22,494.41 3.31 74.37 425.38 2,630.87 1,276.00 
6 494.50 21,951.79 3.51 77.16 417. 34 3,200.62 1,706.25 
7 489.25 21,391.22 3.79 81.08 408,17 3,789.22 2,136.50 
8 484.00 20,811.00 4.05 84.22 399.78 4,398.45 2,566.75 
9 478.75 20,210.93 4.35 88,13 390,62 5,028.53 3,024.25 

10 471.25 19,592.92 4.73 92.69 378.56 5,677.44 3,481.75 
11 463.75 18,955,52 5.10 96.70 367.05 6,346.71 4,001.25 
12 444.25 18,311.85 5,61 102.81 341.44 7,022.55 4,520.75 
13 424.75 17,661.25 6.15 · 108,55 316.20 7,705.69 5,040.25 
14 405.25 17,002.78 6.69 113.71 291.54 8,397,08 5,559.75 
15 385.75 16,336.83 7.32 119. 66 226.09 9,096.33 6,104.25 
16 366.25 15,660.15 7.84 122.74 243.51 9,806.84 6,637.25 
17 358,25 14,959,98 8.36 125.07 233.18 10,542.02 7,171.00 
18 349.50 14,236.83 9.02 128.35 221.15 11,301.33 7,729.75 
19 340.75 13,489.66 9.77 131,74 209.01 12,085.86 8,263.50 
20 332.00 12,715.99 10.53 133.85 198.15 12,898.21 8,822.25 
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This example is not intended to show that term insurance 

plus a side funa is a better buy than whole life insurance. 

The comparison is between a 2 percent and a 5 percent rate of 

return. Similar results could be obtained by comparing a whole 

life policy that has a 20-year return of 5 percent to one that 

has a return of 2 percent. See Table II-9, ~-

We want to emphasize that we are not opposed to saving 

through life insurance. There are some policies available otter

ing 20-year rates of return that are competitive with other 

savings media (see Tables II-7, II-8, .!.!!.ill). Moreover, there are 

reasons for saving through insurance: it is convenient, many 

people like the force_d saving aspect, and there are definite· 

tax advantages. There are also certain attractive features 

of a whole life policy which cannot be auplicated in term insurance 

plus a side investment.1 6 These reasons could well support 

a decision to purchase a whole lite policy whose rate of return 

is lower than that which is available elsewhere. However, these 

advantages must be weighed against the extremely low rates of 

return that are paid on many whole lffe policies. Only if consumers 

are told 

16 In addition to tax advantages, these include the ability 
to use the cash value of ·the whole life policy to purchase 
paid-up insurance benefits, guarantees with respect to 
ann·uity purchase rights, and the ability to use the cash 
value as collateral for a relatively low-cost loan. Fur
ther, a bank or S&L cannot provide the long term investment 
guarantees of whole life policies, and there is no counter
part in alternative investments to the waiver of premium in 
the event of disability. See discussion, pages 118-
119, .!!lill· --
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what rate of return they will earn on savings deposited with 

insurance companies will they be able to make an informed judgment 

whether to save through cash value insurance or through some 

other savings medium. 

2. Substantially Lower Rates of Return Are Being Paid on 
Older ·Whole·Life·Policies; ·Especially·Non-Participating 
roricies 

The previous section showed that the rate of return on cash 

value insurance policies is often extremely low compared to alter

natives in the marketplace. This section documents the problem 

that~~ whole life policyholders often earn significantly 

lower rates of return than the rates paid on new policies. It 

explains the special plight of holders of old non-dividend-paying 

policies, and considers the potential do.llar loss they suffer 

and possible solutions to the problem. 

The magnitude of the problem facing existing policyholders 

can be demonstrated by comparing the 1977 industrywide rate of 

return to the 20-year rate of retu;n on ~ policies. As seen 

in the previous section, the average 20-year rate of return on 

new policies :ranged f;i;om -about 2 to .4 percent in l,_973 and from about 2 

to 5 percent in 1977. 17 In comparison, the industrywide average 

rate of return for 1977 was approximately 1.3 percent. 18 The 

extraordinarily low rate of return earned by many policies sold 

in the 1950 's and early 1960' s. is one reason for the disparity 

17 

18 

~ pages 29-30, supra.· 

~ pages 17-18, supra. 
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between the industrywide average rate of return and the new pol

icy rate of return. In effect, old low-yielding policies bring 

down the industrywide average •19 

The low rates of return on existing policies issued in the 

1950 's and early 1960 's reflect the low interest and inflation 

rates existing at the time the policies were sold. For 

example, in 1960 the average corporate bond (Aaa) yield was 4.41 

percent, saving deposits in banks paid 3,52 percent, and the 

rate of inflation was approximately 1.6 percent. 20 Over the 

past few years there have been dramatic changes in both the 

rate of inflation and the rate of return available from investments. 

These changes have had profound consequences on persons who 

purchased whole life insurance in the late 1950 's and early 

1960's. The problems facing whole life policyholders, especially 

those with old low-yield non-dividend-paying policies, in this 

age of inflation have not gone unnoticed, For example, 

19 

20 

The other main reason for the disparity is the effect of 
early lapse of cash value policies. See pages 47-50, infra-. 

The impact of the low rates of return earned on many 
existing policies can also be seen by comparing the 1970 
industrywide rate of return (-.15%) with the 1977 figure 
(1.3%). The 1970 average reflects the very low rate of 
return paid on many older policies. In part, the 1. 5 per
cent rise in the industrywide rate of return over this 
period is due to the somewhat higher rate of return being 
paid on policies issued since 1970. 

1971 Business Statistics, Dept. of Commerce, Office of 
Business Economics at7u5 (bond yield); National Association 
of Mutual Savings Banks, Annual Fact Book, 23 Fat Table 
35 (1961) (Savings bank rate); Economic·Report ·of ·the·President 
220 (1976) ( inflation rate). 
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Mr. James Anderson, a consulting actuary, recently stated: 

Consider the case of a 25-year-old buyer 
with a young family and a current annual 
income of $10,000. With an annual produc
tivity gain of 2% and no inflation, he might 
expect an equivalent income at age 55 of 
$18,000. If however, inflation is assumed 
to continue throughout the 30-year period 
at a rate of only 5 percent, his nominal 
annual income at age 55 would be $78,000. 
If this buyer purchased a $10,000 policy 
at age 25, its value in constant dollars 
would be only $2,300 30 years later. I do 
not believe that fixed premium, fixed bene
fit, permanent, cash value life insurance 
has any relevance to this potential buyer's 
financial requirements over 30 years, con
sidering only the consequences of inflation. 
I believe that most actuaries would agree 
that the assumptions underlying the illustra
tion are quite modest and that even more 
radical changes in the financial circumstances 
of such an individual are more-likely to 
occur than not. 21 

Hardest hit by inflation are consumers who purchased non

participating whole life policies during the 1950's and early 

1960's. Non-participating cash value insurance policies are a 

low-yield, fixed-dollar saving medium, uniquely unsuited to cope 

with accelerating inflation. 22 

21 

22 

The problem of the old non-participating policyholder is 

Anderson, "Is the Life Insurance Business in its Terminal 
Stages?" Best's Review 10, 12 (July, 1977). 

Participating policyholders have had some measure of relief. 
Over the past twenty years, .the dividends actually paid on 
most participating policies have been higher than those 
illustrated when the policies were sold. ~, ~, "20-
Year Dividend Comparisons,"Best's Review 36~41 (December 1977). 
Thus, some of the increased earnings of the companies resulting 
from higher interest rates have been passed on to policyholders 
and the impact of inflation has been somewhat diminished. 
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vividly illustrated by the actual case of a man who purchased a 

typical $50,000 non-participating policy in 1960 when he was 20 

years old. 23 The rates of return on this policy are shown below: 

Years ·Held 

5 
10 
15 
20 
30 

Rate ·of ·Return 

- 17.0% 
-1.1% 

1. 23% 
1. 96% 
2.11% 

In 197 5, when he was 3 5 years old, his policy had a cash value of 

$8,450, reflecting a 1. 23 percent rate of return. Even at the 

1960 inflation rate (1.6 percent), his policy would not have kept 

pace with inflation. The heightened inflation during the pol

icy's first 15 years has severely eroded its real value. The 

cash value of $8,450 in 1975 dollars is equivalent to only $4,650 

in 1960 dollars. Thus, unanticipated inflation has wiped out almost 

$4,000 of the savings accumulation. If he had earned 5 percent 

from 1960 to 1975, his savings fund would have surpassed $11,000 

and the ravages of inflation would have been at least partially 

mitigated. 

23 

If the policyholder continues to hold this policy, he continues 

This case of an actual ~olicyholder was discussed by 
Professor Joseph Belth 1n the Insurance Forum, February 1976. 
Professor Belth supplied the FTC staff with sufficient data 
to perform the calculations shown in Table II-5, infra·. 
The policy in question was purchased from the Traveler's 
Insurance Co., the third largest stock company in the United 
States. Stock companies sell virtually all of the non
dividend-paying policies being offered on the market. 
Traveler's is the eighth largest life insurance company 
in the United States ranked by assets. Fortune Double 
500 Directory 60 (1978). 
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to lose. The extent of his loss· can be seen by comparing what 

would happen over 30 years if he surrendered his policy in 1975 

when he was 35 years old and bought term insurance and invested 

the difference at 5 percent (after taxes). 24 For purposes of this 

comparison it is assumed that he deposits the $8,450 surrender 

value in a savings account and continues to spend $627.50 annually. 

The difference between the whole life premium he had been paying 

and the term premiums now used to buy an equivalent amount of 

death protection is deposited in the savings account. He will 

continue to guarantee his beneficiary $50,000 if he should die 

by buying an amount of term insurance which together with the 

balance in savings equals $50,000. 

Table II-5 shows his relative position at 5-year intervals 

under both approaches for 30 years. Three points about Table 

!I-5 bear emphasis. First, the policyholder can stop buying any 

term insurance at age 59, since at that age the savings fund 

alone is greater than $50,000. Second, while his existing policy 

accumulates a cash value of $36,300 at age 65, the alternative 

plan builds a saving fund of $75,813, a difference of almost 

$40,000. Lastly, the policyholder could do equally well by 

surrendering his existing policy and buying a cash value insur

ance policy with a 5 percent rate of return. 

24 This example assumes the policyholder is in good health and 
could qualify as a standard risk to buy the needed term 
insurance. 
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Table II-525 

A Comparison Between Retaining a Non-dividend-paying 
Policy Purchased in 1960 at Age 20, and Surrendering 
the Policy in 1975 and Buying Term and Investing the 
Difference at 5 Percent (after taxes) 

Amt of Term Cash Value If 
Cash Insurance Term Rate Savings Existing Policy 

Outlay Purchased Per $1,000 ~ Is Maintained 

35 $627.50 $41,028 $ 2.57 $ 9,410 $ 9,250 
40 627.50 35,737 3.51 14,976 13,350 
45 627.50 29,098 5.10 21,947 17,400 
50 627.50 20,744 7.84 30,719 21,750 
55 627.50 9,967 11.30 (2,035 26,450 
58 627.50 1,871 14. 38 50,535 29,400 
60 627.50 0 57,066 31,450 
65 627.50 0 75,813 36,300 

The relative attractiveness of non-participating and partici-

pating insurance has been fundamentally changed by inflation. 

When rates of interest and inflation were lower, the difference in 

value between these two types of insurance was not great. The 

premiums for participating policies were generally higher, but a 

portion of the higher premium was returned to the policyholder in 

the form of dividends. If the company's actual dividends (which 

are determined to an extent by the company's mortality experience 

and investment income) exceeded the conservative estimates used 

in calculating illustrated dividends, then the policyholder would 

often be better off in the long run buying participating insur-

ance. 

25 

On the other hand, non-participating policies offered rel&-

The existing policy is a life paid up at 65 (no premiums 
after age 65), purchased at age 20. 

Face Amount - $50,000 
Premium- - $627.50 per_year 
Divide~ds - none 
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tively more security because all of the values in the contract 

were guaranteed no matter what happened to economic conditions. 

When banks were paying 3-4 percent on deposits and the rate of 

inflation was 1-2 percent, a guarantee of 2-2.5 percent may have 

been important. In that situation one gave up relatively little 

in return for certainty. A fundamentally different situation is 

presented, however, when tax-free returns of 5-6 percent are readily 

available in the marketplace and the rate of inflation is between 

7-10 percent. In this case the non-par policyholder gives up a 

great deal for a guaranteed 2 percent rate of return. Table II-6 

demonstrates why. It shows the value of $1,000 a year invested 

each year for 20 years _at different interest rates. 

Rate of Interest 

1% 
2% 
3% 
4% 
5% 
6% 

Table II-6 

Amount Accumulated 

$22,239 
24,783 
27,676 
30,969 
34,719 
38,993 

Consider the person who deposits an average of $1,000 a year 

in ~he savings element of a non-participating contract that has 

a 20-year rate of return of 2 percent. If for some reason interest 

rates plummet to 1 percent over the next 20 years, then the 2 

percent guarantee will have been worth approximately $1,500 the 

difference between the return at 1 percent ($22,239) and 2 percent 

($24,783). If, on the other hand, current conditions continue 

and a person is able to earn an average of 5 percent after taxes, 

he would have $34,719 at the end of .20 years--a difference of 
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almost $10,000 over the 2 percent return. It is difficult for a 

non-par company to offer a competitive rate of return because of 

the need to guarantee this rate for 30 to 40 years. The rate off

ered must of necessity be very conservative which in part accounts 

for the fact that the 20-year rate of return on non-participating 

policies issued in 1977 averages between 2 and 2.5 percent. 26 

Very serious problems currently exist in the non-participating 

segment of the life insurance industry. The example of the holder 

of the 1960 non-par policy, discussed above, indicates that a great 

26 Mr. E. J. Moorhead, writing in Best's Review, points out 
the problem facing the actuary in attempting to develop 
a competitive non-par product: 

[A]ctuaries attempting to calculate 
nonpar premiums that will be competitive 
with illustrated prices of participating 
policies are faced with a problem that has 
no satisfactory solution. The actuary, con
cerned as he must be with company solvency 
and prosperity, dares not assume in his calcu
lations that high investment yields will 
continue for many future years even though 
he usually is personally convinced that con
tinuing inflation will produce that result. 
Hence, he calculates nonpar premiums by 
allowing for high interest rates in the early 
years (when it really makes little difference 
what interest rate he assumes); and he grades 
the assumed interest rate downward in later 
policy years (when the policy reserve will 
have reached a size that makes even small 
interest rate differences of material conse
quence). In the past. several years during 
which this observer has been publicly pointing 

·this out, no actuary experienced in nonpar 
premium calculation has risen to dispute 
its validity. · 

Moorhead, "Doomsday Just· Ahead for Life Insurance? Not 
Necessarily!" Best's Review, 10, 12 (August, 1977). [herein
after cited as Moorhead] 
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many policyholders similarly situated would be well advised to 

surrender their old policies and purchase new participating or 

term policies. Further, the extraordinarily low rates of return on 

many non-participating policies issued in 1973 and 1977 (see page3 

29-30, supra) indicates that millions of consumers may be currently 

locking themselves into a low-yield, fi,xed-dollar saving vehicle 

which is highly vulnerable to inflation. 27 The challenge facing 

the industry was succinctly stated by Mr. E. J. Moorhead: 

27 

[I]f interest rates stay up, companies 
with non-par policies on the books will be 
in the same untenable position that many 
of them are today; their informed policy
holders still in good heal th will drop 
their policies to replace them by new par
ticipating policies or by term policies; 
only their ignorant or impaired:-in-health 
(or lazy) policyholders will keep their 
policies. 

* * * 
Each--the industry and government-

has par t of the task to do, but in neither 
case is it self-evident that the task will 
be performed with enough speed and effective
ness to maintain public confidence in cash 
value life insurance. 

The industry will have to improve its 
record of initiating and supporting construc
tive change even when the points at issue 
are thorny and controversial • • • State 
insurance departments too will have to show 
clear success in taking care of matters that 
only they can cope with, i.e., failures of 
elements of the industry to put policyholder 
well-being ahead of marketing considerations 

In 1975, some 34 percent·of the 12.5 million ordinary cash 
value policies that were sold were non-participating. 
LIMRA, 1975 · Buyer · Stady 6 ,. 14. 

43 
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and profit margins.ZS· 

In Part IV of this report we recommend a system of life insur

ance cost discosure as a solution to many of the consumer problems 

in the life insurance industry. Cost disclosure alone will not 

solve the problems created by the sale of non-participating insur

ance, especially the problems facing the holders of old policies. 

If non-participating cash value insurance is to warrant public 

confidence, two things must be done. First, action must be taken 

on the part of non-par companies to alleviate the problems facing 

older non-par policyholders. This can be accomplished by companies 

unilaterally either reducing the premiums on these policies or 

increasing cash values or death benefits. It is not a german_e 

response to say that these policyholders are not entitled to relief 

because they did not anticipate rising inflation and interest rates; 

and therefore should be stuck with their mistakes. If companies 

do not improve the quality of existing non-par policies, consumers 

do have a choice -- they can replace the policies. 

We want to stress that we are not recommending the whole

sale replacement of cash value insurance policies. If a person 

has purchased an attractively priced policy that has an adequate 

yield, replacement in many instances will be harmful. This is 

because the person will again have to pay a heavy front-end 

load.29 Moreover, a person considering replacement has to.be 

28 

29 

Moorhead, supra n. 211, a_t 12, 13. 

The 5-year return on whole life policies is strongly nega
tive, see pages 29-30, supra. However, in many instances 

-- (Footnote Continued) 
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very careful to insure that the policy substituted for the 

existing policy is competitively priced. Unfortunately, in 

many instances this is not the case. 30 Nevertheless, as we 

have shown, consumers can often save considerable amounts of money 

by replacing old non-participating policies. In many cases they 

should do so unless the industry takes some action to improve 

the quality of these policies. 

Second, the quality of non-participating policies currently 

being issued must be substantially improved. In 1977, the average 

20-year rate of return on $25,000 non-participating policies was 

approximately 2.5 percent. Well over one-half of these policies 

had a 20-year rate of return of less than 3 percent. (See Table 

II-8, ~). With current rates of interest and inflation it 

is difficult to see any reason for consumers to put _money into 

a long-term, fixed-dollar contract that has a 20-year yield 

29 

30 

(Footnote Continued) 

after a policy has been held for _5 years the initial loss 
has been taken and the policy has a good rate of return 
if held from years 5 through 20. This is especially likely 
to be the case if the policy is attractively priced. For 
such policies, replacement is rarely desirable. Further, 
there may be other disadvantages to replacement, such as 
being subject to a new contestability period, that should be 
considered before replacement. 

For example, whole life ·policies are often replaced with 
deposit term insurance, see Skipper, "An Analysis of Deposit 
Term Life Insurance," Besi:Ts Review, 10 (August, 1978). 
There is an enormous variation in the quality of deposit 
term products on the market. See pages 108-109, infra. Sub
stantial consumer injury can result if a low cost----nrfgh-yieldl 
whole life policy is replaced with a high cost (low-yield) 
deposit term policy. 
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of less than 3 percent. 

It may well be that the problems facing the non-par actuary 

of guaranteeing a competitive rate of return for ·30 to 40 years 

are ins.oluble. If this is true, then the challenge facing stock 

insurance companies is to come up with new products that are 

better suited to cope with inflation. One promising' development 

is the recent introduction by some stock companies of what are 

known as "combination policies." These are policies that combine 

term insurance with a flexible premium deferred annuity. These 

policies are very similar to participating cash value insurance. 31 

Death protection is provided through term insurance. The savings 

build-up takes place in the annuity which often offers a competi

tive rate of return. 32 We are confident 'that the industry can 

develop other alternatives to the traditional non-par whole life 

31 

32 

Deferred annuities do not share all of the tax advantages 
of participating insurance. In deferred annuitites, like 
whole life insurance, the interest buildup is not taxed 
as it accrues. Unlike whole life insurance, however, if 
the person dies, income tax on the aec:rued inte:rest must 
be paid. C(mpare IRC S l0l(a) (1). [life insurance] with 
IRC S 72(a) bl [annuities]. One effect of the different 
tax treatment between life insurance and annuities is to 
restrict the development of alternatives to the traditional 
whole life contract. Serious consideration must be given 
to whether this different·treatment is warranted. 

There is very little difference in the rate of return on 
annuities sold by stock al)d mutual companies. See Greene, 
Neter, and Tenney, "Annuity Rents and Rates--Guaranteed vs. 
Current." 44 J. Ri~k & Insurance 383 (1977). Most annui
ties have a guaranteed. rate of interest of between 3 and 4 
percent and a current rate of interest which is substantially 
higher. Although the current rate of interest is not guaran
teed, it is related to what the company is earning and thus 
will reflect to a considerable degree the rate of return 
available from alternative investments in the marketplace. 

46 
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policy that are relevant to the ·needs of consumers in today's 

economy. 

B. Consumers Lose Substantial Amounts of Money Through 
Termination of Whole Life Policies Within the First 
Few Years of Coverage 

Purchasers of whole life insurance frequently do not realize 

the severe econ2mic consequences that result from allowing a 

cash value policy to lapse within the first ten years. For 

example, a 35-year old person who spends $20 per $1000 of the 

face value amount for a whole life policy (when he could have 

purchased term insurance for less than $5 per $1000) has used 

75 percent of the premium to make a "savings deposit" with the 

life insurance company. If the policy is canceled or lapsed 

during the first year, it will, in most cases, result in loss 

of. this entire "savings deposit." Thus, the customer. has, as 

the-Moss Subcommittee observed, " •.• in essence, purchased one 

year of extremely expensive term insurance." 33 This is precisely 

what occurs in approximately 20 percent of all new ordinary life 

policy purchases within the first two years. 34 The aggregate 

33 

34 

Moss Subcommittee Report, supra n. 1, at 17-18, 

In 1977, the average lapse rate for policies in force less 
than 2 years was 19.5 percent. Fact Book, supra n. 9, at 
55. The lapse rates for many individual companies are much 
higher. The Hart Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly, in 
its investigation of the.life insurance industry, collected 
extensive data on lapses by company. A review of this 
data-led Senator Hart to conclude, " ••• average industry 
figures for all policies do not sufficiently indicate just 
how high early lapse rates are. A better indicator is 
the 13-month lapse rate of the biggest selling cash value 
policy of each company. · For instance, of 148 companies 
surveyed by the subcommittee, one out of four policyholders 

(Footnote Continued) 
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consumer losses due to first ye·ar lapsation alone exceeded $200 

million in 1977.35 

34 

35 

(Footnote Continued) 

of 64 companies dropped the best selling policy within 13 
months after buying it in 1971. Fifteen of these companies 
had unbelievable high early lapse rates ranging from 40 to 
50 percent." 121 Cong. Rec. 21476 (1975), s 11976 remarks 
by Senator Hart on the occasion of his introduction of 
the Consumer Information and Fairness Act. 

The details of this calculation are set forth in Appendix 
V. We note that the draconian consequences flowing from 
early lapse of whole life insurance have been recognized 
as a serious problem in this ind us try for over 100 years. 
In 1872, the Massachusetts Insurance Commissioner in speak
ing to the National Insurance Convention noted the growing 
difficulties created by lapsation and recommended that . 
"some measures should be adopted to _prevent this wholesale 
slaughter of policies of life insurance." Official Report 
of the Proceedings of the National Insurance Convention, 
(New York, 1872) at 161 (Reprinted in Moss-Subcommittee 
Hearin~, supri n. 2, at 706,709). A similar call for action 
was issued 1n 915 by the West Virginia insurance commis
sioner in an address to the National Convention of Insurance 
Commissioners: 

Instead of agency service they [policyholders] 
too often receive high pressure methods, 
in which the needs of the insurer and his 
ability to continue are given slight con
sideration. This is evidenced by the amount 
of business lapsing in the first and second 
years. 

* * * 
Are the companies in the mad rush for new 
business giving too little attention to that 
already on their books? There is an enormous 
wastage here, and it can be materially reduced • 

. I submit that this problem is worthy of 
the best thought of those responsible for 
conditions in the field of life insurance.' 
There is no more important question before 
them today. 

Reprinted in Moss ·Subcommittee· ·Hearings, id. at 704 -705. 
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The reason for the severe ·economic consequences of 

early lapse is the manner in which cash values accumu-

late. As noted previously, cash values build up very slowly 

during the early years of the policy. To a significant extent, 

this is due to heavy sales and administrative expenses levied 

against the first year premium which is commonly referred to 

as the "front-end load." This initial premium payment is normally 

used to pay the agent's first year commission (which is usually 

at least half of the first year's premium) and other administra

tive costs. 36 Consequently, most whole life policies do not 

have any cash value in the first year and have a fairly low 

accumulation during the remaining early years of the policy. 

Indeed, as Table II-1 demonstrates, the annual rate of return 

on whole life policies averages approximately minus 10 percent 

if the policy is surrendered after 5 years and between minus 

and plus l percent after 10 years. A negative rate of return 

means that the amount of money at the end of the period is less 

than the sum of the deposits.3 7 

36 

37 

Moss Subcommittee _Report, supra n. 1, at 17. 

While other types of savings such as savings and loan cer
tificates of deposit and U.S. Government Series E bonds 
have penalties for early withdrawals, they are not nearly 
as severe as the life insurance penalties. For example, 
the penalty on an a-year.certificate of deposit is forfeit
ure of 3 months' interest and credit for the remaining months 
at the passbook rate of 5 1/4 percent. Thus, if an a-year 
certificate of deposit with a 7 3/4 percent interest rate 
is surrendered after 5 years, it would yield about 4 1/2 
percent instead of the fµll 7 3/4 percent. In no case. 
except life insurance is the penalty severe enough to result 
in a.• negative rate of return. Moreover, in all advertise-

( Footnote Continued) 
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In view of these facts, whole life insurance is rar.ely a 

desirable purchase unless held for substantially more than 10 

years. Yet for every 1000 whole life policies that are sold, 

approximately 450 lapse by the end of the 10th year resulting 

in economic loss for the policyholder . 38 

c. The ·Cost·of ·Similar·Life·Insurance·Policies·Varies ·Widely 

Section IIA, supra, demonstrates that the average rates 

of return on cash value policies are often low compared to those 

available in alternative savings media. This fact indicates 

that there i.s little price competition between the life insur

ance industry and alternative savings media. This section con

siders additional evidence of weak competition and attendant· 

consumer injury within the life insurance market--the extreme 

cost variation among similar policies around those low average 

rates of return. Undue cost dispersion also means that the 

37 

38 

(Footnote Continued) 

ments and promotional material, savings and loans must 
disclose to the consumer the nature and amount of these 
penalties for early withdrawal. 12 c.F~R. 526.6(e) (1978). 

See Moss ·Subcommittee·Hearings, sup~ n. 2, at 775. In 
'Ene previous sec€1oa, 1€ was shown at the industrywide 
rate of return for 1977 was substantially lower than the 
20-year rate of return on new policies issued in that year. 
One of the important factors that explains this difference 
in rates of return is the effect on the overall industry 
rate of lapse. Besides those who keep their policies for 
20 years, the average industrywide rate of return reflects 
the 20 percent of all policyholders who lapse in the first 
year and generally earn.a minus 100-percent return, and 
the approximately one half of all policyholders who lapse 
within the first ten years of. the policy and usually earn 
a negative rate of return. 

so 
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injury caused by low rate of return falls unequally on life 

insurance purchasers. In many cases, those consumers who least 

understand and are least able to judge the costs of whole life 

policies are most likely to buy the most expensive policies. 

(Part III discusses the relationship between the lack of 

meaningful cost information and increased dispersion and ~~ 

average rates of return). 

The existence of extreme cost variation among similar 

policies is strong evidence of the lack of effective price 

competition. In an efficiently functioning competitive market 

the prices of very similar products will tend toward uniformity. 39 

This section shows that life insurance co_sts are much more widely · 

dispersed than the costs of a variety of other products. It also 

shows that there is little relationship between the cost of a 

life insurance policy and its market share. If there is eftective 

price competition, to the extent prices do vary, the lower cost 

products should win larger shares of total sales. 

1. Evidence ·of·Cost·Dispersion·Among·Similar·Policies 

Various studies conducted over the past ten years have 

documented the extreme variation in the costs of similar life 

insurance policies. Professor Joseph Belth, the Society of 

Actuaries, and others have "shown .conclusively. that costs 

vary over a wide range." 40 As ·a result of this wide variation 

39 

40 

~ Mansfield, Microeconomics 222-226 (1970). 

See Moss·Subcommittee ~ort, s~pda n. 1, at 34 and studies 
cited therein. The term "costs oes not simply mean premiums, 

(Footnote Continued) 
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for similar policies, consumers often spend more than they need 

to for the insurance they buy. For example, consumers can save 

as much as $4,700 over a 20 year period by buying a low rather 

than a high cost $25,000 whole life policy. (See pages 55-56, 

infra.) 

An American Council of Life Insurance (ACLI) study attests to 

this cost variation and what it can mean to ,,nfortunate consumers who 

buy the most expensive policies. Although the ACLI, in testimony 

before the Moss Subcommittee, contended that the cost variations 

for similar policies were insubstantial, 41 the data submitted 

in support of this conclusion ironically delt'.onstrate the impact 

of the problem for the average consumer. 42 T~e ACLI stated that 

40 

41 

42 

(Footnote Continued) 

but rather an index measure which takes into account cash 
values and dividends, as well as premiurss and the value 
of money over time. See page 128, ~. 

In its statement, ACLI observed, " [tl he dispersion • • • 
[of rates in its sample] ••• is smaE enough to suggest 
that it is difficult to sell life ins•Jr,mce where the 
premiums or interest adjusted cost ::o<'exes for similar 
competing products differ drastically f~om the average." 
Statement of Julius Vogel, Senior Vice ?resident and Chief 
Actuary, Prudential Life Insurance Co. of America on behalf 
of the American Council cf Life Insura~ce, Moss ·Subcommittee 
Hearings,~ n. 2, at 337. 

The ACLI analyzed 116 different partici,:,ating and non
participating whole life policies, iss•1ed by companies 
licensed in New York State, with facE> a;nounts of $25,000 
sold to males aged 35 and tabulated 20-·yea,: interest adjusted 
cost indices for these policies. As des~:t ibed in its prepared 
statement, the ACLI study showed (Id. ,,,, 336): 

One: For non-participating 
mium per $1,000 was $16.70. 
44 had premiums ranging from 

52 

policies, the average pre
Of ~he 53 policies shown, 
$1.50 less to $1.50 more 

:Footnote Continued) 
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the cost differences in a $25,000 whole life policy (marketed 

to men 35 years of age) generally ranged between $1.50.per 

thousand below the mean and $1.50 per thousand above the mean. 

This $3.00 spread between the indices for the lower cost and 

higher cost policies translates into a consumer savings of $75.00 

per year. If these savings were deposited in an account earning 

5 percent a year, the individual buying the lower cost policy 

would have $2,604 at the end of the twentieth year. In our 

view, this is not an insubstantial amount of savings. 43 

The large variation in the cost of similar policies can be 

42 (Footnote Continued) 

43 

than this average. The average interest-adjusted 
cost index was $7.55 per $1,000 of insurance, Of the 
53 policies shown, 46 had indexes ranging from $1.50 
below the average to $1.50 above the average. 

Two: For participating policies, the average premium 
per $1,000 was $21.50. Of the 63 participating con
tracts shown, 39 had premiums within $1.50 of the 
average. The average interest-adjusted cost index 
was $6 per $1,000 of insurance. Of the 63 policies 
shown, 54 had indexes ranging from $1.50 below the 
average to $1.50 above the average. 

The potential savings to a consumer in buying a low rather 
than high cost $25,000 whole life policy is greater than 
$2,600. The ACLI study was based on information contained 
in a shoppers guide put out by the New York Department 
of Insurance in 1977. Many higher cost companies do not 
do business in New York. ff. First Report of the Industry 
Advisory Committee to the Agent's Compensation Systems· 
Task Force of the NAIC C-3 Life Insurance Subcommittee at 
47 (1976). Moreover, the ACLI study had separate categories 
for participating and non-participating insurance. It is 
our position that these policies can be compared, see Part 
III.B., infra. If this is done, the spread in the"siir·render 
indices between high and low cost policies becomes 4.50. 
This disparity translates into a 20-year difference of 
savings of approximately $3,800. 

53 
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Variation in Rates of -Return on $25,000 Whole Life 
Insurance Poiicies Issuea in I97~ ana I~,, 

Dividend Paiin2 Policies 

Duration 
Age at Year of of Holding Average Lowest Highest Standard Coefficient ~ ~ Period !ilL_ ~ !ilL_ Deviation of Variation 

25 1973 5 years -11.73 -28,84 0,67 7.48 64 N= 10 years - 0,16 - 6.62 3,68 2.10 --(141) 20 years + 3;28 - 0,22 4.78 0,75 23 30 years + 3.71 + 0.84 4,84 0.58 16 
1977 5 years -11.99 -48.04 0,54 8.70 73 N= 10 years + 1.25 - 3,47 5.99 1,89 151 (92) 20 years + 4,21 + 1,88 7,33 0,84 20 30 years + 4.58 + 2.22 7.63 0,72 16 

35 1973 5 years - 9,39 -22,59 +0.47 5,57 59 N= 10 years - 0,04 - 6,53 +3.14 1.83 --,(145)• 20 years + 3,09 - 0,57 +4.41 0,73 24 30 years + 3,49 + 0,45 +4.55 0.59 17 
1977 5 years - 8,36 -30,07 0.58 4,64 56 N= 10 years + 1.43 3.35 5,55 1,56 109 (123) 20 years ·+ 4,12 + 1,52 7,61 0,78 19 30 years + 4.45 + 1,79 7,75 0.69 16 

45 1973 5 years - 9,48 -21,66 -0.66 4,81 51 N= 10 years - 0.77 - 7,76 +2.02 1.77 --(145) 20 years + 2.49 - 1,55 +3.89 0,79 32 30 years + 2,94 - 0,48 +4.25 0,64 22 . 
1977 5 years - 9.13 -72,03 1,92 8,12 89 N= 10 years - 0,68 . - 4,63 5,58 1,69 --(89) 20 years + 3,57 - 0,15 7,44 0,94 26 

30 years + 3,91 + 0.20 7.59 0.93 24 

No·te: In these instances when the average rate of return was close '::o zero, a coefficient of 
variation was not computed, 

8 

~ .... 
co 
... 1.-..:) ... 0 
I 0 __, 
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Variation in Rates of Return on $25,000 Whole Life 
Insurance Po!Icies !ssuea in !Y 3 ana !§77 

Non-Dividend Paying Policies 

Duration 
Age at Year of of Holding Average Lowest Highest Standard Coefficient 
~ ~ Period ~ -~ ~ Deviation ~ation 

25 1973 5 years -18.29 -56.64 1.60 8.72 48 
N= 10 years - 1.55 -21.27 5.20 2.77 181 
(163) 20 years + 2.14 - 3.08 4.29 0.97 45 

30 years + 2.44 - 0.50 6.12 0.66 27 

1977 5 years -17.51 -38,96 3.25 10.00 57 
N=- 10 years - 0.61 - 9.54 3.83 2.71 --
(50) • 20 years + 2.71 - 1.10 4.67 1.14 42 

30 years + 2.83 + 0.84 4.30 o. 75 27 

35 1973 S years -13.22 -45.0S +0.18 S.78 44 >-3 
N=- 10 years - 1.20 ~20,02 +4.98 2.25 188 

., 
tr 

(162) 20 years + 1.91 - 3.77 +4.23 0.85 45 ... 
30 years + 2.17 - 1.22 +3.88 o.ss 25 

(1) 

... t,:) ... 0 
1977 S years -11.96 -26.86 1.88 6.09 51 I 

a, t--' 
N=- 10 years - 0.26 - 7.l4 2.90 2.02 --
(51) 20 years + 2.47 - 0.66 3.93 1.03 42 

30 years + 2.56 + 0.17 3.86 0.79 31 

45 1973 S years -12. 84 -43.11 -1.-80 4.74 37 
N=- 10 years - 2.16 -22.37. +2.94 2.30 106 
(161) 20 years + 1.12 - S,63 +3.14 0.99 88 

30 years + 1.48 - 3,98 +3.07 · ·0,72 so 

1977 S years -11.65 -22.06 ~1.24 4.82 41 
N= 10 years - 1.34 - 6.36 +1.80 1.84 137 
(SO) 20 years + 1.60 - 1.99 +2.86 1.09 68 

30 years + l._80 -·-1;41 +3.08 0.94 52 

Note: In these instances when the averate rate of return was close to zero, a coefficient of 
'UD,..~ • to• "'"' us,n ""'+, ,..,..mnn+.oA 
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demonstrated by an analysis of the variation in average annual rates 

of return for various policies issued in 1973 and 1977. Tables 

II-7 and II-8 show the variation in rates of return for participat

ing and non-participating policies by issue age, issue year, and 

duration of holding period. Using the standard S25,000 whole 

life policy issued to males aged 35, the twenty-year rates of 

return in 1973 varied from minus .57 to plus 4.41 percent for 

participating policies and from minus 3.77 to plus 4.23 percent 

for non-participating policies. In 1977, the twenty-year rates 

of return for the same whole life policy varied from 1.52 to 7.61 

percent for participating policies and from minus .66 percent to 

plus 3.93 percent for non-participating policies. The range in 

cost is even more extreme for shorter holding periods of 5 and 

10 years. 

In addition to the range in rates of return, Tables II-7 and 

II-8 contain more meaningful statistical measures of variation: 

the standard deviation and the coefficient of variation. Because· 

the range depends only on the highest and lowest observation, 

it is sensitive to a single extreme rate of return. The standard 

deviation, on the other hand, reflects the variation in all the 

rates of return for all policies. (The coefficient of variation 

is simply the standard deviation divided by the average.) 

The standard deviation is especially ·helpful because it can 

be used to estimate how close a certain percent of the policies 

54 
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are to the average.44 For example, the average 20-year rate 

of return on dividend-paying whole life policies issued to men 

age 35 in 1973 was 3.09 percent with a standard deviation of 

.73. This means that about 32 percent of all the policies had 

rates of return below 2.36 percent or above 3.82 percent. Like

wise, the average 20-year rate of return on dividend-paying 

policies sold in 1977 was 4.12 percent with a standard deviation 

of .78. This means that about 32 percent of all policies had 

rates of return below 3.34 percent or above 4.90 percent. For 

non-dividend-paying policies issued in 1977, 32 percent fell 

below 1.44 percent or above 3.50 percent. The variation in 

cost is even more extr.eme when dividend and non-dividend-paying 

policies are compared. In this situation differences in rates 

of return of three to four percent are common. 

A difference in rate of return of 3 percent between two 

whole life policies translates into a considerable amount of 

money. Table II-9 sets forth a comparision between buying two 

$25,000 whole life policies where one has a 20-year yield of 

2 percent and the other has a 20-year yield of 5 percent. It 

demonstrates that a consumer can save over $4700 by buying a 

44 For normal or bell-shaped distributions, 68 percent of the 
population will fall within one standard deviation of the 
average and 95 percent w_ill fall within two standard devia
tions of the average. The figures in the text assume that 
the rates of return are normally distributed. In fact, they 
are skewed downward. Therefore, slightly more policies are 
below the average. 
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low rather than high cost $25,000 policy.45 

2. Cost·Dispersion ·Among·Similar·Policies ·Exceeds·That 
Found for·Other ·Products 

This part compares how cost variation for similar insurance 

policies compares with the price variation in other products. 

The pr ices of most goods and services show some pr ice dispersion. 

Table II-10 contains a summary of a limited number of studies of 

price variation among various products. 46 It shows that the 

45 

46 

There also exist substantial variations in the cost for 
similar term insurance policies. The state of Wisconsin 
in the fall of 1978 conducted a survey of the cost of 
insurance policies sold in that state. They found that the 
interest-adjusted surrender index for $50,000 term policies 
ranged from 2.31 to 15.00. Twenty-five percent of the 
policies had indices equal to or below 4.68 and 75 percent 
of the policies had indices equal to or below 5.82. Partial 
results of the Wisconsin survey were set forth in the Life 
Insurance Buyer's Guide which is contained in Appendix x. 
For an explanation of the interest-adjusted index, see· 
pages 130-132, ~- -

The systematic study of price dispersion by economists 
is of relatively recent origin. A good survey of the theoreti.cal 
literature can be found in Rothschild, "Models of Market · 
Organization with Imperfect Information: A Survey," 81 
Journal·of·Political·Economy 1283-1308 (1973). Empirical 
studies are listed 1n Table II-10. 
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coefficients of variation of the ·cost of insurance policies are 

extraordinarily high compared to the variation in prices for 

other products. For example, the coefficients of variation 

of rates of return for $25,000 participating policies is 24 

percent, and 45 percent for non-participating policies. This 

compares with a coefficient of variation of approximately 6 

percent for automobiles, applian'ces and gasoline. 4 7 

47 

48 

Table n-10 48 

Aver age Pr ice 
Coefficient 
of Variation 

The nationwide variation in Heinz catsup prices was more 
than double the variation of the other products. However, 
given the small unit price this degree of variation is 
expected. The 1962 auto insurance premium rates appear 
to be comparable to other products at about 9 percent. 
The 1976 survey showed much greater dispersion (23 per·cent). 
The difference may be due to the fact that in 1962 the State 
of Illinois had a system of prior approval of automobile 
insurance rates while in 1976 they did not regulate automobile 
insurance rates. 

Jung, "Price Variations Among Automobile Dealers in Metro~olitan 
Chicago," 33 Journal of Business 31-42 (1960). Jung, "MaJor 
Appliance Prices 1n the Chicago Area," 50 Journal of Business 
231 (19771. Maurizi and Kelli, "J:>rices and Consumer Infor
mation," American Enterprise Institute (19713), R. Steiner, 
"Brand Advertising in the Consumer Goods Economy," American 
Ent.;,rprise Institute (forthcoming)., Jung, "Automobile Insur
ance Rates in Chicago, Illinois," ,45 Journal of Risk and 
Insurance 507 (1978). Greene, Neter, and Tenney, "Annuity 
Rents and Rates--Guaranteed. vs. c·...rrent, "·· 44 Journal of Risk 
and .Insurance 383 (September 1977). 

57 
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Automobile Price $2,436.00 
Chevrolets, Chicago (1959) 

Prices of Washing Machines 
and Refrigerators, Chicago 

Retail Pr ice of Gasoline 
in 17 Areas (Nov. 1970} 

Leaded Regular 
Leaded Premium 

Heinz Catsup Prices 
(August, 1975} 

Automobile Insurance 
Rates, Ch;lcago (1962) 

(1976) 

Interest Rates Paid on 
Annuity Accumulations 
42 Life Insurers (1975) 

(1955) $ 
(1975) $ 

$ 
$ 

$ 

$ 
$ 

Life Insurance 20 Year Rates of 
Return on $25,000 Whole Life Policies 
Male, Age 35 

(1973) (Participating) 
(Non-Participating) 

( 1977) (Participating) 
(Non-Participating} 

230.00 
420.00 

.36 
• 40 

• 71 

175.00 
5 78. 00 

6 •. 9% 

3.09% 
1. 91% 

4.14% 
2.47% 

(%) 

1.7 

5.89 
4.68 

5.8 
4.9 

12.77 

8.7 
22.9 

16.5 

24 
45 

19 
42 

If meaningful cost disclosure can increase the amount of 

price competition within the life insurance industry and thus 

reduce the amount of cost variation for similar policies, the 

savings to consumers would be large. It is impossible to pre

cisely measure these potential savings, since it is not known 

exactly how individual companies would change their policies 

in order to make them more competitive. One can get a crude 

measure of the potential impact by assuming that the highest 

cost (lowest yielding) 20 percent of the policies are eliminated 
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and that the remaining policies have lower dispersion {a coefficient 

of variation of about 10 percent) around the new average rate 

of return. The average 20-year rate of return on dividend-paying 

policies in 1977 would rise from 4.14 percent to 4.40 percent 

and from 2.47 percent to 2.88 percent on non-dividend-paying 

policies. Some 68 percent of the dividend-pay:ing rates of return 

would be between 3.96 percent and 4.84 percent and between 2.59 

percent and 3.17 percent for the non-dividend.-pay:ing policies. 

However, even if disclosure resulted in increased price 

competition among whole life policies, substantial consumer 

problems would remain. 49 Even if the highest cost 20 percent 

of policies were eliminated, and if the coefficient of variation 

in the rates of return on whole life policies issued in 1977 

were reduced to 10 percent, the average '20-year rate· of return 

on participating policies would still only be 4.4 percent. 

Average non-participating rates of return would be even lower 

at 2.88 percent. The 5- and 10-year rates would be substantially 

lower. As shown in Part IIA, these rates of return are lower 

than those readily available elsewhere in the marketplace. 

Thus, to have effective competition in the life insurance market, 

there must be both price competition among similar policies 

and competition between life insurance and alternative savings 

media. 

49 

3. There ·is·Little ·Relation ·Between-the ·Cost-of-Policies 
and·The1r ·Market·sbares 

Most cost disclosure proposals, including that adopted 
by the NAIC, only address the problem of similar policy 
comparisons. ~ discussion, Part IV.A.2, p, 102, infra, 
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As shown above, cost dispersion among similar life insur-

ance policies exceeds that found in other products. This 

wide cost variation is evidence of a lack of effective price 

competition among similar policies. High and low cost policies 

are not punished and rewarded as would be expected in a price 

competitive system. Some high cost policies have large market 

shares. Some low cost policies have small market shares. As 

Mr. E. J. Moorhead has observed: 

Individual life insurance marketing seems 
to be demonstrating that it is an exception 
to the pronouncement made two centuries ago 
by Adam Smith--his contention being that 
the choices made by buyers in a free market 
have the effect of rewarding the efficient 
seller whose prices are low, and correspond
ingly penalizing the inefficient or greedy 
seller whose prices are high.so 

This section demonstrates that policy cost does not correlate 

with market share in a fashion consistent with effective price 

competition. 

To determine the correlation between cost and sales, data 

supplied to Senator Hart's subcommittee during its investiga

tion of the life insurance industry for best selling whole 

life policies issued in 1973 was examined. 51 The policies were 

ranked by cost and grouped in deciles. 52 The lowest cost poli-

50 

51 

52 

Moss -Subcommittee -Hearings, supra n. 2, at 509. 

The sample was subdivided by type (participating or non
participating) and size ( face value at which the policy 
was most frequently issued). For details of this cate
gorization~ Appendix IV. 

The results for other policy sizes and the Pearson 
(Footnote Continued) 
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cies are in decile l and the highest cost policies are in decile 

10. Table II-11 shows the total sales by face amount for the 

policies in each decile for $25,000 whole life policies issued 

to males aged thirty five. 

Table II-11 - Sales by Cost Decile 53 

Non-Participating 

Number of 
Face Value of Policies in 

Decile Sales- (000) - Decile - -
Median 
Cost - -

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Total 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

52 

53 

656,469 
99,870 

100,763 
334,112 
71,686 
84,353 
97,344 

408,042 
104,365 
117,308 

2,071,312 

886,782 
393,263 

1,115,373 
770,059 

1,213,673 
1,314,155 

626,327 
2,709,282 

424,271 

(Footnote Continued) 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 

53 

Participating 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 

39.08 
40.93 
41.62 
43.32 
45.18 
47.88 
48.17 
50.46 
54.20 
60.54 

29. 72 
34.27 
36.37 
38.21 
39.70 
40.41 
42.89 
46.07 
50.61 

correlations between cost and market share are contained 
in Appendix IV. 

The measure of cost used in 
tion Index computed using a 
Moorhead's lapse table "S". 
Company Retention Index~ 

Table II-11 is the Company 
5 percent rate of interest 

For an explanation of the 
pages 146-147, infra. 

61 
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Total 

65,713 

9,518,898 

210 

6 

52 

57.84 

Table II-11 shows that there is little relationship between 

policy cost and market shares. For participating policies, for 

example, the five policies in the eighth decile ranked 40th 

to 45th in cost out of the 52 policies examined. Yet the face 

amount of sales for these policies exceeded $2.7 billion in 

1973, or approximately 29 percent of the total sales for all 

52 policies studied. 

The life insurance industry competes for agents and in 

designing unique policies that are often merely sales tools. 

But as shown in this section, it does not compete vigorously. 

on the basis of price. Without meaningful cost disclosure, effec

tive price competition is impossible.5 4 

54 ~ pages 81-83, ~. 
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D. Consumers Often Receive a Small Amount of Protection 
Against Premature Death Relative to the Premiums Paid 
for Ordinary Insurance. 

The amount of protection against premature death that Ameri

cans buy with their ordinary life premiums is small relative 

to the amount that same expediture would purchase through low 

cost term insurance (either individual or group). This relatively 

small amount of insurance protection (per dollar of premium) 

appears to result from a lack of consumer knowledge concerning 

alternatives and from certain features of the agency system 

which favor the sale of cash value insurance, rather than from 

an informed consumer preference for savings intensive types 

of insurance policies._ This section examines the dimensions 

of this problem and the extent to which the Social Security 

system compensates for the small amount of protection against 

pr~mature death provided by ordinary insurance. 

Ralph Nader, in testimony before Senator Hart's Subcommittee 

in 1973, stated that the life insurance industry's principal 

shortcoming was its failure to sufficiently protect its ultimate 

consumers -- the widows and children~- from the financial risks 

of the premature ~eath of the breadwinner. 55 Mr. Nader then 

observed: 

55 

The Institute of Life Insurance--the pub
lic relations arm of .almost the entire industry-
maintains that "the main reason why a man 
buys life insurance is to protect his family 

The Life Insurance Industry: Hearin~s Before the Subcomm. 
on Antitrust & Monopoly of the Sen. omm. on the Judiciary, 
93rd Cong., 2nd Sess. 8 (1974) [hereinafter cited as Hart 
Subcommittee Hearings). --
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from financial hardship when he dies." Whether 
or not companies sell life insurance for 
other purposes such as to provide a savings 
or investment medium or to make a profit, 
the primary measure of their performance 
is the extent to which the financial needs 
of widows and children are being met. The 
real consumers of life insurance are those 
who survive after the premature death of 
the breadwinner. The industry's own analysis 
of the benefits received by survivors demon
strates that it has failed miserably •. 

"The Widows Study" conducted by the 
Life Underwriter Training council and the 
Life Insurance Agency Management Associa
tion and published in 1970--but never widely 
circulated within the industry--provides 
shocking and tragic evidence of this failure •. 
Fifty-two percent of a representative sample 
of all widows received less than $5,000 in 
beneTits even though 92 percent were covered 
by some form of life insurance.5 6 

As Mr. Nader noted, slightly more than one-half of the 

widows studied received less taan $5,000 in insurance benefits. 57 

This "less than $5,000" figure included proceeds from ill forms 

of life insurance held, including group, veterans and credit 

life insurance. The study concluded that "[j]udged by any standard, 

56 

57 

"The Widows Study" referred to in Mr. Nader's testimony 
was sponsored by the industrr to evaluate its success in 
accomplishing the goal of al eviating the hardships caused 
by the premature death of the family head. The information 
was gathered in a series of personal interviews conducted 
in 1968 and 1969 from among a sample of women whose husbands 
had died prematurely (under the age of 65) in 1965. Life 
Insurance Underwriter Training Council and Life Insurance 
Agen.cy Management Association, The Widows Study (1970), Vol. 
lat 2. Reprinted in Hart Subcommittee Hearings, id., Vol. l 
at 313. -

In the lowest income range, 93% of the widows received 
less than $5,000 in proceeds, while even at the .highest 
income level displayed, 1 in 5 had life insurance bene
fit payments of less than $5,000. ll· at 363. 
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the amounts of life insurance rec·eived by the widows were low.•58 

Furthermore, the situation does not appear to have improved 

since 1966. In the intervening years, the average amount of 

life insurance per family has risen from $15,800 to $32,400. 

However, the average disposible -personal income has also doubled, 

from $8,200 in 1966 to $16,400 in 1977. 59 Yet, the average death 

claim per policy was only $4,465, an increase of only $1,100 

since 1966. Thus, if decedents in 1977 were insured under three 

policies, the average death benefit from ordinary insurance would 

have amounted to ten months of the average.personal disposable 

income per family. 60 

This report consi_ders two phenomena--agent bias for whol.e 

life insurance and the lack of consumer understanding about term 

insurance--which partially explain why many consumers receive 

less death protection than they need from ordinary insurance. 

Part III D, .!.!l!ll, discusses how agent training and compensation 

creates a system that often promotes whole life insurance regardiess 

of a person's needs. 

Another reason many consumers purchase inadequate amounts 

of insurance protection with the dollars they spend for ordinary 

insurance is because they are either uninformed or misinformed 

58 

59 

60 

fil Hart Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. 55, at 322. 

Fact Book, supra n. 9, at 24. 

Id. at 41. As the Moss Subcommittee Report notes, the death 
oenefits of the average.life insurance policy (per family) would 
only be sufficient to cover the average family's needs for 
two years or so. Moss Subcommittee Report, supra n. 1, at 
19. 
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as to the best type of insurance for their particular needs.61 

Purchasers often do not realize when they are young and their 

needs for protection are generally the greatest that they can 

obtain three to five times as much initial death protection 

by buying renewable individual or group term insurance as they 

can for the same amount spent on ordinary whole life insurance. 

For example, in 1977, the public owned about the same amount 

of group insurance as ordinary life insurance. 62 Although group 

insurance paid somewhat higher amounts in average death benefits, 63 

the public paid over 3.5 times more for its ordinary coverage 

than for its group coverage. 64 

Since the "right _amount of life insurance"is something 

that individuals must decide for themselves, taking cost as 

well as their special circumstances into account, it is dif

ficult to make a blanket determination that people are generally 

under or overinsured. Accordingly, we make no general recommen

dation that people buy more life insurance, nor do we recommend 

that consumers only buy term insurance. However, for certain 

groups -- households with young children and low incomes --

term insurance is the only way they can afford adequate death 

61 

62 

63 

64 

For a detailed discussion of consumer knowledge in the 
field of life insurance ~ Part III C, p, 74 ,'~• 

Fact Book, supra n. 9, at 18. 

Id. at 41. The average .death benefit paid on ordinary 
insurance was $4,466, w.hile the average death benefit 
paid on group insurance was $5,597. 

Id. at 57. 
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protection.65 To the extent these people are unaware of the 

low cost death protection available in term insurance, they are 

likely buying less death protection than they want. The Moss 

Subcommittee Report acknowledged this potential for inappropriate 

purchase: 

Thus, for persons who do not have 
enough premium dollars to purchase adequate 
whole life coverage,term insurance is likely 
to be the best choice. Allocating all pre
mium dollars to purchase whole life will,in 
such a situation, lead to underinsurance.66 

Although many consumers are receiving less death protection 

than they need from the dollars they spend for ordinary insurance, 

the impact on society of the problem of underinsurance has been 

reduced by the expansion of suvivor benefits under Social Security. 

The U.S. public now has far more total life insurance protection, 

relative to income than ever before. This is primarily due 

to the dramatic increase in life insurance protection provided 

to survivors under the OASDI program of Social Security. As 

shown in Table II-12, the total amount of equivalent life insurance 

in force was almost four times disposable income in 1977, up 

from less than twice disposable income 20 and 30 years ago. 

65 

66 

As Ralph Nader noted in the 1974 Hart Hearings: 

Husbands do buy.life insurance, but 
they buy too much of the wrong kind. With 
limited funds available, they are too often 
misled into putting them all into low benefit 
cash value policies at inflated prices. 

Hart Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. 55, at 8. 

Moss Subcommittee Report, supra n. 1, at 18. 
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The amount of private life insurance has risen roughly in pro

portion to disposable personal income in the past 25 years, 

but the amount of equivalent life insurance through Social Security 

has risen more rapidly. Since 1973, the equivalent life insurance 

inherent in the OASDI ·program has exceeded the total for all 

private life insurance. This massive increase in governmentally 

provided life insurance protection appears to have had little 

effect on the private sales, with the result that the total 

amount of life insurance coverage has doubled. 
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III. SOME REASO~S FOR THE PROBLEMS 

A. Introduction 

The problems discussed in the preceding section are very 

serious ones: average rates of return that are 3 to 6 percentage 

points below alternative rates, extreme variation in rates of 

return, large but undisclosed penalties for early lapse, 

low rates of return earned on old policies, and relatively 

small per capita amounts of private insurance protection. The 

first four problems imposed on. consumers unnecessary costs of 

billions of dollars in 1977 alone, while the underinsurance 

problem defies any simple dollar measure of loss. This section 

offers some explanations why these problems have arisen and 

persist in an industry which in terms of -the number of compan.ies 

and agents vying for sales ought to be competitive. 

The single most important cause of these problems is the 

lack of meaningful information by which the quality and cos-t 

of one life insurance policy can be compared to another and 

to alternative forms of saving. Currently, the marketplace· 

is not providing this information. Two factors explain 

this lack of information: the inherent complexity of life 

insurance,.and the confusing variety of products companies offer, 

which complicates cost comparison. This section examines the 

complexities of the life insurance market and considers evidence 

documenting consumer inability to evaluate life insurance costs. 

It explains how this inability to judge cost in turn is a 

primary cause of the lack of _price competition which in large 

part explains the problems discussed in Part II. Finally 
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this section considers various incentives in the agency system 

favoring whole life insurance which in conjunction with the 

absence of price information contribute to the lack of meaningful 

price competition in the life insurance market. 

B. The Cost of Insurance Is Difficult to Evaluate 

The current complexity of the life insurance market makes 

it difficult for consumers to evaluate the cost of a life insur

ance policy. Part of this difficulty arises out of the fact 

that premiums are not an accurate measure of cost. Part is 

attributable to the wide variety of policy types offered in 

the market. We consider each of these causes in turn. 

Comparing whole life insurance costs is difficult because 

the amount paid for the policy (the premtum) does not accurately 

measure the actual cost. This is because policies accumulate 

cash values and often pay dividends. Moreover, it is not enough 

simply to subtract illustrated dividends and cash values from 

total premiums. Because of the time value of money, real cost 

depends heavily on how quickly cash values and dividends accrue 

as well as their eventual size. 

The following analysis of the correlation between premiums 

and real cost demonstrates the dubious reliability of premiums 

as a predictor of real cost. Table III-1 is an array of 306 best 

selling whole life policies issued by almost 200 life insurance 

companies in 1973. Using "deciles," Table III-1 ranks policies 

by premium and by the 20-year rate of return. If a policy ranks 

in the first premium decile, _it has a~ premium than at 

least 90 percent of all of the policies. Similarly, if a policy 
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Table III - 1 

Decile Comparisons Between Premiwn Size and 20-Year Average 
Annual Rates of Return - $25,000 Whole Life Policies Issued 

to Men Aged 35 in 1973 

Average Annual Rate of Return Decile 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 ill 2 5 3 8 6 5 0 0 0 IDJi 
2 0 0 2 5 5 7 8 2 2 0 I 31 : 124 

3 0 2 0 3 2 4 7 8 5 1 32 

4 2 1 0 0 2 4 1 5 10 6 

5 2 0 0 0 0 3 1 3 10 11 
Premium 
Decile 6 7 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 3 9 

30 

31 

Source: 

711 5 3 4 0 2 2 2 0 2 

8 3 8 7 3 6 0 2 0 0 0 

9 · 3 10 7 5 2 0 1 2 0 1 

:i 121 

31 

10 '-=l __ o---~~'--~7 ___ ~4 ..... _~4 __ ~3 __ ~4---'l=---~l'--J....:3~0'--' 

~jl_3_o_f_3_o __ 3_1 __ 3_1__,131 31 31 29 31 31 306 

The first decile corresponds to the lowest premiwns and the highest 
average rates of return, The number of policies in each decile 
differs because of ties in the rankings, 

FTC staff computations, using the data collected by the Senate 
Anti-Trust and Monopoly Subcommittee. The sample of 306 whole 
life policies includes both dividend-paying and non-dividend 
paying policies, --
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ranks in the first rate of return decile, it has a higher rate 

of return than at least 90 percent of all of the policies. 

Table III-1 demonstrates the weak correlation between pre

mium and actual cost in two ways. First, the upper left hand 

entry of Table III-1 indicates that only one of the 30 policies 

with the lowest premiums also has a rate of return sufficiently 

high to place it in the first rate of return decile. To put 

it another way, only one policy is common to both the 30 poli

cies with the lowest premiums and the 30 policies with the best 

rates of return. Second, Table III-1 shows that 124 policies are 

in the first four premium deciles; that is, they have lower 

premiums than at least 60 percent of all of the policies. Only 

26 of these 124 policies, however, have better than average

rates of return {Ll., rank in the first four rate of return 

deciles}. In contrast, more than twice as many (60) have worse 

than average rates of return {Ll-, at least 60 percent of the 

policies offer higher rates of return}. Conversely, a high 

premium policy can be mistaken for a high cost policy. Of the 

121 policies whose premiums are higher than at least 60 percent 

of all the policies {premium deciles 7-10), two out of three 

(82) have higher than average rates of return {rate of return 

deciles 1-4). Furthermore, only one out of five have below 

average rates of return. Therefore, Table III-1 supports the 

rather suprising conclusion that consumers have a better chance 

of buying a low cost policy if they restrict their choice to 

the higher than average premium policies rather than the lower 

71 
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than average premium policies,l. 

Since premium size is an unreliable measure of cost, and 

the simultaneous analysis of premiums cash values, and dividends 

is so difficult, the vast majority of consuiners are unable to 

calculate the actual cost of a particular policy or compare 

different policies. Further, _this difficulty of evaluating 

cost applies~ as well as before purchase. Few people who 

bought a non-competitively priced policy 10 -years ago could 

determine now that they made a bad buy when they purchased. 

Friends are not likely to compare their policies' dividends 

or cash values. Nor do most consumers buy insurance frequently 

enough to learn through experience. 2 Consequently, even consumers 

who have bought life insurance in the past are not likely to 

be able to evaluate its real cost. 3 

1 

2 

3 

This arises because many of the dividend-paying policies 
are .low in cost, but have higher than average premiums. 
Looking at non-dividend-paying policies alone, premiums 
are a fairly good guide to cost. Premiums are not a good 
guide to costs for dividend-paying policies, Given the 
public's low level of knowledge regarding participating 
versus non-participating policies, many people will not 
distinguish between the two (in fact, persons should often 
compare the two, see n, 71 at ·pa$!e 141,---::i.nfra),.-.,Thus, direct 
premium comparisons are often likely to""!m'7mproductive, 
or even _counter-productive. 

About the only way a consumer could learn that a prior life 
insurance purchase was bad would be if another agent tried to 
replace that policy. 

Economists refer to products whose performance cannot be 
evaluated through normal use as "credence goods,• One 
of the main reasons for poor mar·ket performance in life 
insurance is that the policies are very good examples of 
"credence goods," fil Darby and Karni, "Free 'Competition 
and the Optimal Amounts of Frauds," 16 Journal of Law and 

(Footnote Continued) 
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Besides the difficulty of evaluating the cost of an insurance 

policy, the life insurance market is made even more confusing 

for consumers by the near endless variety of policies offering 

slightly different benefit features. As stated by Professor 

Joseph Belth: 

[T]he proliferation in life insurance has 
reached large proportions. There are many 
so-called specialty policies. These usually 
are designed to fit an elaborate sales presen
tation, rather than to perform real services 
for the buyer. There are also many different 
policies of the so-called conventional type 
-- so many, indeed, that is difficult to 
distinguish between conventional policies 
and specialty policies. 4 

Similarly, Spencer L. Kimball, professor of law·at the University 

of Chicago, stated at the Hart Hearings on the life insurance. 

industry: "Product differentiation, partly produced by advertising 

and sales <!!:!:forts and partly by the wide range of variations 

in the content of the life insurance contract fragment the 

3 

4 

(Footnote Continued) 

Economics 67-88 (April 1973). Professor Neil Borden many 
years earlier made a somewhat similar distinction between 
goods with "external" characteristics that could be used 
to judge quality before purchase such as green vegetables, 
clothing, etc. and those with "hidden" characteristics where 
quality cannot be judged before purchase such as watches, 
refrigerators and drugs. In discussing drugs and cosmetics, 
Borden noted that for some·goods the "hidden" characteristics 
might stay hidden even after purchase. See N. Borden, 
The Economic Effects of Advertislng, 425-426 (1942). 

The Life Insurance Industry, Hearings Before the Subcomm. 
on Antitrust and Mono~oly of ·the Senate Judiciar~ Comm., 
93d Cong., 2d Sess. 5 8 (l974) [hereinafter cite as~ 
Subcommittee Hearings]. · 
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rnarket."5 

In short, the inherent complexity of the product and the 

confusing array of policies make informed shopping for life 

insurance difficult. At the same time, these factors contribute 

to a widespread lack of knowledge among consumers about life 

insurance. 

C. Consumer Inability to Determine the Real Cost of Insurance 

The previous section considered aspects of the life 

insurance market which makes comparison shopping by consumers 

difficult. This section examines evidence tending to show that 

consumers are not well informed about insurance in general or 

about how to evaluate its real cost in particular. Specifically, 

this lack of knowledge ·appears to show up.in consumer behavior 

in four important ways. First, many consumers are not well 

informed about the general aspects of life insurance. Second, 

most people are uncertain about how to define the "cost" 

of a life insurance ~olicy, yet lean heavily on the premium 

as the measure of cost. Third, in part because of uncertainty 

as to cost, most people do not attempt to compare costs of 

different policies. Fourth, many people do not understand the 

5 Id. at 1087. Whatever the reason for its existence, 
iiiany commentators have remarked on the extent of product 
differentiation in life insurance. Mark S. Dorfman, professor 
of finance at Miami University of Ohio, and Albert L. Auxier, 
professor of finance at the University of Tennessee, have 
testified on separate occasions that there is undue product 
differentiation in the life insurance market. Statement 
of Mark S. Dorfman, id. at 1237; testimony of Albert L. 
Auxier, presented atWisconsin Insurance Department Hearings 
on proposed regulation 2.14, July 19, 1977. 
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major differences between term and whole life insurance. 

1. Consumers Are Uninformed About Life Insurance 

Many observers of the life insurance industry have commented 

on the public's relatively low level of knowledge about life 

insurance. For example, the Daniel Yankelovich organization, 

on the basis of an extensive survey carried out in 1967 and 

1968, reported to the major company trade association (which 

had sponsored these studies) that: 

Due in part to the inherent characteristics 
of the product, the average person feels 
far less self-confident as a buyer of life 
insurance than of any other major purchase. 
Indeed, the entire act of purchasing life 
insurance is fraught with anxiety, people 
are not confident about their ability to 
comprehend the pros and cons of alternative 
plans; they ·are unsure of how much influence 
the agent's commission has on his recommenda
tions (they suspect that it is substantial); 
they are unsure about what amount of coverage 
is adequate or desirable; they feel locked 
into their policy choice once it is made; 
they have a suspicion of the "fine print" 
in the life insurance contract; and their 
most basic anxieties are aroused by the sub
ject of death and the need to provide for 
others in the event of death. 6 

In seven out of the eight surveys conducted since 1968, more 

than~ of the respondents have described themselves as either 

"not too well informed" or "not at all informed" about life 

insurance. In a survey conducted .in 1976, only~ in four 

said that he or she did !!£!:. feel uneasy about selecting a life 

6 Institute of Life Insurance, Monitoring Attitudes of the 
Public (MAP) 23 (1969). 
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insurance policy, 7 

2. Consumers Are Unable to Evaluate Cost 

In a 1975 Life Insurance Marketing and Research Association 

(LIMRA) study, a large number of people were asked what they 

meant by the "cost" of a life insurance policy. More than half 

responded that cost meant the premium or the premium per $1,000 

of coverage. Only about one in five stressed the value they 

would get for their money. 8 Over 6 in 10 of these same people 

said that they "have a lot" or "some" difficulty in determining 

·whether they're getting their money's worth. 9 Thus, although 

some people were aware that aspects of the contract (~, cash 

values and dividends) pould differ even though two policies had 

the same premiums, most of them were vague about how they would 

compare two policies that differed in benefits, saying that 

they would try to get the "best value" or "return" for their 

money. 

The finding that purchasers often equate premium with cost 

is confirmed by evidence of actual behavior. In Part II.C. 

(Tables II-7 and II-8), supra, it was seen that similar policies 

7 

8 

9 

American Council of Life Insurance,·Monitoring Attitudes 
of the Public (MAP) 50-51· U976. 

Institute of Life Insurance and Life Insurance Marketing 
and Research Assn., Life Insurance Consumers: A National 
Survey of Cost Comparison Attitudes and Experience 11 
(August 1975). 

Id. at 12. 
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varied widely in terms of actual cost. Premium dispersion, 

however, is much lower than cost dispersion. This evidence 

is consistent with survey results that consumers are unable 

to gauge the true cost of a policy without cost disclosure. 

Indeed, it indicates that they rely on very inexact substitutes 

for cost, such as premiums. 

Table III-2 (below) shows the coefficient of variation for 

premiums of selected policies issued in 1973. The coefficients 

of variation in life premium rates are between 6 and 8 percent, 

which is midway between the 1 to 13 percent range for other 

products shown in Table II-10, supra. The rates of return (which 

are an accurate measure of cost) show an immense variability (24 

percent and 45 percent for par and non-par policies respectiv.ely). 

This difference in dispersion rates indicates that policyholders 

often (mistakenly) view the premium as the "cost" of the policy 

and that price comparisons are often limited to premium comparisons. 

Type Policy 

Non-par, 10,000 
Non-par, 25,000 

Par, 10,000 
Par, 25,000 

Table III-2 

Variance in Premimum Rates, 1973lO 

$18. 72 
17.16 
23.12 
21.99 

Standard Deviation 

1.06 
1.11 
1.56 
1. 75 

Coefficient 
of 

Variatio_n 

6% 
6% 
7% 
8% 

An experimental study found that even people with training in 

finance and insurance did only slightly better than chance in 

10 ~ Appendix IV. 
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distinguishing between high and iow cost policies. Professor 

Albert Auxier asked the 32 members of his life insurance class 

to rank whole life policies on the basis of what they judged was 

the average rate of return for the policy. These students 

averaged almost 4 college level courses in insurance and finance. 

Given the raw information on premiums, dividends and cash values, 

the students did only slightly better than chance at choosing 

those policies that actually ranked in the best third. 11 They 

averaged 2.75 right as compared to an expected value of 2 right 

if they had chosen randomly. Professor Auxier also notes that 

the students "exhibited a disturbing tendency to select poor 

value policies (those ranked in the lower one-third) despite 

a wide range of policies from which to select.• The students 

did~ than chance in mistaking high cost policies for low 

cost policies. He concluded that "the participants demonstrated 

little ability to discriminate correctly among policies on a 

cost basis without the aid of a summary cost measure.•1 2 In 

view of the ideal test conditions and the sophistication 

of the subjects, the general life insurance buying public is 

likely to discriminate even more poorly than this group of 

students . 13 

11 

12 

13 

The students had become familiar with the method of computing 
the rate of return. ~ "·A Test of the Usefulness of ·Policy 
Information in Ranking Life Insurance Alternatives, "43 Journal 
of Risk and Insurance 87-98 tl976). ----

.!.£ at 98. 

The Commission conducted experimental studies concerning 
(Footnote Continued) 
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Thus, most people have a natural tendency to equate premium 

with cost, but, as we have seen, the premium is a poor guide to 

cost. And although many people recognize that comparing premiums 

alone is insufficient, they are unsure of how to make a more 

meaningful comparison. 

3. Most Consumers Do Not Compare Policies For Cost 

Perhaps because of these difficulties in evaluating costs, 

few people try to compare cost even when they think that policies 

differ substantially. For example, in the 1975 study previously 

discussed (page 76, supra), 65 percent of the participants thought 

that there were differences in policy costs, yet only 42 percent 

of those people said that they had~ compared company costs. 14 

A subsequent question suggests that the difficulty of comparing 

costs may explain why many participants did not try to comparison 

shop. 15 Asked what they would do when an agent presented a policy 

13 

14 

15 

(Footnote Continued) 

the ability of consumers to evaluate insurance policies. 
Appendix IX summarizes the results of these studies. 

Institute of Life Insurance, Monitoring Attitudes of the Pub
lic (MAP) 54-55 (1975). 

An additional reason that people do not shop for insurance 
is that substancial numbers of people still believe that 
policies cost about the same. In the 1975 LIMRA survey, 
35 percent of the respondents said that all insurance policies 
cost about the same or that they didn_'t know. As previously 
discussed, 65 percent equated premium with cost. Other 
surveys have indicated that substantial numbers of people 
mistakenly believe that all insurance costsabout the same. 
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the House 
Comm. on Interstate Commerce, Report on Life Insurance 
Marketing and Cost Disclosure, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., 37 
(1978) [hereinafter cited as Moss Subcommittee Report]; 
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if a standard way to compare costs existed, 85 peicent said 

that either they would do nothing until they had a chance to 

compare the costs of policies offered by the particular agent 

with those of other companies or they would ask the agent how 

his company compared to others. 16 Only 13 percent said they 

would buy the policy without comparing costs if the policy seemed 

right for their needs. Therefore, while it appears that most 

people currently do not try to compare costs because they don't 

know how, they would compare costs if a standard way existed. 17 

Finally, survey evidence indicates that many people do 

not fully understand the differences between term and whole 

life insurance. In one study, for example, participants were 

asked to describe the ~ifferences between term and whole life· 

insurance: 33 percent could give no answer, 10 percent gave 

incorrect answers, only 3 percent mentioned that term insurance 

is "cheaper (more coverage for lower premiums than whole life}," 

only 4 percent mentioned that term policies generally do not 

have cash values, while only 13 percent mentioned cash values or 

living benefits of whole life policies. 18 About SO percent of 

the people correctly indicated that coverage under term insurance_ 

16 

17 

18 

Institute of Life Insurance, Monitoring Attitudes of the.Pub-
lic (MAP) 55 (1975). . 

The 85 percent who answered that they would use additional 
information in deciding wl)at to buy may overstate the percen
tage who would use the newly disclosed information in an 
~ purchase situation. See Appendix IX. 

Institute of Life Insurance, Monitoring Attitudes of the Pub
lic (MAP} 40-41 (1972). 
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is for a prescribed period of time, whereas whole life coverage 

remains available for life. As the researchers point out, 

however, 

The frequent mention of limited nuration of "term" 
insurance, and the permanence of "whole life" suggest 
that these are educated guesses based upon the names 
of these policy types.19 

In sum, the available evid~nce indicates that most consumers 

have great difficulty understanding how to compare the cost 

of one life insurance policy ~o another. Premium tends to be 

equated with cost, a mistake which can prove to be very expensive. 

Most consumers appear unsure of how to compare cost and relatively 

few do. In general, they know little about the different types_ 

of life insurance policies available and, in particular, they 

know little about the important differences between term and 

cash value insurance. 

D. The Relationship Between the Lack of Price Information 
and Reduced Price Compet1t1on 

Thus far, Part III has examined why and to what extent 

consumers do not know how to determine the real cost of life 

insurance. We now consider how such lack of knowledge relates 

to the problems discussed in Part II. The short answer is 

that the absence of cost information reduces the price competition 

which cash value policies face from alternative savings media 

and from each other. 

How consumer inability to compare prices can reduce price 

19 Id. at 30. 
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competition is best illustrated ·by its effect on price dispersion 

among similar policies. Many economists argue that those markets 

in which consumers have a difficult time evaluating and comparing 

prices wi1,1. be characterized by more price dispersion. 20 Moreover, 

this increased price dispersion, according to the theory, will 

be skewed upwards and therefore raise the average price. Simply 

put, the idea is that when price shopping is more difficult 

the individual seller will lose fewer sales i£ he increases 

his price above the competitive price. Although he will lose 

the business of comparison shoppers, he will get a higher than 

competitive price from all those customers who continue to buy 

from him. In other words, where comparison shopping is difficult 

at least some sellers will have an incentive to charge higher 

than competitive prices. As George J. Stigler put it: "price 

dispersion is a manifestation -- and, indeed, it is the measure 

of ignorance in the market.• 21 

The absence of cost information also reduces the price 

competition which cash value insurance policies face from alter

native savings media. Because consumers do not fully understand 

the savings aspect of cash value insurance and are unable to 

determine its actual rate of return, it follows that competition 

from alternative savings media is muted. To that extent, insurance 

20 

21 

~, ~, Rothsch~ld, "Models of Market Organization with 
Imperl:e-c:t Information: A Survey," 81 Journal of Poli tic al 
Economy 1283 (1973). 

Stigler "The Theory of Information," 69 Journal of Political 
Economy 171, 172 (1961). · 
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companies can offer lower rates of return than are available 

from bonds or savings and loans, for example, and still success

fully sell cash value insurance. 

Finally, many observers believe that the lack of cost informa

tion might channel competition away from prices towards non-price 

competition. In a statement submitted to the Hart Subcommittee, 

Spencer Kimball stated: 

In the present market, there is no real price 
competition. There is competition among 
insurance companies for agents who can 
effectively sell, and then among agents for 
applicants. Price competition is greatly 
muted; it can hardly be said to exist at all. 22 

There can be no effective competition in the life insurance 

industry without meaningful cost information. As long as buyers 

are unable to compare the cost of similar policies, companies 

that charge high prices can sell as successfully as companies 

that charge low prices. 23 Further, until consumers are aware 

of the rates of return they receive on their savings through 

ordinary life policies, insurance companies will be able to 

compete effectively for savings dollars even though they often 

pay a rate of return that is several percentage points below 

alternatives available in the marketplace. 

E. The Agency System Exacerbates the Competitive Problems 

The agency system is another reason for the problems 

22 

23 

Hart Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. 4, at 1088. 

~ pages 59-62, supra. 
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discussed in Part II. In view 6~ the complexity of the life 

insurance market it is not surprising that many consumers consult 

an "agent". Besides being well informed, an agent's financial 

incentives should ideally foster choices in the client's best 

interests. Indeed, the "golden rule of agency" provides that 

the agent should recommend the· choice the client would make 

himself if he had expert knowledge. The reality of the life 

insurance agency system is far from this ideal. This section 

examines how certain aspects of the agency system contribute 

to the consumer and competitive problems discussed in this report. 

l. Many Agents Do Not Believe There Are Substantial Differences 
in Policy costs 

Many agents and their supervisors appear to be misinformed 

on whether costs for similar policies differ significantly. 

As stated in the Moss Subcommittee Report: 

••• the stunning fact, revealed in a 1976 survey,
[is] that 37 percent of full time life insurance 
agents, and 45 percent of their supervisors, 
believe that 'there is little difference in 
net cost for similar policies.' A further 11 
per-cent of both agents and supervisors had 
no opinion on the question. This presumably 
means that nearly half of all agents in the 
field would not think it important to advise 
their clients about the savings possible from 
purchasing low cost insurance.2 4 

Two principal factors explain agents' lack of awareness 

of cost differences. First, because of extremely high turnover, 

a great many agents are inexperienced. For example, in 1975, 

24 Moss Subcommittee Re1;ort, sdpra n. 15, at 37. The data 
cited _call)e from <\ Joint stu y conducted by the National 
Associati'?n, of Life Underwriters a.nd·LIMRA, 'Survey of 
Agency Opinion 33 (1976) (Question 6). 
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59 percent .of all ordinary life agents had less than four years 

experience. (see pages 89-90, infra). Second, many companies' 

agent training programs place little emphasis on cost comparison 

methods. 25 Agents' lack of awareness of cost differences contri

bute to the lack of price competition in the industry. As 

stated by Mr. E.J. Moorhead: 

25 · 

Life insurance is a competitive business, 
but in the individual insurance market the 
direct competition is heavily in the finding 
and keeping of productive agents. Price 
competition is indirect in nature, being 

, dependent upon insistence by those agents 
that they be given attractively priced pro
ducts to sell. A weakness of this indirect 
pressure is found in the widespread lack of 
agent recognition .•. that large price 

See Life Insurance Marketing and Cost Disclosure: Hearings 
Before the Subcomm. on Oversight and Investigations of· 
the House Comm. on Interstate Commerce, 95th Cong., 2d 
Sess. 511 (1978) (statement of Mr. E. J. Moorhead) [herein
after cited as Moss Subcommittee Hearings]. Professor 
Joseph Belth has observed, 

Many if not most life insurance agents are 
ill-equipped to provide reliable financial 
advice to their customers. State licensing 
examinations require ·a minimum of knowledge 
about life insurance. Company training pro
grams and most industrywide training programs 
place the emphasis on sales skill rather 
than technical knowledge •••• [T]hose responsible 
for sales development generally-have come 
up through the sales ranks. Many of these 
sales executives were successful in the field, 
but sales success is not synonymous with 
technical knowledge. Indeed, it is often 
argued that technical knowledge tends to 
hamper sales efforts. 

Statement of Joseph Belth, Hart Subcommittee Hearings, supra 
n. 4, at 567. 
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differences are prevalent.26 

The second aspect of the agency system that contributes 

to the lack of price competition and the consumer problems 

discussed in Part II is the preference many agents have for 

cash value insurance. The next section examines the reasons 

for this preference and its impact on consumers. 

2. The Commission Structure Provides Financial Incentives 
Favoring Whole Life Insurance 

The agent commission structure in most cases strongly favors 

the sale of cash value policies. For most companies, the first-

year commission rate on a typical whole life policy is substantially 

larger (per premium dollar) than that on a typical term policy. 

Table III-3 sets out the differences in rates which the Hart Sub

committee found between whole life and five-year renewable term 

policies issued to a male age 35. 27 As that table shows, first-

year commissions on whole life policies average 55 to 60 percent, 

compared to 35 to 40 percent for term policies. 28 Renewal commissions 

are similar for both types of policies. 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Table III-3 

Commission Rates on Whole Life and Term Policies By Company 
Asset Size, 197329 

Moss Subcommittee Hearings, supra, n. 25, at 510 (statement 
of E. J. Moorhead). 

Hart Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. 4, at 2858. 

For a detailed discussion of these rates .2ll Appendix 
VII. 

See Hart Subcommittee Hearin6s, supra n. 4, at 2858-2859. 
Figures are given for only t ose companies not licensed 

(Footnote Continued) 
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Asset Size 

Top 20 Companies 
2lst-50th 

First-Year Commission Rates 

Whole Life 30 

59% 

Term Insurance31 

36% 
57 36 

Not in top 50 64 41 

2nd to 10th Year Renewal Commissions 

Top 20 Companies 5% 5% 
21-50 5 5 
Not in top 50 5 5 

11th and 12th Year Commissions 32 

Top 20 Companies 1% 
21-50 2 
Not in top 50 2 

An agent's commission income depends not only on the £2.!!!

mission rate, but also-on the amount of premium. The amount 

of premium, in turn, is a product of the premium rate and the 

face value of the policy. The premium rate at any given age 

is likely to be several times higher for whole life than for 

term. These factors combine to give agents a strong financial 

incentive to sell whole life insurance. Table III-4 shows that 

ordinary agents in 1974 averaged 176 percent .!!!2.!..!!. in first-

29 

30 

31 

32 

(Footnote Continued) 

in New York. With minor differences, the figures for New 
York licensed companies show the same marked difference 
in first year commission rates for whole life and term. 

Whole life policies issued to males age 35. 

5-year renewal term policies issued to males age 35. 

No summary data was given for years 11 through 20 for term 
policies. 
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year commissions on whole life ·sales than on level term sales. 

They also averaged 370 percent~ on whole life than on decreasing 

term sales. Since the established agents (five years or more 

as an agent) average less than one sale a week and since renewal 

commission income is likely to be 25 percent or less of total 

commission income, 33 the commission rate structure provides 

the agent with a strong financial incentive to sell cash value 

contracts regardless of the needs of the client. Assuming the 

average agent depicted in Table III-4 received a weekly renewal 

commission income of $90, his t~tal commission income per week 

would be $363 if he sold the average size whole life policy, 

$188 if he sold the average size level term policy, and $148 

if he sold the average size decreasing term policy. 

Table III-4 34 

Commission Income to Ordinary Agents from Different Types 
of Policies, 1974 

Type of Avg. Size Prem. Per Prem. Per 1st-Yr. Comm. Amt. of ·1st-
~ Policy $1000 Policy Rate Yt. comm. 

Whole 
Life $19,560 $25 $497 55% $273 

Level 
Term 46,430 6 280 35 95· 

Decreasing 
Term 30,610 5 167 35 58 

During the Hart Hearings, the president of one large insurance 

33 

34 

See Rappaport, "Consumerism ;nd the Compensation of the 
t:ite Insurance Agent," 26 Transactions of the Societr of 
Actuaries 529 (1974) [hereinafter cited as Rappaport •. 

The 1974 Buyers Study, at 17. Note: Sales on adult 
male hves only. 
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company candidly stated: "No agent, manager, general agent, 

or agency system can live very well on the commissions from 

only term insurance.~35 

The job and financial pressures which agents face are reflected 

in the high turnover rate among agents. A large number of newly

recruited agents quit in their first years. According to a 

LIMRA study of several companies, only an average of 15 percent 

of recruits remain agents with a company four or more years.3 6 

Also, LIMRA surveys consistently show that more than one-third 

of the inexperienced ordinary recruits leave their companies 

before the end of the year in which they are hired. 37 Moreover, 

this group of new agents (characterized by high turnover rates) 

constitutes a significant portion of a11· life insurance agents. 

For exam~le, in 1975, agents with four or less years experience 

comprised 59 percent of all agents working for ordinary life 

35 

36 

37 

Hart Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. 4, at 1922. 

Dorfman, "Reformation in Life Insurance Agents' Compensation," 
43 Journal of Risk and Insurance 447 (1976) [hereinafter 
cited as~]. 

LIMRA, Insurance Report 1972-11 -- Factors Related to Salesman 
Turnover!. There are a variety of reasons for high turnover 
r"ate'samong agents. According to a ·1970 study, 43 percent 
of those agents who left did so for financial· reasons. 
Another 32 percent left because they were dissatisfied 
with aspects of the job. Some of the job features singled 
out were "hours," "prospecting," and "dislike of selling." 
Besides not making enough money, the financial reasons for 
leaving included "security," "fringe benefits," and "stability." 
LIAMA, Research Report 1970-7 -- Where Do They Go?, A Statis
tical Study II. 
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companies and generated 38 percent of the total volume of sales.38 

Thus, a substantial amount of insurance is sold by agents who 

have not been working long and are likely to be less informed 

about insurance. For many struggling agents, the two-tier commission 

structure is likely to present an extremely strong incentive 

to sell cash value insurance. 

3. Agent Training Often Emphasizes Selling Cash Value Policies 

The training received by agents may also explain why many 

agents favor cash value policies. The NAIC Advisory Committee 

hypothesized that "the compensation bias may not be as important 

as those [biases] that the agent is taught," 39 An agent of 19 years 

gave three reasons why many agents seldom sell term: 

First, when they were trained, it is possible 
that term life insurance was ignored. Second 
another possibility is that they were told. 
the premium is lower and so is the commission, 
therefore agents shied away from term. Third, 
it could be that they have never been taught 
what term insurance really is and its various 
uses. 40 

Aside from the reference to the lower commission rate paid on 

the sale of term insurance, this agent's reasoning boils down 

to a lack of agent training on term insurance. 

38 

39 

40 

LIMRA, The Manpower and Production Survey, Ordina83, Multiple
Line Exclusive-Agent, and combination companies ! (1915). 

NAIC, First Report of the Indus tr! Advisor~ Comm. to the Agent's 
Compensation Systems Task Force o the NAI C-3 Life Insurance 
Subcomm. 42 (June 6, 1976) [hereinafter cited as NAIC 
Industry Advisory Committee Report]. --

Dorfman, supra n. 36, at 455, quoting Kalmowitz, "Term Con
versioiis are Beautiful," Life Assoc. News 83 (April 1975). 
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Industry publications, produced by LIMRA and used to train 

and assist agents, often reflect a bias for whole life insurance. 

For example, a section on opening comments which an agent should 

give at an interview recommends emphasizing the savings aspect 

of insurance: 

Many agents like to put something into the 
prospect's hand immediately to get the heat 
off themselves and to capture the prospect's 
attention. A reprint of the company's retire
ment ad showing a couple basking on the Florida 
sands: "I came to talk to you about the Wilsons. 
Can you picture yourself retired some day like 
them?• 41 

In a LIMRA publication entitled Profitable Selling, the agent 

is told that whole life is almost always the best sale: 

Temporary insurance is often both_ necessary 
and desirable. But if an agent sells a high pro
portion of temporary insurance because of its 
lower first cost, not only will persistency be 
less favorable, but policyowners will neither 
be satisfied nor well served. The policyowner 
receives premium notices regularly, but finds that 
no cash value or paid-up values accumulated for 
emergency use -- the premiums will increase with 
each renewal of the term period and that the 
time almost has to come when he or she will not 
be insured. 

It is profitable to recommend that permanent 
life insurance is nearly always the best sale 
-- for the buyer and the agent. 42 

We do not question the sincerity or integrity of those 

companies or agents who believe in the superiority of cash value 

41 

42 

LIMRA, Getting the Interview 42 (1974). 

LIMRA, Profitable Selling 42 (1976). 
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insurance.43 Nor do we challenge the right of companies to 

determine how they compensate their agents. As we show in the 

next section, however, the agent compensation system and the 

bias in favor of cash value insurance contribute to the consumer 

and competitive problems discussed in this report. 

4. The Impact of the Agency System 

The agency system has arisen in the life insurance industry, 

in part, because many consumers know very little about life 

insurance. Thus, they rely upon the advice of an agent. Ideally, 

an agent will recommend the plan of insurance that best fits 

the buyer's needs. The ideal is often not realized in practice 

because substantial numbers of agents have a strong philosophical 

or financial bias favoring one form of insurance over another. 

In such a situation it is unlikely that an agent will provide 

consumers with all the information they need to make an informed 

purchase decision. For example, an agent attempting to sell 

whole life insurance is unlikely to compare the rate of return 

available from the whole life policy to alternative savings 

plans. 44 Although the rate of return·is not the only thing 

a person should consider in choosing between term and whole 

life, it is certainly an important factor (see page 103, ~). 

43 

44 

We note that many agents are equally strong in their con
viction that term insurance is almost always a more desirable 
purchase. 

In most cases companies do not supply rate of return infor
mation to agents. Thus, they are unable to supply this 
information even if they want to. 
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Because many agents have little incentive to disclose the rate 

of return, the amount of price competition between life insurance 

and alternative savings media is decreased. 45 

The bias of many agents in favor of whole life insurance 

also contributes to the problem of underinsurance. The insurance 

needs of some people, especially young families with modest 

incomes and several small children, can be met only through 

the purchase of term insurance. Yet, in many cases, they may 

be sold insurance by an agent who has a strong philosopical 

and financial bias in favor of whole life insurance. As stated 

in the Moss Subcommittee Report: 

45 

46 

[W]e think it worthwhile to say that any 
agent who sells $10,000 of whole life rather 
than $40,000 of term to a young, asset-poor 
f~mily ~ead is probably.do~ng his client a gross 
disservice. The.NALU witness admitted that such 
sales do occur and agreed that they were 
deplorable. It is evident to us that many 
purchasers in such situations have acted 
solely on the agent's advice and without ana 
real understanding of what they were doing. 6 

Moss Subcommittee Report, supra n. 15 at 12-13, discussed 
this problem: 

We want to make clear that we are not ascribing 
any improper acts or unethical conduct to 
agents in promoting their views to their 
customers. We are simply determining that 
the natural operation of the ordinary life 
insurance marketing system is not very likely 
t-.o foster the informed consumer choices necessary 

• ts produce benefits from competition and 
maximize consumer welfare. It is clearly 
undesirable for a consumer's purchase decision 
to be determined by the views of whichever 
agent gets to him first. 

12.· at 19. 
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The agent compensation sys·tem also contributes to the pro

blem of early lapse. As shown in Part II, a serious consumer 

problem is the early lapsing of cash value policies. The agent 

compensation system does little to deter lapse. As Table III-3 

shows, commissions are generally heavily "front loaded," that 

is, the agent gets most of the total commission in the first 

year. The commission structure provides only small rewards for 

good "persistency" (low early lapsation) and small penalties 

for bad persistency. Ms. Anna Maria Rappaport, an observer 

of the agency system, has estimated that an agent in his fifth 

year who has much better than average persistency will only 

earn about 5 percent more than an agent with average persiste_ncy. 47 

Similarly, the penalty for poorer than average persistency is 

small. Therefore, because low persistency sales do -not come 

at·the expense of high persistency sales, many agents may regard 

any sale--even a s_ale which will lapse early--as more profitable 

than no sale. 

The same is not true for the company. Typically the first

year expense of putting new business on the books exceeds 

the first year premium. If the policy lapses in the first year 

both the consumer and the company lose money (although the former 

loses much more than the latter.) 48 Only the agent gains. 

47 

48 

Rappaport, supra n. 33, at 544. 

See Richardson, "Expense Formulas for Minimum Non-forfeiture 
Va!ues," 29 Transactions of the Societf of Actuaries 44 
(1977) for estimates of the excess of 1rst year costs 
over renewal cost for various·types of policies. 
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Rappaport estimates that the company is hurt four times as much 

as the agent by low persistency. 49 In view of this fact, it 

is rather surprising that the companies have only recently been 

trying to improve the quality of their business by giving persis

tency bonuses to their ordinary agents. The commission structure 

contains little in the way of ·penalties for agerts who consistently 

produce low persistency business. 

In recognition of this problem, an advisory committee to the 

National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) has recom

mended that companies begin giving agents smaller first year 

commissions and larger renewal commissions. 50 This recommendation 

and various adaptations of it have been implemented by some 

companies. 51 The NAIC advisory committee also concluded that 

there is a trend among companies toward installing some sort 

of·persistency bonus system. 52 Notwithstanding some adjustments 

in company commission structures, however, the evidence is that 

first year commissions remain large. 53 Consequently, while 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

Rappaport, supft n. 33, at 545. Brzezinski criticizes this 
estimate, but e agrees that the company is hurt more than 
the agent by bad persistency • .!£· at 576. 

NAIC Industry Advisory Committee Report, supra n. 39, at 
8. 

.!£· at 9. 

Id. at 13. 

12.: at 9. _Rappaport states that Metropolitan has begun 
using quality payments to spur persistency. Rappaport 
supra n. 33, at 568. Similarly, Equitable is said to.be 
shifting away from a front load commission to a .servicing 
fee that follows the account to provide continuing service. 

(Footnote continued) 
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the various bonus plans may ameliorate the lapse problem, the 

agent commission structure continues to contribute to lapsation. 

53 (Footnote Continued) 

LIAMA, Proceedings of 1973 Annual Meeting 81 (November 14, 
1973). 
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IV. RECOMMENDATION: A COST DISCLOSURE SYSTEM FOR LIFE INSURANCE 

The recommendations in this report focus on the lack of 

adequate information available to consumers and agents on 

the types and relative costs of life insurance policies. While 

these recommendations deal with only one of the causes of the 

problems discussed in this report, 1 this one cause is basic. 

No reform of the industry will be completely effective unless 

consumers and agents are provided with sufficient, clear infor

mation to compare the benefits and costs of different life insur

ance policies and to compare saving through life insurance with 

other savings media. Therefore, while perhaps not the total 

solution, cost disclosure is a necessary first step to~ effec

tive reform in the life insurance ind us try. 

In May 1976, the National Association of Insurance Commis

sioners (NAIC) adopted a "model" cost disclosure regulation. The 

NAIC regulation requires that insurance companies give purchasers 

two documents at the time their new policies are delivered: 

(1) a "buyer's guide," which contains general information about 

life insurance, and (2) a "policy summary," which sets forth the 

basic financial information about the policy and cost indices 

1 A complete discussion of possible remedies for the prob
lems analyzed in this report would require that some con
sideration be given to changing the manner in which agents 
are compensated, possible changes in the solvency regula
tions, and the anti-rebate and replacement laws. These 
subjects are important, but they are beyond the scope of 
this report. (~ Appendix VIII). 
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used to compare the costs of similar J?olicies. 2 This re9"ulation 

addresses some of the problems discussed in this report, and 

we commend the NAIC's sensitivity to the need for disclosure. 

Our analysis of the problems begins from the NAIC's recognition of 

the fundamental need for information disclosure. Our review of the 

NAIC model is designed to bring about essential improvements in the 

information presented to consumers, 

The merits of any proposed disclosure system must be measured 

by its effectiveness in redressing the problems that have been 

detailed in Parts I and II. To summarize they are: (1) low 

average rates of return on life insurance savings; (2) severe 

but undisclosed penalties for early lapse of cash value policies; 

(3) widely varying costs for similar pol'icies; (4) low rates of 

return received by existing policyholders, compared to the rates 

offered to new policyholders; and (5) the small average amount 

of individual ordinary life insurance protection against premature 

death relative to the premiums paid. 

The following sections describe our recommendations on how 

to modify the NAIC model regulation to address these problems 

more effectively. Appendix X contains a draft regulation, buyer·• s 

guide and disclosure statements which incorporate these ·recom

mendations. The documents in Appendix X are not meant as the 

definitive solution to the cost disclosure problem. Rather 

they are provided to illustrate how the necessary elements of 

2 A copy of the NAIC model regulation is contained in Appendix X, 
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a cost disclosure system can be incorporated into an effective 

cost disclosure regulation. We recognize that there are no 

easy answers when it comes to the question of life insurance 

cost disclosure; there is room for discussion and disagreement. 

Undoubtedly, state regulators and others interested in cost dis

closure will be able to suggest improvements on these materials. 3 

Our discussion of recommended modifications of the NAIC 

model regulation is divided into three sections: 

1. The need to disclose the average annual rate of return 
for all cash value insurance and annuity products. 

2. The choice of an index number for comparing similar 
policies. 

3. Recommendations concerning other apects of the NAIC 
model regulation. 

A. The·Need·to·Disclose·the Average·Annual·Rate·of·Return 
on·All·Cash·Value·Insurance and·Annuity·Products 

Parts I and II demonstrate that many consumer problems 

in the life insurance industry stem directly from the extr.emely 

low rates of return offered on far too many cash value insurance 

products. The current lack of rate of return information is a 

major reason for the existence of these problems. The most 

important improvement that can be made in the NAIC model regula..: 

3 In this connection we note that the. insurance departments 
of Wisconsin, North Carolina and Massachusetts proposed 
cost disclosure regulations which represent significant 
improvements over the NAIC model. Many of the recommenda
tions in this report reflect the pioneering work done by 
these three departments. Unfortunately, none of the pro
posed regulations are currently in effect. The North 
Carolina regulation was overturned by the state legisla
ture, the Wisconsin regulation is being challenged in court, 
and the Massachusetts proposal has not been finally adopted. 
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tion is to require disclosure of the average annual rate of return 

on cash value insurance and annuity products. Specifically, 

the NAIC model regulation does not provide consumers with the 

information necessary: (1) to evaluate cash value insurance 

as a savings vehicle, and (2) to compare dissimilar types of 

insurance policies. This section shows how rate of return is 

essential to consumers in making these decisions. It also discusses 

various industry objections to rate of return disclosure. Further, 

it sets out the appropriate method for computing rate of return, 

and the durations at which rates of return should be displayed. 

1. Rate of Return Disclosure-is·Necessari·to·Evaluate 
Cash Value-Insurance·As-A-Sav1ngs-Veh1cle 

Life insurance is often sold as a c9nvenient way to save 

for retirement or other purposes. As shown in Part I, the 

life insurance industry is second only to savings and loan 

associations as a depository for personal savings. Yet it-is 

the only savings medium that does not disclose the rate of 

return paid on consumer savings. Basic fairness dictates that 

consumers be given the rate of return they will receive on their 

savings though cash value insurance or annuities. The only 

information consumers currently receive concerning cash values, 

and all they would receive under the NAIC model regulation, 

is a ledger statement showing the cash value at selected years. 

Table IV-1 illustrates the type of information disclosed under 

the NAIC model regulation for a non-participating policy issued 

to a male at age 35. 

Table IV-1 
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Policy Year Premiums Guaranteed Death Benefit 
Cash Value 

1 446.50 o.o 25,000 
2 446.50 66.0 25,000 
3 446.50 458.50 25,000 
4 446.50 860.75 25,000 

5 446.50 1,272.75 25,000 
10 446.50 3,472.00 25,000 
20 446.50 8., 533. 00 25,000 
Age 60 446.50 10,807.75 25,000 
Age 65 446.50 13,034.00 25,000 

Although useful, the information contained in Table IV-1 does 

not tell the consumer much about the relative value of the policy 

as a savings vehicle. At the end of twenty years the policy will 

have a cash value of $8,533. To many purchasers this sum might 

appear substantial for an annual expenditure of $446.50 since 

they have also received $25,000 worth of .insurance. Because ·a 

portion of the premium provides death protection, the average con

sumer is unable to tell whether a whole life policy's cash value 

represents an adequate return on premiums paid. In fact, the 

policy in Table IV-1 has a 20-year rate of return of 2.09 percent. 

If the consumer had bought term insurance and invested the dif

ference at 5 percent (after taxes), the side savings fund at the 

end of 20 years would be $12,216, a difference of over 40 percent. 4 

This example demonstrates that the NAIC model does not 

provide sufficient information to enable the consumer to judge 

4 For a description of this calculation see pages 55-56, 
supra. The actual calculation for thetTrst twenty policy 
years is contained in the Hearings on Life Insurance Market
ing and Cost Disclosure Before the subcomm. on oversight and 
Investi ations of the House Comm. on Interstate and Forei n 
Commerce, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 808 (1 78) hereina ter 
cited as Moss Subcommitte Hearings.] 
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the relative attractiveness of savings through cash value insur

ance compared with alternatives in the marketplace. It also 

shows the importance of making this comparison. Part II revealed 

that many policies in the marketplace have a 20-year rate of 

return of 3 percent of less. {See Tables II-7, II-8, supra}. 

A person who saves $1,000 each year at 3 percent will have, 

at the end of 30 years, approximately $49,000. One who saves 

the same amount over the same period at 6 percent will have 

$84,000. 

2. Rate ·of ·Return·Disclosure ·is·Necessary·to·Compare 
Dissimilar ·Types·of·Insurance·and·Annuity·Products 

Rate of return disclosure on cash value products can also 

greatly assist consume.rs in making a choice between dissimilar 

policies. The NAIC model regulation does not attempt to deal 

with this problem. 5 Yet this choice may be the most important 

decision a consumer has to make. The choice between dissimilar 

policies is often characterized as the choice between buying 

whole 1 ife insurance or buying term insurance and investing· 

the difference. At this time there is a continuing, often 

emotional, debate within the life insurance industry concerning 

whether term or whole life is the superior product. 6 We adopt 

5 

6 

The indices provided in the NAIC model can only be used to 
compare the relative costs of similar policies. 

See,~• Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations 
o'rthe House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 
Report on Life Insurance Marketing and Cost Disclosure, 
95th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1978} [hereinafter cited as Moss 
Subcommittee·Report]. --
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a position of strict neutrality. on this issue. Whole life 

insurance and term insurance plus a side fund are equally 

legitimate ways to protect against premature death while accumu

lating ·funds for retirement or other purposes. 7 Either product 

can be a desirable purchase, depending upon an individual's cir

cumstances. In deciding between an insurance program based pri

marily on term or whole life insurance, many factors should 

be considered including the individual's need for death pro

tection, his tax bracket, and the rates of return available 

on other investments. But one of the most important factors 

that should be considered in choosing between term and whole 

1 ife is the rate of return on the savings element of a cash 

value insurance policy. 

The choice between dissimilar policies is much. broader than 

deciding between term and whole life. The marketplace offers 

a multitude of policy types that combine insurance protection 

with savings in varying degrees--whole life, limited-pay life, 

deposit term, term plus annuity, economatic, modified whole 

life--to name just a few. Currently,•consumers lack meaningful 

information to assist them in choosing among these dissimilar 

types of cash value policies. The information disclosed under 

the NAIC model regulation offers very little help in this regard. 

The following discussion illustrates the usefulness of rate of 

7 Mathematically, term and whole life are very similar. 
Appendix III shows that a whole life policy can be viewed 
as a level premium term insurance policy that is renewable 
through age 100. 
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return in evaluating dissimilar cash value insurance policies, 

deposit term insurance and annuities. 

a. Comparing Dissimilar ·Cash Value·Policies 

The difficulties facing the consumer in comparing dissimilar 

cash value policies, and the failure of the NAIC model to address 

this problem, are illustrated by looking at two $50,000 policies 

issued to a 3 5-year old male--a whole life and a 3 a-year endowment. 8 

Table IV-2 shows the information concerning each of these policies 

that would be disclosed under the NAIC model regulation. 9 

Table IV-2 

Endowment 

Policy Year Premiums Cash Value Death Benefit 

1 1,349.50 0.0 50,000 
2 1,349.50 678.00 50,000 
3 1,349.50 1,877.00 50,000 
4 1,349.50 3,114.50 50,000 
5 1,349.50 4,386.50 50,000 

10 1,349.50 11,313.50 50,000 
20 1,349.50 28,628.00 50,000 
Age 60 1,349.50 38,210.50 50,000 
Age 65 1,349.50 50,000.00 50,000 

Whole Life 

Policy Year Premiums Illustrated Cash Death 

Dividend Value Benefit 

1 1,117.50 70.50 50,000 
2 1,117.50 102.50 872.50 50,000 
3 1,117.50 136.50 1,693.00 50,000 

8 In an endowment policy the cash value equals the policy's face 
amount at the end of a selected period, in this case 3 O 

9 

years. 

Cost index numbers would also displayed. 
only be used to compare similar policies. 

104 

54-102 0 - 80 - 17 

However, these can 
See page 128, infra. 
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4 1,117.50 171. 50 2,530.50 50,000 
5 1,117.50 208.00 3,384.50 50,000 

10 1,117.50 ~05.50 8,595.50 50,000 

20 1,117.50 819.00 18,591.50 50,000 
Age 60 1,117.50 1,108.00 23,101.00 50,000 
Age 65 1,117.50 1,268.00 27,521.50 50,000 

Both of these policies will pay $50,000 if the insured 

dies within the first 30 years of the policy and both provide 

savings accumulation in the event the insured lives. They differ 

in the size of the premium, how long the premiums must be paid, 

and the proportion of the premium dollar that goes to provide pro

tection and savings. Looking at the information in Table IV-2, 

most consumers would be unable to determine which of the policies 

represents the better buy. The rate of return provides a simple 

answer to this question. The policies have the following rates 

of return: 

Endowment Whole ·Life 

5 years -10.53% -5.13% 
10 years - 1.04 3.38 
20 years 1.86 5.01 
30 years 1.99 5.32 

Table IV-3 indicates what would happen over the first thirty 

·policy yea.rs if the difference between the amount paid 

for the endowment policy and the whole life policy were invested 

in a savings fund at 5 percent (after taxes). At the end of 

thirty years, the endowment policy has a cash value of $50,000. 

Under the "buy whole life and save the difference plan," the total 

savings are $78,774 >1hich is the sum of savings fund and the 

whole life policy's cash value, Thus, the difference in savings 

between the two plans is $28,774. This example demonstrates 
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both the usefulness of rate of return in comparing dissimilar 

cash value policies and the importance to the consumer of being 

able to make this comparison. 

b. Comparing Traditional ·Cash·Value·Insurance ·to·Additional 
First-Year Premium·Policies 

The rate of return is also extremely useful in comparing 

traditional types of cash value insurance to "additional first 

year premium" policies. These policies require the payment 

of an additional premium in their first year or years, and pro

vide for the return of the additional payment with interest 

at the end of a specified period. The most common of these 

policies is known as "deposit term." The recent introduction 

of deposit term has provoked spirited comments within the industry, 

ranging from highly exaggerated claims of its value to attempts 

by some industry members to get state regulators to ban its 

sale. 10 Like most insurance products, however, it is neither 

inherently good nor bad. Whether it represents a desirable 

purchase depends upon the consumer's needs and the relative 

value of the benefit structure of the policy. It is, nonethe-

10 See, ~_,g.-, Sylvia Porter, "Is 'Deposit Term' For You?" 
New Y'ofl<Post (August 1, 1977); "Agents• Opposition to 
New Deposit Term. Life Plans Topic of Hearing in Texas," 
The National Underwriter, (Life/Health Ed.) at l (Octob_er 15, 
1977); "Deposit Term-A Proponent Speaks," The National 
Underwriter, (Life/Health Ed.) at 13 (February 4, 1978); 
"Deposit Term Vs. Whole Life," The National Underwriter 
(Life/Health Ed.) at 8 (February 25, 1978); "Agent Exec. 
Join Deposit Term Debate," The National Underwriter (Life/ 
Health Ed.) at 11 (March 18, 1978 ); and "Should 'Deposit' 
Policies Be Banned," The National Underwriter (Life/Health 
Ed.) at 11 (April 1, 1978). 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (ti) 
(3 + 6] 
Toi:al Savings 

Net Whole Component 
Whole Life 11··2] [5 + Interest] tlhole Life [ (3-2) ❖ ::1 

Endowment Life Cash Endowment Savings Side Acc. Cash Value+ Saving~ Dcpc 
~ Premium ~ Value Cash value Deposit Fund 5% Side Fund Difference 

1 1,349.50 1,117.50 70.50 0 232. 00 243.50 314. 00 314.00 
2 1,349.50 1,015.00 872.50 678,00 334.50 607.00 1,479.50 801..00 
3 1,349.50 981. 00 1,693.00 1,879.00 368.50 1,024.50 2,717.50 838.50 
4 1,349.50 946.00 2,530.50 3,114.50 403.50 1,499.50 4,030.00 915.50 
5 1,349 .• 50 909.50 3,384.50 4,386.50 440.00 2,036.50 5,421.00 1,034.50 
6 1,349.50 872.00 4,396.00 5,694.50 ~77. 50 2,639.50 7,035.50 1,341.00 
7 1,349.50 833.50 5,423.00 7,040.00 576.00 3,313.50 8,736.50 1,696.50 
8 1,349.50 793.00 6,465.50 8,424.00 556.50 4,063.50 10,529.00 2,105.00 
9 1,349.50 752.50 7,523.00 9,848.00 597.00 4,893.50 rn,416.50 2,568.50 ~ 

!O 1,349.50 712.00 8,595.50 11,313.50 €37.50 5,807.50 14,403;00 3,089.50 en 
c:J) 

11 1,349.50 671. 00 9,540.00 12,821.50 678, so 6,810.50 16,350.50 3,528.50 
12 !., ~,:19 ~ 50 628.50 10,498.50 14,374.00 721. 00 7,908.00 18,406.50 .1, 032 ~,. 
13 1,3~:'oS0 586.50 11,470.50 J.5,971,50 7,J.00 9,104.50 20,575.00 •J,603c '.,(1 

14 l,3~!:'.50 544.40 12,454.50 17,616.50 805.00 10,405.00 n;s59.so S,243.00 
15 1,349.50 501.50 13,451.00 19. 311. 00 "848.00 11,815.50 25,266.50 5·, 955. i:;o 
16 l,3~9.50 460.00 14,458.50 21,057.00 689.50 13,340.50 27,799.00 6,742.00 
17 l,3~.9.50 417.00 15,476.50 22,858.00 932,50 14,986.50 30,463.00 7,605.00 
18 l,3~9.50 372.00 16,505,00 24,717.50 977.50 16,762.00 33,267.00 8,549.50 
19 1,3,~.so 335_,00 17,543.00 26,189.00 1,014~50 18,665.50 36,208.50 10,019.50 
20 1,3-~.50 298.50 18,591.00 28,628.00 l,~51.00 20,702.50 39,293.50 10,665.50 
21 1,349.50 260.50 19,492.50 30,420.50 1,089.00 22,881.00 42,373.50 11,953.01) 
22 l,3A!>.50 109.00 20,395.50 32,269.50 1,240,50 25,327.50 45,723.00 13,454.00 
23 1, 3'!!. 50 75.50 21,299.00 34,179.00 1,274.00 27,931.50 49,230,50 15,051. 50 
24 1,349.50 42.00 22,201.00 36,157.00 1,307.50 30,701.00 52,902.00 16,745.00 
25 1,3-!!'. 50 9.50 23,101.00 38,210.50 1,340.00 33,643.00 56,744.00 18,533,30 
26 1,3~ 0 .50 - 23.00 23,997.50 40,348.50 1,372.50 36,766.50 60,764.00 20,415.50 
27 ~-, ~/1~. so - 55.00 24,889.00 42,582.00 1,404.50 40,079.50 64,968.50 22,386.50 
28 )., ~AC>, 50 - 86.50 25,774.SC' 44,924,00 1,436.00 43,591.~0 69,366.00 24,4•!2.00 
29 l,1~~~50 - 118.00 26,652.50 47,390.50 l,467.50 47,312.00 73,964,50 25,s~,,:. ~c 

.. 30 ]_,,Jo.so - 150.50 27,521.50 50,000.00 l,SDD.00 51,252,50 78,774.00 28 ,7"i•l.0C• 
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less, a product for which meaningful rate of return disclosure 

is .::ri tical. 11 

In deposit term, the consumer pays a first year premium that 

is substantially higher than subsequent premiums. This additional 

premium or "deposit" will be returned at the end of a specified 

period (usually 10 years) in an amount that is generally double 

the initial deposit. The representation is made that the "deposit" 

will thus earn interest at the rate of 7 to 10 percent. In most 

cases, this representation is misleading. A rate of return of 

10 per.cent on the "deposit" means little if the consumer is pay

ing an exorbitant rate for the term insurance component of the 

poHcyJ 2 What is important is not the rate of return that is 

imputed on the "deposit" but the average annual rate of return 

on the gross premiums paid for the total package of· insurance 

and savings. 

In an article in the August 1978 Best's Review, Professor 

Harold Skipper of Georgia State University calculated the 10-

year average annual rate of return of 21 deposit term policies 

11 

12 

Our discussion of deposit term is· applicable to the other 
additional first-year premium policies. 

Deposit term can be viewed as a special type of endowment 
insurance. It differs from the traditional endowment in 
that the premiums are not ·1evel and the deposit term product 
does not mature for the full policy face amount. The tradi
tional mathematical view of endowment insurance is that 
it is a combination of level term insurance and a pure 
endowment--each in the same amount. Similarly, deposit 
term is a combination of (usually) ten-year level term 
insurance and a pure endowment but in unequal amounts. 
See Skipper, "An Analysis of 'Deposit Term' Life Insurance," 
Best's Review, at 10 (August, 1978). 
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using the same low annual renewable term rates to calculate the 

return for each policy • 13 He found that, while all the companies 

claimed an implicit rate of return of 7-10 percent on the deposit, 

the actual rate of return on the policy as a whole at issue age 25 

varied from a high of plus 9.34 percent to a low of minus 9 percent. 

Table IV-4 shows the average rates of return for policies issued 

at ages 25 and 45 and the distribution of rates of return at age 25: 

Table IV-4 

Claimed Implicit 
Rate of Return 

No. of 
Policies 

7-8% 13 
9-10% 8 

Averages for all policies 

Average Rates of Return 
Age 25 Age 45 

-0.23% 
1. 30% 
0.32% 

-5.33% 
-3.23% 
-4.65% 

Distribution of Rates of Return - Age 25 

Number of Policies 

] 0 

7 . 
6 
5 
4 
3 . 
:A 
i-D·····~--f········f· 

-11 -9 -7 -5 -3 -1 +1 +3 +5. +7 +9 +11 

The Skipper study demonstrates two points: (1) there is an 

enormous variation in the quality of deposit term products on 

the market and (2) the only way· consumers can evaluate whether 

this type of policy is a desirable purchase is if they are pro-

13 Id. at 12. 
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vidad with the rate of :.i:-eturn on gross premiums paid. 

T.J-,s 10:receding analysis of depcsii; term insurance illusi;rates 

c: fu,:the,c C\eed for mandatory, standardized rate of return disclosure. 

In so1:1e cases what purports to be rate of return information is 

given. but it is calculated and used in a misleading manner. An 

exa.mple o!' this is the representation that the "deposit" in deposit 

terms earns 7 to 10 percent annual interest. 14 The most important 

axea. where this problem arises is in the sale of annuities which 

is disc·;.ssed in the next sectionc 

c. Us~ Rate of Return Disclosure to Evaluate Annuity Products 

Annuities are contracts used to provide a policyholder with 

retirement income. 15 Prior to retirement the contract is much like 

a savings account. The amount contributed minus sales and admin

istrative charges earns interest. If a policyholder dies before 

reti~ement, he or she receives either the cash value of the contract 

or premiums paid, whichever is greater. Upon retiring, the. policy

holder usually can turn in the contract for its cash value or choose 

from annuity payment options which are set forth in the contract. 

These payment options guarantee to pay the annuitant a stipulated 

15 

In some whole life sales presentations an example is given com
paring a whole life policy with buying term and investing the 
difference. The whole life policy is made to appear to be a 
better buy by using expensive term insurance rates in the 
comparison. 

The number of annuities in force with domestic life insurance 
companies under individual and supplemental contracts totaled 
4.3 million in 1977. Individual annuities accounted for nearly 
3. 7 million of the total. The arr\,unt paid into individual 
annuities in 1977 was: $4. 4 billio.\. American Council of Life 
Insurance, Fact Book 36, (1978.\ [hereinafter cited as 
Fa.ct Book). 
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income for a specified period--usually life. 16 

Two types of information are generally disclosed for annuities: 

(1) the annuity rate which is the number of dollars per $1,000 accum

ulated that will be paid the annuitant monthly starting at retirement., 

and (2) the interest rate paid on the sums deposited into the annuity. 

The rate of interest will determine the amount of invest.rr~nt. accum

ulation or cash value of the annuity. 17 The actual amount of monthly 

income the annuitant will receive is called the annuity rent. The 

annuity rent is a function of both the annuity rate and the invest

ment accumulation (or cash value) by which this rate is malt.iplied. 

As with life insurance, the cost of comparable annuities varies 

widely. 18 This cost dispersion results, in part, from the current 

lack of meaningful standardized cost dis~losure. 

The NAIC has proposed a separate model cost disclosure regula.tion 

for annuities which requires disclosure of the guaranteed and current 

annuity payments at the scheduled commencement of the annuity. This 

information is important and should be disclosed. The NAIC model 

regulation, however, does not require disclosure of the interest rate 

(rate of return) that the annuity pays on the savings deposited in 

it. 

16 

17 

18 

For reasons stated below, the staff recommendation would go 

In addition to providing income for life, most annuities 
guarantee the payment for a fixed number of years, such as ten. 

Both the annuity rate and interest rate are usually displayed 
on a _guaranteed and current basis. The current rate is the 
rate that is being paid at the time the annuity is sold. 

A study of annuity rents, annuity rates, and investment per
formance of 42 life insurers in the United States in 1975 
found significant variability in all three areas. Greene, 
Neter, and Tenney, "Annuity Rents and Rates--Guaranteed vs. 
Current", 44 J. Risk & Insurance 383 (1977) [hereinafter 
cited as Greene, Neter, and Tenney.] 
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:::,;.rther than the NAIC regulation c>.nd require rate· of return dis-

c:.osure - 19 on annuity proaucts. 

Two common types of advertisements used to promote the sale of 

annuities illustrate the possible deception when non-standardized 

rates of return are used. First, some advertisements guarantee a 

hish rate of return, for example, 8 percent. They fail to explain 

that this figure does not represent the return on the gross premium 

paid. Rather it gives the return on the gross premium only after 

substantial administrative charges and sales commissions are deducted. 20 

If the rate of return is expressed as a percentage of premiums paid, 

the return in some cases plummets to as low as 4 percent. For a 

description of the advertising of annuity interest rates see the 

~ederal Trade Commission's Staff Report on Individual Retirement 

Accounts/Annuities (1978). That Report gives the following examples: 

19 

20 

21 

[O]ne flexible premium annuity advertised by 
Pacific Mutual at 8 1/4% has ·an actual rate 
of return of -.49% after 5 years, 2.82% after 
10 years and 4.52% after thirty years. Thirty 
percent of the first yea.r's payments to this 
flexible premium annuity will go for company 
costs. Valley Forge Life Insurance projects 
investment growth at 5% yet after 5 years its 
average annual rate of return was -10.36%, 21 after 10, -1.11%, and after 30 years, 4.48%. 

The staff recommendation with regard to annuities is incorporated 
into the draft regulation, see Appendix X. 

Sometimes the advertisements do qualify the interest rate quoted 
by adding the words "with deduction of fees" after the quote. 
But usually neither the amount of these fees nor the effect 
they will have on the advertised rate of return is disclosed. 

See Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Consumer Protection 
Staff Report on Individual Retirement Accounts/Annuities (IRAs) 
submitted to the Subcommittee on Oversight, House Ways and 
Means Committee, at 64-67 (March 1978). In particular~ 
page 4 of Appendix E of the IRA Report. 
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Second, some advertisements guarantee in large p~int a high 

rate of return. In minute print at the bottom of the ad, however, 

they limit the high rate guarantee to the policy's first three years 

and guarantee a much lower rate for succeeding years. J:n Seth cas-es, 

the method by which the rate of return for annuities is calculated 

should be standardized. 

As previously mentioned, the monthly income an annuity will 

ultimately pay (the rent) is a function of both the annuity rate 

and the amount of cash accumulation to which the rate is applied. 

The cash accumulation is, in turn, determined by the rate of interest 

the annuity pays. One study of annuities found substantially less 

variation in annuity rates than in cash accumulations. It concluded 

that the investment accumulation is a more important factor than 

annuity rates in determining the amount the annuitant will ultimately 

receive (the rent). 22 It is important to disclose the amount of 

the annuity payment that a consumer will receive. This information, 

however, will not allow consumers to compare savings through a.nnu

ities with alternative savings media. To make this comparison, the 

annuity's rate of return (or interest rate) must also be disclosed. 

This can be accomplished by requiring disclosure of the average 

annual rate of return on gross premiums paid for all annuity products. 

22 Greene, Neter, and Tenney,.supra n.18, at 388-389. The 
coefficients of variation for annuity rates, investment 
accumulations and rents is set forth below: 

Rents 
Rates 
Investment Accumulation 

Guaranteed Basis 

112 

10.1% 
3.7% 
7.4% 

Current Basis 

13.6% 
5.7% 

11.3% 
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3. Industry Arguments Against Rate of Return Disclosure 

In our discussion of rate of return we have viewed cash value 

insurance, in part, as a savings medium. Many industry spokesmen 

object to rate of return disclosure on the ground that it requires 

what they allege is an improper separation of whole life insurance 

into savings and protection. In their view, life insurance is an 

inseparable contract and can only be viewed as a whole. 23 An 

example of this argument can be found in a paper prepared for the 

NAIC Life Insurance Cost Comparison Task Force by the Institute of 

Life Insurance (now ACLI). It states: 

23 

The whole life insurance contract is a con
tract of protection - an arrangement by which 
the insured person, upon regular payment 
of a level premium, is guaranteed that upon 

Another common way to view whole life insurance is to look 
at it as the purchase of insurance protection on the install
ment plan. Professor Robert Mehr has written, "What people 
want is the opportunity to buy their whole life insurance 
on the installment plan, just as they purchase their homes, 
automobiles, heavy appliances, and other large capital 
items. For example, instead of paying a single premium 
of $3,000 for a $10,000 whole life policy, the 25 year 
old buyer would normally prefer to pay a series of equal 
annual payments, either for life or for a limited number 
of years ••.• [T)he installment premium explanation of 
the level premium is the correct one because it is con
sistent with the method used to compute level premiums." 
Robert Mehr, "Development of Life Insurance ;n the Past 
Two Years in the United States," .Pacific Insurance Conference, 
2-4 (August 23-31, 1973). 
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his death his benefic.iary will receive a 
stated amount. 

While the central purpose of the contract 
is insurance protection, the contract also 
provides auxiliary rights which are avail-
able to the policyholder during his lifetime 
if he does not wish to continue the original 
arrangement. These stem from the level premium 
plan, the effect of which is to collect from 
the policyholder more than the cost of the 
pure risk in the early years to permit accu
mulation of a reserve against the rising 
risk of the later years, when the level premium 
alone would be insufficient. 

A fair reading of the whole life contract, and 
an analysis of the history of its development, 
will demonstrate that the foregoing language 
accurately describes the true nature of the 
contract and points up the impropriety of 
definitions which would split the policy 
into two parts: Le;, protection and savings 
elements. 24 . --

It is a matter of semantics whether a cash value insurance 

contract is described as an indivisible whole, insurance purchased 

on the installment plan, or a combination of death protection 

and savings. The debate should not focus on whether a particular 

definition is correct, but rather on whether the definitions 

are useful in helping to understand different aspects of the 

whole life contract. Each of these definitions can be useful 

for different purposes. The value of looking at the whole life 

contract from "complementary vantage points" has been expressed 

by Spencer L. Kimball and Marks. Rapaport: 

24 

Their view [the actuaries] is not the 

The Nature of the Whole Life Contract 27 (NAIC 1974) [hereinafter 
cited as The Nature of the Whole Life Contract]. 
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common sense view, but it is not nonsense. 
It is appropriate for an actuary to regard 
the savings element as an integral part of 
an insurance contract. The "savings element" 
is an indispensible feature of level premium 
life insurance without which the system would 
not work. The narrow actuarial perspective, 
however, does not represent ultimate truth 
and need not govern others who see the policy 
from a different and complementary vantage 
point. The savings element in life insurance 
is not exahtly like a savings account. Never
theless, t e cash value is available to the 
policyholder. All he need do is either ter
minate the policy, pay interest on a policy 
loan, or assign the policy as collateral 
for a loan from a lender other than the insurer, 
and the cash value is available. For the 
planning of his personal finances it would 
be inane to advise a policyholder not to 
regard his cash value as an asset. 25 

The view of cash value insurance as a combination of death 

protection and savings is commonly found in life insurance text

books because it is a very useful and understandable way to 

25 Kimball and Rapaport, "What Pr ice Disclosure? The Trend 
to Consumer Protection Life Insurance", 1972 Wisc. L. Rev. 
1025, 1028 [hereinafter cited as Kimball·and·Rapaport]. 
The authors give the following example of the usefulness of 
this approach: 

The most striking illustration of the value 
of looking at phenomena from "complementary" 
viewpoints resulted from the development 
of quantum theory. As a result, it became 
useful to consider light sometimes as dis
crete particles instead of, as was tradi
tional, waves. The choice depends on the 
purpose for which an inquiry is made and 
·study techniques used. This notion of com
plementarity from the hard sciences ought 
to be readily understood by mathematically 
trained actuaries. . Holton, "The Roots of 
Complementarity," 99 Daedalus 1015 ( 1970) • 

.!.9_. at 1028 n. 14. 
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describe a complex financial instrument.26 The industry admits 

that agents also often describe the contract in the same way 

for the same reason: 

26 

27 

[E] ven the most dedicated agent can be hard put 
to explain the intricacies of a product to a 
client who is ill-equipped by education to grasp 
the details of the life insurance contract, and 
as experience shows, is not likely to study the 
policy very thoroughly. By dividing the contract 
into protection and savings elements, the agent, 
like many educators, may find it easier to describe 
the whole life policy in te2ms of this and rather 
than in technical language. 7 

•.• under the level-premiwn plan a $1,000 
policy does not provide· $1,000 of pure term 
insurance. Rather it provides a decreasing . 
amount of term insurance and an increasing investment 
element which when combined are always just 
equal to the face amount of the pol icy. 
This analogy of ,.the combination of protection and 
investment is found in all level-premiwn plans .••• 

s. Huebner & K. Black, Life-Insurance 11 (1972). A similar 
description is contained in Linton, How·Life·Insurance 
Can ·Serve·You 63 (1958). 

The·Nature·of·the·Whole·Life·Contract, supra n. 24, at 

Moreover, agents are often trained to refer to the whole 
life contract in this way. An Occidental Life agent train
ing manual contains the following definition, 

Permanent insurance is a combination of 
insurance protection and savings. • ••• 
As we said, permanent insurance has built
in savings values. A portion of each pre
mium paid goes into a 'savings account' 
(represented by the policy's cash value) 

· and these savings increase steadily, year 
by year .••• As the cash value increases 
throughout the policy period, the insurance 
protection decreases proportionately. 

Occidental Life Insurance Company of California (agent 
training manual) 10-11 (1970). 
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Kimball and Rapaport provide a succinct answer to the 

industry's opposition to rate of return disclosure on the "indivisible 

whole life contract" theory: 

Thus the technically tenable actuarial point 
of view is, for disclosure purposes, irrelevant. 
The inseparable contract can be separated con
ceptually as easily as one can separate into two 
parts the purchase of a car with extra equipment 
for a single price. That the conceptual separa
tion is not only possible, but an appropriate 
way to look at cash value life insurance, is 
shown not only by the fact that it is found in 
standard textbooks including those of the insur
ance saint, S.S. Huebner, but even more persua
sively by the industry's own readiness to be 
recognized as a major savings institution when 
questions other than price disclosure are under 
discussion. Thus, the Life Insurance Association 
of Americ~ in a scholarly monograph for the 
Commission on Money and Credit, published in 
1962, had no qualms about a chapter.entitled 
"Policyholders' Saving Through Li:l;e Insurance." 
The study talks of industry efforts to push 
whole-life and endowment as opposed to term, 
in the hope of "an augmented flow of savi11gs 
into life insurance." They further expressed 
hope that the "declining trend in life insurance 
savings" would be·transitory. 

The readiness of the industry to make the con
ceptual separation whenever it suits industry 
purposes makes it impossible for us to take the 
actuaries' objections to the savings no~~on seri
ously enough to argue about it further. 

The Moss Subcommittee reached a similar conclusion: "We regard 

the 'inseparable whole life policy.' argument as a diversionary 

ploy. In our view, reliance on it in the future as a defense 

to rate of return disclosure will cross the line into irresponsi-

28 Kimball ·and ·Rapaport, supra n. 25, at 1028-1029 (foot
notes omitted). 
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bility.•29 We agree. 

The industry also objects to rate of return disclosure· 

because some features of a whole life policy are unique and can

not be duplicated by any program based on term insurance plus 

savings.30 we agree whole life policies have unique characteris

tics that cannot be duplicated precisely by a program based on 

term insurance plus savings. As we have previously stated, supra, 

page 34, these advantages of the whole life contract may well 

lead consumers to accept a lower rate of return from a whole life 

29 

30 

Moss·Subcommittee Report, supra n. 6, at 23 n. 55. 

This argument was- presented in the testimony of the American 
Council of Life Insurance before the Moss Subcommittee: 

Unlike a bank savings account, the cash 
value of a whole life policy ~ay be used in 
many ways such as to purchase extended o~ paid
up insurance benefits, or to provide a life 
income to the insured or beneficiary, or 
as collateral for a relatively low cost 
policy loan. Moreover, since whole life 
insurance policies are not, in fact, bank 
accounts plus term insurance, income taxes 
are not payable on any interest that might 
be imputed to the policyholder. Further, 
at death, life insurance proceeds can be 
obtained quickly without passing through 
the estate of the insured and without having 
to be probated. Savings accounts do not provide 
any of these features, nor can banks provide 
the very long term investment guarantees 
which are inherent in whole life policies. 
Also, banks cannot enhance the insured's 
ability to continue his program of family 

·protection by providing such benefits as 
the waiver of premiums in the event of dis
ability. Th·,se advantages of permanent life 
insurance c>.e ignor.ed in the "buy term and 
invest the difference" comparison. 

~- at 21. 
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policy thar:, they cc-1..ild receive elsewhere. The existence of these 

adva.-ntages i.s no·t, ho"!ever, a valid argument for not disclosing 

the r.;\:e of return. 011ly l.f consumers know the rate of return 

received on a whole J.ife policy, can they balance the unique 

character 1stics of the whole life policy against 

the higher rates of return that may be available elsewhere. 31 

The buyer's gu:'.de should contc.in an explanation of the unique 

features of cash v;;.l.ue insurance that distinguishes it from 

oth2r fo~ns of savings~ 

A further argument ag~inst rate of return disclosure is 

tl";at it m.;,y ca.use ma!'y purchasers to select term rather than 

whole lifa insurance. Some argue that the only way many people 

can save for ;:etirement or build an estate is to buy whole life 

insurance. It is contended that if people buy term· insurance 

they will not save the difference between the term and whole 

life premium and wJ.H thus be left without funds in their later 

years. We see no evidence that consumers are only able to save 

through c'osh value insurance. Moreover, if consumers buy term 

and spend the difference, that is their choice. It is not an 

31 A variant of this argument is that it may be difficult 
in practice to duplicate exactly a whole life policy by 
term insurance and a side fund because the marginal reduc
tions in the amount of term insurance purchased implicit 
in the Lint.on Yield calculation may not be readily avail
able in the marketplace, What the yield does is give a 
measure oi: -.:be relative ·,>·alue of a cash value policy by 
comparing it to a hypot11.et1cal program of buying term 
im,urance a,1d investi.ng .the difference. The fact that 
a person may not t~ able to duplicate exactly the whole 
life policy does not detract from the usefulness of the 
information conveyed, 
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argument against rate of return. disclosure. we agree with the 

Moss Subcommittee's analysis of this argument: 

Even assuming that many people will "spend the di:f;
ference" without remorse, it does not follow 
that the solution is to promote whole life sales 
by obscuring rate of return differentials. We 
simply rej'ect the notion, implicit in this argu
ment, that insurance companies should be allowed 
to fool people into saving for the future. If, 
from a social policy standpoint, we want people 
to save, and are afraid they will not do so 
voluntarily, the response has to be crafted on 
the floors of Congress, not in insurance company 
boardrooms. 32 

Finally, the industry argues that the rate of return will 

vary somewhat depending upon the yearly renewable term rates 

used in the calculation. 33 A report by the Society of Actuar.ies 

on 1 ife insurance cost· comparison index methods recommended that 

a low scale of term rates be used because "it would typically 

be assumed that one who seriously considers the two alternative 

programs upon which the method is based would attempt to obtain 

a low priced YRT (Yearly Renewable Term) policy." 34 We agree 

and think it is important that the rates used accurately reflect 

low cost term insurance available on the market. 35 If they do, 

32 

33 

34 

35 

Moss Subcommittee·Report, supra n. 6, at 25. 

The rate of return can vary as much as 1 percent if high
cost rather than low-cost term rates are used in the cal
culation. Society of Actuaries, Analysis ·of ·Life ·Insurance 
Cost· Com ar ison · Index Methods 145 (1974) [hereinaftec 
cite as Actuaries Report. 

Id. at 141. 

It is important that all companies use the same YRT rates 
to calculate the Linton Yield. To insure that the rates 
used accurately reflect the low-cost term rates available 

(Footnote Continued) 
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we do not think it is particularly relevant whether a different 

yield could be obtained by the use of high YRT rates. 36 

4. Method · Used for Rate of· Return Disclosure 

Parts IV.A.I and 2 demonstrate the usefulness of rate of return 

disclosure. This section considers the method that should be 

used to calculate z·a.te of return. 

In this repcrt we recommend what is known as the "Linton 

Yield" as the method foi: rate of return disclosure. The Linton 

Yield is a compound annual rate of return on gross premiums paid 

over a selected holding period. For example, if a policy has 

a 10-year Linton Yield of 3.5 percent it means that, if the 

policy is held for ten years, it will have earned an average 

of 3.5 percent per year compound interest. It is calculated 

by deducting from the whole life premium (less any dividend) 

the amount it would cost to buy as much term as is represented 

by the policy's pure insurance portion. The difference can be 

considered as a savings deposit. The rate of return, then, is 

the interest rate required to make these deposits, accumulated 

35 

36 

(Footnote Continued) 

in the market, it would be useful if an organization such 
as the Society of Actuaries or the NAIC survey market term 
rates on a yearly basis. 

Because the rat€ of return is somewhat sensitive to the 
term rates assumed in the calculation, the Buyer's Guide 
should give examples of the term rates used for selected 
ages and face amounts. _If this is done, consumers will 
be able to judge for themselves the appropriateness of 
a policy's rate of return for their particular situations. 
~ Buyer's Guide in Appendix X. 
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at interest, equal the cash value of the policy at the end of 

the period of years chosen for the computation. 37 

The Moss Subcommittee concluded that rate of return is 

an essential component of any meaningful disclosure system. 

While they stated that the Linton Yield was an acceptable method 

of disclosing rate of return, they preferred an alternative rate 

of return calculation known as the "cash accumulation method." 

The cash accumulation method compares a cash value insurance 

policy with a "buy term and invest the difference" alternative. 

It does this by comparing the funds available under an insurance 

policy with the fund available by allocating available premium 

dollars between term and a side investment fund that earns a 

specified interest rat~. 38 The number disclosed to consumers 

is the dollar amount in the side fund at the end of -selected 

years. 

37 

· 38 

Moss Subcornrnittee·Report, igpra n. 6, at 13-14. A descrip
tion of how the Linton Yie is calculated is set forth 
at pages 25-26, supra. 

In the calculation, the cash outlay for each program 
is kept the same. In addition, the sum of the term face 
amount and the side fund is equal to the whole life face 
amount. Therefore, the beneficiary will always receive the 
same dollar amount under either program should the insured 
die. The only difference between the two programs is between 
the amount of the whole life policy's cash value and the 
side investment fund. The- cash accumulation method is 
very similar to the Linton Yield except the interest rate 
is assumed rather than solved for. See Appendix VI for further 
details on this method as used by theFTC staff in this 
report. At various points in this report we have used the 
"cash accumulation method" of analysis, ~ ~ page. 337 supra. 
This method of comparing term and whole life was first 
described in Murray, "Analyzing the Investment Value 
of Cash Value Insurance," 43 J; 'Risk '&.·Ins; 121 (1976). 
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The Subcommittee expressed its reasons for preferring the 

cash accumulation method over the Linton Yield as follows: 

The cash accumulation method shows when the side 
fund exceeds the whole life face amount. This 
is important for purchasers who never intend to 
surrender their. whole life policies. They are 
not especially interested in how the whole life 
cash value increases, and do not find a Linton 
Yield figure very useful because it merely reveals 
the side fund, earnings rate that would be needed 
to exceed t~e ·cash value. This consideration 
convinces us; on balance, to prefer the cash 
accumulation method over the Linton Yield as a 
comparative method. However, we do not affirma
tively oppose the Linton Yield, and regard both 
approaches as acceptable. 3~ 

We recognize that the disclosure of the point when the 

side fund exceeds face amount of the insurance policy is an 

advantage of the cash accumulation method_. This advantage, how

ever, must be weighed against features of the Linton Yield which 

we think are cl.early superior. There are two advantages of the 

Linton Yield. First, the Linton Yield gives a percentage figure 

for the rate of return. This concept is very familiar to consum-. 

ers. The· normal way that other forms of savings or investments 

are compared is through a percentage rate of return. 40 There

fore, the I,inton Yield may well be more understandable than 

the dollar amounts of the side fund displayed under the cash 

39 

40 

Moss ·Subcommittee·Report, supra n. 3, at 20. 

This fa not to say the higher yielding investment should 
always be selected. The lower yielding investment may 
be subject to less risk, have different tax consequences, 
or have a variety of other character is tics that make it 
a desirable purchase. Nevertheless, the rate of return 
is an essential fact that is considered in most saving 
or investment decisions. 
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accumulation method. Second, the cash accumulation method is 

most useful in comparing term and whole life. The term/whole 

life choice is, however, only one aspect of the dissimilar policy 

comparison problem. It is also very important to be able to 

compare the quality of the wide range of products on the market 

that combine protection and savings in various degrees (~ dis

cussion, page 102 supra). The Linton Yield provides a standardized, 

easily understood method to do this. In contrast, the cash 

accumulation method is of limited use in comparing dissimilar 

types of cash value policies. 41 For these two reasons we prefer 

the Linton Yield as the method to disclose rate of return infor

mation, although an effective disclosure system could be built 

around eitner method. 

We recommend the rate of return be disclosed for the 5th, 

10th, 20th and 30th years of the policy. In Part II it was 

seen that the early lapse of cash value policies is a major 

consumer problem. The 5th and 10th year rate of return will 

41 The cash accumulation method shows the amount available 
in the side fund at age 65 for all cash value policies. 
The difference between a policy's cash accumulation and 
its cash value, can be compared to the differences for other 
similar policies to produce a ranking of policies consistent 
with a Linton Yield. The policy with the lowest difference 
would be the lowest cost policy. If the policies were 
different, like the example on page 104, supra ($50,000 
endowment versus $50,000 whole life)·, the information 
generated by the cash accumulation method would be of· 
little use in comparing costs. The method would disclose for 
each policy the amount in the side fund if the premium dollars 
were allocated between term insurance and the side fund. However, 
the difference between the cash accumulation and the cash value 
would tend to be greater for the endowment policy, even if it 
was a better buy. This is because endowment premiums tend to 
be substantially greater than whole life premiums, and their cash 
accumulations are thereby larger. 
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disclose to consumers the severe economic consequences of the 

early termination of many c;;,.sh value insurance products. It 

will reinforce the message contained in the buyer's guide that 

a person should not buy a whole life policy unless one plans 

to keep it for at least ten years. 42 

The 30-year rate of return is useful for two reasons. 

First, the annual rate of return on many insurance policies 

increases until a pol.!.cy is held 15 or 20 years. 

At that point, it essentially levels off. (See 

Tables II-7, II-8,supra}. The 30-year rate of return will 

disclose this leveling process and eliminate any inference 

that the early year pattern of a substantially increasing rate 

of return continues after the policy has been held for 20 years. 

Second, the 30-year rate of return will indicate to· consumers 

42 To deter early lapse of whole life policies, the Moss 
Subcommittee recommended that any cash value table dis
played for a whole life policy print in red the policy year 
and the corresponding cash value figure for all years that 
have a negative Linton Yield. The cash value table would 
be accompanied by the following notice: "WARNING-Termination 
of this policy during the years printed in red will result 
in a loss to you. Do not purchase this policy unless you 
intend to keep it at least long enough to avoid loss. Ask 
your agent for further details." Moss ·Subcommittee Report, 
supr~ n. 6, at 27. This proposal has considerable merit 
and we would like to see it tried. We think however, that 
disclosure of the five- and ten-year Linton Yields would 
accomplish the same goal. Moreover, the approach we recom
mend has two advantages. First, disclosure of the yields 
could be done before sale, whereas the Subcommittee proposal 
would be contained in the Pol icy Summary delivered with 
the policy. Second, disclosure of the yield will indicate 
the magnitude of the loss in the case of a five-year lapse 
(where minus 25 percent rates of return are common} and the 
often J.ow ten-year yield even if it is positive. 
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those policies whose dividends and cash value increa·ses level 

off after the twentieth year. Traditionally, twenty years has 

been the period used for cost comparison purposes. As a resu 1 t, 

some po•licies' benefits substantially decrease after the twentieth 

year.4 3 Disclosure of the 30-year rate of return will alert 

consumers to the possible pitfalls in purchasing such a policy. 

This section discussed the need to provide consumers with 

information to compare dissimilar insurance policies. It showed 

that the NAIC model regulation does not address this problem and 

demonstrated the usefulness of rate of return (Linton Yield) in 

comparing dissimilar policies. 44 The next section deals with the 

problem that the NAIC model does address--that of comparing simi

lar policies. 

43 

44 

An example of one such policy is contained in the Moss ·Sub
committee·Hearings, supra n. 4, at 178. This policy had the 
following average annual rates of return: 5-year: -2.80%; 
10-year: 2.36%; 20-year: 3.78%; 40-year: 2.71%. 

As discussed later, the Linton Yield can also be used to 
compare similar cash value policies, see pages 158-159, 
infra. --
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a. Choice of an Indeic Number for comparison of Similar Policies 

central to any cost disclosure system is an indeic number 

to provide a means to compare similar life insurance policies. 

As ·previously noted, a major problem facing consumers is the 

selection of a low-cost policy among an array of comparable 

policies. This problem is particularly acute in the case of 

cash value insurance. There, it is impossible to ascertain 

the true cost of a policy simply by looking at the premium, 

because, in addition to providing death benefits, whole life 

policies accumulate cash values and, in many cases, pay dividends. 

To compare the costs of two similar cash value policies, it 

is necessary to use an indeic that takes these factors, as well as 

the time valuG of money. into account. 45 T~is section examines 

the current NAIC cost indeic system and recommends modifications 

of that proposal. 

1. NAIC cost Indices 

The cost i_ndeic system proposed by the NAIC stems largely 

from a recognition of the inherent failings of the traditional 

techniques used by agents to indicate life insurance costs. 

'Traditionally, the. life insurance industry employed the "net 

cost method" to eicplain life insurance costs. The agent would 

illustrate the cost of a particular policy by adding up the 

45 It is also necessary to use an indeic to compare the 
costs of two term policies because the first-year premium 
is often an unreliable guide to the policy's actual cost, 
since the renewal premiums for.some term policies go up. 
faster than others. In addition, many term policies pay 
dividends whii::h may lower the cost of those policies. 
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premiums paid over a selected period (usually 20 years) and 

subtract from this sum the dividends received and the cash 

surrender value of the policy at the end of the twentieth year. 46 

This result was then divided by the face amount of the policy 

to obtain a "cost" per thousand dollars of coverage which could 

be compared to "cost" of other policies. 

The 20-year net cost figure was often negative. This gave 

rise to the totally misleading representation by many agents 

that over a twenty-year period, if a person bought a whole life 

policy, the insurance would not cost the individual anything. 

This representation J.!.lustrates the fundamental flaw in the 

traditional net cost method: it totally ignores the time value 

of money. 47 In representing that purchasers would receive 

essentially free insurance, the traditional net cost method 

failed to consider the cost to consumers of foregoing the use 

of their money over an extended period of time. 48 

46 

47 

48 

~.~Subcommittee Report, supra n. 6, at 33. 

The time value of money simply means that, because of interest, 
$100 available for use today is worth more than the same 
amount some time in the future. 

As the traditional net cost method ignores the time value of 
money, it is also often an unreliable way to compare the 
relative costs of two similar cash value policies. This 
is because comparable insurance policies often have very 
different patterns of dividends. P.or example, two policies 
with the same premiums, dividends paid and cash value at 
the end of twenty years will have the same net cost. If 
one policy, however, pays very low dividends in the early 
years of the policy and high dividends in the policy years 
15 to 20, if the time value of money is considered, it 
may be of substantially 1e·ss value to a consumer than 
a policy that has a more level pattern of dividend accumulation .. 
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Due in large measure to increasing criticism of the tradi-

tional net cost method of cost comparison, three major life 

insurance company associations in 1969 formed a Joint Special 

Committee on Life Insurance Costs. 49 This committee was asked 

"to consider the method or methods that a prospective buyer 

of life insurance may find most suitable for use in comparing 

the premiums, dividends and cash values of comparable policies 

offered by different life insu;l!ance co;mpanies." 50 The Joint Special 

Committee Report reco;m;mended that the industry abandon the use of the 

net cost method in favor of an interest-adjusted cost index 

(also known as the surrender index}, a method of comparison 

that recognizes the time value of money. 51 

49 

so 

51 

The committee, chaired by Mr. E.J. Moorhead, the President
elect of the Society of Actuaries, was formed by the American 
Life Convention, the Institute of Life Insurance and the 
Life Insurance Association of America. Bee, Report of . 
the Joint Special Committee on Life Insurance costs (1970) 
(hereinafter cited as Special Committee Report.} 

The Life Insurance Industry£ Hearings Before the Subcomm. 
on Antitrust and Mono~o1T o tne senate Judiciary comm., 
93d Cong., 2d Sess. 6 ll974). (testimony of E.J. Moorhead}. 

The interest-adjusted index differs from the traditional 
method in three respects: 

1. Instead of merely adding the premiums for 20-years, 
they are accumulated with interest at a rate repre
sentative of what the purchaser could obtain in 
a personal investment of equivalent security and 
stability. The interest factor used in the 1970 
Report was 4 percent. The rise of interest rates 
available in the market have resulted in a rise 
in the rate used in the calculation ~o 5 percent. 

2. The dividends, instead of being added, are accumulated 
at the same interest rate as in 11 

(Footnote continued} 
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In 1971, the NAIC embarke.d o·n an effort to develop "a 

useful life insurance consumei: price disclosure method." 52 In 

June, 1973, it adopted an interim model cost disclosure regu

lation that mirrored the cost comparison ·recommendations of 

the Joint Special Committee. This regulation (1) prohibited 

the use of any cost dieclosure method that did not recognize 

the time value of money and (2) required the use of the interest

adjusted cost method (surrender index). 53 The final NAIC model 

regulation, adopted. in Viay 1976, requires in addition to the 

surrender index, the discl.csure of the payment index and the 

equivalent level annual dividend. 54 Furthermore, each of these 

indices must be displayed for the tenth and twentieth years. 

Thus, the NAIC recommendation would provi~e the consumer with 

two numbers for each of the following indices: 

51 

52 

53 

54 

1. Surrender index - this index is a measure 

of the cost of an insu~c>.nce policy if an individual 

(Footnote Continued) 

3. Instead of dividing by the number of years (for. 
example 20) the net amount of accumulated premiums 
less accumulated dividends less the cash value 
is dividee. by the amount to which a dollar paid 
at the be3inning of each year will accumulate, 
using the same interest rate. a.s in (1) and (2), 

Moss Subcommittee Hearings; supra n. 4, at 248 (statem~nt of 
I!eroert w. Anderson). 

Actuaries Report, supi:a n. 33, at 5. 

NAIC Model Life Insurance Solicitation Regulation, May·4, 
1976, reprinted in~ Subcommittee Report, supra n. 6, at 
71, Appendix A. 
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surrenders it at a fixed- point in time, either 

10 or 20 years.55 

2. Pa;:anent index - this index _measures the 

relative cost o.f a policy if death occurs 

in the tenth or twentieth year. In other 

words, this index assumes the policyholder 

!.!!!. make .!!2 use of his policy's cash values 

during these time periods.56 

3. Equivalent level annual dividend - this number 

is intended to show the relative importance 

of illustrated dividends in calculating the 

surrender and payment indices. The purported 

purpose for this figure is to demonstrate the 

costs--for either the surrender or payment 

indices--of a participating policy if no dividends 

were paid. 57 

In prohibiting the use of the traditional net cost method 

To compute this index, the premiums are accumulated at 
interest for the stated period (10 or 20 years). From this 
total, the sum of the dividends accumulated at interest 
and the surrender value in the final year. are subtracted. 

The payment index is calculated by accumulating premiums 
at interest, subtracting this figure.from the total of 
the dividends (also accumulated at interest). It is calcu
lated in the same way as.the surrender index except that 
cash-values are not included in the calculation. For both 
the payment and surrender index, the lower the number the 
lower the cost on that index. 

The equivalent annual dividend is calculated by accumulating 
dividends at interest and then converting the result to · 
a present value on a level annual basis. 
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and requiring an index which recognizes the time value of money, 

the NAIC took an extremely significant step towards providing 

meaningful cost information for comparison shopping among similar 

policies. However, we have serious reservations regarding the 

utility of certain of the indices provided. Moreover, we are 

concerned that in requiring six index numbers for similar policy 

comparisons the NAIC model regulation may be unnecessarily complex 

and confusing to consumers. In the following section we discuss 

the drawbacks to the present NAIC cost index proposal in the 

context of (1) the payment index, (2) the equivalent level annual 

dividend (3) the duration for which the index numbers are dis

played. 

2. Deficiencies in the Present NAIC Proposal 

Any workable and useful disclosure system must provide 

~onsumers with manageable amounts of relevant information, 

presented in a manner that will facilitate informed decision

making. In our view, the cost index system proposed by NAIC 

model regulation fails to meet this standard in several sig

nificant respects. As we detail below; the NAIC proposal pre

sents the prospective purchaser with a "bewildering array" of 

index numbers, most of which are of doubtful relevance to the 

average insurance consumer.58 

58 Hearings before the Senate Subcomm. on Housing,.lnsurance, and 
Cemeteries of the Comm. on Veteran's Affairs., 9 5th Cong .. , 1st 
sess. 150 (1977) Statement of Mr. E.J. Moorhead, [hereinafter 
cited as Veteran's Hearings]. The full text of this portion 
o"f Mr. Moorhead's statement reads: 

(Footnote Continued) 
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a. Payment Index 

The payment index purports to provide consumers with 

a gauge to measure costs of similar policies should the pur

chaser die in the tenth or twentieth year. Our concern with 

the payment index is that when used to compare whole life 

policies it fails to take into account the worth to policy

holders of the cash value component of their policies. Thus, 

it implicitly assumes that cash values are of no value to 

the purchaser. 59 This assumption is inherently invalid. 6 0 As 

previously noted, significant amounts of whole life policy premiums 

58 

59 

60 

(Footnote Continued) 

... the model bill of the National Associition of 
Insurance Commissioners places before the buyer a 
potentially bewildering array of surrender cost indexes, 
net payment cost indexes, and equivalent level an·nual 
dividends. Very few life insurance buyers possess 
enough knowledge of life insurance intricacies to 
arrive at the right answer from so many indexes. 

Mr. E.J. Moorhead stated in recent testimony before the 
Wisconsin Insurance Commission that it is both irrational 
and improbable "that [consumers] will never want to 
use the cash values in their policies ... " Statement 
in Opposition to the Six-Index Comparison System of the 
NAIC Model Life Insurance Regulation, April 16, 1979 
[hereinafter cited as Statement in Opposition] Apparently, 
the assumption that cash values are of no worth to the 
purchaser is based on the conclusion .that a person buying 
a policy knows how he or she plan to use that policy •. 
We doubt that many people who are 25-35 (who buy the bulk 
of life insurance) are able to state conclusively how they 
intend to use the policy over a twenty to thirty year period. 

The payment index assumes, for example, that access to 
the cash value and the opportunity to use it as collatteral 
for loans has no value to policyholders who, at the time 
of purchase, fully intend to hold policies throughout their 
lifetimes. 
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go toward the accumulation of cash values. Indeed, this is one 

of the major attractions of whole life insurance. 61 Moreover, 

policyholders are much more likely to make use of their policies' 

cash values than death benefits. Data submitted to the Moss 

Subcommittee indicate that for every 1000 whole life policies, 

510 will have been surrendered or lapsed by the 15th policy 

year and only 16 will have resulted in a death claim. 62 In addi

tion, of the 474 policies that remain in force after 15 years, 

many policyholders will have utilized their cash values by taking 

out a-policy loan. 63 Thus, we question whether the payment 

index is relevant for most consumers. 

The use of this index can also present a distorted pic--

ture to purchasers who may subsequently decide to take advan-

tage of their policy's cash value. The payment ind.ex often 

makes policies that have poor cash value scales appear to be 

relatively low-cost. An index taking cash values into consider

ation would show that many of these same policies are high cost. 64 

61 

62 

63 

64 

If prospective purchasers are genuinely disinterested 
in the cash value component of a whole life policy, there 
are very few situations in which they would not be better 
off buying pure death protection, i.e. term insurance. 

See, Moss Subcommittee Hearinqs, sup6a n. 4, at 774-76. 
Tius information further indicates tat after 33 years, 
626 policies will have been surrendered or lapsed, wi_th 
92 resulting in a death claim and 282 policies still in 
force. 

Life insurance company policy loans to policyholders against 
the cash values of their insurance policies amounted to 
$27.6 billion in 1977. -~ ~. supra n. 15, at es·. 

The Actuaries Report found a high correlation in ranking 
{Footnote Continued) 
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A comparison of two $25,000 whole• life policies available to 

a 35 year old male illustrates this phenomenom. 65 Policy A has 

a payment index of 14.67 and a surrender index of 5.63. Policy 

B has a·payment index of 15.61 and a surrender index of 2.85. 

Based on the payment index, Policy A appears to be a better 

buy .. However, if a person decided to make use of his cash value 

and the policy were surrendered in the twentieth year, the purchaser 

of Policy B would have saved approximately $2,000. 

Proponents of the payment index argue that it is useful 

for people who intend to hold their policies until they die 

and plan to make no use of the policies' cash values. They 

argue that for such people term insurance is not a viable opti.on 

because term insurance premiums become very expensive after 

age 65.66 This argument assumes that the only way individuals 

64 

65 

66 

(Footnote Continued) 

among cost disclosure methods that include cash values 
such as the surrender index, company retention and Linton 
Yield. There is a much lower correlation between any of 
these indices and the net pa~'lllent index. Actuaries Report, 
supra n. 33, at 100. 

The indices for these two policies were taken f.rom Best's 
Review (Life/Health Ed.): Policy A (February 1977), and 
Policy B (December 1976). 

It should be noted that all forms of insurance are expe.nsive 
after age 65. Although the premium for a whole life policy 
remains the same as long as the policy is in force, the actual 
amount of death protection bought by the level premium 
declines each year as the cash value increases. For example, 
a 35 year old man will pay approximately $200 a year for 
a $10,000 whole life policy. At age 70 this policy will 
have a cash value of approximately $6,500. Thus, the person 
is actually only buying $3,500 ~f insurance. 
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will be able to provide an estate for their survivors is through 

the proceeds of an in force whole life policy. What is needed, 

however, is a source of money for survivors if death occurs 

after age 65. Whole life insurance is only one of many ways 

to guarantee that such funds will be available. An equally 

valid way to build an estate is to buy term insurance and invest 

the difference. The staff analyzed 306 different $25,000 whole 

life policies issued in 1973 to males aged 35. These policies 

were compared to an alte~na,tive progra,m of term insurance plus 

a side fund accumulating at 5 percent after taxes. The mean 

age at which the side fund 1•ouJ,d equal the whole life face amount 

was 67. This means that e,,en whole life purchasers who intend 

to keep their policies,until death (and who are therefore not 

interested in cash values) could buy term instead and have 

the face amount of the whole l.ife policy saved by age 67. 

Moreover, at that time, the number of dollars in the side fund 

will exceed the whole life surrender value (cash value) by 

an average of $11,088. 

In addition to providing information that is at best marginally 

relevant to most prospective purchasers, the payment index enhances 

the chances for consumer confusion. The industry's own Joint 

Special Committee on Life Insurance Costs recognized this in 

recommending against the use of the paymerit index. The Committee 

observed: 

A second question has been whether the use 
of two methods might be desirable--one for 
persons desiring to,appraise a life insurance 
policy in terms of its attractiveness if kept 
in force until. matLiri.ty by death or endowment, 
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the other designed particularly for those who 
attach gre~ter importance to the cash values 
it provides .•. Putting forward a choice of 
methods is tempting but unwise. To do so 
would inevitably complicate a subject that 
greatly needs to be kept straightforward. 67 

The former chairman of this committee, Mr. E.J. Moorhead, 

has indicated that introduction of this confusion element was 

not purely accidental, noting that the committee specifically 

recommended against inclusion of the payment index that is 

required by the NAIC model regulation. 68 Mr. Moorhead further 

stated: 

67 

68 

~ Committee Repoft, supra n. 49, at 20. The possi
cITTEyof consumer con usion in providing both the surrender 
and payment indices was also graphically demonstrated by 
the second Purdue Study (see page 161, infra). As part of 
the comprehension quiz, the subjects whowere given the 
NAIC disclosure system were asked the following true/false 
question: 

The Net Payment Cost Index helps you compare 
the cost of similar policies if at some future 
point in time you were to surrender each 
policy and take its cash value. 

Only 36.6% of the subjects answered this true/false question 
correctly when they first took the quiz. The lowes-t percentage 
of correct ahswers for any of the other 20 questions was 
73.2%. Even when the subjects retook the test with the 
Buyer's Guide before them only 67.6% of the subjects answered 
the question correctly. 

See, Statement in Opposition, su1;ra n. 59, at l. In a 
statement before the Senate Committee on Veterans Affairs, 
submitted in June 1977, Mr. Moorhead observed: 

A company that sells an exorbitantly priced 
policy can continue to do so if it can dis
play enough indexes so that at least one 
of that multitude can be stated to be com
petitively attractive. 

Veteran's Hearings, supra n. 58, at 151. 
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The six-index system of the NAIC Model was 
never proposed by the Commissioners; it was 
adopted by them to satisfy companies desiring 
to sell non-participating whole life insurance. 
The pleas of those companies were, unwisely 
but understandably, supported by the American 
Council of Life Insurance. 

Regardless of the merits of that controversy, we think that 

the NAIC model regulation would be substantially improved by 

the deletion of the payment index from the insurance cost comparison 

system. 

b. Equivalent Level Amrnal Dividend 

As noted above, the equivalent level annual dividend is 

a measure designed to demonstrate the role that illustrated 

dividends play in the calculation of the cost index of a partici

pating policy. It is calculated by accumuiating dividends at 

interest and then converting the result to a present value on 

a level annual basis. The resulting figure can then be added 

to the cost index for a participating poli.cy to show how the 

cost index would increase if no dividends were paid. 

Using the equivalent level a.nnual dividend in this way 

. highlights the fact that the va.lues in a participating policy 

depend to some extent on the assumption that the illustrated 

dividends will in fact be paid. The~e is nothing conceptually 

wrong with this type of comparison. However, the difficulty 

with the equivalent level annual dividend as contained in the NAIC 

model is with the assumption m~.de in the calculation that no 

dividends will in fact be paid. This is extremely unlikely 

to occur. To our knowledge there has never been a case where 

a participating policy which illustrated dividends has totally 
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failed to pay any dividends. In fact, over the last twenty years 

the actual dividends paid on participating policies have been 

consistently higher than those illustrated at the· time of 

issue.69 While there are several reasons why actual dividends 

have exceeded illustrated dividends over the past twenty years, 

it is predominantly due to improvements in companies' investment 

earnings and mortality experience. Although investment earn

ings and mortality experience may not continue to improve in 

the future as they have in the past, there is also no reason 

to believe that, to any significant degree, companies will be 

unable to at least meet their current illustrated dividend 

scales. Further, there is certainly no reason to believe that 

companies will totally.fail to pay any dividends. We agree 

with the Moss Subcommittee that the equivalent level annual 

dividend is potentially deceptive. As the Subcommittee's Report 

noted: 

69 

70 

We think, however, that the "level annual 
dividend" is a profoundly inappropriate way 
of describing the risk differences between 
par and non-par policies. The figure is 
well suited only for painting. a lurid pic
ture of improbable par company catastrophe, 
and bears no worthwhile relevance to area
sonable analysis of actual risk. Providing 
this figure will put a tool highly conduc
ive to misleading use directly into the 
hands of the agents who have a strong incen
tive to employ it deceptively.70_ 

~,~•Best's Review 30 (December 1976). 

Moss Subcommittee Report, supr6 n. 6, at 45. A similar opin
ion was expressed by E.J. Moor ead in a statement to the 
Senate Committee on Veterans Affairs: 

(Footnote Continued) 
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In rejecting the use of the equivalent level annual dividend 

we do not want to imply that the problems associated with the 

use of illustrated dividends in computing cost indices are not 

important or that consumers should not be aware of the advantage 

of guaranteed cost in r.on-participating policies. 71 The uncer

tainty of illustrated dividends makes any cost index of a partici

pating products only approximate, The potential for problems 

in the area of illustrated dis.,j,dends is J.ikely to increase. 

70 (Footnote Continued) 

71 

I deplore the NAIC adoption (at industry 
request} of the equj_valent level dividend. 
In my opinion- it is sufficient if the display 
for a participating policy simply states, 
as has long been required, that dividends 
are not estimates or guarantees but reflect 
only the company's ~urrent dividend scale. 
The purpose of the equi.vaJ.ent level dividend 
is to help non-participating life insurance 
to compete sL,ccessfuJ.ly with participating. 

Veteran's Hearings,~ n. 58, at 150. 

The buyer's guide should contain a clear explanation that 
illustrated dividends are not guaranteed. See, Appendix x. 
If such an explanation is provicieo, we see no reason why 
consumers can't compare the ·cost indices of participating 
and non-participating policies. The Society of Actuaries 
found in their 1974 report that ba.sed upon the policies 
they analyzed, dividends actually paid would have to fall 
30% below illustrations before participating policies would 
have generally lower 20-year comparison indices than guaranteed 
cost policies. Actuaries Report, su2_ca n. 33, at 131-
132. They concluded" •.. it would seem inappropriate 
to dismiss as a useless exercise the comparison of cost 
indices between otherwise comparable participating and 
guaranteed cost polices for fea.r that illustrative dividends 
may not be fully realized. There appears to be some room 
for actual dividends to fall short of those illustrated 
and still enable participating business to compete reasonably 
well with guaranteed cost." 19.. at 132. 
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If meaningful cost disclosure becomes widespread there will 

be pressure on participating companies to increase their illustrated 

dividends to appear more favorable on a cost index. 72 We recognize 

that this is a potential problem. However, we believe industry 

restraint and regulatory oversight are a more appropriate way 

to handle the problem of unrealistic illustrated dividends than 

inclusion of the potentially deceptive equivalent level annual 

dividend in a cost disclosure system. 73 

c. Duration Displays for Similar Policy Comparison Index 

The NAIC model regulation requires that each of the cost 

comparison indices be displayed for the tenth and twentieth 

policy years. In our view, the tenth year index figures provide 

little meaningful information and should be eliminated. Indeed, 

72 

73 

In a 1975 report prepared by the Special Committee of the 
Society of Actuaries entitled "Dividend Illustration 
Philosophies" for the Life Insurance Cost Comparison ( C3) 
Task Force of the NAIC, actuaries completed questionnaries 
relating to various aspects of illustrated dividends. 
A substantial majority (80%) of the actuaries who completed 
the questionnaire believe there will be increased company 
pressure on the actuary to produce· more liberal dividend 
illustrations for new business if the consumer is to cost
shop and compare costs on some widely accepted basis mandated 
by law or regulation. Society of Actuaries Committee on 
Cost Comparison Methods and Related Issues, "Philosophies 
in the Computation and Dissemination of Dividend Illustrations" 
52 (September 1974). 

We note there is currently a considerable amount of int·erest 
within the actuarial profession and the NAIC with the problem 
of dividend illustrations. We hope this activity will 
continue and that the industry and regulatory authorities 
will be able to develop a standardized method of calculating 
illustrated dividends and adequately police their use to 
insure against abuse. See tl2.£ discussion at pages 152-154, 
infra. 
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as the Moss Subcommittee Report stated, "We do not see much use 

for cost indexes [of duration less than 20 years] except to 

illustrate the folly of purchasing a whole life policy for a 

short duration.•74 

The reasons for removal of the ten year displays are clear. 

The necessary holdi.ng period to me.ke whole life a viable purchase 

almost always exceeds ten years. As shown in Part II the average 

ten year rate of return for $25,000 participating policies issued 

in 1977 was between minus 1. 30 and plus L 25 percent, and for 

non-participating polcies was bet,1een minus .61 and minus 3.86 

percent. Accordingly, a person considering insurance for a 

ten year period is e.lmost always better off buying term insurance. 75 

74 

75 

~ Subcommittee Report, supra n. 6, at 46. 

A statement submitted by the t!orthwestern Mutual Life Insurance 
Company on a propos.;l by the Wisconsin Department of Insurance 
to require five-year index f.igures succinctly sums up the 
reason for not displayi.ng index uumbers of short duration. 
In remarks equally appropriate to a tenth year index, North
western Mutual stated: 

[F)ive year figures could point a buyer in 
a unintended direction.. One should not con
sider the purchase of permanent life insurance 
for a five year duration. Therefore, if a 
prospective buyer isn't considering surrender 
after five ye,::.rs, ci pu;:chase decision like-
wise should not be made based on five year index 
figures. The buyer sho,1ld not be cautioned 
indirectly about the high cost of early sur
render of cash value life insurance through 
cost indexes; this should be explained directly 
-in the Buyer's Guide. 

Statement Concerning Proposed Life Insurance Solicitation 
Regulation, The Northwestern Muto.al Life Insurance Company, 
submitted to the Wisconsin Department of Insurance, June 27, 
1978, at 2-3. 
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A related question is whether cost indices should be dis

played for periods longer ·than 20 years. In rejecting later years 

displays, the NAIC task force concluded: 

[T)wenty years was about as far as projections 
of future events could be made while retaining 
any validity for cost comparison purposes. 
The principal areas of uncertainty are the 
applicability of dividends according to dividend 
scales currently in use and the accuracy of 
interest rates at which future costs are 
discounted. Also of concern to the task 
force was the relatively small proportion 
of life insurance policies that remain in 
force after twenty years and the possibility 
of unwarranted emphasis placed on information 
at these later durations. An additional 
factor in favor of a twenty year or shorter 
period is uncertainty as to the course of 
inflation and the purchasing power of dollars 
projected for delivery into the future. 76 

We agree with the ·NAIC that there is·marginal value in 

displaying index numbers for greater than twenty yea~s. 77 

In sum, we believe that the goal of a cost disclosure system 

--to help consumers find attractively priced insurance_ products~

may be frustrated by the inclusion of the payment index, equiva

lent level annual dividend and the tenth year duration display. 

While these figures may be of some use to the sophisticated 

buyer of insurance, their potential for misuse, combined with 

the confusion they will inevitably cause the average consumer, 

leads us to conclude that the N~IC model regulation would be 

76 

77 

Moss Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. 4, at 304. 

As previously discussed, different considerations govern 
the years for which the average annual rate of return should 
be displayed. ~ pages 125-126 supra. 
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substantially improved by the d.eletion of these index numbers. 

In our view, meaningful similar policy comparison can be achieved 

by the use of a single index number (which recognizes the time 

value of money) displayed for the twentieth policy year. We now 

turn to a discussion of what method should be employed to provide 

this index number. 

3. Selection of an Appropriate Index Number 

over the past several years a variety of index methods 

have been proposed for making .similar policy comparisons. 78 

In this report we limit our discussion of the appropriate method 

to the surrender index and the company retention index because 

most cost disclosure proposals employ one or the other of these 

two indices and they are representative of the two basic approaches 

of presenting comparative cost information. 

The surrender index is the·best known of what is termed 

the "event specific" or "snapshot" approach to similar policy 

comparison. This technique looks at a particular po.int in time 

and assumes a specific event will occur. For example, the 20th 

year surrender index will show the relative cost of two policies 

based on the assumption that they are surrendered for their 

cash values after the policies have been held for twenty years. 

The company retention index is an example of the "group 

average" approach. This method looks at each policy year and, 

78 A description of the more important of these indices and 
the mathematical formulas used in computing them is fqund 
in Actuaries Report, supra n. 33. fil !lll Special committee 
Report, supra n. 49, at 9-19. 
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through the use of average probabilities of lapse and surrender, 

determines the likelihood that any policy payrnent--premiums, 

·dividends, cash value or death benefits--will be made. These 

"expected values" are combined into an index which can. be described 

as a representation of the average cost of a policy to a group 

of similar policyholders. The most commonly used group average 

approach is the "company retention index" developed by Professor 

Joseph Belth of Indiana University. 79 The company retention 

index is essentially the present expected value80 of all premiums, 

less the present expected value of all death benefits, policy 

dividends and cash values. To determine the "expected value" 

of the premiums, dividends, and death benefits, the amount paid 

is weighted by the probability that it will have to be paid: 

~, the probability that a person will not die during the 

year. Similarly, the "expected value" of the cash value in 

a given year is determined by the probability that a person will 

surrender or lapse a policy in that year. 81 The index is called. 

79 

80 

81 

Professor Belth describes the "company retention" method 
in, "The Relationship Between Benefits and Premiums in 
Life Insurance," 36 Journal of Risk and Insurance 19-39 
( 1969). 

Present value refers to the fact that an interest rate 
is used to discount every future cash flow in the calculation 
(premiums, dividends, death benefits, and cash value) back 
to the present. For example, a $1.00 dividend to be received 
at the end of the year has a "present" (beginning of the 
year) value of about 95 cents. Thus, the company retention 
inde·x, like the surrender index, incorporates the time 
value of money into the calculation, see page 128, supra. 

The mortality and lapse .probabilities used in the calculation 
are industrywide averages. They are contained in Appendix VI, 

(Footnote Continued) 
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"company retention" because it ~easures how much (iri present 

value terms) policyholders on the average can expect the company 

to retain out of their premium payments for expenses and profits.8 2 

We wish to stress at the outset our concurrence with the 

NAIC task force, which concluded that the choice between the 

surrender index and the company retention index should not be 

made solely on the basis of which index is technically the most 

accurate. 83 As previously discussed, the relative uncertainty 

of illustrated dividends makes any index applied to participating 

policies (the predominate form of ordinary life insurance), 

of necessity, only approximate. Moreover, all indices depend 

81 

82 

83 

(Footnote Continued) 

together with the mathematical formula used to calculate 
the company retention index. 

The retention figure does not measure the actual amount a given 
insurer will retain from a given policyholder over the 
period selected for the evaluation. This is bedause it 
is calculated using industrywide average mortality and 
lapse rates that may bear little relation to the insurer's 
actual experience. As an average measure, however, it 
provides a good indication of the relative attractiveness 
of similar insurance policies, see discussion, page 146, 
infra. 

The NAIC task force concluded: 

There is marked similarity of the messages 
co'nveyed by particular average and snapshot 
approaches. The conclusion is that the choice 
between these approaches should not· be made 
on a hypothesis that one approach is ~ore 
accurate than the other. 

Report of the NAIC Life Insurance Cost Comparison Task 
Force, NAIC Proceedings - 1975, Vol. II at 426 (June 10, 1975). 
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upon assumptions made in their calculation.84 Therefore, no 

cost index can be totally accurate. A cost index should reveal 

if a policy is generally high-cost and guide the consumer to 

a policy or group of policies that are attractively priced. 

Both the surrender index and company retention index do this 

rather well. It is significant that there is a high degree 

:of correlation between the rankings of policies by cost under 

the two approaches.BS 

We also share the NAIC's concern that, insofar as possible, 

a cost index be simple and understandable to consumers. In a 

statement submitted to the Moss Subcommittee, the NAIC gave 

the following reasons for basing its diclosure system on the. 

interest-adjusted method: 

In general, these particulars led to the 
selection of the interest adjusted disclosure 
because it is simple and relatively inexpensive 
to produce, provided cost rankings for policies 
that are consistent with more complex methods 
such as the company retention index, and 
it provides useful information regarding 
policy benefits assuming certain specified 
events which the policyholder can easily 
relate to. 86 

We do not, however, find the fact that calculating the company 

84 

85 

86 

The surrender index assumes an interest rate and that.the . 
policyholder will surrender the policy in the twentieth year. 
The company retention calculation requires an assumed interest 
rate plus assumed mortality and lapse probabilities. 

See 1 ~_g_., Moorhead, The Manipulati?n Issue: Research. 
ProJecf""""Z (NAIC 1975) at 41 Actuaries Report, supra 
n. 33, at 74-79. 

~ Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. 4, at 262. 
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retention index is more complex .than computing the surrender 

index to be a fatal flaw. As a practical matter both indices 

would be generated by company computers and supplied to agents.87 

We also note that it is not necessary for consumers to under

stand how cost indices are calculated in order to use them 

effectively. 88 As the Society of Actuaries observed: 

87 

88 

Few would disagree that, as a minimum, it 
is important that the consumer understand 
the purpose of any cost comparison index 
method and that he accept its results, perhaps 
on faith, as a means whereby his purchase 
decision can be assisted. The question of 
whether a consumer need understand the math
ematical basis behind the calculation of 
such an index is more subject to debate. 
Precedents do exist wherein the consumer 
seems to accept on faith on index whose 
mathematical basis is not specifically defined 
or generally ·understood. For example, the 
general public has an "understanding" of 
the meaning of such indices as the Consumer 
Price Index or the Dow-Jones Industrial · 
Average, although it may lack specific know
ledge of the details involved in the actual 
calculation of the results themselves. It 
is possible that similar "understanding" 
of a life insurance cost comparison index 

we also do not see much difference· in the cost of producing 
two indices. The necessary computer programming is relatively 
easy and the calculations are not complicated or costly. 

It is perhaps also not crucial. that agents understand the 
mathematical calculation behind the cost indices. See Actuaries 
Report, supra n. 33, at 39. Indeed, agents often express 
difficulty in fully understanding cost indices. For example, 
Mr. Joel Shapiro, an experienced life insurance agent and 
the chairman of the Committee of Federal Law and Legislation 
for the National Association of Life Underwriters, testified 
at the Subcommittee hearing: "I consider myself rather 
intelligent. I majored in insurance in college. I was 
a C.L.U. and I have a difficult time really understand-
ing the various cost indices." ~ Subcommittee Hearings, 
supra n. 4, at 464. 
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method is achievable and is all that is 
necessary. 89 

We agree with the Society of Actuaries that a general under

standing of the meaning of the index and how it is used is all 

that is necessary. Applying this standard we see little to 

differentiate the surrender index from company retention in 

terms of understandability to the consumer. 90 

However, in one area -- manipulation -- there appear 

to be significant differences between the surrender index and 

the company retention index. 91 In the view of some experts, 

the surrender index is highly susceptible to manipulation. 92 

89 

90 

91 

92 

Actuaries Report, supra n. 33, at 40_. 

Some have argued that company retention is actuall¥ easier 
to understand than the surrender index. The Canadian Institute 
of Actuaries recommended the use of the company retention 
index. Canadian Institute of Actuaries, Second Report 
of the Committee on Cost Comparisons of .Industrial Life. 
Insurance Policies (November, 1976). It stated at page 
2, "while the mathematics of the Interest-Adjusted methods 
is easier to comprehend than that of the Retention method, 
the concept of the Retention method is actually easier 
to understand.• 

"Manipulation" can be defined as the structuring of a policy's 
benefits (cash values, dividends, etc) or its premium structure 
to make the policy appear more attractive on a particular 
cost index then it actually is. Thus a company may be 
able to change the cash flows .in a policy in a manner that 
dramatically reduces its apparent cost on a particular 
index without offering any increased value to the policy
holder. 

For example, Professor William Scheel has written that · 
"Perhaps the most overwhelming deficiency of the I-A index 
••• rthe surrender index] is that it is subject to mani
pulation in much the same manner as the traditional net 
cost index ••. The window dresser has not been put out 
of business--he merely changes styles.• Scheel, "A Critique 
of the Interest-Adjusted Net Cost Index," 40 Journal of 
Risk & Insurance 257-58 <1973). 
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This is possible because_the surrender index focuses on only 

one year -- the twentieth. 93 Thus a company can lower a policy's 

apparent cost on this index by either having a large increase 

in the twentieth year cash value or the twentieth year "terminal 

surrender dividend.• 94 While such changes would increase the 

benefits a policyholder would receive if the policy was surrendered 

in the twentieth year, these increased benefits could be more 

than fully offset by reducing cash values or terminal dividends 

in some or all the years for which the index is not ·shown. 9 5 

There appears to be much less potential for manipulating 

the company retention index by altering the patterns of cash 

values and terminal dividends. This is because in calculating 

the index all major cash flows of the policy are considered 

for each year over the duration of the index, and each cash 

item is discounted for the time it might be paid and the pro

babilty that it will be paid. 96 Thus the company retention 

93 

94 

95 

96 

This argument applies with equal force to the NAIC proposal 
to include the tenth year index. 

Terminal dividends are a special dividend paid only to 
surrendering policyholders. 

See id. It should also be noted that since the average 
rateo? return and the surrender index make use of the 
same data, the Linton Yield is subject to the same type 
of manipulation. 

The Canadian Society of Actuaries, in recommending the 
company retention method as the single cost comp~rison 
index, noted that: 

The Company Retention Method is less subject 
to manipulation than the other methods pro
posed. For example, ·a steepening of the 

(Footnote Continued) 
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index effectively discourages highly selective increases in 

cash values and terminal dividends in the year the index is 

calculated which could falsely indicate that a non-competitive 

policy is competitive.97 

Neither the company retention nor the surrender index provides 

any protection against the manipulation of illustrated dividend 

scales. 98 As noted earlier, it is impossible to be totally 

precise in forecastin;J future dividends. 99 The use of illustrated 

dividends in cost indices would create few problems if the actual 

dividends paid by companies differed from illustrated dividends 

by the same percentage. Unfortunately, this has not been the 

96 

97 

98 

99 

(Footnote Continued) 

cash values scale in new issues by moving 
from a single to a dual interest assumption· 
does not have the drastic effect on policy 
rankings that it has under the Traditional 
or Interest-Adjusted net cost methods. 

See Ffrst Report to the Council of the Canadian Institute 
of Actuaries From the Committee on Cost Com arisons (Chairman: 
J. Bruce McDonal ) , page 11 ( unpu is e 

While the company retention index is significantly less 
vulnerable to manipulation, it is not totally immune. 
fil Moss Subcommittee Report, supra n. 6, at 42 n. 154. 

All cost indices include the dividends illustrated at the 
time of sale in their calculations. 

The amount a company has available to pay in dividends 
depends on a variety of factors including its investment 
earnings and mortality and lapse experience. Of these, 
the most important factor is the income the company earns 
on its· reserves. over the past ten years company expenses 
and mortality have moved in opposite directions and have 
generally offset each other. fil Palmer, "Illustrated 
and Realized Dividends: A_n Empirical Analysis," 43 Jour-nal 
of Risk and Insurance, 673 (1976). ----
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case in the past and is even less likely to be true in the future.100 

The basic problem is that more and more companies are computing 

dividends in a fashion that is both inconsistent ~ith traditional 

practice and that make dividend illustrations inherently incom

parable between companies employing these different "dividend 

philosophies." This problem was well expressed by Mr. James 

Reiskytl, an actuary for Northwestern Mutual, in a letter to 

the Chairman of the NAIC advisory committee on manipulation: 

Now, at the very time when consumerist pressures 
are focusing increasing attention on comparison 
shopping for life insurance, the comparability 
of dividend illustrations issued by the several 
companies is (we fear) rather dramatically 
declining •101 

In particular, many companies appear to be adopting dividend 

philosophies that have the effect of favoring newer policyholders 

at the expense of the old. 102 The competitive advantage conferred. 

on those companies might turn out to be specious from the new 

100 

101 

102 

For example, Bruce Palmer has shown that over different 
20-year periods the actual dividends paid by different 
companies have ranged between 70 percent and 160 percent 
of those illustrated at the time of sale. Id. at 
673, 690. -

Letter dated March 26, 1979 addressed to Mr. Julius Vogel, 
Senior Vice President and Chief Actuary, Prudential Life 
Insurance Company of America. 

The major changes in dividend philosophies referred to 
above are the trend toward the use of ·" investment year" 
year methods to allocate dividends to particular classes 
of policyholders (as opposed to the more traditional "port
folio method") and the increasing use of terminal dividends. 
For a discussion of these and other aspects of dividend 
philosophies see J. Belth, "Distribution of surplus to 
Individual Lire-Insurance .Policy Owners," 45 J. Risk & 
Insurance 7-22 (1978). 
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policyholder point of view and will, in any case, come in part 

at the expense of the holders of old policies. 

There are presently few restrictions designed to prevent 

manipulation.l03 Effective control of this type of conduct can 

occur only through active policing by state regulators willing 

to commit the resources necessary to review policies for manipu

lation and remove from the market those policies that have in 

fact been manipulated. Regulation of the type of manipulation 

that the company retention index discourages (cash value and 

terminal dividend) is relatively easy to detect and is corres

pondingly difficult for company actuaries to explain. 

Despite these serious concerns, we recommend retention 

of the surrender index as presently contained in the NAIC model 

regulation. 104 The major basis for our recommendation is the 

fact that this index is currently in fairly widespread use. The 

American Council of Life Insurance estimates that companies 

that sell over 50 percent of the life insurance business in 

the United States either now deliver, or will soon deliver, 

policy summaries with their policies that contain the surrender 

·index. 105 In addition, the surrender index has been used for 

103 

104 

105 

Minimum cash values are specified in every state by the 
minimum non-forfeiture laws. Since many companies provide 
cash values in excess of the minimum, however, the scope 
of cash value manipulation is only reduced, not eliminated, 
by the non-forfeiture laws. 

As previously discussed, we urge that the tenth year duration 
be cleleted. 

Statement of Julius Vogel on behalf of the American Council 
(Footnote Continued) 
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a number of years to rank similar policies by major industry 

publications such as the National Underwriter and~~

There has undoubtedly developed a fair amount of agent and consumer 

comprehension of the interest-adjusted concept embodied in the 

surrender index and some acceptance of its usefulness in comparing 

the cost of similar policies. This growing comprehension should 

not be lightly disregarded. Further, there would be a certain 

expense involved in the widespread adoption of use of the company 

retention index, although, as we have earlier stated, this expense 

would not be prohibitively large. Cost disclosure regulations 

should not needlessly interrupt the progress that has been made 

in the past nor should they unnecessarily add to company expense. 

These factors militate io favor of the cont.inued use of the 

twentieth year surrender index. However, we reiterate that 

the index's utility can only be maintained by concerted efforts 

on the part of state regulators to guard against manipulation; 106 

105 (Footnote Continued) 

of Life Insurance, Mo·ss Subcommittee Hearinis, supra n. 4 , at 
339. 

l06 If a state insurance commission does not have the resour.ces 
necessary to police poli.cfeS for manipulation, it should 
seriously consider adoption of the company retention index. 
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4. The Need to Supply Comparative Cost Information 

As noted in the preceding section, the surrender index 

provides a good way to compare the costs of similar life insurance 

policies. However, simply providing the twentieth year surrender 

index does not eliminate the difficulties facing the consumer 

searching for a low-cost pol.icy. This is because the twentieth 

year surrender index, standing alone, has little intrinsic meaning. 107 

For example, consumers may know that a particular policy has 

a surrender index of 6.21; but they have no way of knowing whether 

this means a policy is high or low cost relative to other policies 

on the market. Therefore, if the twentieth year surrender index 

is to be effective in comparison shopping, some form of gauge 

or "yardstick" is crucial. One way to provide this information 

is to include a range of surrender indices for a repr~sentative 

sample of different types of policies (of varying issue ages 

and face amounts) in the buyer's guide. 108 This range table 

will provide the prospective purchaser with a general basis 

for evaluating the cost of a particular policy relative to other 

similar policies. Although the tables will not contain every 

type of policy, issue age, and face amount of the policies on 

the market, it will--at the minimum--demonstrate the widely 

107 

108 

The company retention index suffers from this same problem. 

This basic approach to providing yardstick information 
is contained in the buyer's guide required by the State 
of Wisconsin, a copy of which is contained in Appendix X. 
The FTC draft buyer's guide in Appendix X also contains 
an example of this type of yardstick. 
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divergent cost of similar policies and the desirability of com-

parison shopping for life insurance. 109 The yardstick infor-

mation in the buyer's guide should be supplemented with statements 

in the disclosure documents which emphasize the importance of 

comparing life insurance costs. 

Another way of providing yardstick information that offers 

great promise is the recently implemented "Hotline" in the State 

of Wisconsin. This system provides a toll-free telephone service 

that consumers can call to find out whether the policy they 

are considering is high, average, or low cost compared to other 

similar policies offered for sale in that state. 11 D 

In the absence of a surrender index-yardstick approach, 

an alternative is the use of the Linton Yield to compare similar 

as well as dissimilar cash value insurance policies. 111 The 

anvantage of the Linton Yield to compare similar cash value 

policies is that the rate of return it expresses has an indepen-

109 

llO 

111 

It is hoped that consumers who are considering policies 
not displayed in the range tables will be encouraged to 
seek comparative information from a number of companies 
and in essence prepare their own range table. 

The Wisconsin Department of Insurance conducted a survey 
to determine the range of surrender cost indices for various 
policies sold in that state. This information was supplied 
to the Center for Public Representation, a public interest 
law firm connected with the University of Wisconsin, which 
actually runs the telephone service. 

The rankin~s of policy costs as determined by the twentieth-yeil,r 
surrender index and the twentieth-year Linton Yield are highly 
7orrelat7d. This is to be expected because the same information 
is used in calculating both indices. 
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dent meaning to consumers.112 The Massachusetts Division of 

Insurance has proposed a cost disclosure system that uses the 

Linton Yield to compare both similar and dissimilar policies •11 3 

The only indices required under the Massachusetts proposal are 

the 5th, 10th and 20th year Linton Yields. 114 Among the reasons 

for the choice of the Linton Yield was the fact that it has 

an independent meaning to consumers. Mr. James Hunt, who is 

head of the Massachusetts Rating Bureau, has compared the Linton 

Yield to the Annual Percentage Rate required under Truth-in-Lending: 

112 

113 

114 

A better example of a si.mple and understandable cost 
comparison index is the Annual Percentage Rate (APR) 
under the Truth-in-Lending Act. Although the calculation 
of an APR is often highly complex, the statement of 
the calculation's result is not only simple, but it 
has meaning in ·and of itself and therefore is under
standable. There is no compelling need to issue the 
buyer a yardstick with the disclosed APR so that he 
or she may tell whether the rate is high or low. An 
APR is disclosed in an environment of considerable 
bank and other institutional advertising of interest 
rates on deposits and other investments and of loan 

Even if the Linton Yield were used, it would be useful to 
have yardstick information to point out what were the range 
of rates of return for that type of policy. It would not, 
however, be essential as is the case if the surrender index 
is used. 

It should be noted that this is only a partial solution 
since the average annual rate of return (Linton Yield) 
cannot be used to compare the cost of similar term policies. 
Therefore, if this alternative were adopted, it would be 
necessary to use the surrender index to compare ·term policies. 

The Massachusetts' proposal was outlined in a May 9, 1979 
letter from the Department of Insurance to the principal 
industry trade association. A copy of this letter is included 
in Appendix X. The letter· announced preliminary guidelines 
for policy form filing under Massachusetts' "Easy to Read" 
law that would have required rate of return disclosure. 
As of this time, this requirement has not been finally adopted. 
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rates, as well as prominent press attention to frequent 
movements of the prime rate. Disclosure of an APR, 
then, comes with its own yardstick, or frame of 
reference, for the buyer. We should prefer this type 
of disclosure tool to any others,115 

As previously discussed, the surrender index is widely 

used and is generally accepted within the industry and by agents 

as a legitimate way to compare the costs of similar life insurance 

policies. For this reason we recommend the use of the surrender 

index for similar policy comparisons if meaningful yardstick 

data is provided. If yardstick information is not provided, 

however, we recommend that the Linton Yield be used to compare 

both similar and dissimilar policies. 

C. Recommendations Concerning Other Aspects of the NAIC 
Model Regulation 

The previous sections have discussed the index n.umbers 

that should be contained in a cost disclosure system. The index 

numbers provided are only one part of a cost disclosur·e regulation. 

This section contains our recommendations concerning the modifications 

of the other aspects of the NAIC model regulation. It is divided 

into six parts: 

115 

1. Consumer research concerning the understandability 
of the NAIC disclosure system. 

2. The timing of disclosure. 

3. The information that should be contained on the 
disclosure statements in addition 'to index numbers •. 

4. Information that should be contained in a life 
insurance buyer's guide. 

J. Hunt, unpublished memorandum on cost disclosure, at 
24-25. 
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5. Coverage of the regulation. 

6. Enforcement provisions. 

consumer Research Concerning the Understandability of 
the NAIC Disclosure System 

In 1976, New Jersey adopted the NAIC model regulation. In 1978, 

the Federal Trade Commission c<:mtracted with :Professor Roger Formisano 

of the University of Wisconsin to conduct a study to attempt 

to assess the effectiveness of the NAIC disclosure· system in 

New Jersey .• 116 This study, which was conducted with 'the cooperation 

of the New Jersey Department of Insurance, consisted of personal 

interviews with 194 people who had recently purchased insurance 

in New Jersey • 117_ The interviews took place between February 

116 

117 

The Commission also contracted with Professor Ja.cob Jac_oby 
of Purdue University to conduct two experimental studies 
designed to determine how a cost disclosure system can 
be made more understandable. The first Purdue study sought 
to determine what information consumers use wh_en they purchase 
life insurance and the features that can be incorporated 
in a disclosure system to increase the use of cost infor
mation. The purpose of the second _Purdue study was to 
compare the relative effectiveness, in an experimental 
setting, of several life insurance cost disclosure systems 
in helping_ consumers select appropriate life insurance policies. 
The disclosure systems tested were the NAIC model, a system 
developed by Professor Joseph Belth of Indiana University 
and several variants of a system prepared by the FTC staff 
for purposes of the experiment. These_ research studies 
will hereinafter be referred to as :Purdue Study I and PUrdue 
Study II. Some of the findings of these studies will be 
discussed in this section. A summary of the results is 
found in Appendix IX. 

All of the subjects had purchased insurance from either_ 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company or Prudential Insurance 
Company, the two largest insurance companies in· the state 
of New Jersey. 
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and May 1979. The results of this study raise serious questions 

concerning the effectiveness of the NAIC model regulation. 

The New Jersey study found that the majority of people did not 

look at the disclosure materials that were provided. Fifty-eight 

percent of the subjects could not remember receiving the buyer's 

guide and 32 percent did not remember receiving the policy summary. 

Of those who did recall receiving the buyer's guide, only 15 

percent said they either read the guide closely or read parts 

closely, while 15 percent said they skimmed the booklet and 

11 percent said they didn't look at the guide. Eighty-six 

percent of the subjects said that the guide had no influence 

on their purchase decision. 

As part of the study the subjects were asked a series of 

15 questions relating to basic knowledge about life tnsurance 

and how to use the index numbers provided on the policy summary. 

The results for five of these questions are set forth below,118 

1. True or False: The lower a policy's cost index, the better 
buy it is. 

X True 
False 
Don't Know 

7 • .2% 
39. 7% 
53.1% 

2. For a 35-year-old man, which policy will have a lower premium 
at first? 

X $25,000 renewable term policy 
$25,000 whole life policy 
Don't Know · 

39.4% 
17.6% 
43.0% 

3, True or False: The Net Payment Cost Index helps you compare 

118 The correct answer is indicated by an X. Other results 
of the study will be discussed in later parts of this Section. 
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the cost of similar policies if at some future point in 
time you were to surrender each policy and take its cash 
value. 

True 
X False 

Don't Know 

31.1% 
4.7% 

64.2% 

4. True or False: The best way to choose between a term policy 
and a whole life policy is to compare each policy's Surrender 
Cost Index and Net Payment. Cost Index. 

True 
X False 

Don't Know 

2,7.8% 
11. 3% 
60.8% 

5. True or False: The dividends of a participating policy 
are usually guaranteed. 

True 
X False 

Don't Know 

46.1% 
22.3% 
31. 6% 

The New Jersey study showed that the test subjects who 

received the NAIC disclosure materials simply did not have the 

information essential to rational decision-making. The above 

questions and answers dramatically show, for example, that the 

test subjects who received these materials did not understand 

a basic distinction between a whole life and a renewable term 

policy and did not know a basic fact about participating policies. 

Even more significantly, the overwhelming majority of these subjects 

had fundamental misconceptions about the meaning of the cost 

indices that are the heart of the NAIC cost disclosure system. 

The results of the New Jersey study are consistent with' 

earlier studies that had been. conducted concerning the compre

hensibility of the NAIC buyer's guide. In March 1976, a survey 

research firm, Actionfacts, Inc., was commissioned by the Institute 

of Life Insurance (the predecessor of the American Council of 
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Life Insurance) to test market the- NAIC buyer's guide. The 

Actionfacts report was presented to the NAIC in May 1978. 

The report was based on 320 interviews in eight metropolitan 

areas. Though the subjects tested gave the NAIC buyer's guide 

high subjective ratings for understandability, most of them 

did very poorly on an objective test of the guide's key cost 

information section. For example, after reading the NAIC buyer's 

guide only 31 percent of the respondents knew to check a policy's 

index numbers to compare the cost of life insurance policies. 

In addition, 61 percent admitted not knowing how to use the 

index numbers at all, while only 21 percent knew that the lower 

a policy's index number, the lower its cost.119 The report 

concluded, "The principal shortcoming of the booklet is the 

cost section, which was more the occasion of confusion than 

f.nowledge. It is clear that the cost section of the guide requires 

substantial revision." 120 The cost section of the guide has 

not been revised. 

A study conducted by Prudential Insurance Company during 

the summer of 1976 produced even more disturbing results. In 

that study, Prudential distributed copies of the NAIC buyer's 

guide to its new policyholders in Georgia along with delivery 

of their policies, just as they are required to do under the 

119 Actionfacts, A Re ort on a Stud of Consumer Reaction to 
and Comprehension o a Li ·e Insurance Buyer s Gui e 976). 

120 ..!.2.• at 8. 
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NAIC model regulation. There we·re a total of 413 subjects in 

the study. Prudential's researchers interviewed the purchasers 

a short time after they had received the buyer's guide. They 

found that only 63 percent of the policyholders even remembered 

getting a copy of the buyer's guide, and of those, 60 percent 

could not recall any of the topics contained in it. 121 Further

more, 40 percent of those who did remember getting the guide 

did not look at it, while only 23 percent read all or most of 

it. Most disturbing of all, though 80 percent of those who 

read the guide claimed it was helpful, only 33 percent could 

explain the difference between term and whole life insurance 

and only 5 percent knew.how to use the sur_render index. 122 

The New Jersey, Actionfacts and Prudential studies, taken 

together, raise fundamental questions concerning the capacity 

of the NAIC disclosure system to convey even the most basic.· 

information about life insurance to most life insurance purchasers. 

Set forth below are suggested modifications in the NAIC model 

which we think may increase understandability and use. 

·2. Timing of Disclosure 

The information provided by a disclosure system· should 

be easy for a consumer to understand and use, and should be 

provided at a time when a consumer is trying to decide which, 

if any, policy to buy--not after that decision has been made. 

121 

122 

Public Affairs Department CORP, lmpact Among Policyowners of the 
New Business Booklet 3, 13 (Prudential, 1976). 

Id. at 11, 15,. 21, 23. 
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Under the NAIC model regulation, purchasers usually receive 

the disclosure package when the policy is delivered. This is 

generally a week to 10 days after purchase. If cost disclosure 

is to be effective, it must take place before the purchase decision. 

Once that decision has been made, the buyer becomes psychologically 

committed to it and is, therefore, very unlikely to read and 

use a disclosure package provided 10 days after purchase.123 

The NAIC model regulation grants the life insurance purchasers 

a ten-day "cooling-off" period in which to rescind their purchase 

if they did not receive a disclosure package before they bought 

the policy. While the NAIC's "cooling-off" period is important, 

it is no substitute for _full mandatory disclosure at the time 

of sale. 

Existing industry data indicates that very few consumers 

are likely to.avail themselves of the NAIC "cooling-off" period 

granted after policy delivery. In 1977, the American Council 

of Life Insurance (ACLI) surveyed 22 large life insurance companies 

that allow their customers a 10-day "cooling-off" period. It 

·found that of the approximately 5,000,000 new policies sold 

by those companies only about 1.4 percent were returned. 124 

123 

124 

Both the New Jersey and Prudential studies found that the 
majority of purchasers did not look at the disclosure materials 
that were provided. ~ pages 162, 164, 165, supra. 

One reason more people did not use the cooling-off period 
is that they may not have known of its existence,~ page 
175, infra. 
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In a slightly different context, that of policy replacement, 

the ACLI has recognized the inadequacy of post-sale disclosure 

combined with a "cooling-off" period. The NAIC model replacement 

regulation is designed to give the company whose policy is being 

replaced by another insurance policy the right to convince their 

policyholder not to replace the policy. The regulation requires 

that the insurer who is attempting to replace the existing policy 

either (1) delay issuance of the policy until 20 days after notice 

of replacement is sent to the existing insurer, or (2) issue the 

policy immediately, but grant the policyholder a 20-day "cooling

off" period that the company whose policy is being replaced can 

use to attempt to get the policyholder to retract his decision. 

In a June 13, 1978 letter to the NAIC, the ACLI opposed the 20-day 

"cooling-off" period option on the following ground: 

125 

Once a replacement sale has been consumated and 
the existing policy, insurer or agent have been 
discredited in the eyes of the policyholder, a 
reversal of that action will be extremely diffi
cult, even if replacement is shown to be dis
advantageous to the policyholder.125 

Reprinted in Moss Subcommittee· lfearin:gs, supra n. 4, at 409. 

In testimony before the Moss Subcommittee, Mr. Julius Vogel, 
Vice President and Chief Actuary of Prudential Insurance 
Company, testifying on behalf of the ACLI, readily admitted 
that the industry has taken inconsistent positions on the 
timing of disclosure in initial sales and replacements. 

Mr. SHAFFER (Subcommittee counsel): My obvious question 
i•s, isn't this inconsistent with your position on 
timing for the model solicitation rule? 
Mr. VOGEL (ACLI): Yes, it is. 

Id. at 410. 
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There are practical difficulties in disclosing all of the 

information required by the NAIC·model prior to sale. The NAIC 

model regulation requires a policy summary that contains two 

different types of information: six indices that can be 

used for.similar policy cost comparison and basic information 

about the policy such as premiums, death benefits, cash values 

and dividends for the first five policy years and representa-

tive years thereafter. The industry arguments against pre-sale 

disclosure are directly related to the amount of information 

disclosed. They contend that it would be impossible for agents 

to have with them during the sales presentation schedules of 

cash values and dividends for every issue age and face amount 

for all policies the company issues. They further argue that 

because the required disclosure calls for agents to fill in 

over 20 numbers there is a substantial likelihood th~t agents 

will make errors in filling out the disclosure statements. Cur

rently, most companies comply with the NAIC regulation by producing 

the policy summary at the home office, generally by computer, 

and delivering it with the policy after sale. 

We recognize there are legitimate.practical problems 

connected with disclosure before sale of all of the informa

tion called for by the NAIC model regulation, problems which 

stem from the amount of information that must be disclosed. 

We therefore recommend modifying the NAIC model to require a· 
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two-part disclosure.126 The buyer's guide and a preliminary 

policy summary would be given prior to the t.ime prospective 

purchasers are provided with an application for a policy. The 

preliminary policy summary would contain basic information such 

as policy type and size, premium, cost index and the rate of 

return. The preliminary policy summary contains only a limited 

amount of information essential to an informed purchase decision. 

It is not unreasonable to require agents to have all the infor

mation needed to fill out the preliminary policy summary with 

them during the sales presentation. 

The second part of the disclosure would be a policy summary 

delivered with the policy. That summary requires, in addition· 

to the information on the preliminary policy summary, detailed 

yearly information concerning the cash flow elements of the 

policy (premiums, illustrated dividends, death benefits and 

cash values). The basic information provided is essentially 

what is required by the NAIC model regulation. 127 This infor:.. 

mat ion is important and useful to the consumer. Beca_use it 

is detailed, it may not be readily available to the agent during 

the sales presentation. It is appropriate, therefore, that 

the policy summary be delivered with the policy. The_ two-part 

126 A simiiar two-part disclosure is required by the cost dis
closure regulation recently proposed by the Wisconsin Insurance 
Depar.tment. Wisc. Ins. Code, § 2.14. A copy of the Wisconsin 
cost disclosure regulation· is contained in Appendix X. 

127 The exact information required for different types of policies 
is set forth in the draft regulation in Appendix x. 
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disclosure we recommend strikes an equitable balance between 

the consumer's right to have essential cost information prior 

to purchase and the burden on companies and agents to supply 

this information. 128 

3. The Information That Should Be Contained on the Disclosure 
Statements In Addition to the Index Numbers 

The next section describes in more detail the information 

that should be contained in the two disclosures statements we 

recommend. 

a. Preliminary Policy Summary 

Three features that can be incorporated into the preliminary 

policy summary may substantially increase consumer understanding 

and use of the information provided. Firs·t, the preliminary 

policy summary should contain information designed to. make clear 

to the consumer the benefit of using cost information. 

Judging from the results of the New.Jersey and Prudential 

studies it is evident that many people simply 

.128 The Moss Subcommittee recommended that a preliminary policy 
summary and buyer's guide be given prior to the time a 
prospect is asked to sign a policy application, and that 
the agent be prohibited from accepting a premium deposit 
when the ·application is signed. The agent would be required 
to prepare a "Final Policy Summary" that would be mailed 
to the consumer together with a premiu_m billing notice. 
The notice would provide the customer with a minimum of. 
20 days to remit and would advise him that he is under 
no obligation to purchase the policy. Moss Subcommittee 
fepor~ s~pra n. 6, at 51. One concern with this approach 
is that it might unduly disrupt the sales process with 
few countervailing benefits to the consumer. We think 
consumers will have an adequate opportunity to comparison 
shop if they are given a preliminary policy summary prior 
to the application and are, in addition, granted a 10-day 
"cooling off" period after the delivery of the policy •. 
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did not look at the information provided to them. The preliminary 

policy summary should tell the consum~rs the importance of the 

cost information they are being given. An example of how this 

can be done is contained in the Wisconsin regulation which requires 

each preliminary policy summary to begin with the following 

3r.atement: 

IMPORTANT: Many people think all life insurance 
policies cost about the same. They don't. The 
cost of similar policies varies sharply. You 

·can save many hundreds or even thousands of dollars 
by choosing a low-cost policy. To find out how 
this particular policy ranks, compare its Cost 
Index (found below) to the range of cost indexes 
for similar policies. For further information 
on cost comparison and examples of the range of 
cost indexes for a number of policies, see pages 
4~8 in the Wisconsin Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance 
which you should have received with this policy 
summary. 129 

The second feature we recommend incorporating in the pre

liminary policy summary is a brief explanation of the cost 

information provided and how it can be used. 130 Without some 

explanation, the indices on the preliminary poficy summary will 

mean little to most consumers. Putting explanatory material 

129 

130 

A similar statement is contained in our draft disclosure 
materials in Appendix X. Purdue Study I indicated that 
providing consumers with information that highlights the 
importance of cost info:rroation may substantially increase 
consumers' use of cost info:rroation. See Appendix IX 

The explanation of the surrender index should contain the 
statement "To find a low-cost policy, look at the policy's 
20-year surrender index, not its premium." This warning 
is essential. As seen in Part III, many consumers equate 
cost with premium, yet premiums are a totally unreliable 
guide to the actual cost of a policy. 
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on the preliminary policy summary will not only make the summary 

itself more self-contained, it should also stimulate interest 

in reading the buyer's guide. 

Third, the precise format of the preliminary policy sum

mary should be specified in the regulation. Format is almost 

as important as the substantive information being conveyed. 

If too much information is disclosed, or if companies disclose 

the information in a confusing format, the whole purpose of 

disclosure can be defeated. Under the NAIC model regulation, 

companies are free to disclose the information in any way they 

choose subject only. to the general requirement that "All information 

required to be disclosed. must be set out in such a manner as 

to not minimize or render any portion thereof obscure. • 131 Most 

companies prepare the policy summary by computer. This often 

results in a presentation that is confusing and difficult for.· 

the consumer to use. An example of a typical computer-genera.tea 

policy summary is set forth on the following page. 

The draft regulation contains a standardized preliminary 

policy summary that can be used for both whole life and endow

ment policies and one that can be used for term insurance and 

term riders. If a cash value policy is sold with a term rider, 

a separate preliminary policy summar.l;' would be provided for 

the basic policy and each term riderj. 132 For annuities and 

131 NAIC model regulation, Sectiort)4(G) (11). ~ Appendix X. 

132 ~ draft regulation, Appendii.\'X. 
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CONNECTICUT OENERAL LIFE IIISIIRIINCE COHPIINY 

11/IRJFORD, CONNECTICUT 06152' 

ST/ITEHENT OF POUCY COST /IND DENEFIJ •l~FORH/ITION 

THIS l:MIIIDIT PROVIDES 81\BIC INFORffATION ABOUT THE COST ANO COUERIIOI;; OF TIIE INSURANCE SUHHARIZED DELOY, 
IT .1s NOT AN OF"F"F.R to CONTRACT nm OR ALTER OR, HOOJrY ANY POI.ICY TIIAT 11/IY OE ISSUED 

rRErARED FOR I 

COUtRAOE · DIE9CRIPTIOlt, 

DIISIC Pot.tCYI ORIIIIIARY LJFE 

SUPl'LEHENTARY l'ENEFll9 I l) 
131 

POLICY NUH9£R I 

FACE AHOUNT 

121 
14) 

0 IIOE 35 SEX H 

25000 NON-PIIRTICIPATINO 

IINNUIIL PREHIUH 01/IIRANTEED IIEATII BENEFIT 011/IRANTtEO CIISII VIILI/E ILLUSTRATED DIUIIIENDSt 
IINCLUDIIIO POI.ICY FEEi IREOINNINO IJF POLICY YEAR) (END DF J'OI.ICY VF.ARI IEND OF POLICY YEAl<I 

SUPPLEHENTIIRY SUPPLEHENTIIRY SIIPPLEHENT IIRY 
POI.ICY BIISIC IIEIIEFITS DIISIC BENEFITS BASIC MNEFITS 

YEAR POLICY cu 12) Ill POLICY Ctl 12) POLICY II> C2) BASIC POI.ICY 

I '413 0 0 0 25000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 41:i 0 0 0 25000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 413 0 0 0 25000 0 0 325 0 o. 0 
4 413 0 0 0 25000 0 0 72:1 0 0 0 
5 413 0 0 0 2:;000 0 0 1125 0 0 0 

10 413 0 0 0 .25000 0 0 3225 0 0 0 

20 413 0 0 0 ::sooo 0 0 8550 0 0 0, 

ADE 4:1 413 0 0 0 25000 0 0 130:iO 0 0 0 

POLICY LOAN INTIEREST RATE CAPrLitD JN ARREIIR!l>t 6 % 

tllIVIDENDS USED HEREIM ARE PftSED ON PRESENT SCHEDULES AND /IRE NOT OUARIINTEES FOR THE FUTURE, THEY REPRESENT 
A RETURN OF PIIRT OF THE PREHIUN PAID lltll'I /IRE ~ErF.NnENT ON INIIESTHENT EARNINOS, HORTALJTY EXPERIENCE,IIND EXPENSE 
EXPERIEIICE 

~ 
N> .... 
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PRtrARED FOR I P~LICY NUHOERI 0 

LIFE INSURANCE COST INl1EXES nHn EOUI\/AI.EHT LEVEL ANNUAL lll\/lOF.NOt 

TIIE INDEXES GIIOUH DEi.OU PROVIDE A NEAIIS OF COMPARINO TIIE RELATIVE COSTB OF PROTECTION UtlDER POLICIEO IIHJCII ARE 
SIHIL/IR DOTH AS TO PLIIH 11110 AHOUIIT OF INSURANCE, IN SUCH COHPIIRISONS, IF E\/tRYTIIING ELSE 19 F.OUAL, THE POLICY 
unn T!IE LOUtn IIIIIEX USUALLY RErr,ESEHTS II DETTER VALUE. . 

IT IS INPORTIIHT TO NOTE THAT THESE INDEXES DO HOT TllkE INTO ACCOUNT 111 THE VALUE OF TIIE SERVICED OF AH IIGtNT 
OR COHPAHY, (21 TIIE RELATIVE OTRENOTII 11110 REPUTATION OF TIIE COHP/IHY, /IND Ill DIHEfiEIICES IN POLICY PROVISIONS, 

AH EXPLANATION Of' THE l'Rlll'Ell USE OF THESE INDEXES AND THE EOUIV/ILEHT LEVEL ANNUAL DIVIOEIID 19 INCLUDElt IN TIIE 
LIFE IHSUR/IIICE D'UYER'll OUIDE •. 

I' ER ti, 0 0 0 0 F INSURANCE 
----. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ----------

LIFE INSURANCE COST IIIDEXEOO I 5,00 % EDUIVALENT LEVEL ANNUAL DIVIDEND• ll S,00 ·x 
SURRENDER COOT INDEX NET PAYMENT COST INnEK 

611PPLEHEIITARY SUPPLEHENTARY 
!ln!IIC BENEFIT!! BASIC DENEF'IT9 
POLICY CII 121 POllCY CII (21 SASIC POLICY ------ ------- ------- ------ ------- -------

IOTII. YEAR 6,7:1 0, 0, 16,:12 0, 0, o. 

20TH YEAR &,67 o. 0, 16.52 0, o. o. 

0 EXCLUDIIIO IIPHOtlAL !!IIDERB IIHICII ARE LIHITED TO IIENEFITB BUCII AO ACCIDENTAL nEATll,DJIIIIHLITV UAIVER OF 
PREHIUII, PllELIHIHARY TERN LIFE INSURftllCE COVERAGE OF" LEOS TIIAN 12 HOIITIIS, OUARANTEED INSURADILITY 
DENEFI TS AND POLICIES AND IHnERS CO\/ERlljO HORE THAN ONE LIFE. 

$DIVIDENDS USED ltf:REIN ARE IIABED 011 PRESENT SCIIEl)ULES Atlll ARE HOT OUARANTEES FOR Tit£ F'UTllf<E •. TIIEY 
REPRESENT A RETU~II OF PART OF TIIE PREHIUH PAID ANO ARE OEF'ENDENT 011 lll~ESTNENT IEAIININO, HORTALITV 
EXPERIENCE AND EXPENSE Ul'ERIENCE 

flAHE OF IIOENT DATE nns 9TATENENT UA9 PREPA~ED 06/05170 

IIDD~EOB OF llfJENT ~-----------------------------------------------------------

c,:i 
N) 
N) 
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additional first year premium poticies, the draft regulation 

specifies the basic information that must be disclosed and provides 

that preliminary policy summary forms must be approved by the 

State In~urance Commissioner. 133 It is desirable to provide 

for prior approval of these products rather than providing a 

specified form because of the wide variation in the types of 

products. 134 

b. Policy Summary 

In addition to cost indices, the NAIC policy summary requires 

that premiums, death benefits, cash values and dividends be 

shown for the first five policy years and representative years 

thereafter. We agree w~th the NAIC that it is useful to proviae 

this information. 135 There are two additional items of informa-

133 

134 

135 

~ draft regulation, Appendix X. 

The Moss Subcommittee report notes that the problem caused 
by policies that combine elements of cash value and term 
insurance and states it would be desirable to develop a 
single format that will be applicable .to any life insur
ance policy or annuity. Moss Subcommittee Report, supra 
n. 6, at 56. The potential problems caused by a com
bined policy are adequately handled by requiring a sep
arate preliminary policy summary for the cash value and 
term elements of such a policy. We agree with the Moss 
Subcommittee that a single uniform format for all insur
ance related products would theoretically be desirable. 
However, we doubt if it is possible to have a single for
mat because the information a consumer. needs to shop for 
different types .of products •i.s quite different. For 
example, renewal rights and the amount of renewal premiums 
are ver.y important for term insurance, but not for cash 
value insurance or annuities. Similarly, the.rate of 
return is critical in cash value insurance and annuities 
but has no relevance when term insurance is being con
sidered. 

The 1974 Society of Actuaries report stressed that ade
(Footnote Continued) 
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tion we recommend including in the.policy summary •. 

First, the interest rate assessed policyholders for paying 

premiums other than annually should be disclosed. In 1976, 

81 percent of ordinary life policies purchased were paid for 

on other than an annual basis. 136 A survey of 15 companies pre

pared for the Moss Subcommittee by Professor Joseph Belth shows 

that the interest rates assessed for periodic payments are sig

nificant and vary widely from company to company. For example, 

he found that the added cost of paying premiums monthly rather 

than annually ranged from 4.9 to 29.3 percent on an annual per

centage rate basis. 137 There are conveniences to the consumer 

and expenses to the company if premiums are paid more frequently 

than annually. If consumers want to pay premiums on other than 

an annual basis, they should be informed of the cost Of this 

convenience. 138 

135 

136 

137. 

138 

(Footnote Continued) 

quate information disclosure must consist of both a 
method for comparing costs of competing policies and a 
method for disclosing the cash flow·elements and benefits 
of a particular life insurance contract as it relates 
to the individual purchaser. The cash flows of a policy 
are defined by the Society for this purpose as "the actual 
transfer of funds between the policyholder and the insur
ance compan¼ in either direction, and includes premiums, 
dividends, cash values and death benefits." Actuaries 
Report, supra n. 33, at 6. 

Moss Subcommittee, Report, supra n. ~ at 49. 

~ Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. ·4, at 179 •. 

On a $50,000 policy with a-premium of $700 a year, if the 
company charges 15 percent for paying premiums monthly, 
the consumer will pay an additonal $48.80 a year. If the 

(Footnote Continued) 
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Second, the policy summary _should contain information con

cerning the existence of, and how to exercise, the 10-day 

"cooling-off" period. 139 The "cooling-off" period is an important 

component of the NAIC model regulation. If consumers are to 

make effective use of this right, they must know of its exis

tence.140 

4. The Buyer's Guide 

The NAIC model regulation requires that a standardized 

buyer's guide be given purchasers along with the policy summary. 

The NAIC buyer's guide is a short booklet describing the types 

of insurance available and how to use the cost indices provided 

on the policy summary. This section contains our recommendation 

concerning how to modify the NAIC buyer's ·guid~.1 41 

138 

139 

140 

141 

( Footnote Continued) 

amount were invested each year at 5 percent (after taxes) 
it would amount to approximately $1,680 at the end of 20 
years. 

This same information should be contained in the buyer's 
guide, See Appendix X. 

The New Jersey study provided graphic evidence why this 
provision is needed. It was found that only 10 percent 
of purchasers knew that the New Jersey cost disclosure 
regulation granted a 10-day cooling-off period. Another 
10 percent thought they had a 5-:-day co.oling--off period, 
while 24 percent thought they had 30 days, 3 percent 
thought the period was 60 days and 55 percent answered 
they did not know what "cooling-off" rights they were 
granted under New Jersey law. 

At various points in this report we have made recommen-
dations concerning the information that should be .con
tained in a buyer's guide, see page 121 n. 36, supra, 
These recommendations will not be repeated here. 
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One of the most important decisions consumers have to 

make is whether to base their insurance program on primarily 

term or whole life insurance. Other than providing a brief 

narrative description of the difference between term and whole 

life insurance, the NAIC buyer's guide contains little to help 

the consumer make this decision. 142 We recommend the following 

changes to assist consumers in making the term/whole life 

decision. 

142 

1. The NAIC buyer's guide does not mention group insurance. 

None of the NAIC index numbers are relevant to the term/ 
whole life decision, ~ pages 99-106:, supra. To help the 
consumer choose between term and whole life the NAIC sys
tem relies solely on the narrative information in the 
Buyer's Guide. Moss Subcommittee Report•,' supra n. 6, at 
59. The Moss Subcommittee found this informat~on 
to be inadequate: 

Id. 

The 'narrative explanation' referred to is a 
short, general description of the differences 
between term and whole life. It fails altogether 
to explain the significance of even the most 
fundamental aspects of the term-whole life 
choice. The NAIC rule neither provides rate 
of return data nor even mentions the concept. 
Instead, the NAIC adopts the position of non
disclosure that has been advanced by insurers 
for years to avoid revealing the information 
that would enable consumers to make a meaning
ful decision. The NAIC thus finds itself endors
ing irrelevant and unpersuasive arguments devised 
by insurers to protect their economic position 
as financial intermediaries. 

we would have expected to find the NAIC employing 
its influence to dissipate the wholly unnecssary 
confusion that surrounds the term-whole life con
troversy. Regrettably, we find the NAIC at the 
forefront of efforts to perpetuate it. 
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Almost one-half of the insurance·currently in force is group 

insurance. 143 For many people, group insurance can provide a 

relatively inexpensive way to provide for their basic insurance 

needs.1 44 Group insurance should be discussed in the buyer's 

guide. 

2. The NAIC buyer's guide- states that, "term insurance 

generally provides the_ largest immediate death protection for 

your premium dollar." The guide should point out that for many 

families, especially those with modest incomes and small children, 

the only way they can meet their basic insurance needs is by 

buying primarily term insurance. It would also be useful to 

give a specific illustr~tion of how much more term insurance 

per premium dollar a person can buy at younger years. 

3. The industry often distinguishes between ter·m and whole 

life insurance on the grounds that term insurance is designe_d 

for temporary needs while whole life insurance is for the per

son who wants insurance for their entire life. 145 The buyer •·s 

.143 

144 

145 

~ page 12,n. 29 supra. 

In addition to pointing out the potential advantages of 
group insurance, th_e buyer's guide should list the draw
backs, one. of which is that .. the amount .of .covera.ge ;ivailable 
under a group policy. is often limited and a person may lose 
his group coverage if he changes empl~yment. 

An example of this is contained in a recent brochure pu't 
out by. the National Association of Life Underwriters (NALU). 
With regard to term insurance, they state, "term insur-
ance has an important purpose. But, remember, a term policy 
givestemporary protection only. It's like renting instead 
of buying." This is in contrast to. the description of· 
whole life insurance, "c_hances are if you bought permanent 
life insurance, it was in answer to permanent needs. If 

( Focitnote continued) 
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guide should point out that renewable term insur<Ulce can be used 

to meet long term insurance needs, at least through age 65. 

A 25-year old person who buys renewable term insurance and holds 

it until. age 65 will have had protection for 40 years. It is 

hard to say this is temporary insurance coverage. The guide 

should also point out that term insurance premiums become very 

high after age 65, and if a person wants a life insurance policy 

in force after age 65 he should probably should buy whole 

life .146 

4. The NAIC buyer's guide describes three types of insurance-

term, whole life, and endowment. For many people the best insurance 

program is a combination of term and cash value insurance. The 

buyer's guide should note this and discuss the ways these basic 

types of insurance can be combined (for example, thro·ugh the 

purchase of a whole life policy with a term rider attached) •. 

5. As discussed throughout the report, the savings element 

is an integral part of cash value insurance. The only mention 

of the savings feature of whole life insurance in the NAIC 

145 (Footnote Continued) 

146 

those needs have not changed, then you still need the perma
nent protection ••• · .Thus, if life insurance protection 
is required for relatively long period•, whole life insur
ance is the least expensive·form of individual life insurance 
policy," This booklet is reprinted in ~ Subcommittee · 
Hearings, supra n. 4, at 752-64. 

we rep';'at the points made earlier that all insurance is 
expensive after age 65 and that whole lTfe insurance and 
term insurance plus a side furid are equally legitimate 
ways to provide protection at any age. ~ pages 136-37, 
supra. 
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buyer's guide is a description of cash values and the fact a 

person can either borrow against them or receive them by sur

rendering the policy. We recommend that the explanation of 

the savings element of cash value 'insurance be expanded to 

include a statement that whole life insurance can be viewed 

as a combination of death protection and savings, with the 

size of the protection element decreasing over time as cash 

values increase. Additionally, it should include a description 

of how to use the rate of return. 147 

5. 

147 

Coverage of the Regulation 

This description should include i) a discussion of the 
unique characteristics of whole life that may make a 
relatively low yield acceptable (see page 120, supra), 
ii) the YRT rates used in the rate of return calculation. 
(see page 121, supr~), and iii) a description of the 
tax advantages of life insurance (see page 29, supra). 
The buyer's guide should also contain information on how 
to use the surrender index to compare similar policies. 
It should provide an example of how much a person can 
save by buying a low as opposed to a high-cost policy, 
It should also inform the consumer that small diffe
rences in the cost of similar policies may be offset 
by other policy features. See draft guide, Appendix x. 
The NAIC buyer's guide contains a statement that small 
differences in index numbers should be ignored and may 
be offset by other policy features. It does not, how
ever, say what a small difference is. It would be 
extremely useful if the buyer's guide contained some 
concrete indication of what is a small·difference. 
Mr. E. J. Moorhead has suggested that the figures be 
50 cents per thousand. Statement before Senate Veterans 
Committee, supra n. 58, at 151. We think the use of 
this figure is appropriate and it is contained in the 
draft buyer's guide. 
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The NAIC model .regulations totally exclude . group insurance 

and group annuity products. 148 The regulation we propose only excludes 

these products if at least a portion of the cost is borne by 

a person.other than the person insured or his beneficiaries.149 

It can be argued that cost disclosure is not necessary where 

employers who are paying part of the premium can be relied upon 

to search for an attractively priced product. In other group 

sales, however, this protection is not available. Therefore, 

it is appropriate to require cost disclosure for group products 

if the insured bears the total cost. 

The NAIC model regulations do not apply to "life insurance 

policies issued in connection with pensions and welfare plans 

as defined by, and which are subject to, the Federal Employees 

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). 150 We recommend 

a,opping this exclusion. Individual life insurance and annu.ity 

products are often sold to fund Individual Retirement Accounts 

(IRAs), H.R. 10 (Keogh. Plans) and small pension plans established 

under ERISA. The need to provide meaningful cost disclosure 

.in this area is as great as in the individual market. The 

need to provide rate of return information is especially strong 

because the insurance and annuity products sold to plans under 

148 

149 

150 

NAIC model regulation, Section 3(b). ~ ,Appendix x. 
This modification of the NAIC model r.egulation is contained 
in a cost disclosure regulation recently proposed by th·e 
Maryland Department of Insurance. 

NAIC model regulation, Section 3(B) (4). ~ A~pendix x. 
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ERISA are primariliy designed to provide retirement income. 

Currently, neither the Department of Labor nor the Internal 

Revenue Service, the agencies having the responsibility to 

administ.er ERISA, require rate of return disclosure on insur

ance or annuity products.151 

We also recommend that purchasers of small face amount 

policies, including industrial insurance, be given the same 

disclosure materials as purchasers of larger policies. Although the 

NAIC did not exempt small policies from the scope of its model,152 

several states have excluded small policies from their disclosure 

requirements. There is little reason for exempting such policies. 

They are often purchaseg by lower income ~ersons who may know· 

even less about the true costs of an insurance policy than pur

chasers of larger policies. We note that substantial consumer 

problems peculiar to the small policy market, particularly f.or 

debit insurance, have been revealed in recent years. A principal_ 

criticism which has been leveled against many of these policies 

is that their cost is abnormally high compared to larger ordinary 

policies. Purchasers of small policies should have the right 

151 

152 

ERISA preempts state insurance regulation in certain areas. 
The recent decision in Wadsworth v. Whaland, 562 F.in 70 (1st Cir. 
19,1), indicates, however; that ERtSA would not preempt a state 
cost disclosure regulation which applies to insurance com-
pany products sold to fund pension and welfare plans. 

The NAIC Model Life Insurance ·Solicitation Regulation 
permits insurers to omit some information from the policy 
summary on polcies whose Equivalent Level Death Beneift 
is less than $5000. However, the cost indices must be 
provided. Our draft regulation contains_ no such exemption. 
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to find out how their insurance investments compare with other 

policies and other savings media. 153 

6. Enforcement Provisions 

The NAIC model regulation requires each company to maintain 

a file of one copy of each document authorized by the insurer for 

use pursuant to the model regulation. 154 This provision will be 

useful in determining whether authorized company forms comply with 

the regulation and is included in the draft regulation. This pro~ 

vision is of limited use, however, in determining whether an insurer 

and its agents are actually complying with the regulation. It will 

now show whether the forms actually used comply or whether the forms 

are correctly filled out. 

The draft regulation contains an alternative provision that a 

state may wish to consider in lieu of NAIC, Section 6{A). This 

alternative provision requires insurers to maintain copies of.the 

preliminary policy summary and policy summary for each policy they 

issue. This information will enable insurance departments to. 

determine easily whether insurers and agents are fully complying 

with the regulation. This information will also enable companies 

to determine whether their agents are complying with the regula

tion. The preliminary policy summary will be filled out by the 

agent during the sales presentation. If the company has a copy of 

153 

154 

On the question of whether small policies·should be exempt 
from disclosure, Spencer Kimball has concluded that the 
arguments favoring exemption are unpersuasive. He observed 
that, " ••. the low or moderate income consumer who purchases 
a small policy is the very person who mos.t needs price 
disclosure information, to get the most from his limited· 
·resources. " Kimball and Rapaport,·· supra n. 25, at 104 7. 

NAIC model regulation, Section 6(A), 

182 

See Appendix X. 
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the policy summary, it can easily check it against the policy 

summary it provides to the consumer and thus determine if the 

information on the preliminary policy summary is correct. 

The drawback of the alternative provision is that it would, 

to an extent, increase company cost in complying the regulation. 

~here would be a certain cost involved for companies to retain 

the required disclosure statement in the customer's file. This 

small additional cost should be weighed against the possibility 

of violations of the regulation and the saving in enforcement 

costs which would result from the adoption of the alternative 

enforcement provision. 

Other enforcement mechanisms should also be considered that 

might make the regulation more self-enforcing. One method would 

·be to permit the purchaser to return the policy and obtain a full 

r~fund within fourteen months after the policy is delivered ;f 

the disclosure requirements are not fully complied with. A pro

vision of this type would give companies a substantial incentive 

to take all necessary steps to ensure that they fully comply with 

the regulation. It would substantially reduce the need for an 

insurance department to commit resources to enforce the regulation. 

183 
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To swnmarize briefly. The life insurance industry is a 

major repository of consumer savings, holding over $140 

billion in 1977. Yet in 1977, the industry paid its policy

holders less than 2% on their savings in a year when the rate 

of infiation was around 10% and in which all other savings 

institutions were paying higher rates. Life insurance 

companies paying 2% after 20· years compete successfully against 

compan·ies paying 5%. Penalties for early withdrawals are 

remarkably severe but unnannounced. We recommend that the 

life insurance industry be required to disclose the rate of 

return and several other items of information to their 

policyholders in a simple and effective manner. Price 

competition can only be effective when some significant 

fraction of the market is able to compare price~ and this is 

what the disclosure system is designed to do. 

We note that the call for life insurance cost disclosure 

is not new. In 1908, the Wisconsin Commissioner of Insurance 

wrote: 

There is a point where the benefits of insurance are out
weighed by the expense. Either the policyholder should be 
enabled intelligently to determine· for himself what that 
point is or the state should at least prescribe a maximum 
limit. The recent investigation committee recommended that 
every policy issued should state in dollars and cents for 
each year during the possible history of the policy, the 
amount provided for expenses, the amount provided for 
death claims, and the amount held to the credit of the 
policyholder as a reserve. With these facts before him, 
the proposed policyholder would have somgthing on which· 
to determine whether or not the contract was one he wanted. 
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He would also have something definite by which he could 
judge how the management afterward administered its 
trust as to his money. 

When the recommendation was suggested in the hearings of 
the committee, it met with the answer that the prospective 
policyholder would not take the insurance if he knew what 
he was paying for expense. Company managements admitted 
th.at they were writing forms of policies which men ought 
not to take because the expense provisions far outweighed 
the benefits and which they would not take if they knew 
what the expense provisions really were. It would seem 
as if there could be no question thatthe present and 
prospective policyholder is entitled to have all the 
facts with regard to his policy in such form that he 
can understand them and be able to compare the expense 
and the insurance benefit. Yet so novel was the proposition 
to give the policyholder a chance to protect himself and 
so strenuous were the objections to the plan on the part 
of the companies, even during the hearings by the investiga
tion committee, that the committee felt that it would be 
difficult to secure its immediate adoption. The opposition 
of the companies was continued in the hearings before the 
committees of the· legislature at the session of 1907 and 
the recommendation was defeated." (1908 Annual Report, 
Wisconsin Commissioner of Insurance). 

Due to inflation the need for meaningful cost disclosure 

has never been greater. We note with encouragement that the 

insurance departments of Massachusetts, North Carolina and 

Wisconsin have attempted to enact cost disclosure systems 

responsive to the problems addressed in this report and hope 

that other insurance commissions will fellow the lead of these 

states. We think that the reaction of other state regulators 

to the problem of life insurance cost disclosure in the year 

ahead will be a very good measure of the adequacy of state 

regulation of insurance. 
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APPENDIX I: BACKGROUND STATISTICS ON THE LIFE INSURANCE INDUSTRY 

I. Introduction 

This appendix describes the major features of the life 

insurance market and attempts to place ordinary insurance--the 

focus of the report--in context. The first part will discuss 

the size, concentration and profitability of the industry. The 

second part will compare ordinary insurance to group, industrial 

and credit insurance. 

II The Life Insurance Market 

A. Size. The life insurance market is enormous by any 

measure. The average amount of life insurance in force per 

family increased from $17,000 in 1967 to $26,500 in 1974 ·and 

to $32,400 in 1977. 1 In total, the amount of life insurance 

in force in 1977 exceeded $2,582 billion. 2 In that same year, 

Americans purchased $367 billion in new life insurance .3 and 

received a total of $26.5 billion in payments, including $10,2 

billion in death payments as shown in Table I-1 below. 

1 

2 

3 

American Council of Life Insurance, Life Insurance Fact 
~ 24 (1978) [Here_inafter cited as f'act Book]. 

Id. at 18. 

Id. at 11. 
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Table I-14 

Life Insurance Benefit Payments 
in the United States 1000 Omitted) 

Matured Di!ioability Annu11y Policy 
Death End{Jw- Pay- Pay• Surrender D1v1-

Year Payments men1s ments ments Values dend!I Total 

1940 s 995,000 s 269,200 S103.500 176,500 s 652,000 s 468,100 S 2.664.300 
1945 1,279,600 406,700 87.600 216,400 210,900 466,100 2,667.300 
1950 ..... 1,589.700 495,100 99.600 319,400 592,300 634,600 3,730.700 
1955 ..... 2,240.700 613.900 110,000 462.300 895,900 1,059.900 5,382.700 
1960 ........... 3.346,100 673,100 123.800 722,000 · 1,633.400 1.620.100 8.118.500 
1965 4,831.400 931.100 163.000 1,038.900 1,932.300 2,519.900 11,416.600 
1966 5,218,200 981,600 169,300 1.152,600 2,120,600 2,699.900 12.342.200 
1967 5,665,300 1,017,100 174,600 1,261,300 2.243.100 2,932.200 13,293.600 
1968 6,209,300 967.200 195,600 1,401,000 2.456,400 3,155.500 ,4.385.000 
1969 6.758.100 952,600 204.700 1,558.600 2.721,600 3,328.900 15,524,500 
1970 7,017.300 978.300 232.900 1,757,100 2.886.400 3.577.400 16.>·19400 
1971 7,423.300 990,200 256.800 1,944,400 2.881,600 3.680.900 17.17:'.200 
1972 8,007.000 1.000.400 271,200 2,213.200 3.027,400 4,054.900 18.574.100 
1973 8,572,000 1,025.600 316.600 2,597,900. 3,417,800 4,382.900 20,312.800 
1974 8.885,100 991,400 374,500 2,904.300 3,641,700 4,655.300 21 .45:?.JOO 
1975 9,192,100 946,300 426.000 3,176.800 3,763,200 5.031 .800 ~2.536.200 
1976 9.593,300 976.200 458,000 3,879.900 4,147,600 5.556.200 24.611.200 
1977 10. 195.700 931.700 495.000 4.617,500 4,308.900 5.913.200 26A62.000 

5111,rce: Amc-rican Ct1ut1cil uf life ln!>urJnc:e. Fi~ure~ repr<'~(•IH benC'iif p.,ym<'flh 1md(~r 11f1~111J/ 11r1l,c_11 
nmlrJch, ,ncfuUm~ benef,1:, thJt Jre left ,_..,;,h thC' compJ111r.\ for furure pJvmenr t111d1•r ,t1pp/,•1J1;•111J,.., 
nm1r.1ch, but Pxdud,n'{ /)dvmc>nh from e,i)ting !>UJJpfemt>ntJry contrJCl!>. $.ee pd~e 47 ior ,up11ft•m1>nr.1,:i, 
(ut11r,JCf pJymenl) 01111 f)Jt,:C' -18 ior ht"Jlrh ,nwr,mce bt"nPlth ()Jid by /ifp cumpJme~. 

4 g. at 39. 
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The significance of the life insurance industry is also 

evident in the awesome size of its holdings. The assets of 

U.S. life insurance companies totaled $351.7 billion at the end 

of 1977, an increase of 9.4 percent over the previous high of 

$321.5 billion in 1976. 5 Those assets, consisting largely of 

financial instruments, have been an important source of investment 

capital in the American economy, totalling $29.2 billion of 

net investments in U.S. capital markets in 1977. In 1977, life 

insurance ranked 5th among the major domestic institutional 

sources of capital, providing 8 percent of the total monies 

flowing into U.S. financial markets.6 

B. Concentration. An estimated 1,750 legal reserve life 

insurance companies were in business at the end of 1977. 7 

With the exception of Alaska, at least two insurance companies 

are domiciled in every state. 8 This number has grown_steadily 

from the early 1800's to the 1960's and since then has hovered 

about 1,750: 

5 l.9_. at 68, 69. 

6 Id. at 68. 

7 .±£· at 89 . 

8 Id. at 89-90. 
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Table r-29 

Number of U.S. Life Insurance Companies 
Year 

1759 ••••••••·••• 
1760 •·•••••·•••• 
1no ........... . 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 
189() 

Numbe, 

1 
1 
2 
2 
3 

• 
2 
6 
9 

15 
•8 
43 

129 
59 
60 

"ear 
1900 •••••••••••• 

1905 •. ·•••••• ••. 
1910 -- •••••••••. 
1915 •••••••. ···-

1920 •·•••••••••· 
1925 ••.•••••.••• 
1,30 ••.••••••••• 

1'35 •••••••••••• 
1'40 .......... ,. 
19•5 •••••••••••• 
1950 ••.••••••••• 
1955 •••••••••••• 

1960 ·····-······ 
1961 •••••••••••• 

1962 •·•••••••••• 

Number 

84 
126 
284 
295 
335 
379 
438 
373 
444 
473 
6•9 

1,107 
1,441 
1,448 

1,•69 

Note: The figure for 1976 is revised The figure for 1977 is preliminary. 

Year 

1963 ••••••••• .,.. 
196• •...•••••••. 
1965 • ••·•••••••• 
1966 ••••.••••••• 
1967 •••••••••••• 

1968 ···········-
1969 ••.••••••••• 
1970 •••••.•••••• 
1971 
1972 •••••••••••• 
1973 .••••••••••. 
1974 ••.••••••••• 

1975 •••••·••••·• 
1976 •••••••••••• 
1977 ••••••.••••• 

Number 

1,•88 
,.1.5•7 

1;629 
1,70• 
1)15 
1,763 
1.m 
1,780 
1,765 
1,753 
1,766 
1.757 
1,7•6 
1,742 
1,750 

Sources: Marketing Lile Insurance {J. Owen StalsonJ~ .American Council of Life Insurance~ and Bes1•s Review. 

Id. at 90. 
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It .should be noted, however, that this 1750 figure may be mis

leading because some of these reserve companies are wholly owned 

by one holding company. For example, American General of Houston, 

Texas wholly owns eleven insurance subsidiaries.10 

Furthermore, although there are numerous legal reserve 

insurance companies, most of the assets and insurance in force 

are concentrated in a relatively few companies. The Hart Hearings 

found: u 

At the end of 1968, the two largest life 
insurance companies (by admitted assets) 
accounted for about 28% of the industry's 
admitted assets, the four largest about 
40%, the eight largest (Prudential, Metro
politan Life, Equitable of New York, New 
York Life, John Hancock, Aetna Life, 
Northwestern Mutual, and Connecticut 
General) about 54%, the twenty-five 
largest about 74%, and the fifty largest 
(accounted for] about 84% [of the indus
try's admitted assets].11 

Likewise, a 1972 article in the Journal of Risk and Insurance 

stated that the top 20 life insurance companies in the United 

States, according to admitted assets, accounted for 70.69 percent 

of the· total assets in the life insurance industry, while those 

20 companies also held 58.05 percent of the industry's total 

surplus and dividends in 1969. In that group of top companies 

as of 1968, the top 4 companies had 34.20 percent of ordinary 

life insurance in force, the top 8 held 44.65 percent of ordinary 

10 

11 

Best's Insurance Reports, Life & Health 98 (1978).-

J. Bel th and W, Maxwell, "The State,,of COll)petition in the 
Life Insurance Industry 1!'15 Antitl!'Ust'Bull. 213 (1970). 
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life insurance in force, and the top 20 together held 60.79 percent 

of all the ordinary life insurance in force. 12 

Table 1-3 

Life-Health Insurance Concentration Ratios, 1976 

Concentration ratios 

Base 4-Firm 8-Firm 20-Firm 

Total premiums 28.9 43.2 58.2 

Assets 36.9 50.3 68.2 

Life insurance issued 25.9 36.7 54.8 

Life insurance in force 31.2 44.1 59 . .5 

Health insurance premiums * 27.2 42.7 61.4 

Credit life insurance issued 23.8 33.3 50.8 

* Excludes heal th insurance premium of proper ty-1-iabil i ty 
insurance companies. 

Sources: Universe data (except for credit life insurance) from 

Arner1can Council of Life Insurance, Life Insurance Fact Book 
(1977), p.7. Company data from Best's Review Life-Health 
Editio~, August, 1977 (p. 35) June, 1977 (p.42), September, 
rnnp. 41) and October, 1977 (p. 39). 

The concentration among the large firms may not, however, 

be cause for concern. First, when compared to other markets, 

the concentration ratio for the life and health insurance industries 

are 

12 

low to moderate (Table I-3). 

J. Cummins, H. Denenberg, and W. Scheel "Concentration in the 
U.S. Life Insurance Industry," 34,J. of.Risk and Insurance 177, 
184 (June 1972). 
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Second, entry restrictions are few. The only significant 

restrictions in-the life-health insurance sector result from 

state regulation. New York, the state with the strictest standards, 

requires minimum paid-in capital of $1 million, mil'limum surplus 

of $2 million or twice the amount of paid-in capital (whichever 

is greater), and minimum reserves of $1 million, minimum surplus 

of $2 million or twice the amount of paid-in capital (whichever 

is greater), and minimum reserves of $1 million. 13 Similarly, 

recent studies of scale economies in the U.S. and Canadian life 

insurance industry show slight returns to scale. Firms with 

the lowest output levels had average costs about 25 percent 

above those of the largest firms. However, the small firms 

accounted for a sma-11 percentage of industry output and, at 

least in the Canadian industry, such firms are shielded by favorable 

tax treatments. 14 In short, there appears to be a limited capital 

requirement entry barrier. 

The absence of significant barriers to entry is borne out 

by the existing evidence. Table I-4 shows the large number of 

legal reserve life insurance companies doing business in the 

United States from 1950 through 1977 and the frequency of entry 

and exit of such companies. The great majority of the companies 

added through the years were new firms (others had converted 

13 

14 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Institutional 
Investor Study Report _509 (1971). 

Randall Geehan, "Returns to Scale in the Life Insurance 
Industry," 8 Bell Journal of Economies 497 (1977), 
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from fraternal insurers or had been formed by consolidation 

of existing firms}. Most companies that discontinued operations 

either merged with. ·other insurers or had their outstanding bus

iness reinsured.15 

15 Pact Book, supra n. i, at 89. 
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Table r-4 16 

Change in Number of U.S. Life Insurance 
Companies in Business in the United States 

In Business Nev. In 8u5ineu 
S1an of 'I-ear Oper- Di5con- Year-End Net Ch1nges 

,ea: Stoel Mutual Total at ions tinued Stock Mu1ual To1al Dunn(!: Year 

1950 478 133 611 44 6 507 142 649 38 
1951 so- 142 649 50 20 531 148 679 30 
19::;_:, 531 148 679 62 11 567 163 730 51 
1953 56- 163 730 117 15 661 171 832 102 
1954 661 171 832 115 30 753 164 917 85 
1955 753 164 917 216 26 942 165 1,107 190 
195( 94:, 165 1.10- 133 49 1,035 156 1,191 + 84 
195- 1.035 156 1,191 120 38 1,119 154 1,273 82 
19St 1,119 154 1.273 142 50 1,212 153 1,365 92 
1959• 1.212 153 1,365 125 65 1,273 152 1,425 60 
1%r ,.rJ 152 1.425 96 80 1,286 155 1,441 16 
1961 1.286 155 1,441 87 80 1,292 156 1,448 7 
1%2 1.29: 156 1,448 101 80 1,312 157 1.469 . 21 
1%3 1.312 157 1;469 86 67 1,332 156 1,488 19 
1%-' 1.332 156 1,488 131 72 1,393 154 1,547 59 
19f= 1.393 154 1.S<, 149 67 1,475 154 1.629 82 
1%f- 1,4•; 154 1,629 156 81 1,550 154 1,704 75 
196, 1,550 154 1,704 90 79 ),561 154 1.715 11 
1!/bt 1,561 154 1,715 112 64 1.608 155 1,763 48 
1%9 1.606 155 1,763 74 64 1,619 154 1,773 10 
19,C 1,619 154 1.773 73 6S 1,627 153 1,780 7 
19,1 1,627 153 1,780 49 64 1,612 153 1,765 15 
19:'"2 1,612 153 1,765 76 88 1,603 150 1.753 12 
1973 1,603 150 1.753 75 62 1,619 147 1,766 13 
197.Q 1,619 147 1,766 73 82 1,612 145 1,757 9 
1975 1.612 145 1;757 63 74 1,603 143 1,746 11 
19"6 1.603 143 1,746 85 89 1,601 141 1,742 4. 
197i 1,601 141 1,742 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1,750 N.,O. 

No1e: Da1a for 1976 are revised. The figure for year-end 1977 is preliminary. A change in domicile is reflee1ed in 
both new and di!lcontinued operations. 
N.A.-1"-.o: available. 
•1ndude~ se"'en companies domiciled in Alaska and Hawaii which were staned in earlier years. 
Source. ~merican Council of Life Insurance. 

16 Id. at 91. 
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c. Profitability. Current evidence does not permit any 

firm conclusions about profitability. Although there is an 

extensive literature on profitability in the property-liability 

insurance industry, little has been published on life insurance 

profitability. Profitability in the life insurance industry is 

more difficult to measure. Moreover, since its pricing is 

unregulated, there may have been less immediate need for profit 

studies. However, recent concern about the workability of com

petition in the life insurance industry and recent availability 

of financial statements for stock life insurance comparable 

to those of companies in other industries has prompted some 

research. 1 7 / At this point, the evidence does ~ indic.ate 

that life insurance.companies are maki'ng massive profits. The 

companies did earn about 7 percent on their investments, before 

federal taxes, in 1977. The available facts do not support the 

conclusion that the differential between what the companies earn 

and pay out results in very high profits. Most of the differential 

is absorbed by high home office expenses, sales commissions to 

agents and federal and state taxes. Since entry into the life 

insurance industry appears to be easy, 18/ and there has been a 

17/ See,~-, Pritchett and Wilder, "A Comparative Study of Stock 
Lifeinsurer Profitability: Implications for Workable Competition," 
S.S. Huebner Foundation for Insurance Education, Wharton School, 
University of Pennsylvania. See Part I at n. 42. 

18/ For example, the minimum capital requirement for life insurance 
company licensed in Arkansas was $37,500, a sum that some people in 
the Washington, D.C. area would consider to be more like a down 
payment on a house than the capital upon which to found a life 
insurance company. · 
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great deal of it, 19/ massive profits would likely be eroded. 

While figures for 1977 are not available, we know that 

in 1975 the life insurance companies net investment income assets 

generated by their ordinary life business was about $9.4 billion, 

which represented about a 7 percent before-tax rate of return, 20/ 

According to our calculations, they credited about $1.1 billion 

in interest to policyholders, a rate of return of less than 1 

percent (assuming a 66-2/3 percent loss ratio). The difference 

is a whopping $8.3 billion for the year 1975 alone. If all of 

the companies' investment income had been credited to the policy

holders, then the policyholders would have earned over 7 percent 

rather than 1 percent. However, the same statistics show that 

general expenses, sales commissions and taxes amounted to $8.4 

billion. With a loss ratio of 66-2/3 percent, only $2.2 billion 

is available for covering expenses, an amount that was insuf

ficient to cover sales commissions alone ($2.5 billion). If 

all of the $8.4 billion in expenses and taxes were allocated to 

the cost of insurance, the loss ratio would be about 35 percent 

or policyholders could expect to pay about $2,89 in premiums to 

get back $1 in death benefits. They would then be paying an 

extremely high price for their pure insurance protection, but 

earning over 7 percent on their savings. Since one can buy term 

19/ There were 1750 life insurance firms in business in mid-1977, 
up from 1100 in 1955. Many of the new entrants appear to be in 
the credit life lines or in other than ordinary life insurance 
and are extremely small. 

20/ These figures are taken from Appendix II, Table 2. 
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insurance with a 1.5 multiplier, it seems more appropriate to 

allocate only $2.2 billion of expense to the pure insurance 

portion and the remaining expense shows up as a low rate of return. 

On the other hand, the evidence does not demonstrate that 

the life insurance industry is unprofitable. The $8.3 billion 

difference between what the companies earned and what they paid 

must be offset by the $6.2 billion in expenses and taxes that 

would not be recovered at competitive term rates. This leaves 

about $2.l billion for profits (or contributions to surplus in 

the case of the nonprofit mutual companies). Without further 

information it is not possible to judge whether this figure is 

high or low. Although some companies are extremely profitable, 

many appear to be only of average profitability. 

III. The Significance of the Different Types of Life Insurance 

A. Types. Besides ordinary life insurance, there are three 

other types of life insurance: group, industrial and credit 

insurance. This section briefly explains the difference among 

these types of insurance. 

Although not entirely exclusive, the four types of life 

insurance can be distinguished by differences in policy size and 

sales methods: 

(1) Ordinary life insurance is generally sold to individuals 

in face amounts exceeding $1,000. 21 Most ordinary life insurance 

is sold through the agency system. However, mass-marketed whole

sale insurance has come into wider use in recent years and, in 

21 Report of the Subcomm. on Oversight and Investigations of 
the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 95th 
Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1978) [hereinafter cited as Moss' Sub
committed Report.] 
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1977 new issues amounted to $2.2 billion. 22Nonetheless, in 

1967, the most recent year for which detailed data are 

available, of the 740,000 persons who worked in the life in

surance industry, and about 220,000 persons derived from SO 

percent to 100 percent of their income from the sale of life 

. 23 
insurance. 

(2) Group life insurance normally involves term insurance 

offered by employers (86.1%}, unions (4.1%}, professional societies 
24 

and employee associations (4.8%}. Many group life plans provide 

for coverage on the lives of dependents of group members. 

(3) Industrial life insurance is issued for small amounts, 

usually less than $1,000 and premiums generally paid weekly 

22 

23 

24 

Fact Book, supra n. 1, at 28. 

Id. at 92. 

Id. at 30. Percents are based on a survey of group life 
Tii force at year-end 1973. 
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or monthly to an agent who calls at the policyholder's home. 25 

(4). credit insurance is term coverage to insure the life 

of a debtor. 26 It is issued through banks, finance companies, 

credit unions and retailers and is designed to satisfy the debt 

should the debtor die. 27 Accordingly, credit life generally 

decreases in amount as the loan is repaid. It is commonly a 
. 28 

part of consumer credit contracts. 

B. Relative Significance. Although there are signs of 

change, ordinary life insurance is the principal type of life 

insurance for most Americans. Of the total $2,582 billion of 

life insurance in force in 1977, about $1,289 billion was in 

ordinary life insurance, a 9.5 percent increase over the ~revious 

year. The remaining amounts of life insurance in'force included 

$1,115 billion of group insurance; $139 billion of credit life 
29 

insurance; and $39 billion of industrial life insurance-

Therefore, at the end of 1977, ordinary insurance ·amounted to 

half of all life insurance in force. However, in recent years 

group insurance in force has grown rapidly, and at the end of 

1977 it amounted to 43 percent of all life insurance in force. 

It should also be noted that in 1975, although group insurance 

25 
1£. at 31. 

26 
.!£• at 33. 

27 
Moss Subcommittee Rep·ort,, supra· n. 21, at 5 n.6, 

28 
Fact Book, supra n. 1, at 33. 

29 
12.· 7. at 
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constituted only 20 cents of the premium dollar, it accounted 

for the distribution of 42 percent of all the death benefits. 30 

30 

31 

Table I-6 31 

Life Insurance Purchases in the United States 
(Exclusive of Revivals, Increases, Dividend Additions and Reinsuran~ A~uired) 

Otdinary Gr.oup lndusmal Tora! 

Certifi-
Policies Amourn c.ates Amounl Policies Amounl Numb6 Amount 
--,ooo (000,000 (000 (000,000 (000 (000.000 (000 (000.000 

Year Omitted} Omiued) Qmil!ed} Omitted} Omitred} Omitted) Omiued} Omirted) 

1940 •••• -. •••••.• 3.855 s 6.689 285 s 691 14.017 SlJSO 18,1!i1 S 10.730 

19-45 •••••••••••• 4,3<3 9,659 .. , 1,265 11,869 3,•JO 16,893 1.C.SS4 

1950 ···········: 5.279 17,326 2.631 6,06a 14.924 5,402 22.834 28,796 

1955 ·••·•••••••• 
7.572 30,821 2,217 11.258· H,356 6,342 24,1•5 48,•27!1' 

1960 ·•••••••••·• 
. .,,. S2.683 l.73-f 14,&45 12,287 6.BBO 24,755 74,408 

1961 •••••••••••• 8,735 55,016 3,971 17,019 12.327 7,000 25,033 79,035 
1962 ..••••.•.••• e,662 56,998 3,498 15.533 11.799 7,046 23,959 79~71 

196> ·•·•·••••·•· 9."'6 '4.21i7 3534 lB,152 11,.07 7,154 .l),967 1'9.57.1 

1964 ··•••••••••• 
9,60s· 7•,012 •,22S 23.68< H,059 7,312 2•,889 105,008 

1965 •••·•••••••• 
9,937 83,485 7,007 51,.385t 10,•92 7.29o ]J,•36 1•2,166t 

1966 •••••·••···• 10.131 M.693 4,055 26,219 9.76' 7,078 23,950 12;1,990 

1967 ••••·•··•••• 10,192 94,694 •,353 39,llS.- 9,404 7.056 23.9-49 J•O,&H 

1968 ···••••·•••• 10,461 '103,94• 4,875 39,877· 6,•17 .M74 ,J,753 150.•95· 

1969 ·········••· 10,588 113,500 5,156 39,329 7,916 6,•54 23,669 159,283 

1970 ••••·••••••• 10,968 122.820 5,219 63,690t 7,582 6.Ei12 23,769 19J,122t 
1971 •.•••••••••• ii;ll!t 132,130 5.403 49,407 8,326 7,.2.7• 25,010 168.811 

1972 ···········, 11,844 145.479 6.698 55.857 8,123 7,3'4 26,665 208,730. 
1973 .••.•••••••• 12,198 .:.162.506 7,065 64,461 7506 7.22A 26.769 23•,191 

197• ··•···•••·•· 12,763 =182.75S 7,994 l11.622t 6.7•7 6#!0 27,504 30l,057t 
1975 .••••••••••• 12,549 188,003 8,1•6 95.190t 6,397 6,729 27,()'J2 289,922t 
1976 •••••••••••• 13,219 213.784 9,145 104.683 5,962 6,382 28.326 32• .8•9 

1977 ·•••••••·••• 
13,485 242,842 10.170 117.960 S.800 6,533 29,•55 367,33S 

•Jncludes Federal' Employees" Group life Insurance of S1.9 billion in 1955, S5.J billiOn in f967, and SJ.!I billion 
in 1968. 
tlnclud~ Sl!f"vicemen's Group life lnsun1nce of S27.ll billion in 1965, S17.1 brllion in 1970, !i29.2 billion i.ri 1974 
ana Sl.7 billion in 1'75. 

t~%c~:;:f~~d:d:~;i:::;,/e"t:uC:ae::~hB~;iC::-,:t,!~0 ;,!h~~~~;~:7n~fude~~~~~:~~~~~;d7t~s~~~: (life inwrance.on Iwns of mort! w..-.~ yun· dur.ation). D~c• for 1977 ~rt! prelimin;,ry. 

Based on figures in the Annual Statement for 1975 0£ the 
U.S. Legal Reserve Life Insurance Companies. 

Fact Book, supra n. 1, at 13. 
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Within the area of ordinary life insurance, whole life 

policies account for the highest proportion of the amount in 

force although the percentage of whole life has declined from 

about 63.0 percent in 1974 to about 60.9 percent in 1977. 

For a more precise picture of the relative size of the 

four types of insurance we rely on the following four tables. 

Tables 6 and 7 portray the aggregate size by type. 
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Table I-732 • 

Life Insurance In Force in the United States 
(000,000 Omirrecf) .. 

Ordinary .Group Jndus.1rial Credn lotal 
Year No. Amt. Cen. Amt. No. Ami. No.1 Ami. No. /\mt. 

1900 3 s 6,124 11 S 1.449 14 s 7,573 
1905 •••••• s 9.585 17 2.278 22 11,863 
1910 ...... 6 11.783 23 3,125 29 14,908 
1~15 ...... 9 16,650 S. 100 32 •,279 •1 21,029 
1920 •••••• 16 32,018 2 1.570 •8 6,948 s 4 66 40.540 
1925 •••••• 23 52,892 3 4.2•7 71 12,318 18 97 69,475 
1930 ...... 32 78,576 6 9,801 86 17,963 73 124 106,413 
1931 33 79,514 6 9,736 85 17,635 85 124 106,970 
1932 32 75,898 5 8,923 79 16,669 69 116 101.559 
1933 31 70,672 5 6,681 78 16,630 63 114 96,2-46 
193• 32 70,094 6 9,472 79 17,036 75 117 96,677 
1935 ...... 33 70,684 6 10.206 81 17,471 1 101 121 98,-464 
1936 ...... 33 72,361 7 11,291 83 18,863 1 138 124 102.653 
1937 ...... 34 74.836 7 12,638 85 20,104 1 216 127 107,794 

1938 •••••• 35 75,772 7 12,503 85 20,396 2 256 129 106,927 
1939 •••••• 36 77,121 8 13,641 85 20.SOO 2 307 131 111,569 
1940 •••••• 37 79,346 9 14,938 85 20.866 3 380 134 115.530 
1941 39 82,525 10 17,359 87 21,825 3 469 139 122,178 
1942 41 85,139 11 19,316 90 22.911 2 355 144 127.721 
1943 •3 89,596 13 22,413 94 24,87• 2 275 152 137,158 
1944 46 95,085 13 23,922 98 26,•74 2 290 159 145,771 
1945 •••••• 48 101,550 12 22,172 101 27,675 2 365 163 151,762 
1946 53 112,818 13 27.206 104 29,313 3 729 173 170,066 
1947 56 122,393 16· 32,026 106 30.- s 1,210 183 186,035 
1948 58 131.158 16 37,068 106 31,253 6 1.729 186 201,208 
1949 61 138,862 17 40,207 107 32,087 8 2.51.6 193 213.672 
1950 64 149,116 19 47,793 108 33,415 11 3,844 202 234,168 
1951 67 159,109 21 54.398 109 34,870 12 •,763 209 253,140 
1952 70 170,875 24 62,913 111 36,448 14 6,355 219 276.591 
1953 73 185,007 26 72,913 112 37,781 18 8,558 229 304.259 
1954 76 198,599 29 86,•10 111 38.664 21 10,046 237 3)3,719 
1955 ...... 80 216.812 32 101.3•5 112 39,682 28 14,493 252 372,332 
1956 ...... 83 238,348 35 117,399 110 40,109 32 16,77• 260 412,630 
1957 ...... 87 264,949 37 133,905 108 40,139 34 19.366 266 •58.359 
1958 89 288,607 39 144,772 104 39,6-46 35 20.536 267 493,561 
1959 ••• ; •• 93 317,158 41 160,163 102 39,809 38 24,998 274 542,128 
1960 •••••• 95 341,881 44 175,903 100 39,563 •3 29,101 282 586,448 
1961 97 366,141 .46 192,794 98 39,451 45 31,107 286 629,493 
1962 99 391,048 -49 209,950 95 39,638 47 35,341 290 :675,977 
1963 102 420,808 51 229,477 93 39,672 52 40,666 298 730,623 
1964 104 457,868 55 253,620 92 39,833 58 46,487 309 797,808 
1965 107 499,638 61 306,078 89 39,810 63 53,020 320 900,554 
1966 109 541,022 65 345,945 88 39,663 69 58,059 331 984,689 
1967 113 584,570 69 394,501 84 39,215 70 61,535 336 1,079.821 
1968 116 633,392 73 442,778 81 38,827 75 68,357 345 1,183,354 
1969 118 682,453 76 488,864 79 38,614 78 74,598 351 1.284,529 
1970 120 734,730 80 551,357 77 38,644 78 77,392 355 1,402,123 
1971 123 792,318 82 589,883 76 39,202 76 81,931 357 1,503,334 
1972 126 853,911 85 640,689 76 39,975 78 93,410 365 ~.627.985 
1973 128 928,192 88 708,322 75 40,632 78 101,154 369 1,778,300 
1974 131 1,009,038 94 827,018 n 39,441 84 109.623 380 • 1,985,120 
1975 134 1,083,421 96 904;695 70 39,423 80 112,032 380 2,139,571 
1976 137 1,177,672 100 1,002,647 67 39,175 78 123,569 382 2.343.063 
1977 •••••• 139 1,289,321 106 1,115,047 66 39,045 79 139.402 390 2,582,815 ' 

Note: .. Credit .. is limited to life im~urance on lo.mi of ten years.• or less dura1ion. ••ordinar)·•· and .. Group"' 
include credit life ins.urance on loans. of more than ten years.• duration. 
•fewer than 500,000. tlncludes. group credit cenificate!.. 
Sources: Spectator Year Book and American Council of Lile lmur~nce. TOl.al, lor ""In Th,- Un,1Nl 5t,1u•:. •· 
repre:.("nt :,II Iii'" ir:.urancp ,~, of reinst1ranc':J. on ,~idenU ol the lJnitrd Sta,n,, whf>lhf"r iuurd by U.S. Of 
loreign comp:,nie:.. Beginning with 1959. the ,o11a in<lude Ala)l:a and Hawaii. . . 

32 
Id. at 18. 
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The second two tables give figures for adults and house

holds contracting agent-marketed and employee group insurance. 
Table I-8 

Ownership of Life Insurance by Adults 1976 
Percent of Adj,!lts Insured by Type of Life Insurance 

All Type\ of 
life ln\urance 

Agent-Marketed 
Individual Lile 

ln\urance 
To1a! Aduh 7l'>- 54.,., 

60 59 

Emplovee Croup 
Life fo~urance 

31'!,.. ., 
\\omen_-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'--'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'--'-'-'-'----=------..CC..-------=---65 so 21 

AgE-
1~-24 
2)-2¼ 
3r,.3.: 
35.44 
,45-54 
55-64 

Male Feme1le Male female 

65 and Older 

Total lite ln\urance Coverage tAli Adult\) 
S100.000 or More , , .... , • 
S50.000-S99.999 . 
S25.000-~9.999 . 
S15.000-S24,999 . 
S 5.000-$14.999 . 

Le\~ than SS,000 •...... 

AvNaFe -\mount of Cc,ve1age 

63" 
83 
90 
66 
89 
8' 
68 

,,._ 
s 
9 
8 

21 
27 

72'>-

57';, 43';_. 
65 57 

" 6' 
71 65 
68 65 
68 63 
55 " 

1% 
2 
• s 

16 
26 

54'3. 

Tota~ Aduh S18,720 S12.280 

39';.. 

" 60 
SJ 
51 
6(\ ., 

Men 28,980 19.210 
\\omen . . 7,640 S.240 
\\oH•, 8,470 5,980 
Chddren . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 2.630 2,450 

O~nership of Life Insurance by Households 1976 

Male FemalE' 
24'~ 
50 
57 
s, 
57 
46 
17 

2'-
J 
• ,. 
8 

31'J... 

Sit,.250 
20.£20 
8,620 
8,90(, 

2.310 

2,i. 
29 
28 
31 
25 
17 
s 

Percen1 of Households in Which at least One Member Owns life Insurance 

All Huusehold~ . 
Male Head ....••...........•.•... 
female Head ...... ,., .•..• , ... , ••. 

Alf Families ..•......•.••..•.• 
Husband-Wife Families • , ......•. , . 

With Children Under 18 .....••.. 
Wuhout Children Under 18 ••.•• , 

All Types of 
Life Insurance 

8JS .. ., 
...,., 
'° ,i .. 

Agen1.Ma1kPIE'd 
Individual Life 

lmurance 
65',\, 
69 
S2 

70% 
71 
73 
70 

Individual Heads , •...••...•• , • , , , • . . 64% 46% 

Percent of Households in Which Household Head Is Insured 
All Household Heads ....••.•.•....•. 

Male Head ...•..•......•..••..•.•• 
ft>male Head. . •..•••..•••••• 

Head~ of All Husb~nd-\-\ ite F c1mil1e~ •• 
W1th Children Under 18 .........•. 
Withoul Children Under 18 ••....•. 

Heads of All'families 
Incomplete Families• ........•...•. 
Individual Heads ........ , •..•••... 

+less than .5';1... 

BO'>, 

85 
6• 
80'>, 
91 ... 
85'>, 
71 
63 

59% 
62 
•9 
65% 
67 
61 

63'.l,, 
S4 
•• 

[mplovf'e Group 
Lile ln~urance .., 

S2 
24 

51'>, 
ss 
63 ., 
25'>, 

•2% 
•8 
21 
sos. 
S9 
•1 

• A lamilv of two or more rela1ed individual!. in which the family head does not ha-.,e a spouse li-.,i.ig in the 
household 
--includes households of one permn and households in which two or more unrelated adults live 1oge1ryer. 
1',jo1e· •· All Types of life Insurance" includes coverage with legal reserve life insurance companies, Veterans life 
insurance, .ind life insurance issued by savings banks, fraternal organizatiom, mutual aid and burial societies. 
and si~ilar typ~ of coverage. "Agen1-Marke1ed Individual Life Insurance" comprises ordinary and/or 
industrial (but no1 group) life insurance individually purchased through an agen1. 
Source: A n;l!ionaf consumer surveyconducied in 1976forthe American Council of Life lnsuranceandtheLile 
lmur.ance MarJceting and Research Auociarion. 

Id. at 35. 
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In sum, this appendix illustrates the enormous size of 

the life insurance industry, but finds no conclusive evidence 

of undue concentration or profits. It explains the four different 

types of insurance and finds that ordinary insurance represents 

one half of all insurance in force, 

I-20 
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APPENDIX II - STATISTICAL SOURCES FOR CALCULATING INDUSTRY~ 
WIDE RATES OF RETURN TO ORDINARY POLICYHOLDERS 

The basic information from which the industry-wide rates 

of return (shown in table I-4 of this Report) were,calculated 

comes from the "Gain and Loss Exhibit" of the Annual Statement 

filed by each life insurance company to the various State 

Insurance Commissions. The "Gain and Loss Exhibit" provides 

a wealth of detail on the sources of net gain from operations 

(after dividends to policyholders and federal income taxes) on 

some 11 "lines of business," of which one (column 3) is "ordinary 

life insurance." .!/ From time to time, the American Council 

of Life Insurance aggregates the individual company statements 

of virtually all the U.S. Legal Reserve Life Insurance companies 

in the United States to produce tables such as 1 and 2 which 

are reproduced here. These tables, supplemented by the figures 

reported in the 1978 Fact Book formed the basis for the FTC 

staff's calculation of industry-wide rates of return. These 

tables were supplied to the FTC staff by the American Council 

of Life Insurance. 

Since the aggregate figures were not available for the year 

1977 by line of business, the FTC staff estimated them by 

assuming that the 1977 figures for the ordinary· line bore the 

same relationship to the total figures reported in the Fact Book, 

1/ The Annual Statement accounts are described in great detail 
Tn Joseph Noback, Life Insurance Accounting 5-6 (Irwin, 1969). 
See also the discussion of the 11 Gain and Loss Exhibit" by 
Robert Gaegler in chapter 4 of Life Insurance Accounting 
(edited by R. Strain), Merrit, 1977. 

II-1 
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as did the corresponding figures .in 1975. For example, the 

Fact Book reports that policy dividends (in all lines) amounted 

to $5,031.8 million in 1975. y Line 28 of table 2 shows that 

$3,954.889 million was paid in dividends to holders of ordinary 

life insurance policies. In other words, about 78.6 percent 

of the total dividends paid in 1975 went to the holders of 

ordinary life insurance policies. We assume that of the total 

dividends paid in 1977 ·($5,913.2 million), y 78.6 percent, or 

$4,648 million, went to the holders of ordinary life policies. 

A similar procedure was followed for the other types of benefits 

paid. The ratios used were: 

Dividends 
Surrender Values 
Supplemental Contracts 
Matured Endowments 
Disability Payments 
Annuity Payments 

78.6% 
91.9 
78.8 
95.6 
33.5 
0.1 

The basic formula for 1 + rt' where rt is the industry-wide 

rate of return for year t, is: 

1 + r = Savings Accountt 
t Savings Accountt _ 1 + Depositt - Withdrawalst 

The savings account in year t consists of the sum of 

policyholder cash values and dividends left to accumulate with 

·the companies. Cash Values were estimated by taking 90 percent 

of the ordinary life reserves as shown on page 67 of the 1978 

Fact Book. y Policy dividend accumulations were estimated by 

2/ American Council of Life Insurance, Life Insurance Fact·Book 
~9 (1978) [hereinafter cited as Fact Book]. 

YlSh 
ii Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Oversight and Investigations 
of the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 95th Cong., 
2d Sess. 397 (1978). 

II-2 
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taking 78.6 percent of the total figure, Y The formulas for 

deposits and withdrawals are: 

Deposit t = Premiums (Fact Book at 57) minus the term 

multiplier (alternatively, l.2658, 1.5 and l.6667) times Death 

Benefits t (Fact Book at 41). 

Withdrawals t Dividends t + Surrender Values t + Supplemental 

Contracts t + Matured Endowments t + Disability 

Payments t + Annuity Payments t + (all from 

Fact Book, at 39, except supplemental 

contra·cts payments from at 47). 

The rates of return shown in Table I~4 for 1970 and 1975 

used the numbers that appear in Tables land 2 in this appendix. 

The location of the numbers used to calculate the deposit and 

withdrawals are as follows; 

Deposit= Premiums: (line l + line 2 + line 3 + line 3A, 
column 3) minus term multiplier (Alternatively, l,2658, 
1.5, & l.6667) times death benefits (line B, column 3) 

Withdrawals= (line 9 + line 10 + line llA + line 12 + 
line 14 + line 16, column 3) 

Notice that considerations for supplementary contracts are 

included in premium income and payments on these under withdrawals. 

The savings figures were calculated in the same manner as the 1977 

figures described above. 

y See Fact Book, supra n,2, at 67, 
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Selection of the Term Multipliers or Loss Ratios 

The multipliers used in the industry-wide rate of return 

calculations should be representative of those actually available 

on low cost term insurance policies in the market for that par

.ticular year. The precise figure will depend on the age com

position, face amounts and issue ages of the entire group of 

ordinary policyholders (not just those that have purchased term 

insurance policies). Since such detailed information is not 

available on the 139 million policies in force in 1977, we are 

forced to use an average figure. The three multipliers used 

(see Table I-4 in the text) appear to cover the reasonable range 

available on low cost term insurance. The lowest multiplier 

(1.2658), or a loss ratio of 79 percent, is equal to the ratio 

of all benefits to premiums plus investment income for the life 

insurance as a whole (1978 Fact Book, p. 62). It is also about 

equal to the loss ratio on group life insurance tsee Table 2, 

this appendix, column 8). The 79 percent loss ratio seem.s 

representative of the lowest cost term insurance available and 

it leaves a 21 percent margin for expenses and profits, The 1.5 

multiplier, a loss ratio of 66 2/3 percent, is broadly consistent 

with the loss ratios implied by low yearly term rates contained 

in the proposed regulation (see Appendix X). The ratio of the 

present value of the premiums for a $25,000 policy running from 

ages 35 to 54 to the present value (at 5 percent) of the death 

benefits, is 1.45. The ratio is higher at younger ages and for 

smaller face amounts. Given the uncertainty as to the precise 

number, ratios of 1.5 and 1.6667 were used in an attempt to cover 

the middle and high range of low cost loss ratios. The 1.6667 

multiplier, a loss ratio of 60 percent, is similar to the minimum 

II-4 
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loss ratio that have been set on certain types of life insur

ance policies, such as credit life. Retaining 40 percent for 

expenses and profits would appear ample for low cos·t life 

insurance. 

Tables I-A and I-B 

The total dollar figures shown in Table I-A are derived from 

the 1978 Fact Book. With the exception of death benefits, the 

benefit figures in the Fact Book include benefits paid under all 

types of life insurance contracts. Benefits paid to ordinary 

life insurance policyholders were estimated by using the ratios 

shown on p.II-2 in the same manner as for the rate of return 

calculations described there. 

Table I-B was derived from I-A by dividing the totals shown 

there by 46 million, to get the average amount per household. 

The 46 million figure is a crude estimate, which was derived as 

follows: A 1976 survey (reported in the '.1.978,Fact Book, p. 35) 

found that 70 percent of all households had "agent-marketed" 

life insurance coverage, that is, ordinary plus "industrial" cov

erage. There were about 79,6 million households in 1977, so if 

the survey results were extrapolated, about 55.7 million would 

have had either ordinary coverage, industrial coverage, or both. 

Since relatively few households have both kinds of coverage, we 

assume no overlap, There were 67 million industrial ·policies in 

force in 1977. Assuming an average of 7 industrial policies per 

household (see FTC Staff Report on Industrial Life Insurance), 

this would mean that 9.7 million households have industrial cov

erage. Subtracting 9.7 from 55.7 gives our ballpark figure of 

46 million. Since there were 139 million ordinary life policies 

in force in 1977, this would mean an average of about 3 policies 

per insured household. II-5 
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ANNUAL STATEMEN'l' FOR THE YEAR 197Q OF THE U.s". Legal Feserve Life Insurance 0:inpanies 
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.ANNllllL .srATEMENl' FOR THE YEAR 1975 OF THE U.S. Legal Reserve Life Insurance carpanies 

AN!ILYSIS OF OPERATIONS BY LINES OF BUSINESS TABLE I - B 
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l\NNlW, S!'ATEMENl' FOR THE YEAR 1~75 OF THE U.S. Legal Reserve Life Insurance O:llpanies 
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APPENDIX III: HOW THE WHOLE LIFE POLICY MAY BE VIEWED AS A COMBINATION 
OF INSURANCE AND BANKING SERVICES: THE GENERAL 
MATHEMATICS . 

A whole life policy can be defined or described in many 

equivalent ways. One of these ways is this: a whole life policy 

is a yearly pr=ium term policy, renewable until age 100, with a 

level premium. In this appendix, we show mathematically (1) how 

this definition is equivalent to the common definition of whole 

life policies given in textbooks and (2) how a bank could 

"create" a whole life policy for its customers by creating an 

"installment" type plan for them to purchase one year renewable 

term insurance from their insurance company. The insurance com

pany sells only one year term policies and a particularly simple 

kind of single payment annuity. The bank provides .no "insurance" 

services whatsoever, nor does the insurance company p~~vide any 

banking service whatsoever. '.Il:>gether these two "pure" operations 

combine to form a whole life insurance company which provides 

banking and insurance services. 

This analysis shows how one can, in principle, use the books 

of an insurance company, or the annual reports of the whole 

industry, to estimate what rate of interest the company or the 

industry is paying its customers on the deposits they leave with 

it. 
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Textbooks define the whole life policy in two parts,l 

First, using a mortality table and a known rate of interest, one 

can derive an exp:ressicn for a single premium, payable immedi

ately, that provides coverage for the whole of life. Suppose 

there are lx people alive of age x years and that we wish to 

provide each beneficiary with $1 upon the death of the insured. 

It is assumed that death occurs at the end of the year and that 

any leftover funds are invested at an interest rater, If dx 

number of people die at the end of the first year, then we will 

need to deposit $d+1+r to pay $1 to each of their benefi

ciaries. At the end of the second year, dx+l people die and we 

need $dx+1/(l+r) 2 on deposit now to pay $dx+l in two 

years, Proceeding in this fashion, one can show that the single 

premium (Ax) that lx people must pay now to b~ild a whole 

life fund is equal to, 

1 

lx. Ax= ~+...2xa+. • • ~ 
(l'tr/ (1+r)2 (Hrff-x 

or, 

(1) Ax 

T-1-X 

,Lvi+l¥ 

i=O x 

where v 1/(l+r) 

~,~-,Walter Menge & Carl Fisher, The MathEllll~tics of Li£e 
Insurance ch. 2 (2d ed, 1965). Note that, for simplicity, only 
the "actuarially fair" premium is discussed, that is, admin• 
istrative selling costs and profits are ignored. 
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The second step is to tind the level annual premium (Pxl 

that is equivalent (worth as much as) the single premium •. To do 

this we must first define a life annuity. 2 suppose that ~ach 

of lx people alive at age x agree to pay $1, starting now, at 

the beginning of each year, providing that they are alive to pay 

it. What is the •present value •<axl of such a promise? I 

will receive $lx right away, and these have a present value of 

$lx• I receive $1x+l at the beginning of the second year, 

and these have a present value of $v•lx+l' since that sum 

now, would grow to $1x+l if left on deposit for a year, 

Proceeding similarly one finds that, 

lx • ax c vOlx + v~lx+l + 

or, 

(2) ~vi lx+i 
~ lx 

i=o 

We can now easily find the level annual premium (Pxl due at 

the beginning of each year, that is equivalent to the single 

premium,~- Such a level annual premium is in fact a 

promise to pay $Px at the beginning of each year if you are 

alive. 

2 More precisely, we derive a life annuity "due• which means 
that the first payment is due at the beginning of the year. 
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Therefore 

Px ax= Ax 

and the required expression for Px is, 

(3) Px = ~x 

ax 

We now show that the level annual whole life premium Px can 

be written as a weighted average of annual renewable term rates 

(TRxl, where the weights are particular fractions of the whole 

life annuity ax· First, we need to define a "pure endowment," 

iEx• A pure endowment is a promise to pay $1 to a person who 

is now age x, when and if that person attains age x+i. If the 

person dies before age x+i, nothing is paid. If lx people pay 

$iEx into a fund now, th.at fund must accumulate to $1x+i• i 

years from now. That is, 

lx "iEx = vi 1x+i 

or 

Note that the whole life annuity (equation 3) is simply a 

sequence of pure endowments to the end of the mortality table, or 

that 

(5) !: 
i=o 
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The actuarially "fair" premium for a one year term policy, 

issued at age x+i, is, 

lx+i • TRx+izv dx+i 

or 

(6) TRx+i = V ~ 
. x+i 

Note that 

or, 

(7) (iExl (TRx+il = (vi+l. dx+Y lx 

But the right hand side is the same as the 1th term in 

equation (1) defining a single premium whole life payment. 

Therefore, substituting equation 7 into eq"uation 1, we get 

• TRx+i 

i=O 

The level annual premium Px is simply Ax divided by ax• 

But the latter is simply the sum of the pure endowments (see 

equation (5). Hence, using equations 5 and 3, we get 

(TRx+il 

or, 
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2-~ c~x)•T~+i• where 
ax . 

i=o 

1 

Equation 8 says that the premium for a whole life policy is 

weighted average of the one year renewable term rates· through the 

end of the mortality table. The weight for the 1th policy year 

is the 1th year pure endowment divided by the whole life 

annuity. In the next section, we give an intuitive explanation 

for the equivalence shown in equation 8. 
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The Pure Bank and The Pure Insurance Company 

To get a better understanding of equation 8, consider the 

following story. Our world consists of a life insurance company 

that issues only one year renewable term insurance policies and 

pure.endowments (as defined above), a bank that pays a fixed rate 

of interest of r per year on all funds left on deposit with it, 

and a large number of policyholders/depositors. The bank's 

market research department finds that many of its customers would 

like to "levelize" their life insurance premium payments, just as 

they levelize their mortgage payments on their houses, rather 

than pay the constantly rising annual term insurance premiums. 

The financial department says that the bank may easily provide 

such a service, without engaging in any way in the insurance 

business (which would be against regulations). The financial 

department shows how such a contract should be priced, and the 

legal department draws up the contract. 

The gist of the contract is this: In return for a level 

annual premium of $Px (at issue age x) payable on the first day 

of every year, if the customer is alive, the bank agrees to pay 

the insurance ~ompany the term insurance premium (at the rate 

corresponding to the customers' attained age) on the agreed 

amount of coverage from the customer's "insurance savings fund." 

If and when the customer dies, with the contract in force, then 

the bank's obligation ends. The insurance company pays the 

customer's beneficiary the face amount of the term insurance 
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policy, and the bank has fully met its obligations under the con

tract. On the other hand, if the customer decides to cancel the 

contract while he or she is still living, then the bank agrees to 

"refund" the unspent portion of the insurance savings fund to the 

customer. The amount of the refund is specified in the contract 

for each year the contract is in force. 

The chief of the financial department explains how to price 

the contract. For each individual customer of age x, the bank 

will receive $Px right away, another $Px one year later from 

each customer that survives one year, $Px two years later from 

each survivor, etc. It is clear that $Px delivered now from 

each customer is worth exactly $Px to the bank, but what is the 

worth of $Px delivered one year from now--if the customer 

survives? The answer, the chief points out, is (1Ex).$Px· 

Since l Ex is previously the present value of $1 to be p_aid 

one year from now, should a person currently aged x years survive 

to age x+l. Similarly, the promise of $Px two years from now 

contingent on survival is worth ( 2Exl .$Px· Thus the value 

of the contract to the bank is simply,3 

i=o 

3 
Note that it is assumed that all deaths occur at the-end 

of the year, and that no one survives past age T. 
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What is the cost of the contract to the bank? The bank must 

pay $TRx right away for insurance coverage for each customer. 

One year from now it must pay the insurance company $TRx+l for 

each customer that has survived to reach age x+l. What is the 

cost of this obligation? Simply (1Ex).$TRx+l• The com-

pany must deliver to the insurance company $TRx+l for each 

customer that survives to age x+l. But the present value of such 

an ob_ligation (per dollar) is exactly given by the one year pure 

endowment, 1Ex+l• Similarly, the officer computes the costs for 

all future years and concludes that the cost to the bank is 

simply, 

L 
i=o 

Since the bank prices at cost, it equates the present value 

of revenues to the present value of cost and solves for the 

"price," Px· '!he price so determined is given by equation 8, 

or simply the premium for a whole life policy. 
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The Bank's Income Statement 

Since, elsewhere in this report, we will use insurance com

pany income and balance sheet statements to estimate the rate of 

return the companies and the industry is paying savings 

depositors on the banking function they perform, it is worthwhile 

to examine in more detail the nature of such accounts. 

For our simple example, let us follow the mathematics of the 

accounts for a single age cohort. Suppose the bank enters into 

whole life contracts with lx number of people of age x. For 

simplicity, let the face amount of coverage under each contract 

be $1. On the first of each year, the surviving customers pay 

$Px to the bank; The bank in turn, on the same day, purchases 

term coverage for these customers from the insurance company and 

deposits any_ money left over in the insurance saving fund. The 

"deposit" can be negative, that is, the fund can be used to sup

plement the customers current payments, if these are insufficient 

to buy the term insurance coverage. 

The account is shown on the next page. 
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~ 
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The end of year savings fund (EFi+ll is defined to be, 

EFi+l = lx+i • (Px - TRx+il (l+r) + EFi-l (l+r) 

(NOTE: This is the fund at the end of the (i+l)St policy 
year). 

Substituting for EFi-l•·we can solve for EFi in terms of 

all of the preceding deposits, 

i 

Llx+j • (Px - TRx+jl (l+r) i-j+l 

j=o 

In particular, the savings fund at the end of the final year (the 

(T-x) st or at age T-1) is, 

EFT-X ~ lx+j • (Px - TRx+jl (l+rJT-X-j 

j=o 

We now show that the savings fund is exhausted in the 

(T-x) st year, that .is, the level premium Px paid by the 

survivors (lT-1 in number) when added to the beginning year 

savings account (EFT-x-1) is just enough to pay that year~ term 

premiums for the survivors. 
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To show this, multiply equation 9 above by 

(l+r)T, 
~ 

but 

So, 

T-x-1 z= 
j=O 

¥- (1 + r)-(X+j) 
X 

1 • 
{ffi)T 

Now the first bracketed term on the right hand side is simply our 

basic pricing equation 8, which shows that the bracketed term is 

equal to zero. Since the second bracketed term is positive, the 

whole expression is _equal to zero. 

Refunds, Cash Values and Policy Loans 

If the customer cancels the contract, he or she is entitled 

to the return of the unspent portion of the contract. How much 

does the customer get back? Consider a customer who wants to 

cancel at the end of the i th year. The insurance saving fund 

is equal to EFi and there are now lx+i of the original 

customers left alive. Therefore, the equitable refund is just 

EFi/lx+i• 'Ibis· refund can be shown to be exactly equal to 

the theoretical terminal reserve held on a whole life policy, 

which, in turn, would be equal to the policy's cash value if the 

policy were being supplied at its "actuarial cost," 
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Suppose a surviving customer wants to borrow from "his" por

tion of the saving fund. Can he just withdraw his funds, as he 

would, on any normal savings account? The answer is no. •:nie 

bank will point out to the customer that their contract requires 

the bank to pur.chase term insurance for the customer, using the 

accumulated fund. If the customer wants to borrow from his fund 

then, he must promise to repay the "loan" with interest, in order 

for the bank to meet its commitments under the contract. Policy 

loan provisions in cash value contracts, of course, work exactly 

like this. If the customer dies, before repaying the loan, the 

bank will, of course, recover its money from the term insurance 

proceeds, that is, the beneficiary will receive the face amount 

of the term policy minus any indebtedness to the bank. This 

example shows clearly the fallacy of the argument that some 

critics of cash value insurance have made, namely, that the 

company unfairly charges you interest for borrowing your own 

money and "steals" your cash value if you die. •The treatment of 

policy loans clearly makes sense, once it is recognized that the 

insurance company is performing a banking service for the 

customer and is not simply paying interest on an ordinary savings 

account. 

If the bank did not disclose the rate of interest it was 

paying to its customers, could we use the statement above to 

calculate it? Clearly the answer is yes. We know how much 
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the savings fund was at the beginning of year i, namely,_ EFi-l• 

To that we add the deposit (call it di>· If we divide the end 

of the year fund amount (EFi) by the sum EFi-1 + di' we get 

l+r. It is the same calculation we would do °tor any savings 

account. 

But the example tells us more. If we want to find out what 

rate of interest an insurance company is paying its customers on 

their savings funds accumulating through cash value policies, we 

perform basically the same simple analysis. From the premium 

flows going into the insurance company, we need to subtract out 

the cost of the year's term insurance, as well as any dividends 

or funds withdrawn due to contract cancellation. 4 The 

remainder is treated as a deposit, added to the begi~ning period 

savings account and divided into the end of year account. The 

result is one plus the rate of interest. 

4 
Policy loans, ·however, should rot be reflected either in 

the size of the account itself, or in the flows between the 
company and its customers. 
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Relation Between the "Bank·Rate" and the "Linton Yield" 

Suppose an individual is trying to decide between the bank's 

constant payment contract and paying the rising annual renewable 

term insurance premiums each year. To help in making the 

decision, he computes the Linton yield on the bank's level 

premium contract. Will the Linton Yield, for each duration, 

equal the bank rate? We show here that, still assuming that 

insurance premiums are "actuarially fair" (no expenses or 

profits), that the answer to the question is yes. Under these 

conditions, the bank rate and the Linton Yield for ever.y holding 

period are one and the same. we caution that this result 

may not hold when premiums are not assumed to be actuarially 

fair. 

The bank's total insurance fund at the end of the (i .+ l)st 

policy year, or the year in which each member of our cohort is 

x + l years old, is given by: 

EFi+l = [ ~ ( Px - TRx+j) 
j=O 

The fund, per surviving policyholder, at the end of year is 

simply ~Fi+l 
x+i+l 

or 

(A) ~Fi+! - ...:1._ 
x+i+l i+lEx 

i 
E 

j=O 
(Px - TRx+j) •jEx 
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How does this compare to a fund built up under the Linton 

Yield assumptions? As we did for the bank example, let's assume 

that amount of coverage (the death estate) is $1 and that death 

is assumed to occur at the end of the year. ·The latter requires 

that a minor change be made in the usual Linton formulation, to 

hold the death estate· constant at the end of the year rather than 

at the-beginning. The individual is x years old and can buy the 

bank's level contract at $Px per year, or buy renewable term 

insurance and invest the difference. 

The conditions are: 

(1) the death estate must be the same under either 

alternative or; iProtx (Protection at age x + i) 

must be equal to $1 minus the side fund accumulated at 

the end of the (i + l)th policy year (SFi+1>• 

iProtx = 1 - SFi+l• i=O, 1 ••• T-X-1 

(2) The cash.outlay under the two alternatives must be the 

same, that is 

Px = TRx+i • iProtx + di+l 

where di+l is defined to be the "deposit" made to the 

side fund at the beginning of the (i + l)th policy. 

year. 

(3) The side fund at the end of the (i + l)th policy year 

is equal to the sum of the deposit made at the 

beginning of the year and the preceding year's side 

fund times one plus the rate of interest. 
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SFi+l = (SFi* +.di+1l(l+r*) 

( 4) Let the terminal· year for the yield calculation be the 

(t + l)st policy year. The Linton Yeild is defined to 

be that rate of interest, r*, that makes the side 

fund accumulation (SFt+ll equal to the "cash value" 

or "refund" under the bank's contract. 

SFt+l = EFt+l 
lx+t+l 

Rearranging equation 2 and substituting for iProtx from 

equation 1, we get 

(4) di+l = Px - TRx+i •iProtx 

= Px - TRx+i + TRx+i SFi+l 

Now substitute (4) into (3) 

SFi+l = (SFi + Px - TRx+i + TRx+i • SFi+ll(l+R*) 

Group terms involving SFi+l on the left side and simplify. 

(5) SFi+l = l+r* . 
1-TRx+i ( l+r* l 

Equation 5 is a linear first order difference equation and 

may be solved recursively to eliminate the "SF" terms on the 

right hand side. '.11:> simplify the exposition, let us introduce 

two auxillary variables. 

Px - TRx+i• i = 0, l 

l - (TRx+il(l+r*), i 

•• t 

O, l ••• t 

Equation 5 can now be rewritten as 

(5) SFi+1 = (~+*)(Hr*) 
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But (5) holds for i 

So 

o, 1 ••• t 

(
! ( SFi-1 + ai-1) ( l+r*) + ai ]<.l+r*) 
bi \"""!5'f="1 °i-l Di 

= SFi-1 (l+r*)2 + ll.i-1 (l+r*) 2 + 
~i-1 ~bi-1 

Continuing this process back to the first policy year we get, 

SFi+l 

or, 

(6) SFi+l = / a:i (l+r*)i+l-j 
j=O tis=j • bs 

Now th<e aj in equation 6 is also contained in the equation 

for the bank fund, but in the latter it is multiplied by the pure 

endowments j Ex• Is there any relationship between the product 

of the bj's in the denominator and these pure endowments? In 

our particular case, the surprising answer is yes. Suppose for 

the moment that r* = r, that the Linton Yield for duration t + 1 

is equal to the bank rate. Then 

TRx+s = 1 dx+s 
( l+r*) lx+s 

and 
bs = 1 - TRx+s (l+r*) 1 - fx+s = fx+s+l 

x+s x+s 

Therefore 
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The complicated product in the denominator of the term involving 

aj reduces to the simple ratio of the number of survivors of 

age x + i + 1 to the number of survivors at the younger age 

~ + j. Now simplify equation 6. 

But 

so 

- TRx+j) • lx+j . ] x 

(l+r*)J 

jEx (l+r*)j ~ 
X 

[ ( i+r*) i+l] xf~J 
1x+i+l lx 

But the right hand side of 8 is exactly the same as the 

r.h.s. of equation (A) or 

SFi+1 = ~±L 
Tx+I+I 

Thus, when term insurance is available on an "actuarially 

fair" basis, the Linton Yield and the bank rate. are the same for 

all durations. 
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The Interest Adjusted Surrender Index: Biased Against 
Term Insurance--Why It Should Not Be Used to Compare 

Dissimilar Policies 

While the NAIC Buyer's Guide advises that the IAC index 

should not be used to compare "dissimilar" policies, it is 

nowhere explained why one should not, nor is it said whether 

the index is biased in such comparisons and, if so, which way. 

Using the equivalent whole life and term policies we have 

developed here, we show that a straightforward comparison of 

interest-adjusted surrender costs is strongly and always 

biased against term insurance. 

The observed similarity in cost between term and whole 

life policies in such publications as the New York State 

Shopper's Guide should not be taken as an indication that 

the two types cost about the same. 

Proof: 

But 

t 
E sPx (l+r)t-s+l - tCVx 

s=l 

1 t 
t+lEx ( E (Px - TRx+sl • sEx) 

s=l 

(See Appendix II for a derivation of this equation.) 
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For a whole life policy, sPx = Px, that is, the premium is 

level. For tern, policies, sPx = TRx+s and tCVx = O. Sub

tract the whole life interest adjusted cost from the term cost. 

tIACx ( Term) - tIACx ·(whole life l 

1/ [ 
; t ] " TRx+s (l+rJt-S+l - E Px (l+r)t-S+l + t CVX 

Sn1 i S=l s=l 

rearranging and substituting for tCVx from the equation 

above, we have [within the brackets]. 

[ ; " (Pi;c - TR11+:;;}, •sEx t { )t~Stl J 
- E (Px - TRXts> l+,h 

u1Ex S=l 

or 

(Px - TRx+sl (U - (l+r)t-S+l) 
u1Ex 

But 

(l+rJt-S+l ~ 
Ix+t+I 

So the term in brackets now becomes 

[ i (Px - TRx+sl • (l+r)t-S+l 
s=l 

( lx+s 
lx+t+l 

Since s < t + l for alls= 1, 2, t, lx+t > lx+t=l and the 

last term in parenthesis will be positive in every term. Since 

initially, and then for long periods of time (15 to 20 years), 

the differences between Px and TRx+s are positive, ·the whole 

expresion will be positive. Thus the comparison (falsely!) sug

gests that whole life is less costly than term--when they are 

constructed to be exactly equivalent. 
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The bias against term insurance arises primarily because the amount of 

protection declines steadily ill the whole life contract, but not in the term 

contract. Thus, comparing policies of the same face amotn1t produces a bias 

against the term insurance contract. That this bias is likely to be large, 

can be seen from the following example. Compare two equivalent policies; a 

whole life policy constructed from the 1958 CSO mortaility table using an 

interest rate of 3-1/2% and a term policy whose rates are equal to the 

mortaility rates in this table and with the difference in the whole life 

and term premiums invested at 3-1/2%. The level premium for the whole life 

policy issued to a man aged 25 would be $10.16 per $1000 of face amount, 5 

whereas the term premium would start at $1.93 and increase steadily thereafter. 

The cash value (assuming the latter equal to the 0 net level reserve" for each 

year) at the end of the 20th year is $245.41 per $1000 of face amount. The 

20-year interest adjusted surrender cost for the whole life policy can be 

shown to be $3.53 per $1000 as compared to $5.30 for the term policy. Thus, 

the whole life policy appears to be 33% cheaper(!) than the equivalent term 

policy. At higher interest rates, the bias would be even larger. 

5 See table 3-4, p. 52 in R. Mehr, Life Insurance: Theory and Practice 
(revised edition 1977) . The same table shows the "cash values·" or net level 
reserves for this policy in column 8. 
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APPENDIX IV: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POLICY COST AND SALES, AND 
PREMIUMS AND COST. 

This Appendix provides additional information concerning 

two subjects discussed in the report: (1) the relationship 

between oolicy cost and sales; and (2) the relationship 

between premiums and cost. 

The relationshi:o between cost and sales 

To test the relationship between cost and market share a 

unique size classification was assigned to each of 349 whole 

life policies in Senator· Hart's 1973 survey. 1 All policies 

of a given size classification and type were then ranked by 

their 20-year Company Retention index values. 2 Policies were 

grouped by cost deciles. The least costiy policies were 

assigned to the first decile, and the most costly to the 

tenth decile. Table 1 shows total sales by face amount by 

dec~le for $10,000 whole life policies issued to males age 

thirty-five. 3 

1 This was done by dividing total number of new issues for 
each ordinary policy into total face value of sales for 1973. 
Since data was collected for sizes 5,000, 10,000, 25,000 and 
100,000, each policy was assigned the size category that came 
closest to the above quotient. For example, if a company sold 
2,000 "Executive Specials," with an aggregate face value of 
$30,000,000, then the average policy had a face value of $15,000. 
This is closer to $10,000 than $25,000, so it was assumed that 
all "Executive Special" sales had face value equal to $10,000. 

2 For example, among the 193 nonparticipating policies in 
this sample, 70 were classified as "size 10,000." The most costly 
policy had a Company Retention value of $132.46 and was ranked 
"70." The next most costly had a value of $71.31 and was ranked "69." 
The least costly policy had a value of $45. 82, and was ranked "1." 
Company Retention values were computed for a 20-year period, assuming 
male issue age 35, a 5 percent rate of interest, and Moorhead's 
"Table S" lapse rates. 

3 A similar table for $25,000 policies is contained in the report 
a<t pages 61-62. 
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l 
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3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
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Table l 

Sales by Cost Decile Ranked by Company Retention, 
Size 10,000 

Nonparticipatihg Policies 

Face Value of Sales 
(000) 

$ 71,946 
379,235 
151,340 
135,713 
113,376 
179,852 
320,164 
131,378 
153,477 

73,745 

No. of Policies 
in Decile 

7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 

Median Index 
Value 

$52. 73 
55.89 
57.91 
59.37 
60.60 
62.30 
62.97 
63.94 
67 .76 
70.64 

Total $1,710,217 70 

Participating Policies 

1 $1,300,059 7 38.75 
2 616,636 7 42.14 
3 4,158,364 7 46.04 
4 670,248 7 49,61 
5 393,138 7 52.16 
6 122,263 7 55.71 
7 105,957 7 59.42 
8 78,862 7 61.51 
9 565,789 7 66,ll 

10 101,557 8 71.05 

Total $8,112,873 71 
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Table 2 shows the Pearson correlation coefficient between 

sales and various measures of cost. The Pearson correlation 

coefficient measuresthe degree to which two variables behave in 

a similar way. ~or example, if the differences in sales among 

the 70 non-participatirgpolicies were perfectly mirrored by 

differences in the Company Retention Index, the Pearson 

coefficient would be 1, If the two variables behaved exactly 

opposite, then the coefficient would be -1. If there w~s no 

systematic relationship between sales and Company Retention, 

then the coefficient would be near zero. Table 2 shows that 

there is a weak, but positive relati~nship between high sales 

and low cost. 
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Table 2 

Pearson coefficients for $10,000 Whole Life Policies4 

Nonparticipating Policies 

Correlated Variables 

Sales vs. Company Retention 
Sales vs. Savings Yield 
Sales vs, Interest Adjusted Cost 
Sales vs. Premiums 

Participating Policies 

Sales vs. Company Retention 
Sales vs. Savings Yield 
Sales vs. Interest Adjusted Cost 
Sales vs. Premiums 

Pearson Coefficient 

-.055 
.083 

-.056 
-.059 

-.175 
.172 

-.173 
-.024 

Pearson Coefficients 'for $2'5','000 Whole L'ife' Po'l';i.'cies 

Correlated Variables 

Sales vs. Company Retention 
Sales vs. Savings Yield 
Sales vs. Interest Adjusted Cost 
Sales vs. Premiums 

Participating Policies 

Sales vs. Company Retention 
Sales vs. savings Yield 
Sales vs. Interest Adjusted Cost 
Sales vs. Premiums 

Pearson Coefficient 

-.3685 

.401 
-.366 
-.301 

-.101 
.200 

-.232 
-.016 

4 A rate of interest of 4 percent was used for Interest Adjusted 
Cost calculations. All indices were calculated on a 20-year basis 
from issue age 35. The Savings Yield calculations employ the'term 
rates used by Massachusetts Mutual in analyzing the Hart data. 

~.· 
5 A negative coefficient for Company Retention, Interest Adjusted Cost 
and Premiums means that there is a positive relationshi~ between the 
variables because the lower the index the lower the cost of the policy. 
The opposite is true for Savings Yield since the higher the yield the 
lower the cost of the policy. 
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~he relationship between premium and cost 

Part III.B. (pagE 70) discussed the relationship between 

premium and cost. As stated in the repor~ premiums are a fairly 

good measure of cost when looking solely at non-participating 

policies and are a much less reliable guide for participating 

policies. This is confirmed by Table 3 which shows the Pearson 

correlation coefficients between premiums and various cost indices. 

P~arson Correlation Coefficients Between Premiums and 
-:arious Cost Indices 

Type Policy 

Non Par, l O, 00 0 
Par, lC,000 
Non Par, 25,0C0 
Par, 25,000 

Sa?ings 
Yield 

• 74·6 
.321 
. 664 
• 55 

Premiums Correlated With 

Interest-Ad Justed 
Cost 

.820· 

.289 
• ES 2 
.26'.-

Company 
Retention 

.836 

.363 

.594 

.310 

Part lII.B. (page 50) shows that when both participating 

and nonparticipating policies are compared,premiums are a totally 

unreliable measure of cost. This is demonstrated by Table 4 which 

shows correlation coefficients between premium and cost for all 

307 $25,oo·o _whole life policies in the Hart data base that were 

available to males, age 35, making no distinction between participating 

and nonparticipating policies. 

-Table 4 

Correlation Coefficients Relating Premiums an1 Cost for 
All Wnole Life Policies in Size 25,000 

Correlated Variables 

Premiums vs. Company 
Retention 

Premiums vs. savings 
Yield 

Premiums vs, Interest 
Adjusted Cost 

Pearson Coefficient 

• 066 

• 254 

-.125 

IV-5 

Kendall Coefficient 

.063 

.146 

-.054 
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Table 4 shows that when both participating and.nonpartic

ipating policies are being compared.picking a policy with a low 

premium will often lead to the purchase of a high cost policy. 

The Kendall coefficient presented in Table 4 can be used to 

determine the probability that two policies will be ranked in 

a similar way using two different measures of cost. Technically, 

it is the difference between the probability that they will rank 

in the same way and the probability that they will rank differently. 

Therefore, the Kendall coefficient of .146 between premiums and 

savings yield can be expressed as .573 - ,427. If policies A 

and Bare selected randomly from our sample, and if policy A has 

a lower premium, then 57% of the time it will also have a lower 

savings yield. 
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APPENDIX V: CONSUMER LOSS DUE TO EARLY LAPSATION 

Consumers lost an estimated $212 million from first-year 

lapse of ordinary permanent policies purchased in 1977. Since 

a permanent policy which lapses in the first year (before cash 

values accrue) buys only an equivalent amount of term insurance, 

the loss to the lapsing policyholder is the difference between 

the premiums paid on the permanent policy and the value of the 

death protection which was received while the policy was in 

force. 

Several calculations and assumptions were made to estimate 

this loss. First, the staff determined how much of the $3.314 

billion in first year ordinary premiums was paid for permanent 

insurance and how much for.term insurance. 1 Then, to calculate 

the amount of premiums on lapsed permanent policies, a lapse 

rate of 20 percent and a 5.6 month duration was assumed. 2 Next, 

the value of the death protection provided by the lapsed policies 

while they remained in force was estimated by using representative 

1 Actually the $3.314 billion figure refers to receipts by U.S. 
life companies on first year business. American Council of Life 
Insurance, Life Insurance Fact Book 59 (1978). Technically, it 
is slightly different than first-year premiums paid by u.-s. 
citizens. 

2 The duration ficrure is based on data submitted to the Hart 
Subcommittee by 18 companies. Each gave a mean duration for 
ordinary permanent policies lapsed in the first year. The 
unweighted mean for all companies was 5.6 months. 

I 
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term rates. Finally, this value was subtracted from the amount 

of premiums paid on lapsed permanent policies to determine the 

total consumer loss from first-year lapse. 

The staff used data from LIMRA's 1975 Buyer Study to 

estimate the first-year premium payments spent on term insurance: 

Table 13 

Premium Expenditures on Term Products 

Percentage of Ordinary Premiums 
Paid on Term Products by Sex 

Term Portion 
Level Decreasing of Permanent 
Term Term Policies 

(b) (c) (d) 

7% 5% 4.4% 

4% 3% 3.9% 

Percentage 
of All 
Ordinary 
Premiums 

Total Paid by Sex 

(el (fl 

16.4% 79% 

10.9% 17% 

Percentage 
of All 
Term 
Premiums 
Paid by Sex 

(e)x(f) 

12.9% 

1.9% 

Juvenile .3% 0 2.4% 2.7% 4% 0.1% 

Total 14.9% 

Table 1 indicates that 14.9 percent of first-year ordinary premiums 

was spent for term products. The staff next assumed that the 

remainder of first-year ordinary premiums (85.Dpercent was spent 

for permanent insurance. 

Data for this table were compiled fr?m LIMRA, '111e 1975 'BUyer ·study, s, 19, 22, 
26 and 32. The figures for the term portion of permanent policies are not 
directly available in the text. However, we used the data on page 22 to 
calculate that 66.7 percent of the volume of these policies was term volume. 
Using this figure, and assuming that all term portions are level,· we derived 
the figures in column (d) of Table 1. 
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Assuming the same proportion of first-year premium dollars 

was spent in 1977 for term insurance, $2.817 billion ($3.314 

billion x 85.1 percent) was for first-year ordinary permanent 

insurance in 1977. Assuming the lapse rate was 20 percent 4 

and the duration of the lapsed policies was 5.6 months, approxi

mately $295 million was spent on lapsed policies in 1977. 5 

This $295 million does not represent a total loss because 

buyers received the equivalent of term insurance protection 

while their policies remained in force. To estimate the value 

of this term coverage, the staff analyzed the lapse data sub

mitted to the Hart Subcommittee by 16 companies. Each company 

had provided data on annualized premiums for lapsed and non

lapsed permanent business, average duration of permanent 

ordinary policies lapsed in the first year, and age and size 

breakdowns of these lapses. 

The staff calculated a loss ratio for each company of the 

value of term protection received to the annualized premiums on 

permanent policies lapsed in the first year. A sample calculation 

for one company and one age group follows: 

4 Other estimates of first-year lapse rates on permanent 
ordinary business range from 14.2 percent (LIMRA figure based 
on the 1972-73 experience of nine companies) to 22.4 percent 
(unweighted mean of 24 companies submitting data to the Hart 
Subcommittee). 

5 Let NL represent premiums on non-lapsed policies and L 
represent annualized premiums on lapsed policies. Then 
$2.817B =NL+ 5.6L. If the lapse rate is 20 percent, then 

12 
NL= 4 x L. Solving, we get: NL= $2.522B and $2.817B -
$2.522B = $295 million amount spent on permanent ordinary 
lapsed policies. 
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Table 2 

Value of Term Protection for Lapsed Policies 

Average6 Term7 
Value of 

No. of Polis Term Protection 
Size Size Rate cies La1::sed ( (b) (c) (d)) 
Ta> 

-(b_) __ Tc> (d) 

$0-4,999 $ 2,500 $8.57 1,010 $ 21,639.25 

5,000 5,000 5.57 3,814 106,219.90 

5,001-9,999 7,500 5.57 313 13,075.58 

10,000 10,000 4.57 5,645 257,976.50 

10,000-24,999 17,500 4.57 1,371 109,645.73 

25,000 25,000 3.57 83 7,407.75 

Over 25,000 25,000 3.57 33 2,945.25 

Total $518,909.96 

6 
FTC figures. 

7 
Rates used by Massachusetts Mutual in calculating Linton 

Yield figures using the Hart data. These rates are similar to 
the "Average Yearly Renewable" rates prepared by E.J. Moorhead. 
See The society of Actuaries, Analysis of Life Insurance Cost 
corn1::arison Methods 192 (1974). 

8 
Data for one age group (15-24) submitted by one company 

(Allstate). Age categories used were: 15-24; 25-34; 35-44; 
45-54; and 55 and over. 
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For all age groups,purchasers of permanent ordinary life 

insurance which lapsed in the first year received annualized 

benefits of $1,196,971.77. This represents 32.2 percent of 

annualized premiums received by this company for permanent 

ordinary policies lapsed .in the first year. The average 

for all 16 companies was 28 perce.nt. Since only 28 percent 

of the premium on the lapsed policies. purchas,ed the equivalent 

of term protection, the remaining 72 percent was lost. Thus, 

the loss from first-year lapse of permanent ordinary policies 

purchased in 1977 is $212 million .($295 million x 72 percent) •10 

The only other comparable loss calculation of which the 

staff is aware is Dean Sharp's estimate made during the Hart 

Subcommittee hearings. He estimated a $505 million loss due to 

lapse of policies sold in 1970 and lapsed within two years. 11 

Sharp had limited data at his disposal. 12 Aside from the 

different lapse period used, Sharp's calculations differed 

from the staff's method in a number of ways. Most significantly, 

he assumed that all policies which lapsed within two years 

10 
In an effort to determine how sensitive this estimate is 

to the choice of lapse rate, the staff performed similar calcu
lations using lapse rates of 15 and 25 percent. These loss 
figures were $156 million and $275 million respectively. 

11 
The "one-year" data is actually for policies not renewed 

within 13 months. 

12 
Details of Sharp's calculation can be found in The Life 

Insurance Industry: Hearings Before the Senate Subcommittee on 
Antitrust and Monopoly, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. 211 (1973). 
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·remained in force for the full two year period before they were 

dropped, and that cash values at the end of two years were 

zero. 13 The staff has been able to use the dat<1 asaembled 

by Sharp for the Hart Subcommittee to estimate the duration 

of .lapsed policies to be 5.6 months. Therefore, the st<1ff'a 

estimate is much amaller than his. 14 

13 Sharp's calculations differed in other ways as well. He 
employed average data for all ordinary insurance. He did not dis
tinguish between lapse of term and lapse of,permanent businesa, 
or take into account different lapse behavior for different policy 
size groupa, and age groups. He used an average premium per $1,000 
figure without distinguishing between term and permanent business. 
Finally, he assumed a term value of $4 per $1,000 regardless of 
policy size or age of the insured. 

14 The staff calculation, based on $1.869 billion first-year 
premiums paid on ordinary bus•iness in 1970, would be a loss of 
$120 million in that year. If the lapse period.was expanded to 
two years, and a 5 percent lapse rate was assumed in the second 
year, the loss calculation for 1970 would be about $255 million. 
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APPENDIX VI: 
TECHNICAL NOTES CN THE DIFFERENT COST 

MEASURES USED IN THIS REPORT 

The purpose of this Appendix is to provide, for the 

financially and/or actuarially sophisticated reader, a more 

complete explanation of the company retention index, the premium 

breakdown that can be derived using the company retention index, 

the average annual rate of return (Linton Yield), and the cash 

accumulation method that we described in the report. For each 

of these major financial disclosures the Appendix provides 

(a) a brief technical explanation of the measure; (b) references 

to published works concerning the measure; (c) the mathematical 

formulas for these measures; and (d) the actual interest rate, 

mortality, lapse and term premium rate assumptions used in 

computing thes~ measures in this report. The computer program 

that was used to calculate the Linton Yields in this report 

is also included. 

A. The Company Retention Index 

(1) The "company retention index" is essentially the 

present expected value of all premiums, less the present expected 

value of all death benefits, policy dividends and cash values, 

over a given period of time, say 20 years. It is a "p;r;esent" value 

because an interest rate is used to discount every future cash 

flow back to the present. For example, a $1 dividend to be 

received at the end of the year has "present" (beginning_ of the 

year) value of about 95 cents. It is an "expected" value 

because each future premium, dividend, cash value, death benefit, 

etc., is weighed by the probability that it will actually be paid. 
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Each cash flow is weighed by_ a probability that reflects 

the fact that payments are contingent on whether the insured lives 

or dies and whether the insured "surrenders" or allows his policy 

to "lapse." 

The actual mortality and lapse probabilities used are 

industrywide averages and will not necessarily be good predictors 

of any individual company's future mortality and lapse experience. 

For the sake of comparing the cost of one policy to another, 

however, it is important to use the same interest, mortality and 

lapse assumptions. Finally, the company retention index is 

expressed on a level annual basis, as is the premium for a 

whole life policy. 

(2) References on the Company Retention Index 

The "Company Retention" method is described and illustrated 

in Joseph Belth, "The Relationship Between Benefits and Premiums 

in Life Insuranc.e," 36 J. of Risk and· Insur·ance J;g .... 39 ·{1969, 

Much useful information about this and other methods is 

cont~ined in Analysis of Life Insurance Cost Comparison Methods, 

prepared by the Society of Actuaries Committee on Cost Comparison 

Methods and Related Issues (Special), September 1974. 

(3) Mortality: The "1957-60 lJltimate Basic Mortal_ity for 

Males" table (Transactions of the Society of Actuaries, 1962) 

was adjusted by Mr. E.J. Moorhead to reflect the recent decline 

in mortality and ·"selection" factors were employed. The table$ 

used are set forth later in the appendix. 
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Lapse:. Moorhead' s table. "S". 

Interest Rate: 5% 

Duration: 20 years- from issue, 

Timing of Cash Flows: It is assumed that premiums are paid 

at the beginning of the year and that any dividends, cash values 

or face amounts are paid at the end of the year, Terminal dividends 

are assumed payable on death or surrender, 

B. The Premium Breakdown 

(1) The premium breakdown figures are simply the components 

of the company retention index shown separately, They are the 

expected present value of premiums, protection, dividends, savings 

and company retention, all expressed on a level annual basis as 

explained in section one above. "Protection" for any given year 

is defined to be the face amount of the policy plus any terminal 

dividend, less the cash value for that year. "Savings" in any 

given year are defined to be the di£ference between the cash value 

at the end of the year and the previous year's cash value augmented 

by one year's interest. 

(2) Same as l.b, 

(3) Same as l,c, 

c. The Average Annual Rate of Return (Linton Yield) 

(1) In the insurance literature this rate of return is 

known as the "Linton Yield," It is one example of what economists 

and financial analysts call an "internal rate of return," 

In essence, the method consists of subtracting a "cost of 

protection" from each year's premium (net of dividends) and 

treating the remainder as a "saving deposit," The 20-year 
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average annual rate of returp is then that rate of interest 

which would make the balance in the "savings account" at the 

end of 20 years equal to the cash value of the whole life policy 

at the end of 20 years. The "cost of protection" depends on the 

yearly renewable term premiums used and the amount of protection 

purchased. The term rates assumed are.given in the appendix and 

the amount of protection purchased is calculated in such a 

way that the sum of the saving account and the face amount of 

the term insurance policy is equal to the face amount of the 

whole life policy. 

The society of Actuaries has describe,d the "Linton Yield" 

as follows: "The method solves for a le•rnl, effective, annually 

compounded interest rate or yield. This yield is determined 

by equating the cash available at the end of n years from two 

different protection/savings, programs, each with identical yearly 

death benefits, and then solving for the annual yield that must 

be achieved on the separate savings fund of the second program 

in order to produce the cash equivalency with the first program. 

The two programs compared are: 

(a) A life insurance policy on, normally but not 

necessarily, some permanent plan. The cash 

used at the end of the nth year is the policy's 

guaranteed cash value. 

(b) A combination of a savings fund and Yearly 

Renewable Term (YRT) insurance. The amount 

deposited in the savings fund each year is '· 

assumed to be equal to the annual pre~ium 
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th_, n 1 , ern,1 te program for the 

1,ermanent life insurance policy (less any 

dividend payable at the end of the preceeding 

year} less any assumed premium payable for 

YRT insurance. The amount of YRT purchased 

each year is that which would be adequate 

to bring the combined death benefit from the 

saving plan and the YRT to the same as that 

payable under the permanent life insurance 

policy. The cash used for comparison with the 

permanent policy is the amount accumulated 

in the savings fund at the end of the nth year 

See Analysis of Life Insurance Cost Comparison 

Methods, pp. 28-29. 

(2) References: 

Belth, Joseph: "The Rate of Return on the Savings Element 

in Cash-Value Life Insurance," The Journal of Risk and Insurance, 

Vol. 35, #4 (December 1968), pp. 569-81. 

(3) Term Insurance Rates. 

In the report, the term insurance rates used were computed 

by using the Society of Actuaries mathematical formula for low 

yearly renewable term rates (Actuaries Report, p. 187) together 

with the mortality rates (adjusted for selection, id. p. 188). 

This mortality table is reproduced in this appendix as Table 1. 

, The term insurance rates produced by this process are somewhat 

lower than the rates used in the Actuaries Report. 
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This is because the FTC staff used the mortality ta.ble tha.t 

reflects the improved mortality experience that co,mpanies 

achieve through selective underwriting, whereas the Actuaries 

Report used the same mortality table, but without adjustments 

for selection. We think it is appropriate to use these 

somewhat lower term rates for two reasons. First, the 

Actuaries Report was published in 1974 and the low term rates 

used reflected prices available for individual policies in 

1973. Since that time, however, term rates have declined. 

Therefore the rates used in the Actuaries Report are no longer 

representative of low cost term rates available in the market. 

Second, the rates used in the Actuaries Report were chosen to 

be representative of low cost individu·a1 term insurance alone. 

Since about half of all insurance in force is group ter,m and 

much more than half of all term insurance premiums are paid 

for group term policies, we think it is necessary, in selecting 

term rates for Linton Yield calculations, to reflect the relatively 

lower rates for group term policies as well as for individual term 

policies. When group term rates are considered, the rates used 

in the Actuaries Report simply do not reflect low cost term 

insurance rates available in the market in 1977. In contrast, 

the rates used in this report better reflect low cost term 

insurance rates available in that year. For completeness, 

however, we have also calculated rates of return using term 

rates identical to those used in the Actuaries Report. These 

appear in Appendix VI Tables 4-6. 
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The draft regulation (Appendix X) contains the mortality 

table without the selection adjustment and·, in conjunction 

with the formula, will pr·oduce the term rates used in the 

Actuaries Report. The "select" table could not be used, since 

selection facto.rs were only available for four issue ages 

(25, 35, 45 and 55), ·whereas rates of return must be computed 

for. any issue age. As previously discussed, we believe the 

term rates so produced are no longer representative of low 

cost term insurance. Therefore the term rates implicit 

in the draft regulation are more for illustrative purposes 

than for actual use, We recommend that any state, considering 

adoption of rate of return disclosure regulations, conduct 

a study to determine rates representative of low cost 

individual and group term insurance policies in that state 

and use those in their regulation. 
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Table 4 

·.:.!.:"age Rates of Return (Tax Free) on Whole Life Insurance Policies 
1973 and 1977 

1973 1977 

Age at Face Arnt of If Policy iS Dividend Nondividend Dividend Nondividend 
Issue Policy Held For Paying Paiing Paying Payin';l 

25 $10,000 5 years -11.17% -16.68% -11. 34% -18.10% 
10 years 1.03 - 0.29 2.60 - 0.41 
20 years 3.94 2.68 4.94 2.82 

25,000 5 years -10.85% -17.08% -11.25% -16.30% 
10 years 0.34 - 0.87 1. 77 0.07 
20 years 3.50 2.41 4.46 2.98 

100,000 5 years -11. 74 -17.24 -11.52 -15.68 
10 years - 0.18 - 1.13 1. 47 0.28 
20 years 3.26 2.29 4.32 3.11 

35 10,000 5 years - 8.87 -12.31 - 7.59 -13. 06 
10 years 0.79 - 0.49 2.23 - 0.57 
20 years 3.61 2.29 4.66 2.44 

25,000 5 years - 8.57 -12.21 - 7.76 -11.11 
10 years 0.40 - 0.67 1.79 0.21 
20 years 3.35 2.22 4.37 2. 77 

100,000 5 years - 9.19 -12.24 - 7.93 -10.52 
10 years 0.04 - 0.78 1. 63 0.48 
20 years 3.19 2.18 4.31 2.94 

45 10,000 5 years - 7.60 -10.43 - 7.18 -11.19 
10 years 0.80 - 0.56 2.22 - 0.67 
20 years 3.33 1. 88 4.42 1. 99 

25,000 5 years - 7 .11 -10.01 - 6.63 - 8.81 
10 years 0.65 - 0.50 2.16 0.40 
20 years 3.22 1. 94 4.36 2.49 

100,000 5 years - 7.57 - 9.93 - 6.61 - 8.09 
10 years 0.39 - 0.51 2.09 0.75 
20 years 3.12 1.94 4.34 2. 71 

NOTE: Term rates used for calculation of rates of return include 
no selection factors. 
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Variation in Rates of Return on $25,000 Whole Life 
• Insurance Policies Issuea in 1973 and 1977 

Dividend Paying Policies 

Duration 
Age at Year of of Holding Average Lowest Highest Standard Coefficient 
Issue ~ Period Rate Rate Rate Deviation of Variation 

25 1973 5 years -10.85% -28.06% 1. 70% 7.53% 69% 
N= 10 years 0.34 - 6.02 4.22 2.11 -

(139) 20 years 3.50 - 0.02 5.02 0.76 22 
30 years 3.87 1.00 5.05 0.65 17 

1977 5 years -11.16 -46.40 1.93 8.66 77 N= 
(94) 10 years 1.78 - 2.58 6. 71 1.95 111 

20 years 4.45 1.01 7.78 0.93 21 
30 years 4. 77 2.28 7.98 0.78 16 

35 1973 5 years - 8.57 -21.87 1.35 5.60 65 
N= 10 years 0.40 - 6.02 3.60 1. 84 - 8 

(145) 20 years 3.35 - 0.32 4.68 0.74 22 Ill ,i:-. 
0- 0 

30 years 3. 71 0.67 4.81 0.65 18 .... -:i 
(I) 

1977 5 years - 7.76 -28.40 1.54 4.81 62 
U1 

N= 10 years 1.79 - 2. 72 6.30 1.68 94 
(129) 20 years 4.37 1.25 8.07 0.89 20 

30 years 4. 72 1.95 8.15 o. 71 15 

45 1973 5 years - 7.11 -19.62 1.78 4.87 68 
N= 10 years 0.65 - 5.99 3.46 1.79 -

(145) 20 years 3.22 - 0.93 4.66 0.82 25 
30 years 3.49 - 0.01 4.84 0.72 21 

1977 5 years - 6.63 -69.77 9.30 8,15 123 
N= 10 years 2.16 - 3.63 7.89 1.84 85 
(92) 20 years 4.36 0.31 8.76 1.07 25 

30 years '4.55 0.54 8.70 0.99 22 

NOTE: In those instances when the _average rate of return was close to zero, a coefficient 
of variation was not computed. Turn rates used for calculation of rates of return 
include no selection factors. 
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Variation in Rates of Return on $25,000 Whole Life 
Insurance Policies Issued in 1973 and 1977 

Non-Dividend Pa~ Policies 

Duration 
Age at Year of of Holding Average Lowest Highest Standard Coefficie,,t 
Issue ~ Period Rate Rate ~ Deviation of Var ~·2!! 

25 1973 5 years -17.08% -56.06% 2. 85% 8.79% 5% 
N= 10 years - o. 87 -20.80 6.10 2.80 -
(162) 2o·years 2.41 .- 2.90 4.65 0.99 41 

30 years 2.64 - 0.36 6.33 0.68 26 

1977 5 years -16.30 -38.06 4.59 9.59 59 
N= 10 years 0.07 - 8.95 4.91 2.71 -
(57) 20 years 2.98 - 0.86 5.00 1.22 41 

30 years 3.11 1.03 4.61 0.80 26 
1-3 

35 1973 5 years -12.21 -44.53 1.27 5.83 48 ~- ~ 

N= 10 years - 0.67 -19.65 5.68 2.27 - I-' 0 
(I) 00 

(162) 20 years 2.22 - 3.54 4.64 0.87 39 
30.years 2.44 - 1.01 4.23 0.57 23 "' 

1977 5 years -11.11 -26.85 2.98 S.9~ 53 
N= 10 years + 0.21 - .li.68 3.52 2.05 -
(59) 20 years 2. 77 - 1.05 4.33 1.11 40 

30 years 2.94 0.33 4.66 0.86 29 

45 1973 5 years -10.01 -41.55 1.17 4.89 49 
N= 10 years - 0.50 -21.11 4.97 2.38 -
(161) 20 years 1.94 - 5.26 4.18 1.05 54 

30 years 2.11 - 3.70 3.88 0.78 37 

1977 5 years - 8.81 -:19.60 1.69 4.82 55 
N= 10 years 0.40 - 4.92 3.69 1.92 -
(57) 20 years 2.49 - 1.50 5.18 1.30 52 

30 years 2.52 - 1.07 4.74 1.07 42 

NOTE: In those instances when the average rate of return was close to zero, a coefficient 
of variation was not computed. Term rates used for calculation of rates of return 
include no selection factors. 
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o. The cash Accumulation Method 

(1) The cash accurnulation method is a variant·of the 

Linton Yield method. As previously discussed, the Linton Yield 

method involves constructing a term insurance plus side fund 

alternat:i.ve to a particular cash value policy that is in _some sense, 

equivalent to the cash value policy. 

By "equivalent" is meant that the death estate (at the 

beginning of the year) and the cash outlay are the~• regardl$ss 

of.whether the cash value policy or the term plus side fund 

package is purchased. Any method that holds death benefits and 

cash outlay constant, can be referred to as a "Linton type" method. 

The Linton yield itself is simply the rate of interest that equates 

the accumulated ·deposits (uniquely· defined by holding land 2 

constant) with the cash value of the whole li.fe policy at the: end 

of the terminal year. If the rate of interest by which to discount 

the flows over time is assumed, then it is possible to compute 

how much money there would be •in the side fund at the end ·of 

each year and compare it to the cash value specified in the 

alternative policy. The amounts in the two savings accounts are 

the only significant items that~ differ between the two 

alternatives and so a comparison limited to.the "savings" 

element alone is valid. This is what the cash accumulation does. 

(2) References: 

The cash accumulation method is described in Murray, 

"Analyzing the Investment Value of Cash Value Life ·insurance," 

43 J. Risk & Ins. 121 (1976). 
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It is also discussed_ in the Moss Subcomrni ttee Report, 

Subcommittee on Oversight arid Investigations Report on 

Life Insurance Marketin~ and Cost Disclosure, 95th Cong., 

2.d Sess. 13-14 (1978). 

(3) The term rates used in the calculation are 'the 

same as those used for the Linton Yield. 
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Mathematical FoJ:11Ulas 

1. Catpany Retention Index arrl the Premium BreakdCMn. 

Consuner Cost Index = cc,; =(~~} • ( tPJ 

Protection 

Savings 

Di.viden:ls 

Con];l:lny Expenses 
arrl Profit 

i.bere, mCRx = PREM - PROT - SAV - DIV 

n 
PREM= E <tPx) (V)t-1 llx 

t=l t:-1 

n 1 d 
ffiOT = t ) F + t'l'Dx - tCVx) (Vt) <t-lllx) (qx+t-1) 

t=l 

n 
SAV = • ltCVx - <t-lCVxl (l+i) I (vt><t-lllxl 

t=l 

n w 
DIV = E ltDx + <t'I'Dx><<ox+t-1)) (vt><t-lllx) 

t=l 

and, n = duration of index, here 20 years fran date of issue. 

x = issue age. 

tFx = annual premium at beginning of year t for issue age x. 

~x = cash value at end of year t for issue age x, 
excluding any terminal dividend payable upon 
surren:ler. 

tDx = anrual dividen:I at end of year t for issue age x. 

t'l'Dx = terminal dividend payable on surrender at the end of 
year t for issue age x 

1 
tTDx = terminal dividend payable on· death in year t for issue 

age x. _ 

F = airount J;l:l.Yable on death, excluding terminal dividend 
(assuned constant). 

i = asswned rate of interes (here 5 ~rcent). 
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d 
qx+,t-1 = probability a pe~son age x+t-1 will die before age· x+t 

Vt= l 
(1+1.jt 

t-lil-x = prcbability of survivi03 arrl persisting fran age x to 
age x+t-1 

w 

t-1 d w 
= ll. (1 - qx+s-1 - qx+s-ll 

s=l 

where, qx+s-1 = prcbability a person'age x+s-1 will lapse or surrerrler 
before age x+s. 

t-1 
arrl lt f(s) = the product of sane function of s, where s=l,2,3, , • , 

s=l t-1. 

2, 'Jhe nth year Average Annual Rate of Return (Linton Yield). 

'Jhis rate of return is calculated bY recursively solving the 
follc:win;i system of s:imlltaneous equations. 

(a) tBFCJNDx = t=lEFU!IDx + tPx - t-lDx 

(b) tPROl'x = tFx - tBFUND,c 

(c)· tEFUNDx = (tBFUNDx - t'lCHGxl (l+r) 

(d) t'ICHGx = (tPROl'xl (tYRTx) ( .001) 
l - [(tYRl'xH ,ooijj 

(e) nEFUNDx = nCVx 

The last equation (e) is solved for that rate of return (r) that makes 
the qualicy (e) hold. 'lhese five equations may be canbined to produce 
the following polynaninal, which will be familiar to those who use 
internal rates of return. 

n 
nCVx = l: (l+rt [n-t+lPx - n-tDx - (Fl (n-t+1YRTx) ( ,001) J 

t=l 

where 

ll. (1 - <n-j+1YTRxl ( .001) 1 
j=l 

tPx, t-lDx and nCVx are as defined in (i.) above, arrl 

tBFUNDx = savings furrl at the beginning of year t 

tEFUNDx = savings furrl at the errl of year t 

tFROTx = insurance protection needed in year t 
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term insurance cha;.ge for insurance in year ,t protectjon 

yearly renewable term preriium per $l000 
attained age x+t-1 at. 

r = the rate of return to be solved f or. 

3. Cash accumulation method 

1. Death benefits are to be t1)e sane at the J::,egjnnjng of each year 
whether one buys the whole life i;olicy or the teon plus saving fund 
package. 

54-102 0 - 80 - 27 

+ + 

face anount of the whole 11.fe i;olicy in year t (in 
dollars) 

face anount of annual renewable teDn insurance bought at 
beginning of year t (in dollars) 

the arrount of dollars in the side fund at the en::! of 
year t. 

the naei;osit" in the side fund made at the beginning 
of ye;;,r t (in dollars) • 
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F.quation can be solved for the protection anount, 

(1') 

'lhe above fo:cn takes explicit account of the fact that one buys no 
further term in=ance once the savings fund equals or exceeds the face 
anount of the wh:>le life policy. BeyClld this point, ooe of the fundanental 
cxmditions nentioned above is violated, narrely, the death benefits under 
the term plus side fund option exceed trose under the wlx>le life option. 

2. Cash outlays are the sarre for both options; 

the prenium on the whole life policy in year t in 
dollars per dollar of face anount; 

dividend paid at .the end of year t on the whole life 
policy, in dollars per oollar of face anount. 

the prenium rate for annuai renewable te:cn insurance 
in year t, in oollars per oollar of face anount. 

3. Side fund a=nulation. 

where r = the assure:! rate of intei:est. 

'lhe above equatioos can be solved.simultaneously tD obtain a single 
expression for Et in teJ:ms of the basic policy pararreters. 

(4) 

i. Using equatioo l', substitute for PIOI't in equation (2). 

dt = (Pt - 0t-l) • Ft - TRt • (Ft - Et-1 - dt) 

or, 

(Pt - Dt-1 - TRt). • F + Tl\ • Et-1 

l - TRt 
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ii. Now substitute·dt £:ran equation (4) into equat.icri (3), 

Et = (Pt - 0t-l - TRtJ° •· Ft + 'l'Rt O Et-1 + Et-1 - 'l'I\ Et-1 
l - 'l'Rt 

X ( l + r) 

or, 

Note that (6) is in a very oonvenient recursive fo:i:m for oaiputar 
o:nputation. 

iii. Using (6), you can solve for Et-l in t:ems of Et_2 an:! U. l:IM:u:: 
paraireters. COntinuing the prooess, you c:btain an expression for Et in 
terms of E1 and the basic pararreters. Now solve for E1• 

£:ran equation .(4), 

dl (Pt - '1'R:i_l • Fl since Do ., 0 

1-'I'Ri 
hence, 

Et = (Pt - TRt - Dt-l) • Ft ( l + r ) 

1-'l'Rt ' 

+ 

or nore a:sipa.ctly, 
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t: t-j+l 

Et 
a. (1 + r ) -.mere a. = (Pj - Dj-l - ~) J 

j=l tr (1 - 'I'Ri) 
i=J 

where rr f (i) = the product of sare function of i, 
1 = J -.mere i=j, j+l

1 
•• t 

4. Et from equation (7) sh:luld be =,pared to (Cllt + 'IDt + Dt) 

Ft for the whole life p:,licy, -.mere 

CV t = cash value of whole life p:,licy at end of year t, in 
dollars per dollar of face anount. 

'ID = terminal surrender dividend of wh::lle life p:,licy at 
t end of year t, in dollars per dollar of face anount. 
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MD!tTALITf lAIES (?Ell 1,000) OSZI> DI COST COM?ARISION MEfflODS 

::tollq 
~ Issue Age 25 Iuue Ap;e 35 !Hue Age 4S Isaue Age 55 

1 .53 .71 1.81 3.72 
2 .63 .89 2.48 5.37 
3 .77 1.16 3.11 7.32 
4 .80 1.32 3.69 8.67 
5 .80 1.48 4.17 9.47 

6 .81 1.10 4.85 11.22 
7 .as 1.99 5.49 13.13 
8 .88 2.26 6.10 14.34 
9 .96 2 • .59 6.70 15 • .58 

10 1.0.5 . 2.98 7 • .50 17.41 

u 1.17 3.37 8.38 19.08 
lZ 1.21 3.!l 9.66 22 • .5.5 
.13 1.40 4.47 11.11 26.44 
14 1.57 !5.04 12.6.5 30.72 
15 1.11 '5.'.71 14.45 35.34 

16 1.91 6.25- 15.92 38.61 
17 2.12 &.so 17.60 41.80 
18 2.39 7.49 19.45 44.96 
19 2.72 8.28 21.38 48.35 
20 3.10 g.os · 23.2.5 52.34. 

Zl 3.56 9.90 25.19 
22 4.06 10.85 27.31 
23 4.58 11.93 29.74 
24 S.14 13.14 32.33 
ZS 5.71 14.45 35.34 

26 6.25 J.5.92 38.61 
27 6.80 17.60 41.80 
28 7.49 19.45 44.96 
29 8.28 21.38 48.35 
30 9.08 23.2.5 .52.34 

31 9.90 25.19 
32 10.85 27.31 
33 U.93 29.74 
36 13.14 32.33 
35 14.45 35.34 

~ 15.92 38.61 
37 17.60 41.80 
311 19.45 44.96 
39 Zl.38 48.35 
40 23.25 s2.34 

41 25.19 
42 - 27.31 
43 29.74 
46 32.33 
45 35.34 

46 38.61 
47 '1.SO 
48 U.96 
49 48.35 
so 51.34 
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· MODIFIED MOORHUD T.UU: s LAPS£ RAT£SUSED IN COST COMPARISON Mtn!ODS 
; 

?oliey 
~ Iuue Age 25 Inue Age 35 Issue Age 45 Isoue Age 55 

1 .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 
2 .0450 .0450 .0450 .0450 
3 .0350 .0350 .0350 .0350 
4 .0300 .0300 .0300 .0300 
5 .0275 .0275 .0275 .027' 

6 .0260 .0260 .0260 .0260 
7 .0250 .oz.so .0250 .0250 
8 .0245 .0245 .0245 .0245 
9 .0240 .0240 .0240 .0240 

10 .0235 .0235 .0235 .023S 

ll .0230 .0230 .0230 .0230 
12 .0225 .0225 .0225 .0225 
13 .0220 .0220 .0220 .0220 
14 .0215 .0215 .0215 .0215 
15 .0210 .0210 .0210 .0210 

16 .0205 .0205 .0205 .0205 
17 .0200 .0200 .0200 .0200 
18 .0190· .0190 .0190 .0190 
19 .0180 .0180 .0180 .0180 
20 .0170 .0170 .0170 .0170 

21 .0160 .0160 .0214 
22 .0150 .0150 .0248 
23 .0150 .0150 .0282 
24 .0150 .0150 .0316 
25 .0154 .0150 .0350 

26 .0174 .0180 .0380 
27 .0193 .0210 .0410 
28 .0212 .0240 .0440 
29 .0230 .0270 .0470 
30 .0250 .0300 .0500 

31 .0260 .0320 
32 .0270 .0340 
33 .0280 .0360 
34 .0290 .0380 
35 .0300 .0400 

36 .0300 .0420 
37 .0300 .0440 
38 .0300 .0460 
39 .0300 .0480 
40 .0300 .o.soo 

41 .0320 
42 .0340 

· 43 .0360 
44 .0380 
45 .0400 

46 .0420 
47 .0440 . 
48 .040U 

4!> .0480 
so .0500 
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iEAJU.Y I\ElmlilLE TERM PR.DIIUMS PEil $1000 FOi. $25,000 POUtl (IHCUIDING.l'OLICY FEE)* 

& tov Scale Average Scale High Scale 
,. 

256* $ 2.9J $ 3.39 $ 3.80 
266* 2.97 3.39 3.80 
276* 2.97 3.39 3.110 
28H 2.97 3.39 3.110 
29 2.97 3.39 3.80 

30 2.99 3.41 3.112 
31 3.06 3.48 3.90 
32 3.12 3.54 3.97 
33 3.15 3.59 4.02 
34 3.17 3.61 4.04 

35 3.23 3.67 4.11 
36 3.32 . 3.7.6 4.21 
37 ·3.42 3.88 4.34 
38 3 • .56 4.04 4.51 
39 3.71 4.21 4.70 

40 3.91 4.43 4.94 
41 4.14 4.68 S.21 
42 4.43 4.99 S.S6 
43 ,.11 S.31 S.97 
44 S.18 S.82 6.47 

45 S.66 6.36 1.0s 
46 6.18 6.94 7.69 
47 6.74 7.54 8.35 
48 7.32 8.20 9.07 
49 7.92 · 8.86 9.79 

so 8.49 9.49 10.48 
51 9.08 10.14 11.19 
S2 9.80 10.94 12.07 
53 10.64 11.86 13.011 
54 11.49 12.79 14.10 

55 12.35 13.75 15.15 
56 13.36 14.86 16.37 
57 14.SO 16.12 17.75 
SB lS.77 17.53 19.29 
S9 17.16 19.06 20.97 

60 18.71 20.77 22,84 
61 20.47 22.73 24.98 
62 22.43 24.89 27.35 
63 24.46 27.14 29.81 
64 26.44 29.32 32.20 

6S 28.49 31.59 34.69 
66 30.72 34~06 37.39 
67 33.29 36 .• 89 40,SO 
68 36.02 39.92 43.81 
69 39.21 43.43 £7.66 

70 42.66 47.25 51.84 
71 46.03 50.97 SS.92 
72 49.36 54.66 S9.9S 
73 52.93 SB.61 64.28 
74 57.15 63.27 69.38 

• To obtain per $1000 preoiUIOS for $5,000 policy add $4: 
for $10,000 policy add $1.50; for $100,000 policy 
deduct $.75. 

•• Premiwns for x < 29 equal premil.DII for X • 29, 
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PROGRAM: LINTON 

(Linton Yield Program) 

l. Introduction 

420 

The funds used to purchase a whole life insurance policy are 

used instead to purchase term insurance with the remainder 

deposited in a savings account, such that the total of term 

insurance plus savings fund at the beginning of year equals the 

face amount of the whole life insurance policy. The Linton yield 

is the rate of interest which would have to be paid on the 

savings deposits to equate the savings balance at the end of the 

Nth year to the Nth year cash value of the whole life policy. 

Mathematically, the following recursive equation is s~lved 

for r: 

Et (Et-1+(Pt-Dt-1-YtlFtl (l+r)/(1-.00lYtl 

t = l, ••• ,N 

subject to (CN+DN+TN)FN = EN 

where r is the Linton yield and 

Et is the value in dollars of the savings account in time t, 

and Eo = 0, 

Pt is the whole life insurance premium in time t, expressed in 

cost per thousand do1lars of face value 

Dt is the dividend per thousand dollars of face value in time 

t, and Do= 0 

Yt is the term insurance premium in time t, expressed in cost 

per thousand dollars of face value. 

Ft is the face value of the policy in time t, expressed in 

thousands of dollars. 
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N is the time period for which_ the yield is computed 

CN is the cash value of the whole life policy in year N, pe·r 

thousand dollars of face value 

TN is the terminal dividend in year N, per thousand dollars of 

face value 

The Linton yield program calculates r using the Mueller 

iteration method, given user-supplied policy issue age, whole 

life premium, dividends, face value and cash value. The· last 

variable includes any terminal dividends. Optionally, the user 

may supply term rates, the time periods for which the returns are 

to be computed, Qpper and lower bo_unds for the Linton yield, a 

tolerance level of the estimate, the number of iterations, and if 

more than one set of data is used, whether these options change 

for subsequent data sets. In addition, the option cards may be 

on a separate file from the data sets. 

At le!lst one option card must be supplied. If_ a field on 

the option c;ud is. blank, default values are assumed, If the 

same options are to apply to all data sets in the job, only one 

option c~rd need be supplied. 
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COLS VARIABLE 

1-2 IYR 

3-4 IPER 
5-6 
7-8 

9-16 XLI* 

1 7-24 XRI* 

25-32 EPS* 

33-35 

36 

IEND 

IART 

422 

OPTION CARD FORMAT 

DESCRIPTION DEFAULT VALUE 

Number of years of data in the 20 
data set(s) 

The period{s) for-which the 5 
yield(s) is (are) to be computed, 10 
Up to 3 periods may be selected 20 
(but see note on cash value on 
DATA SET FORMAT), If fewer than 
3 periods are selected, enter 
the periods in the leftmost 
fields, For example, if returns 
are to be computed for 15 and 20 
years, enter '15' in cols 3-4, 
'20' in cols 5-6 and nothing in 
cols 7-8 

Leftmost bound of yield -1.0 (•100%) 

Rightmost bound of yield .10 (+10\) 

Tolerance level of the esti- .001 
mate 
(i.e., J(CN + ~ + TN)FN - ~I< EPS) 

Number of iterations 20 

If zero or blank, term rates See default 
are calculated for issue age mortality 
25, 35, 45 or 55 from mortality table, below 
tables in core using the 
following formula: 
Yt=.95Mt,a +;90 +25000/F~ 
where Mt is the entry 1n 
the mort!fity table for year 
t, age a 

If 1, a mortality table is to 
be read in following this option 
card, and term rates are to be 
calculated as above 

If 2, term rates are to be read 
in with the data set, and there 
is no age restriction. 
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COLS 

37 

38 

39 

40 

VARIABLE 

IFV 

IPREM 

IOPT 

IT 

423 

OPTION CARD FORMAT (cont'd) 

DESCRIPTION 

If zero or blank, face value· is 
fixed aver time 

If l, face value changes over 
time 

If zero or blank, premium is 
level over time 

If 1, premium changes over time 

If zero or blank, no more 
option cards are to be read 

If .l, an option card is to be 
read for the subsequent data 
set 

This is used only if the data 
sets· are not on the sam·e file 
as the option cards 

If zero or blank, yields are to 
be computed for all years for 
which data are available 

If l, yields are to be computed 
for periods determined by IPER 

DEFAULT VALUE 

* If any of these fields are overridden, the decimal point 
must be keyed in explicitly. 
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DEFAULT MJR!'ALI'IY RATES USED WHEN IARI=0 

Policy 
Year Issue Age 25 Issue Age 35 Issue Age 45 Issue Age 55 

1 .53 .71 1.81 3.72 
2 .63 .89 2,48 5.37 
3 .77 1,16 - 3,ll 7.32 
4 .80 1,32 3.69 8.67 
5 .so 1.48 4.17 9,47 

6 .81 1,70 4.85 11.22 
7 .es 1.99 5.49 13.13 
8 .88 2.26 6.10 14.34 
9 .96 2.59 6. 70 15.58 

10 1.05 2.98 7.50 17.41 

ll 1.17 3.37 8.38 19.08 
12 1.27 3.91 9.66 22.55 
13 1.40 4.47 11.ll 26.44 
14 1.57 5.04 12.65 30.72 
15 1.72 s. 71 14.45 35.34 

16 1.91 6.25 15.92 38.61 
17 2.12 6.80 17.60 41.80 
18 2.39 7.49 19.45 44.96 
19 2.72 8.28 21.38 48.35 
20 3.10 9.08 23.25 52.34 

21 3.56 9.90 25,19 
22 4.06 10.85 27.31 
23 4.58 11,93 29.74 
24 5.14 13.14 32.33 
25 5. 71 14.45 35.34 

26 6.25 15.92 38.61 
27 6.80 17.60 41.80 
28 7.49 19.45 44.96 
29 8.28 21.38 48.35 
30 9.08 23.25 52.34 

31 9.90 25.19 
32 10.85 27.31 
33 11.93 29.74 
34 13.14 32.33 
35 14.45 35.34 
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DEFAULT H:lRI'ALIT\" RATES ( cent 'd, 

Policy 
Year Issue Age 25 Issue Age 35 Issue Age 45 

36 15.92 38.61 
37 17.60 41.80 
38 19.45 44.96 
39 21.38 48.35 
40 23.25 52.34 

41 25.19 
42 27.31 
43 29.74 
44 32.33 
45 35.34 

46 38.61 
47 41.80 
48 44.96 
49 48.35 
so 52.34 
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OPTIONAL MORTALITY TABLE_ FORMAT (used when IART=l) 

If an optional mortality table is to be read in, the data 

for an age is read with one FORTRAN read statement using a ~ormat 

of 11X,l 7F4. 2. The number of observat__ions read in for an age is 

the minimum of the number of years specified in IYR (see OPTION 

CARD FORMAT, above) and 75 minus the age, for example, if IYR is 

30, then 30 observations would be read for ages 25, 35 and 45 and 

20 observations for age 55. All data is assumed to be available. 

Example of optional mortality table data for IYR = 30: 
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COlS, 1-11 

ANYTl!IN:; 

YOU W1Nr 

MAY APPEAR 

IN '!HESE 

COLlffiS 

THEY ARE 

Nor RFAD 
-< 
H 

BY PRlGIWI I 
N .. 

EXAMPIB 

OOLS, 12-79 

50 60 80 80 80 -80 90 90 100 110 120 130 140 160 170 190 210 

240 270 310 360 410 460 510 570 630 680 750 830 910 

~~rn~~mBm~~~~~~~~~ 

750 830 910109011901310145015901760195021402330 

180 250 310 370 420 490 550 610 670 750 840 97011101270145015901760 

1950214023302520273029703230353038704180450048405730 

370 540 730 880 950112013101430156017401910226025403070353038604180 

450048405230 

~ 
N) 
-::i 
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The optional mortality table follows the option card which 

specified that the table is to be read. 

COLS. 

1-11 

12-15 
16-19 
20-23 
24-27 
28-31 
32-35 
36-39 
40-43 
44-47 
48-51 
52-55 
56-59 
60-63 
64-67 
68-71 
72-75 
76-79 

80 

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 

These columns are not read and may 
contain comments, if desired. 

ART(Year,Age) For each age, 25,35, 45 and 55, use as 
many cards as needed to contain 
mortality data. The decimal point is 
assumed to be between the second and 
third column of each field. Each age 
starts on a new card. 

blank 
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DA TA SET FORMAT 

If the data sets are to be read from the same file as the 

option cards, the following formats apply: 

The first card contains a company number, form number of the 

policy, kind of policy, issue age, and up to three cash values, 

which correspond to the last year(s) of the period(s) for the 

Linton yield calculation(s). The FORTRAN format statement is 

I3,A4,A2,I2,3.F8.2. If the three cash values are blank or zero, 

then it is assumed that the Linton yield calculations are to be 

performed for each year from year 1 through !YR, and the next set 

of cards following the first card contains the cash values from 

years 1 to !YR. The FORTRAN format statement which reads this 

data is llX,SFS.2. 

The next set of cards contain the face value, If the face 

value is constant (IFV=0 or blank on the option card) only the 

one face value is keyed in columns 12-19, otherwise this set of 

cards contains the face values from years 1 through IYR. The 

FORTRAN format statement which reads the face values is 

llX,SFS.0. 

Following the face value is the set of premiums. If the 

premium payment is level (IPREM=0 or blank on the option card), 

only one premium is keyed in colums 12-15, otherwise this set 

contains the premiums from years 1 through IYR. The FORTR•~ 

format statement which reads the premiums is 11X,17F4,2 

Following premiums is the set of dividends for years 1 

through IYR. The FORTRAN format statement which reads the 

dividends is 11X,17F4.2. 
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COLS 

l-3 
4-7 
8-9 

10-11 
12-19 
20-27 
28-35 

COLS 

1-11 

12-19 
20-27 
28-35 
36-43 
44-51 
52-59 
60-67 
68-75 
76-80 

VARIABLE 

ICO 
IFORM 
IKIND 
IAGE 
CV(l) 
CV(2) 
CV(3) 

VARIABLE 

blank 

430 

IDENTIFICATION RECORD 

DESCRIPTION 

Company number (numeric) 
Policy form number (alphmeric) 
Kind of policy (alphameric) 
Issue age -{numeric) 
Cash values per thousand 
dollars of face value corresponding 
to the last year(s) of the 
periods for the Linton Yield 
calculations. The deci~al point is 
assumed between the 6th and 7th 
column of each field, If columns 
12-35 are blank or zero, it is 
assumed that cash value• for all 
years follow this card, 

CASH VALUES 

DESCRIPTION 

These columns are not read and may 
contain comments if desired, 

Cash values per thousand dollars 
of face value. Use as many cards 
as needed to contain the data. '!he 
decimal point is assumed between the 
6th and 7th column of each field. 
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COLS 

1-11 

12-19 

20-2 7 
28-35 
36-43 
44-51 
52-59 
60-67 
68-75 
76-80 

COLS 

1-11 

12-15 
16-19 
20-23 
24-27 
28-31 
32-35 
36-39 
40-43 
44-47 
48-51 
52-55 
56-59 
60-63 
64-67 
68-71 
7 2-75 
76-79 

80 

VARIABLE 

FV(l) or 
FV(year) 

bla~k or FV(year) 

blank 

VARIABLE 

431 

FACE VALUES 

DESCRIPTION 

These columns are not read and 
may contain comments if desired 

Face ~alues in dollars. Use as 
many cards as needed to contain 
the data. No decimal point is 
assumed. 

PREMIUMS 

DESCRIPTION 

These columns are not read and 
may contain comments if desired 

PREM(l) or PREM(year) Premi urns per thousand dollars·· of 
face value. Use as many cards as 
needed to contain the data. " 

blank 

The decimal point is assumed 
between the second and third 
column of each field. 
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COLS 

l-11 

12-15 
16-19 
20-23 
24-27 
28-31 
32-35 
36-39 
40-43 
44-47 
48-51 
52-55 
56-59 
60-63 
64-67 
68-71 
72-75 
76-69 

80 

COLS 

l-11 

12-15 
16-19 
20-23 
24-27 
28-31 
32-35 
36-39 
40-43 
44-47 
48-51 
52-55 
56-59 
60-63 
64-67 
68-71 
72-75 
76-79 

80 

VARIABLE 

VARIABLE 

. 
n 

. . . 

432 

DIVIDENDS 

DESCRIPTION 

These columns are not read and may 
contain comments if desired 

Dividends..per thousand dollars of 
face value. Use as many cards as 
needed to contain the data. The 
decimal point is assumed between 
the second and third column of 
each field. 

blank 

TERM PREMIUMS 

DESCRIPT.ION 

These columns are not read and may 
contain comments if desired 

Term premiums per thousand dollars 
of face value. Use as many cards as 
needed to contain the data, The 
decimal point is assumed betwen the 
second and third column of each 
field. 

t>lank 
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If the option cards are read from a separate file from the 

data sets, then a subroutine called READT must be supplied which 

reads input from unit 10. The subroutine must supply values for 

the same variables listed above and must have two returns, one a 

RETURN and the other a RETURN 1 which indicates end of file on 

the data set. 

Each call to the subroutine returns a new data set; these 

values are transmitted in labelled common blocks. The form of 

the subroutine is 

SUBROUTINE READT(*) 

COMMON/COMl/PREM(S0),DIV(Sl),FV(S0),CV(S0) 

COMMON/COM4/IYR,IPER(3),XLI,XRI,EPS,IEND,IART,l0PT,Irv,1PREM 

COMMON/COMS/ITEMP.( S 0), IPIND,NPER,XNA, IYIND, IY, IMP'l' 

COMMON/COM7/ICO,IFORM,IAGE,IKIND 

REAL* 8 PREM,DIV, FV, CV,XLI,XRI,XNA,ART2 

Subroutine 

RETURN 

end of file routine 

RETURN 1 

Note that dividends are dimensioned 51. This is bocauoe the 

dividends lag the other variables by one period. 111• dividends 

for years 1 through IYR are otored in DIV(2) through DV(IYR+l). 

DIV(l) is set to zero in a block canmon subroutine. 
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IYIND and IY are used to convey to the main program the 

number of years to use. If IYIND is zero, the number of years is 

taken from IYR (specified on option card), otherwise the number 

of years is given by IY. 

ITEMP, NPER and IPIND convey the time periods to the main 

program. If IT (specified on option card) is not zero, then NPER 

is set to 3 and ITEMP (1), (2) and (3) as determined by the 

option card. 

If IT is zero, then NPER=IY and ITEMP(I)=(I) for I fran l 

through IY. 

If IPIND is not zero, this indicates that these values have 

been set by the subroutine and that they are not to be changed in 

the main program. 

The subroutine READT that exists in program LINTON reads the 

HART insurance file. The subroutine READT in program LINTON77 

reads the FTC insurance files. 
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APPENDIX VII: LIFE INSURANCE AGENTS 

.; 

Part III of the report discusses the impact of the agent and 

the importance of the two-tier commission structure. This Appendix 

provides additional information concerning the number of agents, 

their incomes, and commission structures. 

LIMRA statistics indicate that there were approximately 

287,000 full time life insurance agents in the United States in 

1975. These can be broken down as follows: 

Table l 

Full-Time Life Insurance Agents, 19751 

Full-time Career Ordinary Agents 

Personal Producing General Agents 

Multiple Line Exclusive Agents 

Combination Agents 

Total 

145,000 

16,000 

39,000 

87,000 

287,000 

In addition, there were approximately 42,000 part-time agents and 

48,000 district heads, managers and supervisors. Women accounted 

for 4 percent of the sales force in 1975, 

1 Table assimilated from data in LIMRA publications, Census 
of Life Insurance Sales Personnel 2, 6 (1976), and Censu"sof 
Life Insurance Sales and Support Personnel 2 (1975). The latter 
J?liblication rnaicates that companies define such terms as "full 
time"and "life insurance-agent"" in different ways. Id. at 6. 
No attempt was made to standardize different definitions for 
purposes of this table. 
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Table 2 

1973 Total Personal I~come·of ,Full-Time Ordinary 
U.S. Agents 2 

Time in 
Business 

1 - 3 years 

3 - 5 years 

5 years + 

Less than 
$10,000 

39i 

24 

4 

$10 ,ooo-
14, 999 

35% 

17 

12 

$15,000-
19,999 

14% 

30 

20 

$20,000-
24,999 

6% 

8 

13 

25,000+ 

6% 

21 

51 

Additional data comes from a study of agent income made by a 

relatively large mutual company located in the Northeast in 1974. 

Table 3 gives average incomes for-this company's agents by number 

of years in the business. The data is generally consistent with 

data from Table 2. 

2 
First Report of the Industry Advisory Council Committee to the· 

Agents' Compensation Systems Task Force of the NAIC C-3 Life 
Insurance Subcommittee, 34 (1976) (hereinafter cited as Agents 

-Report]. This table refers to agents with 75-100 percent of their 
Income from the sale of individual life insurance anJ/or annuities 
It is based on.the Survey of Agent Opinion conducted by the NALU 
and LIMRA in 1974. Approximately 1,300 among 5,500 randomly selected 
agents elected to respond to the survey. 
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Table 3 

1974 Income of Agents of On~ Large Mutua13 

Number of Years Average Total Income from all 
in Business Insurance Sources 

1 but less than 3 years $11,344 

3 but .less than 5 years 14,934 

5 but less than 10 years 25,115 

10 but less than 20 years 32,188 

20 years or more 46,611 

Due to inflation agents•·incomes have probably increased 

substantially since 1973 and 1974. 4 . On the other hand, the data 

in Table 2 and 3 represent gross income. Approximately 30 percent 

of this income must be used to meet business expenses. 5 Therefore, 

the data in Tables 2 and 3 representing ·agents' gross incomes in 

1973 and 1974 probably come reasonably close to approximating their 

net incomes in 1979. 

3 Agent·• s Report, supra n. 2 at 36. 

4 
The Consumer Price Index increased· 52 percent from 1973 to 

. November 1978, and 37 percent from 1974 to November 1978. Economic 
Report of the President 239 (1979). 

5 
Agent's Report, supra n. 2 at 38. A million dollar round 

table survey showed that expenses accounted for approximately 
36 percent of earnings for agents earning less than $25,000 and 
32 percent of earnings for agents earning more. The company 
providing data for Table 3 estimated expenses to be between 20 
and 30 percent of earnings for its agents. 
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As noted in Part III.E.2there is an extremely high turnover 

rate among agents. LIMRA resea·rch indicates that in 1975 28 

percent of the agent sales force "turnec over" from the 

beginning of the year to its end, 39 percent of agents were in 

their f·irst year, and only 14 percent of agents who had entered 

the profession four years earlier were still in it. 6 Therefore, 

a large majority of agents are relatively inexperienced and most 

must struggle to earn a living. As discussed in Part III 

these facts exacerbate the impact of the two-tier commission 

structure. 

The remainder of this Appendix consists cf an analysis of 

agent contracts submitted to Hart's Subcommittee in 1974. There 

is a great deal of variance among companies with regard to both 

commission schedules and vesting policy. 

First year cornnissions on one, five and ten year term 

policies range from 15 to 60 percent, with most companies falling 

in the 30 to 45 percent range. Renewal coJ11Illissions are generally 

4 to 7 percent for the first ten years. However, some companies 

pay high second-year commission (10 to 15 percent), others pay 

. higher co~issions on specific renewals (such as the 6th and 11th 

years of renewable term policies), and others pay first year 

rates on renewals, based on the increase in premiums. 

6 
LIMRA, The Manpower and Production Survey 10 (1975). 
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First year commissions on whole life policies are generally 

in the 35 to 75 percent range, with 55 percent most common. 

First year commissions tend to be higher for companies not 

licensed in New York State. The most common renewal schedule is 

5 percent in years two through ten. However, most companies 

deviate from this pattern in one way or another. Many pay larger 

commissions in years two and three, smaller in later years. 

c~mpanies vary substantially in their vesting policies. Some 

companies vest commissions immediately. Others req·~ire 20 years of 

service before renewal commissions are fully vested. Often conditions 

for vesting are tied to sales performance. All companies make some 

kind of exception for death or retirement if commissions would not 

otherwise be fully vested. 

Table 4 provides a detailed company-by-company breakdown of 

commission schedules and vesting policy for whole life and term 

policies in 1973. 
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Table 4 - Company-by-Company Breakdown o[ Commiss.lon Schedules and Vesting Policy in 1973 
Term_ PoliciC'H 

. ·---· ·---· ·-·· .. ..._ ___ -·-
crtl',\W NO, l'OLICV Flll.\T YIWl itJ~l)';,\1.1':l\!tfiS.~l(l,IS 

2 3 4 5 ,. 7 8 9 10 

ilctn:l Ufo Insurunce Co, 002 S-Yr. r.erewablc t. Convertible 40\ SI ZS\ SI 
Policy 

All American Ll£e & Casualty Co. OOS l•Yr. P.cncwablc Tenn to Age 70 30 to SO\ SI SI 

kerican Ccneral Life Ins, Co, OU l· ,S· ,10· ,1S-Ycar Term I\ Tenn 4S\ 35\ 351 
to 30 101 f. S\ S\) 

Anerican llerita:;e Life Ins, Co, 012 1-Yr. nencwable fa Convcrti~le Tenn IS\ , 4l 41 

h:llri= llational Insurance Co, OlS S, 10, 1S-Yr. polidcs f, rid~rs 321,\ 8\ 

. AD,rican United Life Ins. Co. 019 S-Yr. r.cncmlblc Term 2SI S\ 21 J\d<lit.imat cOllltdssion of 
1S\ on renewal premiun d. 
6th & 11th yr. 

& Casualty C'!~ '020 5-Yr. Level Renewable ~ r.onvcrti • JSI D\21 201 2\ 

~ btc Tenn 

~ Conpany 021 S t 10 Yr. Convertible ·t. S-Yr. Re- 401 6\ 41 4\ 
ncwnbte 6 convertible 
Ar,c 4S 
Age 4S 

B:ml<ers National Life Ins, Co. 023 S-Yr. Rcnc1-roblc Fr Convertible Term 37\ SI S\ 

Central Ure Assurance Ca!paJl)' 032 -Yearly llcncw:ible Tenn Policy 40\ 71 71 No. of renewal cormds· 
sions is a function of 
1st yr, conrnisslons 
paid in contract yr. 

/ 

:I: 
0 
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H 
I ..., 

.. . '. ·-·--·-·--
(X}l',\'IY 

Coastal States Ufe Ins. Co. 

Carbine insurance Co., of Mt. 

Camiorcial Union Life Ins, Co, 
of Am:!rica 

Connecticut General lJ.!e In-
surance <:cm;>any 

Connecticut M.rtual Ufe Ins, Co. 

Conven:int Life Insurance Co. 

Equitable Life Assurance Society 
of the lhltcd St~tes 

Far:,,crs Nev ~J:ld Ufo Ins, 
Groll' 

•····· --
NO. 

036 

043 

04S 

048 

049 

Not 
on 
List 

054 

059 

l'OLIC'I FIRST Yt/lll 

S•Yr. Term Renewable & Convertible 35\ 

Little Giant Life Ins. Policies $7 for each SW 
tl1c first simi-.: 

S-Yr. Convertible & Remwab le 40\ 

S-Yr. Renewable & Convertible 311 
Term 
A,:c so 
Age so 

S·Yr, 11enowable Tenn 30\ 

S-Yr. Renewable & Exchangeable 4SI 
Tetm 

S-Yr. Renewable Tenn 17'11 

s-10-Yr. Renewable 6 Convertible SOI 
Term 

·2· 

2 ~"~t·'i· '1trs~(Jlg 10 

151 • 7'11 I "'' 
o face value poliC) , plus 20\ of 
nnual pTcmiun coll< ctcd by ~gent.· 

S\ S\ 201 S\ 

9\ 61 41 4\ see 2\ 
lOX 

at 
rt. 

8\ 4\ 4\ Fees on 1st ~ 
subsequent 
renewable 
prcmiuns 

21 

S\ SI 

SI 101 SI 

10\ SI SO\ 

tlo renewal convnissions 
on Tenn plans £or less 
than $5000. 

Renewals: 101 of all 
prcmi\JIIS collected by 
the reyrcscntativc 

Cormu.ssion in a renewal 
YT· will • '1 the 1st yr. 
rate :ipplicablc at in• 
stacd's. ogc. 

A non-vested service fee 
• to 4S\ of the 1st re-
newal premiun will be 
paid in 6th renewal yr. 

1th 6 lati~ policy YT. 

"'"' "'"' .... 
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I 
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. ••· -··-·. -- . 

o::tlWlY NO, 

Fidcli ty Life Association fJor Not 
Federal t'cfll)Cr Life tns. O:>, On 

List 

Fr3l1klin Life Ins, Co. of 063 
Springfield 

General Services Life Ins. r.o. 065 

General United Life Insurance Co 066 

Georgia International Life Ins. 068 
Co'i'aJl)' 

Giooe Life 6 Accident Ins. _Co. 069 

H.1milton National Life Ins, Co, 079 

Hane Life Insurance Co, oaz 

lntematlmal Lire Insurance ?lot 
ca,pany of Buffalo On 

List 

-·----·--- ····--------
l'OLICY Fl~fYl'All 

5-Yr, llcncwablo e Convertible Tenn SOI 

Tenn Policies 15 to SOI 

[)?creasing Tenn 15, 20, ZS Yr. 401 

S-Yr. Renewable & Convertible Tenn 251 

IO•Yr,. Convertible Level Tenn 401 

Convertible fl Rcncwoble Term 40 to SOI 

Level Tcm Life 1S to 80\ 

S•Yr, llenewable Term ($5000 min) 35\ 

Tem• 35 to SOI 

•3· 

·-------·- --... --
i:DJ1:\t\1. 1';l\!'1ISSH~S 

z J 4 5 .-, 7 R 9 10 

101 SI SOI 

lJo renewal colTllU.ssion ~ 
policies of 5-yrs. or 
less 

lbnthly locOITC & Pro• 
duction Bonuses Provided 

101 SI SI 

101 SI SI 

51 51 

7' 71 Prcrniuns payable: 1) pre-
miuns payable 

'!St' 351• -oi... increase in premium 

51 SI Comdss ion on S-yr. re• 
ncwablc & convertible 
tcnn in 6th yr, is sa:m, 
as 1st yr. On 4yr. rcc:A 
convt., it will be same 
as 1st yr. in tho 5th. 

,I:,,. 
,I:,,. 
~ 
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I 
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·---·· .. ·• - .. 
cx:mw, 

Jefferson National Life Ins. Co. 

Je£ferson Standard Life Ins. Co. 

John Hancock Mutual Life Ins, Co 

Lafayette Life Ins. C.O. 

1be Lallar Life Ins, Co. . 

-·--· 
NO, 

094 

095 

096 

101 

102 

·-~-----· 
l'OLIC't FIRSI" ID\ll 

5-Yr. Reoowoble & Convertible Tenn 301 

5-Yr. ncncwm>lc ~ Convertible Term 401 

5-Yr. & S•Yr. Renewable Torm 351 

S-Yr. Convertible Term 451 

S·Yr, Renewable & Convertible Tern 601 

-3a-

iUi.~IJ~,\I. l":\\,OSSl<l'IS 
2 ~ 4 s (, 7 8 9 

SI 

41 41 Z\ ZI 

71 51 

61 4,5' 4,51 

41• 4\ 

10 

41 

1st yr. I payoble on 
each 5th yr, reoowal 

sec sect. 21 in spec. 
agent's cxmmi.ssion :l 

a,!;l'ecnent 

Additional conmissions 
of 361 in the 6th 
poli"cy yr. 

,i:,.. 
,i:,.. 
c,:i 
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1-1 
1-1 
I .... 

0 

O:HWlY 

Liberty National Life Ins. Co. 

Lincoln National Ufe Ins. Co. 

lllnnessot:l 11.Jtual Ute Ins. Co. 

11.Jtual Benefit Ufe Ins. Co, 

11.Jtual Llfo Insurance ColJtlany 
. of New York 

Natic.nal Investors Life Ins. Co. 

National Life Insurance Co. 

National Old Line 

Nationwido Life Ins. Co.· 

-
New England 11.Jtual Life Ins. Co, 

llassadiwotts 11.Jtual Lite Ins. Co. 

NO. 

104 

11S 

12S 

129 

130 

134 

137 

138 

142 

143 

119 

l'OLICY 

S 6 10 Yr. Convertible Tern 

S, 10 6 1S Yr. Convertible Tenn 
~ 5-Yr. Rencw:iblo Tenn 

l·Yr, p,,.,,w:ible 6 Convertible Tern 

1 & S Yr, llcnewoblo Tenn Ins. 

S-Yr 4 renewable tenn 

S-Yr. renewable t cco.vcl'tible Tenif 

Tern, Policies 

5-Yr. Tenn, ·renewable collVCrtible 

S-Yr. Tem 

llcnewoblo 6 Convertible Tenn at 
issue ti subject to increase in 
nrcmiun at renewal 

Tenn Policies 

FIRSTYI:M 

4S1 

lO to 
351 

IOI 

351•. 

JOI 

301 

401 

3SI 

351 

31.SI 

-4· 

Rh~• 'IAI, <'i\\,ass1rns 
z 3 4 s (, 7 8 9 10 

· SI SI 

SI SI SI 

IOI 

SI SI SI 

SI 31 31 

SI SOI 

41 41 

31 31 

SI SI 

SI SI 

~g~nf~~f~c~ fg~~in 
jtT~glg~ ~iUc~: No 1st 

•ncnewal conmi.ssion at 
the 1st yr. conmis5ion 
rate applies to increase 

~:WJlc~:Js!t~~ of te· 

Sec C.OlllTlission schedule 
for rrnre infonnation 

In yrs. of renewal, the 
1st yr. corrrni.ssion rate 
applies only to the in-
crease in prcmim. Renew-
al rates :mnly -to balance. 

""" """ """ 
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··•··---·· 
!IllWIY 

lletropolitan Ufc Insurance Co, 

Northwestern National Life Ins. 
Co, 

N:>rth Atlantic Investors Life 
Insurance eoot,any 

New York Ufe Insurance Co. 

Occidental Life Insurance Co. of 
California 

Chio State Life Insurance Co. 

Pacific !btu:il Life Insurance 
Conj,any 

PeM 11.Jtual Ufc Ins. Co, 

Phoenix Mutual Ufc Ins, Co. 

Provident Life ~ Aci:1dont Ins. 
Co, 

. ··-· --------·· 
NO, POLICY 

121) Lcvcl-Tenn-Rcncwablc, Convertible 
Other than 1-yr. Tenn 

148 5-Yr. I:.cncwable & Convertible 
Tenn 

Not 
On 5-Yr, Convertible Term 
List 

144 5-Yr. RcncW'tlhlc Term 

149 5-Yr'. Comrcrtible & Renewable 
Term Policy 

152 5-Yr. Convertible - Renewable 

157 Annu:11 Renewable & Ccmvcrtible 
Tenn 

159 5-Yr. ncnewable Tenn (Initial 
Period) 

164 5-Yr. Term 

169 5-Yr. renewable ti convcrtiblc 
Term 

------·-·· -~- ·------
FIRST YEM m:'41:11/\1, ,~M-nss1~s 

2 J 4 5 r, 7 8 9 

ZS to 101 101 
451 

401 151 SI 2\ 

601 SI 01 

401 S\ SI 

SOI 51 

. 101 31 31 

30\ 81 61 41 21 21 

351 lSllfl .,.,, 31 

301 SI 51 SI 

301 31 

-s-

10 

~r.e of iss.ucr dctennines 
the nurrbcr of renewals 
all™cd. 

Sec section on OJrrm.ission 
fnodification. 

/\11 renewable term poli-
Pcs nrc considered as 

/\ 5\ renewal cormdssion 
·dll be paid on subse-
!~ent premiuns includlne 
ut0m.1tic renewal of tho 

policy contrnct (A6) 

,i:,. 
,i:,. 
01 
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IDIWff 

Provident l~t\131 Lifo Ins. Co. 

Repwlic National Ufe Ins. Co. 

Security Life ~ Accident Co. 

Southwestern Ufc Insuranco Co. 

State Fam Lifo Insurance Co. 

State Life Insurance Co. 

State lt.1tu:1l Ufc Assurance Co. 
of Aicrica 

Travelers Insuranco Conpany 

lhlon Contral Lifo Ins. Co. 

Ulited Be)u,fit Life Ins. Co. 

·•··-·· 
NO. 

169 

17S 

181 

187 

191 

192 

193 

201 

202 

205 

······"----··----------
l'OLICY 

Rcncwablo Level S-Yr. Tem (on 
initial Issue) 

S·Yr, Tom Renew:iblo t Convertible 

11 S1 & 10 Yr. Renewable fi COnver-
tible Tenn 

TcmJi:licics ~ n,,,.;,,,ablo ~ Con· 
ver ~e Tcm to Age 60 

S·Yr, Tom • 10-Yr. Tenn 

Tenn Policies 

Term: 2 J'lrcmiun ~ Over 

Select 5-Yr. Tenn Rencw:ible to 
Age 70 Convertible to Age 6S 

All Tcm Plans 

Tcm Insur.;,cc (Except 10-Yr. Term 

FIRSrmlll 

3S\ 

401 

40\ 

401 

30\ 

lO to 
40\ 

3S\ 

40\ 

40\ 

40\ 

-6-

a~Jl.\l, m"nSSJOlS 
2 l 4 s r, 7 a 9 10 

,·' 6,\ . ~, 6\ 

20\ 101 SI SI 

SI SI 

101 SI s, 

Scale A Sc:ile A 
Bl 4\ 

Scale B Scale B 
4\ 2\ 

lS\ ll!OI .SI Service Fees 

Sl SI 

61 3\ 2t 

S\ s,• 

s, Sl 

/ 

-rom Fonu A-303!)-173 
(75\) 

~st camdssion paid only 
once 

•except increase in 6th 1 

,r, premi1111 only on ,lblcl 
0l is payable. ! 

..... 
,i:,.. 
~ 
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<: 
H 
H 
I ,_. 

w 

.. MO••--•• 

IDll',\Vi 

United Fomders Lifo Insurance 
Co, 

lhited Investors Life Ins, Co, 

~-----· . 
NO, l'OLICI' 

ZOB S-Yr, Renowoblc a Convertible 

out 
On All Tom 1'.!!!icics 
List 

FIRST YEM 

SOI 

SOI 

-

z 
itlj,'\Jl)~.\1. l':\\,RSSJCNS 
l 4 5 (, 7 8 9 

' SI SI 

SI SI 

' 

10 

"'" "'" -:::i 
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H 
H 
I ,_. ... 

Tahlc '4- Whole Life Policies 

Commissions All 
Company No. Policy l 2 l 4 . S 6 7 3 9 10 Full Vested 

Aetna Life 002 liholelifc so,• 10-10-3 3\ After 1S yrs or 
In,urancc Co. death or dlsn• 

bility 

All American 005 Non-part. SS\ SI SI After 3 yrs. 
Life .ti Casual t Ordinary Life 
Co. 

' 
Participating Ord 

Life 601 SI SI 

American Heritag 012 "Citadel" Whole 6SI SI SI After 2 yrs 
Life Insur:mce Life (conditions attached Co. 

. LPU at 90 6SI SI SI 

Merican General 011 1fhole Life Series SS 45 45 Teroln:itlon 
Life Insurance (10 - 20 oore to to to 
Co::ipany premiums) 7S\ SSI 551 

(10 - SI) (51) 

0 S\ mddltion31 will be p:iid for ench policy of $5,000 or ;iore written up to nnd including age 60. 

Condi tlons for 
Full Vesting 

1st year • fully vested 
2 - 4 - vested 1£ uith co. 4 

years before terr.ilnntlon 
S - 10 - vested if with co. 1S 

y~ars before ti.!r:":lination 
(all fully vested if 
terr.iinatlon by death or total 
di~ability) 

1st yea:r - fully vested 
Ho renewal corn.mlsn 1£ 

terr.ilnatcs dur.lng ye::ir in 
Hhich agents li.fe 1 occident 
5 sickness COr.!:iiss'n are 

S200. 
If l~ss than l yrs, D..gcnt con 

get 1 yr•s renetral for ench 
full contract ye.:i.r of 
ser~,ice. 

If.:> than l yrs - cor.i=1l,slon 
£or 2-10 vest. 

All vested upon death, or 
total I percanent disability 
after l yrs. 

1 yrs - fully vested 
2-10 - vested after 2 · 

consec.utive yrs under the 
contract. 

All cor.1...1.issions vested with 

If d~:~1~!t~~sr:;1!ih~r 
reasons I cor.t.":1 1 sn vested 
if aver~glng > $10 per 
conth. 

,i:,.. 
,i::,. 
00 
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1-1 
I ,_. 

Ul 

Coapany 

klerican 
National 
Insurance 
Company 

Amerlco.n United 
Life lnsuranc~ 
Coopany 

Bankers Life & 
Casualty Co. 

Bankers Life 
Cor.apany 0£ 
Iowa 

llo, 

015 

019 

020 

021 

Commissions All 
Policy l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9· 10 Full Vested 

Non-part. Whole I 35 -
Life 57~ 

Part. Continuous I 47Js 
Premium Whole 
Life 

81 

81 

Ordinary Life, . I 651 I 15-10-49 
Shielder (less 
than 60 yrs) 

Ord. Life, over I 35- I 5 5 
60 yrs, 65\ 60 60 4 4\ 

15 10 

Whole Life 

LPU at 95 

Ordinary & lfhole 
Lifes. 

65-125 - 2\ 70\ 

60\ 15 - 2\ 

50 
to 
55\ 

7\ 

-2-

4\ 

4t 

21 

21 

After 1 O yrs• or age 
6S or death or 
disability 

71 to eighth I All ·vested at 9 yrs. 
policy year 

Conditions for 
Full Vesting 

All 1st y; comrnsns cease 
upon termination 

All renewal comt:1.sns cease 
• ~pon tera~nation ~£ scrvic« 

All vested with death or 
disabi 1 ity. 

Otherwise, for each £ult yea~ 
of continuous service, 
commissn·s will be paid as 
follows: 
Yrs. of Service 

2 
re~!i~~y: 
2 .. 

3 3 .. 
4 4 
S or more 9 

1st yr. premiur.as • fully 
vested 

2·10 yrs: vested 11£tcr 10 
yrs. or at age 6S or upon 
death or disability if> 
_U.Q_Q_~_!' _ year_. 

1l§ ;~s r~~~i~c, no COC'l.':11sns 
2nd yr commssn vested at 3 y 
3rd " " " '' 4 
4th " " S 
5th" " 6 
6th " " 1 
7th" " 8 
8th " " 9 

,i,. 
,i,. 
~ 
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<! 
1-1 
1-1 
1 

I-' 

"' 

Commissions 
Company No, ~olicy · 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 

Bankers National 023 Ordinary ~ Modi- 601 SI SI 
Life Insurance ficd 111011 Whole 
Company Life 

Central Life 032 Whole Life ss• 7 
Assur. Co. Graded Premium 

Life 4S 14 ! 
LPU at 9S: 
~ $25,000 ss 7 
.<! $25,000 40 10 l 

Coastal States 036 Whole Life Forms 4 0 0 0 
Li£e Ins. Co. to to to to 

BO\ 27~ 7~ 7~ 

Combined Ins. Ca. 043 Little Giant Life $3.SO of each h.200 face value 
of America Insurance ~~!!i~~. plus 20\ of ~ semi •annual 

Policies 
Renewals: 10\ of all pTcmiums 
col lectcd bv the RenTesentative 

• Nur.iber of Renewal commission determined by amount of coverage. 
2 71 after 5th year. · · 
l Z $2S, 000 drops to 71. 

-3-
:~ .. 

All 
Full Vested 

After S years 

No rts. at 
termination. 

Condit lons for 
Full Vestlng 

1st yr. vested 
2-10 yr. vested if due to 

death, disability, or 
termination of General 

2 .. fge~~: 
5 

l~~~cife~~;mlnatcd 
for anv other reason. 

No renewal commissions unless 
Agent has in force policies 
of> $100.000. If contract 
outstanding for 1 yr q has 
produced new business each 
month• then 2nd renewal 
vests renewal thru 4th yr. 
l to S yrs sixth renewal 
S yr. vests the 111st 
renewal. 

No commissions vest. 

,i,:... 
<:.l1 
0 
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i~ 
:H ·, 

I-' ..., 

Company 

Commercial Union 
Life Ins. Co, 
of America 

Conn. General 
Life Ins. Co. 

Conn. Mutual 
Lifo Ins. Co. 

Covenant Life 
Ins. Co. 

Equitable Life 
Assurance 
Society 0£ the 
u. s. 

No. 

045 

048 

049 

Not 
on 
List 

054 

Polley 

Whole Life 40 101 151 
& to 

LPU at 95 601 

Ordinary & 
Whole Lifes 

45 15 10 

LP Life SOI 10 10 
Whole Life 
LPE 95 
Econo Live 

Under 61 

Covenant 25 - Ful 551 51 
Life Paid at 9S 

Adjustoble Whole-
Life 
.J. SS yrs. 55 15 10 
z S6 yrs. S2 

Commissions All 
4 S 6 7 8 9 · 10 Full l(ested 

SIi At termination 

s s s 5 6 2 2 After 20 years 

s s s s 21 

SI At any time 

Aftor 15 years. 

s s s 2 2 i 2 

Conditions for 
Full Vesting 

Commissions vest at 
termination, 

.. Termination 
Yrs of Service Polle>: Yrs 

11•1 I 
2·4 2 
S or more 3 

b, Death 
Yrs of Service Policr: Yrs 

o; 9 4 
10·14 6 
15·19 8 
20-more 10 

1st vests in any event 
2nd ij 3rd vest in any event 
4th • 7th vest as provided 

by contract: 
Remainder are non vested 

Al 1 commssn' s vest except 
· where agent performs a 

criminal act against the 
comnanv. 

All vest at death 
Period of Yrs 

1
V~ste1. as to 

. 15 or 
retiremen·t 2nd to 10th 

H ti 11 

.~ 
01 
I-' 
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Company No. Polley · 

General American 064 Double Protecw 60 
Life Ins. Co, tion to Age 70 

Joint Ordinary so. 
Life (Z lives) 

General Services 065 Preferred Risk 60\ 
Life Insurance and 
Co. Juvenile Who lo 

Life 

Commissions All 
4 S 6 7 8 9· 10 Full Vested 

5\ s,• See next box 

5\ 51• 

Conditions for 
Ful 1 Vesting 

At ter('\ln~ t ion rcnewa 1 s 
vest only so long as :igen 
h:1s $100,000 of individua 
1i re insurance business 

, remains In force on a 
premium paying basis, 

At de.1th or disability, 
commissions will vest wit 
certain stipulations 

No renewal commissions, 
Company has a system of 
semi .. annUa 1 product ion 
bonuses, 

<: General United I 066 I Various Whole I JO I S I 21, I 2', I u,on eontingenclcs 111 renewals vest upon ,I>,. t:! Life Insurance Life Plans to to to to termination if 1) agent ~ 
1 Co. (,c;,\ 10\. c;,\ c;.\ . h:i<.:. rnmnlr!t~d 1 vr under L._ 

General United 066 Various Whole JO s 2'1 2', Ui:on contingeliclcs All renewals vest upon 
Life Insurance Life Plans to to to to termination if 1) agent 
Co. 65\ 10\ 5\ SI h:i~ completed 1 yr under .... 

"' 
the contract and 2) the 
total in commissions for 
12 consecutive months 
exceeds $240, 

Georgia Inter- 068 Non-part. Whole 60 At 9 years 1st year fully vested then 
nation:il Life Life Plans to no renewals if ( 2 yrs 
Insurance Co. , nn\ 10 " " continuous service, then 

Part lcipa ting 55 s 5\ 5\ renewal commission vest 
·- Ordinary Life equal to number of full 

yrs of service. Ex: S yr 
service entitles agent to 
5th vr renewal. 

A- 2\ £or 11th 6 subsequent years upon contingencies. 

-6-
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Company No, Policy 

Globe Life a 069 Ordinary Life 
Accident 
Insurance Co. 

Hamil ton Nationa 
Life Insurance 

079 Ordinary Life 

Company 

.Home Life 082 Whole Life 11 

Insurance Co, 

International Not Modified Whole 
Li fc Insurance on Life 
Co. of Buffalo List 

Jefferson 094 Life Paid Up at 
National Life 90 - Non Pan 
Insurance Co. & 

Other Whole Life 
Plans 

* Figures nre for o. field underwriter, 

701 

so 
to 
90\ 

45 
to 
SOI 

SOI 

so 

45 
to 
60 

Commissions All 
4 S 6 7 8 9 10 Full Vested 

SI 51 No Commssn' s 
Survive Termina• 
tion 

101 101 Upon Contingencies 

2-4 

I 
After l yr a $1S00 

lllT in 1st yr. 

10\ 101 At any timC 

101 10 21 After S years 

7 - 101 ~o 21 

-7-

Conditions for 
Pull Vesting 

Termin::ation cancels agents 
right to receive 

. commission 

After termination, renewal 
commissions arc payable 
only if Personal Net 
.Annualiicd Premium in 
force is not less than 
$10,000 or if Agency net 
Annualiicc.T Premium in 
force is-;,, $20 000, 

Renewals vest at death or 
disability • Otherwise, 

. renewal commissions vest 
after 1 yr. of service & 
s1soo in 1st vr. commssn's. 

All commissions are vested 
subject to three divesting 
clauses; commission lost 
at death 

At death or disability, 
renewals vest if agent 
has ..J! ho, 000 in premiums 
in force. 

If termination is before S 
yrs 1 only 1st commsn vest. 

!After S yrs, agent ~ 
commissions become vested. 

,i:,.. 
01 
C;:) 
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Company 

Je Herson 
Standard Life 
Insurance Co. 

John Hancock 
Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. 

John Hancock 
Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. 

Lafayette Life 
Insurance co·. 

No, 

095 

096 

096 

101 

Policy 

Part. Whole so 
Life & LPU at to 
8 S 551 

Non~ Part: Whole 55 
& LPU at 90, to 
95 601 

Life Paid Up at 20 
Age BS to 
Policies 4 5 I 

Li fc Paid Up at 25 
85 f, Limited to 
Payment Life 551 
Policies 
Excluding 
Signature ZS 
Policies 

Whole Life Plans 40 
to 
601 

Commlss ions 
4 S 6 7 B 9' 10 

l SI 101 ZI 21 

l Z 10 2 I ZI 
to 
l SI 10 ZI Z I 

4',1 4', I 

SI SI 

.y. ' > ,_, O·lU 

475 CT ---. 
to· to to to 

Bl 61 61 SI 

-B· 

All 
Full Vcs,ted 

After seven years 

Conditions for 
Full Vesting 

After S yrs, 1st year 2 1 
renewal are vested. 

After 6 yrs, 2 renewals nro 
vested 

After 7 yrs, all renewals 
are vested. 

No vesting until 2 
consecutive years 

Conditions attached, 

No vesting until 2 con-
secutivc yenrs, 

Conditions. 

At death all renewal 
commissions are vested 
so long as the totnl for 
any year is 2 $120. 

Termination for reasons: 
will vest according to 
specific contingencies as 
to gross volume of 
premiums Q total amount 
due exceeds $120. 

,i,.. 
01 
,i::,.. 
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Company 

tar.tar Life 

< 
H 
H 
I 

N .... 

Insurance Co, 

,iberty' Nationnl 
Insurance Co. 

Lincoln National 
Life Insurance 
Co, 

MinnesOtn Mutu11l 
Life Insurance 
Co, 

No, 

102 

104 

115 

125 

Policy 

Ordinary Life & 
Life Paid Up 
at 95 Plans, 
Par & Non-Par 

Whole Life 

Ordinary Life 
Plans Par 

& Non-Par 

LPU at 95 (Pnr) 
(Non· Par) 

LPU at Age 90 

Whole Life & 
Adjustab~c Life 

0 Subject to soDe contingencies. 

so 
to 
701 

701 

lO 
to 
501 
l5 
to 
551 
251 
551 

40 

501 

Commissions 
2345678 

51 SI 

51 SI 

SI 51 

101 101 

31, l', 
to to 
SI SI 

-9-

All 
10 Full Vested 

After 10 yrs. 

After 2 yrs. 

After 9 yrs. 

After S yrs. 

Coni:l it ions for 
Full Vesting 

If terminated with cause, 
only first year comr.iis· 
sions vest. 

If less than 2 yr!::, & w/o 
cause, on 1st yr. commis-
sions vest. 

If more than 2 yrs, right 
to renewal based on lcnRth 
of service. E.g., 5 yrs 
service ., 5 renewals, 

Afte.r 2 full years, ot 
termination by death or 
otherwise, company will 
continue to pav rcnewn.l 
commissions until such 
amount to .f. $10 for 4 
consecutive mos, 

Renewal Commissions vest 
according to I of yrs. 
worked. E.g. T yrs, 
completed makes agent 
eligible for S renewals 
ot termination. 

1st yr. commissions fully 
vested. 

RPnC•••al rommissions become 
:vested only after 5 yrs. 
& may be extinguished · 
after falling belo~f $120 
for n 1 yr. neriod. 

ti:>

°' °' 
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'H , , 
I~ 

Company 

Mutu:il Benefit 
Life Insurance 
Co. 

Co •. of New York 
Mutu>l Life Ins. I 
llation•l Investor! 

Life Insurance 
Co. 

National Life I Insurance Co. 

No. 

129 

130 

134 

137 

Policy 

Ordin:iry Life ~ 
Life P:ild Up 
at 70 Plans 

l lfhole Life Plans l 
I lfhole Life -

Premiums 
Payable 

I Life P~nns 

Comr.1.lsslons All 
2 J 4 S 6 7 8 9 · 10 Full 'lested 

31 I Determined by Formula. Sec J 11t 15 years. 
to Agent's contract. 
SB! 

,-T-• 
so I .., -. I I 4 
to to to to 
551 81 5\ 5\ 

After 20 yrs. 

JO 7~ 5 I JI I J\ See next box. 
to to to 
75\ 20\ 20\ 

30 --rr12, I 2\ Aiter 17 yrs. 
to 
45\ 

-10-

Conditions for 
Full Vestln~ 

If tcr::iinatcd 
4 2 yrs. - no "re:1.ewals 
2 2 yrs ~ .c. 11, 4 renewals 
_?11 yrs 6L.12, S renewals 
]!_12 yrs ~LlJ, 6 renewals 

..Z..13 yrs G J!.. 4, 9 renewals 
..f-14 yrs, 8th yr renewal 
-~15 yrs, 9t_l!_y_! renewal-

1st ye;;tr coorn.lssions are 
fully vested. 

1st ij 2nd renewals :i'Ce 
·1ested after three years. 

3rd - 9th renewals are 
vested after 20 years. 

tf, at ter:olnation. the 
annualized life insur
ance premium in force, 
with sor:ie exclusions, 
is,2 $10,000, renewal 
com:iission ,.,-111 be paid 
until this 3r.i.ount drops 
to L $5 0 000. 

.-\t 12 yrs. of ser,ice, 5th 
policy vest5 

At 1~ yrs. " 

At 1~ yrs. " 

At 15 Yrs. " 

At 1~ yrs. " . 

At 17 yrs. " 

6th 

7th 

8th 

9th 

10th 

""' 01 m 
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1-i 
I 

"' w 

Comp:iny 

Hational Old Line 
Insurance Co. 

Nationwide Life 
Insurance Co. 

Ne:11 Engtaiad 
ltutual Life Ins 
Co. 

Massachusetts 
Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. 

No. 

138 

142 

143 

119 

Policy 

Various tlholo 60 
Lifes to 

70\ 

Nholc Life 6 551 
Modified l·lO 
Nhole Life 

OrdiTlary Life 6 551 
Life Paid Up 
at 85 

No Whole Life 
Listed 

!ft 

Commissions All 
2 3 4 S 6 7 8 !l 10 Full Vested 

4\ 4\ After. 1 yr. 

Ml li l\ Vesting only under 
contract. 

5\ 

·_117 

Conditions for 
Full Vesting 

1st year commission ls 
vested. 

.L. 1 yr service, renewal 
co1:1missions are extin-
e.uished. 

> 1 yr service renewals 
vest with charges and 
continf!encies. 

No vesting after 
termination. 

See questionnaire £or 
details, App.irently 
years l•S are fully 
vested with subsequent 
renewals depending upon 
years of service & 
total production 
produced. 

At death, all cor.u::iissions 
arc vested. 

Termination for other 
reason Mith ~ 1 vr 
service: No renewal 
comms-.ns. 

TeTr.tination after 1 yr.: 
Basic vested renewal 
1 conmissions plus earned. 
vested cor.u'lission 
deterr:1lned by years 
service. 

~ 

~ 
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<: .... ... 
I 

" .. 

Coop:any 

itetropo11 ton 
Life lnsurnnce 
Co, 

Northwc5tcrn 
Nation,! Life 
!nsur.incc Co. 

Northwestern 
Mutual Life 
Insurnnce Co. 

110. Policy 

lZO tlholo Life Plans 

140 Various l'lhole 
Life Plans 

147 1"/hole Life ~ 
B.O.L 

Comrnisslons 
z l 4 s 6 1 a ~ 10 

z.4 
35 ITT 
to 
551 

, 
JO 75"1 s Z\ 
to to 
551 10\ 

L , •-s 
41 Ill' Ill' rn 
to to to 
SO\ ZOI ISi 

·lZ· 

All 
Full Vested 

Upon retirement 
only. 

After 7 yrs. 

After 9 yrs, 

.-

1;!, 

Cond l t loo:. for 
Full Vesting 

Ho vesting whether active 
or terminated. But if 
aqent helonl'l5 to the 
ll.etirr.d Metropolitan 
Fielcl force, :S 11\ 
renewals £or 2nd • 4th 
vrs. are vested. 

If terminated before 7 yr,. 
For other than death or 
di:;nbility. no further 
commi<111~inns vlll be ~ai.t. 

1~ terminated ofter 7 yrs., 
then 1st commissns are 
payable in full; 2nd • 
5th yrs. will be paid ot 
80\ of value;· later 
commissions will not vest 
unless due to retirement. 

1st year cor:u:il:.slons arc 
fully vested. 

Renewal Yr. Years of Ser· 
vice Required 

1-3 
for vesting 

None 
4 10 
5 11 
6 12 
7 u 
0 14 
9 15 

All Tcnc,rnls VC~'t il tcroi• 
nation is duo to deoth. 
di!ia.bitity or agent bcco::u 
er.ir,,loyee. 

.~ 
<:.11 
00 
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i:1· 
H 
I 

N 
Ul 

Comp:it:1y No, Policy 

Horth Atlantic Hot LPU at 90 & 
Investors Life on Executive 
Insurance Co. List Whole Life 

. 
Heu York L1£e 144 Various Whole 

lnsurnnce Co. Lifes• 

Occidental Life 149 Gunranteed I\ 
Insurance Co. Decreasing 
of Cttllfornln Whole Life 

0 Proo tho field Unde-rwritcr'!S contr3ct. 

£ 

so TT 
to 
75' 

z 
40 ITI 
to 
551 

£ 

65\ 2~1 

Commissions All 
4 5 6 7 8 !I 10 Ful I Vested 

u s, Sl" 1\ After 10 yrs. 

j 

,f At ony t'.r.ie. 
Cor 
dit ional 

, 
H 101 After S yrs. 

·13· 

Conditions for 
Ful 1 Vesting 

1st yr. commissions fully 
vested. Ne renewals 
vest ir terminated 
within l6 months. 
After three years, 
will be vested for 
I of actual yrs of 
service. E.g., S yrs. 
service entitles agent 
to the 5th renewal. No 
vesting after 10th re-
newal. 

Commissions on permanent 
plans of life insurance 
and endovment policies ••• 
ror policy years 1 Ii 2 
ore generally fully vested 
However, any conditional 
third year renewal commh-
sions payable on such 
policies are not generally 
vested. 

If termln:ited for other than 
specified reasons in 'Ji> 3, 

17, renew3l commissions 
for yrs. 2-S uill be po.id 
to agent, ofter S yrs 
service the service re .. 
quircment os to dbnbillty 
or death h 3 yrs, 

,p.. 
en 
~ 
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<: 
H 
H 
I 

"' C\ 

Cor.tJHlny llo, 

The Ohio Stote 152 
Life Insurance 
CoDpany 

Pacific l.futual 157 
Life Insurance 
Company 

The Penn Mutual 159 
Life Insurance 
Co"P•nr 

• Ol of _3rll v,,ar pretll.=, 

Policy 

V.:irious Ordinary 
Life> G LPU ot 
95 

. 
!/hole Life 

Whole. Life 

Cor.u!lissions 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 !I 10 

l s·o, nr, 31 4 31• 

rh 'WI . , 601 rn -r, 21 

SO\ rh 'WI 7'o\ ll 

·14· 

All 
Full Vested 

.\fter 9 yr,, 

After 1 S yrs. 

! 

, .. , 

Conditions for 
Full Vesting 

No renewals lfbcn terminated 
for cause all vest :it 
death or disability, 

Yrs. Under Cornplcted 
K Pol icr :[r!I. 

L Rone 
3 but 4 4 
4 but s s 
S but 6 6 
6 but 7 

. 
7 

7 but B 0 
8 but 9 9 
9 12 

l!lt yr. commissions arc 
vested. Commissions for 
yrs. 2-4 are vested if 
termination ls due to 
denth. disabllity, or 
comes nfter 1S yrs. 
service. 

If terminated within the 
first two ye:irs, no 
renewal cor.imlssions po.id. 
If teminoted £or cause, 
no 1st yr. or renewals 
tfHl be pnid. 

After 2 y_tt • ren~l 
· cor.r.:s1,Glons .cppeo.r t.o 

·yest. 

,P.. 
O') 
0 
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Commissions All 
Company No. Policy 2 J 4 S 6 7 8 ~I } 0 Ful 1, Ve!ited 

. ,-, 
--¾ 

O• I •-1u 
Phoenix Mutual 164 Ordinary Life 40 .- --. .-- After 1S years. 

Life Insurance Plans to to to to to 
Company 55\ 10\ 10\ 10\ 10\ 

Provident Life G 168 11hole Life Plons 6S\ S\ S\ Contingent upon 
Accident arnount produced. 
Insurance Co. 

Provident Mutual 169 Whole Life Plans 35 m . S\ SI After 20 yrs, 1 .. 5 
Life Insurance to vest. 
Company 55\ 

" Number of renewals is determined by amourit of coverage. For :Z $3,000, there nro 9 renewals. 

·15· 

Conditions £or 
Full Vesting 

The lst<trd renewals vest 
after 3 yrs service. 

The 4th•6th renewals vest 
after 9 yrs service. 

The 7th-9th renewals vest 
after 15 yrs service 

There are production 
requirements which can 
alter the abo>1e. 

Termination by death or 
disability vest renewal 
commission, thru 8th yr. 

If terminates for 11nother 
reason & leaves in forci, z $500,080 (with some 
exclusions) the commis• 
sions continue through 

otft:;!i!; s~~j ;e!~w!1!e!~st 
All vest upon death or 

retirement. 
Termination for other 

reasons: 
l.. 10_ yrs • 1st yr. 

commission only 
2 10 yrs but 15 .• yrs 
l & 2 
,?.' 15 yrs but 20 • yrs 
1 0 3 
~ 20 - vrs 1-5. 

~ 
O') .... 
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, 11111r:rnr No, 

Republic National 175 
Life lnsur3nce 
Coapany 

Security. Lifo ~ 131 
Accident Co. 

Southwestern 187 
Life Insurance 
Coopnny 

6. ror nenerol :iscnt. 

l'olil*y 

1'/holo Llfo Plon~ 

I/hole. Life Plans 

t/holc Life 

Comm i -.~Jc,,, .. 
J !• h 'l 8 '• 10 

901 ITI 7~1 7~1 

JS SI s, 
to 
65\ 

L n-751 llfl SI SI 

-16-

All 
l'ut I \'l•-.tc•tl 

After S yrs & 
$12,000 

After l yrs. 

; 

Cnt11litinn~ for 
f·ul I Vt:~:tlni: 

If terminated within 1 yr. 
only 1st co,:ir:iission ttill 
vest. 

• Death or di>ablllty throu(, 

oth~;wl~;. after 1 yr, 011 
renewals vest .as long 4!! 
> $500 vearlv. 

Death or disability; all 
commissions vest. 

Termination for ca.use; 
no commis!Jions. 

Termination for other 
reasons; first yr. 
commission vest ~ if 
ofter S yrs of service 
~ ot !cost $12,000 in 
premiums, renewal 
commissions also vest, 
subj. to min. 3r.1ount 
stipulation. 

Death or disability; oil 
commission, vest. 

If less than 3 yrs, no 
comr.tiisslons i 

If more thBn 3 yrs, thCn 
1 coamlsslon per yoor 

~~o~. cc~f;a:J!~• _ '1 
.There nu!.t bo $100,C~!J 

i . nremltms out,tandinr.. 

~ 
~ 
Nl 
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l·u111paU)' 

State Farm Lifa 
Insurance Co. 

Stote Life 
Insurance Co. 

State Mutu3l 
Li fc Assurance 
Co. of America 

The Trnvclcrs 
Insur3nce Co. 

No. 

191 

192 

193 

201 

Polity 

Li fc Paid Up at 30 
8S to 

50\ 

Whole Life S5 
to 
651 

tlbolc Lifo 50 
to 
S51 

Ordinary Life 40 
· Plans to 

55\ 

C:oinn1i•:sion:. ·\II 
;\ 1 !, I, ·1 8 ~- • l 0 l'ul 1,\'c..:.h•J .. , .. , .- ,.. Do not vest. 

to to 
10\ S\ 

,. j•,. ;:i 

Ili\ mtrr Service Fees 
computed 

After 3 yrs. 

2\ 

5\ SI After 12 or r.iorc · 
years., 

m . Irr ~ ' Sec next box 

.17. 

r:rrnllitinns rnr 
rull Vcstini: 

Termin:ition by death or 
otherwise; any unpaid 
compensation then duo 
will be paid.7!1-
other commissions ore 
ext innuished. 

If les, than 3 yrs, corn• 
pcnsatlon will be paid 
that falls due within 
l yr. of termination. 

After 3 yrs, all renewals 
will lie paid. 

No renewals if teroinntior 
for fraud etc. 

Death or dlsnb!lity; oll 
companies vest. 

I£ no provisions are 
brea.ched, then the !f 
of commissions is 
dcterr.ilned by years of 
service in accordance 

, with schedules A, ~ n. 
See contract • 

1st yr. & first 2 rencmol: 
are vested. 

Remainder arc vested 1£ 
agent produced no less 
than SlS00 in nett life 
prer.ilur.t Including singl• 
premiul'l in the year tho 
nolicv ttas sold. 

,i::.. 
O') 
C.:> 
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C'.oopany 

Union Central 
Life Insurance 
Coopany 

United BeneUts 
Life Insurance 
Company 

United Founders 
Life Insurance 
Cornpany 

United Investors 
Life Insurance 
Company 

llo. 

202 

205 

20B 

Not on 
List 

Policy 

Ordinary Life ZS 
Plans to 

6S\ 

. Whole Life 60\ 
Plans 

L 

Ordinary Life 65\ 73\ 

Ordinary Life 60\ 

Conun i .;.!o 1 on:; 
1 S h 7 8 

s s 
to to 
10\ 10\ 

5\ 5\ 

5\ S\ 

5\ 5\ 

-1B-

,\11 
IQ 1:u1 I \'l•~tt-d 

After 3 years 

After 3 yc:irs 

All vcstCd subj~ to 
"1 min. total 

f'!ont1itlons for 
fut I Vest ln}! 

All cornr.lisslons vest 
ofter three years. 

If less than 3 ye.irs • 
commission tdll vest 
if agent h::1.s in force 
$1,000,000 or more of 
Ordinary life business ot 
termination • 

After 3 yrs• renewals will 
be paid if 

1. policy was sold in a 
year" when :Jgent produced 
at least S1s0,000 of 
issued & paid for 
business. 

2. At the snecifled rates. 

Renewals shall be paid to 
agent provided 

1. annualized prerliur.i:s o.ro 
~ $20,000 ot teraina-
tion; 6 

2. t1iat o ciinir.mm persis• 
tency of 80\ is oaln-
taincd each vear. 

After termination, if the 
total 1st yr. 6 1st ~- ~ 
renewal commission is 
'-$100, then all 

subsequent coz:nissions 
are lost. 

,i,. 
0) ,.,.. 
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Table II - 12 

(1) 
Est. l!mt. of Life (4) (5) (6) 
:ms. in force as Total Dis!')S- Ratio of Ratio of 
survivor benefit (2) (3) able Personal Private Life total life 
umer ClllSPI as of Private Life Total Life Incare in cur- :ms. in force Ins. in force 
beginniDJ _of Yr. :ms. in force Ins. in force rent dollars toD~e to Disposable 

($ billions) ($ billions) ($ billicns) ($ billions) Per5anal Incane Personal Incane 

1940 $37 $112 $149 $75.2 1.49 1.98 

1'>51 170 234 404 224.8 1.04 1.80 
1~55 345 334 679 273.4 1.22 2.48 

l.'!61 547 586 1,133 362.9 1.61 3.12 
1962 585 629 1,214 383.9 1.64 3.16 
1!!66 700 901 1,601 510.4 1.77 - 3.].4 
1968 930 1,080 2,010 588.1 1.84 3.42 

1970 1,100 1,285 2,385 685.9 1.87 3.48 
1972 1/310 1,503 2,813 801.3 1.88 3.51· 
1!'73 1,760 1,628 3,388 901.7 1.81 3.76 
1974 2,040 1,778 3,818 984.6 1.81 3.88 
1975 2,269 1,925 4,254 1,084.4 1.83 3.92 
1976 2,556 2,140· 4,696 1,185.8 1.80 3.96 
1~77 2,829 2,343 5,172 1,308.6 1.79 3.95 

Sources: 0:,1. (1) - Date from 1940-1974 from Rotert J. ~ers, Social Security 395, table 10.37, (1975). 'lhe 
raJBining figures cane from Kev.in Wells, Estimated Anount of Life Insurance In Foree AS survivor Benefits under 
CWlI 1975-77, Office of the Act:uazy, Social Security Jli!ministtati.On, 1\cl:uarial Sbxly No. 79, N'.Jveniler 1978. 
Vanous other Federal gove,:nrrent :insmance p:rognms such as Veterans life insurance and Civil Service O:mnission 
.i.nsw:=ce are not included. 

Col. (2) - Fact Book_, ~ note 9 at 18. Includes ardinru:y, group, industrial and credit life .insurance, but 
excludes J'riiEeiiiiils~vin3s bank life. To co~ to column (1), the figures are given as of the 
i:.,ginajJ,g_ of the year. 'lhe Fact Book figures are as o_ f the end of the year. 'lherefore the figure given in 
~ above is listed in the Fact Book as fus, total for one year earlier. 

O:>l. (3) - Col. (1) + O:>l. (2) • _ 

'.:01. (4) - F.coranic REport of the President, 1978, table B-22, p.283. 

Col. (5) - O:>l. (2) /0:>l. ( 4) • 

Col. (6) .:. Col. (3) /0:>l. (4) • 

,;,. 
Cl) 
al 
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APPENDIX VIH: STATE REGULATIONS WHICH MAY BE ANTICOMPETITIVE 

In e~plaining why the lire insurance industry is beset with 

,_consumer Rroblems, Section III focuses on the lack of consumer 

informat;on and on conflicts of interest built into the current 

agency sy~tem. This appendix outlines other, possibly very 

important reasons for the problems detailed in Section II. Most 

i~volve state regulations or laws which may curtail vigorous com

petition. While we are unaware of any detailed examination of 

the impact of state regulation, serious questions are raised by 

some asp~cts of regulation designed: (1) to discourage replacing 

old life_insurance policies with new ones: (2) to insure company 

solvency: (3) to prohibit agents from rebating any part of their 

commission to a client: and (4) to limit agent compensation. 

Although this appendix does not attempt to assess the precise 

importance of these regulations, we believe they deserve further 

.study. 

1. Refulation Designed to Discourage Replacing Old Insurance 
Po icies 

Virtually all states have "replacement" regulations that 

are intended to provide the policyholder with sufficient information 

to make an informed decision as to whether to drop one policy 

in favor of another. While laudable in spirit, many of these 

laws may not benefit consumers·. These laws are premised on the 

assumption that "replacement" will qenerallv not be in the policy

holder's interest: that is, he will have to pay the heavy "front 

end" load again, he will be subject to a new period of "contestability,~ 

and so on. This premise is now under question. Professors Scheel 
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and Van Derhei, in the most comprehensive study of replacement 

activity to date, found that the majority of replacements were 

"acceptable," that is, represented a cost saving for the policy

holder.1 In those cases (22 out of the 70 studied) where a 

term insurance policy replaced a cash value policy, all of the 

replacements were cost saving to the policyholders. The authors 

conclude that "the data offer no support for the caveats approved 

by insurance departments that replacements generally are 

undesirable," but they caution that "the data may not be 

representative of a general cross-section of existing insurance." 2 

Scheel and Van Derhei are also highly critical of present 

replacement regulations and of the NAIC model regulation. 

They state that, "The failure of the present NAIC Model 

Replacement to present clear and concise information that 

is relevant and easily used is exceeded only by its failure 

to provide the right kind of information," and that, "The 

1 Scheel and Derhei, "Replacement of Life Insurance: Its 
Regulation and Current Activity," 45 Journal of Risk and 
Insurance (1978). Their research is discussed in Coyle, 
"How to Save $7000 on Your Life Insurance," Money Magazine 
75-82 (July 1978). 

2 
~ at 205. 
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overwhelming omission in the present replacement regulations 

is guidelines for the manner in which the data are to be 

used, integrated and interpreted. There is little argument 

that the most important reasons that can be given for policy 

replacement hinge on cost considerations. The argument that 

cost is unimportant is indefensible for a replacement situation. 

Yet, no replacement regulation in effect today provides for 

disclosure of cost or offers a methodology by which costs can 

be compared validly. Cost disclosure is as important for 

policy replacement situation as for original issues." 3 Their 

final appraisal of the present system of replacement regulations 

is a harsh one. They write, "Until meaningful cost disclosure 

is embodied into replacement regulations, one could conclude 

with justification that they are a facade instigated and 

perpetuated by the distribution system of life insurance and 

designed for the self-interest of insurance agents who are 

more concerned with the preservation of their commissions than 

a dispassionate, professional assessment of the merits of 

individual policy replacement situations." 4 

2. Regulations Designed to Insure Company Solvency 

Almost every state sets minimum cash value guarantees and 

certain other solvency requirements through a statute known as 

the "Standard Nonforfeiture Law." 5 This statute was generally 

3 

4 

.!£:_ at 206. 

Id. at 207. 

5 See C.F.B. Richardson, "Expense Formulas for Minimum Non
Forfeiture Values" 29 Transactions of the Society of Actuaries 
33-34 (1977). 
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enacted in response to the Guertin Committee's Report to the 

National Association of Insurance Commissioners in 1941. A new 

committee has recently recommended various revisions i~ this stat

ute that could have very important implications for life insur

ance pricing.8 As part of the effort to revise this statute, 

the NAIC asked Mr. Charles Richardson to make new estimates of 

expense allowances that would be used in computing minimum cash 

values. Commenting on the changes that have taken place in the 

business since 1940, Mr. Richardson writes: 

The consumer movement has become a powerful 
force in many sectors of private business, 
and neither the life insurance industry nor 
the regulators can safely ignore it. Today 
it does not seem politically feasible to 
base minimum values on expense factors that 
would accommodate the expense rates incurred 
by marginal or high-cost companies, as was 
the objective of the formulas in the Guertin 
laws.'] 

While such regulations do not result in uniformly high costs 

for consumers, they may well set a "floor" below which prices 

cannot fall. For example, some states have interpreted the law 

to make it impossible for companies to charge premium rates as 

low as they might want to on renewable term insurance policies. 

To do so, the company would have to put up the capital to cover a 

so-called "deficiency reserve• that may run as high as 2000 per-

6 g at 35-36. 

7 The "Unruh Committee" Report can be found in 27 Transactions 
of the Society of Actuaries 549-633 (1975), 
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cent of the first year premium. 8 Also, the impact of solvency/ 

cash value regulations appears to be extremely important in 

determining premiums charged and cash values offered by the life 

insurance industry. Proposed changes in the solvency laws allowing 

companies to use higher interest rates in calculating reserves and 

minimum cash values would drastically change the way deficiency 

reserves are calculated. 9 According to some industry experts, 

these changes will enable the life insurance industry to: 

• Sell very competitively priced permanent 
insurance at lower rates than any compa
nies have used in the past. 

· Sell permanent insurance to policyholders 
who otherwise would have been receptive 
only to term insurance. 

· Provide commission revenues to agents 
exceeding that which can be realized from 
conventional term policies. 10 

These experts give some figures to show the possible impact of 

these changes on whole life premium rates. For example, under 

the new regulations, they show that a $15,000 (non-par} whole 

life policy could generate a reasonably healthy 13 percent 

8 See Holland, "NAIC Actuarial Guidelines," Best's Review (Life/ 
Health Ed.} 26 (September 1978). 

9 The NAIC adopted a set of revisions to the Standard.Valuation 
and Nonforfeiture Laws at its December 1976 meeting. For a 
discussion of the proposed changes and their probable impact, 
see Curlee and Collett, "New Standard Valuation and Nonfor
feiture Laws," 78 Best's Review (.Life/Health Ed.) 22 
(September 1977), and Rill and Greenberg, "Perman~nt 
Insurance Beckons--Should the Industry Respond?", 78 Best's 
Review (Life/Health Ed.} 10 (November 1977). 

10 Hill and Greenberg, supra n, 7, at 10, 
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profit margin with a premium rate of about $13.50 per thousand 

at age 35.11 Current premiums for such policies average about 

$17.50 per thousand. A premium rate of $13.50 would represent 

a reduction of over 20 percent. Because the first year premiums 

in 1977 exceeded $3 billion, the proposed changes in the solvency 

laws could save consumers hundreds of millions of dollars each 

year. Additionally, they might permit more agents to be hired, 

higher commission to be paid or higher profits for the companies. 

This is an area that needs to be examined from the consumer's 

point of view. 

3. Regulation Designed to Prohibit Agents from Rebating Any 
Part of Their Commission 

Most states have "anti-rebate" st'atutes that prohibit agents 

from rebating any part of their commission to the policyholder, 

although it is legal to rebate to another agent. These laws 

inhibit agents from competing on a "price" basis with one another. 

Indeed, they appear to be similar in impact to the so-called 

"fair trade" laws which inhibit price competition among retailers .• 

In particular, they make it illegal for an agent to try to 

decrease the price for his service in the hope of increasing 

volume. When the average agent is making less than one sale per 

week, any law which appears to inhibit productivity increases 

ought to be very carefully ex.amined. 

4. Regulations Designed to Limit Agent Compensation 

A few states have set limits on the percent of the first 

11 Id. at 54. (Table). 
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year premium that an agent can- receive in commissions. For example, 

Section 213 of the New York lnsurance law sets the maximum rates at 

roughly 55 percent for whole life and 37 percent for term insurance. 

Significantly, this law affects the operations in ill states of 

those companies licensed to do business in New York and many 

companies have elected not to operate in New York or only through 

a subsidiary. 12 As to those companies operating in New York 

the law is thought by some industry observers to create a bias 

in favor of whole life. 

The actual effect of the New York law on whole life and term 

commission rates is unclear. In comparing the first year commission 

rates of those compa.nies licensed to operate in New York with 

those not licensed to operate in New York, the latter pay higher 

first year commissions on whole lifeJ3 _The New York licensed com

panies, however, may circumvent the law by paying more of their 

agents' expenses. In fact, under a recent clarification of the 

New York regulation, the companies can give an agent 96 percent 

of the first year's premium in first year commissions and tota~ 

expense reimbursements~4 Also, the New York companies may pay 

12 

13 

14 

Rappaport, "Consumerism _and Agent's Compensation" 26 Trans
actions of the Society of Actuaries 560 (1974) [hereinafter 
cited as Rappaport). 

~, ~, .!!!· at 561. 

Id. at 562, 
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their agents larger renewal commissions.15 Thus, Rappaport hypothe

sizes that companies not licensed in New York may not have higher 

total agency costs,16 Moreover, it seems unlikely that the 

New York licensed companies, which include.many of the larger 

and better known firms,17 would remain licensed in New York if 

doing so placed them at a competitive disadvantage in their whole 

life operations in all other states. 

Similarly, the effect of the New York law on~ commission 

rates appears negligible or small. An independent analyst found 

that the average "New York" term rate was only 3 percent lower 

than the "non-New York" figure.18 (In contrast, he found an 

almost 10 percent sp_read between the two groups of companies for 

whole life).19 Likewise the Hart Committee found no difference 

in average term rates: 

The effect of Section 213 is not apparent 
in term commissions as it was in whole life. 
New York companies pay about the same com-

15 Id. at 540. 

16 ll· at 560. 

17 Dorfman, "Reformation in Life Insurance Agent Compensation,"· 
43 Journal of Risk and Insurance 449 (1976). 

1s ll• at 450. 

19 ll· 
Agent 

New 
No" 
Agent 

New 
No " 

Commission (5-year renewable) Term 
York Operations, mean= 36% 

" " . " = 39% 
Commission Whole Life Insurance 
York Operations, mean= '54% 

H H II C 62% 
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mission [as non-New York companies] .20 

Overall, there appears to be little difference in total 

commission rates paid between New York licensed companies and 

non-New York licensed companies. This does .!!21. necessarily mean, 

however, that the New York law has had little effect on the aver

age commission rates paid on cash value policies and on term poli

cies. Companies licensed in New York account for roughly 56 

percent of the total volume of sales in the entire United states.21 

Since, outside of New York State, both sets of companies are com

peting with each other to attract agents, it is not surprising 

that, on average, commission rates are similar. Nonetheless, 

non-New York licensed companies may be able to attract agents 

by paying commission rates only marginally higher than those 

being paid by the other companies. If it were true that non-New 

York licensed companies were able to pay even slightly higher 

commission rates, they would be able to attract more agents and thus 

grow more rapidly than the New York licensed companies. Eventually, 

the New York companies would lose their dominant market shares 

and then the New York expense "cap" would cease to affect non-

New York commission rates. This scenario is consistent with the 

observed facts for cash value insurance, but not for term insurance. 

As noted above, term commission rates do not differ between the 

21 

The Life Insurance Industry, Hearings Before the Subcomm. 
on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Senate Judiciary Comm. 
93d. Cong., 2d Sess. 2859 (1974) [hereinafter cited as 
Hart Subcommittee Hearings]. 

Sees. Weisbart, Extraterritorial Regulation of Life 
Insurance 8 (1975). 
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two classes of companies.22 Thus, given the available evidence, 

we cannot conclude that the operation of the New York expense 

limitation law explains the wide disparity in cash value and 

term commission rates, but this question deserves further study.23 

22 It is possible that the average figures conceal some impor
tant differences between the two groups. For example, it 
may well be that only a relatively few companies are actively 
interested in selling term insurance, that these have much 
higher commission rates on term products, and that none 
are licensed in New York State. These few companies could 
be writing a large portion of the new "term" business and 
their share of this market could be expanding. Their high 
term commission rates would be submerged in an average domi
nated by more traditional companies whose low term commis
sion rates reflect a lack of interest in the market, rather 
than the expense limitation law. 

23 Three other factors may account for the substantial differ
ence in commission rates paid on cash value policies rela
tive to term policies. First, because the companies face 
reduced price competition from other savings media, they 
might structure the commission system to encourage sales 
of cash value insurance. 

Second, another explanation for the relatively low term com
mission rates, offered by Senate Antitrust Subcommittee staff, 
is that "nobody seems to be competing to pay agents to sell 
term insurance." Hart Subcommittee Hearings, supra n. 18, at 
2859. While this may be true of many companies, there are 
several large companies (such as Federal Kemper, Occidental 
Life of California and the Old Line Life Insurance Compa·ny 
of America) that write much more term than cash value insur
ance. None of these are licensed in New York and all pay 
much higher than industry average commission rates on term 
sales. It is not known, however, what share of the term 
market such companies have captured, nor whether their 
share is expanding. 

Third, an explanation somewhat contradictory to the preced
ing has been offered by an actuary, Mr. Peter Hutchings. In 
commenting on Ms. Rappaport's paper, supra n.10, at 580, 
he wrote: 

One of the many valuable insights in 
this paper is the relating of field 
compensation practices to the lack of 

(Footnote Continued) 
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In short, a number of state regulations may partially 

23 (Footnote Continued) 

effective price competition in life 
insurance. Today's agent has an excellent 
understanding of his commission agreement; 
today's customer has, at best, an imperfect 
understanding of his insurance product. 
Companies compete for agenti and let 
the agents compete for customers. In 
the past this imbalance led to abuse, 
and abuse led to section 213. As the 
paper suggests, no such regulation would 
be needed if the product were less confusing. 

Consider those products which, by their 
nature, are "self-disclosing." These 
products are so simple that any informed 
consumer can understand their price 
without needing an advanced degree. 
Three examples are yearly renewable 
term, immediate annuities, and mutual 
funds. By and large, these kinds of 
products have the following characteristics: 
(1) very low commission for agents, 
(2) very low (and/or negative) profits 
for companies, and (3) very low spread 
between cheapest and most expensive 
product. 

For an interesting example of the relation
ship of price disclosure to commission 
level, compare the treatment of flat 
extras for substandard cases with class 
extras. The easiest life insurance 
price to understand is an extra of 
$5 per thousand-ask any private pilot! 
On the other hand,substandard class 2 
whole life is at least as confusing 
as regular old whole life. It is not 
uncommon for flat extras to carry low 
marginal commissions while class 2 extras 
are on a full-commission basis. 

Very few New York companies would run 
a section 213 risk by selling their 
yearly renewable term with a 50 percent 
commission (since this test is aggre-

(Footnote Continued) 
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explain the problems staff sees in the life insurance market. 

At this point, we can only recommend that they receive further 

examination. 

23 (Footnote Continued) 

gate in nature). Excellent arguments 
can be made for adopting such an approach 
to partially equalize the agent's incentive. 
However, relatively few companies have 
taken this approach, presumably because 
the market will not tolerate such a 
load. 

Mr. Hutchings' explanation does not appear to be consistent 
with the fact that the three companies mentioned above 
(as well as others) seem to sell a lot of term insurance 
even though two of the three provide first-year commissions 
of at least 50% on such products. One reason is that in 
spite of higher commission rates, these companies often 
market term products at premium rates~ than those 
offered by the more traditional companies. 

To summarize, several explanations for the observed wide dis
parity in commission rates between the two types of insurance 
have been offered, but none are well documented. 
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'APPENDIX IX: THE PURDUE STUDIES 

Introduction 

To det~rmine which of several disclosure systems--including 

the NAIC model--is most understandable to consumers and most 

likely to be used by them, the Commission in 1977 contracted 

with Purdue University to conduct two consumer research studies. 1 

The first attempted to determine what information consumers 

actually use when they purchase life insurance and how they 

can be motivated to make greater use of cost information. The 

second study compared the relative effectiveness of several 

life insurance cost disclosure systems in helping consumers 

select appropriate life insurance policies. It tested the following 

systems: the NAIC model, a system developed by Professor Joseph 

Belth of Indiana University and several variants of a system 

prepared by the FTC staff for purposes of the experiment. The 

study employed disclosure packages which had two parts: a 

buyer's guide and a policy summary from one of the above disclosure 

systems. Some packages contained only a policy summary. 2 

It is necessary to emphasize three points before discussing 

the results of the Purdue research studies: first, the research 

1 

2 

Dr. Jacob Jacoby of Purdue University directed the research 
studies. He is an _experienced researcher in measuring 
consumers' ability to use information, and with the problem 
of confusing consumers with too much information, and is 
well respected throughout the research community. 

A buyer's guide is a booklet which addresses various questions 
that consumers face in buying life insurance. A policy 
summary is a sheet which contains basic financial and cost 
information concerning the policy. 
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studies were experimental studies conducted in a controlled 

environment with a limited number of subjects. Many factors 

present in an actual sales situation were not incorporated 

into the experimental desi~n. The most important of these factors 

was the impact of the agent. Consequently, we recognize that 

the findings of the studies cannot be directly translated to 

actual sales presentations in the marketplace. These limitations 

are common to most social science research, and are not critical 

here since the studies were designed primarily to isolate 

those elements of a cost disclosure system which affect its 

understandability and use. 3 

Second, although understandability is extremely important, 

it is only one factor that must be considered in determining 

what information should be contained in a cost disclosure system. 

It is equally importan~ to find out what information the 

consumer needs to make an informed purchase decision and the 

feasibility and cost of providing this information. 

Third, the materials prepared by the. FTC were developed 

solely to test the understandability and effectiveness of and 

various alternatives to the NAIC disclosure system. Partially 

as a result of the Purdue studies, the draft disclosure materials 

3 The FTC, in cooperation with the New Jersey Department 
of Insurance, conducted a study of the effectiveness of 
the NAIC disclosure system in New Jersey. This study 
consist of personal interviews with approximately 200 recent 
purchasers of insurance in New Jersey who received the 
NAIC disclosure materials. For further discussion of this 
New Jersey study see Part 4.C. 
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in Appendix 10 differ in several ways from those tested in the 

studies. We do not think the fact that the disclosure system 

recommended in this report differs from that tested is particularly 

important because, as previously mentioned, the purpose of the 

studies was not to judge disclosure systems but rather to use 

what was learned from the studies to prepare disclosure materials 

that may be more effective than the NAIC, FTC or other systems 

that were tested. 

This appendix summarizes the methodology and major findings 

of the two studies that pertain to our reco~mendations; it does 

not review all the findings. The major findings are: 

1. cost-related factors were accessed less 
frequently than other factors but received 
significant weight in the simulated purchase 
decisions; 

2. the Savings Yield was the cost dimension accessed 
most frequently and many subjects appear to 
have used it to comparison shop; 

3. buyer's guides and trigger statements 
caused greater use of cost-related factors; 

4. the FTC experimental disclosures increased 
the selection of lower cost policies compared 
to the NAIC disclosure; 

5. the simple single page policy summary is almost 
as effective in enabling consumers to select 
low-cost policies as more elaborate disclosure 
systems. 

6. It is possible to have a buyer's guide that 
is more comprehensible to consumers than the 
NAIC guide. 

I. The First Purdue Study 

A. Purpose and Design of the First Study The first Purdue 

study sought to find out what types of information were most 
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useful to consumers.4 Using a simulated purchase decision experiment, 

this study attempted to measure to what extent: 

(1) consumers use cost indices, premiums and 
other related information; 

(2) written motivational or "trigger" statements 
increase consumer use of cost information; 
and 

(3) use of cost information leads to greater 
selection of lower cost policies. 

To answer these questions, the study drew a sample of over 

200 individuals between the ages of 25 and 45 from in and around 

Lafayette, Indiana. Furthermore, each participant had at least 

one dependent under 15 years old to assure an. insurable interest. 

The proporation of individuals in the sample who had life insurance 

in force and contacts with agents was similar to the national 

average. 5 

Next, this sample was divided into six groups. After a 

brief introduction to the experiment, each group was given a 

different set of disclosure materials to review prior to the 

simulated insurance purchase decision. One group received an 

NAIC buyer's guide; one group received an experimental FTC 

4 

5 

The second part of the first study attempted to evaluate 
the effectiveness of five different yardstick fo;i;mats. Study I at 
52. Some of the formats were in color, some were black 
and white, some were open-ended, and others provided the 
answers. Although significant differences were found in 
completion times, this study found no overall statistically 
significant differences across these five formats in the 
ability of participants to rank policies in terms of increasing 
costs, lli at 56-60, 

Study I, 6. The basic sociodemographic characteristics of the 
sample are set out at p. 7. 
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buyer's guide; one group received an NAIC buyer guide plus 

a trigger statement; one group received the FTC buyer's guide 

plus a trigger statementi 6 one group received only a trigger 

statement; and one group received no additional material. 

For an illustration see table below. 

GROUP 

Buyer's 
Guide 

Trigger_ 

Number 

1 

None 

Absent 

40 

2 3 

NAIC FTC 

Absent Absent 

40 39 

4 5 6 

None NAIC FTC 

Present Present Present 

40 41 38 

After reviewing these disclosure materials, each participant 

was asked to pick from among three $10,000 policies: 7 hal'f 

of each group chose from three whole life policies and half 

chose from two whole life policies and one term policy. 8 :To 

assist them in making their decisions, participants were given 

a list of 37 types of information about life insurance policies. 

From the list, participants could then request access to "the 

6 

7 

8 

A "trigger" is a brief statement alerting the consumer 
to the facts that he (she) might be able to save appreciable 
amounts of money by shopping around. 

Study I, 14. 

~ at 12. 
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information on each of the three policies. In total, these 

facts summarize most of the relevant information needed to evaluate 

these policies. Out of the 37 types of information available, 

ten are directly cost related, that is, examination of one of 

these factors gives an accurate picture of cost. They are savings 

yields, company retention index, surrender cost index, net payment 

cost index, company retention yardstick, breakdown of premiums, 

year-by-year payments and benefits, surrender cost yardstick, 

year-by-year cost of protection and rate of return, and the 

net payment cost yardstick. Three types of information are 

indirectly cost related: premium, cash values, and illustrated 

dividends. They are only indirect cost factors because they 

must be considered together to estimate net cost. 

The participants were able to acquire (at no cost) as much 

or as little of this information as they wished prior to making 

their purchase decision. By determining which of the types 

of information participants requested access to, the study was 

designed to measure the factors that may be relevant to the 

life insurance purchase decision. Since the participants were 

given different disclosure materials, the study also provides 

data on the impact particular disclosure materials had on con

sumers' understanding of what factors are most relevant. The 

average total number of facts considered or "accessed" did not 

differ significantly with the type of disclosure. 9 The average 

9 l£. at 18. 
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for all participants was 17.85.10 

B. Results of the First Study We believe three salient 

conclusions can be safely drawn from the results of this experiment: 

(1) the participants accessed cost related factors less frequently 

than other factors but placed more weight on them when purchasing 

insurance; (2) the buyer's guides and trigger statements improved 

participants' use or "access" ranking of cost related ~actors; 

and (3) the NAIC written statements should in certain respects 

be improved so as to effect better disclosure. 

1. Consumer use of Cost Related Factors 

The accessing results indicate that fewer participants 

chose to find out what the cost indices were than chose to find 

out about other policy characteristics, but that those who did 

pick them used the indices effectively. Many participants did 

not use the factors most directly related to the cost of a policy. 

For example, savings yields received the highest access ranking 

of the ten facts considered to be directly cost related --tenth. 11 

The other nine such facts were ranked 16, 17, 21, 25, 29, 31, 

32, 34 and 35. 12 The median rank of the cost related facts was 

27.5. 

10 

11 

12 

These figures are particularly troublesome if one remembers 

Id. It should be noted, however, that in terms of unique items 
acquired, the researchers found that these participants accessed 
considerably more items than were accessed by comparable groups 
of consumers making breakfast cereals, margarine, and analgesic 
decisions. ll· · 

Study I, 24. 

ll· at 20 (Table Sa). 
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that there are only 37 facts and the average number of facts 

accessed for all participants was 17.85. 13 

In contrast, the ranks for those facts indirectly related 

to cost are 1, 3, and 23.14 Although these facts are important 

to consumers in deciding whether they can meet premium payments 

or 'in choosing savings goals, they are of limited utility'to 

most consumers when they attempt to measure actual costs., Indeed, 

focusing on one or two of these facts can in some instances lead 

to poor selections.15 

Therefore, it appears that the participants tended•to turn 

first to those factors which offer only limited guidance.and 

turn last if at all to those factors specifically designed to 

rank similar policies by costs. The following table presents 

the rankings for all 37 facts by the percent of participants who 

accessed the information. 

Accessing Rates for Different Types of Life Insurance Informatio~ 

Rank Dimension Name 

1. Premiums 
2. Name of Company 
3. Cash Value 
4. Accidential Death 
5. Financial Rating 
6. Guaranteed Insurability 
7. Waiver of Premium 
8. Policy Loan Interest Rate 
9. Passing Physical Exam Required 

13 

14 

15 

1.9.. at 18. 

Id. at 20 (Table Sa). 

See§ III of Report. 
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10. Savings Yield 58 
11. Settlement Options 57 
12. In Business Since 56 
13. Mutual or Stock Company 55 
14. New York License 55 
15. Dividend Payment 55 
16. Company Retention Index 54 
17. Surrender Cost Index 47 
18. Other Kinds of Insurance Sold 46 
19. Monthly, Quarterly, Semi-Ann'l Premium 46 
20. Conditions for Reinstatement 45 
21. Net Payment Cost Index 44 
22. Convertability 43 
23. Illustrated Dividends 43 
24. Nat'l Rank in Assets 42 
25. Co. Retention Yardstick 37 
26. Assets 36 
27. Agent's Commission 35 
28. Investment Portfolio 34 
29. Yr-by-Yr Payments & Benefits 34 
30. Renewability 34 
31. Breakdown of Premiums 33 
32. Yr-by-Yr Cost of Protect'n & Rate of Return 27 
33. Premium for Renewal 27 
34. Surrender Cost Yardstick 26 
35. Net Payment Cost Yardstick 24 
36. Sales Volume 23 
37. Nat. Rank in Sales Volume 23 

The cost related factors, however, were important to the 

participants in the actual decision making process. When asked 

"why did you choose the policy you did?", cost dimenisions tended 

to be among the 6th-10th reasons given.16 

Dimension Chosen as Reason 

Premium 
Financial Rating 
Cash Value 
Accidental Death Provision 
Dividend Payment History 
Company Retention Index 

Num.ber of 

Respondents 

95 
88 
78 
59 
53 
52 

% 

(N = 238) 

40 
37 
33 
25 
22 
22 

16 This was question 9 of Study I. These results are not 
tabulated in the report. 
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Savings Yield 
Surrender Index 
Illustrated Dividends 

487 

51 
46 
36 
36 

21 
19 
15 
15 

Also, it appears that many subjects used cost indices as 

a convenient means to comparison shop. This is evidenced by 

the large percentage of subjects who accessed a particular cost 

dimension for all three policies they examined. 

Comparison Shopping Rates for Four Cost Dimensions 

Group l 2 3 4 5 
Source Control NAIC FTC FTC NAIC 
Trigger Absent Absent Absent Present Present 
Buyer's Guide Absent Present Present Absent Present 

N 40 40 39 40 41 

Company Re-
tention 10.3% 20.0% 30.8% 52.5% 12.2% 

Savings Yield 28.2 30.0 30.8 25.0 22.0 
Surrender Cost 10.3 32.5 12.8 20.0 29.3 
Net Payment · 10.3 30.0 12.8 25.0 29.3 

6 
FTC 
Present 
Present 
38 

39.2% 
28.9 
18.4 

5_.3 

The FTC subjects in groups 3, 4 and 6 received literature highlighting 

the Company Retention Index, 41.0% of these subjects used Company 

Retention to comparison shop. Similarly, 30.9% of the NAIC 

subjects used the Surrender Cost Index for comparison shopping 

and 29. 6% used. the Net Payment Index. 

Of particular interest is the fact that 27.4% of all subjects 

used the savings Yield to comparison shop. This percentage 

held steady across all six test groups, despite the fact that 

Savings Yield was never mentioned in any NAIC literature, and 

discussed only briefly in the FTC Buyer's Guide. The control 

group used the Savings Yield for comparison shopping almost 

three times as frequently as any other cost dimension. The 

implication is that subjects in all groups considered the savings 
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feature of life insurance to be very important in choosing among 

policies. 

2. The Effect of Disclosure This study shows that buyer's 

guides and trigger statements increased participants' accessing 

of those items considered directly cost related. Table 7 illustrates 

the change in rankings. between those receiving the written state

ments--trigger statements and buyer's guides--and those receiving 

none. Looking at only those items which changed rank by five 

or more places, the groups receiving the written statements 

devoted less attention to the following facts: settlement options, 

conditions for reinstatements, year-by-year cost of protection 

and rate of return, and sales volume. 17 Conversely, these groups 

gave more attention to the following facts: company retention 

index, surrender cost index, company retention yardstick, and 

surrender cost yardstick. 18 In other words, the written statements 

tended to shift participants' attention from non-cost facts 

to cost related facts. 

Table 7. Comparing Rank Orders of Information Assessed by Groups 

Receiving no Written Statements (N=40) vs. the Remaining 

Subjects (n=l98). 

Dimension Name 

Financial Rating 
Monthly, Quarterly, Semi-Ann'l Premium 
Conditions for Reinstatement 

Study I, 25-27. 

Net Change 

-7 
-10 
-5 

17 

18 A yardstick is a representation of the range of values a given 
index may assume. Thus a yardstick can enable a person to 
determine whether a policy is low, high, or average cost relative 
to other similar policies. 
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Mutual or Stock Company? +6 
Yr-by-Yr cost of Protect'n & Rate of Return -14 
Yr-by-Yr Payments & Benefits -7 
Company Retention Index +15 
Surrender Cost Index +9 
Sales Volume -6 
Company Retention Yardstick +8 
Surrender Cost Yardstick +5 

An analysis of the relationship between direct cost information 

accessed by participants and selection of low cost policies 

also provides some support that cost disclosure is useful. 

The table below sets forth the policy choices broken out by 

16 possible combinations of the four indices chosen by the 

115 participants who were presented with~ whole life 

policies to choose from. The data in this table show whether 

participants who accessed one or more of the four indices picked 

the lower cost policies more often than the other participants. 

Table 12. The Association Between Cost Indices Accessed 

and Cost of Policy Selected. 

COST OF POLICY 
Low Medium High 

COST INDICES ACCESSED (B) (E) (C) 
I. None N 8 2 1 

% 72.7 18.2 9.1 

2. Company Retention N 8 0 2 
% 80.0 0 20.0 

3. Savings Yield N 7 l 2 
% 70.0 10.0 20.0 

4. Surrender Cost N 5 l 0 
% 83.3 16.7 0 

5. Net Payment N l 0 0 
% 100.0 0 0 

6. Company Retention & N 7 2 l 
Savings Yield % 70.0 20.0 10.0 

IX-12 
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11 
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10 
8.7 

10 
8.7 
6 
5.2 
l 

.9 

10 
8.7 
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7. Company Retention & N 3 0 1 4 
Surrender Cost % 75.3 0 25.0 3.5 

8. Company Retention & N 9 0 0 9 
Net Payment % 100.0 0 0 7.8 

9. Savings Yield & N 1 1 0 2 
Surrender cost % so.a so.a 0 1.7 

10. Savings Yield & N 6 1 1 8 
Net Payment % 75.0 12.5 12.5 7.0 

11. Surrender Cost & N 6 0 0 6 
Net Payment % 100.0 0 0 5.2 

12. Company Retention & N 9 0 0 9 
Savings Yield % 100.0 0 0 7.8 
Surrender Cost 

13. Company Retention & N 5 0 1 6 
Net Payment & % 83.3 0 16.7 5.2 
Savings Yield 

14. Company Retention & N 1 0 0 1 
Surrender Cost: & % 100.0 0 0 .9 
Net Payment 

15. Savings Yield & N 5 2 0 7 
Surrender Cost & % 71.4 28.6 0 6.1 
Net Payment 

16. All 4 Indices N 12 1 2 15 
% 80.0 6.7 13.3 13.{) 

NS 93 11 11 115 
% 80.9 9.6 9.6 100.0 

The low cost policy was selected 81% of the time and eyen 

those participants who did not access any cost index 

information selected the lowest cost policy in 8 out of 
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11 cases. 19 We do not believe, however, that this figure 

should be construed as demon_strating that there is no need for 

cost index disclosure. First, these results are based on a 

small number of participants. The group tha·t accessed no cost 

index included only 11 participants. This small number does 

not provide a basis for any statistically significant conclusions. 

But more importantly the study was designed primarily to examine 

whether information accessing behavior, not policy selection 

behavior, varied by disclosure format. 20 Consequently, the 

three whole life policies from which the participants could 

choose differed in important respects besides cost. Although 

the low cost policy had the highest annual premium, it also 

was the only policy.offered by a mutual company, the only participating 

policy, the issuing company had the highest financial rating, 

and the policy had the highest 20-year cash value.21 Cash values, 

financial rating, mutual or stock company, and dividend payment 

were each accessed by more than half of all the participants. 22 

19 

20 

21 

22 

1.9.. at 36. 

Id. 

See Appendix B of Study. I. Another possible explanation 
1:or the high absolute scores is that the participants did 
not treat the experiment as a real purchase decision. 
In other words, when asked to choose or decide on one of 
three policies, they chose the most expensive product. 
In this case, if they equated high premium with high quality 
they would select the lowest cost policy. Furthermore, 
some participants may have avoided one of the high cost 
policies because it was offered by Business Men's Assurance 
Company. · 

Study I, 20 (Table Sa). 
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Furthermore, as noted above, the participants. stated that premium, 

financial rating, and cash value were the three most important 

dimensions explaining their.purchase decisions. Therefore, the fact 

that 82 percent of those accessing cost indices chose the lowest cost 

policy may in large part be explained by these other policy differenc, 

Therefore, the high selection rates of the lowest cost policy 

do not support an inference that consumers do not need cost 

information.23 

II. The Second Purdue Study 

23 Id. at 35 (Table 12). 
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A. Purpose of the Second Study The second study was designed 

to compare the effectiveness of several life insurance disclosure 

systems in aiding consumers when purchasing insurance. Gathering 

a comparable sample from the same area as the first study, 24 

the second study also employed the simulated purchase technique. 

The participants were tested on how well they succeeded in selecting 

lower cost policies from a representative sample of whole life 

policies. Subsequently, they were asked and tested on how well 

they understood the various disclosure formats. 

It should be noted at the outset that we do not attempt 

to summarize all of the second study's findings. Some findings 

are beyond the scope of the present discussion. Other findings 

are not statistically significant and do not warrant discussion. 

The role playing scenarios, for example, did not result in sta

tistically significant differences among disclosure formats. 25 

we highlight only those findings that bear directly on the suf-

24 

25 

See Study II at 4-10 for this sample's general demographic 
characteristics and page 5 for its insurance related 
characteristics. 

In the role playing segment, the participants were given 
four written scenarios depicting hypothetical characters 
confronted with life insurance purchase decisions. Asked 
to assume the role of the hypothetical person, each partic
ipant selected the "best" of three policies offered. As 
constructed by the FTC staff, each scenario had only one 
correct answer. Of the participants exposed to the FTC 
buyer's guide, 72.8 percent selected the best policy. 
Only 66.2 percent of the participants using the Belth buyer's 
guide made the "best" choice and 61.1 percent of those 
exposed to the NAIC buyer's guide made the correct choice 
Study II, 84-85. These results, however, miss (barely) being 
statistically significant and we do not discuss them in 
the text. 1.£· at 84. 
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ficiency of the NAIC disclosure format vis~ lli other possible 

disclosures. 

B. The Simulated Shopping Decision The first segment of 

the study measured the relative impact of six different disclosure 

systems on the ability of participants to make good purchase deci

sions. The participants were divided into six groups, each receiv

ing a different disclosure package: 

Group 1: 
Group 2: 
Group 3: 
Group 4: 
Group 5: 
Group 6: 

no buyer's guide, no yardstick; 
no buyer's guide, FTC yardstick; 
FTC buyer's guide, no yardstick; 
FTC buyer's guide, FTC yardstick; 
NAIC buyer's guide, no yardstick, and 
Belth buyer's guide, no yardstick. 

After receiving directions, each group was given an unlimited amount 

of time to read the disclosure package. Then each participant had 

an opportunity to examine up to eight different $25,000 whole life 

policies, one at a time, with a search fee charged for each policy 
26 

examined. In the case of the first four groups (even group 

1), each policy was accompanied by an FTC designed consumer cost 

statement which had considerable instructional content. Unbeknownst 

to the participants, the policies were pre-arranged to allow the 

researchers to control the order in which each participant received 

the different policies. 27 Within each of the six groups, the policies 

were arranged in three structured sequences: 

26 

27 

Sequence 1: 8, 7, 4, 3, 6, 5, 1, 2; 

Id. 17-18. Subjects were informed that different policies had 
different payoffs, the payoffs for the best being $27 (minus 
search fees) and the payoff for the worst being $7 (minus 
search fees). Id. at Appendix B, pages 3-6. 

Id. at 17-20. 
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7, 8, 4, 3, 6, 5, 1, 2: and 
l, 2, 4, 3, 6, 5, 8, 7, 

where l is the lowest cost policy and 8 is the highest cost pol

icy.28 One third of the group using the NAIC model buyer's guide, 

for example, received the policies in one of each of these three 

sequences. An identical approach was used in testing the partici

pants who received the FTC and other disclosure packages. The 

relative inpact of the different systems was measured by comparing 

disparities in the selection rates of the lowest cost policy._ 

The lowest cost policy was defined in different ways: (1) the 

least expensive policy, (2) the least expensive policy from 

those examined, and (3) the least expensive policy factoring 

in search fees.
29 

l. The Least Expensive Policy 47.2% of the participants who 

received the FTC buyer's guide and yardstick selected the least expensive 

policy among the eight available. The next best were those 

participants receiving no buyer's guide or yardstick (44.4%),
30 

28 

29 

30 

Id, at 15. 

1£. at 23-24. 

The relatively good performance of this group is the most 
significant finding of this study; This group only received 
a document that is very similar to the Preliminary Policy 
Summary recommended in Part IV of this report. As the 
researchers note this statement conspicuously provided average 
annual rate of return data as well as: 

{T]he Consumer Cost Index and premium, and 
contain[s] several paragraphs which emphasize 
the benefits of using the Consumer Cost Index. 
Each policy [summary] instructs the subject 
regarding what to look for and how to make the 
policy purchase decision. Thus, the 'control' 
subjects (i.e., those who saw neither a buyers guide 

(Footnote Continued) 
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those receiving the FTC yardstick without buyer's guide (42.6%), 

and those receiving the FTC buyer's guide without a yardstick 

(38.9%). The groups receiving the NAIC buyer's guide and the 

Belth buyer's guide only selected the least expensive policy 

33.3 and 27.8 percent of the tim~ respectively. 31 

2. The Least Expensive Policy Among Those Examir.ed. In 

terms of selecting the least expensive policy from among those 

examined, the groups receiving the FTC disclosures (groups 2-4) made 

the fewest errors. The next lowest error rate was in the group re

ceiving no buyer's guide or yardstick. 32 The highest error rates were 

in the NAIC and Belth groups. The differences in error rates between 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Buyer's Guide None None FTC FTC NAIC Belth 

Yarostick None FTC None FTC None None 

Average 
Error Rate 7.4 3.7 1.9 5.7 26.4 24.1 
( % ) 

30 

31 

32 

(Footnote Continued) 

nor a yardstick) still had considerable assistance 
in making their decision. Id. at 54-55, 

This finding indicates the potential effectiveness of the 
Preliminary Policy Summary. 

See id., 27 and Table 8, at 30. The study also considers 
clioice of policy by sequence (Table 9, p. 31)), and breaks 
down the data on educational attainment (Table 10, p. 33). 

Id. at 35. 
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groups 1-4 and groups 5-6 are statistically significant. 33 

Indeed, the average error ra-te for those receiving the FTC disclosures 

(groups 1-4) is 5 percent or approximately one-fifth of the 

error rates for those receiving the NAIC and Belth disclosures. 

3. The Least Expe.nsive Policy Factoring in Search Fees 

The selection rate of the least expensive policy factoring in 

search fees demonstrates the importance of yardsticks in compari

son shopping. Given the specified payoff differences among the 

policies and a one dollar search fee, the only six participants 

making the •optimal" purchase decision were in the groups using 

the FTC yardstick. 34 Likewise when the search fee assessed was 

raised to two dollars, these two groups still outperformed_ the 

other groups. 35 

Still considering the influence of search fees on the 

optimal choice, the researchers standardized the results to 

create a common scale, a "payoff maximization statistic." This 

measure attempts to eliminate the effect of different sequences 

and search fees. For example, for the group receiving a two doll-ar 

search fee and sequence three, the maximum payoff is 25 dollars. 

By dividing all net payoffs (for this sequence and search fee 

combination) by 25; a standa_rd scale having 1.0 as the maximum 

33 These figures were compiled from Table 11, ~ at 35. 
34 

.!2.• at 45 (Table 1sa1. 
35 

.!2.• at 46 (Table 18b). 
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score is created. 36 Similar calculations were performed for the 

other possible combinations .of sequences and search fees. The 

following table presents the average payoff maximization statistic 

by disclosure format. 37 The best scores were achieved by the 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Buyer's Guide None None FTC FTC NAIC Belth 

Yardstick None FTC None FTC None ·None 

Payoff 
Statistic .804 .• 817 .823 .834 .703 .729 

three FTC related g~oups. 38 Further, the groups using the.NAIC 

and Belth buyer's guides did less well than the baseline provided 

by the group receiving no buyer's guide. 39 Indeed, given the 

average number of policies examined, the NAIC payoff statistic 

is not subs~antially higher than it would have been 

if policies were picked by random. That is, random choice 

among policies might yield a payoff maximization statistic as 

high as .659.40 In this light, the NAIC figure (.703) is even 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

Id. at 47. 

This table is compiled from Table 19, id. at 48. 

Id.at 47. 

12.· at 50. 

To illustrate, assume 56 persons select at random from among 
the possibilities afte"r three searches and 44 persons select 
from among the possibilities after four searches (the reason 

(Footnote Continued) 
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more troublesome. 

4. Conclusions The groups receiving the expermental FTC 

disclosure packages outperformed the other groups--particularly 

the NAIC group--on the basis of all three definitions of best 

choice. Particularly significant is the fact that those subjects 

who received only the one page summary performed almost as well 

as those persons who received the more extensive disclosure. 

c. Post Decision Reactions After the purchase decisions, 

the participants were requested to give their reactions. First, 

in answer to an open-ended question, participants gave general 

reasons for deciding on the policy selected. Of those groups 

receiving FTC disclosures (groups 1-4), over 25 percent of the 

participants said the'ir choices of policies were based upon 

40 
(Footnote Continued) 

for choosing 56 and 44 is that the average number of policies 
searched by for all participants was 3.44). In this case,• 
the random payoff statistic by sequence would be: 

SEQUENCE 

AVERAGE 

8-7 
7-8 
1-2 

.454 

.454 

.666 

.525 

On the other hand, if these 100 persons copy the search 
behavior of the participants in their sequence (rather 
than that of all other participants, regardless of sequence) 
then the payoff statistic by sequence would be: 

SEQUENCE 

AVERAGE 

8-7 
7-8 
1-2 

.614 

.614 

.749 

.659 

In sum, the NAIC payoff statistic of .703 is not substan
tially higher than the result if policies are picked by 
random. 
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the Consumer Cost Index either alone or in combination with 

one or more cost-related indices. Fifteen percent of the FTC 

participants based their choice on the highest average annual rate 

of return. In contrast, about six percent of the NAIC participants 

referred to surrender cost data discussed in the NAIC buyer's 

guide. An additional twenty-two percent of the NAIC participants 

did refer to an index which they could not name. 41 

Next, the participants were queried on the buyer's guides. 

They were asked.for their general reactions to their respective 

buyer's guides 42 and how well they understood specific sections. 43 

In general, most participants stated that their buyer's guide 

was helpful and understandable, But as the researchers state: 

"it is clear that.subjects using the FTC buyers guide (groups 3 

and 4) reported it to be significantly easier to comprehend than 

did subjects exposed to either the NAIC or Bel th buyers guides • ., 44. 

In the same vein, the only section of any buyer's guide that 

a substantial number of participants said they found hard to 

understand was the section in the NAIC buyer's guide on how cost 

indices are computed and used, out of a total of 72 responses, 

41 Id. at 58, Table 23. 

42 
Id. at 62. 

43 
Id. at 71. 

44 
Id. 
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41 persons (56.9%) said they had difficulty understanding the 

cost index section of the NAIC buyer's guide. 45 Only 3.8 percent 

and 3. 7 percent respectively, had difficulty understanding 

the cost index sections of the FTC and Belth·buyer's guides. 46 

In sum, it appears that it is possible to develop a buyer's 

guide that is more· comprehensible than the NAIC guide. 

o. Comprehension Quiz In the final phase of testing, 

each participant completed a 21-item comprehension quiz. The 

quiz included true-false and multiple choice questions about 

life insurance. Three quizzes were used, corresponding to the 

three buyer's guides (NAIC, FTC and Belth). Fifteen of the 

21 questions, however,. were common to al;t three quizzes •
47 

The participants were not allowed to refer to their buyer's 

guides during the first administration of the comprehension 

quiz. Subsequently, the quiz was re-administered and then partici

pants were permitted to refer to their buyer's guides for help 

in answering the quiz questions. Participants .!!£i receiving 

any buyer's guide up to that time were allowed to use the~ 

buyers guide for help in taking the quiz. 

Comparing the quiz results by buyer's guide, the table below 

shows that the NAIC groups in both quizzes scored significantly 

45 
ll· at 75 (Table 34). 

46 Id. 
47 

ll• at 91. 
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lower. 48 Assuming no difference in intelligence 49 between the 

"NAIC" and other participants, these data suggest either that 

the six unique items on the NAIC quiz were more difficult or 

the NAIC buyer's guide was the least explanatory. 50 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Buyer's Guide None None FTC FTC NAIC Belth 

Yardstick None FTC None FTC None None 

Quiz I 

(% Correct) 84.3 82.9 91. 9 91. 0 84.8 87.6 

Quiz II 
(% Correct) 94.3 92.4 95.2 92.4 89.0 91.0 

In contrast, the groups receiving the FTC buyer's guide in 

both quizzes did netter than all other groups. This was true 

even for groups 1 and 2 who received no buyer's guides for the 
. 51 first quiz and the FTC buyer's guide in the second quiz. 

In particular, the researchers found that in quiz I the partici

pants receiving no buyer's guide and the NAIC buyer's guide scored 

significantly lower than· those receiving the FTC buyer's guide. 

48 

49 

50 

51 

12.· 
Id. 

12.· 
Id. 

at 92. The table was compiled from Table 44, id. at 93. 

at 92. 

at 96. 
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It should also be noted that the group receiving no buyer's 

guide did virtually as well as those groups receiving the NAIC 

and Belth buyer's guides. In Quiz II group (1) and FTC-No yard

stick group (3) both were significantally higher than the NAIC 

group mean. (No other pairs of means differ significantly). 52 

Again, the results indicate that it is possible to develop a 

buyer's guide that is more comprehensible than the NAIC model 

guide. 

III. Conclusions Drawn from the Two Purdue Studies 

The major conclusions drawn in this appendix are: 

52 In the closing .section of Study I.I, the authors wrote·, 

In conclusion, while some of the data suggest 
that subjects exposed to a disclosure system 
(particularly the FTC buyers guide) will 
fare better than those not exposed to such 
a system, the differences were not as striking 
nor as conclusive as expected. (Study II, 114) 

This statement might well be interpreted to mean that none 
of the disclosure systems tested make much difference in 
the subjects' performance in choosing low-cost policies. 
This interpretation is not correct. As shown earlier in 
this Appendix, all four of the qroups who received the 
FTC material had higher payoff maximizationst:atistics (from 
80% to 83%) than the Belth or NAIC groups (73% and 70% 
respectively). 

A letter from Professor Jacoby (to Michael Lynch, FTC, 
March 1, 1979) clarified what he and his colleagues meant 
in the paragraph quoted above. There he writes that the 
surprising finding was that the FTC groups 1 and 2; which 
did not receive a buyer's guide. Groups 1 and 2 did have 
the one-page "consumer cost statements," however,and these 
apparently proved almost as effective as the buyer's guide 
plus yardstick plus cost statement. We regard this finding 
as one of the most important and hopeful results of the 
Purdue studies. In our view, it underlines the importance 
and potential effectiveness of providing the "preliminary 
policy summary." 
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Study 1 

1. Although cost dimensions are accessed 
much less frequently than other policy 
dimensions, they play a significant role 
in the final choice among policies. 

2. Exposure to written statements (triggers 
and buyers guides) increased access to 
the targeted cost information for all 
subject groups. 

3. The Savings Yield was the cost dimension 
accessed most frequently and many subjects 
appear to have used it to comparison 
shop. 

Study 2 

1. The participants receiving the FTC disclosure 
materials appear to have engaged in more 
intelligent search behavior than their 
count1;rparts. 

2. Very few (5%) of FTC participants failed 
to choose the least costly policy among 
those they examined. A substantial portion 
(25%) of the NAIC and Belth subjects 
failed to choose the least costly policy. 

3. A simple one sheet disclosure statement 
like the Preliminary Policy Summary recom
mended in Part IV of this report offers 
good promise in achieving meaningful 
disclosures. 

4. It appears possible .to develop a buyer's 
guide that is more comprehensible than 
the NAIC model guide. 
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APPENDIX X: BUYER'S GUIDE, 
SUGGESTED STATE REGULATION, 

AND NAIC AND STATE REGULATIONS 

BUYER'S GUIDE TO LIFE INSURANCE 

The purpose of this booklet is to give you general 
information that will help you select a satisfactory life 
insurance policy for your needs. It is not. intended to 
be an endorsement of any policy or insurance company. 

Since the information is general, if you have unusual 
insurance problems, you should seek professional advice. 
The Guide is not designed to assist in the evaluation of 
your existing policies. 
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Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance 

IMPORTANT: Many people th~nk all similar life insurance policies 
cost about the same. They don't. Reading this Buyer's Guide may 
save you many hundreds or _thousands of· dollars over a twenty-year 
period by helping you find a low-cost policy th~t best fits your 
needs. 

The main purpose of life insurance is to provide financial 

security after your death for those who depend on you. Life 

insurance can also be used to pay off your mortgage or provide 

for other large debts, pay education expenses, provide- savings 

and retirement income. Itcan also be used to pay for funeral 

and last illness expenses. In addition, life insurance can be 

valuable protection against the premature death of a spouse who 

raises the children and maintains the household. 

This guide will help you to determine the amount of protec

tion your family needs. It will also help you learn which kind 

of policy best provides that protection. You'll learn how to 

select a policy that gives you the most coverage at the lowest 

cost. 

Read the guide carefully and never forget that when buying

insurance, being a careful shopper can give you the most protec

tion at the least expense. 

WHAT IS LIFE INSURANCE 

Every life insurance policy is a contract. In return for your 

paying premiums, an insurance company promises to pay a specified 

amount of money when you die to a person you name in the policy. 

The person -who is to receive the money is called the beneficiary. 

-1-
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The money to be paid is called the proceeds or death benefits, 

and its amount is often referred to as the face amount of the 

policy. 

BASIC TYPES OF LIFE INSURANCE 

All life insurance policies promise to pay a stated amount 

of money when you die. There are two basic types of life insur

ance: ~ and whole life. While they may go by different names, 

most life insurance policies are either one of these types or a 

combination of both. However, all policies of the same type do 

not necessarily cost the same or provide the same kind of pro

tection. In fact, buying a policy that fits your needs and your 

budget can save you hundreds or even thousands of dollars over 

your lif<!time. 

TERM INSURANCE 

Term insurance insures your life for a fixed period of time 

or~ such as 1, 5, or more years. Death benefits are payable 

only if you die within the term, provided, of course, the policy 

is still in effect. At the time of purchase, term insurance 

generally provides the largest death protection for your premium 

dollar. You can usually renew term insurance policies for one 

or more terms without having to pass a medical examination to 

get the renewal. But be caref.ul: not all term policies are 

renewable. You should be sure about this feature before buying. 

If the policy is renewed for another term, the premium will be 

increased because you will be older during the additional term. 

Some term policies may be renewed through age 100. However, 

the premiums on term insurance are very expensive after age 65. 

-2-
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You can also buy term policies whose premiums stay level 

but whose death benefit declines each year. These are called 

decreasing term policies. A decreasing term policy may be use

ful if you are young and currently responsible for a mortgage 

or other large debt. 

Before you consider buying an individual life insurance 

policy check with your employer, labor union, or professional 

association on your eligibility for group term insurance. Group 

insurance often costs much less than either individual term or 

individual whole life, especially if your employer pays part 

of the premiums. In addition, you can usually buy group insur

ance without passing a medical exam. There are, however, some 

things to watch for. Like individual term insurance, group 

insurance is usually renewable only through age.65 or 70. Also, 

there may be a limit on the amount of group insurance you'll be 

able to buy. And if you switch employers or drop your union or 

professional association membership, your group coverage may·end. 

If that happens, you're usually guaranteed the right to convert· 

that coverage to an individual whole life policy--but at a higher 

premium. Still, all things considered, group insurance may pro

vide a solid, rel-atively inexpensive foundation for your personal 

insurance program. 

WHOLE LIFE INSURANCE 

Whole life insurance is also referred to as "ordinary life" 

or "straight _life" insurance. It differs from term insurance in 

two important ways. First, although the premiums start out at a 
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higher level than term insurance for the same amount of insurance 

protection, they remain level and do not increase with age. 

second, whole life policies develop cash values that increase 

every year. 

You should understand that if you buy a whole life policy, 

a substantial portion of your premiums will go into the savings 

element (cash value) of the policy. During the early years of 

a whole life policy, the premiums are much more than the amount 

needed to buy term insurance for a pe~son of the same age. The 

insurance company puts most of the extra dollars into a fund, 

called the policy's cash value. This cash value grows steadily 

over the years, and as it grows, it reduces the amount of actual 

death protect_ion the company must provide to pay the face amount. 

In fact, you can think of whole life insurance as a combination 

of an increasing savings element (cash value) and a decreasing 

amount of pure life insurance protection. 

-4-
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Yc.v can get the cas~ value if you cancEl your polic1·. 

However, if you keep the policy, the insurance company will pay 

only the face amount of the· policy if you die, not the face amount 

plus the cash value. For example, if you bought a $25,000 

whole life policy at age 35, it might have a cash value of 

$10,000 by the time you're 65. Yet, if you die at age 65, 

your beneficiary will get only $25,000, no matter how large or 

srnal: the cas~ value. 

E~5~de~ rn3king it possible tc have affordable life i~surance 

beyond age 65, cash values can be useful to you in other ways. 

Many people find buying a whole life policy a convenient way to 

save for retirement or other purposes. Each time you pay your 

premium, a part of the premium automatically goes to build up 

the policy's cash value. You can get the full amount of the cash 

value by simply canceling your policy. But if you do, you'll, 

of course, lose your death protection. You can also borrow up to 

the full amount of the cash value in the form of a policy loan. 

You will have to pay interest on this loan at the annual percentage 

rate fixed in the policy, but this rate is often lower than other 

rates available. If the loan is still outstanding when the. 

policyholder dies, the policy loan amount will be deducted from 

the payment made to beneficiaries. 
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OTHER TYPES OF POLICIES 

In addition to whole life policies, there are many other 

policies on the market with savings elements. "Life paid up at 

age· 65" is just what the name implies: after age 65 no more 

premiums are due. "Twenty-pay life" is a policy with 20 annual 

premiums after which time the policy stays in force without 

additional l)ayments. An "endowment policy" is one in which the 

cash value equals the policy's face amount at the end of a limited 

period, usually 20 or 30 years. Endowment insurance has a greater 

savings component than whole life policies, but it gives you less 

death protection for your premium dollar. Although the premium 

on all of these types is higher than simple whole life, they may 

be useful for certain special needs. But most people's insurance 

needs can be met by either term or whole life or a cornbinaH.nn nf the 

two. 

TERM OR WHOLE LIFE INSURANCE 

In deciding whether to buy term or whole life insurance, you 

ought to consider these three questions: (1) How much insurance 

coverage does my family need against my premature death; (2) How 

long do I want to keep my insurance in force; and (3) Do I want 

to use my insurance policy as a way to save? 

HOW MUCH INSURANCE TO BUY 

You should remember: THE MAIN PURPOSE OF LIFE INSURANCE IS 

TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL SECURITY FOR DEPENDENTS WHEN A WAGE-EARNER 

OR SERVICE-PROVIDER DIES PREMATURELY. 
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It is important to establish the amount of money your 

dependents will need if certain income or services are no longer 

available because of premature death. Life insurance is a source 

of .cash for paying a family's living expenses, education costs, 

mortgages, and other debts. A comprehensive life insurance pro

gram should come as close as you can afford toward providing the 

funds your family and dependents would need over and above the 

assets you have acquired and can leave to them and what would be 

available to them through social security or other protection. 

When you're young and your insurance needs are generally 

greatest, term insurance gives you three to five times.more pro

tection for your premium dollar than whole life. For example, 

a 25-year old person who can afford to spend $300 a year on life 

insurance could buy either $20,000 worth of whole life or $100,000 

worth of term insurance. Many1 people--especially those with young. 

children--can get the amount of insurance they need only by buying 

a term policy. On the other hand, if you expect to carry that 

amount of insurance no matter how old you become, term insurance 

will become expensive after age 65. 

HOW LONG TO KEEP YOUR POLICY IN FORCE 

Remember that the main purpose of life insurance is to replace 

income lost when a family's breadwinner dies prematurely. This 

suggests that when a person approaches retirement, the.need for 

life insurance may diminish. Whole life insurance can, of course, 

be used to meet a person's long-term insurance needs through age 

65. But so can renewable term insurance, Though the term policy's 
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premium will go up with each renewal, the process is slow. For 

example, if you buy a renewable term policy at age 35, it will 

take about 20 years for the premium of your renewable term policy 

to become larger than the level premium you would have had paid 

if you had bought a whole life policy. By that time, however, 

you may need less insurance and can reduce the insurance you carry. 

On the other hand, whole life policies kept in force even 

after retirement can be used to pay for funeral expenses, medical 

bills, and death taxes. They can also provide money for the 

surviving members of the family. Though some term policies are 

renewable through age 100, remember that thei°r premiums become 

very expensive after age 65. 

COMBINING TERM AND WHOLE LIFE 

If you think you' 11 want some insurance afte_r age 65 bu-t 

you can't afford enough whole life insurance to give your family 

adequate protection while you're young, there are several things 

you can do. One is to buy a renewable term policy that is also 

"convertible." This means that any time before the end of the 

conversion period, you can trade the policy in for a whole life 

policy of the same or lesser face amount without having to pass 

a medical exam. Premiums for the new policy, however, will be 

higher than you have been paying for the term insurance. 

People with young children often find thi~ type of insurance 

program attractive beca~se it lets them buy a larger amount of 

death protection when they're young at a price they can afford. 

At the same time they preserve their option to buy a whole life 

policy if they decide they want some insurance in force·after age 

65. You can also buy a combination of term and whole life 
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insurance by purchasing either separate policies or a whole life 

policy with a term policy attached to it (this is called a "term 

rider"), In either case you'll have insurance that will remain 

in force after you turn 66 plus you will have some additional 

death protection during your younger years when you need it most. 

Because your income and the number and needs of your depen

dents may change, it is important to review your life insurance 

program periodically. As a part of this process you should con

sider the effect of inflation on your assets and on your family's 

future needs. 

SAVING THROUGH LIFE INSURANCE 

If you want protection for your family while you're young 

and a source of money as you grow older, there are two things you 

can do. You can buy a whole life policy with its bµilt-in savings 

program. Or you can buy a term policy and each year invest the 

difference between the whole life premium and the term premium in 

a savings account, U.S. savings bonds, or some other safe invest

ment. If you buy a term policy and you're the kind of person who 

can save regularly, and many people are, you'll build up a size

able sum of money by the time you're 65. You can then use this 

sum for the same purposes as the cash value of a whole life policy. 

This could reduce your need for life insurance in your later years. 

Consider the Annual Rate of Return. If you are considering whole 

life as a way of saving, you should compare its features with 

other types of savings programs, especially savings accounts. The 

best way to make a comparison is to look at a policy's average 

-$-
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annual rate of return. The average annual rate of return will, 

to a large extent, depend on how long you keep a policy in effect. 

It is calculated by breaking down the cost of the premium accord

ing to where the premium dollar goes. Part of the premium goes 

for relatively inexpensive death protection. The rest can be con

sidered a "savings deposit". The rate of return is ·expressed as 

a percentage and is equal to the interest rate that will make the 

"savings deposit" grow into an amount equal to the policy's cash 

value. For example, a policy with a rate of return of 3.2 percent 

means that the savings element of your premium, if deposited in a 

bank, would need to earn 3.2 percent after taxes for the depositor 

to be as well off with either alternative. 

You'll find a policy's average annual rate of return for 5, 

10, 20 and 30 years on the PRELIMINARY POLICY SUMMAR¥ an insurance 

agent must give you before asking you to sign a policy application. 

Remember though that the average annual rate of return is based 

on estimates of how much it will cost you to purchase term insur

ance. The chart below shows term insurance rates used in making 

the rate of return calculations. 

~ 

25 

35 

45 

·55 

Average Yearly Renewable Term Rates per $1,000 

·Amount of Insurance 

$10,000 $25,000 $100,000 

$ 4.47 $ 2.97 $ 2.22 

4.73 3.23 2.48 

7.16 5.66 4.91 

13.85 12.35 11.60 
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If you can find term insurance that costs less than what is on 

the chart,the actual average annual rate of return on a whole 

life policy you are considering will be somewhat lower than the 

rate disclosed on the PRELIMINARY POLICY SUMMARY. In any case, 

whether you are merely comparing term and whole life or considering 

setting up an insurance package made up mainly of term insurance, 

you should be able to find a term policy that costs as little as 

the one in the chart. Don't forget that the annual rates shown 

are per $1,000 of coverage. Multiply these rates by the number 

of thousands of dollars of coverage you want to get. For example, 

at age 25 multiply $4.47 times 10 to get the total annual cost 

for a $10,000 insurance policy. 

A little difference means a lot.· If your reaction to all 

this talk of rates o!: return is to say "What difference can a 

percent or so make?,"the answer is--a lot! A difference of only 

l percent in a rate of return is extremely significant. When 

compounded over 30 years (which can be how long a whole life 

policy lasts), this seemingly small difference can amount to a 

lot of money. The chart below illustrates this by showing how 

many pre-tax dollars you would have, at the end of 30 years, if 

you deposited $500· each year in bank accounts paying various 

interest rates: 

-11-
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Impact of Different Interest Rates on a $500 Per 

Year Investment for a 30-Year Period 

of Interest Value After 30 

2% $20,284 

3% 23,788 

4% 28,042 

5% 33,219 

6% 39,529 

7% 47,230 

TAX CONSIDERATIONS 

Years 

You may also want to consider the possible tax advantage of 

saving with a whole life policy. Interest earnings credited to 

the "savings deposit" feature of a whole life policy are not taxed 

until you surrender the policy; even then, the taxable amount may 

be zero or quite small. It is important to compare rates of return 

with the after-tax return that you could get from other savings 

or investment programs. For example, if you are in a 20 percent 

tax bracket, a 4 percent rate of return from the "savings deposit" 

feature of the whole life policy is equal to a 5 percent return 

on fully taxable investments. Here's why--on a $100 fully taxed 

investment paying 5 percent, you would get $5.00. But 20 percent 

of that--$1.00--would go for taxes. This means you would end up 

with the same $4.00 you woufd get from a policy with a 4 percent 

rate·of return. 

OTHER BENEFITS OF WHOLE LIFE 

Finally, many whole life policie, offer benefits (other than 

cash values) that are not found in term insurance combined with 

a savings or investment program. These include the right to stop 
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paying premiums and use the accumulated cash value to purchase 

paid up insurance or extended term insurance. Whole life policies 

also contain guarantees with respect to annuity purchase rights. 

AddJtionally,you can borrow against your cash value at a favorable 

interest rate. These other benefits of a whole life policy might 

make it a desirable purchase even if its rate of return is lower 

than you could receive elsewhere. 

A WORD OF CAUTION ABOUT WHOLE LIFE 

It's a costly mistake to buy a whole life policy only to drop 

it after a year or two. If you do, you'll usually get next to 

nothing back. !t's true that few people plan to drop a whole life 

policy soon after buying it. Yet about one in five new policy

holders actually does just that. Moreover, because of the cost 

elements involved, the cash value of a whole life policy builds 

up very slowly during the policy's early years, making whole life 

insurance a very uneconomical way to save for short-term needs. 

Therefore, you shouldn't buy a whole life policy unless you plan 

to keep it at least 10 years. 

"PAR" OR "NON-PAR" POLICIES 

Some term and whole life policies pay dividends (participating 

or "par" policies)', while others do not (non-participating or "non

par" policies). Dividend-paying policies generally have higher 

premiums than nondividend-paying policies, but often cost less in 

the long run, especially if their dividends are paid each year. 

The amount a company expects to pay each year are known as 

'illustrated" dividends. These "illustrated" dividends are not 
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guaranteed. The exact amount a company actually decides to pay 

in dividends each year depends upon a number of factors, including 

the company's investment income for that year. These factors simply 

can't be predicted with complete accuracy several years in advance. 

In recent years, however, the actual dividends paid on most "par" 

polici~s have been higher than those illustrated at the time the 

policies were sold. 

HOW TO FIND A LOW-COST POLICY 

Once you've decided on the type and size of policy you want, 

use the Surrender Index to find a low-cost policy. This index is 

found on the PRELIMINARY POLICY SUMMARY. Don't pick a policy just 

because it has a low premium. Premiums only measure what you pay 

for a policy. The}' don't measure a policy's benefits. Those 

benefits, which may include cash values and dividends as well as 

death protection, vary by large amounts among policies with similar 

premiums sold by different companies. The Surrender Index takes 

premiums, cash values, dividends, and interest into consideration. 

It is called the Surrender Index because it compares cost as if at 

some future point in time you were to surrender the policy and take 

its cash value. THE MOST IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER WHEN USING 

THE SURRENDER INDEX IS THAT A SMALL NUMBER IS GENERALLY A BETTER 

BUY THAN A COMPARABLE POLICY WITH A LARGER INDEX NUMBER. 

The table below illustrates the range of 20-year Surrender 

Indices for four commonly sold participating policies sold to 

males at the ages indicated. One-fourth of all policies are at 

or below the "Low Cost'' figure. The "Average Cost" figure is in 

the middle of the range--half of all policies of that type are 

cheaper and half are more expensive. One-fourth of all policies 

are more expensive than the ''High cost" figure. 
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Range of Surrender Index 
Policy Type Size Costs Age 25 Age 35 Age 45 

Whole Life $10,000 Low Cost $3.69 $5.39 $ 9.95 
Average Cost 4.50 6.43 11. 51 
High Cost 5.54 7.59 13.05 

Whole Life $25,000 Low Cost 2.76 4.56 8. 82. 
Average Cost 3.53 5.39 10.10 
High Cost 4.20 6.35 11.39 

Tenn $25,000 Low Cost 3.42 5.62 12.38 
Average Cost 3.64 5.86 12.93 
High Cost 4.19 6. 71 13.91 

5 Year $50,000 Low Cost 3.49 6.00 12.90 
Renewable & j\verage Cost 3.87 6.31 13. 71 
Convertible High Cost 4.36 6.94 14.54 
Term 

As this table shows, the cost for similar policies varies 

widely. These differences in cost can be very important·to you. 

For example, if a person were to buy a $25,000 whole life policy 

with a Surrender Index of $3 per $1,000 instead of one with a 

Surrender Index of $6 per $1,000, the saving would be about $75 

per year on the average ($6 - $3 x 25 = $75). If a person were then 

to deposit this $75 per year in a bank account at 5 percent inter

est, the balance at the end of the 20 years would be almost $2,500. 

The range of Surrender Indicies given on the table only apply 

to the particular policies and ages given. To find out if the 

cost of a particular policy is high or low you should call up a 

number of competing companies and ask for the 20-year Surrender 

Index (at your current age) for their comparable policies. 

When using the Surrender Index to look for a low-cost policy, 

remember the following: 

1. The index is only approximate. Rather than search for 
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the lowest-cost policy on the market, use the index to find a 

group of relatively low-cost policies from which to make your 

final choice. Differences of less than 50 cents per $1,000 can 

usually be ignored and may be offset by other policy features or 

by differences in the quality of service you may expect from the 

company or its agent. 

2. The Surrender Index is only useful in comparing the costs 

of similar policies, those which provide essentially the same 

basic benefits and require payments for approximately the same 

period of time. The more similar the policies, the more reliable 

the cost comparison will be. For example, don't use the Surrender 

Index to compare the cost of a term policy to that of a whole life 

policy; instead, base your choice of term versus whole life on 

factors mentioned earlier in this Buyer's Guide. 

3. The Surrender Index for a dividend-paying policy assumes 

that dividends on the policy will be paid exactly as illustrated 

at the time the policy was issued. This, however, rarely happens. 

Since the exact amount of a "par" policy's dividends isn't guaran

teed, ·the policy's actual cost may turn out to be higher or lower 

than that indicated by the Surrender Index. Remember, however, in 

recent years the actual dividends paid on most "par" policies have 

been higher than those illustrated at the time the policies were 

sold. As long as you recognize that "par" policies' dividends are 

not guaranteed, you can use the Surrender Index to compare the 

costs of dividend-paying and nondividend-paying policies. 
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POINTS TO REMEMBER 

l. KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. The laws of this state provide that 

anyone who buys a life insurance policy from an agent can return 

the policy to the company for an~• reason within 10 days after the 

policy is delivered and receive a full return of all money paid. 

If the policy was bought through the mail, you have 30 days after 

delivery to return it and receive a refund. 

2. BUY ONLY WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD. If you drop your whole life 

policy within the first 10 years because the premiums turn out to 

be more than you can afford, you may lose a substantial portion of 

the money you have paid in. 

3. GROUP INSURANCE. If you are. eligible for such c"overage, 

check it out carefully. It may be the easiest and least costly 

way to meet your basic life insurance needs. 

4. TRY NOT TO LEAVE YOURSELF UNDERINSURED. Remember: during 

your younger years, when your insurance needs are generally greatest, 

term insurance will provide you with several times more insurance 

protection than whole life for the same premium dollar. 

5. SHOP AROUND. Many people think that all similar policies 

cost about the same. They don't. Before you buy a life insurance 

policy, check to see if it has a low Surrender Index. 

6. CHECK THE RATE OF RETURN. If you are thinking about using 

whole life insurance as a way to save, be sure to check its rate 

of return and compare it with other policies and alternative savings 

or investment programs. 
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7. SHOP FOR A GOOD AGENT AS WELL AS A GOOD POLICY. You can't 

overestimate the value of a well-informed agent. Inexperienced 

agents often lack detailed knowledge about their company's policies. 

They may not even realize th~t the costs of similar policies differ 

greatly from company to company. In addition, because agent com

missions are tied to premium size, there may be an incentive for 

some agents to sell costlier policies that may not fit your needs. 

So shop around. Talk to two or three agents, including agents 

who represent several companies. Compare the advice each one gives 

you and the Surrender Indices and rates of ~eturn of the policies 

each one recommends. 
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PRELIMINARY POLICY SUMMARY 

IMPORTANT: Many people think all similar life insurance policies 
cost about the same, They don't. The cost of similar policies 
varies sharply. You can save many hundreds or even thousands of 
dollars by choosing a low-cost policy. To find out how this 
particular policy ranks, compare its Cost Index (found below) 
to the range of cost indexes for similar policies. For further 
information on cost comparison and examples of the range of cost 
indexes for a number of policies, see pages in the [state] 
Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance which you should have received 
with this policy summary. 

Company: 
Type of Policy: 
Name of Policy: 
Face Amount: 
Policyholder's Sex and Age at Issue: 

YEARLY PREMIUM per $1,000 of face amount) 

20-YEAR SURRENDER INDEX: 
(per $1,000 face amount) 

AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF RETURN: if you keep the policy 5 years 
if you keep the policy 10 years 
if you keep the policy 20 years 
if you keep the policy 30 years 

How To Use This Preliminary Policy Summary 

Surrender Index: To find a low-cost policy, look at the policy's 
20-year surrender index, not its premium. Premiums only measure 
what you pay for a policy-.-The benefits you receive from policies 
with siMilar premiums vary widely. The Surrender Index takes 
premiums, ca;h values, and dividends into consideration. In doing 
so, it provides a much more complete measure of the cost of similar 
life insurance policies than premiums. A policy with a low Surrender 
Index is generally a better buy than a similar policy wi'tFi"""°a higher 
index number. The Surrender Index should only be used to compare 
the cost of similar policies. Don't use it to compare the cost of 
a term policy to that of a whole life policy . 

. Averaqe Annual Rate of Return: Part of each premium you pay buys 
you death protection and part can be viewed as a deposit which 
builds up the Sil'Tings (or cash value) portion of your policy. The 
Average Annual Rate of Return shows you approximately what rate 
of return-you'll get on the savings portion of this policy if you 
keep it for 5, 10, 20 o"r 30 years. The rate of return is one factor 
you should consider in deciding whether to buy term or whole life 
insurance. There are other benefits in a whole life contract that 
are not generally available in term insurance contracts. Therefore 
a whole life policy may be a desirable purchase even if its rate 
of return is 10,-1er than you could receive elsewhere. For a dis-
cussion of this and other factors, see pages of your Buyer's 
Guide. 

Signature of Agent Date 

(This form should be used for whole life and endowment insurance). 
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PRELIKINARY POLICY St.:~t'IARY 

IMPORTANT: K~ny people think all simila·r life insurance policies 
cos~ about the same. ~_do~. The cost of similar policies 
varies sl-.arply. You can save many hundreds or even thousands of 
do:.lars by choosing a lm,-cost policy. To find out how this 
particular policy ranks, compare its Cost Index {found below) 
to the range of cost indexes for similar policies. For further 
infonnation on cost comparison and examples of the range of cost 
indexes for a number of policies, see pages in the {state] 
Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance which you should have received 
with this policy summary. 

Company: 
Type of Policy: 
Initial Face Amount: 
Policyholder's Sex and 
Lenoth of Term: 

Age at Issue: 

·Rene~able:* Yes 
Convertible: Yes 

No 
No 

If yes, through what age? 
If yes, through what age? 

20-YEAR SURRENDER INDEX: 
(per $1,000 face amount) 

Policy 
Years 

Annual 
Premium 

Premium for $1,000 
of face amount Face Amount Dividends 

NOTE: Companies (or intermediaries) should enter in this space 
the appropriate information for represent~tive policy years. 

How To Use This Preliminary Policy Swnmary 

Surrender Index: To find a lo~-cost term policy, look at the policy's 
20-year Surrender Index, not just its first.-year premium. That's 
because the premiums for some term policies go up faster than others. 
In addition, many term policies pay dividends. When they do, that 
lowers the cost of those policies. The Surrender Index takes both 
dividends and later-year prerr-iur.ts into consideration and thus gives 
a better measure of a term policy's cost than the first-year premium 
alone. A policy with a low Surrender Index is generally a better 
buy than a similar policy with a higher index number. 

The Surrender Index should only be used to compare the cost of 
similar policies. Don't use it to compare the cost of a term policy 
to that of a whole life policy. 

•Renewability: If you're buying term insurance for long-term needs,# 
make sure your policy is guaranteed rene~able through at least age 
65. Check above for the age through which this policy can be 
renewed. For rnore information on how to shop for life insurance, 
read your Buyer's Buide. 

Signat~re of Agent Date 

(This form should be used for term· insurance and term riders.) 

54-102 0 - 80 - 34 
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DRAFT REGULATION 

(1) AUTHORITY. (Insert·applicable state authority) 

(2) PURPOSE. The purpose of this regulation is to require 

insurers to deliver to prospective purchasers of life ·insurance 

information which will improve the buyer's ability to select the 

most appropriate plan of life insurance for his or her needs, 

improve the buyer's understanding of the basic features of the 

policy which has been purchased or which is under consideration, 

improve the ability of the buyer to evaluate the relative costs 

of similar plans of life insurance and improve the buyer's abil

ity to chose between dissimilar plans of insurance. This rule 

does not prohibit the use of additional material which is not 

in violation of this rule or any other [state] statute or rule, 

(3) SCOPE. (a) Except as hereafter exempted, this rule 

shall apply to any solicitation, negotiation or procurement of 

life insurance or annuities occurring within this state. This 

rule shall apply to any issuer of life insurance contracts inciud

ing fraternal benefit societies. 

(b) For purposes of this regulation the term •life insur

ance• includes annuities except where the context indicates· other

wise. 

(c) Unless otherwise specifically included, this rule 

shall not apply to: 

1, Credit life insurance. 

2. Group life insurance provided at least a por

tion of the cost is borne by a person other 

than the persons insured or their beneficiaries, 
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3. Variable life insurance under which the death 

benefits and cash values vary in accordance 

with unit values of investments held in a sepa

rate account. 

4. Group annuities p~ovided at least a portion 

of the cost is borne by a person other than 

the annuitants or their beneficiaries. 

(4) DEFINITIONS. For the purposes of this rule, the follow

ing definitions shall apply: 

(al [state] Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance. The [state] 

Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance is a document which contains, 

and is limited to, the language within the current edition.of 

"The [state] Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance• put out by the 

Insurance Commissioner of the State of I ]. A copy 

of which is attached hereto as Appendix 1. Insurers may purchase 

the Buyer's Guide at cost from the Office of the Commissioner of 

Insurance, or they may reproduce it themselves (subject to reason

able standards of style, size, and layout). 

(bl Cash Dividend. A Cash Dividend is the current illus

trated dividend which can be applied toward payment of the gross 

premium. 

(cl" Additional First Year Premium Policies. A policy 

requiring an additional premium payment for the first policy year, 

or for the first several policy years, that is substantially 

larger than the premium for the remainder of the policy years 

and providing a fixed payment at the end of a fixed term period 

coupled with a term insurance policy or a whole life insurance 

2 
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policy. There are several variations in the forms of such poli

cies and are more commonly known as •deposit term•, deposit whole 

life,• or •modified whole life• policies. 

(d) Equivalent Level Death Benefit. The Equivalent 

Level Death Benefit of a policy or term life insurance rider is 

an amount calculated as follows: 

l. Accumulate the guaranteed amount payable upon 

death, regardless of the cause of death, at the 

beginning of each policy year for twenty years 

at five percent interest compounded annually 

to the end of the twentieth policy year. 

2. Divide each accumulation of step l by an inter

est factor that converts it into one equivalent 

level annual amount that, if paid at the begin

ning of each year, would accrue to the value 

in step 1. The twenty year interest factor 

is 34.719. 

(e) Generic Name. Generic Name means a short title 

which is descriptive of the premium and benefit patterns of a 

policy or rider. 

(fl Life Insurance Indices 

1. Surrender Index. The Surrender Index is calcu

lated by applying the following steps: 

a. Determine the guaranteed cash surrender 

value, if any, available at the end of the 

twentieth policy year. 

3 
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b. For participating policies, add the term

inal dividend payable upon surrender, if 

any, to the accumulation of the annual 

Cash Dividends at five percent interest 

compounded annually to the end of the 

twenty years and add this sum to the amount 

determined in step a. 

c. Divide the result of step b (step a for 

guaranteed-cost policies) by the interest 

factor that converts it into an equivalent 

level annual amount that if paid at the 

beginning of each year, would accrue to 

the value in step b (step a for guaranteed

cost policies) over the respective period 

stipulated in step a. The twenty year 

interest factor is 34.719. 

d. Determine the equivalent-level premium by 

accumulating each annual premium payable 

for the basic policy or rider (if the pre

mium includes supplemental benefits without 

separate identifiable charge, a reasonable 

adjustment may be made) at five percent 

interest compunded annually to the end 

of twenty years and dividing the result 

by the factor stated in step c. (This 

amount is the annual premium payable for 

a level premium plan). 

4 
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e. Subtrac.t the result of step c from step d. 

f. Divid·e the result of step e by the number 

of thousands of the Equivalent Level Death 

Benefit to arrive at the Surrender Index. 

2. Average Annual Rate of Return Index. This 

index is calculated on cash value policies 

using the Linton Yield method. 

a. The Linton Yield method solves for a level, 

effective, annually compounded interest 

rate, or yield. This yield is determined 

by equating the cash available at the end 

of a specified number of years from•two 

different protection/savings programs, and 

then solving for the annual yield that must 

be achieved on the separate savings fund 

of the second program in order to produce 

the cash equivalency with the first program. 

The two programs compared are: 

i. A life insurance policy on, normally 

but not necessarily, some permanent 

plan. The cash used at the end of 

the specified year is the policy's 

guaranteed cash surrender value plus 

the terminal dividend payable upon 

surrender and the dividend payable at 

the end of the specified year. 

5 
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ii. A combination of a savings fund and 

yearly renewable term (YRT) insurance. 

The amount deposited in the savings 

fund each year is assumed to be equal 

to the annual premium payable under 

the alternative program for the perma

nent life insurance policy (less any 

dividend payable at the end of the 

preceding year) less an assumed pre

mium payable for YRT insurance. The 

amount of YRT purchased each year is 

that which would be adequate to bring 

the combined death benefit from the 

savings plan and the YRT to the same 

as that payable under the permanent 

life insurance policy. The cash used 

for comparison with the permanent pol

icy is the amount accumulated in the 

savings fund at the end of the speci

fied year. 

b. Average Annual Rate of Return index figures 

given out in [state] by insurers or inter

mediaries shall be calculated separately 

for males and females and shall be based 

upon the following assumptions: 

6 
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i. As to YRT premium rates: 

YRT premiums• (1,000 q) (Kl+ $0.90 + 

$25/S where K equals 1.00 for ages O 

through 14 and 0.95 for ages 15 and 

above, S equals policy size in thous

ands and l,OOOq equals the mortality 

rate for age x shown in subsection (9)1 

zi. As to elements entering into the calcu

lation: Gross premiums shall include 

the total premiums charged for all 

life insurance benefits, dividends 

shall be total illustrated dividends 

excluding any separately identifiable 

dividends payable for benefits other 

than life insurance. 

c. Average Annual Rate of Return index figures 

for additional first year premium policies 

defined in Section 4(c) shall be calculated 

in the same manner as for cash value poli

cies. For purposes of the calculation 

gross premiums shall include all payments 

made to the company under the contract 

and cash values for each year shali be the 

total amount to which the policyholder is 

entitled under the contract for that year. 

7 
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d. Average Annual Rate of Return index figures 

for annuities shall be the annually com

pounded interest rate, or yield, on gross 

premiums paid over the selected holding 

period. 

Note: A discussion of the Linton Yield method may be found on 

pages 28-30 in the Analysis of Life Insurance cost Comparison 

Index Methods, prepared by the Society of Actuaries Committee 

on Cost comparison Methods and Related Issues (Special), 

September, 1974. Further discussion on the "low• YRT rates to 

be used in computing the Linton Yield, which are the rates speci

fied in this rule, may be found in Appendix E, pp. 187-192.of 

that same publication. 

(g) Preliminary Policy Summary. For the purposes of 

this rule, Prelimiary Policy Summary means a document provided 

to,the buyer of a life insurance policy which contains 

necessary consumer cost disclosure information, in substan~ 

tially the same format for all companies, as specified by the 

Commissioner. Appendix 2 to this rule contains a Preliminary 

Policy Summary form for Whole Life and Endowment Policies. 

Appendix 3 contains a Preliminary Policy Summary form for Term 

Policies and Term Riders. 

(h) Preliminary Policy Summary for Additional First 

Year Premium Policies. For the purposes of this rule the Pre

liminary Policy Summary for additional first year premium poli

cies means a document provided to the buyer of these products 

which contains the following information: 

8 
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1. The name of the company and Generic Name of 

t_he policy_. 

2. The policyholder's age and sex at issue. 

3. The annual premiums and guaranteed amount pay

able upon death for representative policy years. 

4. The average ·annual rate of ·return for five, ten, 

twenty and thirty years. 

s. A statement warning that early termination of 

the policy will result in the loss of the addi

tional premium, if such is the case. 

6. Language substantially similar to the notice 

located at the top of the Preliminary Policy 

Summaries in Appendices 2 and 3. 

7. The signature of the soliciting· agent and the 

date on which the summary ~as prepared. 

8. such other information that the commissioner 

may determine is necessary ·to fully inform the 

purchaser of the basic features of the policy. 

(i) Preliminary Policy Summary for Annuities. For the 

purposes of this rule the Preliminary Policy Summary for annuities 

means a document provided to the buyer of an annuity which contains 

the following information: 

1. The name of the company and Generic Name of 

the policy. 

2. The poiicyholder's age and sex at issue .• 

3. The annual-premium for the policy. 
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4. The average annual rate of return on gross 

premiums paid for five, ten, twenty and thirty 

years. 

5. If the annuity contains both a guaranteed and 

current rate the average annual rate of return 

shall be shown for both. 

6. Language substantially similar to the notice 

located at the top of t~e Preliminary Policy 

Summaries in Appendixes 2 and 3. 

7. The signature of the soliciting agent and the 

date on which the summary was prepared. 

8. In the case of flexible premium annuity con

tracts the information on the Preliminary 

Policy Summary shall be determined on the 

assumption that consideration payments will 

be made at the rate of $1,000 per year. 

(j) Policy Summary. l. For the purposes of this rule, 

Policy Summary means a written statement in substantially the 

same format for all companies and describing the elements of the 

policy including but not limited to: 

a. A prominently placed title as follows: 

STATEMENT OF POLICY COST AND BENEFIT 

INFORMATION. 

b. The name and address of the insurance inter

mediary, or, if no intermediary is involved, 

a statement of the procedure to be followed 

10 
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in order to receive responses to inquiries 

regarding the Policy summary. 

c. The full name and home office or administra

tive office address of the company in which 

the life insurance policy is to be or has 

been written. 

d. The Generic Name of the basic policy and 

each rider. 

e. The following amounts, where applicable, 

for the first five policy years and repre

sentative policy years thereafter suffi

cient to clearly illustrate the premium 

and benefit patterns, including but not 

necessarily limited to, ·the year for which 

the Surrender Index is displayed and at 

least one age from sixty through sixty

five or maturity whichever is earlier: 

i. The annual premium for the basic policy. 

ii. The annual premium for each optional 

rider. 

iii. Guaranteed amount payable upon death, 

at the beginning of the policy year 

regardless of the cause· of death other 

than suicide, or other specifically 

enumerated exclusions, which is pro

vided by the basic policy and each 

optional rider, with benefits provided 

11 
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under the basic policy and each rider 

shown separately. 

iv. Total guaranteed cash surrender values 

at the end of the year with values 

shown separately for the basic policy 

and each rider. 

v. Cash Dividends payable·at the end of 

the year with values shown separately 

for the basic policy and each rider. 

(Dividends need not be displayed 

beyond the twentieth policy year). 

vi. Guaranteed endowment amounts payable 

under the policy which are not included 

under guaranteed cash surrender values · 

above. 

f. The effective policy loan annual percent

age interest rate, if the policy contains 

this provision, specifying whether this 

rate is applied in advance or in arrears. 

If the policy loan interest is variable, 

the Policy Summary shall include the maxi

mum annual percentage rate. 

g. The annual percentage rate of interest 

if the premiums are paid more often than 

once a year. 

h. Surrender Cost Index at the twentieth year. 

Separat_e indices are displayed for the 

12 
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basic policy and for each optional term 

life insurance rider. Such indices need 

not be included for optional riders which 

are limited to benefits such as accidental 

death benefits, disability waiver of pre

mium, preliminary term life insurance c~v

erage of less than 12 months and guaranteed 

insurability benefits nor for the basic 

policies or optional riders covering more 

than one life. 

i. For cash value insurance policies, annui

ties, and additional first year premium 

policies, the average annual rate of return_ 

if the policy is held for five, ten, twenty 

and thirty years. 

j. A statement that the purchaser can return 

the policy within 10 days after receipt of 

the policy and receive a full refund of 

all premiums paid. 

k. A Policy Summary which includes dividends 

shall also include a statement that divi

dends are based on the company's current 

dividend scale and are not guaranteed. 

1. A statement in close proximity to the Sur

render Index and average annual rate of 

return as follows: A further explanation 

13 
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of the intended use of these indices is 

provided in the Life Insurance Buyer's 

Guide. 

m. The date on which the Policy Summary is 

prepared. 

2. The Policy Summary must consist of a separate 

document. All information required to be dis

closed must be set out in a manner as to not 

minimize or render any portion thereof obscure. 

Any amounts which remain level for two or more 

years of the policy may be represented by a 

single number if it is clearly indicated what 

amounts are applicable for each policy year. 

Amounts in subdivision l.a. above shall be 

listed in total, not on a per thousand nor 

per unit basis. If more than one insured is 

covered unde·r one policy or rider, guaranteed 

death benefits shall be displayed separately 

for each insured or for each class of insureds 

if death benefits do not differ within the 

class. Zero amounts shall be displayed as 

zero and shall not be displayed as a blank 

space. 

3. If the Policy Summary is for an annuity con

tract, in addition to the information listed 

above which may be applicable, the'policy sum

mary shall also show: 
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i. The amount of the guaranteed annuity pay

ments at the scheduled commencement of 

the annuity, based on the assumption that 

all scheduled considerations are paid and 

there are no prior withdrawals from or 

partial surrenders of the contract and no 

indebtedness to the insurer on the con

tract. 

ii. On the same basis as for item i. except for 

guarantees, illustrative annuity payments 

not greater in amount than those based on 

(1) the current dividend scale and the 

interest rate cur"rently used to accumulate 

dividends under such contracts, or the 

current excess interest rate credited by 

the insurer, and (2) current annuity pur-

_chase rates. A dividend scale or excess 

interest rate which has been.publicly 

declared by the insurer with an effective 

date not more than two months subsequent 

to the date of declaration s.hall be con

sidered a current dividend scale or current 

excess interest rate •. 

15 
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iii. In the case of a flexible premimn annuity 

contract, the infor.nation on the policy 

summary shall be determined on the assump

tion that consideration payments will be 

made at the rate of $1,000 per year. 

•(S) DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS. (a) The insurer will provide, 

to all prospective purchasers of any policy subject to this rule, 

a copy of the current edition of the [state] Buyer's Guide to 

Life Insurance at the peginning of any sales presentation. A 

properly filled out Preliminary Policy Swnmary fo·r a life policy, 

first year premium policy or annuity, as appropriate, must be provided 

to all prospective purchasers prior to the time they are provided 

an application for a policy. If a whole life or endowment policy 

has a term insurance rider, a separate Preliminary ·Policy Summary 

must be provided for the basic policy and any term riders, 

(b) Insurers that do not market policies through an 

intermediary may provide the Preliminary Policy Summary and the 

[state] Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance at the time.of policy 

delivery, provided they: 

l. Guarantee to the policyholder a 30-day right 

to return the policy for a full refund of pre

mium, and 

2. Alert the prospective policyholder, in adver

tisements or direct mail solicitations, of 

54-102 0 - 80 - 35 

his or her right to obtain a copy of the [state] 

Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance and a Prelimi

nary Policy Summary prior to sale. 
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(c) The insurer shall provide a Policy Summary upon 

delivery of the policy. 

(d) The insurer shall provide a [state] Buyer's Guide 

to Life Insurance and a Preliminary Policy Summary to individual 

prospective purchasers upon reasonable request. 

(e) For policies already issued and paying premiums 

on the effective date of this rule, policyholders shall have the 

right to obtain a Policy Summary at cost. The company may charge 

a reasonable fee for preparing this summary, not to exceed $5.00, 

and may utilize reasonable assumptions in providing the cost dis

closure information, so long as they are clearly disclosed. 

(f) If the provisions of Sections S(a) and (c) are 

fully complied with the purchaser shall have the right to return 

the policy and obtain a full refund of all monies paid at any 

time within ten days after the policy is delivered. 

(6) GENERAL RULES. (a) Each insurer shall maintain at its 

home office or principal office, a complete file containing orie 

copy of each document authorized by the insurer for use pursuant 

_to this regulation. Such file shall contain- one copy of each 

authorized form for a period of three years following the date 

of its last authorized use. 

[Alternative Paragraph 6(a)] Each insurer shall maintain at 

its home office or principal office, a complete file containing one 

copy of the Preliminary Policy Summary and Policy Summary for each 

policy that it issues. Such documents shall be maintained for a 

period of three years after the policy is issued. 

17 
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(bl An intermediary shall inform the prospective pur

chaser, prior to commencing a life insurance sales presentation, 

that he or she is acting as a life insurance intermediary and 

inform the prospective purchaser of the full name of the insurance 

company which he or she is representing to the buyer. In sales 

situations in which an intermediary is not involved, the insurer 

shall identify its full name. 

(c) Terms such as financial planner, investment advisor, 

financial consultant, or financial counseling shall not be used 

in such a way as to imply that the insurance intermediary is gen

erally engaged in an advisory business in which compensation is 

unrelated to sales unless such is actually the case. 

(d) Any reference to policy dividends must include a 

statement that dividends are not guaranteed. 

(e) A system or presentation which does not recognize 

the time value of money·through the use of appropriate interest 

adjustments shall not be used for comparing the cost of two or 

more life insurance policies. 

(fl A presentation of benefits shall not display guaran

teed and nonguaranteed benefits as a single sum unless they are 

shown separately in close proximity thereto. 

(g) A statement regarding the use of the Surrender Index 

shall include an explanation to the effect that the index·is useful 

only for the comparison of the relative costs of two or more simi

lar policies. 
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(h) For the purposes of this rule, the annual premium 

for a basic policy or rider, for which the company reserves the 

right to change the premium, shall be the maximum annual premium, 

(7) EFFECTIVE DATE. T.his rule shall apply to all solicita

tions of life insurance which commence on or after 

(8) UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES. Insurers with unique difficul

ties in implementing sections of this rule may petition the 

Commissioner for allowance to meet the requirements of the rule 

through alternative approaches. 

(9) YEARLY RENEWABLE TERM INSURANCE MORTALITY RATES. The 

following mortality rates are to be used in determining YRT pre

miums fo~ calculati~g Average Annual Rate of Return Index.figures. 
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MORTALITY RATES PER 1,000 

Attained Male Female Attained Male Female 
A9:e (x) Lives Lives A9:e (x) Lives Lives 

0 5.80 4.80 48 5.71 3.20 
l 1.33 1.22 49 6.34 3.52 
2 0.84 0.72 so 6.94 3.84 
3 0.65 0.55 51 7.56 4,15 
4 0.53 0.48 52 8.32 4.48 
5 0.48 0.42 53 9.20 4.84 
6 0.42 0.37 54 10.09 5.23 
7 0,39 0.33 55 11.00 5.67 
8 0.35 0.29 56 12.06 6,16 
9 0,32 0,22 57 13.26 6,70 

10 0.31 0.25 58 14.60 7.27 
11 0.31 0.26 59 . 16.06 7,87 
12 0,33 0.27 60 17.69 8.52 
13 0.42 0.29 61 19,55 9.21 
14 0.52 0.31 62 21.61 10.00 
15 0.73 0.36 63 23.75 10.83 
16 0.87 0.36 64 25.83 11.81 
17 1.02 0.37 65 27.99 · 13.07 
18 1.18 0.38 66 30.34 13.72 
19 1.29 0.40 67 33.04 16.80 
20 1.37 0.41 68 35,92 19.28 
21 1.46 0,44 69 39.27 22',28 
22 1.52 0.48 70 42.90 25.69 
23 1.47 0.53 71 46.45 29.43 
24 1.32 0.60 72 49.96 33.43 
25 1.25 0.66 73 53. 72 37.30 
26 1.22 0.70 74 58.16 40.72 
27 1.19 0,70 75 63.36 43. 59 
28 1.17 0.70 76 69.04 46.36 
29 1.13 0.71 77 75.09 49.38 
30 1.15 0,75 78 81.98 53.45 
31 1.22 0.83 79 89.68 59.01 
32 1.28 0,93 80 96.68 66.03 
33 1.32 1,04 81 105.42 73.80 
34 1.34 1.14 82 113.40 79.38 
35 1.40 1.21 83 122.90 86.03 
36 1.49 1.23 84 135.00 94.50 
37 1.60 1.25 85 149.17 107.40 
38 1.75 1.29 86 165-,94 122.80 
39 1.91 1.37 87 182.12 138.41 
40 2.12 1.47 88 196.71 153.43 
41 2.36 1.59 89 213.16 170.61 
42 2.66 1.74 90 229.66 188,32 
43 3.02 1.91 91 246.98 207.47 
44 3.45 2.10 92 262.03 225.34 
45 3.96 2.32 93 276.79 243.58 
46 4.51 2.58 94 302.02 271.82 
47 5.09 2.88 9.5 338,33 311,26 
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NOTE: The mortality rates for ages O through 14 are from the 

1965-1970 Select Basic Tables published on pages 202 and 203 of 

the Transactions of the Society of Actuaries Publication Year 

1974, Number 3, 1973 Reports of Mortality and Morbidity Experi

ence. The mortality rates for ages 15 and above are from the 

Ultimate Basic Tables, Males Lives (1957-1960 Experience), Female 

Lives (1957-1960 Experience) published on page 48 of the Trans

actions of the Society of Actuaries, Publication Year 1963, Number 

2, 1962 Reports of Mortality and Morbidity Experience. 

(10) PENALTY. Violations of this rule shall subject the 

violator to {Insert applicable state statute or regulation), 

(11) SEPARABILITY, If any provision of this rule shall be 

held invalid, the remainder of the ruie shall not be affected 

thereby. 
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APPENDIX 17B 

CONGRESS Of" THE UNlim STATES 
HOUSE or RD'RES[l(TATIVES 

1uacowwtnu ON OVDtSIGNT AND ll'YD'Tlc..ATIOIIS 
OFTNI 

CDMMl'T'TD ON INTEUTATE AND FOll!JGI CDtilMDtCE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. ZIIIII 

October 12, 1978 

Mr. E. J. Voorhis 
Commissioner of Insurance 
State Board of Insurance 
1110 San Jacinto 
Austin, 7exas 78786 

Dear Mr. Voorhis: 

-_____ ..._ __ 
---_ ____ _,_ 

-----"----- . -... -- --L-~----.. ....... ----~---

Thank you for your letter of September ZS, 1978 
concerning the life insurance hearings conducted by this 
Subcommitte·e. As you note, your letter to me of July 24, 
1978 was used by Subcommittee counsel during questioning 
of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
(NAIC) representative. 

In all honesty, I do not believe that the portions 
of your letter quoted during the hearing tended to cislead 
the NAIC witness concerning control of policy manipulation 
by your department. However, I cer.tainly agree with you 
that the printed hearing record should show the complete 
text of your letter. I will include iour September ZS 
letter of clar.ification in the reco.rd as well. 

Please be assured also that at the time the Subcom
mittee counsel commenced questions conce,rning your July 24 
letter, a complete copy of it was provided to the NAIC 
witness, the members of the Subcommittee, press represen
tatives, and anyone else then present in the hearing room. 

I appreciat~ your interest in our hearing. If you 
have any further concerns in this regar please 4o not 
hesitate to contact me. 

JEM: j ss 

rely~ ,. 
JOHN E. MOSS 

Chairman 
Subcommittee o 

Oversight and Investigations 

cc: Mr. Richard A. Hemmings 
General Counsel 
National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
633 w; Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203 
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APPENDIX 18 

~ WM7WllO?vzuea&aj'~ 
6fl- .. j ~ 
::L/tw4wn '7 ~.,Tn~u~ 

f(J(l ~mhr? ~..ul /J#o!Jum 0.UIJ,f 

August 4, 1978 

J.ife Insurance Association of Massachusetts 
11 Beacon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02108 

American Council of Life Insurance 
1730 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

Chapter 801 of the Acts of 1977 (Section 2B. of Chapter 175, 
M.G.L.) specifies certain standards of readability for most life 
insurance policy forms fil~d in Massachusetts after June 30, 1978. 
Policy forms approved or deemed approved prior to July l of this 
year may not be used after June 30 of next year, unless they con
form to the new law. 

It is the purpose of this letter to give advance indication 
of the procedures the Division of Insurance intends to use in re
viewing life insurance policy forms subject to the new law. It 
is expected that our standards for review will include the 
following: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

All policy forms must conform to the objective 
standards of the law with respect to readability 
and format. 

A policy summary satisfactory to the Divisi~n of 
Insurance must be a part of all policy contracts 
issued after July 1, 1979. 

' An actuarial memorandum must accompany each 
submission. We expect to require in such 
memoranda Yearly Information and Summary 
Information similar to that proposed by 
Professor Joseph M. Belth in the December 
1975 Drake Law Review l'nsurance Law Annual. 

Attached to this letter is a draft of -a whole life policy 
summary we believe is ''c-onducive to understandability of the -
form." (Section 2B. (f) of Chapter 17.5). An·· analogous summary 
would apply to endowments, A different sµmmary would be neces
sary for term policies. No summary can be accepted if it is 
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less informative than th~ enclosed example. 

We feel the most important contribution to understand
ability that can be made by a whole life summary is the 
disclosure of meaningful cost information. For that reason, 
the policy summary includes rates of return on the savings 
portions of whole life policies calculated by the we11~known 
Linton Yield Method. lt will be recalled that on June 7, 1978, 
Commissioner Stone indicated an intention to follow this format 
during a meeting attended by representatives of your respective 
associations; he invited comments at that time. · 

We realize that a Rate-of-Return (ROR) disclosure system 
differs from the NAIC Interest-Adjusted Method (IAM) currently 
being urged upon the states by the life insurance industry. 
We believe ROR to be superior in understandability for these 
principal reasons: 

(1) ROR may be used in comparing dissimilar policy 
forms; JAM may not be. 

(2) ROR produces indices which have a convenient 
frame of reference for the public. A 4.5\ 
return, for example, has an independent 
meaning to the average buyer, while $4.00 
per $1,000 per year, for example, is meaning
ful only in the context of a range of costs for 
a particular plan of insurance, a particular 
age at issue and a particular policy size. 

{3) Both methods depend on assumptions. 1AM 
requires the assumptio~ of an interest rate; 
S\ is the current standard. ROR requires the 
assumption of a schedule of term insurance rates. 
If term insurance rates are more stable in the 
future than interest rates, ROR will in this 
sense be more consisten~ over time than IAM. 

. ~ 
We continue to welcome your comments on the proposed . 

policy summary. It is likely the policy summary can ·be 
improved upon scrutiny by actuaries, insurance lawyers and 
marketing experts. My staff and I 1re available to meet 
with you in Boston at your convenience. · 

We would appreciate your communicating the sense of 
this Jetter td your respective memberships. 

Very truly yours, 

d~~~~~:L-
Director. State Rating Bureau 

Jllll:bw 
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Massachusetts Whole Life Policy Summary 

This is a summary of your life insurance policy. A 

life insurance policy is a legal contract between you as 

the owner and the company as the insurer. Its purpose is 

to provide an amount of money upon your death, or the in

sured's death if you are not the insured, to the person 

you designate. In exchange for that benefit, you agree 

to pay premiums when due. Check the last page of this 

policy summary to make sure the type of policy and amount 

of insurance you requested are correct. 

In this policy summary, some of the basic concepts 

of your life insurance policy are explained. All life 

insurance policies, however, are complex. Not everything 

can be explained here. Massachusetts law requires that 

most.personal insurance policies be written in clear, 

readable English. If you have any questions about your 

policy that are not answered in this summary, the policy 

itself may contain the answers. If riot, ask the agent or 

the company. They are available to help you. 

You have ten days after receipt'of this policy to 

review it. If you decide you don't want to keep it, 

.return it to the agent or the company·within the ten-day 

period and you will receive a refund of all premiums paid. 
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Understanding Whole Life Insurance 

This particular·policy is a whole life policy. That 

means it insures you throughout your lifetime as long as 

you pay premiums when due. The most popular form of whole 

life insurance is called Ordinary Life. Premiums for an 

Ordinary Life policy remain the same from year to year 

and are payable as long as you live. 

The other major form of life insurance is called 

term insurance. It insures you for a term of one or more 

years. Death benefits are paid only if you die within 

that period of time. Term insurance in its simplest form 

annual renewable term insurance -- gives you the right each 

year to renew the policy for one more year, but at a higher 

premium. A more common fprm of term insurance is five year 

renewable term insurance, on which premiums increase only 

once every five years. 

All whole life policies have this in common: you buy 

less life insurance for your premium dollar initially than 

with a term policy,_but the premium does not increase when 

you get older as the term policy premiums would. For ex-
' 

ample, if you buy a $10,000 policy at age 35, ~he ~hole 

life premium might be $200 and the term premium $60. By 

the time you are 55, however, the term premium would have 

increased to about $200; by 65 it might be $450. 
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Whole life insurance policies are sometimes known as 

cash value insurance. This is because, during the ·early 

years, the premium is much higher than the amount needed 

·-to pay death claims. Most of the excess goes to develop 

a fund, called the cash value, which grows over the years. 

Interest earnings on this fund help pay for the cost of 

death protection each year. If you die, the company will 

use the cash value to pay a part of the policy's death 

benefit. For example, if you buy a $10,000 policy at age 

35, by age 65 the policy might have a cash value of about 

$5,000. The company then needs only an additional $5,000 

from its own funds to make up the $10,000 face amount. 

If you keep the policy beyond age 65, the cash value 

continues to increase and the additional amount the company 

will need to pay a death claim continues to decrease. 

Whole life policies, then, can be viewed as a com

bination of an iricreasing savings element and a decreasing 

amount of pure life insurance protection. This is the main 

reason why the premium does not increase as one grows older. 

Although premiums on a whole life policy are usually 

payable for life, they may instead be paid in higher 

amounts over any term of years. A policy whose premiums 

are payable until age 65 is called Life Paid Up at ~5; 

.. 

if premiums are payable for 20 year.s, the policy is called 

Twenty Payment Life. In either case, _coverage continues after 
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the policy is paid up. Cash values under these forms 

build up faster than under Ordinary Life, so the amount 

of the pure life insurance protection is correspondingly 

less. For example, after fifteen years of payments on a 

$10,000 Ordinary Life policy issued at age 35, the cash 

value would be about $2,200, but, under a Twenty Payment 

Life policy, it would be about $3,600. The last page of 

this summary shows the pa.yment period for this policy. 

Although whole life policies are designed to provide 

insurance protection for life, many policyholders surrender 

their policies when they reach retirement age in order to 

use the cash value to purchase a monthly income during 

r~tirement. One of the features of a whole life policy 

is that the company guarantees a minimum monthly income 

in the settlement option secti~n of the.policy. This 

guarantee also applies to the proceeds of a de•th claim. 

Amount of Insurance 

Most life insurance policies provide a level face 

amount of insurance from year to yea·r; many policies, 
? 

however, are designed so that the face amount varies. 

There are endless variations. 

On the last page of this summary, the. face amount of 

insurance is shown. If the face amount varies in any way, 

this will also be shown. If you have agreed to add any 

kind of term insurance rider to the policy, the total death 

benefit will be shown, including any year by year variat~on. 
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Premiums 

The yearly premium on your policy is shown on the last 

page of this summary. Any year-by-year variation in premiums 

is also shown. If you were charged an extra premium due to 

a health problem or.for any other reason, that too is shown. 

You usually have the right to pay premiums more often than 

once a year -- monthly, quarterly or semi-annually. There 

are extra charges for this right because expenses ar~ higher 
\ 

and because the .company cannot earn as much interest as it 

would if it received the full premium at the beginning of 

the year. If the cost for this right exceeds an Annual 

Percentage Rate of 12%, the rate is shown on the last page 

of this summary. 

Although premiums are due on a_particular date or 

dates during the year, the law allows you to pay any premium 

without penalty during a grace period of thirty days after 

the due date. Most companies allow thirty-one days. If 

you forget to pay the premiums within the grace period, your 

policy will lapse unless any accumulated dividends are suf

ficient to pay the premium or you have elected the Auto

matic Premium Loan pr'ovision. If the poli.cy lapses, you 

have the right to reinstate the policy -- put it back in 

full force. Most companies allow reinstatement without a 

health statement and without charge except for premiums due 

for a period of time usually a month -- 'after the end 

of the grace period, if the insured is alive. An explana

tion of these provisions is contained in the policy. 
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Policv Loans 

All whole life policies have a policy loan feature. 

This rueans that after the policy has a cash value you may 

borrow on your policy for any purpose you wish. The maxi

mum amount that can be borrowed is generally the -amount of 

the cash value on the next premium due date less interest 

payable on that date. The policy loan interest rate is 

shown on the last page of this summary. This rate may be 

compared with Annual Percentage Rates required by the 

Federal Truth-in-Lending Act to be disclosed on consumer 

credit transactions. Interest is charged only for the 

actual number of days the loan is outstanding. Ther_e are 

no hidden loan charges.· There is no requirement that the 

loan be repaid but interest is due annually. 

The amount of any outstanding loan and interest on it 

will be deducted from the policy proceeds if you die or 

surrender the policy. 

Dividends 

More than eighty percent of pdlicies sold in 

Massachusetts pay dividends. Such policies are called 

participating. Check the last page of this summarx to 

see if this is a participating policy. 
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In calculating premium rates for a policy, the company's 

actuary must make assumptions about future mortality rates, 

interest rates and costs of doing business. It is, of course, 

impossible to predict the future accurately so companies 

selling participating policies·make assumptions they know 

are quite safe and use dividends to adjust premiums in 

accordance with actual experience in the future. 

Dividends can be paid in cash or they can be used 

in a number of other ways, such as the purchase of 

additional insurance. The choices you have are outlined 

in the policy. 

Life insurance policy dividends, unl~ke dividends 

received from credit unions and savings and loan associa

tions or from corporatio~s, are not taxable when received. 

Instead they are considered premium refunds. 

· Exclusions 

There are certain situations in which the company can 

refuse to pay the death benefit under this policy. Suicide 

within two years of the date of issue of the policy is 

generally not covered. If you gave a material false state

ment when you applie-d for this policy and die ·within two 

years from its date of issue, the company may contest the 

validity of the policy. These are the two.principal ex

clusions under a whole life policy. Occasionally, a company 

may add a rider to the policy excluding ~ertain causes of 

death. The last page· of this sumfuary tells you if any 

such riders apply to you. 
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Rate.s of Return 

Whole life policies differ from one another in how 

much they cost. Sometimes the differences are very large. 

Because whole life policies include widely varying mix

tures of pure life insurance protection and savings, com

paring relative costs between policies and among companies 

is difficult. ~y making an assumption about what the pure 

life insurance portion of a whole life policy would 

cost if purchased as a separate policy, however, it is 

possible to compute Rates of Return on the savings 

portion of a whole life policy. The technique is to 

d~duct from the whole life. premium each year (less any 

dividend) the amount it would cost to buy as much term 

insurance as is represented by the policy's pure insurance 

portion. The difference can be considered as a savings 

deposit. The Rate of Return, then, is the interest rate 

required to accumulate these deposits to me cash value 

of the policy at the end o_f the period of years chosen for 

the computation. 

On the last page of this summary are shown Rates of 

Return for this policy over periods of five, ten and twenty 

years. .. 
The Rates of Return show~ are intended to assist you 

in two ways: to determine whether to purchase a whole 

life policy rather than term insurance; and to decide which 

of two or more companies is lowest in cost. If the Rates 

54-102 0 - 80 - 36 
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of Return shown for this policy are high in comparison to 

another investment alternative, this policy may be con

sidered more favorable in that respect. If they are higher 

than another company's policy you may be considering, this 

policy is probably going to be lower in cost over the years. 

In comparing Rates of Return with the interest rate 

you could earn on a savings account or other safe invest

ment, you should remember that interest earnings credited 

to the savings element of a whole life insurance policy 

are not taxed until you surrender the policy; even then, 

the taxable amount may be zero or quite small. For this 

reason, you may wish to compare the Rates of Return shown with 

after-tax returns on· other investments. For example, if 

you are in a 20% tax bracket, a 4% Rate of Return under 

a whole life policy is about the same as a 5% return that 

is fully taxable. 

Quite often, the Rate of Return for the ~arly years 

of a policy is negative. This is a reflection of the 

company•·s costs ·in selling and issuing the policy. Whole 

life insurance is not meant for s~ort term needs. A 

negative Rate of Return suggests you should not btiy a 

whole life policy unless you intend to keep it for at 

least 10 and probably 20 years. 
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It is also important to understand that the Rates 

of Return shown depend on assumptions about what it would 

cost to buy term insurance. Term rates from a study by 

the Society of Actuaries were used to make this estimate. 

Samples of these rates are shown below. If you have 

access to term insurance that costs less, the Rates 

of Return on the whole life policy you are considering 

would be decreased somewhat. 

Average Yearly Renewable Term Rates per $1,000 

Amount of Insurance 

~ 

25 

35 

45 

55 

$10,000 

$ 4.47 

4.73 

7.16 

13.85 

$25,000 

$_2.97 

3.23 

5.66 

12.35 

$100,000 

$ 2.22 

2.48 

4.91 

11. 60 

If this is a participating policy, the company used 

its current dividend schedule in figuring Rates of Return. 

Such dividends are not guaranteed. You should keep this 

in mind in comparing Rates of Return on participating 
I 

policies with the guarantees offered by non-participating 

policies. 
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'·. '* ... NJ\lC l~orec:Jinss - 1?76 Vol. II S4S 

I.IFE INSUitA~CF. SOLICITATION ~\01)1'1, REG\ILATION 

r,br -1. t?76 

(As Adopted h7· the ::AlC) 

This ruli: is :iJoptcd :u1d promulb,':!.tt:<l by (ti:le of ?-upcr,.·i<iory author:ty) pwsuant to sections (4(1) fa) uf du: t.:nfair ,,nJ 
Deceptive t\c:ts !.nJ l'r:u;th;cs in the Busincs<. of Jnsur,mcc J\~tl of the .nsur.:mcc code. 

Section 2. Purpn.-.c. 

(A) 1'hc purpose of this rcgul::tion i-: to require ini.un::-s to deliver to purchasers of life: insurance:, informati~,r, whi.:h \Viii 
impr(1vr: rh,: '..,uyer·s :ibility tn ~c:k..:t tiic r.iost ij•pmpriatc pla:t of liic in!i.ur::mcc for hi-. need-., imprt.1\c the hur ·r·:. 
underst:indin; of the basic fe:i.:ures of the policy which has been rurch:i<;c:d or which is under cono:;ide:-ation .:n<l 
improve the: ~biliry of the hurc:r to evaluate the rcl:itt\·c costs of simifar p!UlS o( life insur.i.ncc. 

(H) This rcgul:ttivn docs not prohibit the u:.c: of :1.dJition:il matcri1l which i) not in \·iolati,.rn oi this rcgul:uion u any 
other (,;;t~te) '!(tatutc or rcgul:nion. 

Section 3. Score. 

(A) Except :is hcrc:ifrcr exempted, this rc~l:ition ~hall arply to :iny solil.:itation, negotiation or proeurc:mcnr of life 
im•ur:mcc occurrins- \\ithin this !-t.:t:c. This rct,'1.il:ition sh:tll apPtr to :1.nr i::;:>uer of life: insur:mcc contr.:u.:;:.1o in::::uJir.;; 
fr.:ncrn:il bcn•·fit soc-icci::-s. 

1. Annuidcc;. 

2. Crtdit life insur~nce. 

3. ..:;roup Jifc iusuranc:c:. 

4. Life: insur:mce ;:iolicics issued in c:onnee!ion ,•,:ith pension :tnd welfare pluis as defined by :1.tl.:I which :ire 
subject to the federal Emplorcc Hetircnwnt Income Security Act of 1974 (l!RISA). 

S. V:ui:tblc life insunnzr- unrler which the de:1.th l•-:!'lcfir~ :ind c:t.e.h v.1lue!'- \':try in accord:mce with unir \·:ih.:e,; of 
investmenu; held in :t s:p:tr:ttc account. 

Section 4. Definitions. 

For the purpo..es of this regub.tion, the following Jdinitions; )n:tll apply: 

(A) Q.'!l:.~~- A nurer·s GuiJe is a .document ,,._·hich cont:tins, 2nd i~ limited to. the la.ngu:ise contained in the 
Apf"",•ndi:c to this regul.ition or l::u1guasC' approved hy (title of supervisory auth'ority). 

(II) Ca"h Oividend. A c~-.h Oivitll.'nJ i!. the c:urn·nt illuMrauJ dh·iJc.·nJ which c:m he applieJ toward ra)"JnC'nt uf the 
,:ros.s premium. 

(C) i•:9uiv,tl,:nt I c\·cl Annu:il r>ivi,lend. The Equivalent Level Annu:,,I OMc.knJ is c:ikul:ued t,r :ipplrini the following 
step!'-: 

1. Accumulate the annual ,·.:i)h dh·idenJ~ at fiw percent imcrest 1,;ornpounJeJ annu:i.lly to th~ enJ <1f the tt·nth 
and twentieth poli9· ye:i.r.-. 

2. OiviJe· e:ich :iccumul:i.tion o( Step l. L,y in interc:st fac~or th:at c:0nVC'rtS it into one equiv:alent le\'d :mnu:il 
amount th~t. if paiJ .at the beeinning of nch year, would accrue to the V;1luc:s in Step 1. over the rc!.rct.:ch-e 
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~,ioJs itirulatc:l in S1ep 1. 1£ the pcriotl is ten yciu·,;, the fact('lr ii U.207 :inJ iC the p~:iod j5 nvl·nty y~ar", 
the factor i,. 34.719. 

J. Divide the re,;ulu, or Step 2. by the numher or dmus:m<ls of the f-'.qui,·:i!cnt l.c,·ci J.'.1-:::ath Benefit to arrive at 
the Rquiv:i.lcnt l.t"vcl ,\nnu'1I Dividend. 

(0) ~,~kn~. f .e\·d Oc:1th lkm:fit. The F.quiv:1knt Lcvd Oe:i.th Benefit of a p..:>lic}' or term life i!l!';l!tancc rider is :in 
amuunt c 11.;:,.al:,,tcJ !l!'; fo,lo,v": 

1. /u.:rnmul:m: the ';\-1:\r:mtccd :amount p:1y:ihlc urnn ,lc:.th. u:{:;;mllc~, of the c:iu!.l of Jc:ith • .1t th,.· !iq:innin1i nr 
c:ti.:h poli..:)' yc:ir for h:n and twenty ycus ~t five per 1.·cnr intc:-e:-: compnunrlcd :t.n•1u::lly r,) tlir ('nJ or ahc 

tcntn an~r t\\'Cnti1.th rolii;y yc.·:irs rc!>rcctiH•ly. 

2. Di.-iJc cadt ai:curnul:.1iun of .. tcp 1. hr =in inJ(;rc~t f.J.-.rnr that l't•nn·n, It HllO om: 1..·ql1i,..,1i...,u k\·..:I anm1:1l 

am(lullt that, if pai.J at the bct!inning uf ca..:h yc:ar, would a1.·..:ruc to the \·.:ilrn: in l>tCp 1. un·r li1c rc:i.111.·ctiw 
pcri<lJ:. stipulated itt ,rep l. If thL" pt·rio,I i-. ten y-.-:1rr.. tht.' factor;,. 1 J.207 .in,1 i( da· pcrioJ i!- t\\cnty r,::ns, 
thc foctur i:-. H.719. 

I. l.i!,·_ tn,111_:uh·,· Smf,:11.l,:r Cu,: ln,k·,. Th,· 1.ifr 111,111:m,,.: ~urrcn,1,·r Cn,t ln,l,.•x i, c:1kul.11,·d t.y .11•plyi11i! th1.· 

lolluwiul! ,1q,, 

2. 

a. lk1cnni111.: lht· r,'\1aromh:c,I .... 1~h ,11rn.·1hl,·r ,-.i.hw. 11 :111~. a\"aii.1lih.· :1t 1ln· 1.·nd ut llh: 1,·11th .rn,I 1,H:llli\·tl1 

,,,,Ii,-~ ~ ,·.11,. 

11. I ur parti,·ip:11111;: -l'uh,·ic,. ,a.1,1 tlw h•rn,rnal ,li,·,·l..:!hl pa,.11,k u1•1m ,un1,,·n,kr. ii .111y, 111 II'(." 

:h: .. :11111ul.11i,m ,,t 1h,: .muual { .. 1,h 1>1,i,lnhl, .u 11\,- p1,,·1,·c111 mt1,,·1,·,1 ,·,111111&11111,ll'II .111:111:111\ 1,1 ti;._• ,·•i.l 
,,f d,". p,·ri11,l ,,.:kd,·,I :m.! .i.1,1 1111, ,um 111 th,· :1111,•unt ,.J.,:tl'r111in\·d in ,1,·1• .1. · 

l>i,i.l,· lhc n-..111! ut ,1,·p Ii. 1,1q• :i for ,:u.11:llltC1,.,l•l't"I p11:i .. ·i\•:-)hy :in 11llt·r,·,t fo,·tur th:1t \011\Trt-. u 
i111,, :in n1ui,.1knt k-,d .1111111:tl amuu111 tl1.1t, if 1•.1:.I at thl' hc~innin~ ut 1,.•:1.-!1 ~\',If. \\uul,I an·na- 1,, di\ 
,·.,!tu: in ,tq• h, t,ll·p .1. t,1r ._'1,1;11.1111\:1,.•,I ,·o,t pulii:i,,) tWl'r lhc r..-,p,·,tl\'\' p,·riu.l, ,1ipul:111:d in ,tt'I' ,1. II 

1h1,.• 111,,·rio,l 1 .. 1t·n y,·;ir,, tlw 1.1,H•r i, I .~.,:n; ,nhl if 1h..: pi:ri\111 i, l\\\·111y yc:1r,, tlw 1:i.,·111r i, _;..1_; 11J 

,I. lktl'rlllln\ the l"tJUl\",tklH !r,l'I rr1.·111it1111 hr :u;,·unrnl;1tin!,: ,·:1d1 ,11111\lal r~•:tnium p:1~·.ih!c for thv lt:1,;, 
puli .. ·y ur n,ln :11 tin· p,·n·"•nr inh·rl',t c,,mruumlt•,1 .mnu.111~- ll• thl.'_ "•ml of th\· l''-·ri11,I .. (i,,u1,11"·d iu ,1.-p 

.a. an,I ,lh-i,lin~ th,· rl',uh hy thc rc~p\•1.·tivc r:i ... wri, ,r.it\•1I in ,tc11 c. (thi, ;mmu111 i, th,: am1,i:1I 

pn·mium 1•:•y.11>1..- for a h:,·d l'"''tniunt rlanl. 

'-'• ,u1>1r.1,·t tht· n·,uli ul ,tl'p l'. froni i,H.•p J. 

I. U,n .. lc thl' rl-..ult uf ,tcp c. hr th,· numt..:r o{ thuu,,mJ-. or tb.: fa1ui,·:.lc:nt l.l'vc:1 lk:ith lll-11,•tit 1n :uri\l· 
al th\" I.if\- ln"ur.tnt:t: Sutr\'UJcr C:ui,t Index. 

l.ifo ln,.;ur:111,-c Nr.:r l'.i\'mcnt Co~t llhlcx. The 1.ifc- ln,.;ur:incc :0,:ct l':1ymcnt C<•~t lndc:-: i, cakul:i:i:d in the 
;",;,c mann..:r ;~· f,;;-~~t"o;i,:i~:.ihl~l.ifo ln:-ur.tnl·c CtM lnJcx t:X,'t'?t tl:ou the c:i.,-h lourrcn,Jcr \.th.1c :llhl :in,· 
tcrmitJ,d ..lh·iJr.:nJ :ire set :it zero. · 
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NAIC ProcceJing-. - 197G Vol. II 

(C) ~~!:!!E.L- For the purpose!. o( thi:-; rc:-I;Ul:ition, rolicy Summ:iry me:J.n!'; a. written c;utcmcnt dc.,;crihing the 
dcm,:nt!> of the po:icy induJing but not limited ro: 

J. A promincr.:lr phccd title as follows: STATE,\1ENT OF POLICY COST A?'-!11 ltF?'{Ff.lT 1NFOJl,\1ATION. 

2. 111e u:tmc 3flJ :idJres;, of the inc;ur:ince :lf?'!nt, or, if no :ip.cn~ ic; invol\·eJ, :i sutcme-nt of the procedt:r,: 1n he 
follow..:J iu ;:,r.kr ti> rc1:r-ih0 r,·:,.pvuscs tv inquiric:- tcg,ir.iin~ :I e 1',1li,"} Su111111.1ry. 

3. The full name :in<l home office or :idmini,.tr.uiv,: office :11.lJrc,c; of th,: cumr-:iny in ,vhkl-: the life inc;ur.mcc 
policy is to lie or ha:. Le~n wrim:n. 

4. The Gcnerio- ~:ime uf tlu: t,.:.-.ic polkr ::.nJ c:ixh rider. 

S. The followin;? amounts, where appfo:able, for the first Ciw policr ye:irs anJ rcpr::~~nt:ttivt:' policy r.:.lr< 
thcrc:iftcr )uffidcnt to clc.·:ulr illustr:icc the premium :.nJ L>endit patterns. induc:!in;:, hut not IIL·t·cvw.:-i!y 
limited to, the yc:1rs for whid1 Life lnsur:uu:e Co,;t Jndexe~ ;are Ji,pbycJ :.iml lt k:1::.t one .:t;c from si:-.ty 
throug-h :-:ixly•fo:e or m:m1rity whid,ever i::. c..1.rlier: 

b. The.· :innual pr.:mium for c:1ch optionll rider. 

c, Gu:irantccd :imounc r:iyabl.: upon death, :it the be¢n11ing of thc policy rear rCf!:lr~llcss of :he <.:,m:;~- c>f 
death other th:1n suicide, or other ,;pcc1fi<.::1ll}" cnumer:i.tcd cxdu:.ion,;, which 1<: p;o\"iJcr.l by the La:.ic 
policy anJ cnch optional riJcr, with benefits pr(widcd under the h::.::.ic policy :tnd c:!ch riJcr '>liuwn 

sep:,ntclr. 

d, 1"ot:.I guar:intccrl c:t<h rnrrt"n,fcr ••:iluc,; :u the end of the yc:1~ will, \';1Juc::. ,;hown ~p:ir;i.tcly for tl:c 
bisic poliC);:i1~rc::1..:h nJ..::r. --· 

c. Cash Dividend~ p.1y2ble :.t the end of th~ rear with v:ilues !.hown ~epar:itC'ly for the b1!.k policy :i.nd 
each rider, (lJividc-m.Js m·cd not Lie Uispt:ireJ beyond the twcnticth policy ye:ir.) 

{. Guaranteed enduwm~nt :1.mounts p:i)":1.blc under the policr which are not indudcd under guar.l.ntc.·J 
cash surrcnJct \·a!ucs ;i.bove. 

6. The dfccch·c policy lo:in annual perccnta~c intcrc:<:t r:1.tc, if the policy contain'.'. thi-. proviJ.ion, speci()'ing 
whether this r.itc is :!pplicJ ir. aJv:mce or in arrc.irs. f( tht· polic.·y luan interest r.i.tc is variable, the l'nlicy 
Summ:ny includes the maximum ~nnuat perccnt3~.! r.ite. 

7. life Jn-.ctanet· (\"):it 1n.1~'-_!·~....fri.!"_tc11_!'!nd.1.1..~·cn1r .. rc1r,; but in no case hf"ym1J tlw prcmiutn payi::i::: rt•rir'l,1. 
Sc'parztc inJexcs ;reJfSjft:iycrl for the h:i,;k policy anJ for c.1ch optional rerm life insurance riJc:r. Suc:h 
inJcxcs nceJ not l,c included for optional riJcr!. whi..:h are limil..:,l to benl!Cits ..,uch as :icddcnt.il ,1 .. 11!1 

henefil), Ji,:1.bility w:tivcr of prt·mium. prclimin:1ry term life in~ur:.111..:c cuwra~c o( less th:lrl 12 mont!i::. ;m,I 
gu:m,ntt-e<l insurabilicy l,~•m:fits m,r for basic policies or option.:J.I rider,; c1wcring more th:m one life. 

8. 1'he EqtJi\';,lent J.c,:el Annu:11 niviJcn_J. in the l-:tSC of p::irti~ip::itini:: rnlic:ic!. and p::irtkip:ttin~ optinn:il term 
life insur:ince riJer,;. under the :-.ame circum-c;tilnn:~ 2nd for the same Jm::itinns :it which Life ln'.'lur:mrc Cu.q 
lntk.xcs arc dispbycd. 

9. A Policy Summ:iry whic.-1-: indmk<:: tli\iJends ,;lull :ihu include .:J. sr:m•mcnt th:tt di\'idcntl"i arc b:1-.l•J on the 
c-omp:iny'-c; li.!rrcm di\•i1l::•1d ,;~·::k :inJ :ire not ~:1.r:1ntccd in .1,IJition to 2 sr!'ltt.·ment in dn'>c pro:-:imi:r t11 th~· 
f.quh•.lltnt J.cwl Annual Di\·iJcml :i-. fnllows: /\n cxpbn:ition of the inccmlcd u~c u( the: tqui\·:tlc.·!H l.nd 
Annu:tl LJividcnd i,; indutkJ in the LifcJn"sur:111cc Buyer's GuiJc. 
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'·. '"' ... 
10. A ,t~:l·n1l·nr in do--e rn~~;ir.~it}' to the I.ire ln~ur1r.cc Co-.: tnd::xc$ 1s follows: An cxpl:ination of t.,c 

inH·n,k,111 .. l. of thc-.c intl..:x1.:s is proviJcJ in the Life lm,ur:lnce Bu>·cr•~ GuiJe. 

11. Thl' J:uc on which the Policy Summ::i:rr is; prcpar ... ·J. 

11,c r•ticy Surn,o~ry must c,Jl\si::.t of .1 _;.:r.n.1tc ,tocum.::nt. r\11 inform1tion required to be t1:-.do:;.ct! must ~le set out 
in wi.:h a m,mncr as tJ not minirniic er rcnJcr 30}' porti.0:1 thl-'n:of ol scurc. An)' :imounts which rcrn:iin kn.·! ior 
t\','O or moa: yc:trs ?f the poliq• may he rcrr<."sent,·d by 3 sini!le numb.:r if it i) cle;irly inJic:i.1t·d wh::r.t :urn .. ,111lts :irt" 

.tj:pli,:Jlilc for l•:11.:h p,,t:cy y::-::r. At11>"1unrs in item S of th,i-. ,ection !>h:i\' l,e lated in tot:tl, uot on J. per 1ho:.1.,:.n.l nnr 
rer unit b::asi!.. If m~re ch:w one inl-ured is CO\t"tl·J und\•r one policy or 1iJt:r. r.u.ar::1.1uci:J <k::1.th l,~uciit:. sh.111 Uc 
di.,t!.1yi:,I ~·r:.r.ttcly for t'.'.JCh in.-.;.:rt·,I M for C:°!t:h (·l:1-..., 0t" in~tirt•,1, if .!:.Hh ll..:ridir.., du not difft·r within thi: c:.:..,~. 

Zero amounts sh:111 he displap.:J :i~ zero and 1>h.11l 11C\t bt: dispb.)'t'.'d as :1 L-1:rnk Sr>:lCC. 

Section S. l)i,clo:-urc gcqui·einc-nto:.. 

r 
CA) : Tht: insurer .-.h!\II pmvid.:, to :II proo:.pcctiw purc-ha~crs, a Unycr's Guide :md :1 Policy Sum011ry prio~ to ;icccptir;: 

f the :1pplka11c·s inili:I premium or premium ,h:po:-it, unll.'S1> the policy for \\!1ir.:h aprlic.aion is m:1dc contains :111 

: uncomlition~l rciunJ provision of 1t !east ten d.1ys' or uukss tbe Polity Summ:iry co:u~in . .-. such an unconJitiorial 
1 refund ofkr, in whkh c,•cnt the Uurer's Guide 2nd Policy Summ:i.ry 1:1usc·he dclivc:rcJ with the policr or rrior to 

\ dclivery of tht'.' policy 
1 ·, .• , •. 

(B) ', ll1e insurer )hall provide :1 I-foyer's GuiJe :ind :l l'v\icy Summ:ity to any pro$pcctive putch::1.scr upon request. 

(C) In the c:1,;e of policies \\/hose Equivalent Level lJe::tth Benefit does not exceed S5,000, the requirement for providin~ 
a l'('llicy ~um111:iry will be ~ati.,;ficJ by Jclivcrr of a writren sta1cment -containing the information rkscril11;tl in 
Section •HC). iu:ms 2, 3, 4, Sa, Sb, Sc, 6, 7, 10, 11. 

Scctio11 6. Gcncr:tl Huie,. 

(A) t:::u:h insun·r sh:1!1 n1:i.int:1in .1l it~ home office or principal oflit·e, 3 compkte file eunt:1:ni;:g one cop)' of e:11.h 

document :iuthorizcd Uy tht' insurer for t1"C p'Jr:.u-.tnt to U1i~ tl·gul:1tion. St:eh fili: slu.11 eont:l.in one copy of e:ich 
authoriud for:n for a perioJ of three years followi;,g the tfatc of ia bst authorized UQ!. 

(H) An .a&cnt shall inform the rru•pt'..::.ivc purchaser, prior to cornmencin~ a life insurance saks present:i.rion, th:.t he i:. 
.acting ::.s a life in-.ur::nee :1g1.•rit :ind inform th~ rro,;pc:cti\"c purch:t$('r of the full 1umc of the insur;:nl·c ccm;,:-.:1r 
which he is rcprc~entin:,: to the buyer. In sale.°' situ;:tions in which 2.n ::1.~cnt is not invoh·\.•d, the insurer sh::1.ll iJcndfy 
its full name, · 

(C) Terms such a.s financial plannt'.'r, in•,cstment .a<lvi:;or, financi~l consulc:i.nt. or !in:i.nei:11 counseling shal1 not he used in 
such a way :i.s to imply th3t t."11,: insur:lflee 2.gent is i;encrally eng:iged in 1n 2-dvisor}' business in which comp..:ns:ltion 
is unrcl:i.tt-d to sllcs unleo:.s such :S :ictu:illy t!-te c:isc. 

(L>) Any rdc:ri:ncc to policy di,·iJcnds must include :l st:tt'°m~nt th:it diviJcnds are nor gu:i.r:mtccd. 

(R) A system or prcs(nt:ition which <.!•)es not reeo;:nir.c the time \':l.lue or money throu~h the use of :ippropri:itc inr ... ri:<:t 
adjus1111em!-- ~.h:.11 not he U\eJ for 1.-omr1ring the C'ost of rwo or more life iw:~ur:.ncc rolicic:s. Such :1 system m!'lr he 
u!"-CJ for the purpose of dcmonstratinb the c~h-now p:iHcrn of a policy if such prcscnt::ttion is accomp.:inicd b)' :1 

st::1.tcment Ji:.do,;in~ th::at lhe prcsc:nc:ni1.1n <lues not n:co~nirc th:it, because of iutcrc:,:t, a tlull::tr i11 the fu1u1c h:is le:-:. 
\~lue th::in a dolbr today. 

(F) A pr1.--scnt:1tion or benefits :d11II not display j'.."11::a.mmccd an<l non ~u.:ir:1nteed hcnefic~ as :1 ~inclc sum unlcis they :ire 
thuwn ~·p.ir.itcly in do!le proximity thereto. 

(C,) A st::a.t1."mcr11 rci;:1rdin;-: thC" U<;(.' of thi: I.He IM".Jr.incc Co~t lnJcxes sh:.11 indu,le ;.111 cxphn.Hion to the effect that the 
indc).cs :1rc uwful u:11)' fur the comp:iri:-on of the rdati\"e ~osts of two or more ~iinil-.tr ro!icies. 
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(II) A l..ife ln<ur:,;n ·c Co<t Index which reOc..:ts Jh·iJcnd:. or an Equiv:Alcnt Level Annu:al DiviJcnJ shall be :accomr:tnic:J 
by :i !.t.ltenu:-nt th:it it i'l lusi:J 0:1 thi: compJn)''s curc..:nt JiviJcnd .sca!c anJ is 1h.1t guarnntt:t:J. 

(t) For the rurpc-·cs fl( t!1t:, regul:Hion, the :a:inu:r.l premium for :l b.JSi,: poli.:y or ritlcr, for which thc comp;tn)' rcscn•1•s 
the rii;ht to ch; nr.i:_the premium. shlll t>e th,· rri:1xin·.um .1nnu:1I pr..:mium. 

Secrivn 7. ~~--

Failure of :111 insurer :u pro\idc or 1.k!i~·i:r :i i!1;}..:i"
0

:. C.ui1k, c,r -1 Pt1licy Sumnury as provi<lc<l b S.:ction S !oh,111 c~,n.itirutc 
an omi~sion which mi~rcrrcr.c11t!<> the L.:ncfit.,, :1dvant:1gt.-s, condition~ or terms nf an insurance policy. 

This rule shall :ipply to all solicitations of lite insuuncc which commi:ncc on or after (lnscrc 3 d;ite at least six montlis 
following adoption by the ri:pil3tory :tuthority.) 

Al'PE.Nll!X 

life lnsuram~ Curer's Guide 

The fac.:c p:igc of the Buyer':., Guide sh:tll rc:id as follows: 

Life ln-.ur:ince Buycr·s Guide 

This !-'l1idc C".:i.n )how you how to ):tvc moncr when you shop for life ins1.mmce. It helps you to: 

- Decide how nmd1 lifr in,.unrnc..: ~·ou ~!1ou!J buy, 

- Decide wh::t 1-ind of life insuuncc policy you need, and·· 

- Comp.in.: the ev~t of :.in,ilar life i:1sur.1nce policies. 

Prcr~red b}' the ~:Jtion:il Association of lr:s:.:r:incc Commi)sioners 

ReprintcJ by (Company N;ime) 
(Month anJ ye:ir of printmg) 

The Duy.:r'!. CuiJc :-:h:t!I contain the fol!owins l:ingu;2sc :tt tl:e bottom of page 2: 

The N:ttiou:il A>wc.:i:!tioa cf fns1..;.1n.:e Co1nm!ssioners is ,m ass:odation of ~t:ttc in~ur:anct" regulatory offid.!ls. This 
:a.::• .. ,ci:itivn h(;!j•'(, :h..: uri~u:i Jn-.:.:rancc l)cp:trtme:its to coordin:ac insur;2ncc 1:iws for the bc:udit of ~II consumers. \'ou :ir,: 
1.1r!":ed to use this C..iiJt' in nukin~ :i lif'° in-.ur:incc purch:?.se. 

Jni-. Guitk Dot·~ Not EnJor!>c: An\' Cpmp:iny or Pt11i(.'\'. 

111e n:m:iininc ti:xt of the Uuyer•s Guide sh:ill Ue1,'l11 on p:tgc 3 a< follows: 

\\11m you huy !if,: in~ur:ince, you w:nt :t policy wh11:h fits your nt'ed1; without ctistini:: tOt) much. Your fin,t stc.:p j,. to 
dcd,k how niul·h you m·t·tl, how much p.1u c:in :iffor.J to p;iy :inti th: kinJ of puliq· you wane. Then. finJ t11..1t wl:;it 
v:uious l-Omp:inics ch,ugc for t!i:u J...inJ of roiky. Vt1u ,an fiuJ impurunt Jiffcrcnl'C< in thr con of life insur:lllcl· hr u-.in~ 
the lifr insur:111c.: COM imkxcs whi1:h .uc ,k·scrihcJ in thic: s,.1idc. A (:OOJ life in!.urJ.nce :ir,1,:llt or company will he :ihk- :ind 
willing tu help you wirh cad1 o( these shopping steps. 
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If >·~,u :ire r,-.Jin,: tll m:,kc a f.OC'IJ choice when) 01.. buy lifo imur:incc, you need to und:rst::.r:.d whkh kinds :ire av:iil:iblc:. If 
one kind <lucs not sct"n\ to fit your ncc:c.Js, :a!>k about the oth~r kinds which arc dcscrihcd in this guiJc. lf you feel that rou 
ncctl n:orc: inform:itic-n th.'ln i;-; gi\'CO here, you :nay want to chcck with a lire insuran..:c :agent or comp:any or books on life 
insurJncc in )"Our publil: library. 

One ,,..·~y to cJcdJ,: how much life insurance: you nc-cd is to fit,.•\m: how much c:i~li and income yuur <l, pt:ndcnts woutJ ncc-J 
if you were tu Ji..:. You ~ho•ilJ think of life insur.mcc: :i.s a i.oun:c of c:1:sh rwcJcll for cxpcnSl.!i; of fin:il ilincsscs, p:i.yinl! 
tJ:-.,·s, mt,rt~r.ir.~s or nthcr dd,t,;. It C':m ... :so provide income for your fa:nilr's liqnr. cxpcn'ici., cJ1.:1c.1tion:.1I costs .1nd other 
fot•i:c c::p1.:n,'-''· \'<.,~:r m:w rt,licy shoulJ come :ts cluse :i.s }'OU c.1.n ::iffor<l hl m.1kini:: up thi:: difference between (1) wlll.t 
y,Hir JcrcnJcnL~ woulJ h:t\'C if yllu wc:rc to die now, and (2) wh:tt the)' would .1c:uall)' nc:c:d. 

All life insur:in"·e pot;cic:i. ::.b-rce to µay :u1 :imount o( moncr if you die. But :il1 policies are not the s:une. T11cre :ire thrc'-' 
l.,:i:.ic kinJs of life insurance. 

1. Term insuunc~· 
2. Whole life: insur:ince 
3. £ndowmcnt insur:mcc 

RcmemLer, no m:i.ttcr how fancy the policy title or s:llcs pr~cntation might appear, :ill lire insur:mec policies cont:tin fine 
or mote of the three: h:i.sic kin,b. Ir you au: confu(cd :i.hout .:i poli9· that sounJ-; complicated, :i.~k the ;i~i::nt or comp.my if' 
it combines more than oni:: kind of lifo insu!ance. The folinwini is a brief description C"f the three h:ii,k kinds: 

i·erm ln:i.unmcc 

Term in:i.ur.s1H.-e is death protection for :i. .. tenu"' of one or mure rc:i.rs. De:ith benefits will be p:aiJ only if you di: wi:!.in 
that term o! years. Term insurance sener:ally provides the lari:cst immcdi:tte <.h:ath protc~tion for your premium dollar. 

Sume term iusunni:e pulich:s :ire "rcncw:i.ble" for one or more :i.d_ditionn! terms C\"cn ii your health has ch:inJ;c-d. E:ich time 
you f<,'fll'W ~he p»li,:y for 2. new term. pr..:miums will be h:i;:1er. You should checl-. the pr..:mium!: :it o\Jc;r ages and the 
length o( rime the policy c:10 he continucJ. 

Some term in~unmce policies. :1re :also "convertible". This me:tns that before the end of the conversion period, you m:i.y 
tr:1dc the term polii:y i.>r a whole life or endowment insur:i.nce polic}' even if )'Ou :tre not in cood he;ilth. Premiums for the 
new poliq will be hicher than you have been p:i.ying for the term insurance. 

Whole l.ifc Insurance 

Whole lifo insur:im·e giws dt.·.1th p'!"Otertion for :a:; long as rou li,.·c. The moi:t common type is c:,llcd "sir:aight life" or 
.. ordi1t.1r)· life" in~ur:incc, (o; which you pay th~ same prcmiunu fo1 :ts l,:,ng :,~ you Ji\·e. These premium~ 'can he sev:='!":I 
timci. hi;:hC'r than you woulJ pay initially for the s:tmc amount <'f term insur:ince. But they :i.1c sm:i.llcr than the premium-. 
you \voultl n·cn,u:ill>• 11.1y ir you were tu krc:p rent·winr, a term insurance policy until your l:itcr yc:irs. · 

Some.· whole life policie-t let you p:,y prt:miurns for 2 shurtc:r period sui:h :as 20 ye.1rs, or until ai:e 65. l'r.:miums for ttie(C 
policies ~C' hishcr than for orJin:i.ry life in(ttr:incc since the p-rcmium pa}•ments :ire squec:r.cd into a shorter period. 

Ahhou,:h you r::i)' hir.f,cr premiums. to hc~in with, for whole lire insur::inec th:in for term insur;ancc. whole life insur;mt·c 
rolieicl' ;1e"·dup ''ea.<:h v:iluci-" which rou m::iy h:iw i( you stop pa}'ini: premium). You can g~nera11y cithet 1.:i.ke the c:i.<:h. or 
u~ it tu buy some .. ·ontinuint: in•;urancc prntt·ction. Tc..:hnic:illr ,pelhing. the-.e val\lci- :ire c:illeJ ••n,:rnfor(eiture benefits ... 
Thi:i. rcfrrs ,.., l":ncfit<: }'OU Jo not t,,sc (or ••forfrit") wh,:-n you stop p:t)"int,; piernium~. Tiu: ;smount of these bcudiu 
d'-T<"nJs on the kind of rolir}· you h:i.ve, its ~ize. anJ how lor.1! you h:i·•e owned it, 
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A poli.:}' with ca!-h ,'lluc:-. m1)" also be u)eJ 2.,; colbtcr:il for a 101n. If ycu borrnw from the: life in11;ur:i.nce comr:iny. the r::ote 
c-f inlC'r .. ·'i.t L'> :.huwn in your policy. J\n}' money whi,:h you owe on 1 po!i.::y loan would be deducted from the bencfiu. if 
you were to Jic. or fr.im th.: a.sh ... :luc if >·ou were to stop p:i)•in~ pren,iurl'l!>. 

An endowment insu,:mce poliq• r:ir~ 2. s.urn or in~·om1..· to :,C1u -die p~li~·yho!Jcr- if r::iu tin• to a ccaain :a!:-:. If you w.:n: 
to di1.: hdvrc then, the tk1th hcn.:fit would bt.· p'!id to your hcncfii:inry. l'rcmium'i. :mJ Cl'i.h \':lim.·~ fut cnilowrnrnt 
ino:urlncc ~c higher th:in for the s:irm~ :amount of whole life in-.ur;tacc. Thus endowment insurance i;:h·e!. you the k.1.St 
tmount of de;ith pro~cction for;·our premium dolhr. 

Arccr rou h:l\'c <l::cidctl which kind or life insur:mcc tits rour needs, look for a sooJ buy. Your eh:m"tes. or finJing: a cvud 
liuy art." b..:ttcr ir you use two tyre" of i11Jcx nu1:,bcrs thac h:wc been d:vclOjt•d to aid in shoppin;: for lifo in!;uran..:c. One i!> 
callee! the "Su1Tender Co::.t Index" :.nt! the other is the "~.:et 1'.iym.:nt CC'ost Index ... It •.,·ill l,e worth your time to tr)' to 
un,i~r,-t:mJ h\,~._. tl:,::,c i:-:d::xcs. 3H' 11<:r.l. hut in :,.ny e,·ent. lll,C them for :::o,r.p:'lrin~ the rclati1;e costs of simib.r polieil.'s. 
LOCH: FOH 1'01.!CIL:S \VITI\ LOW CUST t~..;!J£X t-.:l',\1UEHS. 

What is Cost? 

•·cost" is the diffcrcn:::e b~twccn wh:it you r:lY :inJ what you get U:ick. If }-OU pay a premium ror life insurance and ~ct 
noch:n~ h.1ck, your cost for the Jc:ith pn,tcction is the premium. tr you p:t)' a pn:mium and g.:t s::uncthini; h:ick lacer on, 
~ui.:h .1l, a ~i.h value, your cost L-. smaller than the premium. 

The co.~t of some policir-. c:m al~ be rt'<lu,·ed by divid::ntl-': 1hese :i.re C'a!lc-J .. rarticip;ninf' polieicc:. Comp:mic~ ma)' to:lt 
yuu what th,:ir t.""urr~nt Ji\idcndc: :ire, hut :he si1c of futut~ di\'idt•nJ<; is unknown t(ld;,y :ind cannot 1,c l-{U:t.r:mk1;J. 
Divid.:nds :ictu:illy v:1.iJ .1!"e r-i:t c:i.eh }"C:tr by th.: contp.r.nr: · 

Some pt1licic:- :!o not p.1y di\itlcm!s. Thc::c :ire callet! "r,.1:ir.mtcc.:I cost,. or •·non rartieipatini:" policies. !-:very fc:.1ture or a 
gu:m1nt\·cd cost roli1-y i<; fixed so th::i.t rou know in :1J\·:1.nce \\hat your future cost will be. · 

1'hc- prcmium't ~d · e2Sh v.1luc, of :,. particip:itini: policy :!.re gu:.r::intccJ, hut the Jividen& arc not. Premiums fo:
p:i.nii:ipating puli..-ics :i.rc typically higher than for s,.i:ir.J.ntt•etJ r:o-,t policic:., buc the cu:-.t to you m::i~· be h:;;her or lower, 
dcpendini; on the <livid..:nJ-> ::ictuatly paiJ. 

What Are Cose lndc~:es? 

ln orc.lcr to com?arc the coit or policies, y.:>u need co look. at: 

t. Premium,; 
2. C.aih V .1lucs 
3. DiviJcnJs 

Co!>t indexes. use one or more or these (:ietors to giw- yt,u :i convi:nient w2y tn comp:tre rc.:1.lti\'e co!:t,: or simil.ir policic:-1-. 
Wh\.'n you compare co~ts, :in :tdjustmcnt must be m.1tk tC'I t;il,;c: into :i.ccount th:it money i!: p:i.iJ 2nJ tecciw.l :n diff,:rc11c 
tim.:::.. It is noL cno,1~h to just aJd up the rrc111ium~ you will p~y :md to ~uhtr:tct the o-.h \.,lue,; :and Ji\·irlcnJs r,1u c-:-.pect 
10 i:et h;s1;k. These iu,lc:-.:es t:ikl.' c;sre of the ;:irithmctic for you. !n:.tc.1J of h:iving to :t..ld. subtract, muhirtr :md rlh·iJ.: 
nuny numbers yoursdf, you just c..-ump:i.re the inJcx numbc:rs which you c:m ~~t irum life insur:.1ncc :1gent~ :i.nJ CL:lllt':l!lics: 

1. t.i(e ln,;11r:m•:t· Surren,lt"r C('l,;f lntkx. Thi-. inJcx j\ ttkfol if \'VU con-.iJc:r the lc.:,·cl of the c:i.sh ,·:iluc,: to De of 
prim!lr}' imPort:lOl'C to you. le hclr" }"OU compare l-o-.ts if at ~o~,c future point in timi:, such :is 10 or lll )'C:tB, you 
were tu ,urrcnJcr the policy 2nd take it~ a)h v:iluc. 
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2. f.i(e tmm•;t~ce Ncr 1-':1,•inent Co,;t tn,1cx. This index i~ useful if yo~r m.iin concc-rn is the hencfits th:u :.ire tn bC' p:'liJ 
at )'uur dc:tth :irui if the levd uf c:i..,;h~•:1lues i,; o( sei:ond:ipy importJncc to you. It heirs you comp:1fc costs ;i.t --oc•-: 

futun: point i:,, timi:, such ,l.'i 10 or 20 p·~rs, if you <:ontiuuc paying rrir:miums o;i your policy .mr.J Jo not t:..l,;.: it!. 

ash \';iluc. 

There LI; :mother number c:illct..l the 1-:qui\Jlcnt I.eve! J\n:11.ill Di':?,!c-nrJ. It shuw~ tho: p:trt di\'i.l('nd-. rl:iy ir. J~·1crm!11:11:: :!1c: 
1.ost i11<.lex of :1 ;'l:rti.:ipatint: 1'1Jlicy. A&!:n; a pc,tkr'!"; r~qu\\·.1kn1 L1.-~·..:1 ,\nnu:il Di,;.! ·:H! IP n, \.0\.•~t lrhk, Jil(•,·., v,,,, ;u 
comp:ire total <:Osts of simd:ir policies before deducting dh·ickn,lc;, Howev.-r, if yo~• m:-.!;i: any t.:O':t compa;i-.vn~ of .::i. 

parti,,:ip.1tini; pt1!icy with ::i non p:trticip.uinr, policy, rc:inemUcr that the toc:al cost o( the p:trticipatiu~ policy will he 
rcducnl l,y diviJcn\!s, but th-: cost of the non p:uticip:aing p<•li,y will ntit ch:i?1ge. 

How Do 1 Use Cost Indexes? 

1·1te most ir.1port:1.nt thin~ tr• rc:memh.:r when 11.0:int! co'-l inJc:-:es i) •.hat 1 puiicy wilh ::i sm.::11 ind1.•x number is gencr.~!I}' a 
bctecr buy th::in a. C1lt,1p:u:ibk policy with :1 larger index number. The follow in~ rule) :,,re :i.l,:o important: 

(1) Co~t c-om;,.:::h~;,~ s!ioulU c:.ly be mJdc. bct\n:cn :-i,nilJr rJrn.., tifiiCc insur:incc. $imil·1r p!:tns :ire tho•.e ,,hii.:h pro~·id~ 
essentially the o::imc b:t~ic liendi:s and require premium p:t)·men1, for :ipproxi1n1tcly the same period o( cim.:. 1 he 
closer policies :ire to hcing identical, the niorc reli.::i.l,lc the cost comp:irison will be. 

(:?) Com;,::rc inJc:x number~ only for the kinr.l of policy, for rour 3ge :ind for the .!mO~nt rou in~cud to b1:)'. Since no 
on,: comp:inr offers the lo•::cst cost for ill types of inl>u:.::i.ni.:c :it .:ill :i~c:s :rnd for=.!! amounts of ino:uraucc, it is 
impornmr th:lt yon 1:ct the inJcx1.:'i ft,~ :hc.· :1.ctu::il policy, :igc :1.nd :um.:unt whi..:h )'OU intend rn bur. Just l,e.:::lusi: a 
.. Shopper's 1-,"l.1iJc" tells you that one ... ompany\ pdiq· 1c, a l_!:.)OJ buy fur a p::.:ti.::ul::ir ;1.ge .::i.nJ .::i.mount, )'OU shouiJ 
not a~~ume that all C'f 1h;1.t ~·otn;,any's policit•s :ire C'4u.tllf ~uoJ tiuys. 

(3) Sm:ill r.liffcn:nces in index numbers could h~· off~et lty oth<:r policy folturcs, or dificre11ccs in the 91J::ility c.,f service 
you mJy c.·xpect from ~!1e comp::=:y or i:s :l!,!C:nt. Therefor,:, \\hen you find J>m:ill Jiffercnce:- in c-ost indcxcJ>, your 
choice sho:.ilJ he iu.,cd on $01Tiethinf! other th:m cost. 

(4) In any C"\'ent, you will need other infor.n1riun on whl~·h W base your pureh:iic .:focision. lk sur,: you can afford the 
premiums, :ind th.it you undcn,::md its c:i,:h value'>. Ji,.idcnJs :a!ld dc:ith benefit:;. You shou!J ~ho make a juJrenwnt 
on huw well thl! Iifo insuranct. com;:,auy or Jgent will proviJc: servi :e in 1he future, to you~,: a polierholdcr. 

(S) These: life insurance oost inJexc:s :pply to new policies 2nd s!-\ould not be usc-d to Jc:tcrminc- whether )'OU shot1IJ 
drop :t policy yo.J havl! 2lrc:ady owned for awhile, in favor o( :1 nc:w one. rr such a rerlaccment is suggC"l>"tc:d, yon 
shouhl :,,.d;, for informatiun fr1,m the comp:iny which i~sueiJ the olJ poli,.·>· be for,.~ you t:1kc action. 

ThC" first Jed)>i,m rou mu-.t '11:tKc: w!1::n buyin)i! ::,, lifo insur:incc policr i~ c:hoo-.in~ l policy whose bcndit,: :intl pn:miums 
mo~t cfo1odr m1.·et rour need~ :and ability to pa)'. N:xt. find ~ policr which is also a rd:nh·ely f?OOd bur. I( rou eomp::irc 
Surrender Cu,t l:idexc,; ,nJ :,.:ct V:.1y,uc:n1 Co:,.t ln,k•>,,cs of similar competing roli1..·ks. your chanr.c:!I of finJinz a rd~tiwlr 
gooJ huy will he better th:10 if you do nots.hop. Hf.Ml·:,\tBl::H, LOOK f-'OH POLICIES WITII LO\\'l::I{ COST INUEX 
NU~1UEltS. A ~J lif.: ir:!-ur:101:c :tl{cnr c.111 help you to choose the .imount l,r life ilN1rancc: and kind of policy you \\..,J.Ot 

2nJ will sl\e you 1.·ost inJexes so due you c:in m:ikc 1.·o!ot comp:uiso1b of .o:imila,· polici ... 'S. 

Don't hu)' lif1.· ;,,,lir:iuro: uolc~s ~·uu intend to :;ti•k with it. A policy which i~ :i i:ood hur when hclJ for 20 rc~rs can Le 
tt"r)' cm,lly i£ p•u ,1uic Jmini tht" c:uly yc:irs 0£ thC' polie)'. If you surren,kr such n policy durini,: the first few rc:i.rs, you 
m;1)" j:et little 11r nothin}! l.,a_-l. :md much oi your premium may h:ivc been U!>Cd for C'umpanr c:xpcns<:s. 

Head your new poUey circfully, ::ind ;.,k the aJ:1.·1H or contp:iny for an cxpLln:ttion of :,,nythini: you Jo not un.:Jcrst.an\l. 
\\"h;uc,·c:r you de.:i,lc nuw, ic i, imporunt to review your Hfr in,:uranee proj:T':im evr-ry few y1.·:1r.. w kc.:c11 up with ch:mJ:c~ in 
your income anJ n:sron!>iUili1ici. 
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Repealing and Adopting Rules 

OCT J 

Pursuant to authority vested in the Commissioner of Insurance 
by section 601.41 (3), Wis. Stats., the Commissioner of Insurance hereby 
repeals and adopts rules as follows: 

Sections Ins 2.14 and 2.15 of the Wisconsin Administrative 
Code are repealed and section Ins 2.14 !s adopted to read: 

1978 

Ins 2.14 Life Insurance Solicitation. (Sections 601.01 (3), 601.41 {3) 
and 628,34, Wis. Stats.) (1) PURPOSE. The purpose of this rule is to require 
insurers to deliver to purchasers of life insurance information which will 
improve the buyer's ability to select the most appropriate plan of life 
insurance for his or her needs, improve the buyer's understanding of the 
basic features of the policy which has been purchased or which is under 
consideration and improve the ability of the buyer to evaluate the relative 
costs of similar plans of life insurance. This rule does not prohibit the 
use of additional ,oater!al which is not in violation of this rule or any 
other Wisconsin statute or rule. This rule interprets and implements, 
including but not limited to the following Wisconsin Statutes: sections 
601.01 (3) (b), (c), (g) and (j) and 628.34. 

(2) SCOPE. (a) Except as hereafter exempted, this rule shall apply 
to any solicitation, negotiation or procurenent of life insurance occurring 
within this state. This rule shall apply to any issuer of life insurance 
contracts including fraternal benefit societies and the State Life Insurance 
Fund. 

(b) Unless otherwise specifically included; this rule shall not 
apply to: 

1. Annuities. 

2. Credit life insurance. 

3. Group life insurance. 

4. Life insurance policies issued in connection with pension and 
welfare plans as defined by and which are subject to the federal 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). 

5. Variable life insurance under which the death benefits and cash 
values vary in accordance with unit values of investments held 
in a separate account. 

{3) DEFINITIONS. For the purposes of this rule, the following 
definitions shall apply: 

{a) Wisconsin Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance. The Wisconsin 
Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance is a document which contains, and is 
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limited to, the language within the current edition of "The Wisconsin 
Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance" put out by the Insurance Commissioner 
of the State of Wisconsin. This pamphlet shall be reviewed periodically 
for accuracy and appropriateness. Prior to the publication of a revised 
pamphlet, it shall be submitted to the Life Subcommittee of the Forms 
and Classifications Advisory Council for public hearing and review. 
Insurers may purchase this pamphlet at cost from the Office of the 
Commissioner of Insurance, or they may reproduce it themselves (subject 
to reasonable standards of style, size, and layout). 

(b) Cash Dividend. A Cash Dividend is the current illustrated 
dividend which can be applied toward payment of the gross premium. 

(c) Equivalent Level Death Benefit. The Equivalent Level Death 
Benefit of a policy or term life insurance rider is an amount calculated 
as follows: 

1. Accumulate the guaranteed amount payable upon death, regardless 
of the cause of death, at the beginning of each policy year for 
ten and twenty years at five percent interest compounded annually 
to the end of the tenth and twentieth policy years, respectively. 

2. Divide each accumulation of step 1 by an interest factor that 
converts it into one equivalent level annual amount that, if paid 
at the beginning of each year, would accrue to the value in step l. 
over the respective periods stipulated in step l. If the period 
is ten years, 'the factor is 13.207 and if the period is twenty 
years, the factor is 34.719. 

(d) Generic Name. Generic Name means a short title which is 
descriptive of the premium and benefit patterns of a policy or a rider. 

(e) Life Insurance Indexes. 

l. Surrender Cost Index. The Surrender Cost Index ia calculated by 
applying the following steps: 

a. Determine the guaranteed cash surrender value, ~f any, available 
at the end of the tenth and twentieth policy years. 

b. For participating policies, add the terminal dividend payable upon 
surrender, if any, to the accumulation of the annual Cash Dividends 
at five percent interest compounded annually to the end of the 
period selected and add this sum to the amount determined in 
step a. 

c. Divide the resuit of step b (step a for guaranteed-cost 
policies) by an interest factor that converts it into an 
equivalent level annual amount that if paid at the beginning 
of each year, would accrue to the value in step b (step a 
for guaranteed-cost policies) over the respective periods 
stipulated in step a. If the period is ten years, the factor is 
13.207 and if the period is twenty years, the factor is 34.719. 

-2-
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d. Determine the equivalent level pr=iw:i by accumulating each 
annual premiw:i payable for the basic policy or rider (if 
the annual pr~u= includes supplemental benefits without 
separate identifiable charge, a reasonable adjustment may be 
made) at five percent interest compounded annually to the end 
of the period stipulated in step a and dividing the result by 
the respective factors stated in step c. (This amount is the 
annual pr~u= payable for a level premium plan). 

e. Subtract the result of step c from step d. 

f. Divide the result of step e by the number of thousands of the 
Equivalent Level Death Benefit to arrive at the Surrender Cost 
Index. 

2. Net Payment Cost Index. The Net Payment Cost Index is calculated 
in the same canner as the comparable Surrender Cost Index except 
that the cash surrender value and any terminal dividend are set 
at zero .. 

3. Eou:l.valent Level Annual Dividend. The Equivalent Level Annual 
Dividend is calculated by applying the following steps: 

a. AccWI?Ulate the annual cash dividends at five percent interest 
compounded annually to the end of the tenth and twentieth policy 
years. 

b. Divide each accumulation of step 1 by an interest factor that 
converts it into one equivalent level annual amount that, if paid 
at the beginning of each year, 'Would accrue to the values in 
step 1 over the respective periods stipulated in step 1. If 
the period is ten yeara, the factor is 13.207 and if the period 
is twenty years, the factor is 34.719. 

c. Divide the results of step 2 by the number of thousands of the 
Equivalent Level Death Benefit to arrive at the Equivalent Level 
Annual Dividend. 

4. Average Annual Rate of Return Index. This index is calculated 
on cash value policies using the Linton yield method. 

a. The Linton yield method solves for a level, effective, annually 
compounded interest rate, or yield. This yield is determined 
by equating the cash available at the end of a specified number 
of years from two different protection/savings programs, each 
with identical yearly death benefits, and then solving-for the 
annual yield that must be achieved on the separate savings 
fund of tha second program in order to produce the cash 
equivalency with the first program. The two programs compared 
are:· 

i. A life insurance policy on, normally but not necessarily, 
some permanent plan. The cash used at the end of the specified 
year is the policy's guaranteed cash surrender value plus the 
terminal dividend payable upon surrender and the dividend payable 
at the end of the specified year. 
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ii. A combination of a savings fmtd and yearly rene,,able term 
(YRT) insurance. The amoimt deposited in the savings fmtd 
each year is assumed to be equal to the annual premium payable 
under the alternate program for the permanent life insurance 
policy (less any dividend payable at the end of the preceding 
year) less an assumed premium payable for YRT insurance. The 
amomtt of YRT purchased each year is that which would be 
adequate to bring the combined death benefit from the savings 
plan and the YRT to the same as that payable mtder the 
permanent life insurance policy. The cash used for comparison 
Yith the permanent policy is the amount accumulated in the 
savings fund at the end of the specified year. 

b. Average Annual Rate of Return index figures given out in 
Wisconsin by insurers or intermediaries shall be calculated separately for 
males and females and shall be based upon the following assumptions: 

i. As to YRT premium rates: 

YRT premiums a (1,000 qx) (K) + $0.90 + $25/S where K 
equals 1.00 for ages 0 through 14 and 0.95 for ages 15 
and above, S equals policy size in thousands and 1000 qx equals 
the mortality rate for age x shown in subsection (8); 

ii. As to elements entering into the calculation: Gross premiums 
shall include the total premiums charged for all life insurance 
benefits; dividends shall be total illustrated dividends 
excluding any separately.identifiable dividends payable for 
benefits other than life insurance •. 

Note: A discussion of the Linton yield method may be found on page 28 - 30 
in the Analysis of Life Insurance Cost Comparison Index Methods, prepared by 
the Society of Actuaries Committee on Cost Comparison.Methods and Related 
Issues (Special), September, 1974. Further discussion on the "low" YRT rates 
to be used in computing the Linton yield, which are the rates specified in 
~his rule, may be found in Appendix B, pp. 187 - 192 of that same publication. 

(f) Preliminary Policy Summary. For the purposes of this rule, 
Preliminary Policy Stomnary means a document provided to the buyer of a 
life insurance policy prior to sale which contains necessary consumer 
cost disclosure information, in substantially the same format for all companies, 
as specified by the commissioner. Appendix 1 to this rule contains a 
Preliminary Policy Stomnary form for Whole Life and Endowment Policies. 
Appendix 2 contains a Preliminary Policy Summary Form for Term Policies. 
Insurers may, upon request, incorporate Preliminary Policy Summary forms 
(if they are to be filled out by intermediaries) into copies of the 
Wisconsin Buyer's Guide to Life I.nsurance which they reprint. 

(g) Policy Summary. 1. For the purposes of this rule, Policy Summary 
means a written statement in substantially the same format for all companies 
and describing the elements of the policy including but not l~mited to: 

-4-
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a. A prominently placed title as follows: STATEMENT OF POLICY COST 
AND BENEFIT INFORMATION. 

b. The nat:le and address of the insurance intermediary, or, if no 
intermediary is involved, a statement of the procedure to be 
followed in order to receive responses to inquiries regarding the 
Policy Summary. 

c~ The full name and home office or administrative office address of 
the company in which the life insurance policy is to be or has been 
written. 

d. The Generic Name of the basic policy and each rider. 

e. The following amounts, where applicable, for the first five policy 
years and representative policy years thereafter sufficient to 
clearly illustrate the premium and benefit patterns, including 
but not necessarily limited to, the years for uhich the Surrender 
Cost Index is displayed and at least one age from sixty through 
sixty five or m~turity whichever is earlier: 

i. The annual premium for the basic policy. 

ii. The annual premium for each optional rider. 

iii. Guaranteed amount payable upon death, at the beginning of the 
policy year regardless of the cause of death other than suicide, 
or other specifically enumerated exclusions, which is provided 
by the basic policy and each optional rider, with.benefits 
provided under the basic policy and each rider shown separately. 

iv. Total guaranteed cash surrender values at the ePd of the year 
with values shown separately for the basic policy and each rider. 

v. Cash Dividends payable at the end of the year with values shown 
separately for the basic policy and each rider. (Dividends need 
not be displayed beyond the twentieth policy year.) 

vi. Guaranteed endowment amounts payable under the policy which are 
not included under guaranteed cash surrender values above. 

f. The effective policy loan annual percentage interest rate, if the 
policy contains this provision, specifying whether this rate is 
applied in advance .or in arrears. If the policy loan interest 
is variable, the Policy Summary shall include the maximum annual 
percentage rate. 

g. Surrender Cost Indexes for ten and twenty years~ Separate indexes 
are displayed for the. basic policy and for each optional term life 
insurance rider. Such indexes need not be included for optional 
riders which are limited to benefits such as accidental death 
benefits, disability waiver of premium, preliminary term life 
insurar.ce coverage of less than 12 months and guaranteed insurability 
benefits nor for the basic policies or optional riders covering more 
than one life. 
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h. A Policy Summary which includes dividends shall also include a 
statement that dividends are based on the cor.xpany's cur.rent divider:.~~ 
scale and. are not guaranteed. 

i. A statement in close proximity to the Surrender Cost Index (and 
other cost indexes) as follows: A further explanation of the intc-r:'1c'1 
use of this (these) index(es) is provided in the Life Insurance 
Buyer's Guide. 

j. The date on which the Policy Summary is prepared. 

2. The Policy Summary must consist of a separate document, All 
information required to be disclosed must be set out in a manner as to 
not minimize or render any portion thereof obscure. Any amounts 
vhich remain level for tvo or more years of the policy may be 
represented by a single number if it is clearly indicated vhat 
amounts are applicable for each policy year. Amounts in 
subdivision 1 e above shall be listed in total, not 
on a per thousand nor per unit basis. If more than one insured 
is covered under one policy or rider, guaranteed death benefits 
shall be displayed separately for each insured or for each class 
of insureds if death benefits do not differ within the class. 
Zero amounto shall be displayed as zero and shall not be displayed 
as a blank space. 

(4) DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS, (a) The insurer shall provi.de, to all 
prospective purchasers of any policy subject to this rule, a copy of the 
current edition of the Wisconsin Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance and a 
properly filled out Preliminary Policy Summary prior to ~ccepting the 
applicant.'s initial premium or premium deposit, except that insurers which 
do not market policies through an intermediary may provide the Preliminary 
Policy Summary and Wisconsin's Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance at the 
point of policy delivery, so long as they: 

1. guarantee to the policyholder a 30-day right to return the poJ.5.c:, 
for a full refund of premium, and 

2. alert the prospective policyholder, in advertis~mentc or direct 
mail solic:l.tations, of hia or her right to obtain a copy of the 
Wisconsin Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance and a Preliminary Policy 
Summary prior to~• 

(b) The insurer shall provide a Policy Swmi:ary upon delivery of the 
policy. 

(c) The insurer shall provide a Wisconsin Buyer's Guide to Life 7 rc.·.,,:', cc·. 
and a Preliminary Policy Swm:rnry to individual prospective purchaserG u;,•o,. 
reasonable request. 

(d) The insurer may provide information concerning life :!.nsur:ance 
cost indexes other than the surrender cost index so long as the infomat;.,,n 
aod its method of presentation is in conformance with this rule. 
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(e) For policies already issued and paying premiums on the effective 
date of this rule, policyholders shall have the right to obtain a Policy 
Summary at cost. The company may charge a reasonable fee for preparing 
this summary, not to exceed $5, and may utilize reasonable assumptions in 
providing the cost disclosure information, so long as they are clearly 
disclosed. 

(5) GENERAL RULES. {a) Each insurer shall maintain 
or principal office, a complete file containing one copy 
authorized by the insurer for use pursuant to this rule. 
contain one copy of each authorized form for a period of 
the date of its last authorized use. 

at its home office 
of each document 

Such file shall 
three years following 

(b) An intermediary shall inform the prospective purchaser, prior to 
commencing a life insurance sales presentation, that he is acting as a life 
insurance intermediary and inform the prospective purchaser of the full 
name of the insurance company which ~e is representing to the buyer. In 
sales situations in which an intermediary is not involved, the insurer 
shall identify its full name. 

(c) Terms such as financial planner, investment advisor, financial 
consultant, or financial counseling shall not be used in such a way as to 
imply that the insurance intermediary is generally engaged in an advisory 
business in which compensation is unrelated to sales unless such is-actually 
the case. 

{d) Any reference to policy dividends must include a statement that 
dividends are not guaranteed. 

(e) Any sales presentation which repeatedly refers to an insurance 
premium or element of the insurance premium as a deposit, an investment, 
a savings or in any other phrase of similar import, and does not disclose the 
Average Annual Rate of Return Index figures for 10 and 20 years is an unfair 
marketing practice, within the meaning of section 628.34, Stats. 

(f) The purchase or replacement of any life insurance contract or 
annuity shall not be recommended by any insurer or intermediary without 
reasonable grounds to believe that the recommendation is not unsuitable for 
the applicant on the basis of information furnished by such person after 
reasonable inquiry as may be necessary under the circumstances concerning 
the prospective buyers insurance and annuity needs and means. 

(g) A system or presentation which does not recognize the time value of 
money through the use of appropriate interest adjustments shall not be used 
for comparing the cost of two or more life insurance policies. 

(h) .A presentation of benefits shall not display guaranteed and non
guaranteed benefits as a single sum unless they are shown separately in 
close proximity thereto. 

(i) A statement regarding the use of the Surrender Cost Index shall 
include an explanation to the effect that the index is useful only for the 
comparison of the relative costs of two or more similar policies. 
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(j) A Life Insurance Index which reflects dividends or an Equivalent 
Level Annual Dividend shall be accompanied by a statement that it is based 
on the company's current dividend scale and is·not guaranteed. 

(k) For the purposes of this rule, the annual premium for a basic policy 
or rider, for which the company reserves the right to change the ·premium, 
shall be the maximum annual premium. 

(6) EFFECTIVE DATE. This rule shall apply t:o all solicitations of life 
insurance which commence on or after January 1, 19i9. 

(7) UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES. Insurers with unique difficulties in 
implementing sections of this rule may petition the commissioner for allowance 
to meet the requirements of the rule through ~lternative approaches. 

( 8) YEARLY RENEWABLE TERM INSURANCE MORTALITY RATES: 

The following mortality rates are to be used in determining 
YRT premiums for calculating Average Annual Rate of Return Index 
figures. 

MORTALITY RATES PER 1,000 

Attained Male Female Attained Male Female 
Age (x) Lives Lives Age (x) ~ ~ 

0 5.80 4.80 30 1.15 .75 
1 1.33 i.22 31 1.22 .83 
2 0.84 0.72 32 1.28 .~3 ; 0.65 0.55 33. 1.32 1.04 
4 0.53 0.48 34 1.34 1.14 
5 0.1,8 0.42 35 1.40 1.21 
6 0.42 0.37 36 1.49 1.23 
7 0.39 0.33 37 1.60 1.25 
8 0.35 0.29 38 1.75 1.29 
9 0.32 0.22 39 1.91 1.37 

10 0.31 0.25 40 2.12 1.47 
ll 0.31 0.26 41 2.36 1.59 12 0;33 0.27 42 2.66 1.74 13 0.42 0.29 43 3.02 1.91 
14 0.52 0.31 44 3 .• 45 2.10 
15 0.73 0.36 45 3.96 2.32 
16 0.87 0.36 46 4.51 2.58 
17 1.02 0.37 47 5.09 2.88 . 
18 1.18 • 38 48 5.71 3.20 19 1.29 .40 49 6.34 3.52 20 1.37 .41 50 6.94 3.84 21 1.46 .44 51 7.56 4.15 22 1.52 .48 52 8.32 4.48 23 1.47 .53 53 9.20 4.84 24 1.32 .60 54 10.09 5.23 25 1.25 .66 55 ll.00 5.67 26 1.22 .70 56 12.06 6.16 27 1.19 .70 57 13.26 6.70 
28 1.17 .70 58 14.60 7 .27 
29 1.13 .71 59 16.06 7.87 
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Attained Hale Fer:1ale Attained Male Female 
Age (x) Lives Lives ~ Lives Lives 

60 17 .69 8.52 78 81.98 53.45 
61 19.55 9.21 79 89.68 59.01 
62 21.61 10.00 80 97.68 66.03 
63 23.75 10.83 81 105 .42 73.80 
64 25.83 11.81 82 113.40 79.38 
65 27.99 13.07 83 122.90 86.03 
66 30.34 14.72 84 135.00 94.50 
67 33.04 16.80 85 149.17 107.40 
68 35.92 19.28 86 165.94 122.80 
69 39.27 22.28 87 182.12 138.4.l 
70 42.90 25.69 88 196.71 153.43 
71 46.45 29.43 89 213.26 170.61 
72 49.96 33.43 90 229.66 188 .32 
73 53.72 37.30 91 246.98 207.47 
74 58.16 40.72 92 262.03 225.34 
75 63.36 43.59 93 276.79 243 .58 
76 69.04 46.36 94 302.02 271.82 
77 75.09 49.38 95 338.33 311.26 

NOTE: The mortality rates for ages O through 14 are from the 1965-1970 
Select Basic Tables published on pages 202 and 203 of the Transactions 
of the Society of Actuaries Publication Year 1974, Number 3, 1973 Reports 
of Mortality and Morbidity Experience. The mortality rates for ages 15 
and above are -from the Ultioate Basic Tables, Males Lives (1957-1960 
Experience), Female Lives (1957-1960 Experience) published on page 48 
of the Transactions of the Society of Actuaries, Publication Year 1963, 
Number 2 1962 Reports of Mortality and Morbidity Experience. 

(9) PENALTY. Violations of this rule shall subject the violator to 
section 601.64, Stats. 

(10) SEPARABILITY. If any provision of this rule shall be held invalid, 
the remainder of the rule shall not be affected thereby. 
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.. !!£££:nci.ix 1 
PRELIMINARY POLICY SUHMARY 

INPVltTANT: Many people think all life insurance policies cost about the same. They don't. 
'rhe cost of similar policies varies sharply. You can save many hundreds or even thousands 
of dollars by choosing a low-cost policy. To find out how this particular policy ranks, 
compare its Cost Index (found below) to the range of cost indexes for sioilar policies. 
For further information on cost comparison and exanples of the range of cost indexes for 
a nur;;ber of policies, see pages 4-8 in the Wisconsin Buyer's Guide to Life Insurance 
which you should have received with this policy suti':Jlary. 

Name ·and Address of Company: 

Type and Name of Policy: 

Face Amount at Ti.me of Issue: _____ Policyholder I s Sex and Age at Issue: 

YEARLY PREMIUM: ------~ 
This is the amount of cash you 1 11 have to spend each year to keep the policy in force. 

Be sure you can afford it. 

COST INDEX: 
To find a low-cost policy, look at the policy's~ Cost Index, not its premium. 

Then compare that index number with the figure for other similar policies. Premiums only 
measure what you pay for a policy. The benefits you receive from policies with similar 
premiums vary widely. The Surrender Cost Index takes premiums, cash values, dividends 
(if any) and interest into consideration. In doing so, it provides a more complete 
measure of the cost of similar l:ife insurance policies. The lower the Surrender Cost 
Index, the lower the policy's cost to you. --

SURRENDER COST INDEX (Per $1,000 face amount) 

The Surrender Cost Index should only be used to compare the cost of similar policies. 
Don't use it to compare the Cost of a term policy to that of a whole life policy .. 

RATE OF RETURN: 

Under most cirCumstances, life insurance should not be sold or purchased as 
"an investment. 11 Cash values build up slowly in the first years of a whole life or 
an endowment policy, and for the first five or ten years, the rate of return on your 
money will be minimal. For further information, see the Wisconsin Buyer's Guide to 
Life Insurance. 

Signature of Agent 

Address: 

[This form should be used for whole life and endowment insure.nee~] 
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PRELU!INARY POLICY Slll-'.MARY 

IHPORTANT: Hany people think all life insurance policies cost about the same. They don I t. 
The cost of sinilar policies varies sharply. You can save many hundreds or even thousands 
of dollars by choosing a low-cost policy. To find out how this particular policy ranks, 
co:.1pare its Cost Index (found below) to the ~anse of cost indexes for similar policies. 
For further information on cost cor:iparison and examples of the ~ange of cost indexes for a 
nunber of policie.:;, see pages 4-8 in the Wisconsin Buy~r's Guide to Life Insurance, which 
you should have received with this policy summary. 

Na."Ile and Address of Company: _________________________ _ 

Type and Name of Policy: ___________________________ _ 

Policyholder's Sex and Age at Issue: ______________________ _ 

Rene,.,abl.e* Yes 
Convertible Yes 

Policy 

.I~ 

No 
No 

Annua1 

~ 

If yes, through what age? 
If yes, through what age?----

Guaranteed Amount 
Payable on Death 

NOTE: Co:::ipanies (or intermediaries) should enter in this space the annual premium and 
guaranteed an.cunt payable on death for representative policy years. 

COST UIDEX: 
To find a low-cost term policy, look nt the policy's Surrender Cost Index, 

not just its first-year premium. That 1 s because the premiums for s~e~ policies go 
up faster than others. In addition, many term policies pay dividends. When they do, that 
lowers the cost of those policies. The surrender Cost Index takes both dividends and 
later-year premiums into consideration and thus gives a better measure of a term policy's 
cost than the first-year premium alone. The lower the Surrender Cost Index, the lower the 
policy's cost to you. -- --

SURRENDER COST INDEX (per $1,000 face amount) 

The Surrender Cost Index should be used only to comoare the cost of similar policies. 
Don't use it to compare the cost of a tern. policy t~ that of a vhole life policy. 

Signature of Agent Date 

Address of Agent: -------------------------------

*Renew-ability: If you 're buying term insurance for long-term needs, make sure your policy 
is guaranteed renewable through at least age 65. Check above for the age through uhich 
this policy can be renewed. For more information, see page 2 of the Wisconsin Buyer's 
Guide ~Life~• 

[This fon:i should be used for term insurance.] 
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S'L\TE OF WISCONSIN ) 
)ss. 

OJ:'FICE OF T'tlE C<allSSIOru:ll. OF lliSURANCE) 

'IO AU. 'tO WOM 'IHBSE P!IBSENTS SHALL COME, GREETINGS: 

I, l!al;old R. Wilde, Coliarlasioner of Insurance and custodiau 

of the official. ri,co:rds of a;,dd. office, do hereby c~tify thal; the 

wme:aod order repealing and adopting rules r.,gaJ:ding life insurance 

eolicitati.on wu issued by this offiea October 2, 1978. 

I further certify that i,:a:,i.d copy ha:,, be= compared by = 
tr.lth the original on fila ill this o£fica and that the s=e is n true 

cop:, tbareof, 11t1d of the. uhole of such orl$in91. 

0C1 ;i 1918 

, ., HC:\.l~HE 
oi}[/:t.,~ 0,: s,/\1E 

lN TBS'.CIMONY 'WHE!mO:', I have 
hereunto subscribed r.r, = 
in tb:o City of Madi=n, State 
of 'Wisconsin, thl.a 2.nd day of 

1:c·~•- r. u;u 
Harold R. 'Wilds 
Comadssioner o~ Insurance 
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}!OTIC!t Ill :r..r::ttn CIV!N That. put'IIUIIOt Co oactioe!I 
601.U (3) ~ 121.02.10 Vic, !t.ate,, tM C=i•d~ 
of Itlr.src:icc uill btld o y.Jbltc bu.ring ot noo::l 421, 
Sc<::!th, State, Cttpttol, ill tho city of Madl~, 
Vioeon.oin. c:1 tM 16th day of April, 1979, et 10:0Cb.=• 
or AD o= thoruftu es t~ natter c:.cy bo ru.cbtd 
ito coiutdcr tho ~d:Mct of tff.ocC1U1in Adzlicbtratbo 
(:o.(!c o.c,ctic.:,; k= 2,14 by ~inz this follovfa: 
c-.1blloet10:u:i, rcpo.!ll~ a.ad rocro.ating Appe::i-dtcoo 
1 Cl.d 2 end Adoptb.<t Appe;tdh 3. 

kl.u.1i,1.!J ty lb Co=s.bei~r of Iraeuraaco 

0:.,, Octobcx 4, 1978, follovia.: ate:n.aln ~iatra
tbo ballr!q~. tho Coa:tiuioner of Irasuranca pr-1-
gate.d Aud adopted Metio11 be 2,14 of the Vhcouta 
Abil!i.ct.rcUH Coda to apply to all •olicitatiou of 
lifo 1.Ju,Jraico whlclt. CClll,llcced O"D or after Jaw.a..ry 1, 
1979, Tb.10 rule r~lr..s th.et life ins:urora a.ad tbat.r 
r~rco=itetiTH dDlbar t:o purchaMra of 11.to ina:a
mu:o tcl'onsaUon vblcb rill f.:;,rOTO ths bcyar•• 
ability to oeleet dl::2 DOGt iippropri.ato pl- of lUo 
1.n.curo~ for b1.e or her coodo, lll:pt'OTo tbo bu7111r10 
c::adoretc:di.n.s of tho 'bade t .. turu of tho policy d 
11::prcrYo tM obilit)' of chit buyer to CTaluat:o the 
relatiTO cocu of o1all.er pl.au of 1-A&uranco. Thia 
rule replr.ced cvo rulu with eWJ.ar purpooo Wt.ch 
bd ~ b e.ffoet. ahace 1972. 

03 Vcbru.uy 26, 1979, t.be Court. of Appeala, 
D1atr1.ct. IV, C::lt.erod u Order and Dociaio-G diro.ct.~ 
~ Circuit. Court for Dua Ccn.mty to 1.c&uo a tcizpor
er, inj~Uc:a •1ainat. the ed'orce:M.Dt of port10':MI 
ef nc.tioo. Ia!! 2.14 1o tu prea-=t fona. 

TM foll~ cheqH is Hction tu 2.14 arc 
pr~etod to ch.up tba parta of e"tioc lee 2.14 
to w.icb thfl Court: of Appeal• obj-ctod ., that 
dht:ribu::io::i of th:, Vbcoaaia &7ar' a Ollida P Life 
Inau.r~c ~ tha e&::Dd&tor, fura.1.ahin.r of a pralild
a.c.ry policy ~ cc ba, a part of 11.te io.-urClCO 
dicclorurc n,qu1.rc:,d by Vbcoa.atn rul~. 

Tho (~!~:e~,.:;r.r~i::t:: ~f~t~i:=::• D 

do~ ~ch ccctaiu, uwt 18 ltaited to, tb= 
>.=:wi.ce within tho cv.rre=t edttloll of "The Viacccah 
~ar'o Cc.side to Life laaurU1Ce• put out by t:= 
Inwr,u;,,ca Coc:daaio=t of the Stata of Via.cODaiil. 
Thie p,t=;)hlct ahall N reviaved partodtcall.y for 
c.ccu.ra.cr ~d opproprtattmeaa. A.pp.-cdiz: 3 to tb:1.o 
rule ccr.1u.itu1 the currm:at aditioil ' Wh 01'1Db 
lluyc.r a Cutdo to Lila I:eura:nca. tor to th!a 
publtcetion of e rntMd papblat. it aball N 
cuboitte.d to tho Lila Subc~t:tN of tbe Fonu ad 
Cl.c.caiftc.aUOll AdTtaciry Co,mc:U for public bu.rf.n& 
a.0d rin-icv of ot:hor than taclmical or c~bata:ot:iTO 
~ lcauro.n aay purcha•• Chia ~hl•t. •t cost 
fro:r t.~ Offica af the eo.dadoaar of hwrmice, 
or thsy =r raprod\iee .tt thmulYH (subjaet u 
rcae.anabla etzndarda of oeyl•, oiu, o.Dd layoat). 

Scctica lno 2.14 (6) 1a ~ed to read: 

(6) EFnCTIVE nuz:. Thie rule aball • pplr to all 
ooltcttetiona of lif• tneuranc• vblch c~• oa or 
after Ja.nu.:i.ry 1, 197'. a.capt that. tba r-suirC1111Cto 
of aabeoction (4) (a) •hell apply to eolldtatioaa 
vbtcb c~ce cu or after July 1 1 1979. 

580 
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Appendix 1 is repealed end· recreated to re.ad: 

PREL IHI NARY POLICY SUHMARY 
FOR I/HOLE LIFE OR EJIDO\/MENT INSURANCE 

IMPORTANT: Many people think all life insurance policieo cost nbout the some. They don I t. 
The coot of similar policies varies sharply. You .can eave mnny hundreds or even thouoonda 
of dollaro by choosing a low-cost policy. To find out hov this particular policy raol:D, 
compare ito coot index figureo to the range of cost indexcc for similar policies. For 
further information and exampleo on cost comparieon, sea "Finding A Lov Coot Policy" 
(pages ) in tho lliacons:IJI Buyer'o Guide to Life Inourance, which you ahould bavo 
received vith this summary. 

Name and Addreao of Company: __________________________ _ 

Type and Name of Policy: ____________________________ _ 

Face Amount at Time of Issue: _________ Policyholder'c Su and Age at loouo __ 

ANNUAL PRDIIUM: 
This is the amount of ci1sh you'll haVCl to epend each year to keep tho policy in force. 

Be sure you can afford it. 

COST INDEX: 
To find a low-cost policy look at the policy• e cost index figures, not juot ito preatui:a. 

Then compare thes~ index numbera vitb the figureo for other similar polici011. PremiumD 
only measure what you pay for c. policy. The benefits you receivo froci policico vith 
similar premiums vary widely. For o description of voriouo life insuranco coot indo.xco 
and the assumptions on which the:, arc based, oer pageo of the Buyer' o Guide. Tho 
figures below arc derived using the Surrender Coat Index. The Surrender Coot lndcm t:nkoo 
premium.a, cash valueo, dividendo (if any) and interest into consideration, and providco 
a measure of the relative cost of a policy, assuming its surrender at c &iven point in tho 
future (e.g., 10 or 20 ye.arc). Given thio asnumption, tho lover tho Surrender CoOt Indox. 
tho. lover tho policy'o cost to you. --

10 Yenro 

SIIJlRENDEB. COST INDEX (Per $1,000 face amount) 

The Surrender Cost Index should only be uoed to compnrc the cost of oimilar policica. 
If death would occur during the duignoted period, tho policy vitb tho lover index vould 
not necessarily be the lover coot policy. All index figureo for participating policioo 
a_re baocd on illustrated dividendo which tll"O not guaranteed. 

RATE OF RETURN: 

Under most circumstances, life iuourauce should not be sold or purcMccd no 11ca 
investment. 11 Cash valueo build up slowly in the firot ye.nro of n vholc life or on 
endoument policy, and for the firat five or ten ycaro, tho rate of return on your 0.onoy 
vill be m:IJl:lmal. For further information, see pago of ehe lluyer' o Guido. 

Name of Agent 
Addreso of Agent: 

Dl>tc 
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PRELIHiliARY POLICY SlilfrlARY 
FOR TERK INSURANCE 

IMPORTANT: Many people think. all life insurance policico cost nb<?ut the DlUll<:i. They don•t. 
Tho cost of oicilar policie.o varies sharply. You can save m.any hundred0 or even thousaodo 
of dollaro by choosing a low-cost policy. To find out hov thin particula.r policy ran.kn. 
compare its cost index figureo to the range of coat indexes for eiailQr policioo. For 
further info~tion and e.xru2plee on cost comperison, nee 11 Findiog A Lov Cost Policy" 
(pagaa ) of _the Yieconeio Buyer' a Guide to Life Inourance, vhich you ohould havo 
received vith this etomarJ• 

Name and Addreea of Coc.pany: __________________________ _ 

Type and Naee of Policy: 

Policyholder 1 e Sex and Age at Insue: 

Renewable* Yea _ No _ 
Convertible Yee _ No _..:.. 

If yes, through what age? ______ _ 
If yes, through vhnt age? ______ _ 

Policy Years Annual Pr~um Guaranteed Amount Payable on Dcatbl: 

NOTE: Cocpm:iies (or inten:icdiaries) should enter in thin apace the analllll precdun" 
aod guaranteed acount payable on death for repret:entativc policy ye.ore. 

COST l!IDEX: 
To find a lov-cost policy, look at the policy's cost index figures, not juat itl'\ 

first-yeo.r precitm. That's because the prf'.niume for soc.e term policico go up faster than 
othero. In .addition, cany term policies pay dividends. When they do, that lowcro the 
cost of those policies. For a description of various life ioBUrancc coot inde.xe.i, end tho 
aesumptiooo on which they arc based, sec pagco of the Buyer' e Guido. The figureo 
belov are derived using the Surrender Cost Index. The Surrender Coot Iode.z: tllk.eo both 
dividends and lster-year prcmiUI2.S into consid~ration and provides a Clcasure of the rclati~e 
cost of a policy, assuming its surrender at a given point in the future (n,g., 10 or 20 

7cars). Given thio assumption, the lover the Surrender Cost Index, tho~ tho policy;a 
coot to you. 

10 Yearn 20 Years 

SURRENDER COST INDEX (p•r $1,000 fac• acount) 

The Surrender Cost Index ehould be used only to compare the cost of ~ policieo. 
I( death vould occur during the dcoicnsted period. the policy vith the lower index would 
not occeeearily be the lov~.r cost policy. All iodax figure& for participati.ug policico 
are based on illustrated dividends vhich are not guaranteed. 

Name of Agent Dato 

Address of Agent.: --------------------------------

•Reoevebilit.y: If you' re buying tcrt:t insurance for long-tent needs, make sure your policy 
is gu.nrnotced renewable through at least age 65. Check nbovc for tho age through vhich 
this policy c~o be ren~\.'F:J.. For core iofori:at:ioo, see pageo of the Buyer' 8 Guidn. 
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Appc:ldiz l 1a ad.optod to roach 

Vlsa>NSill BUYD.1 Z GUIDX 
TO 

LlFX IHBUJtAJICE 

Offtco of t.bo Cocm.iodone-r of 
l.n11ur~ 

Ul Vcf!t Wubillgto~ A:t'ODOO 
Hsdiacn:i., VbcOO.llia ~]702 

1979 

A BTJ.n-\lIDIC TOU.-nu "VISCOlISUl LIFE INSURA»Ci COST 
DIOCLOSUU. IHrofliA.TlOll LIHE" YlLL n!!: Ilf OPEltATIO!I 
na:.ot1GOO-UI 1979. TIil UUHBD. 181 1-800-362-8380. 

OOOli'IAllT: 

Sboppi.nJ arot:z:td for lUo i.n.Jsurance cn.n me.a.a bis e-t1v
iD.&• for yo,,.. Tho differem.ce ~c-en two policiea 
ot!orin! tho exact e.- ,=aunt of protact:ion ~,- add 
q to e~11 of dollare OTor n period of yc&rfl. 

Un!ortU!latel.7, it U not o.l\.?::.y.ll cuuiy to r11to or C110"" 
p.ani policies. rrCl!3.iu:ui c.lon.c a.ay toll you littlo or 
ootbi.ng er.bout t.M actual. cont of c policy. Tb.at'c 
,rby tho \ii.ccOU!!ic Office cf t.M Co=iuiou.er cf 
Ift.aura.aco prup.arod thia gu.ida - a.1!d req>.Jirec All life 
inruranc.c qm,,ta to prcrvido it to their cua~ro 
prior t.o =.y atle, lt le docitned t.o h.Glp yoa r:.!!ltc 
Co-"-!'p,ari.aoce ch.tit NJ.1 HYC yea G COtUJidctrablo ~, of 

""""'· 
Seo tho !lOCtfon of t:hie J;Uido cnt1t1M Findi.n;) a Le-:, 

~ {pego.e ) for IJP"eific datdln v.:i. lifo 
i.n&\J.rlUl.ce co11t c~arii:ou - and ~plu o! coat 
figuru o:s TerioUD typo.a cf policie11. U you baTo 
tllMll to road c.othins oloe in this suido uke a. look a: 
th---.....- ~NI fir::!t. 

Thie guido ho.s ho.an pnpncd by tho. v.i.DConain Otfico 
of tba ~1:aioner of l.n111.1rcnce, in part uablz 
-uri..tla dCTUope,d by tho N.!at1oc.d Auod.•tion of 
In.Guranco C<=:u.lUlioMro. 

~:o:U~ ";:c.::: :;:o~~:n!/=~~~;. It 
Indh'idutlt! vith c01111plief!t~ or unu11uAl. fbumcW 
11ituatiinu, e.re IMhioo-d to D01tlc. profoenionn.1 adrlce. 

lf you ban any quutiona about cnr of the uat.crW 
1n this guide, a good agnt or ce,:apimy aboold be 
't."111~ to io OTILt' it vith ycu. 

1 
* * 6 11 * d 11t 

Wl't»: Lltt INSUXAl!CC 

\ft.-a ye,: buy Ufa 1neuraDCO, you vant o policy which 
Uta your 1:1.erx!1 vithout coatlt!.g too J!!Uch. T~ firot 
atop ie to de-cide how au.ch you aced 0 hav nuc.b you 
uu 11fford to pay f!Jld t.hll UAd of policy you want. 
Tbca, find out what ..-arioua coo.pcniee charge for that 
kfod of policy. Toa CIUl find ~rt..e.0.t diffo..ren.coa 
in tho co11t of Uh 1n•ur•0.co by u11ing Cha life 
tnouruea coat index.ea which arc de11cribo.d i.c chic 
guide. 

A HOU ON CJ.OUl' LI1'1. lliSUIIM!CE 
LUO inci\ll'Mce i;a.D bt. purchse.ed oit.har :us ~ 
idbidu.ll!.l. or u. 111, rc;:,_b,er of a group, Croap 
covuqo through im U11ploy11r or CQPloyo<i I~ 
it sen• rUlJ lou upa.naive th4D polici1111 bought. 
co e.n in.d.1..-idu&l b-a111tn 0 boc.c.uac the c6:.inigtrativc 
c-o11t11 arc lootr m,d bacauae ea.ploy11ro often c=
tdbato toward tM praniu:a.. If you ore a.U~tbla 

for eu..eb cOTaraaa, cheek it out carofttl.17. It. ic:i.7 
bo Ula oa.aiOJ1t aod loaat co11tl7 v:iJ t.o ecio.t ,..,ar 
baaic lifo ~urcncG a.eed:I. 

U you arc noi.aa to -.ska a good choice vboaa 1011 mt}' 
Hfe 1.n.aurance, :,ou aoed to undoratud vbaC ld.ad11 are 
irraU..b1o. If ono kind doso aoc occm to fit your 
a•od.•, .eek. about the othnr ltindD which &re de11cribod 
in tbic pide. U you feel chat you s:icad a.ore infor
nati.oCI. then is gbe:n hero, 7ca C1.11.1' va.ot to check cha 
~ boab end p..;,blete on lifa iD•ure.Actr b your 
public libror,,. bt1ry library 1c Uhcoaain Dbould 
ha..-11 bade in!ornaticn O!l lite inDUr&Ac• coot 
co=p4rise11. readily anil.ablc, 

Ono vay to decido hcnr euch life ineuran.ca 7ou need 1a 
to ftturc hov m.ach co.11b and iDCcmo yo!.U' dep.ndm:i.t.e 
V!;)U}d nud if you wora to die. You 11bould thtnl:. cf 
Ille iluiuranco 011 a 11ourco of ca11b neadod for e:
pcnou of fittal illu-0011, po.yin: taxoa, r:on.i;ago.c 
or otM\r d11bt11. It Cl:ll 11.loo prDTido i.ccoee. for yonr 
h.t1.Uy'a livlug 0%po.u-a, C1duc.e.tional coat.a and oth!!r 
future elCpll:tlMUI• 'lour aev policy abould co:a at! 

cloM u you can affr.ird to -.k.tna; up t.ha ditf11r11,:,.co 
ba~ (1) vhat your depandauta vould ha..-o if Jou 
Vftre to dia o<nt, .and (2) t!'b.&t they would nctually 
need. 

It b i,:port,nt to re.aeu•• your life inr.ur&.nea 
progrca frequiv,ntly. Nocde will probably ba greeter 
1f tlmro 1a ocly 01!.D W1:!.Sl'l-c.:lrner 1n ch.c fllnily Cbc::l 
lf t.berl! .an ttJO pe,opla rith eubstanti.a.1 o.!l.ra.in: 
c.ep.actey. Moro. protect.iot:1 ,rill, be raqutrad \.-he3 y,:,ur 
cb.!.ldrc:t1. era )'OUJ:i.K thim vhcri. t:hoy aro older. A 
pe.r$011 rich en-er.l'!l dopend11nu uswtlly rlll oeod ~re 
1.nirorimea than a pero0';.1 filth flM!'. 

2 
111 II!! ft 6 6 6 6 

CHOOSIUG THE R.IGHT lllm 

All liftt hi,urauce poltcin11 e.grec to pay an ~unt of 
l!WUSJ' if you die. nut all pollcillll aro not tM ri..a.z::o. 

~re nro three bcsic kinda o! life i1U1Uranea. 

1. tor., 1.ceurCDCO 
2, Wbr,lo lifo insura-cct1 
3, EM~ UUIUru.co 

In rttent yaaro, vuioua life; in.suraecc product.a hcTe 
boc:i d11rulC1ped vhi.cb are "bybrido" of tbcca b.ani.c 
types, l.=::1~luu·, no c.ntter hG"IJ fan.er VMI policy t.it:la 
or Wu repreuntatton 1'1igbt r.ppau. All lifo iritur
aeo policia.s contain one or ~r• of tho thraa btu1ic 
kizt4a, If yoa oro cctDfursod about a. policy tb.c.t 
oound11 co:.?lic.atc.d, .cu:ik the cgait or cocpany bov it 
C011lbinae the va.rioue kinda of life in•ura.au. And 
tfM.t t.M a.dvatagee Atld diBGdvant:agH of t;hio 
c=hiriatioo arc. (ODo pouiblc d.iaad-nnt..azo 1111 dloc 
it csy Doaoti.-.e ISA1ta "'54Dinsful co11c cca;:iarit!O'!! 
difficult.) Tb= foll(J'Vi.:ag ta e brief dGDcripti~ 
of CM throa b611ic kinda: 

tern tnauranco, an the ruma t.;,liaa, inauree your 
lite for a cpocitic poriod cf tic=, aucb ea one you, 
tbc yearc or tc:1 y111..1.r11. 0..th bcoefice td.11 ba pc.id 
only if you die vith1D. th•.t. cans of y1u1.ra, tern 
1.ncurmi.cc te:nerclly pro..,-idoD the lc.rge11t ieaodiata 
dsath protscttc:i for y0l1r pro.aim: dollcr. 

tcrzi ineuTance policitui are uriually "ra.:i.avabla'" for 
oo.t or e.ora eddition.o.l tercfl, 0 e"f'lt1ll if your be.al.th 
baa cb.:ngod. !.acb t.~ you rmunr tho policy fer o 
nCN tcm::,, 1 prr:::rlu:na v1l.l be hist.or, to reflect tho 
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b11h::' 11blf.hood cf a poreo-Q dJ'ill.l a.111 b.::i or ob4 ar-c,,,n 
older. For •~17 r1n:1.,,.bla t•ru•"' thi• :,-= that 
:rour prc=.i~ 1'111 increaw cnory ,-oar: for 10 yur 
~blo tans.• aTory tc JOJU'3:. (~ fon:a of tcrru 
iaaw:-.cco, "teru to 65," b.s.e only OM "tarn,• o:i 

tr=UAl prcrl\ZIUJ ara lcnol.) DUlco su:,t all tora 
policioa oro rc=cvable, ~ ou.ro to chock OD thio 
futuro boforo bu1"fny. 

Ton:i. bcurA.flco and "Death Protoct1o-::a"' 

Peoplo pure.ban tan,. iacuranco to D.AX1.a.isa tha 
c:.o\.Ct of duth proto.ctiOD tbo7 ca.a obtain fer 
their bc.n.l!Jciarh•a for a ctv~ ou:a of aono7. 
Hatr thio wtirb ca 1>4at bo GIHD udng an axo.a:plo, 
baood w tba a.ctwi.l rat•• of D COIIIJ>auJ oflaria,: 
T&riowl t.ada of Hfo iat1o.1ruico. 

3 
t!l'eae••• 

For $200, a 35 7u.r old a.alo coul.d obtai.:l: 

Typa or Polic7 Pr..iu:::i 
T• ni (a:mual..17 ~ 
rftloOYAblc) 
Tera (to 65) 200 
\lbolo LifCI 200 
EcdO'll!l::ac::,,t (ot 65) 200 

0.-th l'rot • etioei 
$77,200 

19,500 
10,900 

J,200 

For thl• 01:10 yau mu! •go, tho s=.=.u could got tc 
timla AD cuch daath protoctioa for bi• DCrney pur
chu~ CllJW.Uly roi:wnblo tens in.auad of andcr11cuc:1.t 
~ruico. 

Tam inuuranco is a.o=othMa BOld as '"docrea111Ag t•ru•'" 
Thia ~ th.st )"OU at.an cut with a Nt &11.0u.::,,t of 
U&Uruca which dccruus O'TU tiaro, il111t•ad cf tb:J 
prcs.J.uc.:i 1.r.cr-...ini ac you get oldar, thll CD"l'&n.a;o 
decr~c. It ill thb t)"p• of pcilic7 which 1o oftc:a 
uNd to prota.et o lotti,-toru dacrv.a•~ d9bt, w.ch a.a 
0 DOrqago, 

8oe4 toru ilulura.z,.ca policiaa are .a.lee .,coavertiblo.• 
Thi• ~ that boforo tba ond of tba coavarll101:1 
po.riod, you .uy trader Cha tan:l policy for o wbolo 
Ufa or ~t i~r=ico policy _.= if :,-ou a.ro 
cot 1D good bultb, Prc:::iiu::s fur th• new policy v111 
ba hlghar Cbcl )"Ou hno bfic:i pa~ for tho oru 
1.Juiurll..UCO, 

Vbale lifo iu.cure:1ca 111 daaignod to gho dutb pro
t.ccti011 far u lo:g 1111 you ltYCJ. 'tho =oat c=n 
t:ypa b ca.llcd '"atnight life'" ar '"ordin&ry lifo'" 
1.n:urc:ico for l:hich 7ou pay tho ~ prc::di.m.:i far 
a.a long all :,OU ltn. \lbolo lifa pre:rl~ ctart OU't 
at a h!Jber lGYcl tb.&n tares. iJ:n:ur~a fer an oquiYa
lc::it &DOI.Ct of illwn:::ico protoct1on., hgt tMy do c.ot 
1.Dcrou.o v1tb ~; tb•1 rcr::.ntn 1...,ol throughout ch:, 
p,a,-cr:at partod. Th:11 •s:xtrr." par,:ia::itc -ado in tho 
euly yo.an of t.b.o policy eccu:al..ato 1= tho fora of 
•co.ab •aluu, • Wich J::sJ..Ot ba re~ruod if r-. policy i.D 
cu:r-rcidercd., ed c.ay ha bo~ vh.110 a policy i.D 111 
for=, At. duth =r e::,ount vbich hu bae.::i. bcrrovod 
(pla.o tnuroat) U cubtractcd frm:i. t.M faca Yalu• 
of tho polic7. 

~ vbolo lifa pol1ciu let you pay prc:ai~ for a 
aborter pariod cuch a.o 20 yoaro, or until qo 65, 
Prc::dUll.G for tMnO palicico aro highar the. fer 
ardi.c.:l.ry lifa i.ncuran.c:c oineo t:h:i prc:rlc:::i p&)'r:l;ffltu 
era G(jUOHed int.a a. abort:ot' porlod. 

• C6066QO 

Whole lifo iccura.nce o..Dd other fon:t.lll of life 
1.nriura.z,.co vb.ich build ap caab <roluoa era ooae
t.hto• sold by eocpCD.iaa aAd aaonta 011 '"= 
~;•=~~,;-~~ ~ t::;o::i,."':!~ct!~:t::• 
t.f tho c.aab "aluai "yield'" of DO&t poltctae ~ 
prop,tarly ut1d• ratood, C,uh ••luo• are Yer, lov 
t.n tho firat y..ara of the p0Uc7. and for ths 
firiat fiTo er tw yaara tha rate of return on 
,-our ao-:i.ay MY actually ho aag.atho. Thie 1• 
a 11&jor rllA500. that you. ahould cot coat.cmpleco 
purcha•ius a wholo life poliey (or UJ.Y ca.ah 
•11.lue policy) U11lesa you 11!.tcmd to haq oa.to 1t 
far at laaet tCl'G yaora. and pret• rabl7 l01:1gar. 

An -=do-,:i.t: 1.nsuranca policy peya a aUJII of 9;0aey or 
1m ill,~ to you - tha policyholdar - if you. li'Ta eo 
a cart:ai.a aga. ll you ••ro to di• bofor• theu. the 
doatb bane.fit Y0Uld bG pa.id to ycur ~ici..a.r,. 
J're=ii=.D c:d ca.ch •a.luu for cm.dov-.nt. bauranc• ere 
hiKhcr t.h.im for tho ll4m &AOunt of whola lifo 
i.1uurllllca. Thu.a and-t ia.-..iranco &1Tell you tho 
lun ~t of d-tb prot.11ct:ioa for 7our prc::::iJ.u::3 
dollu. 

SOME \IO!.DS or CA.IJTIO"J 

Don't buy a 11fo iucuran.co policy unl.0110 yoo are eura 
that i~'o,,tM eypo of policy you vant and that you 
ca afford tho: pre:lit=:z, Pent people plaa. to drop 
their vhole life policiu 11100D aft.or buyiq tha::1. 
Tat aboat OM a tin new poltcyboldara do juet: thct. 
(tb.ll a.a7 bo arpecially true of you:13 J)&'Oplo WO ara 
talked iDta ho~ lllp«l81n policiaa wbm:i in collosa. 
baforo thcry haTO AD accurate undarau.Ddill,g of 11it.h=.r 
thdr il1..a::.rA?1.Ce r,..ada or t.balr fil:utncial capacity.) 

Tb.are ara 11.11%11 Tariati.o.a of ltfo iuouranco currcnitly 
be~ aa.rk.&tM aa part of •package•• which cCl'abiDO 
o1c=ou.tc of tan:1 and vbolo lifo ~ruco, ~ 
amiuiti111..11 or m,. iDYooti=:::i.t "aido fund.,. (An amwitJ 
ill a lOD.1-t•n:1 1n .... atm=ut, geri.aral.17 ua•d t:o prO'l'ida 
rotire=.=t 1.nco=.) So=t of t:hoao pack.as• poltet.aa 
(o,s., oo-c:.a.l.lcd •dopoait tll.rtl•) uYo a. large firat 
7o.a.r prc=du= duipod t:o pron.do a atrons tncsnt:bo 
for policyholdaro t:o etay vith t:ho.J.r tens polieica 
far a specified period - ouch a.a t.e:,. J'oa.rD, larl:, 
e:i.rre:dar of thcao policiaa can bo ext."'1Mll7 coctl.y. 

s 
6111106600 

Vb.= cD"C.aiderinJt purchAaiug of a. policy or •pack.ago• 
co=abin.1.q olo=aanta of lifa ia..uuranco, 11-lmUity. or 
•aida f~o,• you abc,gld oak for tho guarant.ocd 
ra~ of return on a11 tho pre::iim::o which you pay, mit 
ja.Jlt co thct &ac7Wl.ta which era left aft:or inouraa.co 
~ (IJtleh o.111 qcnt co=-J.aoiO"ClD) a.re dcrduct.ad. 
loa obould ca.ra.fcl.17 i.Dnatigato cl..a.i=a i:aad11:1 a.a to 
tax adnntq;oo eDd .iJ:plicat.iODD. Vld.lo 1u~ ~ 
producu D-117 be o oigniUc.at: iJ:prGYCDOnt over 
hlbJrcco you ha-ro purcbaaod 1.a, the put (p,ort:icula.r-
17 if tb.ttt i.a.curaneo poltc7'0 cub Yaluo hao a lent 
rate of rotura.), otbaro n.s7 bo doaigned to fall icto 
tho crack.a botwctc::i iD.curance and accur1t.1oa. and 
DOt bG roiulatod odaqu.atal7 b7 aay go•arm::im::1.t 
.. o=y. 

It 1a a ;:ood idea t:o citak firi.anct.Al oihi.co froa 
DCToral cCCC?41ting: aourcec: before a.ak..iq o 1Cdjor 
1.cYo..ati=,e:r,.t or i.ncurance doeiaic:I, 
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FIHDIJtC A LOW COS? f'OLICT 

After you havo dcddod ,:rhlcb kind of Ufe ic1tttra11Co 
fito }':>Ur Deed.e, lock for a good buy. Tour cbancH of 
fiAd:l.na 11. 1ood bu7 an belt.Ur 1f you uH the cont 
:bda.u1• ~t bn-e beu, devDlopcd by 11cw.arie11 to 
aid 1D c~artn, life ioeurimco valuaa. Tbe baeic 
lifo b.euran.ce co11t todu io calltw! tM •Surrender 
Cort hde:x. • hi=plu and tlluetrationa on bov to 
a.ea thio inda are atn:s 1c tho rut of thto zuido. 

llbat tc Coet:f 

To tm.dcrot.imd lifo :liu1urenco eoeu, otart with the 
aim:pl .. t poaaibh ~lo - am aonually reo--ble 
te:ra. pollc7 vhicla bdlda up no caab •alue-a aDd pa70 
DO dtddede. For thio policy t.be coat of duth 
prouctioo ia your 11m::n.1.al prc,,siua paraest. U )"Ca. 
drop (surrcmder) the policy, you gat DO laiOBOJ' back 
(bocA:uBO yoa'n paid in nothiAa 11:lltra; :,ou'•111 
purchlJod "pura d .. tb prot• cttoa.•). Pre:uiU!!CI becoct!i 
pro1rpobol7 laqe.r Neb yaar. to reflect the 
iDcrouia.g actual cc•t of yolll' da.otb protectioo.. 

Ho,, 0 purcbaM tho NlllO a:.ount of dutb protection 
throuab a lenl pretua policy, which h-• a hisb.or 
initial &xpe::t.M bat vbich aleo accu.uletu c.uh 
TUuon. Bero the cc,icopt of co•t becODeo noro 
ccaplicated. The. •true" co11t of thb whole lifo 
policy night be 01H PIOUD.t if y,ou INlrO to die end 
your bene.f1ci&r101 -re to collect tM face Yalue 
a:od quita another U you -n to eurrll'Ddor tho policy 
or uae tho a.ah Yaloe 1tr, IIKIC8 other v:y. 

6 
6 6 6 0 0 0 6 

Tho con of • policy _,. eloo bo effoct.d by vbetbar 
or DOt 1t p-170 db1deodli. A pol1c7 that doe11 1a 
called "perticip•tiq. • Co=paniee that offer parUci
patiq poltciu uy tell yoii what. thD1.r cu.rrnt 
dbidsn.do ere, but the • be of flituro d1Yidrod.e ie 
tmhlown today aid c.&nnat be gu.&l'IUlteod. Didd-=.do 
actually paid arc e.t aach yoar by t.bo cca.pany. 

SOM policiee do not pay dbid~a. Then ere called 
•ga.arant.ed caot• or "aou-participatiag" policie.•• 
hary future of a parant.ad coot policy 19 flz.od eo 
that you l:ncv in adTance lfbat your futaro coat will 
be, 

'Iba preaii=!I and cub Yaluoa of o p.articipeting policy 
are sua-rm1t.Nd. bat tbe diYidl!MII a.ro DOt. Prarl,mci 
far pa.rticipatiq policiea are typically higher tb&n 
far gu&rat-.d coat policioa, but the coat to 7oU aay 
ba hiabsr or lDV'llr • depeDdi.ng D'I!. tho dbidendo 
ectua.lly paid. Tba adYantago - or tho di-d-Ymstaa;e
of o gua.r.mtffd coat policy ill tho certainty it 
prwido•. Thia 11bo,tld bo H'alu..ated aaaitult tho 
fluibilit7 prodded by the parUcipniq; policy, 
vbero dlYide:ndo - az:id thorafore. actual coaU -
cay be r .. ponabo to iaTeabilmtt. and inflotloa. tro:nda, 
end cbm.goe iD the --.rqo life apaa of poltcyboldan.. 

Vbet ore Coot h,duuf 

In order to co.pare the co•t of polici11a, :,ou need to 
look at1 

1. !'rssaiua, 
2. Cub Valcao 
J. Diddcmdo 

Coat ind~ a.M ODD er aaro cf tba• o fact.ore to giTa 
,- a c011nml-t _,- to ca.pare relet. iTe coat• cf 
aJ.allu polictoe. 1lb.g you co.pan coste, an. adjUU-
1ae11t _,.t be .ado to tab into account that DODaJ i.a 
paid aad r~•hed •t difhr.at t1-a. lt itll not 
-.oqb to ju•t ad.cl ap th.II pr..tuu. y,,u vill pe7 and 
oubtract dlill cub nl.ua• and dhldm.d• 7ou ezpect to 
ag back. Inda fipna tab ct1ra of the aritlaetic 
fO'l' J"011• Lutud of haYin.s to add, J1Ubt.ract., Dd:lt1-
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ply aod dbide aaa7 l!.Ulltere JourMlf, you juet 
cospare the b-du l'N!:lbara which :rou cri got froo life 
ineu.raticG qe-uu or.d ct,qnl.a111:u 

The Bailie Cort Inda: 

Tbia lcdmi: r:ak.oa illto account CAOb •oluen, all wall ea 
preidUl!!:!ll, dbidend11. and tba valno of noney ayer t~. 
It io called the surrender coat iodu: boc:.cune it 
co=peru caata ao U ar: ~ futurc poiZlt: 1a t~ 
700 varo to ~111:Ddu th:, policy lt!l.d t.OUI ito each 
•Ales. . 

7 
* * •••• 0 

B El'OU AHT AGENT SELLS TOU A LIR DfSUR.AHCE POLICI 
Ill VlSCO!:ISIJJ • HI. OU SHE HUST PROVIDE YOU lfl.TH nm 
stm.u.HDE:Jt COST nma 7ICUll FOB. THAT POLlC'l A't 10 
Alm 20 Tr.AP.I. TD SEE HOW THAl' POLICY 1.AHJ:S. YOU 
SHOULD THDf CDa'A!E THAT rICUU VlTB l1IOH FO!t. 
BDiILU POLICIES nett: OTHEJl COHPAHllS. 

Bow Do l Oen Thia Caat Iadm:T 

Tbs 110at b:partant tbi.ti.a to rblO:lbor vbtl1l u.oiag t:M 
currender co11t indcx ta th.ct, baaed upon c.bc 
a11au::zption.e of the index, a caallor cui:aher itJ 
generally a bettar buy than a cocparable policy vlth 
a larger index atebcr. 

To eeo bov thla vorU. lot'• look at a.a ~le. 0::,. 
the next: P•se then 1B a tabla girlng tllwatrativ.m 
of the range of ourrCldar coat illd~o for four 
caei=cnly eold policleo, bath part.icipat.iras (•par") 
a.ad n01lt'articipatiag: ("11.00-par"). (The figuro:i 
ghm ani for fce.tlu1 tho aelc figuroe vould be 
g11rt1orelly a little high=r.) The s:rapb belcn, uno 
oo.o •at of figuree fl'OII the tabla: 20 y-r ~rrendcr 
coat indoxao for $25,000 non-participating vbolc 
lifo policiH oold to fet:1.!1.lH u agu 25, JS cXld 45. 

THE RANCE OF SVUFWDt COST IliDEXES: 
All ILLDSnATlmI 

2.0 Year Surrandar Coat Inda 
F-..le Noa-participeting Vholo Life U.S,000 

Iada 
lloo, 
25--
20-
lS-
10-
s
o-

.... 

High Coat 
Lev Coot ~ 0 Jl 12.36 

.. n 1.96 ~ 
•A 2-10 • A l.SJ 

• I 23.27 

Tha purpo• o of tho gropb to to tlluatroto tha vide 
range of coot dlfhrcne1111 011 ju11t one life iaeurece 
policy. To e!'lphuil:a tho u:p0rtance of c~par11t1Ya 
ahoppicg, it nay be ucaful to &ivo that r&a&o of 
co•~ ind.a.a • ,sore coacrete IU.llll{q;. U11lq tho 
a•eu.;,tioaa of the ourre:i.dar coat 14dcz cal.culatica, 
the DOaor Hved betvean tba loveet cellt policy (A) 
and t.ha bigbut ccat policy (B) • if purcbuocl at age 
25 and 1n.1rreadorad et •a• 45, vould be appro:z:i.Batel.7 
$2,900; if tbs policy won purchaaed at. age JS l:Dd 
eun-enderod at age 55, tiii=I aaviuga vould be 
apprcxiAataly $4,300. 

• * * * * e • * 
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t.UcJ 
~ !.!.!! 
v»h U0,000 
l.lh 

'•"'".So.ooo 

vt.Gh UD,000 
Uh 

vi.,h iB,000 
J Uf• 

, , ___ ,,,,000 

y.,..,. .... ,0,000 

..... 
un IJIJUI..UIC: COST c:cttl'.UUOII• 
hn--Su Cost hod- - r-i. 

er J.r-U ~,, A,!•U 
!!.!!.!! ~ 1!!...!!.--2£..!!. 10 Tr lO Tr 

t.- l.10 2.H ,.n ,.n l.(lg t,!M 
2,0. ,.10 ,.u '·" ,.,2 10,04 11.60 
uur. ,.u ,.20 ,.n a.n u.n u.11 
U.11 u.u U.4' 11.U U.ll 2a.n )O,U 

:.16 1.0 l.51 ,.46 1.61 ,.12 ,.0, ,.,.., a.n ,.n 
5,C2 1.H 7,ll U,10 12.,2 
1.ff lD," ll,:l-4, t.,,77 ll,%7 

di 2.Jo l.O us 3.15 
l."4 I.OS S,l7 l,34 10.~ 
1,0 S,U 6,S1 9.'7 12.H 
,.,, 7.S> 11.21 11.21 17.CC 

1- 1.11 L» 2.0 2.t1 s.21 3.H 
Utlt. 2.10 l,O!I l,SS 1,71 l,'2 10,0, 

7'tla '·"' 1,2' '·" 1,21 9.06 u., .. 
U111 ),,, 7,0J J,Cl B,74 15.71 17,J..l 

1- I.JS ,H l.Sl 1.U l,U 2.U 
1:ltll 1,0 l,05 5.15 4,2' 7,!6 7,10 
no, ,.u ,.01 1.t1 '·" 11.H 10.u 
a1111 u.10 n.21 1,.n u.u 22.01 2'.SI 

z..w I.~ ,,-. 1.11 .32 2.n l.Sl 
Utll l,'1 l,21 1.27 l.Jo l.t, I.>-' 

7'0 '·'° '·" '·" ,.~ 10.32 ,.,2 
Utll. ll.10 ll,U 1.5,7' ll.U 22.07 H.H 

1.U t.k l,O l,05 4,U ,.,o 
Jltll, l,°' l.17 J,1-1. S.03 7.27 10,0, 
Utll, )."6 ].t7 4,1-!i &.21 1.71 ll.H 
11.1p , • ..,. 1.n u.n a.•o 11.,1 11.n 

1.S4 1.t-0 2.07 2.U 4.lO ,.H 
Utli, !.U 2.IJ J.U 4.1-l &.71 t,1-1. 
1,ri. ,.ZJ ,.11 ,.n ,.12 1.:n u.n 
UP 7.14 &.17 1'.l7 U.00 U.01 17.~ 

• n,,, ti.,pr.& la U. u\J.. an hr 1U-irat1T11 ~ "11. 
hllci.ae nu i- b&n ..-Mn -1 -1: &1-,-,, M .. aU.ui.. 
t- &ll --.-..n Moc-.N ..t aad• N'rltlq N • uirt1-a• ~ 
-t 4.&U M4I "- t..ic... tr- 1ah~t1 .. ....,..,.u.•.1.., 1-r-
-.-.1.ae .. ,..11.it1-• -u ta Vuc:-ta. TM 1.at..-...t ....._.u .. 
__.1.a......-:ua-~-b4cr.&1.u1.av1.acaaau1-u. 
AU....i-an,-a-•1.000,..,.-. 

~ - 1-- flp.rM hr p,Artld~<ttUO!I ,..11.c.1- ar• ~ 
.. lll••-c.ree: .. '1~. "4akll, u-. .. ttbc s-r-u-.1, _.. 
PNJ-t1-a .t WMi; --.t tlh·u....t• payal,h la 0111 f~ Y1ll ...._ 
n,. ~ri- d ,--rtJ.o:t.,d:.i.q poll.cl-.,. b 1---.l .-r 0111 p,as,: 
:Q,,_...-.lo&all,,.-U-.ceNtMtlJ~W.n:Nta.l•tl.Mt1-
,t-1o, 

c--....1-G CM•~ d' -.i-•, °'tJ -.a Vwlt .. ,-.1~ -
u.- _.,_,.... .... • i- tMc. ~- __., u .. u zn .tau. 
,-u.e.s... -ff'a7M 11,,w- b<la; ......i" ... MJ._,u,a.t .i-. 
•no•_. tMC 1u-, &1.1 ,..i1c1. .. _,... ....i a.a '---'- -1 
... -..i.-u., ...... ~-----10.,..llci.M~ 
tr,.,,1-ia.,...~U-tMt~ 

n.i.. LalilA 1.a "--1 -. MU .. uwta.1 1a ~. ltn • .-.t will .. ~~-
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ni-= r~,;u, of ourrei:.dcr coat ic.dt0.e• ahotn1 oc. the 
t~bll\ ..mly e.pply to t.hs porticular policioa and •a•• 
Jh'en. Tbn e.uiint vay to find ou.t 1t tba p1:1,rticulu 
policy yot1 1:1.rtl collJlidcriAg 1111 lov or hiab 1a to call 
U? n l"'~t' af co111;>1~tiq coe-p-.niu s:Dd ••k fer d~ 
10 .iw~ 20 y...or ~urre%lder co•t indu: fisuro• (at your 
l!::,t::) tor tbdr cocip.an.ble JK!U.cy - or look up tbenc 
fi.81.1:-u 1c th!! libru-,.. Ae you do thin, you ahould 
elll-0 Ur-r fo. a!nd tha follovi.ng rulHI 

1, C.,,ot CO!>pt;.ri1a,Qt1.0 •bould r,rily be n.ada b•tvaea 
scicll&.r plou.•Q of lila 1nr,ura:ic.e.. SilulA.r plan.e a.rn 
t:hoi.,z; !:.-!"1!ch pr..,.,..ido ••rui:ntUlly tba __.. baaic 
t=o!t.t• and requira prlt:duzs pa:r-e,nt• for approtlmate
ly t:hti c.=-c puiod of t!z.a. Tho cloaer pol1c1aa are 
tl'l Ml~ 1dn,tical, tho core reliable tho coac 
cor..-p11.rin~ vill be. 

2. Compare it!din numbcn only for the kind of policy 
for yo,;.r a;e e.ed for tho anini:ut yoa iatCl"lld to buy. 
Sine& no o~ corap~y oftan tbe lovut co•t for nl1 
t:rral'J o! 1.nRunuu:a nt all age• and for 11.ll a.c>w::tU 
of. in••n.r.nce, it h f.aportant that you got th$ 
indftXU tor th• actual policy, a.a• and a-,ua.t vhi.cb 
you int~ to buy. 

l. Sa~l d!ftare:nc11• 111 in.du: nuahera could bo offset 
by oth11t" policy t._.~r••• or diffeno.coa iD tba 
qu&Uty of •&r'f'ice you aay azpect frml tbe co.pcny 
or itfl agcm.t. 

Ai. le .nir event, you vt.11 1C1.H,d other i1C1.fonaatioc co 
which to b,a.,. your pu.rcbaa dec1•101l. Se sura you 
c.an a!ford the pr-iu:au., aod that JO"U undaret..and tha 
policy'c ec.•h •aluea, diYidR!lda and d94th be.nd'iu. 
You •bould al- a&UI A judg.aut on bov veil tbe lUo 
1.tu,uranc:<11 COftf'-.07 or a,:;:e..at Ifill prarld• ••"ice in 
tba futr.re to yoa a.a a policyholder. 

5. Thi.e l!fi!! insur~ce coat inde::z: ia not deaigood for 
L ;o purp:111>:t ol datarmioilCl.g vbathnr you cbould drop 
a policy you hrf'c already OYDrd for •vhilo, 1c. faTOr 
of r, nn- one. li auch a replacDllUlt ia DUggutod, 
y,:>~ ciMuld a•k for 1.u.for-..tion fr01:11 the COllf'&AY which 
111;.ued the old policy before you tab acttoo. 

Other Usllful Co• t In.d1l1UI 

ID ad&it109 tn t.hei oui:-ronde.r coat indu, axpert!l OD. 

i.i:u:11r11:Q,ce bJlyn clsvalopod othar coat 1.nd-.x.o• Yh1ch 
_,. be h<lpfn1 1.n compariq 'f'ariOUJI life iusura:cco 
pro-duct.a. UlJIUr•r• which prOTida tMH 1.Ada fisuroe 
t.UJ!lt do ~ ill accordanco vit.b sta.ndarda aat by ~ 
UI.JIQriu).c:e ec-.t•aioi..e.r. 

Lifr hsuraoee Hot r~,._.,,,t Inda. • 

Thb foda d~ n-ot uka int.o account tbe ca.ah 
aurrHW!cr n.lue (and Un.ind diridenda, if any) 
that Vl:JUl.d M avaU.a.blo to you if you aurrandared 
tbs policy at. tho eod of the period bei.n.a: -..au.red 
by the indu:. It 1o uee.ful if yCN.tr mia coacan U 
the av•ra511 anntt-a.l out-of-pocket. e.-pu111e to you 
(preF...iUWl 1-n di'f'idandc, if eny) OYor a padod of 
tilM., .euc.b •• 10 or 20 yurs, ignoring Cho policy'o 
c..ad:. irurn.nder 'f'Aluo build-up, Underct:ood within 
th.1• !r~vorl; a lova:r indu: gr.t1•rally iodicntoa 
.a. lolo"ll' out-of--poek.11.t e.xpati.H.. 

10 
" •• * • * • 
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'nlCI S,quh'alnt Lffsl Annual Dhidand. 'Thie 
fi&:uro •bowo the part dhidanda pla1 ia daundahl.s 
u,e currcmder coat indox or the DGt pa,-ent coot 
tndeE of e. pcrticipetiug policy. 

Anrqo ~ bto of htun. Indu. Thia fMa:z 
abae m, .e:rproxilution of tM rato of utura OD tM 
eaeh ..-al~ elC!t'lle.nt of o whole life policy. Becauae 
it doe.a aot loftd to a 111':atfic.actly dtffarent ruUnti 
of poUcice free tho eurrador coet tndu, tnouron 
oro ROt. cQITCQtlJ roquirod to proYido thi11 tnfarma
ti.ofl u cout,1..Cnre. lat if cmy agent or co=ip,llQ' 
attcmpte ~ edl you a whole lila policr by ca:pbuh
tnc tu 1.a,reatu,tct or oaYiqa •1-t, yw ehould eat 
to oM tu 10 arid 20 year rct.o of return. ualng tbin 
irtdex. oo that you C-1\D cc:cpara tM policf a "ziald" 
witb tho after tu utan of alcernato, e.afe 
itffoablalte (Neb aa tho 1.a.urut you would -na n 
fOUt' l'll0001' la e o~icg• inet:itadon). VDder DOet 
ctr~tancco. life iooure.a.c:e ahould not be !"Old oi
purchaMd u a i.aT••t:=ient. Tho rate of retun 
1.Dda pr~dee 1ov vi.th laporunt Wonu.Uoo 
NCDU-UJ' to D&k.e thb detoraiutioa for youraelf. 

11 
• o o • • • • 

IKPO'i.Ulli' 11!INCtl TO DEP DI MUID 

1. NJ? OMLI WAT TOU CAJl A.FTOOD. U 100 drop your 
wtiolo lifo policy within th.,, fiut 10 ye.au b.caDeo 
tbst pNS!i~ tu.nl out to be aore thz.a you CAO dford, 
yoo will looti a C111botcntW u.ouot of tho ao1u17 7oa 
ha,re paid ta. 

2. caouP lJISDR.lNCI. U 700 ban acceH to good 
groor teTC t.o..,,1r1u1.ee, teb ad"f'ntaae ol tt. 

3. nt.Y PlT TO UAYJt TOUi.SELF UHDD.IRSUUD. l.aua-
1:ct', durlll& rour younger y•are, vhn your ~tid• are 

8~ally ,:roat11Jet, tem ioauranco aay pro-ddo yoa 
dth IUl!11 ti.me• ea much lo.auraoce protM:tiOG for ,.oar 
pre:ia.1\111 dollar• u wbolo lifo or .z:nd~. 

4. s:uor nown. tw:ay people th.lnlc. all poltciH coat 
about CM ~. They doa't, Before you buy• life 
1.DAlr&mCO policy, elttoJ• chock to a« if it ha4 • 
low eurr~der coDt tn.da:. To dateraiAa vbatber • 
poltcy la high, M>diu:m or low coot, coapared to other 
af.allar policiH ndlablo b Viecoa.d.ll, chock the 
1.if• taeurnca coat comparison infora.atton oo fl.lo 
~ J'DOr loeel public library; call up coepetina 
cor.pe:at.e.11 and set tbetr policy coau am 1.adaxeo: or, 
tl 1'" cH4 furtbffr a.s.otac-ce, cootcct tbr Vbcouta 
taearanc• c-.taatoou'• Offlco. 

5. ~All POLICIJtS, IIOT CCHPANUS. Polic,-holdora 
ebould look et tbft Uldb'H for tM particul.Ar policy 
vb.ich they iate:nd to purchan. Ccapanioe Tar,' end 
the cocp.!llly vtth the lowcl!lt icde.xH for one policy 
will aot n,acceu.rily turve tho love•t 1ade:i:oe for 
all poltcieo. 

'• Jl!ASSISS TOOi. LUE !NstJlt.UK:E NllDS FUQUEHTLY, 
'l'oer Ill• iaeuramco ued• vtll cbaa• ao tbG t:iamliGr 
ef rour dependnu a.!!lid your iN:- chana••· 

7. SOOP l"Olt A COOD ACmT AS V!LL .LS A C0CD POLtct. 
YC!'O cai't: OYG.r ut!.ute the TRlue of u boa.at, vol.1-
Wor.-d qnct. IDuperl~t,d qO:aU ofta. la.ck 
Muilod ~le.die abotSt th.tr ccap&ay'• prodoc.to 
and dn' t real.be tbat th6 coete of ahdlar policies 
ilff.r -.rbdl7 f~ coepany to coapca7, Ia addtttaa, 
~ q'fllet. eoe,nh.etoc.e an tied to prm.iua etse, 
tbor .. S.. 60lll.'itl Incentive for unprofesdoa.al agnaU eo 
Mll higher cost prod\lcta vben ~ u.J eot bl 
a.pprvprtnt:e. So ehop aro=d. Tall to two or three 
qm:i.tfl 1Xtcltl-diq qe:nto wbo r•pn•at uveral 
cCGpaDi~e. ~ the adYic• .. cb ooo gho• yoa 
Uld the 1.nd.ex•e of tM poltciH .. ch oue rocoaaer.do, 

12 ....... 

a. Ill VlCJtY CAREFUL Al!OUT s~ 01. IW'LAClNCi Lln 
tHSUlA!ICE POLICIES. S0110tilM11 an a.xp• nain vbolll Ufe 
er ~t policy -.oy M prO"t'idlq 7oa ritb llttlo 
protection for tho nooey you opnd - .and o mrltch 
to c:ucb higbar lO't'el of tom protoct1oa for tbl ue, 
e:aouac of aonoy nay aekc e1111t1e, la othor caeoo, 
swtcchi.Dg pollcioe ·-1 b• e aietab bacauoe yoa 
rill bn'a to pay the be.ayY Urec year u:pe.caoo cgab, 
aad will loeo cortA~ rlabt.o you hno under tbs old 
poUq. 

g. un IHSUI.ANC! KAT IE ONE or TBE HOST SICHIPlCAm' 
PUI.CBASES TOD CAll KAll YOI. 'l'OUU PAMILT 1H A un 
TIME, If you nro buying life 1'1.eurance u "c:i 

i.n·.-eetmoot," ba eure to check tte rato of returc. 
tt' o dofbitely \IOrtb yoor ti=e (ad nwey) to raed 
up ea life 1D9Uraco and coapero rolatbo yalo:, 
Won you IIUO a purch&H. 

I. EKDmlltt COKPAl.lSOH SBOPPDIG SAVES MON!t. AHi TJHI 
WICB IS SPEH? DffOKKING YOUJ.SELP ilOUT TH£. DIFnllff 
TYPES or Lln INSUUHCE POLICIES AVAILULB - AS WELL 
AS CCliPJ.I.IJ«i THE COSTS or THESE roLICIU - VIU. Bl 
WELL Wi.TH IT, IF YOU )tllD ruamn ASSISTAHC!, 'l'OU 
KA.Y WAH? TO CONSULT YOUI. LOCAL Llllil.Y WICB SHOUU) 
HAVE CUllEHT DIFOB.KATICll OH CCHPilATIVE LID 
INSURANCE PUCES AND llmEIES, 

A SU.TE-WIDE TOU.-FREE '"WISCONSIN LIYE INSUR.A.NC! COST 
DISCLOSUU: INFORMATION LINE" WILL ir: 1tl OPKR.ATIO!I 
nmoUCHOUT 1979, THE HUKBER ISs 1'""800-362-8380. 

1 f you CAD.llOC aet the e.mvera 7ou aHd frca the q;r.lC 
or cocpany, or U :,ou b.no a opaciflc coEpl&i.llt, 
CODtac:t 

The Office of cha Co=daeioner of baurancG 
123 Ven Vesb.J.n,gtoo AYe1lae 
Madi•on, Hi•conai.n 53702 

(600 266-0103 (if 1A K1lvaukeo, call 224-2925) 
1] 

0 • * ~ • * • 

D.c.tod at Kadhoo., Wieconaill. thie 13th day of 
Huch, 1979. 

0 
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